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ALABAMA
AL-1. Ashby, 1905, VG Doane 2/? (Lku; lite tone) 1c Sc.300 (83-42) on unsealed cvr. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
AL-2. Athens, 1907, F RFD 11/F (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $14
AL-3. Eden, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (74-61) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-4. Gainesville, 1922, G+ DCDS (o/s; lite tone; lite cr) as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-5. Haleyville, 1908, VG RFD 11/E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-6. Hill, 1889, F+ CDS/target (ruff R; lite soiled) (84/03) on cvr. E $40
AL-7. Irvington, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AL-8. Montgomery, 1850s, G+ blue CDS; 3c imperf on cvr. E $24
AL-10. Richmond, 1883, VF ms (gum toned) (40/01) on black-border mourning cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AL-11. Round Mountain, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (Lku; crs; bit lite tone) (73-60) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AL-12. Speigner, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite strike; lite tone; part ruff trim L) (06-57) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $20
AL-13. Sulligent, 1909, F Doane 2/5 (Lku; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AL-14. Sycamore, 1943, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $14

ALASKA (Helbok types) Do you need "120 Years of Alaska Postmasters 1867-1987"? We have it!
AK-1. Akulurak, 1942, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (bit ruff trim R & T; tear B) censor tape L (24-51) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-2. Ekwak, 1954, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (35-66) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AK-3. Fairbanks, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (w/non-standard town (ty.5) (# & most of bars off edge; tears L; crs) as recd on PPC w/Eagle, AK, G+ duplex (ty.3) origin. E $24
AK-4. Fairbanks, 1907, G+ CDS/Recc (ty.6) (part on stamp) as origin on PPC. E $20
AK-5. Fairbanks, ca.1928?, VG mute oval (UNLISTED type; crs; nick) tying 2c Wash. on 3.25x4.25" 8-panel pictorial folder: "Fairbanks the California of Alaska". E $20
AK-6. Glenallen, 1953, F 4-bar (ty.1) (50-60) on GPC w/PM's signature on back. E $14
AK-7. Hawk Inlet, 1932, VG+ 4-bar (ty.2) (13-66) on commer.PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AK-8. Shageluk, 1903, G+ CDS (ty.1) (Lku; part ruff trim R; tears B) as recd b/s (00-06) on cvr. 2nd known example; 1st known on cvr (catalog listing is "on piece"); Valdez VG+ duplex (ty.3) origin; U.S.Signal Corps cc. E $200
AK-9. Kmsbsh Cove, 1937, VG 4-bar ty.e (ty.1) (mostly on stamp, but shows fairly well)
"Emergency mail service via Airplane..." typed at L w/pictorial h/s plane (30-51) on cvr. E $24
AK-10. Kipnuk, 1954, VF DCDS (ty.2) w/4-bar killer (dial bit hi) on GPC w/2 more strikes on back. E $12 MIN.6
AK-11. Livengood, 1941, VG+ 4-bar (ty.4) (15-57) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-12. McKinley Park, 1931, G+ 6-bar non-standard (ty.3) (R arc on stamp) Mt.McKinley Tourist & Transportation Co.cc (22-71) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AK-13. Rampart, 1954, G+ 4-bar (ty.8) (part o/s) (98-74) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AK-14. Seldovia, 1913, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) ("EL" weak; toned) on PPC. E $40
AK-15. Sitka, 1927, VG+ duplex (ty.21) (part ruff trim R; lower L tip crs) Alaska Steamship Co.illus.logo ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-16. Unalakleet, 1955, G+ magenta DCDS (ty.5) (town heavy inked) & dateless box h/s (ty.7; Eku; 2nd known) tying 30c Prexie on add.side; & tying pair 30c Prexies +3x 80c Hawai airs +5c Perry/Japan on reverse; on 2.25x4.75" mailing tag. E $20
AK-17. Unalaska, 1945, VG 4-bar (ty.12) (LKU; state bit heavy inked; trim R) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-18. Wrangell, 1927, VG* duplex (ty.5) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AK-19. Yakutat, 1942, G+ 4-bar (ty.7) (tiny tear T) Crosby cachet w/tiny photo applique (Shishaldin Volcano) on air cvr. E $20

ARIZONA (Kriege types)
AZ-1. Cochise, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG) on PPC. E $14
AZ-2. Coolidge Dam, 1956, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (28-56) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-3. Escuela, 1917, VF 4-bar (crnr cr.) (07-42) on PPC. E $20
AZ-4. Ganado, 1917, G+ 4-bar (near VF; T edge scuff affects tips of "NA") on PPC. E $15
AZ-5. Golconda, 1913, F+ 4-bar (slight stuffer) (09-18) on PPC. E $50
AZ-6. Junction, 1910, F 4-bar (ty.5) (lite tone; bit cr) (95/14) on PPC (litho Main St., Jerome, A.T.). E $15 MIN.8
AZ-7. Liberty, 1907, G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (ink spot above address) (01-42) on PPC. E $50
AZ-8. Liberty, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.2) (EKU; lite tone) (01-42) on PPC. E $50
AZ-9. Nelson, 1912 (Apr 4), F Doane 3/1 non-standard (o/s; stamp gone, not affecting this; upper L tip nib) as fwd (04-54) on PPC. E $20
AZ-10. Paul Spur, 1947, F 4-bar ty.E (30-58) on commer.air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AZ-11. Portal, 1951, VG 4-bar (05/64) on commer.PPC w/message: "Greetings from Chiricahua". E $12 MIN.6
AZ-12. Prescott/Miller Valley Sta., 1953, VG 4-bar (EARLY) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AZ-13. Salome, 1924, F 4-bar non-standard (crs) on PPC. E $20
AZ-15. Snowflake, 1908, G+ 4-bar ("OW" obscured on stamp; o/s) on PPC. E $14
AZ-16. Stanley, 1909, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (dial bit hi) (06-26) on PPC. E $75
AZ-18. Twin Buttes, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (lite tone; bit cr; tiny tear L) (06-30) on PPC. E $30
AZ-19. Wendendale, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (05-09) on PPC. E $80 MIN.40

ARKANSAS / Do you need my "Arkansas Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $34 outside US.
AR-2. Bear, 1899, F CDS/target; 8c Sherman (82-33) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
AR-3. Ben Lomond, 1930,G+ 4-bar non-stand.(near F; staple holes B; edge tear T) commer.cvr. ES$12 MIN.6
AR-4. Boldov, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F) (04-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-5. Champlain, 1909, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (46/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-6. Chapman, 1908, VG CDS/target (bit o/s; toned) (03-08) on PPC. E $60
AR-7. Chickasawba, 1909, G+ 4-bar (90-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN 12
AR-8. Cincinnati, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (month partial; trim L) (57-11) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AR-9. Dabney, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; uneven toned) (97-55) on PPC. E $20
AR-10. Diamond, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU) (90/10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-11. Diamond, 1909, F+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) (90/10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
AR-12. Fern, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (LKU; stamp gone, removes # & bars; AS IS for that; toned; tip crs) (88-33) on PPC. E $16
AR-13. Fowler, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; cr; lite tone) (96-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-14. Lafe, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (02-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-15. Lavaca, 1907, G+ CDS/target non-standard (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
AR-16. Long Ridge, 1885, VF ms (edge tears T in date; lower R tip nick) (77-90) on cvr. Errorously listed as "Long Bridge" in Helbock. E $120
AR-17. Northwood, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (LKU; 2nd known example) (89-22) on PPC w/Okay (04-29) G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; LITE strike) as recd. E $24 MIN.12
AR-19. Okay, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (# not struck) as recd (04-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-20. Okay, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (04-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-21. Pine Hill, 1873, VF ms (lite tone) (70/85) on 2.5x4.75" cvr. E $120
AR-23. Winslow, 1914, VG 4-bar non-standard or modified rec'd canx (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CALIFORNIA (Williams types) Need John Williams' "California Town Postmarks"? We have it!
CA-1. Acampo, 1908, G+ RFD 1/1 (crnrs toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-2. Adin, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
CA-3. Al Tahoe, 1923, VG 4-bar (ELD-20) (LKU; lite tone) (08-53) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Mt.Tallac). E $15 MIN.8
CA-4. Alhambra, ca.1941, VG CDS non-standard (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-5. Alviso, 1910, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
CA-6. Arabella, 1895, G+ CDS (LAK-110) (slight ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (88-20) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CA-7. Armada, 1910, G+ 4-bar (RIV-170) (95-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-8. Armona, 1909, G+ Doane 3/7 (upper R on stamp) on PPC. E $6
CA-9. Arrowhead Springs, 1938, VG+ 4-bar non-standard; Arrowhead Spgs.Hotel engraved return add.on flap (87/42) on commer.air cvr. E $14
CA-10. Avalon, 1902, G+ duplex (LOS-510) (near VG; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-11. Avalon, 1905, VF duplex (LOS-520) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-14. Beckwith, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/5 (trim R) 5c Lincoln (70-32) on cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
CA-16. Berkeley/W.Berk.Sta., 1906, G+ magenta CDS/Rec'd (bit o/s; lite tone; crnrs cr) as recd (00-13) on PPC. E $14
CA-17. Bethany, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 (lite tone) (79/40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-18. Beulah Heights, 1909, VG 4-bar (ALA-1150) (07-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-19. Beulah Heights, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ALA-1150) (near VG; o/s) as fwd (07-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-20. Beverly Hills, 1915, F+ 4-bar (LOS-980) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-21. Blue Canyon, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 ("N" not struck; o/w VG; lite tone) 1c Jamestown (67-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-22. Brooks/Rec'd, 1909, G+ straight-line non-standard (part o/s; stamp gone, not affecting this) as recd on PPC. E $14
CA-25. Camp Meeker, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SON-680) (LKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-26. Campbell, 1886, VF ms (UNLISTED type; lower R tip nib) on PSE. EARLIEST for this town. E $50
CA-27. Capay/Yolo Co., 1883, VGG+ double oval/circled neg.star (YOL-390) (EKU) on 1.5x5" upper PIECE ONLY of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-28. Carmel, 1904, VF Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-29. Carmel, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC (Carmel Mission). E $12 MIN.6
CA-30. Casa Verdugo, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (06-13) on PPC to Mexico. E $15 MIN.8
CA-32. Cima, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-33. College City, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (toned) on PPC. E $6
CA-34. Confidence, 1908, VG Doane 3/4 (99/25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-35. Copco, 1923, G+ 4-bar (SIS-830) (LKU) (14-54) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CA-36. Cornwall, 1908, F+ Doane 2/4 (dial bit hi) (90-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-37. Cowell, 1936, G+ 4-bar non-standard (COC-1160) (pinholes) (22-63) on commer.cvr. E $14
CA-38. Crescent City, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (DEL-40) ("ESCE" partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-39. Dana, 1906, F+ CDS/cork (SHA-1360) (trim R; lite soiled; tiny tear R) (88-51) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CA-40. Declez, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite strike; "EZ" stamp; heavy crs; lite tone) (00-13) on PPC. E $20
CA-41. Defender, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F+; message into dial) (00-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-42. Del Paso Heights, ca.1923, G+ 4-bar (SAC-610) (LKU; part on stamp; toned) year omitted, but on 1c Sc.543 (11-61) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-43. Denverton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (ink spot by message) (58-11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-44. Dolgeville, 1908, G+ 4-bar (LOS-2220) (lite tone) (04-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-45. Dolgeville, 1910, VG 4-bar (LOS-2220) (tiny nick T; crnr crs) (04-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-46. Don Pedros Bar, 1850s, VF ms (TUO-640) (ruff slit across upper L) strip of 3x 1c (Sc.7; 1 w/cr) (53-66) on cvr w/APS certificate. Also listed in "Stamps on Cover" section. E $750 MIN.375
CA-47. Douglas Flat, 1907/1908, G+ purple G+ w/VF REDUNDANT CONTRADICTORY year slugs in dial (upper R arc on stamp) (79/66) on PPC. E $20
CA-48. Downie-Ville, 1868, G+ DCDS/target (SIE-320) (EKU; ruff L) on PSE. E $24
CA-49. Drum, 1913, G 4-bar (PLA-1360) (LKU; state & most of date on stamp; dial bit hi; bit ruff R; HEAVY crnr cr) (13-16) on REAL PHOTO PPC (digging ditch for construction of Drum Dam). E $80 MIN.40
CA-50. Duncan's Mills, 1870, G+ blue double-oval/cork (SON-1260) ("ILLS" mostly not struck; bit uneven slit R) 2x 3c locomotive (1 faulty) on cvr. E $40
CA-51. Echo Mountain, 1906, VG Doane 3/5 (slight o/s; lite tone) (93-10) on PPC. E $8
CA-52. Echo Mountain, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (93-10) on PPC. E $8
CA-53. Edgewood, 1932, G+ magenta double octagon/CDS/Reg'd w/ms day correction (UNLISTED type) as origin b/s; G 4-bar ty.E (SIS-1160) as canx on stamps (70-64) on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CA-54. Edna, 1909, VG 4-bar (SAL-910) as recd (87-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-55. El Segundo, 1913, G+ 4-bar (LOS-2930) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-56. Eldorado/H.F.Tracy, P.M., 1887, F+ CDS/star (ELD-950) (trim R in stamp to oval; toned) on PSE. E $30
CA-57. Elmira, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SOL-960) (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-58. Emerald Bay, 1930, G+ 4-bar non-standard (ELD-1060) (bit cr; tiny tear B) (88-59) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-59. Etna Mills, 1908, G+ Doane 3/13 (ink spots by address) (61-24) on PPC. E $8
CA-60. Fallen Leaf, 1916, G+ 4-bar (ELD-1190) (EKU) (08-67) on REAL PHOTO PPC: 2 Angora Lakes. E $15 MIN.8
CA-61. Fielding, 1901, G+ CDS (SHA-1600) (crnr cr) (97-03) on reg.bill card. E $60
CA-62. Firmin, 1912, G+ 4-bar (LOS-3110) (near F+; uneven toned) (11-12) on PPC. E $20
CA-63. Fisk's Mill, 1886, G+ CDS/target (SON-1680) (near VG; tip cr) (71-94) on 2c GPC to Germany. E $50
CA-64. Folsom City, ca.1859, G+ balloon CDS/ms (SAC-930) (56-38) on PSE. E $40
CA-65. Forest Home, 1924, F Doane 3/1 (06-60) on PPC (dance pavilion). E $8
CA-66. Forestville, 1933, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (SON-1830) (staple holes in dial; trim R) on commer.cvr. E $14
CA-67. Forestville, 1944, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard on commer.PSE. E $14
CA-68. Franklin, 1914, VG 4-bar (SAC-1190) (dial hi: tips of "NKL") (56/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-69. French Corral, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R spotty; trim L; lite tone) (59-45) on cvr. E $8
CA-70. Freshwater, 1949, VG+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (crs) (86-64) on commer.#10 PSE w/STAR ROUTE Box 88, Eureka, return add. E $16
CA-71. Friant, 1947, VF TCDS/4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $14
CA-72. Fulton, 1908 (Dec 25), F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
CA-73. Glen Fraser, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 non-standard (R arc on stamp; crs) (06-19) on PPC. E $14
CA-74. Graham Station, 1912, VG 4-bar (LOS-3690) (bars mostly off B; tip crs) as recd (11-18) on PPC. E $14
CA-75. Graham Station, 1913, F+ 4-bar (LOS-3690) (toned) (11-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-76. Grand Island, 1915, VG 4-bar (COL-870) (part on stamp) (54-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CA-77. Grangeville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (toned) (74-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-78. Greenville, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/5 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $6
CA-79. Hanford, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (TUL-1300) (LKU; day spotty) on PSE. E $20
CA-80. Herald, 1939, F DCDS non-standard (lite tone) as rec'd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-81. Highland Springs, 1915, VG+ 4-bar (LACK-730) (cr) (75/21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-82. Hydesville, 1902, F CDTS/cork (HUM-3200) (trim L) on cvr. E $20
CA-83. Indian Gulch, 1907, G+ CDTS/target (MAR-1290) (lite tone) (55/12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-84. Ingomar, 1908, G+ CDTS (MER-610) as rec'd (90-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-85. Inverness, 1907, VG Doane 2/3; 2 strikes (bit overlap) as rec'd, & as origin, tying 2c Sc.319 on PPC from Mexico, then fully readdressed & remailed. E $15
CA-86. Jenny Lind, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (57/51) on PPC. E $8
CA-88. Josephine, 1905, VG CDTS/target (ELD-2010) (LKO; trim R) (95/17) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CA-89. Klammath, 1933, VG 4-bar (DEL-310) (bit cr) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-90. Knightsen, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-91. LaCanada, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned; lower R tip nib) (84/82) on PPC. E $6
CA-92. Laguna Beach, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (LKO) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-93. Lake City, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (ink spot by add.) on PPC. E $6
CA-94. Lakeville, [1867], G+ blue dateless DCDS (SON-3250) (EKU; lite tone) Wells-Fargo tablet at T (59/20) on unadd.PSE w/2nd PSE, w/address (edge tears) ADHERED TO BACK & canxed w/fancy cork killer; datelined enc. & docket on addressed PSE confirm date & usage. RARE use & application. E $100 MIN.50
CA-95. LaManda Park, 1887, VF dark red CDTS/star-in-star (LOS-4650) (2 file holes) (86/20) on GPC. E $50 MIN.26
CA-96. LaManda Park, 1890, VG+ purple CDTS/star-in-star (LOS-4650) (trim R; lite tone; tear R, in stamp; lower R tip nick) (86/20) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
CA-97. LaQuinta, 1932, VG 4-bar ty.E (RIV-1450) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-98. Latrobe, 1891, VG+ purple CDTS/grid (ELD-2250) (64-21) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CA-99. LeGrand, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 (upper R tip nib; crs) on GPC. E $8
CA-100. LeGrand, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-101. Lemoore, 1889, G+ CDTS/scarab (TUL-1570) (LKO; ruff R, removes half of killer) on PSE w/enc. E $20
CA-102. Lidell, 1906, F Doane 1/1 as transit (80-15) on PPC from Italy. E $14
CA-103. Linden, ca.1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard (SAJ-1360) (lite tone) on PPC. E $16
CA-104. Lockeford, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 on GPC. E $8
CA-105. Los Gatos, 1891, VG CDTS/cork (SCL-1380) (trim R) on PSE w/enc. E $20
CA-106. Lovers Leap, 1921, G+ lilac 4-bar (ELD-2440) ("AP" on stamp but shows fairly well; part lite tone) (19-29) on PPC. E $24
CA-107. Manhattan, 1908, G+ CDTS/target (LOS-9420) (lite tone) (03-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-108. Mar Vista, 1927, G+ 4-bar (LOS-9500) (LKO; edge wear; some flap separation) (25-54) on 4.25x6" 5-panel "Catalina Isld" pictorial folder. 2nd known example. E $20
CA-109. Mariposa, 1937, VF DCDS/5-bar non-standard (MAR-1650) (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-110. Mariposa, 1940, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard (bit ruff slit T; slit 3 sides) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-111. Mariposa, 1941, VG DCDS/5-bar non-standard (MAR-1650) (LKU; lite tone) on commer.3.25x4.25" cvr. E $14
CA-112. Mark West, 1906, G+ CDTS/cork (SON-3480) (lite tone) (65/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-113. Marshall, 1911, G+ purple Doane 3/2 (LKO) on PPC. E $14
CA-114. Martinez, 1895, G+ DCDS/circled neg.star in star (COC-1870) on PSE. E $14
CA-115. Matilija, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (o/s) (89-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-116. Matilija, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (town part lite; tip cr; part lite tone) (89-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-117. McKinney, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (84-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-118. McKinney, 1926, VG magenta Doane 2/- w/"2" removed from bars (bit trim L) (84-28) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-119. Merced, 1892, G+ CDTS/cork (MER-1040) (trim L) on PSE w/Coulterville G+ CDTS (MAR-680) as transit b/s. E $20
CA-120. Modesto, 1905, G+ magenta reg'd straight-line h/s at L (UNLISTED; trim L, removes "M" of town; lite tone; tiny tear T) G+ duplex tying 10c Webster on reg'd cvr. E $20
CA-121. Mount Hermon, 1925, VG+ 4-bar (SCR-1280) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-123. Mount Wilson, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) (04-65) on PPC (Bridal Veil Falls). E $8
CA-124. Mountain Ranch, 1953, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (upper R on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-125. Murphy, ca.1910, G+ Doane 2/7 (year partial; o/w VG+) (94-35) on PPC. E $6
CA-126. Murrieta, 1927, F duplex non-standard (RIV-1760) (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
CA-127. Murrietta, 1923, G+ duplex non-standard (RIV-1740) (85-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-128. Navelencia, 1923, VG 4-bar (FRE-4000) (EKU; toned) (15-31) on PPC. E $20
CA-129. Newark, 1914, G+ duplex (ALA-3000) (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-130. Nimshew, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (80-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-132. North San Diego, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (70/43) on PPC. E $8
CA-133. Oakley, 1912, VG Doane 3/4 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $6
CA-134. Oakley, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (COC-2070) (sealed spindle; part toned; crs) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-135. Oakley, 1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard (COC-2070) (LKU; dial hi: "KL" partly off; upper L edge scuffs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-137. Oakville, 1912, VF 4-bar (UNLISTED type; edge tear R; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-138. Olympia, 1917, F 4-bar (SCR-1300) (15-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-139. Ontario, 1887, G+ CMS/target (UNLISTED type; "NTA" weak; toned; trim R) on cvr. E $20
CA-140. Orange, [1879], G+ CMS/target (LOS-10610) (LKU; dial bit hi) on GPC. E $20
CA-141. Pacific, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU; dial bit hi) (80-58) on PPC. E $20
CA-142. Pancho, 1907, VG Doane 1/2 (uneven toned; crnr crs) (70-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-143. Parlier, 1907, G+ 4-bar (FRE-4410) (EKU; HEAVY cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-144. Pine Knot, 1922, G+ 4-bar (SBE-4290) (LKU; part lite tone) (12/38) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-145. Pinegrove, 1907, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
CA-146. Plaster City, 1930, G+ 4-bar (IMP-1080) (EKU; part on stamp; trim L) (24-64) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
CA-147. Playa Del Rey, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (near VF) (04-14) on PPC. E $8
CA-148. Playa Del Rey, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (tears T; uneven toned) (04-14) on PSE. E $6
CA-149. Point Richmond, 1911, G+ duplex (COC-2430) (LKU) LATEST for this P.O. (02-12) on PPC. E $14
CA-150. Polaris, 1913, F 4-bar (NEV-1940) (dial bit hi) (01-23) on PPC. E $20
CA-151. Port Harford, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (toned; tip crs) (82-07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-152. Porterville/Tulare Co., 1880, F+ CMS/target (TUL-2240) (EKU; year bit heavy inked) on GPC. E $50 MIN.26
CA-153. Portola, 1924, G+ CMS/grid non-standard (ruff R, just in stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
CA-154. Prattville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; tip cr) (74-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-155. Rattlesnake, ca.1860s, G+ DCDS/ms (PLA-3000) ("RAT" mostly not struck; tiny tears T; lite tone) (54-69) on 10c PSE to Seneca Falls, NY. E $150 MIN.75
CA-156. Requa, 1925, VG+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type, w/o serifs) (78/70) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-157. Reward, 1912, G+ magenta 4-bar (KER-3490) (LKU); dial bit hi) (09-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-158. Rio Dell, 1902, G+ duplex (UNLISTED type; trim R) on 3x4" cvr. E $20
CA-159. Ripon, 1912, G+ 4-bar (SAJ-2140) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-160. Wells, Fargo & Co/Sacramento, [1871], G+ blue oval (trim R to stamp; addressee's pen notes on tablet at L & part of ad) J.C.Meussdorffer/Hats & Caps header; overall lined background; on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
CA-161. Saint Louis, 1905, G+ CMS/ms (SIE-1430) (trim L; lower L crnr clip) (55/15) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
CA-162. San Francisco, ca.1865, G+ DCDS w/fancy cogwheel killer (trim L) on cvr. E $40
CA-163. San Francisco, [1874], VG CMS/cork (SAF-840) (LKU) Loupe & Haas, Wholesale Grocers return add. on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CA-164. San Francisco, [1883], VG CMS w/"S", "A" & blank slugs in dial (UNLISTED type; state not struck) as recd on GPC. E $20
CA-165. San Francisco, 1896, F duplex w/"20" killer (SAF-1680) (bit ruff slit upper L) on cvr.
CA-166. San Francisco, Box/3, 1904, G+ CDS (SAF-2770) (LKU) as b/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CA-167. San Francisco (Sta.No.23), 1939, F magenta DCDS as origin b/s (2 sealed spindles in flap, not into this) 11c +6c on reg'd cvr. E $14
CA-168. San Francisco/A, 1891, G+ duplex (UNLISTED type; "A" in killer lite) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CA-169. San Francisco/Damaged Mail & Nixie Section, 1997, G+ DCDS (part on stamp) Andrew Associates cc on #10 cvr w/no damage. E $15 MIN.8
CA-170. San Francisco/Damaged Mail & Nixie Section, 1998, G+ DCDS on stamp show ad PC w/"Not Deliverable As Addressed..." partial slogan machine at B. E $15 MIN.8
CA-171. San Francisco/M. & N., 1913, G+ CDS (SAP-3120) (LKU; near VF; stamp gone, partly affects "CO; lite tone) maybe for "Military & Naval"; not found in 1913 postal guide; on PPC to Philippines. E $120
CA-172. San Juan, 1893, G+ double octagon/cork (SAB-1110) 2c Colum. (51-05) on cvr. E $24
CA-173. San Luis Rey, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 w/blank month/day slugs (upper R tip ruff) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-174. Santa Ana, [1878] (Dec 25), G+ blue CDS/cork (LOS-13360) (LKU; lite tone) (70-89 period) on GPC. E $50
CA-175. Santa Clara, 1850s, VF ms (SCL-3340) w/"Paid 10" rate (lower R crn roned on) 2.75x4.5" stampless lady's cvr w/fancy albino embossed border w/encl. E $50 MIN.26
CA-176. Santa Margarita, 1947, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-177. Seeley, 1957, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard ("Y" not struck; o/w about VF) on commer.GPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-178. Sierra Valley/Sierra Co., 1882, G+ CDS/target (SIE-1690) (state mostly not struck; trim L) (62-99) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
CA-179. Skyforest, 1955, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-180. Smith River, 1907, VG Doane 2/6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-181. Somis, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 (diail bit hi: tips of "M" off) on PPC. E $6
CA-182. Soulsbyville, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/5 (near VF; dial hi: "SBY" partly off; lite tone) on PPC to GUERNSEY, Channel Isles, England. E $15 MIN.8
CA-183. Stirling City, 1905, G+ Doane 2/10 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-185. Sweet Land, 1860s, G+ blue CDS w/"Paid" killer (NEV-2240) (trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) (57-05) on PSE to Meadow Lake (66-69). E $75 MIN.38
CA-186. Tallac, 1911, VG 4-bar (ELD-3950) (lite tone; crs) (70/27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-187. Telegraph City, 1881, G+ TCDS/target (CAL-2730) (trim R in stamp to portrait) (62-94) on PSE. E $80 MIN.40
CA-188. Thebe, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (bit lite tone; crn r crs) (96-11) on PPC. E $50
CA-189. Todd's Valley, ca.1860s, G+ blue CDS/target (PLA-3690) (trim R) 3c Sc.65 (56-84) on cvr. E $80 MIN.40
CA-190. Todd's Valley, ca.1860s, G+ black CDS/target (PLA-3690) (bit trim L) 3c Sc.65 (56-84) on cvr. E $80 MIN.40
CA-191. Tomales, 1891, G+ CDS/target (MRN-3330) (part on stamp; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
CA-192. Trenton, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R arc & part of date on stamp; # partly off; cr) (87-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-193. Tudor, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part o/s) as recd (93-42) on PPC. E $6
CA-194. Venice, 1907, G+ Doane 3/11 on PPC. E $6
CA-195. Verona, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VF; lite tone) (97-41) on PPC. E $8
CA-196. Vichy Springs, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (93/36) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-197. Visalia, 1883, VG CDS/scarab (TUL-3380) (upper R tip nib) on PSE. E $20
CA-198. Wheeler Springs, 1923, G+ 4-bar (VEN-2240) (EKU) (13-58) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-199. White's Bridge, 1891, G+ purple DCDS/target (FRE-5760) ("WH" mostly not struck; bit ruff trim R; 2 rust lines at upper L) (79-93) on cvr. E $80 MIN.40
CA-200. Winthrop, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SHA-4680) (message in shorthand, partly into dial on town; tip crs) (00-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-201. Woodbridge, 1910, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-202. Woodland, [1879], VG+ CDS/cork (YOL-1590) on GPC. E $20
CA-203. Woodside, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (state not struck) (54-15) on PPC. E $8
COLORADO / Need Meschter’s "Preterritorial Colorado Postal History?" We have it!

CO-1. Agate, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard (few scuffs in message) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-2. Albano, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (04-12) on PPC. E $50

CO-3. Ames, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (80/22) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

CO-4. Argo, 1910, VG 4-bar (81/11) on PPC. E $20

CO-5. Arrow, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (05-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-6. Axial, 1914, G+ 4-bar (83/58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-7. Bald Mountain, 1909, G+ duplex (69-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-8. Bald Mountain, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG; part on stamp) (69-21) on PPC. E $14


CO-10. Bashor, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (09-18) on PPC. E $16

CO-11. Bashor, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked; o/s) as recd (09-18) on PPC. E $14

CO-12. Bayfield, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-13. Bennet, 1931, VG 4-bar ty.E (part stutter; heavy cr; pinholes) on commer.cvr. E $14

CO-14. Bonanza, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (o/s) as recd (80/38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-15. Brandon, 1912, VG 4-bar (88/63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-16. Brandon, 1919, F 4-bar (88/63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-17. Briggsdale, 1911 (Dec 25), VG 4-bar (bit stutter; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $14

CO-18. Byers, [1913], G+ CDS/target non-standard ("RS" on stamp; year partial; bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-19. Calhan, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (town bit heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-20. Caribou, 1905, G+ CDS/cork (71-17) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

CO-21. Case, 1910, F 4-bar (tip cr) as recd (97-13) on PPC. E $20

CO-22. Cassells, 1910, G+ CDS w/4 wavy lines killer non-standard (99-29) on GPC. E $20


CO-24. Central City, 1948, G duplex; "The Pony Express Rides Again. 1st Annual Pony Express Race. Idaho Springs to Central City in the Colorado gold fields..." & "Rec’d Central City by Pony Mail" boxed h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


CO-27. Chipita Park, 1956, G+ 4-bar (35-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-28. Colorado Springs, [1879], G+ DCDS/neg.star in cork (killer partial; bit cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-29. Colorado Springs/Clok.No 2, 1901, VG CDS (T edge part toned) as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CO-30. Colorado Springs, 1922, VG+ DCDS/Reg.Div. as origin b/s (bit heavy inked; cr) 12c +1c on reg’d 2c PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

CO-31. Crescent, 1908, G+ 4-bar (07/22) on PPC. E $30

CO-32. Crisman, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (76/18) on PPC. E $20

CO-33. Critchell, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; toned) (99-45) on PPC. E $14

CO-34. Daffodil, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (addressee, sender & message names obliterated w/black marker; AS IS for that) (96-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-35. Deckers, [1908], G+ 4-bar (EARLY; year partial; part obscured; bit o/s) (08-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-36. Denver, ca.1880, G+ CDS w/BOLD fancy circled "US" intertwined (state not struck; bit trim R) on cvr. E $40

CO-37. Denver City, C.T.), 1860s, G+ CDS ("ITY" & "T." not struck; nick T) (60-66) on cvr. E $24

CO-38. Denver City, (1865), G+ blue CDS (lite tone) as fwd (60-66) on cvr, fwd to Central City, w/"Due 3" & Advertised" oval h/s. E $40


CO-40. Edgewater, 1912, G+ duplex (92-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-41. Eldora, 1909, F+ Doane 2/6 (97-67) on PPC. E $8

CO-42. Eldora, 1925, G+ 4-bar (ink spot R edge) (97-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-43. Eldora, 1930, VF 4-bar (97-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-44. Englewood, 1907, G+ purple Doane 3/6 (near F+; bit o/s) as recd on PPC. E $8
CO-45. Englewood, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/6 (year heavy inked; tip crs; tone spot) on GPC. E $6
CO-46. Eskdale, 1914, VF 4-bar (11-33) on REAL PHOTO PPC: Masonic Temple, Ft.Morgan. E $20
CO-47. Evergreen, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-49. Falcon, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; dial bit hi) (88-42) on PPC. E $14
CO-50. Forkscreek, ca.1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (month/day not struck; year partial; o/w F+) (78-27) on PPC. E $14
CO-51. Port Collins, 1866, G CDS/target ("FORT" not struck; toned; ruff L) on cvr. E $40
CO-52. Port Lyon, 1922, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) on PPC: Bailey, CO. E $20 MIN.10
CO-53. Gary, 1912, VG 4-bar (99-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-54. Gill, 1922, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-55. Glade Park, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; part heavy inked; o/s) as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-56. Globeville, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (90-00) on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $30
CO-57. Goodpasture, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; edge tear T) (95-23) on PPC. E $20
CO-58. Grand Lake, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 w/blank slug for day on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-59. Graneros, 1912, G+ blue 4-bar non-standard (near F; dial bit hi) (89-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-60. Gulch, 1907, G+ 4-bar (part o/s; toned) (95-16) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
CO-61. Halfway, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (03-17) on PPC. E $6
CO-62. Halfway, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/1; "Summit of Pike's Peak" VG+ blue private cogwheel DCDS as "origin" at lower L (03-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-63. Harris, 1906, F+ Doane 2/2 (crs) (90-08) on PPC. E $40
CO-64. Harrisburg, 1910, G+ 4-bar (87/55) on PPC mailed w/o stamp to local add. E $12 MIN.6
CO-65. Hartsel, 1907, F+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-66. Hawthorne, 1908, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (06-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-68. Heeney, 1959, VG+ 4-bar (39-60) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-69. Hideaway Park, 1959, G+ 4-bar (497-80) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-70. Higho, 1919, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) (89/30) on PPC. E $20
CO-71. Hill Top, 1910, G+ 4-bar (90-44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-72. Howardsville, 1910, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone) (74/39) on PPC. E $20
CO-73. Huggins, 1907, G+ Doane 3/(1) (LKU; stamp gone, affects # & part of bars; o/w near F+; scuffs L & R; toned; AS IS for faults) (06-08) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $80
CO-74. Ilse, 1907, VG CDS/target (84/29) on PPC. E $24
CO-75. Independence, ca.1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; year partial) (99-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-76. Insmont, 1906, VG Doane 3/(1) (stamp gone, affects # & bars; slight o/s) (02-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-77. Kings Canyon, 1936, G+ magenta 4-bar (part on stamp) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (28-36) on PPC. E $20
CO-78. Kirk, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-79. Kremmling, 1907, G+ Doane 2/(3) (upper R & most of date on stamp; bars partly off R) on PPC to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
CO-80. Lehman, 1910, G+ 4-bar (03-11) on PPC. E $40
CO-81. Lehman, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs; scuff spot, just in message) (03-11) on PPC. E $60
CO-82. Leroy, 1925, G+ magenta 4-bar (88-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-83. Limon, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-84. Limon, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-85. Longs Peak, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("AK" on stamp; o/w VF) (09-36) on PPC (elevated view of Inn & Peak). E $15 MIN.8
CO-86. Loretto, 1909, G+ 4-bar (tear T; crs) (96-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-87. Loretto, 1940, G+ 4-bar; Loretto Heights College cc (96-66) on commer.cvr. E $14
CO-88. Lucerne, 1908, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
CO-89. Lucerne, 1911, VG Doane 3/4 (bit stutter; stamp bit toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-90. Lujane, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+) (05-10) on PPC. E $50
CO-91. Malta, 1906, G+ CDS/target (75/55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-92. Marble, 1909, G+ duplex (90/42) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-93. Marble, 1909, G+ duplex (stamp fault) (90/42) on PPC: litho aerial view of town. E $15
CO-94. Mattison, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (89/15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-95. Meeker, [1892] (Feb 29), G+ CDS/cork; Bank of Meeker cc; LEAP DAY canx on PSE. E $20
CO-96. Mercier, 1909, G+ 4-bar (06-13) on PPC. E $30
CO-97. Montclair, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (88-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-98. Montclair, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/5 (88-12) on PPC. E $8
CO-99. Montclair, 1911, VG+ purple Doane 2/5 (88-12) on PPC. E $8
CO-100. Montrose, 1894, G+ CDS/cork; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CO-101. Mountain City, 1866, G+ DCDS/target (part ruff trim R) (60-69) on cvr. E $50
CO-102. New Windsor, 1907, VG duplex (lite tone) (84-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-103. Newett, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+; lite tone) (95-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-104. Norrie, 1908, VF 4-bar (94/18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-105. Norrie, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (94/18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-106. Oakview, 1914, VF blue 4-bar (07-30) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-107. Ophir, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (trim R, in stamp; lite tone) (78/21) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
CO-108. Ophir, 1914, G+ 4-bar (dial hi; tips of "H" off; bit lite soiled) (78/21) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-109. Ouray, 1885, F CDS/cork on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CO-110. Overland, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (92-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-111. Parma, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; # not struck; o/s) as recd (86-10) on PPC. E $40
CO-112. Pinecliffe, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near F+) 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $8
CO-113. Plainview, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; bit stutter; tip cr) (09/52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-114. Plainview, 1910, VG+ 4-bar as recd (09/52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-115. Plateau City, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part spotty; tip crs) (01-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-116. Prowers, 1909, G+ 4-bar (81/33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-117. Rago, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY) (12-51) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-118. Red Lion, 1935, VG 4-bar (88/35) on GPC w/PM's signature. E $20
CO-119. Red Mountain, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; crnr crs) (83/13) on PPC. E $40
CO-120. Rosemont, 1909, G+ CDS (date/state on stamp but shows fairly well; lite tone) (03-26) on PPC. E $20
CO-121. Rouse, 1909, VG duplex (89-29) on PPC. E $15
CO-122. Ruedi, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (89-41) on PPC. E $14
CO-123. Russell Gulch, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (79-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-125. Saint Cloud, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tip crs; lite tone) (84-13) on PPC. E $14
CO-126. Saint Elmo, 1880, G+ magenta CDS/target (EARLY; bit o/s) (80-52) on GPC. E $24
CO-127. Saint Elmo, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (stuttered; crnr crs) (80-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-128. Saint Elmo, 1952, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (80-52) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CO-129. Salina, 1910, G+ 4-bar (heavy crs) (74-25) on PPC. E $14
CO-130. Salina, 1921, F 4-bar (74-25) on PPC datedline Gold Hill. E $15 MIN.8
CO-131. Sidney, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (88-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-132. Colorado Mines and Aerial Tramway Co./Silver Plume, 1911, G+ magenta private DCDS as "origin" in address area; Sliver Plume G+ 4-bar as canx on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
CO-133. Silverton, 1888, VF CDS/cork (upper R edge ruff slit; lite tone) MD's cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CO-134. Sitton, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar (year not struck) (06-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-135. Sligo, 1910, F 4-bar (slight stutter) (08-41) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-136. South Canon, 1910, F 4-bar (upper L crnr short; edge tear T; bit cr) (05-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-137. South Park City, 1959, G+ 4-bar; 1st Day cachet (59-76) on unadd.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-138. South Platte, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF; year omitted) (99-37) on PPC. E $14
CO-139. South Platte, 1917, G+ 4-bar (upper R arc on stamp) (99-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-140. South Pueblo, 1882, G+ CDS/cork (trim L & R; lite tone) (74-87) on 2.75x4.25" cvr. E $40 MIN.20
CO-142. Springfield, 1889, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; part ruff trim R; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15
CO-143. Stamford, 1910, VG 4-bar (83/20) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CO-144. Starkville, 1913, G+ CDS non-standard w/indistinct killer on PPC. E $14
CO-145. Tarryall, 1920, G+ 4-bar (96/33) on PPC. E $24
CO-146. Thedalund, 1921, G+ 4-bar w/non-serif letters (dial hi: "DAL" partly off) (17-26) on PPC. E $50
CO-147. Tincup, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("P" on stamp; bit stutter; lite tone) (80-18) on PPC. E $24
MIN.12
CO-148. Tolland, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (upper R on stamp) (04-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-149. Tolland, 1910, F+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-44) on PPC. E $14
CO-150. Trail Ridge, 1939, VG 4-bar; "Mount Evans/Highest Philatelic Meeting" private magenta h/s at L; pictorial cachet (37-54) on cvr. E $14
CO-151. Turret, 1904, G+ CDS/target (date part spotty; part ruff trim R) (98-39) on cvr w/enc. E $24
CO-152. Turret, 1907, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; edge tears; crnr crs) (98-39) on PPC. E $20
CO-153. Turret, 1939, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (98-39) on mailed 3x5" card w/PM's signed note on back. E $15 MIN.8
CO-154. Tuttle, 1913, F+ 4-bar (lite tone) (83-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CO-155. University Park, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp; B edge bit tone) (90/15) on PPC. E $6
CO-156. Vallecito, 1942, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (39-42) on cvr. E $20
CO-157. Vallery, 1908, VF 4-bar (lite crs) (07/19) on PPC. E $30
CO-158. Valverde, 1906, G+ CDS (cr) as recd (89-08) on brown ("mock leather") PPC. E $20
CO-160. Waldorf, 1908, VG 4-bar (town bit obscured by design) (06-12) on PPC: "...bound for Mt.McClellan..." E $15 MIN.8
CO-161. Waldorf, 1908, VF 4-bar (06-12) on PPC (Idaho Spgs Natatorium) "difficult to breathe as air is so light..." E $15
CO-162. Wellington, 1907, F+ Doane 3/5 (slight stutter; nick L; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-163. Wellons, 1910, VF 4-bar (08-16) on PPC. E $75
CO-164. Willard, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (88/67) on GPC. E $15
CO-165. Wootton, 1910, F purple 4-bar (bit o/s; toned) as recd (08-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-166. Wootton, 1911, VG magenta 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip crs) as recd (08-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CONNECTICUT
CT-1. Bakersville, 1905, F+ Doane 3/2 (EKU) as recd (51-06) on PPC. E $40
CT-3. Birmingham, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (trim L) (76-94) on PSE. E $40
CT-4. Bridgeport, 1860s, F CDS w/geometric "8 diamonds" killer on cvr to Gen'l Selden Connor. E $24
CT-5. Campbells Mills, 1905, G+ CDS/target (50/08) on PPC. E $40
CT-6. Cannon, 1893, G+ CDS/grid (near F+) as recd b/s (82-06) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CT-7. Clarks Corner, 1888, G+ CDS/target (slight ruff trim R) (74-27) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CT-8. Colebrooke River, 1889, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff angle trim R) (72-07) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
CT-9. Danbury, [1874], F CDS/fancy neg."top hat" in cork (lower R tip nick) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CT-10. Eagleville, 1904, G+ duplex; "President's Office, Connecticut Agricultural College, Storrs, Eagleville, RFD" cc (50-41) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
CT-11. East Thompson, 1860s, VF ms town/month/day (trim L) 3c grill (50/34) on cvr. E $14
CT-12. East Thompson, 1892, G+ CDS/cork w/ms year (trim R; lite tone) (50/34) on PSE. E $14
CT-13. East Windsor Hill, 1923, VG blue 4-bar non-standard w/smaller dial (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $14
CT-14. East Windsor Hill, 1933, VG 4-bar non-standard w/larger dial (crs; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CT-15. Glastonbury, 1891, VG CDS/circled star (bit trim L) Glastonbury Creamery cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
CT-16. Hampton, [1829], F ms town/month/day w/"10" rate (uneven toned) on SPL. E $30
CT-17. Hartford, [1841], VG CDS w/ms "6" rate (tear T; crs; bit lite tone) on SPL. E $15 MIN.8
CT-18. Hop River, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; tips of "P R" off; part on stamp; overall lite tone spots) (80-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CT-19. Ledyard, [1865], VF ms w/cork killer (36-03) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
CT-20. New Haven, 1860s, VG DCDS/neg.6-point star cut in cork (bit trim L) on 2x4.5" cvr. E $24
CT-23. North Ashford, [1905], G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; year partial) as recd (35-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CT-25. Pineorchard, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) (97-57) on PPC. E $8
CT-26. Soundview, 1906, VG+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (03-42) on PPC. E $8
CT-27. Soundview, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (near F) (03-42) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CT-28. South Canterbury, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (pinholes in stamp) (72-16) on GPC. E $8
CT-29. Southford, ca.1860, VF ms (ruff R) (38/06) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
CT-30. Springdale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (72-67) on PPC. E $6
CT-31. Stepney Depot, 1918, VG 4-bar non-standard (crs; tear B; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-32. Sterling, 1907, F Doane 2/7 (part lite soiled) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-33. Sterling, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/smaller dial (toned; tiny nick B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-34. Sterling, 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger dial (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-35. West Meriden, 1863, G+ DCDS/target (trim L; T crnrs nib) (46-80) on cvr w/enc. E $14
CT-36. Westford, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (1833-1938) on PPC. E $8
CT-37. Winthrop, 1888, G+ sawtooth CDS (trim R) as recd b/s (41-04) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CT-38. Wolcottville, ca.1870s, F CDS/cork; 1c banknote (26-81) on cvr to local add. E $80

DELAWARE
DE-1. Bethany Beach, 1954, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-3. Houston Station, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) as recd (64-37) on PPC. E $6
DE-4. Montchanin, 1952, F+ 4-bar non-standard on GPC w/3 more strikes on back. E $12 MIN.6
DE-5. Porters, 1905, F+ Doane 2/3 "mimic" non-standard (lite tone) (86-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
DE-6. Rehoboth, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (cr) (85-11) on Horn's Pavilion PPC (illus.beach at L; ocean on pix side). E $12 MIN.6
DE-8. Talleyville, 1909 (Jan 1), G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; toned) (85-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
DE-9. Taylors Bridge, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tips nib; tip cr) (71-33) on PPC. E $8
DE-10. Yorklyn, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; part on stamp; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA / See "Political" & other topical categories for more DC.
DC-1. Tennallytown, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R; upper L tip nick; 2 small tone spots) (46-94) on cvr w/enc. E $120 MIN.60
DC-2. Congress/Washington, 1870s, VG+ DCDS/target (trim L) on cvr. E $20
DC-3. Washington, 1882, F+ CDS/double-circled "5" on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
DC-4. Washington/Forwarded, 1885, G+ CDS (near VF) at L, as fwd on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
DC-6. Washington/L, 1891, F CDS w/"4" in dial, "L" in killer on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

FLORIDA / Do you need my "Florida Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
FL-1. Atsena Otie, ca.1860, G+ CDS (tears; crs; lite soiled; front & back glued together; AS IS for faults) (52/84) on cvr. E $60
FL-3. Bryceville, 1912, F Doane 2/1 (LKU; bit cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-4. Clay Landing, ca.1861, G+ CDS w/ms day & bit ambiguous year (ruff slit upper L & lower R; upper R crnr ruff) pair 3c Sc.26 (52/75) on cvr. E $100
FL-5. Egmont, 1909, VF Doane 3/5 (tip crs) (00-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-7. Griffin, 1909, G+ 4-bar (bit stuffer; lite tone) (02-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
FL-8. Hollywood, 1920s, G+ modified DCDS/M.O.B. w/4-bar killer (crs) on cvr. E $14
FL-9. Indianola, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (date part spotty) (89-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-10. Jacksonville/West Bay Sta., 1933, VF duplex (cr) on air/special del.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FL-11. Jena, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; uneven toned) (04-38) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-12. Lake Como, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
FL-13. Marathon, 1909, VG 4-bar (EARLY; part lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-14. Matanzas, 1889, VG CDS/grid (near VF; toned; trim R; edge tears T) (68/23) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FL-15. Minneola, 1906, F Doane 3/3 (EKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-16. Ocala, [1870], G+ blue balloon CDS/cork (trim L; lower L crnr water toned) on PSE w/enc. E $24
FL-17. Ormond Beach, 1907, F+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $6
FL-18. Palatka, 1888, G+ duplex on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-19. Palm Beach, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-20. Paola, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (year partial; toned) (80/55) on PPC. E $8
FL-21. Punta Rassa, [1885], G+ CDS (lite tone) as transit b/s (72-24) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FL-22. Saint Nicholas, 1906, G+ CDS (near VG+) as recd (71-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-23. Sandy Ford, 1869, VF ms (many straight line strokes around address, not affecting canx) (51-76) on cvr. E $50
FL-24. Sutherland, 1908, G+ CDS/cork (day/state mostly not struck) (88-25) on PPC (Southern College pennant). E $15 MIN.8
FL-25. Sutherland, 1914, G+ CDS/cork (near F; lite tone) (88-25) on PPC. E $20
FL-26. Tallahassee, Fl a, [1832], G+ oval w/ms "25" rate (crs; lite tone; tiny edge tears; some interior tears at folds) on SPL. E $160 MIN.80
FL-27. Tallahassee, Floa, [1836], G+ oval w/ms "25" rate (state partial; crs; lite tone) on SPL (no contents). E $100 MIN.50
FL-28. Tangerine, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-29. Verdiere Point, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (near VF; trim L; edge tears; bit lite tone) (79-85) on cvr. Erroneously listed as "Verdier" in Helbock. E $150 MIN.75
FL-30. Winter Park, 1907, G+ Doane 2/10 ("ARK" on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6

GEORGIA
GA-1. Apple Valley, 1895, G+ CDS/target; 1c Colum +5c +2c (77-03) on 2c PSE; probably reg'd, but no markings. E $50
GA-2. Athens, [1869], G+ CDS/maltese w/neg.circles in triangles; 3c grills on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
GA-3. Atlanta, [1868], VG blue CDS w/8 'v's' in circle killer (part ruff R) on cvr. E $20
GA-4. Augusta, Geo/3 Paid, 1850s, G+ CDS w/separate "Paid/3" circled h/s at L (flap partly off) socked-on-once on 3c PSE w/Stowe, VT, F CDS (dial bit hi) as fwd at L. E $40
GA-5. Augusta, [1867], F CDS w/crude circled "US" killer (toned; edge tear T) on cvr. E $100
GA-6. Blairsville, ca.1868, G+ CDS/target (slight ruff lower L) 3c grill on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
GA-7. Carlton, 1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
GA-8. Cusseta, 1907, VF PROVISIONAL ms w/"P.M." written twice as killer on stamp (bit o/s; lite tone) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $20
GA-10. Harmony Grove, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (bit lite tone) (26-03) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
GA-12. Hubert, 1895, G+ CDS/target; 10c green Webster (94-31) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
GA-13. Huguenot, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (part ruff upper R) Angel H.DuBose/Stamp & Coin Collector h/s ad cc; 4c Colum. (94-08) on 1c PSE to England. E $40 MIN.20
GA-14. Lithia Springs, 1953, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/smaller dial on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-15. Quitman, [1869], VF ms (lite tone; bit cr) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
GA-16. Riverdale, 1952, G+ 4-bar non-standard (day heavy inked; crs) on commer.cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
GA-17. Savan: G (Savannah), [1818], G+ CDS w/ms "25" rate (cr) on SPL (no contents). E $24
GA-18. Savannah/5, [1848], F red CDS (overall lite tone; tone spot on add.; tears T) on stampless cvr. E $24
GA-19. Sonora, 1880, VF ms (lite tone; trim R) (54/88) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
GA-20. Talbotton, [1869], G+ CDS/grid (bit lite tone) 3c locomotive on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $15
MIN.8
GA-21. Thomson, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/3? (bit lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $14
GA-22. Thomson, ca.1908, G+ RFD 2B/1 (heavy inked; year partial) on PPC. E $14
GA-23. Toomsboro, 1948, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard (part heavy inked) on commer.GPC. E $14
GA-24. Van Wert, 1850s, VF ms (toned; lite soiled; lower R edge tear) 3c imperf (37-72) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

HAWAII
HI-1. Hawaii Sc.UX2a: mint GPC. E $150 MIN.75
HI-2. Haina, 1939, G+ 4-bar non-standard (R arc & part of date on stamp; tears T) Honokaa Sugar Co.cc (23-73) on air cvr. E $20
HI-3. Honolulu, 1884, VF DCDS/target (piece out at lower R, where file hole pulled thru to edge; tiny hole above address) on GPC Sc.UX1 datelined Honolulu. E $60
HI-4. Honolulu, 1910, VG magenta DCDS as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-5. Honolulu/Gen.Del., 1911, F magenta DCDS (o/s) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-6. Kapaa, 1930, VG+ duplex (bit lite soiled) Kapaa Mercantile Store return add.label on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
HI-7. Kealakekua, 1897, G+ TCDS ("HA" mostly not struck; trim L) 2c Sc.75 on cvr to Honolulu. E $120 MIN.60
HI-8. Kealia, 1928, G+ duplex (near VF) 2c Hawaii overprint on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
HI-9. Kealia, 1930, F duplex; Kapaa School h/s cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
HI-10. Kohala, H.Isls, 1908, G+ CDS/Rec'd (lite tone; lite crs) as recd b/s (00-68) on PSE. E $24
HI-11. Kohala, 1917, VG duplex (toned) (00-68) on PSE. E $20
HI-12. Schofield Barracks, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/smaller letters (worn letters; R arc on stamp; dial bit hi) (10-19) on PPC w/fully datelined message. E $15 MIN.8
HI-13. Schofield Barracks, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger letters (R arc mostly not struck) (10-19) on priv.mailing card. E $15 MIN.8

IDAHO
ID-1. Albion, 1907, G+ blue CDS (near VG) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-2. Alpha, 1913, G+ blue 3/1 (LKU; "LP" mostly not struck but ID sure) (88-54) on datelined PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-4. Bridge, [1886], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; lower L tip ruff; no flap) (79/71) on cvr w/enc. E $30
ID-5. Council Valley, 1896, G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; bit ruff trim L) (78-96) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
ID-6. Emmett, ca.1912, VG RFD 11P (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-7. Golden, 1913, G+ 4-bar (bit of edge wear) (10-66) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-8. Idaho City, 1927, VG+ 4-bar (crs) 1c Wash. on 4.5x5.75" local cvr. E $14
ID-10. McClellan, 1910, VG+ 4-bar as recd (06-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
ID-12. Mount Idaho, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (63/22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-13. Oakley, 1912, G+ duplex non-standard (tip cr) on PPC w/Jackson (06-16) G Doane 3/1 (LKU; WEAK strike) as recd. E $15
ID-14. Paris/Rec'd, 1907, G+ magenta DCDS/non-standard (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-15. Picabo, 1931, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard (00-88?) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-16. Prichard, 1934, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (10-43) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-17. Salubria, 1896, G+ CDS/cork (near F; bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (70/16) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ID-18. Star, 1917 (Dec 19), VF magenta 4-bar on PPC. Colored canx for Xmas season from town w/related name. E $15 MIN.8
ID-19. Webb, 1916, G+ 4-bar ("WE" lite but ID sure; lite tone) (01-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ILLINOIS / Need my "Illinois Post Offices"? $25 in US. (In Illinois, add 8.5% tax.) $40 outside US.
IL-1. Lot 80) Coles County, stampless to 1910, but mostly 19th Century, (varied condition) various towns/types, inc.manuscripts, Doanes, ads, etc.; on cvrs/cards. Balance of consignment batch, many listed singly in previous sales. LOW, LOW minimum bid for this NICE group. MIN.$95


IL-3. Adrian, 1990, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG; lite tone) on PPC. E $6

IL-4. Alden, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (44-DPO) on PPC. E $6

IL-5. Alma, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F; toned; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-6. Alta, 1960, VG+ 4-bar non-standard (73-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-7. Andover, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKE; near VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-8. Annawan, 1850s, G+ CDS (light crs) 3c imperf on cvr. E $16

IL-9. Annawan, 1898, VG+ DCDS/target (tears; edge wear) 1c blue on 5x7.25" cvr to local add. E $15

IL-10. Argyle, 1890, G+ CDS/target (ruff R, just in stamp) (69-DPO) on cvr w/enc. E $14

IL-11. Atterberry, 1923, F 4-bar non-standard (overall toned; part water tone) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $14

IL-12. Avery, 1865, VF ms (ruff R, barely in stamp) (50-04) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15

IL-13. Barr, 1902, G+ CDS (rim partly off R) as fwd (95-05) on PPC. E $20

IL-14. Beckemeyer, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-15. Benton, Ills, 1850s, VF ms (bit nick R; lower R tip slit) on PSE. E $20

IL-16. Bloomington, Ills, [1853], G+ CDS w/arced "Paid/3" (upper R crnr clip; lite crs) on stampless cvr. E $24

IL-17. Bloomington, [1869], G+ CDS w/neg.6-point star in cork (killer partial) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IL-18. Bluford, Ills, ca.1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial; bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


IL-20. Bogota, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (82-DPO) on PPC. E $8


IL-22. Bolivia, 1912, VF magenta 4-bar (79-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IL-23. Briar Bluff, 1880, VG+ blue double oval (72-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IL-24. Browns, Ills, ca.1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-25. Buffalo, 1920s, G+ DCDS (toned) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-26. Bureau, 1956, VG 4-bar non-standard (toned) on commer.PPC. E $8

IL-27. Burnside, 1909, G+ fancy TCDS (upper L on stamp; state spotty) on PPC. E $16

IL-28. Cambridge, ca.1865, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) Henry Co.Clerk's Office cc in fancy illus.wreath on cvr. E $16

IL-29. Campus, 1934, VG+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6

IL-30. Cedarville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/4 (toned) on PPC. E $6

IL-31. Chana, 1907 (Dec 25), G+ magenta CDS non-standard/cork (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-32. Chandlerville, [1857], VF ms (EARLY) on PSE. E $24

IL-33. Charleston, 1902, G+ RFD 1/3 (lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IL-34. Chicago, Ills, 1860s, G+ blue DCDS w/circle "1" rate ("GO" off R edge) on stampless cvr. E $40

IL-35. Chicago/Mad.Str.Sta., 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone; edge tear T) 2c brown on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

IL-36. Chicago/Stk.Yd.Sta., 1870s, G+ blue CDS/cork; W.H.Monroe, N.Y.Central Stock Yds cc on PSE. E $20

IL-37. Clare, 1912, G+ RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IL-38. Cleveland/J.H.Sale, P.M., 1887, G+ TCDS/target (69-11) on GPC. E $20

IL-39. Cleveland, 1896, VF CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp to portrait; lite tone) (69-11) on cvr. E $14

IL-40. Colona Station, 1890s, G+ CDS/target (tears; trim L) (55-06) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IL-41. Cornwall/C.R.Benedict, P.M., 1882, F+ CDS/target (79-94) on GPC. E $75

IL-42. Cottage Home, 1898, G+ CDS/target (near VG; part ruff slit T; lite tone) 8c Sherman (72-11) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $16

IL-43. Crete, 1865, VF ms (scrawled, but ID sure; ruff L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

IL-44. Cropsey, 1881, VG+ magenta DCDS/ms; 10c +3c banknotes on reg'd cvr. E $40

IL-45. Cruger, ca.1890, G+ CDS/target w/ms date (part ruff trim R; lite tone) (56-09) on cvr. E
$14
IL-46. Dahinda, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; "HIN" weak; toned) on PPC. E $14
IL-47. Dekalb Centre, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (edge tears; lite tone; lower L tip nick) (49-83) on
cvr. E $16
IL-48. Dekalb Centre, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/cork (trim R; bit cr) (49-83) on cvr. E $20
IL-49. Dekalb Centre, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (part spotty; trim L) (49-83) on cvr. E $16
IL-50. Dixon, 1864, VG DCDS/target (trim R) socked-on-nose on 3c Wash. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-51. Dupo, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (lite tone; crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
IL-52. Durand Station, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim L; edge tears L) (58-83) on PSE. E $16
IL-53. Durand Station, 1881, G+ octagon/cork (surface nibbles R edge; part lite tone) 1c
banknote (58-83) on local cvr. E $16
IL-54. Earlville, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) 1c blue on cvr w/enc.; bit faulty Earlville
High School commencement program card. E $14
IL-55. East Dubuque, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/1 (UNLISTED; bit ruff trim L; edge tears L; lite tone) on
cvr. E $24 MIN.12
IL-56. East Dubuque, 1914, F duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-57. East Paw Paw, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/target (lite tone; bit foxed; add.mostly faded) (54-98)
on cvr. E $15
IL-58. Edmunds, 1887, F CDS/target (82-92) on cvr w/enc. E $75
IL-59. Ellsworth, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D/4 (UNLISTED) ms route # only on PPC. E $8
IL-60. Erie, 1910, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; stamp nick; tape scuff area in message) ms date only,
all on stamp on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-61. Farm Ridge, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim R) County Superint't of Schools cc (44-02) on
cvr. E $20
IL-62. Farm Ridge, 1870s, VG purple CDS/target (upper L tip nick; part lite tone) (44-02) on
cvr. E $16
IL-63. Fenton, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC
(Meeting of the Waters, Prophetet St.). E $15 MIN.8
IL-64. Florid/Putnam Co., 1886, G+ magenta CDS/cork (lower R arc o/s by killer; trim L; tiny
tear L) (49-07) on cvr. E $16
IL-65. Florid, 1904, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) (49-07) on cvr. E $16
IL-66. Frankfort, 1910, G+ RFD 2PAA/(1?) (# not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-67. Franklin Grove, 1910, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) complete ms w/town as "FG" on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
IL-68. Fulton, 1908, VF duplex (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-69. Fulton, 1910, VF duplex on PPC (Fulton Public Library). E $15 MIN.8
IL-70. Galena, [1852] (Jan 13), VF CDS (crs) on folded letter. E $100 MIN.50
IL-71. Galena, 1907, VG duplex on PPC (Green St.Steps). E $15 MIN.8
IL-72. Galena, 1908, G+ duplex (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-73. Geneseo, 1891, VG CDS w/crude neg.star in cork (tear B; crs) on PPC. E $15
IL-74. Glenview, Ills, 1915, VG 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-75. Godfrey, ca.1908, VG RFD 3N/1 (UNLISTED) town h/s only, tying reused stamp on PPC
w/inexplicable "St.Charles" h/s. Maybe a fantasy, but interesting. E $8
IL-76. Grainry, 1896, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (96-07) on cvr. E $20
MIN.10
IL-77. Grand Ridge, 1890, G+ fancy DCDS/target w/2 stars in dial (ruff trim R) on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
IL-78. Graymont, 1919, VG 4-bar non-standard (tip crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-79. Grayslake, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial; toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
IL-80. Greenup, 1903, VF RFD 2B/1 (UNLISTED route; trim L) on cvr. E $20
IL-81. Greenville, 1908, VG+ RFD 8V/(1?) duplex w/route # h/s (UNLISTED; # obscured on stamp)
on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IL-82. Hale, 1860s, VF ms (part ruff trim R to stamp; edges part toned) (51-77) on PSE. E $20
IL-83. Hanna City, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-84. Hanover, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-85. Harrison, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (46-05) on cvr. E $15
IL-86. Hazelhurst, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (ruff slit R; flap tip tear; lite tone) as recd b/s
IL-87. Hennepin/Putnam Co., 1893, G+ CDS/cork on 2c Colum.PSE. E $16
IL-88. Henry, 1954, G+ duplex; "Henry/Best Town in Illinois/By a Dam Site/Hunting Fishing Boating" h/s at L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-89. Hillsboro, 1910, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $14
IL-90. Holcomb, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
IL-91. Hollowayville, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU) (52-24) on PPC. E $14
IL-92. Hooppole, 1906, G+ purple RFD 2G/1 (near F; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IL-93. Hospital, 1909, G+ duplex (95-12) on PPC datelined Ills.Eastern Hosp.Kankakee. E $15 MIN.8
IL-94. Hoyleton, [1860], VF ms as transit (apparently when missent) on cvr w/"Hannah" ms town/date origin canc from unnamed state (PA or WY?), to Tarrytown NY. E $20
IL-95. Hudson, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard (town part spotty) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-96. Hutsonville, 1920, VG+ 4-bar non-standard (part toned; edge tear B) on PPC. E $14
IL-97. Irvington, 1939, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-98. Ivesdale, 1951, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-100. Kappa, 1953, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (1853-1953) on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-101. Kasbeer, 1915, VG+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-102. Kewanee, 1850s, G+ 36mm DCDS (bit trim T; edge tear R) 3c imperf on cvr. E $16
IL-103. Kewanee, 1880, VF blue fancy CDS w/2 small crosses; target killer on GPC w/long message. E $15 MIN.8
IL-104. Kewanee, 1881, G+ blue G+ fancy CDS/target (near VG; trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $14
IL-105. La Prairie, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part lite water tone) on PPC. E $6
IL-106. LaClair, [1890], G+ CDS/target (near VG; bit lite tone) (49-02) on cvr. E $15
IL-107. Lacom, 1878, G+ blue CDS/grid w/BOLD "78" year in KILLER (bit lite soiled) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
IL-108. Lake Zurich, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (lite tone; edge tears T; tip crs) on PPC. E $8
IL-109. Lakewood, 1932, F purple DCDS/4-bar non-standard on air cvr. E $14
IL-110. LaSalle, 1840s, G+ CDS w/"5" h/s (crs) on stampless cvr w/Hennepin G CDS (o/s); ms "ford 5" & crude circled "Paid/5", fwd to N.Y.City. E $16
IL-111. LaSalle, [1844], G CDS w/VF "Paid" h/s; black ms "Paid" at upper R, w/blue "6" & "unpaid 6" below (crs) on SPL. E $24
IL-112. LaSalle, [1846], G+ red CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "10"; ms day correction (crs; bit lite tone) on SPL. E $16
IL-113. LaSalle, [1848], G+ red CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "10" rate (crs; dark vert.tone line in center) on SPL. E $15
IL-114. LaSalle, [1848], G+ red CDS w/ms "5" rate on SPL. E $16
IL-115. LaSalle, [1850], G+ red CDS w/"5" in sawtooth oval & "Paid" h/s (crs; part soiled) on SPL. E $16
IL-116. Lee Center, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near F) on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-117. Leland, Ills/E.Carpenter, P.M., 1882, G+ CDS/target (slight trim L) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-118. Lintner, 1913, G+ 4-bar; 1c Parcel Post (83-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-119. Literberry, Ills, 1915, G+ purple 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-120. Lostant, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/2 (not struck) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-121. Lyndon, 1907, G+ CDS/Rec'd (bit cr) as rec'd on PPC (High Schoo Bldg, Prophetstown). E $15 MIN.8
IL-122. Lyndon, 1908, VF 4-bar on PPC (Carnegie Library, Sterling). E $15 MIN.8
IL-123. Lynn Center, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
IL-124. Manchester, 1912, F+ 4-bar non-standard (bit lite tone; tip crs; 2 tips nib) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-125. Marengo, [1869], F CDS/cut cork (trim R, just in stamp tip; nick L; lite tone spots) 3c grill (44-DPO) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-126. Middleport, [1858], F CDS (crs; edge tear T) (39-71) on PPC w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
IL-127. Millbrook, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/"0" in year trimmed to be "1" (cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-128. Morrison, 1906, VG+ duplex (toned) on PPC (Methodist Episcopal Church & Parsonage). E $15 MIN.8
IL-129. Morrison, 1907, G+ duplex (near F) on PPC (Libby, McNeill & Libby's Milk Condensing Factory). E $15 MIN.8
IL-130. Morrison, 1907, G+ duplex (toned) on PPC (Public Library). E $15 MIN.8
IL-131. Morrison, 1909, G+ duplex on PPC (Glimpse of Rock Creek). E $12 MIN.6
IL-132. Morrison, 1911, G+ duplex (lower R on stamp) on PPC (Broadway Park, Sterling). E $12 MIN.6
IL-133. Morrison, 1911, VG+ duplex on PPC (4th St., Fulton). E $15 MIN.8
IL-134. Morrison, 1912, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-135. Morrison, 1918, VF duplex (crnr cr) on PPC (North Side School). E $15 MIN.8
IL-136. Morrison, 1918, VG duplex on PPC (Methodist Church & Parsonage). E $15 MIN.8
IL-137. Mount Palatine, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: "PAL" partly off; trim L; lite crs) (49-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-138. Mailed TO: Munson, 1863, Oshkosh, WI, G DCDS origin (trim R) (57-65) on cvr to Cambridge, IL, & fwd to Munson. E $16
IL-139. New Athens, Ills, 1930, G+ 4-bar non-standard (worn letters but return add.confirms; no flap) on commcr cvr. E $14
IL-140. Ney, 1870s, G+ CDS/target w/ms day AND ms correction (upper R tip nib) (51-00) on PSE. E $15
IL-141. Niota, 1910, F+ Doane 1/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-142. North Henderson, 1922, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-143. Northville, 1860s, G+ blue CDS/grid w/ms day (month partial; trim R) (39-01) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $50
IL-144. Olana, 1860s, VF ms (trim R) (40-03) on PSE. E $20
IL-145. Ontario, [1893], G+ CDS/target (tiny tear T; lite tone) (50-01) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-146. Orion, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/2 (UNLISTED #; bit trim R; nick R) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-147. Owen, 1883, G+ fancy TCDS/maltese (ruff R to stamp; nicks L; lite tone0 (83/92) on PSE. E $24
IL-148. Palos Park, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
IL-149. Peoria, Ills, 1850s, VG CDS (upper R tip nib; B edge lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-150. Polo, 1901, G+ RFD 1/2 w/smaller letters (ruff R, just in stamp) on cvr. E $14
IL-151. Polo, 1902, G+ RFD 1/2 w/larger letters (ruff R, just in stamp) on cvr. E $14
IL-152. Prairie Centre, ca.1881, G+ CDS/cork (year heavy inked; bit ruff R) (66-03) on cvr. E $15
IL-153. Prairie Centre/LaSalle Co., 1883, G+ double oval w/circled entwined "US Mail" (dial hi: "AIRIE CE" partly off) (66-03) on GPC. E $16
IL-154. Princeton, [1879], F CDS w/BOLD crude neg."79" in cork killer, designating year; on GPC w/Princeton VG+ blue M.O.B./CDS as b/s. E $30
IL-155. Princeton, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/3 (town part spotty; lower R tip ruff) on cvr. E $15
IL-156. Prophetstown, 1908, G+ duplex (near VG+; toned) on PPC (Rock River & Indian Isld). E $15 MIN.8
IL-157. Prophetstown, 1908, G+ duplex on PPC (U.S.map w/arrow to P'town; part o/s). E $12 MIN.6
IL-158. Prophetstown, 1908, G+ duplex (toned; edge tear L) on PPC (high school). E $15 MIN.8
IL-159. Prophetstown, 1908, G+ duplex (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-160. Prophetstown, 1909, G+ duplex (lite tone) on PPC (Corner in Riverside Park). E $15 MIN.8
IL-161. Prophetstown, 1909, G+ duplex (uneven toned) on PPC (Rock River). E $12 MIN.6
IL-162. Prophetstown, 1909, G+ duplex (toned; crnr cr) on PPC (Coon Creek Drive). E $12 MIN.6
IL-163. Prophetstown, 1910, G+ duplex (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-164. Prophetstown, 1911, G+ duplex (near VG) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-165. Prophetstown, 1912, F+ duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-166. Providence, 1880s, G+ blue CDS/cork (bit spotty; bit ruff trim R; toned) (37-03) on cvr. E $15
IL-168. Rio, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger letters on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-169. Rio, 1934, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger letters (lite tone bit ruff slit T) on
commer. cvr. E $14
IL-170. Rock Falls, 1908, G+ duplex on PPC (Rock River Scenery). E $12 MIN.6
IL-171. Rock Falls, 1908, G+ duplex (near VG+; toned; tip cr) on PPC (City Hall, Sterling). E $12 MIN.6
IL-172. Rock Falls, 1909, VG+ duplex (lite tone) on PPC (Post Office, Sterling). E $15 MIN.8
IL-173. Rock Falls, 1910, G+ duplex (part on stamp) on PPC (Main St.Looking West). E $15 MIN.8
IL-174. Rock Falls, 1911, F duplex (edge tear T; crnr crs) on PPC (Grace Episcopal Church, Sterling). E $15 MIN.8
IL-175. Rock Falls, 1911, VF duplex (lite tone; multi-crs) on PPC (8 Rock Falls views). E $12 MIN.6
IL-176. Rock Falls, 1911, F duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-177. Rock Falls, 1912, VG+ duplex on PPC (W.3rd St., Sterling). E $15 MIN.8
IL-178. Rock Falls, 1912, VG duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-179. Rock Falls, 1912, F duplex on comic PPC: "There were some fine milch (sic) cows at the Rock Falls Corn Festival". E $20
IL-180. Rock Falls, 1913, F+ duplex; 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-181. Rock Falls, 1918, VG+ duplex on PPC (Chicago & No'western Passenger Sta., Sterling). E $15 MIN.8
IL-182. Rock Falls, 1919, F duplex (lite tone) 1c Wash.coil on PPC (Rock River). E $12 MIN.6
IL-183. Rollo, 1898, G+ CDS/target (toned; nick T) (86-22) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-184. Rollo, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (86-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-185. Sainte Marie, [1839], VG fancy DCDS w/stars in dial; ms month/day; ms "25" rate on SPL. E $80 MIN.40
IL-186. Santa Fe, 1860s, G+ ms (part lite) (38/06) on cvr. E $20
IL-187. Saunemin, 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned; lower R tip nib; upper L tip cr & nick) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-188. Savanna, 1907, VG RFD 8VC/2 duplex w/route # h/s (UNLISTED) on PPC w/message in code. E $24 MIN.12
IL-189. Savanna, 1907, G+ RFD 8VA/4 duplex w/blue-green route # h/s; 1c J.Smith on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IL-190. Savanna, 1908, G+ RFD 8VD/1 duplex w/part heavy inked route # h/s (UNLISTED; crs, 1 HEAVY) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-191. Scales Mound, 1908, VF 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-192. Seatonville, 1909, G+ CDS/Recd w/4-bar killer on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-193. Seward, 1917, VG+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (edge tear B) on PPC. E $14
IL-194. Shabbona, 1904, G+ RFD 2P/1 (UNLISTED; bit ruff trim R; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-195. Shabbona Grove, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F+; upper R tip nick) (44-33) on PPC. E $8
IL-196. Sharon, 1886, G+ CDS/target w/ms day correction (trim R; lite tone) (40-00) on cvr. E $15
IL-197. Snachwine, 1880, G+ magenta DCDS/cork (near VF; part ruff trim R) (57-81) on cvr. E $30
IL-198. Souders, 1893, G+ CDS/target (92-14) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-199. Souders, 1906, F+ CDS/target (part lite tone) (92-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-200. Souders, 1913, F 4-bar (92-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-201. Sterling, 1904, G+ duplex (o/s; edge tears; trim L & R) on PPC (Township High School). E $12 MIN.6
IL-203. Sterling, 1906, VG+ duplex (o/s) on PPC (Cut-Off Between Islands, Sterling). E $12 MIN.6
IL-204. Sterling, 1906, G+ duplex on PPC (View from Sinissippi Heights, Rock RRiver). E $12 MIN.6
IL-205. Sterling, 1907, F duplex (toned; crs) on PPC (Township High School). E $12 MIN.6
IL-206. Sterling, 1909, VG duplex (lite tone) on PPC (Dam Across Rock River). E $15 MIN.8
IL-207. Sunnyhill, 1914, G+ 4-bar (76-26) on PPC. E $14
IL-208. Sweetwater, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-209. Taft, 1910, VF 4-bar (heavy crs; edge tear B) (08-14) on PPC. E $15
IL-210. Tampico, 1907, G+ duplex (lite tone; cr) 1c Jamestown on PPC (Prophetstown: Riverside Park Under Water) w/Morrison, IL, VG CDS/Rec'd. E $15 MIN.8
IL-211. Tampico, 1907, F duplex on hand-colored PPC (Mineral Springs Park, Sterling). E $15
MIN.8
IL-212. Tampico, 1909, G+ duplex (killer mostly off R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-213. Tampico, 1910, VG+ duplex (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-214. Tampico, 1910, F duplex (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-215. Tampico, 1910, VF duplex (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-216. Tampico, 1911, F duplex (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-217. Tampico, 1911, F+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-218. Tampico, 1912, VF duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-219. Tampico, 1916 (Jan1), VG duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-220. Thomas, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) (88-33) on PPC. E $14
IL-221. Toluca, 1909, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) "RFD" & date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-222. Tonica/W.M.Harkins, P.M., 1891, G+ purple CDS/circled star (killer partial; crnr cr) on PPC. E $16
IL-223. Ulah, 1888, G+ TCDS/cork w/ms day (bitlite tone (68/24) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-224. Wady Petra, 1890, VG+ CDS/target (bit trim T) (71-10) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-225. Wallace, 1894, F CDS/target (lite tone; bit trim T; no flap) (75-95) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15
IL-226. Walton, 1883, VG+ CDS/target (trim L) (76-DPO) on cvr. E $15
IL-227. Walton, 1893, G+ CDS/cork w/ms day (dial bit hi; lite tone; trim R) gen'l store h/s cc (76-DPO) on cvr. E $15
IL-228. Walton, 1912, VG+ blue DCDS non-standard (uneven toned) (76-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-229. Warren, 1907, VG+ duplex; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-230. Waterman, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger letters (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-231. Waterman, I1s, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard w/smaller letters (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-232. Watertown, 1907, F purple 4-bar non-standard (crnr crs) (59-15) on PPC. E $16
IL-233. Wenona, 1903, G+ RFD 1/1 (trim L; lite tone) on cvr. E $14
IL-234. Wethersfield, [1864], VG CDS/target (39-87) on cvr. E $16
IL-235. White Heath, 1951, G+ 4-bar (date spotty) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-236. Yorktown, [1881], G+ CDS/target (part ruff R; bit lite soiled) (49-07) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

INDIANA / Do you need Baker's "Postal History of Indiana"? We have it!
IN-1. Angola, 1908, VF magenta DCDS (tears B) 2x 5c Lincoln on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IN-2. Boonville, 1902, VF RFD 1/2 (trim R, well into stamp) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IN-3. Boonville, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/2 (UNLISTED type; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IN-4. Brighton, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (37/11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-5. Camden, Ind, 1910, F DCDS non-standard (tip crs) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-6. Camden, Indiana, 1913, VG DCDS non-standard (bit stutter; toned; lite crs) 1c Balboa on PPC. E $14
IN-7. Castleton, 1905, VG+ RFD 1/(1); stamp applied after canx, mostly covering bars; ms grid canx on stamp; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-8. Center, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 ("ER" on stamp) (93-71) on PPC. E $6
IN-9. Churubusco, 1907, G+ Doane 3/12 on PPC. E $15
IN-10. Conrad, 1911, F 4-bar (o/s; nicks T) (06-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
IN-11. Corunna, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 non-standard mimic (lite tone; tip cr) on heavy embossed PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-12. Dayton, ca.1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-13. Eagletown, 1909, G+ CDS/target (49-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-14. Fair Play, 1876, VF ms (bit toned) (71/83) on cvr. E $75
IN-15. Falmouth, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi: "M" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IN-16. Frankfort, 1900, VG purple RFD 1C/2 (UNLISTED; trim R; few ink spots) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IN-17. Galena, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU) (43-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-19. Grammer, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (toned) as recd (93-72) on PPC. E $5
IN-20. P.P.Thomas, P.M./Hadley, 1892, VF purple CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (74-36) on cvr. E $40
IN-21. Hall, [1869], F ms (town part o/s; trim R) 3c locomotive (1854-1966) on cvr w/enc.from P.M. E $20

IN-22. Hartford City, 1903, G+ RFD 1c/1 (near F; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-23. Indiana Harbor, 1905, G+ CDS/Rec'd (lite tone; crnr crs) as recd (02-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-24. Indianapolis/Irvington Station, 1913, VG RFD 11A/2 (UNLISTED) ms Irvington/state/date, mostly on stamp on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-25. Indianapolis (MISSPELLED "INDIANPA/OLIS, IND.") ca.1910, G+ dateless roller w/town/state in 2 lines: 1 complete rectangle w/misspelling (partly obscured on stamp but error shows well) & 1 partial rectangle w/correct spelling (L end not struck, but "DIANAP" portion shows, confirming correct spelling) on 2.5x5.5" 1c wrapper. E $30

IN-26. Kitchel, 1910, G+ purple RFD 9H/8 on PPC. E $30

IN-27. Lawrence, 1903, G+ purple RFD 2P/1 (lite tone spot) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-28. Ligonier, ca.1860, G+ balloon CDS (near VG; B tips nib) on cvr. E $20

IN-29. Lima, 1893, VG CDS/neg."X" in cork (lite tone) (33-09) on cvr. E $20

IN-30. Lisbon, 1904, G+ CDS/target (edge tear T) (49/19) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-31. Lisbon, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near F; tear T) (49/19) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-32. Livonia, 1908, VG duplex (1818/1925) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-33. Madison/3 Paid, 1850s, G+ CDS (date line; o/w F; bit cr) on SPL (no contents). E $20

IN-34. Marshall, 1903, VG+ RFD 2P/1 (tear T, in month) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-35. Martinsburg, 1908, F CDS/target (dialed bit hi) (30-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-36. Martinsville, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/4 (trim L) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

IN-37. Middlebury, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/2 (UNLISTED; 'RFD' heavy inked; part ruff trim R) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

IN-38. New Harmony, ca.1860, G+ CDS (tears T; damaged flap glued down) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-39. Notre Dame, 1910, F duplex (bit cr) on PPC (Oliver Hotel). E $12 MIN.6

IN-40. Orange, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; add.bit smear) (26/08) on 2x4.75" cvr. E $20 MIN.10

IN-41. Orland/Steuben Co., 1882, G+ magenta sawtooth oval/cork on PPC. E $20

IN-42. Palmyra, 1910, F+ Doane 2/3 (lower L tip nib) on PPC. E $6

IN-43. Patoka, 1947, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-44. Pendleton, 1903, VG RFD 1/1 (trim R; edge tear R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-45. Peru, [1843], G+ CDS (crs; T edge wear; tiny edge tears) on SPL. E $20

IN-46. Petroleum, 1913, G+ CDS/4-barred oval non-standard (dial hi: "LEU" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-47. Pettysville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (stuttered; toned) (75-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-48. Phenix, 1900, G+ CDS/target (lower R edge trim; lower L tip nib) (89-04) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12


IN-50. Pinlake, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (bit o/s) (04-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-51. Raub, 1890, VG+ magenta CDS/circled star (toned; flap partly off) (72-67) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-52. Reno, 1880, VF ms (bit lite tone; bit ruff L) (70-12) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12

IN-53. Rigdon, 1887, G+ CDS (upper L tip nick) as recd b/s (75/89) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

IN-54. Romney, 1910, G+ RFD 1AE/31 w/o "RFD" (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-55. Salem, 1903, G+ RFD 1/2 w/ms day (# obscured) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-56. Sycamore, 1910, G+ CDS (state partial; lite tone) (81-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-57. Vincennes, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-58. Wabash, 1900, VG+ purple RFD 1/1 (near VF; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

IN-59. Wagoner, 1917, G+ 4-bar (state partial; lite tone) (82/21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-60. Warren/Methodist Memorial Home Rur.Sta., 1973, G+ 4-bar (near VF; dial bit hi) on commr.PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-61. West Liberty, 1889, VF ms (55/02) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

IN-62. Westfield, 1901, VG+ RFD 1/1 (overall lite tone; tone specks; trim R; edge tears) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

IN-63. Westfield, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/30 (UNLISTED route; # partly off R; upper R tip nib; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IN-64. Westphalia, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (trim R; lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IN-65. Wilkinson, 1904, G+ RFD 2P/1 (trim; toned) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IN-66. Winamac, 1903, F RFD IN/1 (trim L; lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IN-67. Yorktown, 1905, G+ RFD 1/3 (UNLISTED; # partial but ID'd by return add.; toned; trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IN-68. Zanesville/Wells County, 1892, G+ CDS/circled star (1854-1964) on cvr. E $30

IOWA
IA-1. Agency, 1913, F 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-2. Agricola, [1880], VG ms town/month/day (no flap) (54/81) on cvr. E $60
IA-3. Amish, 1879, G+ blue DCDS/target (near VF; bit heavy inked; trim R) (57-03) on cvr. E $30
IA-5. Andover, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (toned) on PPC. E $6
IA-6. Argo, 1850s, VF ms (ruff R to stamp) (53-75) on PSE. E $150 MIN.75
IA-7. Arthur, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
IA-8. Astor, 1888, G+ magenta CDS/target (state partial; bit trim R) (82-44) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IA-10. Beaman, 1907, VF Doane 2/5 (scuff upper R; toned) on PPC. E $6
IA-11. Berwick, 1887, G+ double-shield (upper R tip off edge) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
IA-12. Bromley, Ioa, 1889, G+ CDS/target (ruff R, just in stamp) (82-04) on cvr w/enc. E $50
IA-13. Brooklyn, Ioa, [1861], G+ CDS/target ("YN" mostly not struck; bit trim L; edge tears L & R) (63-71) on cvr w/enc. E $60
IA-14. Brush Creek, 1888, G+ CDS/BOLD circled star ("SH" partial; crs; edge tear R) (56-95) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IA-15. Camanche, 1917, G+ magenta duplex non-standard (bit stutter; stamp fault) on PPC. E $14
IA-17. Castalia, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
IA-18. Cedar Falls, 1901, G+ RFD 1/2 (trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IA-19. Cedar Falls, 1902, VG RFD 1/2 (ruff trim R into stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $14
IA-20. Cedar Rapids, 1904, G+ RFD 1A/2 (ruff L; lite tone) Globe Hotel cc on cvr. E $20
IA-21. Center Point, 1911, VF RFD 1A/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-22. Clearlake, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/1 (trim R) on cvr. E $14
IA-23. Copdock, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) (82-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-24. Davenport, [1850], F blue CDS w/ms "10" rate (bit lite tone at 2 crs) on SFL. E $15
IA-25. Davenport, Ioa, 1865, G+ DCDS/target; Lane & Day/Attorneys oval h/s cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $16
IA-26. DeWitt, 1867, G+ DCDS/ms (bit ruff slit R; bit lite tone; stamp faulty) atty's boxed cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $14
IA-27. Earlville, 1879, VG+ CDS w/2 crosses in dial; star killer (trim R) 3 strikes on 5x10" reg'd package env. E $12 MIN.6
IA-28. Enterprise, ca.1910, G+ 4-bar (upper R on stamp) (03-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-29. Eveland, Ioa, [1891], VG CDS/target (part heavy inked) (83-14) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
IA-30. Eveland, 1911, F CDS/target (toned; cr) (83-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-31. Eveland Grove, 1881, VF ms town/date (60-83) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
IA-32. Flagler, 1877, F ms (EARLY; trim R) (76-15) on cvr. E $30
IA-33. Floyd, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
IA-34. Foote, Ioa, [1890], VG CDS/target; 1c Sc.212 (62-03) on cvr w/ms "Due 1c" at L. E $40 MIN.20
IA-35. Garfield, 1881, G+ CDS/cork (part ruff trim L; bit toned) (80-84) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
IA-36. Garfield, 1884, VG DCDS/target (ruff R) as recd b/s (80-84) on cvr. E $20
IA-37. Garwin, 1908, F purple duplex non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-38. Glen Roy, Ioa, [1875], VG CDS/target (66/75) on GPC Sc.UX3. E $75 MIN.38
IA-39. Glenwood, 1884, G+ magenta DCDS/circled shield (year partial; o/w VG+; killer part obscured; ruff R, partly in under stamp) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IA-40. Grand Mound, 1909, G+ violet CDS/cork non-standard (bit lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-41. Grand Mound, 1910, G+ magenta CDS/4-barred oval non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-42. Green Centre, ca.1890, G+ CDS/target (date spotty; ruff R to stamp; T edge lite water tone) (86-02) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
IA-43. Hanlontown, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
IA-44. Hinton, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IA-45. Hocking, [1908], VF 4-bar (year omitted) (99-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-46. Homestead, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IA-47. Hudson, 1910, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (bit lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
IA-48. Jones/Jones Co., 1893, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone; trim L) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IA-49. Koszta, 1914, G+ 4-bar (53-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-50. Lithopolis, Ioa, [1866], G+ CDS/cork w/ms day (part spotty; ruff L) (57-70) on cvr w/enc. dated Steamboat Rock. E $40
IA-51. Lithopolis, Ioa, [1868], G+ CDS/target (part spotty; ruff L) faulty 3c grill (57-70) on cvr. E $40
IA-52. Littleton, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (83-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
IA-53. Luana, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/4 (toned) on PPC. E $6
IA-54. Lyons, [1865], G+ CDS/grid (near VG; trim R, just in stamp to design) (39-13) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IA-55. Manson, 1915, VF RIMLESS CDS/grid (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-56. Marcus, 1881, F+ dark blue DCDS w/neg.star in cork (tip cr; bit lite tone) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-57. Marshall, [1879], G+ CDS/target (ms "X" in dial; AS IS for that; trim R, in rim) (51-80) on cvr to Amish, IA, w/enc. E $14
IA-58. Matlock, [1908], G+ Doane 2/3 (year partial; toned) (88-72) on PPC. E $6
IA-59. Middle River, 1886, G+ purple DCDS/grid (55-09) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
IA-60. Mill, 1870s, VF ms (58-86) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $30 MIN.15
IA-61. Minburn, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper R on stamp; lite tone; tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IA-62. Monona, Ioa, ca.1868, G+ blue CDS/target; 3c grill on 2.75x4.75" lady's cvr w/illus.ribbon forming address lines. E $15 MIN.8
IA-63. Muscatine, Ioa, 1862, VF DCDS w/circled "Paid/3" killer (part lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IA-64. Muscatine, Ioa, [1876], VG CDS/cork (trim R; edge tear R; tone speck) pair 3c banknotes on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IA-65. New Oregon, Ioa, [1865], G+ CDS/cork (town part heavy inked & fuzzy, confirmed by enc.) (54-78) on cvr w/letterhead enc. Beadle, Davies & Mead printed ad re.tax paying service. E $90
IA-66. New Oregon, Ioa, [1866], VF DCDS/grid (54-78) on cvr w/enc.datelined Vernon Springs. E $100
IA-68. North Liberty, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial hi: "H LI" partly off) on PPC. E $6
IA-69. Olds, 1925, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (slit 3 sides) 2c Norse on commer.cvr. E $14
IA-70. Polo, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IA-71. Prairie Mills, Ioa, 1860s, G+ DCDS/target (trim L; tiny tears; lite tone) (58-71) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IA-72. Quick, 1886, G+ CDS/target (84-08) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
IA-73. Ralston, 1931, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (bit trim T, just in stamp margin; adhesion remnants at L) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IA-74. Randall, 1891, VG CDS/target (lite tone; crs) 2c +1c on 2c PSE to Norway. E $15 MIN.8
IA-75. Robins, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (R tip wear; bit cr; bit lite tone) (88-76) on PPC. E $8
IA-77. Rodman, 1935, G+ 4-bar non-standard on GPC w/Des Moines Iron Co.ad on back. E $15
IA-78. Rome, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (year partial; lite tone) (1839-1958) on PPC. E $6
IA-79. Ross, 1911, VG Doane 3/4 (bit heavy inked) (83-39) on PPC. E $8
IA-80. Runnels, 1915, VT duplex non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
IA-81. Saint Olaf, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
IA-82. Savannah, 1888, G+ purple DCDS/grid (tiny tear R) (52-02) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
IA-83. Spillville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
IA-84. Springville, 1881, G+ magenta CDS/grid (trim R, barely in stamp; tears B & R) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IA-85. Spruce Mills (as "Spruce Mill"), 1860s, VF ms (trim L) (52/64) on PSE. E $120 MIN.60
IA-86. Taylor, 1887, G+ DCDS (bit ruff trim R) as recd b/s (83-05) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IA-87. Taylors Station, [1882], VF ms (part toned; ink spot T) as rec'd b/s (74-83) on cvr w/enc. RARE application of ms as rec'd. Simpsons Store, PA (37-03) VF ms origin. E $50
IA-88. Vernon Springs, 1860s, G+ balloon CDS/segmented cork (L arc spotty; part ruff trim R) (56-69) on cvr. E $100
IA-89. Warsaw, 1887, VG blue DCDS/target (ruff R) (55/03) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
IA-90. Waterloo, [1880], VG duplex w/"B" in killer (dial bit hi) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
IA-91. West Liberty, Ioa, 1860s, G+ CDS/cut cork grid (trim L) on PSE w/enc.datelined Summit Grove. E $24
IA-92. Winchester, 1900, F+ CDS/target (ruff R) (40-03) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
IA-93. Winthrop, [1861], VG scrawled ms (EARLY; town scrawled but confirmed by datelined enc.; edge tears B) on PSE w/enc. E $16

KANSAS
KS-1. Abbyville, 1954, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard (edge tears T & L) on commer.cvr. E $14
KS-2. Agra, 1907, G+ magenta RFD 2PA/1 (UNLISTED) on PPE. E $30
KS-3. Altoona, 1881, G+ magenta CDS/circled neg.star (near F; killer part obscured) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-5. Armistead, 1885, VG CDS/target (ruff R to stamp) (79-87) on PSE. E $60
KS-6. Armstrong, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork ("NG" mostly not struck; toned; part ruff L) 2c brown (74-88) on cvr. E $70
KS-7. Army City, 1918, G+ 4-bar (part stutter; month not struck) (18-22) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KS-8. Army City, 1919, VG+ 4-bar (crs) (18-22) on PPE. E $20 MIN.10
KS-9. Arvonia, 1887, G+ octagon/M.O.B. w/cork killer ("M.O." mostly struck; trim R) (69-01) on cvr. E $40
KS-10. Asherville, 1905, VG RFD 1A/1 (UNLISTED)GPC on GPC. E $24
KS-11. Atchison, 1860, G DCDS (upper R arc spotty; date heavy inked, but clear docket at L) on cvr. E $40
KS-12. Atchison, 1902, G+ RFD 1/3 (near F+; lite tone; tears R) on cvr w/enc. E $20
KS-13. Auburn, 1917, G+ RFD 1XBA/24 (near F) on PPC. E $30
KS-14. Augustine Springs, ca.1893, G+ CDS/target (year/state partial) (88-95) on PSE. E $60
KS-15. Axtell, 1904, G+ RFD 1/2 (UNLISTED; near F) on GPC. E $24
KS-16. Banville, 1879, G+ TCDS/cork (part of "M" in month in pen, probably by clerk; trim R; lower R crnr ruff, in address) (78-81) on 2.75x4.25" cvr. E $300
KS-17. Barnard, ca.1908, G+ RFD 1VA/1 (dial hi: "RFD mostly off; part on stamp) on PPC. E $24
KS-18. Barnesville, [1890], G+ purple CDS (bit ruff trim R) as recd b/s (56-06) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KS-19. Barrett, 1860s, VF ms (part toned; tone specks; lower L tip nib; tiny tear T) (57-40) on 3c PSE Sc.U27. EPU of U27 is 8/18/60; this is dated "Jun 7," so likely 1861 use. E $30
KS-20. Basel, 1909, VF RFD 11/1 complete ms w/tiny letters on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-21. Beagle, 1913, VG 4-bar (88-55) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-23. Beardsley (MISSPELLED "Beardsley"), 1922, VF 4-bar (89-55) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-24. Lot 3) Bellefont, [1910], G+ RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on 2; ms scribble only on 1; (78-57) on PPCs. E $12 MIN.6
KS-25. Belleville, [1875], G+ CDS on GPC Sc.UX3 w/inverted watermark. E $15 MIN.8
KS-26. Bernal, 1908, F 4-bar (87-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-27. Bithlertown, 1884, G+ TCDS/fancy wheel (2 file holes, 1 thru "ER" of town; killer partly off R) (80-87) on GPC. E $50
KS-29. Block, 1891, G CDS ("B" partial & state not struck but message datelined) (84-04) on GPC. E $20
KS-31. Bluff, [1888], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; state spotty; ruff L) (87-90) on cvr. E $120
KS-32. Brookdale, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (71-74, Rice Co.; or 75-88, Rush Co.) on PSE Sc.U82, so could be from either P.O. E $120
KS-33. Bucyrus, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; bit o/s) on PPC. E $8
KS-34. Buffalo, 1902, G+ RFD 1/2 (lite tone) on cvr. E $20
KS-35. Burden, [1886], G+ CDS/target (year partial; trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-36. Burden, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard (dial hi: "RDE" partly off; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-37. Burdenville, 1881, G+ magenta DCDS/target ("BU" partly off B edge; lite tone; trim R) (79-84) on cvr. E $150
KS-38. Bush City, 1956 (Feb 29), VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; LEAP DAY canx (21-56) on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
KS-39. Cairo, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU; town lite; lite tone) (87-22) on PPC. E $20
KS-40. Carlton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-41. Carneiro, 1884, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; R arc part spotty) (82-53) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-42. Chard, [1887], G+ CDS/cork (state not struck, but confirmed by Humboldt CDS as transit b/s; ruff L) (79-88) on cvr. E $70
KS-44. Chile, 1913, VG 4-bar (91-43) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-45. Circleville, 1887, G+ CDS w/black ball in 8 wedges killer (bit trim T; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-46. Clarinda, 1880, F purple TCDS/neg.star (tear R; trim R; lite tone) (78-82) on PSE. E $200
KS-47. Clay Centre, ca.1868, G+ CDS/target; 3c grill on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-49. Clonmel, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit o/s) as recd (05-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-50. Coffeyville, [1903], G+ RFD 2F/? (year not struck; lite tone) Western Supply Co.ad cc; 1c green on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KS-51. Coin, 1913, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; part lite) (00-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-52. Coldwater, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-53. Columbus, 1885, G+ CDS/crude neg."R" in cork on GPC. E $14
KS-54. Coneburg, [1871], F+ ms (trim L) fancy albino embossed "M" monogram (1/25/71-10/30/71) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $500
KS-55. Coolidge, 1930, VG DCDS w/text ("M.O.B."?) excised from B arc (lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-57. Deerhead, 1914, G+ 4-bar ("AD" & year partial; lite tone) (85-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-58. Dillon, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (72-44) on PPC. E $8
KS-59. Doniphan, K.T., ca.1860, F balloon CDS (part toned; edge tear T; upper R tip nib) bit faulty 3c Sc.25 (55-43) on cvr. E $150
KS-60. Drywood, 1909, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "YW" off) (94-15) on PPC. E $20
KS-61. Durham, 1950, VF 4-bar non-standard (upper R crnr slit; staple holes) on commer.cvr. E $14
KS-62. Durham, 1950, VG+ 4-bar non-standard on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-63. Edith, [1917], G+ 4-bar ("H" not struck; o/w P+; lite tone) (88-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-64. Elk Creek, [1868], G+ DCDS/target w/ms month/day ("ELK" not struck but enc.fully datelined; bit ruff trim R) (64-68) on cvr w/enc. E $200
KS-65. Elk Falls/(??) Truby,P.M., 1882, G+ double-oval/cork w/PM's first name not struck or excised? (bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KS-66. Ematon, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-19) on PPC. E $20
KS-67. Emmett, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
KS-68. Empire City, 1885, G+ octagon/cork (77-13) on GPC. E $20
KS-69. Empire City, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) (77-13) on PPC. E $20
KS-70. Emporia, 1914, VG+ purple MISUSED DCDS/Reg'd (part o/s) as rec'd, tying 1c Wash. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-71. Equity, [1886], G+ CDS/target ("E" not struck but enc.fully datelined; lite tone; trim
L; L tip nib) (83-94) on PSE w/enc. E $40
KS-72. Essex, 1908, G+ 4-bar (slight stutter; tone specks; crs) (86-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-73. Everest, 1903, VG RFD 1/1? (# obscured on stamp) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-74. Fancy Creek, 1894, VF ms (bit ruff trim L) 2x lc blue (70-01) on cvr. E $40
KS-75. Fancy Creek, 1896, VF ms (crnr crs; tone speck) (70-01) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
KS-76. Fancy Creek, 1899, VG CDS (tip cr) (70-01) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
KS-77. Fargo Springs, 1885, G+ DCDS/star (bit ruff trim L, just in cc) (85-88) on cvr. E $120
KS-78. Fargo Springs, 1886, G+ CDS/star (lite strike; "GO" not struck; killer partial; lite tone; trim L) (85-88) on cvr. E $120
KS-79. Farmington, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; dial HI: "MING" mostly off; lite tone; AS IS for strike, but SCARCE) (68-40) on PPC. E $14
KS-80. Fort Riley, 1891, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (55-17) on cvr. E $20
KS-81. Fort Scott, K.T., ca.1855, G+ balloon CDS ("SCOT" lite) on PSE. E $200
KS-82. Fort Scott, [1867], F blue CDS/cork on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-83. Postoria, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-84. Friend, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; year/state weak) (1887-1989) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-85. Fuller, 1914, 4 4-bar (LATE; lite tone) "Crater Lake-Oregon" photo illus.at L (94-14) on cvr. E $20
KS-86. Garfield, 1923, G+ 4-bar non-standard (ruff R) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-87. Garnett, 1910, F RFD 11/6 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-88. Garrison, 1908 (Jan 1), VF Doane 2/3 (80-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-90. Geary, KT, 1858, VF ms; bit faulty 3c Sc.25 (57-05) on cvr. E $200
KS-91. Geuda, Sumner Co./Geo.A.Gutler,P.M., ca.1883, G+ TCDS/target ("UDA, SU" mostly not struck; AS IS for strike; trim R to stamp) (82-00) on PSE. E $30
KS-92. Girard, 1901, G+ RFD 1/1 (lite tone) on cvr. E $20
KS-93. Gleneld, 1904, G+ RFD 2B/2; 2c Jeff. on cvr. E $20
KS-94. Goodrich, 1893, G+ CDS/target (71-42) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-95. Gopher, 1886, G+ CDS/target (near VF; bit ruff trim R, just in stamp; cruelly "rebuilt" R edge; tear R) locators/surveyors cc (86-86) on cvr. 10-month P.O. E $250
KS-96. Goshen, 1886, VF ms (overall lite tone; 2 tone spots; ruff R in stamp to oval) (85-88) on PSE. E $160
KS-97. Grand Haven, 1895, VF CDS/target (bit ruff trim R, barely in stamp; lite tone; crs) (75-01) on PSE. E $50
KS-98. Grasshopper Falls, K.T., ca.1850s, G DCDS w/"Paid" h/s ("OPPER FALL" mostly not struck; AS IS for that, ID sure; part ruff R) (55-75) on stampless cvr. E $80 MIN.40
KS-99. Greenwich, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU) on PPC. E $14
KS-100. Hammond, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part o/s) as transit (77-68) on PPC. E $14
KS-103. Hatton, 1924, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (88-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-104. Hayne, 1909, G+ 4-bar ("HA" obscured by design; lite tone) (08-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-105. Haynesville, 1878, VF ms (77-87) on PPC. E $75
KS-106. Hepler, 1919, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (tiny tear T) on cvr. E $14
KS-108. Hodgeman, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (75-13) on PPC. E $20
KS-109. Holyrood, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F; lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-110. Home, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-111. Homestead, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite; toned) (76-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-112. Hugoton, 1887, f DCDS/BOLD star (RUllu R, well into stamp; crs) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-113. Hunnewell, 1904, G+ RFD 2FD/? (UNLISTED; tear T) on black border MOURNING cvr w/matching enc. E $24 MIN.12
KS-114. Hymer, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (72-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-115. Ingalls, ca.1907, VG duplex non-standard (year omitted) on PPC. E $14
KS-116. Isabel, 1918, VF DCDS/6-bar non-standard (minor edge faults; toned) on FRONT ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
KS-117. Jamestown, 1904, VF magenta RFD 1/2 (bit ruff slit L) "House of Representatives/Boston" albino embossed cc on cvr. E $20

KS-118. Jerome, 1912, VG 4-bar (86-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-119. Jewell Centre, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (72-80) on PSE. E $120

KS-120. Kalida, 1871, VF ms (several tone spots & purple ink spots; AS IS for that; bit ruff L; edge tear T) (71-76) on PSE. E $100

KS-121. Kanorado, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6

KS-122. Keystone, 1914, G+ 4-bar (toned) (12-17) on PPC. E $30

KS-123. Kill Creek, 1888, G+ CDS/target ("K" heavy inked; o/w about VG+; dial bit hi; trim L) (72-04) on cvr. E $60 MIN.30

KS-124. Lake City, 1933, VG+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger dial (lite tone) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6

KS-125. Lamborn, 1891, G+ purple DCDS/target (dial bit hi; part uneven slit T; tear T; pen note on add.) (89-03) on cvr. E $24

KS-126. Lamborn, 1903 (Nov 28), G+ CDS/target (LATE; ruff R) (89-03) on cvr. AFTER listed name change. E $30

KS-127. Lawrence, 1862, VG DCDS/grid (bit ruff L; lite tone; edge tear T) on cvr. Early statehood. E $15 MIN.8

KS-128. Lazette, [1874], G+ CDS/cork (town part weak, but docket at L confirms; trim R) (72-80) on cvr. E $100

KS-129. Leavenworth, 1902, G+ magenta RFD 1A/4 (part ruff trim R, just in stamp tip) Pickarts Vinegar Co.illus.ad (red apple w/green leaf) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

KS-130. Leavenworth City, [1869], VG+ CDS/cork (trim R, in perfs) as fwd; bit faulty 3c locomotive (55-71) on cvr. E $16

KS-131. Lecompton, [1873], G+ ms (part faded; trim R) on cvr w/fully datelined enc. E $20

KS-132. Leloup, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (79-54) on PPC. E $6

KS-133. Lenora, 1885, G+ purple TCDS/fancy wheel (part on stamp; killer partly off R; trim R; lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

KS-134. Lexington, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (86-27) on PPC. E $14

KS-135. Lindsey, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F) (68-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-136. Logan, ca.1884, G+ straight-line/target (year partial; part ruff slit T; thin lite line) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

KS-137. Lorraine, 1908, VF Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8

KS-138. Lydia, 1916, VG 4-bar (88-28) on PPC. E $14

KS-139. Mankato/Jewell Co., 1883, G+ oval/target (stamp partly peeled, affects bit of rim; ruff R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

KS-140. Marion Centre, 1880, VG CDS/cork (10c stamp gone; no flap) (62-81) on reg'd 3c PSE w/Boston, MA, reg'd oval h/s as rec'd. E $30

KS-141. Matfield Green, 1907, F Doane 3/4 (EKU; toned; crs) (1867-1995) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-142. Mayview, 1896, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (72-04) on cvr. E $30

KS-143. Mayview, [1899], G+ CDS/target (trim R) (72-04) on cvr. E $40

KS-144. McAllaster/R.M.Cook,P.M., 1953, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/PM's name between day/year slugs (near F+) Last day P.O. (87-53) on mailed 3x5" card. E $20

KS-145. McLouth, ca.1928, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-146. McPherson, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/4 ("RFD" heavy inked) on cvr. E $20


KS-148. Milford, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4; State Bank of Milford header on #10 PSE. E $8

KS-149. Milford, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 (part o/s) on PPC. E $8

KS-150. Mina, 1912, F 4-bar (bit lite tone) (89-25) on PPC. E $15

KS-151. Minneola, 1912, G+ duplex non-standard (near F) on PPC. E $14

KS-152. Morantown, 1887, G+ CDS/target (toned; lower R edge ruff) (81-99) on cvr. E $60

KS-153. Mulberry (Breezy Hill Rur.Sta.), 1911, G+ RFD 10R (UNLISTED; dial hi: "REEZY" partly off; toned) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

KS-154. Mulberry Grove, [1880], F CDS/target (part ruff trim R, in part of add.; L edge bit nibble; edge tears) (69-92) on cvr w/enc. E $50

KS-155. Mullinville, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-156. Nadeau, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone; bit cr) (87-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

E $15 MIN.8
KS-159. New Murdock, 1886, G+ CDS/target (84-10) on GPC. E $20
KS-160. New Tabor, 1876, VF ms (edge tears B, barely in canx; stamp gone; crs; ruff L) (75-88) on cvr. E $24
KS-161. North Lawrence, 1884, G+ DCDS/cork (part ruff trim R; part lite tone; edge tear R) (72-85) on cvr. E $40
KS-162. Norwood, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("D" not struck) (68-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-163. Oakdale, [1891], VG+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim L) (88-10) on PPC. E $20
KS-164. Olathe, 1901, G+ RFD 1/1 (trim L; lite tone; edge tears T) 1c Pan-Am on cvr. E $20
KS-165. Osage Mission, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) (68-95) on cvr. E $50
KS-166. Ost, 1909, G+ CDS/target (82-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-167. Otego, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) (87-54) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-168. Otego, 1909, F+ Doane 2/3 (toned) (87-54) on PPC. E $6
KS-170. Paola, 1910, F duplex (tiny tear T; tip cr) 1c Frank. on black-border MOURNING cvr w/enc.dated notice. E $14
KS-171. Paradise, 1915, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-172. Pardee, [1881], G+ CDS/target (ruff R, in 1 stamp; bit ruff T & B; lite tone; AS IS ONLY for faults) (58-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-173. Pawnee Station, 1913, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (part lite tone) (71-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-175. Peotone P.O., 1888, G+ double-oval/target (trim R, just in stamp) "Graham/Gen'l Merchandise, PEATONE" cc w/misspelled town (77-99) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $50
KS-176. Phil Sheridan, ca.1868, G+ CDS/target ("RID" mostly not struck; trim L) 3c grill (68-71) on cvr. E $250
KS-177. Pittsburg (Dunkirk Rural Sta.), ca.1910, G+ RFD 10QB (UNLISTED; dial hi: "RG (DUNK)" partly off; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $20
KS-178. Pleasant Green, 1894, G+ CDS/grid (ink spot below add.) (77-04) on PSE. E $40
KS-179. Pliny, [1871], VF ms (upper R tip ruff; trim R to stamp) (69-86) on PSE. E $65
KS-181. Pretty Prairie, 1891, G+ TCDS/target (part on stamp; state weak) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-182. Ray, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; part toned) (78-29) on PPC. E $8
KS-183. Reedsville, [1885], G+ CDS/target (trim L) (73-02) on cvr. E $30
KS-184. Reinert, 1912, VG 4-bar w/bars at L; as recd (08-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-185. Richmond/Wm.W.Fletcher,P.M., 1883, G+ DCDS/target (upper R lite; part ruff trim R, barely in stamp) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-186. Richmond, 1910, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-187. Richmond, 1915, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (toned; crs) on PPC. E $14
KS-188. Riverdale, 1891, VF ms (lite tone) (87-73) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-189. Riverdale, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial hi: "ERDA" partly off; bit o/s) (87-73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-190. Rock, 1908, VF Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-191. Rome, 1878, VG ms (trim R) (74-53) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-192. Roseland, 1911, F 4-bar (slight stutter; lower L edge ruff) (02-18) on PPC. E $20
KS-193. Roundmound, 1882, VG ms (bit smear; part toned; part ruff R; nick T) (79-04) on PSE. E $30
KS-194. Roxbury, 1910, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-195. Rubens, [1874], VF ms (ruff R to stamp) (71-00) on cvr w/enc. E $50
KS-196. Rubens/R.T.K??,(P.)M., 1882, G+ magenta TCDS/w/ms killer w/PM's name in B arc partly struck or partly excised (trim L) (71-00) on cvr w/enc.dated 1 mo.earlier, maybe in error. E $40
KS-197. Sabetha, 1880, VF TCDS/circled neg.star (trim R, barely in cc) Sabetha State Bank cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-198. Saint Mary's Mission, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim R, well in stamp to oval; edge tear B)cvr (55-78) on cvr. E $70
KS-199. Salem, 1872, F ms (upper R edge ruff) (71-03) on PSE. E $30
KS-200. Salem/J.Brown,P.M., 1884, VG CDS/neg.star (71-03) on PSE. E $30
KS-201. Salt Creek, 1882, G+ TCDS/cork (uneven lite tone) (73-86) on GPC. E $75
KS-203. Saratoga, 1885, G+ CDS/target (trim R; upper R tip nib; lite tone) realtor cc (78-95) on cvr. E $50
KS-204. Scott, 1887, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lower R toned) (80-13) on cvr w/West Hallock, IL (64-02) CDS as recd b/s. E $24 MIN.12
KS-205. Seapo, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/target (bit lite tone; trim L) (71-89) on cvr. E $75
KS-206. Shorey, 1890, G+ CDS/cork ("OREY" WEAK; bit trim B) (89-07) on cvr. E $24
KS-207. Shorey, 1906, VG Doane 2/4 (o/s; lite tone) (89-07) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
KS-208. Silver Lake, ca.1886, G+ DCDS/grid on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-209. Sitka, 1910, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; repaired upper R tip) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-210. Solomon, 1904, G+ RFD 2B/1 (part ruff trim L) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-211. Springdale, 1898, VG CDS/cork; 8c +2c (60-07) on reg’d cvr. E $30
KS-212. Sterling, 1906, F+ RFD 2J/3 (trim L) printed RFD cc on PSE. E $20
KS-213. Strong, 1884, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) (81-51) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-214. Stuart, 1884, F ms (soiled; lite tone; tears L; back fault) (81-03) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-215. Stuttgart, 1926, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (near F+) on PPC. E $14
KS-216. Summerfield, 1909, VF 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-217. Tampa, 1932, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/39mm dial (uneven trim T; bit cr) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-218. Taw, 1912, VF Doane 3/1 (86-13) on PPC. E $20
KS-219. Tecscot, 1893, G+ CDS (part on stamp) (86-93) on GPC. E $30
KS-220. Tonganoxie, ca.1868, G+ blue CDS/target; 3c grill on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-221. Tonganoxie/Leavenworth Co., 1880, G+ CDS/circled neg.star (T arc partial, affects "XIE, LEAVE"; tears T) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-222. Tonovay, 1890, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; no flap; tiny tears T) (86-12) on cvr. E $20
KS-223. Tully, 1909, F 4-bar (88-19) on PPC. E $20
KS-224. Uneda, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (08-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-225. Utopia, 1898, F CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp; bit ruff L; toned) (80-35) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-226. Veteran, 1886, G+ DCDS/cork (town lite, but confirmed by clear return add.; tiny tear T, in rim) 2x 5c Garfield +2c brown (86-87) on reg’d cvr. RARE 2-year office. E $250
KS-227. Vicksburg, 1870s, F ms (trim L) (70-81) on cvr. E $120
KS-228. Wabaunsee, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (55-44) on PPC. E $6
KS-229. Wainwright, 1900, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; edge tears T) (99-06) on cvr. E $30
KS-230. Warwick, 1890, F CDS/star (trim R) (82-19) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-231. Warwick, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU; tears; trim R; part lite tone) (82-19) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KS-232. Washington, 1860s, VF ms (bit trim T, in tips of "W"; lite soiled) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-233. Wayne, 1897, VG+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (84-71) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-234. Webber, 1906, G+ magenta RFD 1X*/2 w/duplex killer on stamp (UNLISTED; trim R) on cvr. E $30
KS-235. Weir, 1891, G+ CDS w/crude star killer on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-236. West Asher, 1870s, G+ ms (LITE, but ID sure; lite tone; flap partly off; edge tears) (72-92) on cvr. E $30
KS-237. Westralia, [1869], VF ms (trim L; edge tear T; lite tone line) 3c locomotive (69-70) on cvr. E $200
KS-238. Wilmington, 1906, VG CDS/target (bit trim L) (57-06) on cvr. E $40
KS-239. Winchester, 1882, VG CDS/target (lower R tip nib) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-240. Windsor, 1910, F+ 4-bar (o/s) (08-12) on PPC. E $30
KS-242. Wyandott, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (heavy horiz.cr) (55-87) on GPC. E $30
KS-243. Wyandott, 1870s, G CDS w/bold double-line "W" in cork killer (dial hi: "ND" partly off; town part weak) (55-87) on PSE. E $30
KS-244. Wyandotte, [1864], G+ CDS/grid (trim R) (55-87) on cvr. E $30
KS-245. Wyandotte, [1870], VG CDS/cut cork; 3c locomotive (55-87) on cvr. E $40
KS-246. Yates Center, 1884, VG TCDS w/fancy circled intertwined "PO" killer (ruff L; lite tone) inverted at L as recd, tying faulty 2c due on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

KENTUCKY
KY-1. Alexandria, 1919 (Jan 1), G+ 4-bar non-standard (dia bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-2. Bacon Creek, 1860s, VF ms (bit ruff trim R; B edge lite tone; add.bit smear) (43/80) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
KY-3. Betsy Layne, 1922, G+ 4-bar non-standard (date mostly not struck; bit trim T; nick L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KY-4. Calhoun, 1863, VF ms (trim L; B crnrs clip; tear T; pen notes) on PSE. E $14
KY-5. Carnton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (edge tear L) (91-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-6. Cleopatra, 1894, F CDS/target (upper L tip slit; nick T) 8c +2c (80-07) on reg'd cvr. E $30
KY-7. Crescent Springs, 1910, G+ magenta Doane 2/2 (toned) as recd (91-18) on PPC. E $8
KY-8. Cynthia, 1860s, VG DCDS/target on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KY-9. Edmonton, 1908, F+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
KY-10. Elkin, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (86-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-11. Esculapia Springs, 1908, VG duplex (dia bit hi) (47/10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-13. Fairfield, 1947, VG 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-14. Falmouth, 1906, VG+ RPD 2F/3 w/ms day (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $20
KY-15. Fears, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned; crs) as fwd (80-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-16. Frankfort, 1937, VG CDS w/4 long bars non-standard on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KY-17. Fullerton, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; lite tone) as recd (93-57) on PPC. E $8
KY-18. Germantown, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-19. Glendale, 1906, G+ Doane 2 CDS only (LKU; bars not struck) as recd on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
KY-20. Gradyville, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKU; orig.stamp replaced) as recd on PPC w/Breeding G Doane 2/(2) origin. E $8
KY-21. Ivel, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) on PPC. E $8
KY-22. Kelly, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard (trim L; soiled; AS IS) (71-31) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KY-23. Kirksville, 1860s, VF ms (trim R; lower L tip nib) (1845-1975) on cvr. E $14
KY-25. Lockport, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R tip toned) on PPC. E $8
KY-26. Louisville, ca.1840s, G+ blue CDS w/ms "5" rate (cr) on SFL (no contents). E $15 MIN.8
KY-28. Mason, 1907, VG+ magenta Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
KY-29. Montpelier, 1914, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KY-30. Morning View, 1906, F Doane 1/3 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $8
KY-31. Mount Eden, 1952, F 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-32. Munfordsville, 1860s, G+ blue CDS (bit heavy inked; ruff R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KY-33. North Middletown, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-34. Ortiz, 1907, G+ CDS (near F+; bit o/s) as recd (00-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-35. Otter Pond, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; near VG+) (88/42) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-36. Philpot, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
KY-37. Princess, 1916, G+ magenta 4-bar ("PRI" weak) (87-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-38. Side View, [1868], VF ms (ruff R) (58/14) on cvr. E $20
KY-39. Sligo, 1860s, VF ms (trim R) (46/93) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
KY-40. Spring Station, 1860s, F+ blue CDS/target (trim L) (1856/1973) on PSE. E $20
KY-41. Sudieh, 1909, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-42. Trenton, 1866, VF ms w/target killer (part ruff trim L) on cvr. E $14
KY-43. Union, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (date spotty; toned) on PPC. E $6
KY-44. Vanceburg, 1860s, F ms on cvr. E $14
KY-45. West Point, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/narrower spaced letters (part stutter; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
KY-46. West Point, 1929, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/wider spaced letters (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-47. White Mills, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part toned) on PPC w/Eastview F Doane 2/1 as transit. E $8

LOUISIANA / Do you need my "Louisiana Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
LA-1. Acy, 1912, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (stamp gone, affects bars; lite tone; crs) (01-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-2. Chacahoula, 1907, G+ Doane 3 CDS w/cork killer (LKV; town much obscured by design, but ID sure; toned; crs) (66/54) on PPC. E $15
LA-3. Franklinton, 1907, VF Doane 2/5 (trim R, just in cc) Bank of Franklinton cc; strip of 5x 2c Sc.319 on reg'd 2c #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
LA-4. Ged, ca.1912, G+ 4-bar (year omitted) (11-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-5. Lake Charles, 1884, F duplex w/star in killer (tear T; nick T) P.O.Dept./P.O.at Lake Chas./Official Bus. & penalty clause on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
LA-6. Ludington, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-7. McDonoghville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (93-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-8. New Orleans, [1837], G+ blue CDS w/ms "75" rate (bit cr) w/ms "Express Mail" at T; "Single" at B on SPL to Richmond, VA. E $120 MIN.60
LA-9. Plankville, 1850s, VF ms (upper L toned; lite crs; upper R tip nib) 3c imperf (55-60) on cvr. E $150
LA-10. Quebec, ca.1860, VF ms (bit trim L; lite tone) (53/68) on cvr. E $120 MIN.60
LA-11. Ringgold, 1880, F ms (part ruff R; toned; slit 3 sides) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
LA-12. Springhill, 1922, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned; ruff R; edge tear T) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
LA-14. Wills Point, 1941, G+ 4-bar non-standard (staple holes B edge) Last Day P.O. (14-41) on PPC. E $14

MAINE
ME-1. Lot 6) RFD's: 3 diff.towns/types; all handstamp types, 1901-07, VG-G+, varied condition; faults; on cvrs/cards. MIN.$12
ME-3. Allen's Mills, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (79/15) on PPC. E $8
ME-4. Bailey Island, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (slight o/s) on PPC. E $6
ME-5. Bay Point, 1911, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (internal tears; crs) (89/37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-6. Bayview, 1907, F+ Doane 2/1 (80-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-7. Beachwood, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 ("D" on stamp; o/w VF; lite tone) (95-18) on PPC. E $14
ME-8. Beachwood, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (95-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-10. Bemis, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (bit stutter; stamp about 2/3 peeled, affects bars; tip crs) (80-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-11. Birches, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (96/26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-13. Brownville Junction, 1929, G+ DCDS/6-bar non-standard (crnr cr) part o/s by "Missent to..." h/s; as transit on PPC from Canada. E $14
ME-15. Cambridge, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $6
ME-17. Caratunk, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
ME-18. Casco, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
ME-19. Cedargrove, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (85/68) on PPC. E $6
ME-20. Center Lovell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ME-23. Chebeague Island, 1927, VG 4-bar non-standard w/2 *s in dial (bit lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $14
ME-24. Chebeague Island, 1929, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/closer spaced letters (dial bit hi; cr)
on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-25. Chebeague Island, 1931, F 4-bar non-standard w/wider spaced letters (dial bit hi) on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-26. Christmas, 1909, G+ 4-bar (96-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-27. Cliff Island, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
ME-28. Clifton, 1907, VF Doane 3/2 (50/30) on PPC. E $8
ME-32. Damascus, 1893, VG CDS/target (85-11) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ME-33. Dixmont, 1909, VF Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
ME-35. Dryden, 1912, F Doane 1/3 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-36. East Hebron, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (35-18) on PPC. E $8
ME-37. East Hebron, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 w/ms year correction (LKV; dial hi: "HE" mostly off;
lite tone) (91-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ME-38. East North Yarmouth, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) as recd (51-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-40. East Sebago, 1912, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
ME-41. Elmore, 1910, G+ CDS/target (toned) (01-23) on PPC. E $40
ME-42. Exeter, 1924, VG+ Doane 2/3 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $6
ME-43. Fayette, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (1803-1974) on PPC. E $6
ME-45. Garland, 1912, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard w/wider spaced letters (bit stutter; lite
tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-46. Garland, 1914, F 4-bar non-standard w/closer spaced letters & thick bars (lite tone) on
PPC. E $14
ME-47. Glenmere, 1912, F Doane 3/1 (92-42) on PPC. E $8
ME-48. Goldenridge, 1911, G+ Doane l type CDS w/cork killer (dial bit hi; scuff spot by add.;
tip cr) (68/18) on PPC. E $16
ME-49. Grange, 1906, F+ Doane 2/1 as recd (86-13) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ME-50. Greenwood Mountain, 1923, G+ 4-bar non-standard (crs; part lite tone) (18-59) on PPC. E
$15 MIN.8
ME-52. Hartford, [1913], G+ CDS/target non-standard (blank slug for year; TONED; trim R; upper
R tip clip) Kingman Lumber cc (1807-1934) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-53. Hartford, 1916, G+ CDS non-standard w/2 stars in dial (upper L on stamp; bit stutter;
tear T; upper L tip ruff) (1807-1934) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-54. Hebron Station, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (91-36) on PPC. E $6
ME-55. Hollis Center, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ME-58. Kennebunk Depot, 1860s, G+ DCDS/target (part ruff trim R; lite crs) (44-87) on cvr. E
$20
ME-60. Lee, 1910, F Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ME-62. Lily Bay, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (90-21) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
ME-63. Lisbon Center, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
ME-64. Litchfield, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
ME-65. Litchfield Corners, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (o/s; lite crs) (18-14) on GPC. E $6
ME-66. Litchfield Corners, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (18-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-67. Long Island, 1906, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
ME-68. Maranacook, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (part o/s) (91-55) on PPC. E $6
ME-69. Mayfield, 1888, G+ CDS/target (86-31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-70. Merepoint, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (95-67) on PPC. E $6
ME-71. Monarda, 1909, VF Doane 1/1 w/crude non-standard "NOV" month slug (80-58) on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ME-127 Catalog</th>
<th>Printed: Sunday, February 16, 2020 11:05:36 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME-72. New Portland, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (part o/s) (1819-1888) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-73. Newfield, 1905, VG duplex non-standard (lite tone; lite cr) on PPC. E $15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-74. Newry, 1907, F+ Doane 2/2 (28-10) on PPC. E $8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-75. North Baldwin, 1910, F Doane 3/2 (59-55) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-77. North Cornville, [1894], G+ CDS/target (near VG; dial bit hi) (62-03) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-78. North Sidney, 1893, F CDS/target (54-01) on cvr. E $20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-80. Notch, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VG; lite tone) (82-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-81. Notch, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (82-14) on PPC. E $14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-82. Ocean Park, [1904], VG Doane 2/3 w/redundant &quot;AM/PM&quot; slugs in place of year (lite tone) (83/66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-83. Oceanpoint, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (80-67) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-84. Orr's Island, 1920, G+ 4-bar non-standard (crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-85. Orrs Island, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-86. Orrs Island, 1937, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/larger dial, taller letters on commer.PPC: Casco Bay Steamer. E $15 MIN.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-87. Orrs Island, 1940, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/larger dial, shorter letters (lite tone; tip cr) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-88. Orrs Island, 1946, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/larger dial, taller letters w/diff. spacing on commer.card w/stamp club notice on back. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-89. Palermo, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) on PPC. E $8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-90. Palermo, 1943, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-91. Parkerhead, 1907 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (43-34) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-92. Pemaquid Beach, 1956, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard (90-80) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-93. Pemaquid Point, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (01-67) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-94. Perry, 1945, VP DCDS/4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-95. Port Clyde, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial hi: &quot;CL&quot; partly off) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-96. Round Mountain, 1908, G Doane 3/1 (LITE strike; message faded; nick B) (05-42) on home-made BIRCH BARK PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-98. Round Pond, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/5 on cvr. E $8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-99. Rumford Point, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-100. Sandy Creek, 1911, G+ CDS/target (79-27) on PPC. E $14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-101. Scarborough, 1906, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-102. Schoodic, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (96/19) on PPC. E $8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-103. Shirley Mills, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/&quot;Rec'd&quot; excised from B arc (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-104. South Bristol, 1905, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-105. South Chesterville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (37-35) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-106. South Cushin, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/2 (85-44) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-107. South Freeport, 1905, VG Doane 2/3 (upper R tip nib) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-111. South Standish, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (93-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-112. South Surry, 1910, F Doane 2/(1) (# &amp; most of bars off B) as recd (74/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-113. South Thomaston, 1911, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-114. Squirrel Island (MISSPELLED &quot;SQUIRREL&quot;), 1893, G+ CDS/target; 2c Colum. (72/67) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-115. Squirrel Island, 1905, F+ Doane 2/4 (72/67) on PPC. E $8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-118. Stickney Corner, [1907], G+ Doane 2/2 (month/year mostly not struck) (90-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-119. Temple, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ME-120. The Forks, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (1831-1966) on PPC. E $6
ME-121. Trefethen, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-13) on PPC. E $8
ME-122. Upper Dam, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near F+) (78/50) on PPC. E $6
ME-123. Upper Gloucester, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (1829-1956) on PPC. E $8
ME-126. West Bethel, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4; Whitten & Dennison Post Cards ad at L on PPC. E $6
ME-127. West Bowdoin, 1912, G+ CDS/target non-standard (near VF) (1856-197?) on PPC. E $14
ME-128. West Minot, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
ME-129. West Old Town, 1909, G+ DCDS/Doane 3/1 non-standard mimic (stamp gone, not affecting this) as recd (86-19) on PPC. E $14
ME-130. West Peru, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) (1850-1990) on PPC. E $6
ME-131. West Peru, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-132. West Peru, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (trim L; lower L tip nib) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
ME-133. West Owensville, 1917, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (53-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-134. West Waterville, ca.1867, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) (27-83) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-135. Whiting, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
ME-136. Whitneyville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ME-137. Wilsons Mills, 1907, F+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; slight o/s) (1850-1986) on PPC. E $6
ME-139. Windsorville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (98-48) on PPC. E $6
ME-140. Winterport, (1865), G+ CDS/segmented cork (trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-141. Winterport, 1868, VG ms town/date (bit ruff slit T) on cvr. E $14
ME-142. York Corner, 1912, VG+ Doane 3/5 (74-19) on PPC. E $8

MARYLAND

MD-1. Lot 480+) cvrs/cards; nearly all Maryland: towns, DPOs, machines, flags, commer.cc's, stations/rural sta's, reg'd, last days, etc., 19th-20th century, (varied condition) balance of consignment batch; LOW minimum bid. Also listed in "Miscellaneous" section. MIN.$290

MD-2. Admiral, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) as recd (99-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MD-3. Annapolis, 1850s, G+ balloon CDS (crs) on folded letter (no contents). E $15 MIN.8

MD-4. Annapolis (Sherwood Forest Rur.Sta.), 1924, G+ RDF 10R/var, w/serifs (UNLISTED; part on stamp; bit uneven trim T) (23-25 period) on cvr. E $40

MD-5. Annapolis (Sherwood Forest Rur.Sta.), 1924, VG RDF 10R/var w/serifed letters (UNLISTED; part heavy inked) (23-25 period) on PPC. E $50

MD-6. Ayres, 1884, G+ octagon/target (month/day on tablet; sealed spindle) (84-85) on GPC. E $200

MD-7. Ayres, 1885, G+ TCDS/grid (month/day on tablet; edge tear B) (84-85) on GPC. E $200

MD-8. Bakersville, 1873, F ms (ruff slit upper L, under return add.; piece out L edge, affects front panel; back complete) (30-03) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

MD-9. Baltimore, ca.1852, G+ CDS w/serifed "Paid/3" h/s & ms "Paid 3" ("TI" not struck; crs; upper R tip nick) on stampless cvr. E $14

MD-10. Baltimore/Carroll, Sta. (Sta. in T arc, w/misplaced comma), 1891, G+ duplex (lite tone; part lite soiled) (88-94 period) on cvr. E $20


MD-12. Baltimore/Sta.B, [1916], G+ CDS as fwd (02-19) on censored cvr from Germany. E $12 MIN.6


MD-14. Beltsville, 1870s, G+ CDS/target w/ms month/day (bit lite tone; tiny tear T) on black-border mourning cvr w/matching enc. E $15 MIN.8

MD-15. Benevol, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/cork (dial hi: "NEV" partly off; ruff L) (50-03) on 2x5 cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MD-16. Bengies, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (90-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MD-17. Bethesda, 1870s, VG ms (71-25) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MD-18. Bigpool, 1908, VF Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6

MD-19. Blue Mountain, 1910, VG 4-bar (dial hi: "MOU" mostly off) (83/14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

MD-20. Boonsboro, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/6 (edge tears) on GPC. E $6

MD-21. Boonsboro, 1910, VG+ purple Doane 2/6 on GPC. E $8

MD-22. Cascade, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (upper R on stamp; # partly off) on PPC. E $6
MD-23. Castleton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (72-51) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-24. Catocaasit Furnace, [1889], VG+ CDS/cork (51/94) on cvr. E $60
MD-25. Cedar Grove, 1884, VF ms (77-05) on GPC. E $40
MD-26. Cedar Grove, 1887, VF ms (ruff L) (77-05) on GPC. E $50
MD-27. Cherry Hill, 1865, G+ CDS/target (pen note thru dial, partly on town) pair 3c (46-14) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-28. Collington, [1866], G+ CDS/target (upper R tip nib; lite tone) (58/27) on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-29. Colora, Cecil Co., 1888, G+ blue fancy CDS w/2 stars in dial; black star killer ("COL" mostly not struck) Waring Mfg.Co.cc on PSE. E $20
MD-30. Dawsonville, 1884, VG+ octagon/target (slight stutter; trim L) (54-30) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-31. Deer Park, [1869], G+ CDS/target (trim L) 3c locomotive (1864/1969) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-32. Downsville, 1909, F RFD 11c/1 (UNLISTED) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-33. Edwards Ferry, 1883, VF ms (sealed spindle) (29/04) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-34. Flintstone, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/2 (toned) on PPC. E $8
MD-35. Fort Pendleton, 1881, F CDS/cork (trim L) (78/94) on cvr. E $80
MD-36. Frederick, [1837], VG red CDS w/ms "12" rate on SFL. E $15
MD-37. Galena, 1860s, G+ CDS on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-38. Gardenville, 1892, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (74-96) on 2.5x3.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-41. Glen, [1885], G+ CDS (tear T; cr; sealed spindle) (82-05) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-42. Glenarm, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
MD-43. Glendale, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (dialed bit hi: "N" partly off) on cvr w/2nd 2c stamp sealing flap. E $12 MIN.6
MD-44. Glendale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-45. Goodhope, 1888, F CDS/target (trim R) (88-96) on cvr. E $100
MD-46. Govanstown, [1872], G+ CDS/cork (date heavy inked) (30-94) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MD-47. Greensboro, 1870, VG+ CDS/cork (trim R) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-48. Grimes, 1913, VF 4-bar as rec'd (85/34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-49. Hagerstown, Md/R.F.D.3", [1961], VG+ RFD 3EG/3 (UNLISTED; toned) straight-line h/s as routing instruction on air PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-51. Halpine, 1887, VF ms (86-88) on GPC. E $150 MIN.75
MD-52. Hanesville, ca.1868, F ms town/month/day (bit ruff T; edge tears T) bit faulty 3c grill (56-05) on cvr. E $40
MD-53. Harmony Grove, 1933, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (75-33) on PSE w/PM's signature. E $15 MIN.8
MD-54. Hayden, 1931, F 4-bar (82-33) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-55. Henderson, 1931, GV+ 4-bar ty.E as fwd on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-56. Hillspoint, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; trim L) (57-31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-57. Hillspoint, 1931, F 4-bar (lite gum tone) Last Day P.O. (57-31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-59. Horse Head, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) (19-93) on cvr. E $20
MD-60. Hoyes, 1937, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (81-37) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-61. Hurry, 1926, VG 4-bar (flap partly off) (97-59) on 2.5x3.5" black-border mourning cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-62. Ijamsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (tip cr) (1832/1985) on PPC. E $6
MD-63. Ilchester Mills, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/target (bit ruff upper R; no flap) (42/77) on cvr. E $20
MD-64. James, 1931, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (88-31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-65. Jarboesville, 1906, VG+ Doane 1/1 (LKU; upper L tip ruff) (78/32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-66. Jefferson, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp; lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $6
MD-67. Jewell, 1876, VF ms town/date (bit trim T) (71-54) on PSE. E $20
MD-68. Kent Island, 1886, VG CDS/cork (trim L; lite tone; lower L tip ruff) (76-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-69. Kings Valley, 1887, VF ms (ruff R, removes most of 10c stamp) 2c brown+piece of 10c
banknote (86-05) on reg'd cvr. E $30 MIN.15
MD-70. Lakeshore, 1900, VG+ CDS/target (lite tone; tears T & L) (88-16) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-71. Lanham, 1906, VG+ Doane 3/2 (79-76) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-72. Lansdowne, 1931, VF 4-bar ty.E (92-40) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-73. Layhill, 1905, G+ CDS/cork (81-05) on cvr. E $50
MD-74. Laytonsville, 1886, VF ms (lite crs) (48-08) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-75. Leistersburg, 1860s, F CDS/target (26-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-76. Leon, 1931, VF magenta 4-bar w/"0" in year trimmed to make "1"; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (86-31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-77. Leslie, 1940, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (87-40) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-78. Linden, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd b/s (82-17) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-79. Locust Grove, [1878], G+ CDS/target (bit heavy inked) (61-18) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-80. Locustgrove, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (o/s; town part obscured; tear T) as recd (61-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-81. Manchester, 1908, VF Doane 3/1 (crs) on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MD-82. Manchester, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MD-83. Mapleville, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (dia hi: "EV" partly off) (85-57) on PPC. E $6
MD-84. Marley, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (TONED) (43/15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-85. Massey, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (EKU; upper R tip nick; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-86. Maugansville, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (ruff L; toned) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MD-87. Medford, 1904, VF Doane 2/3 (EKU) as recd b/s (85-23) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-88. Middlebrook, 1885, VF ms (57/05) on GPC. E $20
MD-89. Monrovia, 1948, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned) on commer.PPC. E $14
MD-90. Mount Ephraim, 1881, G+ CDS/target (82-02) on GPC. E $50
MD-91. Mount Rainier, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (crs; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-92. Mount Washington, 1892, G+ CDS/scarab; atty's cc (54/96) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-93. Mountain Lake Park, 1885, VG+ duplex w/"24" in killer (EARLY) (82-64) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-94. Wolfeville Postal Sta./R.F.D. Myersville, 1907, VF RFD 10B (os) (01-07) on PPC. E $60
MD-95. New London, 1892, G+ CDS/target w/ms month/year; lc blue (33/00) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-96. New Midway, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
MD-97. Norbeck, ca.1885, VG CDS/target (ruff L) (65-05) on cvr. E $20
MD-98. Norrisville, 1913, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (70-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-99. Ocean, 1929, VG 4-bar (lite gum tone) Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (66-29) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-100. Orangeville, 1886, G+ CDS/target (small letters, part heavy inked; trim L) (70-96) on cvr. E $20
MD-101. Oregon, 1889, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (79-02) on cvr. E $50
MD-102. Park Hall, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-103. Philopolis, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 (part o/s by weak 2nd strike; lite tone) (47/11) on PPC. E $6
MD-104. Pleasantville, [1866], F ms town/month/day (edge tear T) (49-36) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MD-105. Point Look Out, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (60/43) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-106. Point Lookout, 1864, F DCDS/target (lite tone) (60/43) on cvr w/smeared "Due 3" oval h/s. E $20
MD-107. Prospect, [1868], VG CDS w/ms month/day (ruff L; tears B) 3c grill (61-01) on cvr w/enc. E $50
MD-108. Reckord, 1884, G+ TCDS/target (80-09) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MD-109. Rising Sun, 1886, G+ TCDS on reg.bill card & reg.ret.rect.card for same mailing, stapled together. SCARCE combo. E $15 MIN.8
MD-110. Robbins, 1932, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (06-32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-111. Rockawalking, 1940 (Feb 29), F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; LEAP DAY canx (91-40) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-112. Rockville, [1824], VF ms w/"Paid 6" rate (nick T) on SPL. E $100
MD-113. Rockville, [1836], VF ms w/"12" rate (tiny tear T; cr) on SPL. E $75
MD-114. Rockville, [1855], VG CDS (lite crs) 3c imperf on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MD-115. Rockville, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork on cvr w/"Office Board School Commissioners" letterhead
MD-116. Roslyn, 1905, F Doane 3 CDS/Rec’d (EKU) as rec’d (02-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-117. Roslyn, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (slight ruff upper R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-118. Royal Oak, 1883, G+ CDS/target (tear L) 2c banknote on cvr w/enc. EARLY 2c rate. E $20
MD-119. Royal Oak, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (bit stutters; tears T & L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-120. Sabillasville, 1903, G+ Doane 1/2 (near F; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-121. Saint Denis, ca.1883, G+ CDS/target (year partial; dial bit hi; trim R) (51/96) on 2.25x5.5" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-122. Saint James School, 1907, VG+ CDS/target (trim R) school’s cc (01-43) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MD-123. Saint James School, 1926, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) Adrian Onderdonk, Headmaster albino embossed cc (01-43) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MD-125. Saint Michaels, 1887, G+ octagon/cork (trim R; bit toned) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-126. Sandy Spring/Maryld. [1844], G+ red DCDS w/Quaker date; "Paid" h/s; ms "12 1/2" rate (crs) on SFL; message also headed w/Quaker date. E $40
MD-127. Sandy Spring, Maryld., ca.1864, G+ DCDS/grid w/"3 Mo." Quaker date (trim L) on cvr. E $20
MD-128. Sewell, 1930, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM’s signature (99-30) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-129. Sharptown, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
MD-130. Sherwood Forest, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E; Sherwood Forest Co.cc (25-64) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-131. Sherwood Forest, 1949, VG 4-bar (25-64) on cvr w/enc.note from collector & PM’s reply. E $15 MIN.8
MD-132. Simpsonsville, 1869, VF ms w/target killer; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $20
MD-133. Simpsonville, [1869], F ms town/month/day w/target killer (ruff L) 3c locomotive, applied by clerk AFTER ms canx written, but legit use; on 2.5x3.75" lady’s cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-134. Sligo, [1869], G+ CDS/target; 3c locomotive (63/07) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-135. Sligo, 1885, G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (part ruff trim R, just in stamp) (63/07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-136. Solley, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; lite tone) as rec’d (98-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-137. Street, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (tip crs; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MD-138. Sudbrook Park, 1902, G+ duplex (trim R) (91/21) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-139. Suitland, 1880s, VG+ CDS/cork; 1c Sc.212 (78/93) on cvr. E $50
MD-140. Sykesville (Rur.Sta.No.1), 1926, VF RFD 10T (lite tone) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-142. Tannery, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (uneven toned; tears; upper L tip nib) (74-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-143. Thurmont, 1915, VF CDS w/oval grid killer (lite tone; lite crn cr) on PPC. E $14
MD-144. Tippett, 1904, G+ CDS/target ("TT" mostly not struck) (98-27) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-145. Towson, 1869, G+ CDS/cork; 3c locomotive (27/80) on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-146. Travilah, 1885, VF ms (2 sealed spindles) (83-08) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
MD-147. Travilah, ca.1867, F TCDS w/ms "28" for date in dial (lower L crn ruff) 2c brown (83-08) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-148. Triadelphia, ca.1851, G+ CDS/grid w/ms day (part heavy inked) 3c imperf (11/07) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $20
MD-149. Union Bridge, 1910, G+ RFD 1/4 (worn letters; AS IS) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-150. Unity, 1886, G+ DCDS/target (toned) (24/08) on GPC. E $20
MD-151. Upper Falls, 1904, VF Doane 2/3 (ONLY known example; flap partly off) on cvr. E $30
MD-152. Urbana, 1860s, G+ blue CDS/cork (33/01) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MD-153. Utica Mills, 1884, VF ms (upper L tip nib) (20/01) on cvr. E $20
MD-154. Vale Summit, 1941, VG+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM’s signature (82-41) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-155. Valliant, 1908, F+ CDS/target (lite tone) (00-21) on PPC. E $20
MD-156. Walkersville, 1932, F 4-bar ty.E on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MD-158. Wayverly, 1868, F blue DCDS/cork (no flap) 3c grill (66-88) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-159. West Beaver Creek, 1902, G+ CDS/target (ruff L; lite tone) (86-09) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MD-161. Whites Ferry, 1887, VG+ straight-line town/state w/ms date (ruff R to stamp; nick T; lite tone) (78/05) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12

MD-162. Williamsport, [1848], VG 30mm CDS/"5" on SFL. E $15

MD-163. Winthrop, 1912, G+ 4-bar (town stuttered) (10-17) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

MD-164. Wolfeville, [1887], F CDS/target (bit trim R) (28-01) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12

MD-165. Woodbine, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (part o/s; toned) on PPC. E $6

MD-166. Woodfield, 1887, VF ms town/date (lite tone) (85-05) on GPC. E $60

MD-167. Woodville, 1890, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff L; lite tone) (65-00) on cvr. E $50

MASSACHUSETTS

MA-1. Agawam, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 on GPC. E $6

MA-2. Attleboro Falls, 1895, G+ CDS/cork (71-04) on 3.25x4" cvr. E $20

MA-3. Ayer, 1894, G+ Wesson H(O); 1c Colum.+5c +2x 2c on reg'd cvr. E $30 MIN.15


MA-5. Boston, [1783], VF straight-line town w/circled month/day dater (toned; cr; tape reinforcement L) ms "sh 2"16" rate on SFL (no contents) from London, England (no origin markings) to Mr.Wm.Vernon, Merchant, Rhodeisland. E $250 MIN.130

MA-6. Boston, [1867], G+ CDS w/bold "6-spoke wagon wheel" killer on cvr. E $75

MA-7. Boston, 1883, VF Wesson V(8) (EKU) on GPC. E $20

MA-8. Boston, 1888, VG Wesson V(1); 2c brown on black-border mourning cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MA-9. Brant Rock, 1934, VG 4-bar non-standard w/wider spaced letters (slight stutter; tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-10. Brantrock, 1905, VG Doane 2/5 (tiny tear T) on cvr. E $8

MA-11. Buckland, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; # mostly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $6

MA-12. Cataumet, 1906, VF Doane 2/3 (trim L) 2c + faulty 8c M.Washington on reg'd cvr. E $14

MA-13. Centerville, 1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-14. Chester Village, [1845], VF ms w/"5" rate (EARLY; cr) (45-55) on SFL. E $60 MIN.30

MA-15. Chestnut Hill, 1895, G+ CDS/cork (date partial) (70-01) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MA-16. Chicopee, [1855], G+ CDS w/fancy killer: 2 interlocking triangles forming 6-pt.star (pen note into dial; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $150

MA-17. Chilmark, 1912, VF 4-bar non-standard as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


MA-21. Cushing, [1905], G+ Doane 1/3 (year partial; toned) (94-08) on PPC. E $6

MA-22. Cushing, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (o/s) (94-08) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-23. Davis, 1908, VF Doane 2/3 (85-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

MA-24. Dell, 1909, VF Doane 1/1 (89-14) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

MA-25. Dover, 1909, F Doane 2/5 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-26. Port Andrews, 1912, F 4-bar (07-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MA-27. Harwich Port, 1916, VG 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-28. Hayden Row, 1907, F 4-bar (lite tone; crs) as recd (59-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-29. Lancaster, [1869], G+ blue CDS/cork; 3c locomotive on 3x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MA-30. Long Plain, 1860s, VF ms (trim R) (34-07) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

MA-31. Lunenburg, 1911, F 4-bar non-standard w/larger letters on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-32. Lunenburg, 1923, F 4-bar non-standard w/smaller letters (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-33. Monument Beach, 1907, G+ Doane 2/6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-34. Newbury, 1870s, VF ms (lower R tip nib) (78-98) on PSE. E $60

MA-35. North Carver, 1908, G+ CDS/star non-standard (o/s; toned) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-36. North Heath, 1911, F+ 4-bar (33/20) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

MA-37. North Heath, 1912, VG 4-bar (crs) (89-20 period) on PPC. E $14

MA-38. Norwich, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (22-09) on PPC. E $20

MA-39. Petersham, 1860s, VF CDS/grid (trim L) on 2.75x5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MA-40. Pratt's Junction, 1910, VG 4-bar (uneven toned) (68-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MA-41. Reading, 1884, VG DCDS/"3-D" star (pen notes L) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

MA-42. Rowe, ca.1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-43. Sandhills, 1912, F 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) (96-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MA-44. Shelburne, ca.1860, VF ms (22-07) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MA-45. South Boston (sta.of Boston), 1891, F CDs/cork on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-46. South Duxbury, 1910, G+ Doane 2/6 (part on stamp) (70-69) on PPC. E $6
MA-47. South Fitchburg, 1893, G+ CDS/target ("SO" weak but ID sure; trim L, just in "S" of town) (89-97) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $100
MA-48. South Rehoboth, 1888, VG+ CDS/target (lower L tip ruff; lite tone; tone spot B) (81-03) on cvr. E $50
MA-49. Templeton, 1912, VG 4-bar non-standard (part toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-50. Vineyard Haven, 1906, G+ duplex (dia bit hi) tying wide-margin 10c Webster; reg'd boxed h/s at lower L on reg'd cvr to Cottage City, MA, & returned to sender. E $30 MIN.15
MA-51. West Harwich, 1911, G+ Doane 3/6 (part on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $6
MA-52. West Harwich, 1930, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-53. West Littleton, 1850s, G+ CDS w/ms month/day; "PAID" killer (edge tear B; bit lite tone) 3c imperf (51-55) on cvr. E $250
MA-54. West Otis, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (33/31) on PPC. E $8
MA-55. West Worthington, 1933, G+ Doane 2/2 (39-34) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-56. Zoar, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (56/24) on PPC. E $6

MICHIGAN
MI-1. Assyria, 1917, F+ Doane 3/2 (LKU) (42-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-2. Azalea, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $6
MI-3. Bachelor, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+) (84-19) on PPC. E $20
MI-4. Battle Creek, 1913, VG RFD 11F/9 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MI-5. Bay Mills, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (79-09) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-6. Bendon, 1910, G+ 4-bar (trim R) (92-54) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-7. Bergland, 1909, VG CDS/target non-standard (toned; crnr cr) on PPC. E $14
MI-8. Bigbay, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (stamp faults; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-9. Bonifas, 1912, G+ 4-bar (EKU) (10-30) on PPC. E $20
MI-10. Brevoort, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (90-64) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-11. Buckley, 1908, G+ CDS/target non-standard (EKU; lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-12. Buckley, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (trim R) on PSE. E $14
MI-13. Burdickville, [1874], G+ CDS/target (UNLISTED type; EARLIEST for this town; near F+) (68-19) on cvr w/enc. E $50
MI-14. Burlington, 1908, VF Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
MI-15. Caledonia Station, 1890, G+ purple CDS (LKU; ruff R) as recd b/s (70-94) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-16. Cannonsburg, 1860s, VF ms on 2.5x4.75" cvr. E $20
MI-17. Chief, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) as recd (81-73) on PPC. E $8
MI-18. Cleverdale, 1908, VF RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; toned) BOLD complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-20. Cressey, 1907, VG+ purple Doane 2/1 (tip cr) (88-54) on GPC. E $6
MI-21. Cusino, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (state not struck but ID sure) (06-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-22. Darragh, 1910, VF 4-bar (02-19) on PPC. E $14
MI-23. Denton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (70-33) on PPC. E $8
MI-24. Dunningville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (slight stutter; toned) (70-37) on PPC. E $8
MI-25. East Leroy, 1907, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
MI-26. Ecorse, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (tiny nick T) as recd (63-19) on PPC. E $6
MI-27. Elkton, 1907, G+ 4-bar (EKU; "N" stamp; state partial; toned; pinhole) on PPC. E $8
MI-28. Elllake, 1912 (Dec 25), VG 4-bar non-standard (tears; part ruff T; crs; nick B) (02-16) on glassine cvr w/enc.PPC. E $14
MI-29. Empire, 1910, G+ Doane 3/8 (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-30. Empire, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/8 on PPC. E $6
MI-31. Farmington, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lower R arc on stamp; tip cr) on REAL PHOTO PPC (town hall). E $12 MIN.6
MI-32. Farmington, 1909, G+ magenta CDS/target non-standard w/larger letters (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MI-33. Farmington, 1915, VG+ CDS/target non-standard w/smaller letters (LKU) on PPC. E $14
MI-34. Ferry, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (part o/s; tone spot) as recd (71-59) on PPC. E $6
MI-35. Fruitport, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $6
MI-36. Fruitport, 1948, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (EKU) on commer.PPC. E $15
MI-37. Fruitport, 1948, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (LKU) CATALOG COPY on commer.PPC. E $16
MI-38. Gowen, 1910, F Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
MI-39. Grand Blanc/Genesee/County, 1885, G+ cogwheel DCDS on GPC. E $20
MI-40. Grandville, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $6
MI-41. Herrington, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; black ink on lower R crnr) as recd (88-18) on PPC. E $6
MI-42. Hessel, 1910, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-43. Jenison, 1923, F 4-bar non-standard w/32mm dial (UNLISTED type; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
MI-44. Jenison, 1930, VG 4-bar non-standard w/34mm dial (UNLISTED type; trim L) on commer.cvr. E $20
MI-45. Jenison, 1932, F+ blue 4-bar non-standard ty.C-19(4) (EKU) on cvr. E $14
MI-46. Jenison, 1934, F 4-bar non-standard ty.C-1-20(4) on commer.cvr. E $14
MI-47. Jerome, 1910, F Doane 2/4 (toned) on PPC. E $6
MI-48. Labarge, 1898, G+ CDS/star (LKU; lite tone) (76-01) on cvr w/Whitneyville (49/07) G+ CDS ("LE" not struck) as recd b/s. E $50
MI-49. Lake, ca.1858, VF ms (lower R tip nib) 3c Sc.26 (57-58; Kent Co.) or (58-63; Allegan Co.) on cvr. E $600
MI-50. Lamont, 1882, F CDS/star (EKU; lite crs) on GPC. 2nd known example. E $20
MI-51. LaSalle, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (1832/1973) on PPC. E $6
MI-52. Leland, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
MI-53. Lincoln Lake, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("KE" on stamp; o/w about F) (01-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-54. Lowell, 1881, G+ magenta CDS/circled star (lite tone) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-55. Lowell, 1885, VG+ purple DCDS w/2 stars in dial; star killer (bit lite tone; small scuff by address) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-56. Lupton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
MI-57. Lyons Mill, 1868, G+ rimless CDS (VERY faulty: upper L crnr torn thru dial & crudely reattached; edge faults & trim, just in stamp; toned) (67-82) on PSE FRONT only. AS IS ONLY for faults, but RARE. UNLISTED type & 2nd known canx from this town. E $30
MI-58. Markey, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EKU; lite tone) (05-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-59. Marlboro, 1904, G+ CDS/target; Northern Portland Cement Co.logo cc (03-07) on cvr. E $50
MI-60. Mayfield, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (date lite; trim R; edge tear L) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MI-61. McCords, 1901, G+ CDS/target (LKU; heavy crnr cr; sealed spindle) (88-47) on GPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
MI-62. Minerlake, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (cr; stamp fault) (97-35) on PPC. E $8
MI-63. Minerlake, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (toned; crs) (97-35) on PC. E $6
MI-64. Monroe Center, 1906, VG+ CDS/cork (part ruff trim R, just in stamp) (66-10) on PSE. E $14
MI-65. Morrice, 1909, G+ Doane 3/9 (bit ruff trim R, in stamp into 2c denom.) faulty 2c Hudson-Fulton on cvr. E $8
MI-68. Lot 11) Nessen City, 1908-12, VF+G+ Doane 2/4 (mostly w/1 end trim) on cvrs. MIN.$15
MI-69. Nessen City, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 (89-30) on PPC. E $6
MI-70. New Lothrop, 1910, G+ Doane 3/9 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MI-71. New Troy, 1909, G+ magenta Doane 3/3 (EKU; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-72. Newark, 1889, G+ CDS/star (EKU; "WA" mostly not struck; bit ruff trim R) (57/02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-73. Newaygo (as "LAKE NEWAYGO"), 1870s, VF ms (trim L, just in 1c) 2c +1c banknotes on cvr w/clearly written unofficial town name, UNLISTED as such. E $80
MI-74. North Street, 1912, G+ magenta DCDS/4-bar non-standard (LKU) on PPC. E $16
MI-75. Oakley, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
MI-76. Onsted, 1910, G+ CDS/target non-standard ty.Alla (dial bit hi: "S" partly off; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-77. Onsted, 1917, G+ DCDS non-standard ty.Allb/var w/horiz.lines "donut" killer (tip cr) on PPC. E $20
MI-78. Palatka, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (06-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-80. Prudenville, 1952, G+ 4-bar non-standard (LUK; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $14
MI-81. Quimby, 1913, G+ Doane 3/3 (TONED) (71/32) on PPC. E $6
MI-82. Ransom, 1907, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (48-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-83. Redford, 1909, G+ 4-bar non-standard (town part spotty; bit lite tone) (06-24) on PPC. E $20
MI-84. Reese, 1908, G+ Doane 3/9 ("IC" not struck) on PPC. E $6
MI-85. Robbins, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned; cr) (91/11) on PPC. 1st KNOWN EXAMPLE from 1902-11 period. E $80
MI-86. Rockford, 1903, VG RFD 2F/2 (UNLISTED; near VF; slight ruff R) on cvr. E $24
MI-87. Rogersville, 1900, VG CDS/target (tear R) (73-19) on reg'd cvr w/enc. E $15
MI-88. Rogersville, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/4 long bars (year partial; uneven toned; tip crs) (73-19) on PPC. E $15
MI-89. Rushton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (84-35) on PPC. E $6
MI-90. Saint Johns, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only, obliterating portrait on 1c Frank on PPC. E $8
MI-91. Schaffer, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (87-81) on PPC. E $8
MI-92. Shabbona, 1911, VF 4-bar (84-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-93. Steamburg, 1897, G+ CDS/target; 8c +2c (96-02) on reg'd cvr. 1st KNOWN EXAMPLE from this town. E $150
MI-94. Sterling, 1912, G+ CDS/Rec'd dial w/4-bar killer (part on stamp; bit lite tone) as origin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-95. Sumner, ca.1909, G+ CDS/Rec'd dial w/4-bar killer (year omitted; dial hi: "ER" partly off) as origin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-96. Tula, 1913, G+ magenta wide 4-bar (LUK; 2nd known example; lite strike; state mostly not struck, but message fully datelined) (07/16) on PPC. RARE Upper Peninsula office. E $75
MI-97. Volinia ("Volenia" variant), 1864, VF ms (UNLISTED type) (63-02) on cvr w/enc.clearly & erroneously dated 1862. E $60
MI-98. Whitmore Lake, ca.1953, VG+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (month/day omitted; year partial; slight trim T) CATALOG COPY; 3c Prexie on commer.cvr. ONLY known example. E $20
MI-99. Whitneyville, 1899, G+ CDS (EKU) as recd b/s (49/07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MI-100. Yorkville, 1906, VF Doane 3/3 (crs) (45-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MINNESOTA
MN-1. Albertville, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-2. Aldrich, 1930, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-3. Angus, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs) on GPC. E $8
MN-4. Antrim, 1892, VF ms (trim L) (67-99) on cvr. E $75
MN-5. Arnessen, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (trim R; tear R) (03-23) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MN-6. Aure, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LUK; # mostly off R; part heavy inked) (03-19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-7. Austin, 1860s, G CDS w/:bold "PAID" h/s killer (town weak; dial bit hi; trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-8. Big Falls, 1907, F Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
MN-9. Big Falls, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (tip cr; stamp fault) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-10. Billfry, 1895, G+ CDS/cork (trim R; toned) (94-00) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
MN-11. Blue Earth City, 1882, G+ TCDS/target (56-02) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-13. Breckenridge, 1889, VG+ purple octagon w/PM's name EXCISED from bottom; circle of V's killer (edge tears T; trim R) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MN-14. C.R.Falls (Cannon River Falls), 1861, VF ms (55-89) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
MN-15. Casperson, 1911, VF PROVISIONAL ms w/cork killer (03-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-16. Cedar, 1910, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-17. Cedar Spur, 1912, G+ 4-bar (toned) (09-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-18. Lot 3) Collis; Fairmont; Osseo, ca.1908-12, VG ms RFD types (all UNLISTED) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-19. Danube, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part o/s by partial 2nd strike) on PPC. E $14
MN-20. Delhi, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VF; bit lite tone) (94-79) on PPC. E $8
MN-21. East Prairieville, 1867, VF ms (57/79) on 2.25x5" cvr. E $150 MIN.75
MN-22. East Prairieville, 1870s, F ms town/month/day (upper L edge bit ruff) (57/79) on cvr. E $100 MIN.50
MN-24. Elk River, 1881, G+ DCDS/corik (trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MN-25. Fort Snelling, 1882, G+ DCDS/target (27-18) on cvr. E $20
MN-26. Germantown, 1913, VG+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; # very weak on stamp; lite tone) (97-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-27. Good Thunder, 1929, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-28. Graham Lake (clearly "Lakes"), 1869, VF ms (bit smear; lower L edge bit ruff) (68-79) on cvr. E $150
MN-29. Grasston, 1923, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-30. Greenleaf, [1879], G+ CDS/target ("AF" partial but message fully datelined) (60/06) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
MN-31. Hamline, 1887, VG CDS/target (L & B edges part toned; edge tears T) (80-91) on cvr w/enc. E $20
MN-32. Hastings, 1864, G+ blue DCDS/grid (bit lite tone; tear R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-33. Hayward, 1908, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
MN-34. High Forest, 1870s, G+ CDs/cork (trim L; lite crs) (56-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-35. Hokah, 1864, VG ms (part scrawled) on cvr. E $20
MN-36. Karlstad, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MN-37. Lake Stay, 1870s, VF ms town/month/day (trim R, barely in stamp tip) (79-00) on cvr. E $50
MN-38. Lamoille, 1912, VG+ Doane 3/3 (near F+) (1858/1975) on PPC. E $8
MN-39. Laporte, 1907, G+ purple CDS/target non-standard (black marker obliterates address);
  name, partly in dial) on PPC w/Hines G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU) as recd. E $12 MIN.6
MN-40. Linwood, 1892, VG+ CDS/target (ruff L; bit lite tone) (65-03) on cvr. E $40
MN-41. Mahnomen, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MN-42. Mandt Rural Sta./Montevideo, 1909, G+ RFD 10L (B arc lite) (07-10) on PPC. E $24
MN-43. Myrtle, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 ("E" on stamp; o/w F+; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MN-44. Nary, 1918, VF PROVISIONAL ms w/target killer (99/24) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MN-45. Nevis, 1908, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
MN-46. Newfolden, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MN-47. Nicollet, 1912, F 4-bar non-standard w/narrower spaced letters (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-48. Nicollet, 1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/wider spaced letters on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-49. Nielsville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (toned; crnr crs) on PPC. E $8
MN-50. Nisswa, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-51. North Fork, 1884, VF ms (68-88) on PSE. E $120
MN-52. Nymore, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (04-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-54. Otisville, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (86-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-55. Palmers, 1914, VF 4-bar (13-25) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-56. Pennock, 1911, VF Doane 3/4 (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MN-57. Preston/Blaisdell, 1880, G+ purple TCDS/maltese (dial bit hi) on GPC. E $15
MN-58. Renova, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (LKU; tears; lower L tip clip) (90/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-60. Sabin, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-61. Saint Anthony Park, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R, barely in stamp; part lite tone) (86-91) on cvr. E $50
MN-62. Saint Nicholas, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (77-05) on GPC. E $40 MIN.20
MN-64. Shorty, 1911, VF 4-bar (03-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-65. Shoelake Lake, 1925, VG+ 4-bar (10-52) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-66. Silver Lake, 1927, VG 7-bar non-standard (part ruff trim R; toned) on commer.cvr. E $14
MN-67. Taunton, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/4 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-68. Theilman, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. £8
MN-69. Trail, 1916, G+ CDS/target non-standard (toned; tip cr) on PPC. £14
MN-70. Two Rivers, 1870s, VF ms (nick B) (57/84) on cvr. £120
MN-71. Walters, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. £12 MIN.6
MN-72. Walters, 1911, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. £6
MN-73. Waltham, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. £6
MN-74. Waterford, 1868, VF ms (trim R; toned; tiny nicks T) (54-04) on PSE. £40 MIN.20
MN-75. Watertown, [1867], G+ CDS/target (town part spotty) on cvr w/long enc. £15 MIN.8
MN-77. Williams, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. £12 MIN.6
MN-78. Winger, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 on PPC. £6
MN-79. Wirock, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned; crnr crs) (07/34) on PPC. £12 MIN.6
MN-80. Wylie, 1908, VF Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; tip crs) (83-37) on PPC. £12 MIN.6
MN-81. Wylie, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 (83-37) on PPC. £8
MN-82. Zumbro, ca.1860, VF ms (lower L edge ruff) (56/67) on cvr. £120 MIN.60

MISSISSIPPI / Do you need my "Mississippi Post Offices" book? £20 in US; £34 outside US.
MS-1. Beauregard, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (72/53) on PPC. £15 MIN.8
MS-2. Cockrum, 1850s, F ms (toned; bit ruff trim R; ruff L; AS IS for faults) (1850/1963) on PSE. £20
MS-3. Columbus, 1860s, G+ blue CDS w/fancy "leaf"-like design in cork killer (ruff L) on cvr. £20
MS-4. Commerce, 1904, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (39/22) on PPC. £15 MIN.8
MS-5. Eureka Springs, ca.1908, G+ dateless CDS/cork (lower R arc not struck; AS IS for strike; crs) (79-08) on PPC. £24 MIN.12
MS-6. Hernando, ca.1860, G+ CDS (part ruff T; flap mostly off) on cvr. £12 MIN.6
MS-7. Lonoke, 1893, VG CDS/target (ruff L; upper L tip tone) 4x 2c red (87-14) on reg'dc 2c PSE. £24 MIN.12
MS-8. Norris, 1931, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/inverted "13" day slug for "31" (worn letters & part heavy inked, but ID sure) Last Day P.O.; pair lc "Kans." overprints on cvr w/PM's signature at L. £15
MS-9. Oakland College, [1858] (Dec 25), G+ CDS w/ms "For'd due 3 cts" (tone speck) as fwd (32-67) on cvr. £120
MS-10. Shongalo, Missi, 1850s, F CDS w/ms month/day (edge tear T) "Via Miss C.R. Road" ms instruction at T (37-59) on PSE. £80 MIN.40
MS-11. Stringer, 1944, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/modified segmented dial at B to accommodate 4 date/time inserts (cr) P.O.Dept.cc on penalty cvr. £16
MS-12. Thayer, 1899, F+ CDS (96-04) on PSE. £50
MS-13. Timberville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (04-12) on PPC. £15 MIN.8
MS-14. Vosburg, 1913, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard on PPC. £14
MS-15. Waveland, 1909, G+ DCDS/Rec'd non-standard (heavy toned) as rec'd on PPC. £14

MISSOURI / Do you need my "Missouri Post Offices" book? £20 in US; £36 outside US.
MO-1. Altenburg, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. £6
MO-2. Amos, 1907 (Dec 25), VG 4-bar (93-31) on PPC. £12 MIN.6
MO-3. Appleton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (56-17) on PPC. £8
MO-4. Arrow Rock, [1859], VG CDS (lite tone) 3c Sc.25 on cvr w/enc. £40 MIN.20
MO-5. Asbury, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) on PSE. £24 MIN.12
MO-6. Baring, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (crs; lite tone) on PPC. £6
MO-7. Barnumton, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/1 (dial bit hi; trim L) (67-56) on cvr. £12 MIN.6
MO-8. Battlefield, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VF; bit lite tone) (08-40) on PPC. £15 MIN.8
MO-9. Benbow, 1879, F ms (65-06) on cvr. £30
MO-10. Benton City, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. £6
MO-11. Beverley, 1870, VF ms town/date (EARLY; trim R) w/"(Missou)ri Valley R.R./(Be)verley." station agt's double oval h/s at L (UNLISTED; L arc partly off edge; few letters in L arc not struck) (70-89) on cvr. £40 MIN.20
MO-12. Cassville, 1862, VF ms (trim R) on cvr. £15 MIN.8
MO-13. College Mound, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (town bit obscured by design) (1858-1973) on PPC. £6
MO-16. Duenweg, 1907 (Dec 31), G+ Doane 2/3; bit o/s by Montreal G+ Doane 2/5 (Jan 1) as recd.; on PPC. Nice cross-year origin & recd canxes. E $15 MIN.8
MO-17. Durham, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (L ku; near F+) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-18. Evelyn, 1913, VG 4-bar (o/s; lite tone; crs) (88-16) on PPC w/"Missent to Chino, Cal." & "Name in City Directory-C.L.C." h/s. E $20
MO-19. Fairplay, 1908, VF Doane 3/7 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MO-20. Gentry, [1908], G+ Doane 2/5 (year partial) on PPC. E $6
MO-21. Goodhope, 1907, VG Doane 1/1 (EKU) (92-24) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-22. Goss, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; lite tone) (85-54) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MO-23. Hickory, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only (78-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-24. Howell, 1913, F+ 4-bar (00-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-25. Inza, 1908, F Doane 3/5 (slight stutter) (02-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-26. Inza, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 w/separately applied "4" h/s by "PM" slug (ruff R) (02-15) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MO-27. Irwin, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 (bit smear) (84-81) on PPC. E $6
MO-28. Kansas City, 1903, G+ RF D 1/2 (bit ruff trim R; tiny nicks T; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MO-29. Leonard, 1909, F+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
MO-30. Lone Jack, 1911, G Doane 2/1 (WORN letters; R arc on stamp; lite tone) (1839/1966) on fully datelined PPC. E $8
MO-31. Mammoth, 1955, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (02-55) on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MO-32. Marshall, [1869], G+ CDS/cork w/ms day correction ("H" mostly not struck) 3c locomotive on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MO-33. May, 1890, VF ms (bit ruff trim R to stamp) (84-07) on PSE. E $40
MO-34. McFall, ca.1909, VG RF D 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MO-35. Meta, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $8
MO-36. Moody, 1912, G+ Doane 1/2 (L ku) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-37. Moscow Mills, ca.1912, F RF D 11F/2 (UNLISTED; 2 ink spots in message area) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-38. Mount Washington, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (90-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-40. Oasis, 1938, VF 4-bar (tone spot T) (06-51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-41. Osgood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (88-65) on PPC. E $6
MO-42. Paris Springs, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (74-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-43. Patterson, [1870], G+ CDS/cork (trim R, in stamp) on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MO-44. Robertsville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-45. Rockville, 1904, G+ RF D 2PD/? (UNLISTED; killer mostly not struck) on PPC w/Home, NE (03-06), G+ CDS (part o/s) as recd. Also listed in "Nebraska" section. E $24 MIN.12
MO-46. Saint Louis, 1856, G+ CDS w/year date; 3c imperf Sc.11 on cvr. E $20
MO-47. Seventy Six, 1909, F Doane 3/3 (slight o/s) (80-54) on PPC. E $8
MO-49. Shaol Creek, ca.1880, VF ms (small sealed spindle at lower R) (69-78) on cvr. E $100
MO-50. Spickardville, 1873, VF ms (trim L; tear L; tone specks) illus.dove & ribbon forming add.lines (72-92) on cvr w/enc. datelined Tindell. E $24 MIN.12
MO-51. Stanton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
MO-52. Stillings, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) (90-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-53. Taylor, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MO-54. Tindell, 1869, VF ms (ruff R, just in stamp; tear R; lite tone) (69-76) on PSE w/enc. E $30 MIN.15
MO-55. Twelve Mile, 1908, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; tears T; crn crs) (76-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-56. Useful, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit scuff above stamp; upper L tip nick) (81/18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-57. Victor, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (81-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-58. Wardsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (81-33) on PPC. E $6
MO-59. Wayland, 1916, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
MO-60. Westboro, 1907, G+ Doane 3/7 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MO-61. Willard, 1908, F+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
MO-62. Williamsburg, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MO-63. Yarrow, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (toned; 2 small punches at L & R) (04-69) on PPC. E $8

MONTANA

MT-1. Ada, 1913, G+ 4-bar (96/17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MT-2. Alberton, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-3. Alhambra, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (o/s) (85-47) on PPC. E $8
MT-4. Alpine, ca.1929, VG 4-bar w/time slug in place of year (bit stutter) (14/53) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-5. Beehive, 1947, VF 4-bar (10-53) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MT-6. Belton, 1949, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (trim R, just in return add.; edge tears T; part toned) (00-49) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MT-7. Big Elk, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("BIG" partial) (82/13) on PPC. E $20
MT-8. Bison, 1921, VG 4-bar (18-36) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-9. Brenizer, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (09-19) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MT-10. Hamilton, 1899, F DCDS/cork (trim R to stamp) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MT-11. Hoffman, ca.1912, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (00/18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MT-12. Homepark, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; message partly in dial) (79/19) on PPC. E $20
MT-13. Hunters Hot Springs, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) "Open Under New Management... Satisfaction Our Aim" ad h/s in message area (78-32) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-14. Kunis, 1912, F 4-bar (toned; crnr cr) (10-18) on PPC. E $60
MT-15. Lamedeer, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $14
MT-16. Loma, 1913, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-17. Martinsdale, 1921, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (edge tear L; edge crs) Coates Bros.cc on PSE. E $14
MT-19. Radio, 1941, F 4-bar (27-42) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-20. Retah, 1913, G+ 4-bar CDS only (dial low: "ONT" partly off edge; reinforced crnr cr) as recd b/s (10-18) on GPC. E $20
MT-21. Ridgelawn, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; crnr crs) as recd (83/14) on PPC. E $14
MT-22. Ridgelawn, 1912, G+ 4-bar (LAZE; "RID" mostly not struck; toned) (83/14) on PPC. E $15
MT-23. Saint Xavier, 1902, VF CDS; 2c PSE cutout illegally used as postage on cvr. E $40
MT-25. Superior, 1939, VG+ 4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-26. Windham, 1913, VG 4-bar (year bit stutter; lite tone) (07-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NEBRASKA

NE-1. Lot 4) RFD's: 3 Cozad, 1 Stamford; all handstamp types, 1908-10, VG+G+, varied condition; faults; on PPCs. MIN.$12
NE-2. Alda, 1908, G+ purple Doane 3/3 (state mostly not struck) on PPC. E $6
NE-3. Archer, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
NE-4. Arden, 1909, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU; slight stutter) (81-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-5. Armour, 1912, VG 4-bar (90-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-6. Asylum, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (o/s) (80-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-7. Asylum, 1909, G+ 4-bar (upper R & part of date on stamp) (80-10) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-8. Aurora, 1913, F magenta DCDS non-standard as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-9. Beaver City, 1886, G+ DCDS (upper R on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-10. Bennington, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NE-11. Brighton, 1911, VF 4-bar (10-16) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NE-12. Brule, 1912, VG+ Doane 1/1 on PPC. E $8
NE-13. Burr, 1907, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
NE-14. Canton, 1912, G+ purple 4-bar (90-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-15. Chambers, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NE-16. Climax, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit o/s) as transit (09-27) on PPC to Yucahill. E $15 MIN.8
NE-17. Cornell, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (80-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-18. Cotesfield, 1884, F ms (toned; lower R tip ruff; tips wear) 2c banknote on cvr. E $20
NE-20. Danbury, 1912, G+ CDS/Rec’d dial w/4-bar killer (lite tone; lower L edge cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-21. Dwight, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-23. Eustis, 1918, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (dial hi: "STI" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-24. Filley, 1909, F+ Doane 2/6 (dial bit hi; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
NE-25. Garden, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("N" on stamp; o/w VF; toned; tip cr) (10-12) on PPC. E $60
NE-26. Goehner, 1909, F+ Doane 1/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NE-27. Greenwood, 1924, VG 4-bar non-standard (near F; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-29. Harrison, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-30. Hazard, 1922, G+ 4-bar non-standard (cr; lite tone; slight ruff slit T) on cvr. E $14
NE-31. Home, 1904, G+ CDS as recd (03-06) on PPC w/Rockville, MO, G+ RFD 2PD/? (UNLISTED; killer mostly not struck) origin. Also listed in "Missouri" section. E $24 MIN.12
NE-32. Hough, 1926, G+ 4-bar (near VF; bit lite tone) (92-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-33. Howell, [1908], G+ RFD 3DC/4 w/duplex (state of duplex partly off edge) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-34. Howell, [1909], G+ RFD 3DC/4 w/duplex on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-35. Jelen, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-36. Kirkwood, 1917, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (82-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-37. Kramer, 1908, F+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; tip cr) (89-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-38. Lakeland, 1910, F+ Doane 2/1 (96-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-39. Lilac, 1934, VG 4-bar (91-36) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-40. Lincoln, [1869], G+ CDS/target (upper L tip nib; crs) bit faulty 3c locomotive on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NE-41. Loretto, 1904, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; part o/s by 2nd strike; ruff trim R, halfway into stamp) (91-71) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
NE-42. Mayberry, 1907, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (84-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-43. Millerton, 1908, F+ 4-bar (88-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-44. Moorefield, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-45. Mullen, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NE-47. Nebraska City, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R; stamp fault) "The Press" newspaper boxed ad on cvr. E $20
NE-48. Newton, 1909, VF 4-bar (97-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-49. Otoe Agency, 1870s, VG+ CDS/target (trim R; few speckles) (62-80) on PSE. E $50
NE-50. Otoe Agency, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (62-80) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
NE-51. Pawnee City, 1860s, G+ CDS w/ms day (ruff R) as fwd on cvr Pawnee City, NEBRASKA TERR.; fwd to Omaha. E $40
NE-52. Pleasanton, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $8
NE-53. Poole, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (06-82) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-54. Rice, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near F) (10-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-55. Roca, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
NE-56. Rollwitz, 1909, G+ duplex ("Z" not struck; o/w VG+; lite tone) (02-18) on PPC. E $20
NE-57. Saint Helena, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard (crs; lite tone; lower R tip thin) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-58. Sartoria, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (86-24) on PPC. E $14
NE-59. Sioux, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (dial hi: "OUX" partly off; lite tone) (95-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-60. Swedeburg, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) (73-72) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-62. Tecumseh, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (ruff L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NE-63. Uehling, [1909], G+ Doane 3/1 (year partial; dial bit hi; toned) on PPC. E $6
NE-64. Uehling, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-65. Upland, 1909, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (near VF; toned) on PPC. E $16
NE-66. Venus, 1909, VF Doane 2/3 (80-59) on PPC. E $8
NE-67. Walworth, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 ("BR" of state partly off edge; toned) as recd (84-28) on PPC. E $6
NE-68. Whitney, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG) on PPC. E $6
NE-69. Wood River, 1904, P RFD 2P/3 (UNLISTED; # mostly not struck but confirmed by enc.; lower R tip nib) on PSE w/illus. letterhead enc.: horse-drawn RFD wagon & farm. E $24 MIN.12

NEVADA
NV-1. Bauvard, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; toned) (04-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-2. Crescent, 1913, VG+ 4-bar as recd (05-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NV-3. Dayton, 1951, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard on commer.#10 cvr. E $14
NV-4. Deeth, 1900, F+ duplex (trim R) on PSE. E $20
NV-5. Dutton, 1908, G+ 4-bar (year partial; o/w F+) (07-13) on PPC. E $150
NV-6. Ione City, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim R to stamp) (65-82) on PSE. E $80 MIN.40
NV-7. Kimberly, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit o/s; toned) as recd (05-58) on PPC. E $8
NV-8. Millers, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 as recd (06/31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-10. Red House, 1940, F 4-bar (crs) Getchell Mine, Inc., cc (14/55) on #10 PSE. E $20
NV-12. Virginia City, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (near VF; bit ruff trim T; staple holes L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NV-13. Willow Point, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "W" partly off; toned) (65/10) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NH-1. Alexandria, 1907, VF Doane 3/1 (o/s) (1833-1955) on PPC. E $6
NH-2. Alstead, 1860s, G+ CDS/star (trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NH-3. Amherst, ca.1860, G+ blue CDS (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NH-4. Apthorp, 1911, G+ Doane 3/5 (86/11) on PPC. E $8
NH-5. Ashuelot, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NH-6. Auburn, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
NH-8. Barnstead, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NH-10. Bemis, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) (81-27) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NH-12. Candia, 1906, VF Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8
NH-14. Canterbury, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
NH-15. Center Strafford, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (tiny tear T; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-16. Chester, 1906, G+ RFD 2J/3 (near F; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-17. Chester, 1914, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-18. Chester, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part toned; crs) ms "Due 1c" at B on PPC mailed w/o stamp; loose 1c due stamp, lifted to expose canx. E $15
NH-19. Chesterfield, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (# not struck; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $6
NH-20. Chocorua, 1907, F Doane 3/5 (o/s) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $6
NH-21. Crawford House, 1907, F Doane 3/5 (lite tone) (72-67) on PPC. E $8
NH-22. Dalton, [1869], G+ CDS/ms (worn letters; trim R) ms month/day; 3c locomotive (1805-1906) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
NH-23. Deer Park, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/1 (part lite tone B edge) (06-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-24. East Acworth, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit o/s) as recd (61-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-25. East Grafton, 1906, VF Doane 1/2 (86-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-26. East Swanzey, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; toned) on cvr. E $6
NH-27. Etna, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $8
NH-28. Fremont, 1906, F Doane 2/4 (part o/s) on PPC. E $8
NH-29. Gilman Iron Works, 1912, F Doane 2/5 on PPC datelined Echo Lodge. E $12 MIN.6
NH-32. Hampstead, 1905, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
NH-33. Jefferson Highland, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) (81-39) on PPC. E $8
NH-34. Little Boars Head, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (upper R on stamp) (86-26) on PPC. E $6
NH-35. Lochmere, 1954, VG+ CDS w/4 wavy lines non-standard (edge tear T) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-36. Long Island, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (78-17) on PPC. E $14
NH-38. Milan, 1905, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-40. North Boscawen, 1863, VF ms town/date (toned; bit cr; trim L) (61-11) on cvr. E $20
NH-41. North Chichester, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (1825-1883) on PPC. E $6
NH-42. North Danville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (82-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-43. North Salem, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
NH-44. North Wakefield, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F; dial bit hi; bit o/s) (1837-1945) on PPC. E $6
NH-45. Pequaket, [1906], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck) (92-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-46. Pittsburg, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-47. Plainfield, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lower R tip nick; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-48. Plaistow, 1905, VF Doane 2/4 (tip crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-49. Reeds Ferry, 1911, G+ Doane 2/5 (1849-1970) on PPC. E $6
NH-51. Salem, ca.1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-52. Sandown, 1912, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
NH-53. Sandwich, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (1812-1986) on PPC. E $8
NH-54. Silver Lake, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (near F) on PPC. E $6
NH-55. South Effingham, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VF) on PPC. E $6
NH-56. South Newbury, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (1850-1887?) on PPC. E $6
NH-57. Stinson Lake, 1909, F Doane 3/1 (dial bti hi; lite tone) (05-66) on PPC to Canada. E $8
NH-59. Tamworth, 1922, G+ duplex non-standard (tip cr; stamp nick) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-60. Thornton's Ferry, 1850s, VF ms; 3c imperf (1822/1926) on 2.5x4.25" lady's cvr w/fancy albino embossed border. E $20
NH-61. Union, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard (date partial) 2c Harding on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NH-63. West Ossipee, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
NH-64. West Ossipee, 1922, VG 4-bar non-standard (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-65. West Springfield, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
NH-66. Westville, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (87-80) on PPC. E $6
NH-67. Whittier, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (82/19) on PPC. E $8
NH-68. Wilmot Flat, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (crs; tiny tear B) on GPC. E $8
NH-69. Windham Depot, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; bit o/s; toned; upper R tip nib) (65-56) on PPC. E $6

NEW JERSEY
NJ-1. Atlanticville, 1880, F purple CDS/circled star (lite tone; lite crs) (71-81) on War Dept.official PSE. E $30 MIN.15
NJ-2. Barbertown, 1906, G+ CDS/cork (state partial; lite tone) (88-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NJ-4. Clermont, ca.1906, G+ CDS/target (year partial; toned) (86-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NJ-5. Cream Ridge, 1870s, VF ms town/month/day (trim L) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-6. Dayton, 1914, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; tip crs; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-7. Delmont, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
NJ-8. Dorchester, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NJ-9. Dumont, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (town part obscured by design; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NJ-10. Erial, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (uneven toned) as recd (94-06) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NJ-11. Greenwich, 1907 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NJ-12. Hanover, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 (bit stutter; lite tone) (1863-1971) on PPC. E $6
NJ-13. Juliustown, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NJ-17. Monroeville, 1917, VF 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-18. New Milford, 1923, G+ duplex non-standard (toned; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-20. Newtonville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $6
NJ-21. Oceanview, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit o/s; lite tone; lower R crnr scuff; crs) on PPC. E $6
NJ-22. Old Bridge, 1907, G+ RFD 2KF/1 at lower L (lite tone) w/G+ 4-bar as canx on stamp on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NJ-23. Oradell, 1906, G+ Doane 2 type CDS, but CONTINUOUS ty.2 bars w/NO #, showing well on stamp; non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $16
NJ-24. Parry, P.O., 1882, G+ blue CDS/target (lower L arc not struck) Pomona Nursery order acknowledgement from Wm.Parry, w/illus.pear (80-99) on GPC. E $20
NJ-25. Pasadena, 1907, G+ CDS (bit o/s; toned) 1c Jamestown (03-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-26. Pasadena, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) as recd (03-15) on PPC w/Brookville (92/35) G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) origin. E $20
NJ-27. Pattenburg, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; lower R tip nick) (1857-1974) on PPC to local RFD patron w/2nd strike (state off B) below add., as recd. E $8
NJ-28. Pitcon, ca.1907, G+ Doane 2/3 w/blank year slug (tear T) (95-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-29. Pottsville, 1908, VG Doane 3/4 (toned; crs) on PPC. E $6
NJ-30. Princeton Junction, 1907 (Dec 31), VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
NJ-31. Richwood, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $6
NJ-32. Rockport, 1899, G+ CDS/target ("OCP" much obscured on tablet) (87/07) on GPC. E $30
NJ-33. Shiloh, 1907, VF Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NJ-34. Silverton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (70-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-35. Sterling Forest, 1921, G+ purple 4-bar (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-36. Succasunna, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NJ-37. Titusville, [1907], VG+ RFD 9DA/var(5) PICTORIAL RPD WAGON; NEW variety w/integrated town name & ms state below; no # on wagon (UNLISTED; bit of wheel off edge; bit o/s; lite tone; crnr crs) as transit on PPC w/Wilburtha (83-19) VG 4-bar; 2 strikes, as transit & as fwd. E $300
NJ-38. Titusville, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $6
NJ-39. Townsends Inlet, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; o/s; toned) (04-70) on PPC. E $6
NJ-40. Troy Hills, 1903, VG CDS/cork (86-00?) on cvr. AFTER listed closing. E $30
NJ-41. West Cape May, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; bit o/s; lite tone; tip cr) (09-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-42. West Summit, 1906, G+ CDS as fwd (90-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NJ-43. Wrightstown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6

NEW MEXICO (Todsen types)
NM-1. Abiquiu, 1917, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (LKU) dial HI: town mostly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-2. Bluewater, 1938, G+ 4-bar (ty.4) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-4. Corona, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 ("C" partial; o/w about F; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-5. Cowles, 1915, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (town lite & "O" not struck; o/w F) (05-64) on PPC. E $15
NM-6. Des Moines, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (LKU) on PPC. LATEST territorial from this P.O. E $40
NM-7. Domingo, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (09-42) on PPC. E $75
NM-8. Duran, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.4) (lite tone) on PPC. E $50
NM-9. Elk, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (94-58) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-10. Fairpoint, 1895, G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (trim R; edge tears T; part toned) (94-98) on PSE. E $120 MIN.60
NM-11. Fort Sumner, 1932, VF 4-bar (ty.4) (EKU) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NM-12. French, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (08-45) on PPC. E $20
NM-13. Gila, [1887], G+ CDS/cork (UNLISTED type; heavy crs) (82-95 period) on GPC. 2nd known example from this period. E $100
NM-14. Green Tree, 1951, G+ 4-bar (47-58) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-15. Greenfield, [1912] (Jun 8), G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU; year omitted but; trim R; edge tear R) (11-25) on PSE w/enc. EARLIEST statehood use. E $30 MIN.15

NM-16. Hanover, 1916, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) on PPC. E $20

NM-17. Hollene, 1908, F 4-bar (ty.1) (crs; pinholes) (07-53) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NM-18. Hot Springs, 1903, VG+ duplex (ty.1) (02/07) on PPC. E $70

NM-19. La Plata, 1912 (May 1), G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part spotty) on PPC. E $14

NM-20. LaUnion, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKU) (09-13) on PPC. E $80

NM-21. Manuelito, 1912 (Aug 13), F 4-bar (ty.1) (dial hi: tip of "E" off; tip cr) (81-74) on PPC. E $15

NM-22. Mountainair, 1913, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part heavy inked; lite tone) on PPC. E $14

NM-23. Nutt, 1883, G+ DCDS (ty.2) (81-84 period) on reg.bill card w/Deming G+ TCDS/fancy wheel (ty.3; killer partly off edge) as recd. E $30

NM-24. Old Abiquuerque, 1917, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (86-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-25. Pendaries, 1919, G 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; "PENDA" weak; "N.ME" not struck; AS IS for strike, but ID is SURE; 2 tips nick; lower L edge bit trim) 2nd known example from this P.O. (17-26) on cvr. E $70

NM-26. Perry, 1908, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (bit stutter; o/s; lite tone) (07-08) on PPC. E $75

NM-27. Perry, 1908, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (slight stutter; multi-crs) as recd (07-08) on PPC. E $70

NM-28. Perry, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (state partial, but message datelined; lite tone; crnr cr) (07-08) on PPC. E $75

NM-29. Tohatchi, 1909, F Doane 3/2 (edge tear T, just in rim; tip crs) on PPC. E $30

NM-30. Tohatchi (MISSPELLED "TOHACHI"), 1911 (Apr 10), G+ 4-bar (UNLISTED type) on PPC. E $180 MIN.90

NM-31. Valley Ranch, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (dial HI: "Y RAN" partly off) (08-49) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-32. White Oaks, 1910, F 4-bar (ty.15) (80-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NM-33. Willard, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NEW YORK / Do you need Kay & Smith's "New York Postal History"? We have it!

NY-1. Acra, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned; upper R tip nick) on PPC. E $6

NY-2. Albany, 1850s, VG CDS (bit lite tone) 3c imperf on cvr. E $14

NY-3. Albany, 1860s, G CDS w/"patent" killer: small circle in center, cutting stamp (lower L tip nick) 2 strikes on 3c pair on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

NY-4. Alfred Centre, 1890, VF CDS/cork (50-94) on cvr. E $14

NY-5. Alpine, 1910, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6

NY-6. Amagansett, 1922, G+ duplex non-standard w/gap in year slug (upper R on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-7. Amagansett, 1922, G+ duplex non-standard w/gap in year slug (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-8. Amagansett, 1931, VF duplex non-standard w/smaller dial, split year; on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-9. Amagansett, 1937, VG duplex non-standard w/smaller dial, year not split; on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-10. Amagansett, 1943, G+ duplex non-standard w/medium dial (dial bit hi) Napeague Lifeboat Sta.typed return add.; sailor's "Free" frank on cvr. E $15

NY-11. Amagansett, 1950, VG+ CDS w/rectangular killer non-standard on commer.PPC. E $14

NY-12. Amity, ca.1860, VF ms (1816-1940) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-13. Antlers, 1904, F Doane 2/1 (EKU; toned) (04-20) on PPC. E $20

NY-14. Apalachin, 1948, F 4-bar w/vert.gap cut in bars near dial; on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-15. Aurora, 1850s, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part on stamp) (1824/1972) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-16. Aurora/Cayuga Co., 1882, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; edge tear T, in rim) on cvr w/enc.; New Haven/Oswego Co.G+ CDS w/circled star as recd b/s. E $20

NY-17. Beaches Corner, 1907, G+ CDS/target (78-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-18. Beaches Corner, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (tip wear) (78-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-19. Bearsville, 1910, G+ magenta Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-20. Beaver Dams, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (edge tears T) on PPC. E $6

NY-21. Benton Centre, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (tears B) (28-06) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
NY-22. Bible School Park, 1941, VF CDS w/boxed "Keep 'Em Flying" slogan non-standard h/s on PC. E $16
NY-24. Brooklyn, 1883, G+ Wesson H(C) w/"Thick C" (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-25. Brooklyn, 1884, VG+ Wesson H(C) w/thick "C"; pair lc banknotes on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-26. Brooklyn/G, [1876], G+ CDS/segmented cork (dial bit hi) (73-86) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-29. Burt, 1949, VF 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-30. Buttermilk Falls, 1860s, G+ CDS (49-66) on 2.25x5.5" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NY-31. Campville, 1913, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (uneven toned; crnr crs) (36-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-32. Carrollton, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 as recd (62/31) on PPC. E $6
NY-33. Cassadaga, 1916, VF purple duplex non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NY-35. Catskill Station, 1906, VG+ Doane 3/4 (dial hi: "KILL" partly off; part o/s) (67-10) on PPC. E $8
NY-36. Cayuta, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (B tips nick; L edge scuff spot) on PPC. E $6
NY-37. Ceylon, 1912, VF Doane 3/1 (01-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-38. Charleston, 1860, F ms (ruff L, barely in "C") (10-07) on cvr w/enc. E $15
NY-39. Charleston, 1862, VF ms, inverted (upper L tip ruff; tear L) (10-07) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
NY-40. Chepachet, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (82-53) on PPC. E $6
NY-41. Church Hollow, 1850s, VF ms (trim R) (54-59) on cvr. E $250 MIN.130
NY-42. Clarksville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
NY-43. Cleverdale, 1926, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/medium dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-44. Cleverdale, 1948, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/smaller dial (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-45. Clifton/Monroe Co., 1885, G+ CDS w/fancy killer: 8 spokes & spearheads (near VF) (1849-1976) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
NY-46. Clinton, 1878, VF magenta CDS/star (killer partial; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-47. Clontondale, 1906, VF Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
NY-48. Community/Madison Co., 1888, G+ CDS/target (79-89) on GPC. E $120
NY-49. Congers, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (scuffs in message) on PPC. E $6
NY-50. Constantia, 1920, VG 4-bar non-standard (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-51. Cooperstown, [1867], VG DCDS w/fancy killer: 4 white circles in black blobs (maybe crude baseball diamond?) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
NY-53. Cranberry Creek, 1860s, VF ms (trim R) (1819/1930) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-54. Crawford, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (upper R on stamp) (81-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-55. Dahlia, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 as recd (04-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-56. Dansville, 1910, F RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-57. Deck, 1897, G+ CDS/target (toned; lower R tip ruff; tear R) (89-06) on cvr w/enc. E $40 MIN.20
NY-59. Depauville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-60. Dresden Station, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp) (76-63) on PPC. E $6
NY-62. Dwaar's Kill, ca.1889, G+ CDS/cork (bit trim T; nick B; bit cr) (57-16) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-63. Eagle Cliff, 1906, G+ CDS/target (bit o/s; toned) (01-09) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NY-64. Eagle Mills, 1890, F+ CDS w/separate 6-bar killer (tear T, in dial; bit trim R) (42-15) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NY-66. East Durham, 1907, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
NY-67. East Freetown, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (town bit obscured; bit lite tone; lower L tip nick) on PPC. E $6
NY-68. East Meredith, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (R arc spotty; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-69. East Northport, 1916, VF 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-70. East Poestenkill, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1(1) (# mostly not struck) (51-19) on PPC. E $8
NY-71. East Setauket, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; trim L) on 2.25x4.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-72. Ebenezer, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (63-50) on PPC. E $6
NY-73. Ellenburg, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
NY-74. Ellenburg Center, 1919, VG Doane 2/5; 2c War Rate on PPC. E $8
NY-75. Elm Valley, 1909, G+ CDS/target (town part spotty; stamp fault) (52/10) on PPC. E $20
NY-76. Erin, 1910, F+ Doane 3/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NY-77. Farmer Village/Seneca Co., 1882, G+ DCDS/star ("MER" mostly not struck; dial bit hi) (65-92) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
NY-78. Farmer Village, 1890, G+ CDS/cork ("LLA" mostly not struck; tear T, in stamp) (65-92) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-79. Farmersville Station, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-80. Fleischmanns, 1896 (Jan 1), VG blue CDS/star on cvr. E $15
NY-81. Fort Hamilton, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (near VG+) (33-96) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-82. Fourmile, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (79/18) on PPC. E $6
NY-83. Franklinton, 1907, VF Doane 3/3 (30/18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-84. Franklinton, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (30/18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-85. Fremont Center, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
NY-86. Gardnersville, [1867], VG+ ms (lite tone; small tone spot on address) (25-70) on cvr. E $40
NY-87. Garoga, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (28-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-90. Genoa, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-91. Glasco, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-92. Glenmore, 1910, F+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi) (51-26) on PPC. E $6
NY-93. Glenwood, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NY-94. Gloversville, 1880s, G CDS/cork (trim L) albino embossed pictorial bust of bearded man on flap; on cvr. E $14
NY-95. Grapeville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (69-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-96. Great Bend, 1912, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
NY-97. Greenfield Center, [1909], G+ Doane 3/2 (year not struck) on PPC. E $6
NY-98. Guilford, [1862], G+ CDS/ms (trim L; lite tone) albino embossed patriotic eagle & shield on flap on cvr w/enc. E $20
NY-99. Harlemville, 1860s, VF ms (38-07) on cvr. E $20
NY-100. Harriettstown, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 (90-24) on PPC. E $6
NY-101. Harrison, 1850s, VF ms (toned; tiny tear B) 3c imperf (36/70) on cvr. E $40
NY-103. Hawkinsville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (51-35) on PPC. E $6
NY-104. Hector, 1915, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
NY-105. Hemlock, 1907, VG Doane 2/5 (# partly off edge) as recd on PPC. E $6
NY-106. Henrietta, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $6
NY-107. Horicon, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (39/34) on PPC. E $6
NY-108. Humphrey Center, 1916, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; stamp fault) (52-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-109. Hurricane, 1904, VG CDS/target (upper R tip clip) (96-39) on PPC w/Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit G+ BR-5-3-3 as recd. E $15 MIN.8
NY-110. Ingraham, [1866], VG ms (ruff R, in stamp tip) (54/01) on cvr w/enc.to Co.A.35 U.S.Inf., San Antonio, TX. E $40
NY-111. Jeffersonville, 1916, F 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-112. Jerusalem, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit o/s) as recd (70-12) on PPC. E $8
NY-117. Killawog, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-118. Kingston, 1895, G+ CDS/cork on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-120. Lake George Assembly, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VF; part lite tone) (90-24) on PPC. E $6
NY-121. Lake Kushqua, 1906, VF Doane 2/4 (toned) (05-54) on PPC: Camp Overlook. E $8
NY-122. Lake Placid Club, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4; Lake Placid Club cc (05-58) on cvr. E $8
NY-123. Lake Pleasant, 1906, G+ purple 4-bar non-standard (near VF; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NY-124. Lakewood, 1915, F 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-125. Lamson, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc & part of date on stamp; lite tone) (49-41) on PPC. E $6
NY-126. LaSalle, 1909, G+ DCDS/duplex non-standard (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-127. LaSalle, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-128. Lava, 1907 (Dec 25), VG Doane 2/1 (86-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-129. Linoleumville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp; o/s; stamp toned) (82-17) on PPC. E $6
NY-130. Lock Berlin, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) (1829/1934) on PPC. E $6
NY-131. Lockport, ca.1851, G+ blue CDS w/"10" rate on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-132. Lowell, 1860s, VG+ CDS/target (46-06) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-133. Lumberville, 1860s, F ms (part ruff trim R; crs; tiny edge tears) (56-83) on cvr. E $50
NY-134. Machias, 1879, G+ purple fancy double oval w/2 "+" in dial; star killer (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-135. Machias Junction, 1909, VG Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) (06-40) on PSE. E $8
NY-136. Maine, 1920, VG 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-137. Manor Kill, 1888, G+ CDS/target (51/14) on cvr. E $15
NY-138. Mariaville, 1865, VF ms (trim R, just in stamp margin) (39-08) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-139. Martinsburgh, 1850s, G CDS (spotty strike) 3c imperf on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-140. McKinley, [1894], G+ CDS/cork (year partial; bit ruff trim R) (92-04) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
NY-141. McLean, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-142. McLean, 1912, F CDS/target non-standard (lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-143. Medusa, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $6
NY-144. Mendon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
NY-145. Millwood, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (tip cr; stamp fault) on PPC. E $6
NY-146. Minerva, 1906, VG+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $8
NY-147. Moira, 1910, G+ Doane 3/9 on PPC. E $6
NY-148. Montauk, 1909, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-149. Mooers Forks, 1911, G+ CDS/target non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-150. Moose River, 1888, G+ CDS/star (trim R) as transit b/s (72-13) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-151. Morehouseville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (part o/s; part lite tone) as recd (34-15) on PPC. E $6
NY-152. Morton, 1911, F bright magenta CDS/scarab non-standard (killer partly off R) on PPC. E $14
NY-154. Nevis, [1896], G+ CDS/target w/year reading "1885" in ERROR (lite; date partial) (80-03) on PSE. E $20
NY-155. New Baltimore Station, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp) (87-24) on PPC. E $6
NY-156. New Graefenburg, 1860s, VF ms (lower L tip bit ruff) (50-62) on 3x4.75" cvr. E $120
NY-157. New York, ca.1880, G+ CDS/crude maltese (dial & killer hi; "Y" partly off; tear T; crs) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-158. New York/A, [1875], VG+ CDS/bold neg."A" in large cork on GPC Sc.UX3. E $15 MIN.8
NY-159. New York/G, 1889, G+ duplex; 2c green on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-160. Niles, 1883, F ms (35/03) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-161. North Bangor, 1865, G+ CDS on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-162. North Spencer, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/2 (edge tear R; part cr) (72-35) on PPC. E $6
NY-163. Northwood, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (83-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-164. Norway, 1860s, VG CDS (1813-1929) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-165. Ohio, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (small tone spot) (1839-1954) on PPC. E $6
NY-166. Old Chatham, 1905, VF Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
NY-168. Oppenheim, 1897, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; address inverted) (13-07) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NY-169. Oquaga Lake, 1908, F Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (84-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-170. Ovid Center, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 (41/24) on PPC. E $6
NY-171. Palatine, [1847], F ms w/“S” rate (crs) (98/69) on SPL. E $120
NY-172. Panama, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-173. Paradox, 1912, F+ 4-bar (1827/1973) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-174. Parksville, 1909, F Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-175. Patawunk, 1913, G+ 4-bar (90-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NY-176. Pattersonville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $6
NY-177. Pelham, [1864], VG CDS/segmented target (trim L) (49/93) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-178. Pembroke, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (1813-1935) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-179. Pennellville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
NY-180. Pepacton, 1910, G+ blue Doane 3/1 (1826/1953) on PPC. E $8
NY-181. Pierrepoint Manor, 1925, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part heavy inked; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-182. Piffard, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
NY-183. Pikeville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part o/s) as recd (62/17) on PPC. E $14
NY-184. Pinkelake, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (part o/s) (68-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-185. Pinnacle, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (84-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-186. Piseco, 1910, VG DCDS/target non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $14
NY-187. Piseco, 1910, G+ DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-188. Point Vivian, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (o/s; toned; bit cr) (92/34) on PPC. E $6
NY-190. Poughkeepsie, [1869], G CDS/cork ("PO" not struck) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15
NY-192. Preston, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (21-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-194. Raybrook, 1920, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-195. Rayville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (74/12) on PPC. E $8
NY-196. Red Creek, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-197. Redfield, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
NY-198. Richland, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-199. Ridgeway, 1870s, VG CDS/target (trim L; edge tear R) (15/04) on cvr. E $14
NY-200. Rochester, 1863, G+ CDS w/"patent" killer: small circle in center, cutting stamp (bit ruff slt T) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NY-201. Rock Hill, 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-202. Roscoe, 1907, G+ DCDS/Doane 3/10 mimic non-standard ("OE" not struck; o/w F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-203. Roscoe, 1907, G+ VG on PPC. E $6
NY-204. Rose, 1909, VG Doane 3/5 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-205. Rose, 1911, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-206. Sabael, 1908, F+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $6
NY-207. Sacandaga Park, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial hi: "GA" partly off; bit stutter) (87/13) on PPC. E $6
NY-208. Sagamore, 1910, VG Doane 3/8 (bit heavy inked; lite crs) (94-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-209. Salisbury, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "SB" mostly off) (1813/1966) on PPC. E $6
NY-210. Sand Lake, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (crs) on PPC. E $6
NY-211. Sand Lake, 1926, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part heavy inked; part lite water tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-212. Saranac, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-213. Sciota, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (48-36) on PPC. E $6
NY-214. Scipioville, 1860s, VG+ CDS/target (near VF) (35-20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-215. Sheds, ca.1913, G+ magenta duplex non-standard w/sideways killer (year partial; o/w F; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NY-216. Sheridan, 1908, VG Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-217. Sidney Plains, 1860s, VG CDS/ms w/blank month slug, ms day (trim R) (13-86) on cvr. E $50 MIN.26
NY-218. Silver Creek, [1841], VF ms w/"18 3/4" rate (thin lite tone line) on SPL. E $40
NY-220. Silverlake Assembly, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (90/25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-221. Sing Sing, 1887, G+ CDS/cork (lower L tip nick; trim R) (30-01) on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-222. Slatehill, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; tiny tear B) on PPC. E $6
NY-223. Smith's Mills, 1908, G+ magenta duplex non-standard (part o/s; ink smears by add.) as recd (1833-1935) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-224. Smith's Basin, ca.1909 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/3 (year not struck; lite tone) (1849-1964) on PPC. E $6
NY-225. Smithville Flats, 1908, F Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-226. South Edmeston, 1908, F+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-228. South Jefferson, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (66-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-229. South Millbrook, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (dia bit hi; toned) (91-63) on PPC. E $6
NY-230. South Trenton, [1861], VF ms (tiny tear B) (32-11) on cvr. E $20
NY-231. Southold, 1889, G+ CDS w/circled intertwined "US" killer (bit ruff trim T; lite tone) killer socked-on-nose, part lite on stamp; on cvr. E $20
NY-232. Sprakers, 1907, VG Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
NY-233. Sprakers, 1914, G+ CDS/target non-standard (near F; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-234. Stafford, 1931, G+ DCDS/4-bar w/"M.O.B." mostly excised from B arc (toned; lower R tip fault) on commr.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-235. Stockbridge, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (24-23) on PPC. E $6
NY-237. Stony Ford, 1911, F+ Doane 2/3 (toned) (82/28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-238. Summitville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
NY-239. Sylvan Beach, 1925, G+ 4-bar non-standard (R arc & part of date on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-240. Talcville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (89-35) on PPC. E $6
NY-241. Tenannah, 1903, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) Christian Maus, Mfr.of Ten Pins, Indian Clubs, & Dum Bells ad cc (94-17) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NY-242. Three Mile Bay, 1913, VF blue 4-bar non-standard (tiny nicks B) on PPC. E $14
NY-243. Tioga Center, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
NY-244. Townline, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (dia bit hi; toned) (1831/1964) on PPC. E $6
NY-245. Trout Brook, [1892], G+ CDS/target (year partial) (74-95) on PSE. E $40 MIN.20
NY-246. Troy/Paid., 1857, F CDS (crs; tear T; R edge part toned) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-247. Sub- Sta.No.1, Troy, 1901, G+ DCDS/Rec'd as recd b/s on cvr to Lansingburgh. E $60
NY-248. Ulsterville, 1910, VF 4-bar (28-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-250. Upper Redhook, 1904, VF Doane 2/3 (bars part o/s) (1819/1934) on cvr. E $14
NY-251. Ushers, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (83-58) on PPC. E $6
NY-252. Valhalla, 1935, VG+ magenta DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s; 1c Yosemite +pair 10c Smokey Mtns. on reg'd cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
NY-253. Victory, 1860s, F+ DCDS/grid (trim L) red & blue patriotic trim on flaps (25-07) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NY-254. Wadams, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (state weak) on PSE. E $6
NY-255. Waita, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (dia bit hi; trim L; ink spots L; lite tone) (03-34) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-257. Wanakena, 1908, F DCDS/target non-standard w/serifed letters (toned) on PPC. E $14
NY-258. Wanakena, 1911, F purple DCDS/target non-standard w/block letters (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NY-259. West Burlington, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (dia bit hi) on PPC. E $6
NY-260. West Conesville, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (57-14) on PPC w/message at L. E
$12 MIN.6
NY-261. West Danby, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
NY-262. West Galway, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 as transit (49-19) on PPC w/ms "Missent to West Galway N.Y." at lower L. E $12 MIN.6
NY-263. West Henrietta, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
NY-264. West Kill, 1930, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year partial; o/w F) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-265. West Lebanon, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
NY-266. West Martinsburg, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (24/14) on PPC. E $6
NY-267. West Side, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) (92/19) on PPC. E $8
NY-268. Wevertown, 1908, VF 4-bar non-standard (heavy crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-269. White Lake Corners, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (78-24) on REAL PHOTO PPC: The Island. E $12 MIN.6
NY-270. Williamsville, [1890], VG fancy CDS w/2 *'s; circled neg.star killer (bit lite tone; slight ruff L; upper L nick) (1813-1935) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-271. Woodbury Falls, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (upper L arc spotty; toned) (74-34) on PPC. E $6
NY-272. Wright, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (96-42) on PPC. E $6
NY-273. Wyantskill, 1908, F+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
NY-274. Yorktown Heights, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard ; Kahrs Contracting/Trucking cc on cvr. E $14
NY-275. Youngsville, 1930, VF 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

NORTH CAROLINA
NC-1. Adoir, 1896, G+ CDS (state not struck but ID sure; lite crs; bit lite tone) as recd (90-03) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
NC-2. Apalachia, 1900, G+ CDS/target (state partial; lite tone) Apalachi Tannic Acid Co.cc (98/17) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NC-3. Bogue, 1930, G+ magenta 4-bar (90-38) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NC-4. Bridgewater, 1915 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; bit stutter; tip cr) (52-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-5. Candor, 1919, F CDS non-standard (message mostly erased) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-6. Colerain ("Coleraine" variant), 1860s, VF ms (upper R tip nick; bit lite tone; R end of back off) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NC-7. Company Shops, 1884, VG+ CDS/target (trim L, in cc) (58-87) on PSE. E $100 MIN.50
NC-8. Cronly, 1903, VF ms; American Consolidated Pine Fibre Co.cc; 2c Sc.301 (83-11) on cvr. E $16
NC-9. Delk, 1899, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lower R tip ruff; edge tear R; lite tone) (89-07) on cvr. E $40
NC-10. Ganns, 1901, G+ CDS/target (01-05) on cvr. E $150 MIN.75
NC-11. Gulf, 1906, VF Doane 2/3 (LKTU) as recd b/s on PSE w/Marion & Kings/RPO G+ 327.5-G-1 origin. E $15 MIN.8
NC-13. Holman's, 1883 (Oct 8), VF ms (ruff L; tiny tears T; upper R tip nick, just in stamp margin) 2c banknote paying EARLY 2c rate (78-94) on cvr. E $80
NC-14. Lewisville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s; tone spot above address) on PPC. E $8
NC-15. Oakdale, 1886, G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; tip of "K" off; lite tone; bit ruff trim R) (83-07) on cvr. E $40
NC-16. Oldtown, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (59/20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-17. Poors Knob, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/2 (slight stutter) (88-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-18. Poplar Branch, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (crnrs lite tone; ink streak at L of canx) on PPC. E $8
NC-19. Rhodiss, ca.1907, G+ Doane 3/3 mimic non-standard w/long bars (year partial; stamp about 1/4 peeled, affects rim; TONED; tip wear; AS IS for faults) on PPC. E $16
NC-20. Rutherford College, 1914, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; pinholes) (92-37) on PPC. E $14
NC-21. Tarboro, 1909, G+ RFD 8VC/3 duplex w/route # h/s (UNLISTED; lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NC-22. Union Ridge, 1886, F ms (tip cr) (61/34) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-23. Waynesville/Hazelwood Br., 1944, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (stamp gone, affects
bars/crnr crs) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NORTH DAKOTA
ND-2. Dazey, 1944, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-3. Devil's Lake/Gen.Del., 1911, VG purple CDS (bit o/s) as rec'd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-4. Fargo, ca.1916, VG DCDS non-standard (bit o/s) as rec'd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-5. Glenn, 1904, VG+ CDS/target (toned) as rec'd b/s, tying 5x 2c postage dues (03-06) on cvr w/indistinct foreign origin, mailed w/o stamps; New York/H, NY/Due 10 Cents VF opera glass on address side. E $80
ND-6. Grand Forks, 1910, G+ purple DCDS non-standard (dial bit hi; part on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-8. Kelso, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 mimic non-standard (dial hi: "KEL" partly off) (82-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-9. Langberg, 1913, G+ 4-bar (10-19) on PPC. E $20
ND-10. Mapes, 1899, G+ CDS/target (near F; lite tone) Jerseydale Farm ad cc (1883-1985) on cvr. E $14
ND-11. Moffit, 1932, G+ dark blue 4-bar non-standard (2nd "F" not struck) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ND-12. Mugford, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; toned) (86-16) on PPC. E $50
ND-13. Prattford, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 w/blank slugs for day/time (87-10) on PPC. E $40
ND-14. Stewartsdale, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (83-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-15. Tokio, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VF; adhesion by add.) on cvr. E $14
ND-16. Urbana, 1908, G 4-bar (date much obscured on stamp) (07-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-17. Wahpeton, Dak, [1883], G+ CDS/target (near VG+; killer partial) on GPC. E $50 MIN.26
ND-18. Wolford, 1917, VG+ 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OHIO
OH-1. Ankenytown, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (48/38) on PPC. E $6
OH-2. Appleton, 1871, VF ms (bit lite tone; ink spot by address) (36-04) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OH-5. Bascom, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
OH-6. Bazetta, ca.1860, VF ms (part ruff trim L; upper L tip nick) (25/03) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OH-7. Belle Valley, 1907, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
OH-8. Bloomer, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (88-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-10. Briar Hill, [1890], G+ CDS/target; H.A.Schmidt, Pastor, German Lutheran St.Paul Church, BRIER Hill h/s cc; 3x 2c green (60/90) on cvr to Germany. E $16
OH-12. Bricenton, [1893], G+ CDS/cork (year not struck; lite tone) faulty 2c Colum. (87-33) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
OH-13. Brimfield, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (# partial) as rec'd (34-07) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OH-16. Cable, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/3 (bars o/s) as rec'd on PPC. E $6
OH-19. Cavett, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (part lite tone) (81-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-20. Chippewa Lake, 1925, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-21. Christiansburg, 1926, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/town/state at T (no flap) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-22. Christiansburg, 1932, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/town at T, state at B on 3x4.25" commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-23. Clarksville, 1909, VG duplex w/dateless dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-24. Columbiana, 1904, G+ RFD 1/1? (# partial; lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-25. Columbus (Bexley Rur.Sta.), 1911, G+ magenta RFD 10R (R arc on stamp) Pres.L.H.Schuh, Ph.D., Capital Univ.cc on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OH-27. Cook, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (year partial; bit o/s; lite tone) (85-33) on PPC. E $8
OH-28. Crescent, 1907, VF CDS/target (toned) (95-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-29. Dague, [1883], G+ DCDS (year partial; bit ruff trim L) (92-05) on PSE w/enc. E $15
OH-30. Dague, 1893, G+ CDS/target (crs) (92-05) on PSE w/enc. E $15
OH-31. Delta, 1884, F+ CDS w/screwhead killer on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
OH-32. Democracy, 1909, GV+ Doane 2/2 (34-23) on PPC. E $8
OH-33. Derby, 1909, F+ Doane 2/5 (part lite tone) 2c Hudson-Fulton on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-34. Dorset, 1912, VG 4-bar non-standard (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-37. East Canton, 1921, G+ 4-bar non-standard (near F; crs; tiny tear T) 1c Wash. (18-50) on Puerto Rico 2c GPC used as PPC. E $15
OH-38. East Sparta, 1940, F 4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-40. Elizabeth Town, [1857], G+ DCDS (1819/1919) on cvr w/enc.datelined Fem(ale) Sem(inary). E $30
OH-41. Ellsworth Station, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (91-24) on PPC. E $8
OH-42. Emmett, 1892, G+ CDS/target (crs) (58/05 on PSE w/enc. E $15
OH-43. Empire, 1931, VG 4-bar non-standard w/town/state in B arc (bit stutter) on GPC w/PM signature & 4 more strikes on back. E $12 MIN.6
OH-44. Fifteen, 1894, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (72/18) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-45. Fresno, 1906, VG Doane 3/5 (slight stutter; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-46. Fresno, 1948, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (lite tone; tip cr) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-47. Gallia, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (62/53) on PPC. E $6
OH-49. Gilbert's Mills, 1884, G+ CDS w/indistinct fancy killer; "Due/3 cts" circled h/s; 3c due stamp Sc.J3 at L (71-89) on cvr. E $40
OH-51. Green Camp, 1932, VG 4-bar w/vert.gaps cut in bars on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-52. Grelton, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (80-67) on PPC. E $6
OH-54. Hartford, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
OH-56. Hebron, 1911, G+ CDS/maltese non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-57. Hemlock, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 (1872-1988) on PPC. E $8
OH-58. Heno, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (# mostly off T) as recd (82-07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-59. Henrietta, 1885, VP ms (ruff R; toned) (36-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-60. Hepburn, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (84-48) on PPC. E $6
OH-61. Hollansburg, 1910, F Doane 2/3 (part lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-62. Idaho, 1911, F+ Doane 3/2 (70-64) on PPC. E $6
OH-63. Ingomar, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (89-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-64. Irwin, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 ("N" & "O" on stamp) on PPC. E $6
OH-65. Kennonsburgh, Noble Co./G.W.Brill P.M., [1881], G+ magenta CDS/target (year mostly not struck; o/w near F) (49-05) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
OH-66. Kipling, 1922, VG+ CDS/target non-standard (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $14
OH-67. Klondyke, 1913, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard ("KL" mostly not struck; dial hi: tips of "NDY" partly off; heavy crnr cr) (11-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-68. Kunkle, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 ("LE" mostly not struck) on PPC. E $6
OH-70. Lansing, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 as fwd on PPC. E $6
OH-71. Laurel, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; bars o/s; ink spot on R edge; lite tone; crnr cr; orig.stamp replaced) as recd (44-07) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $50
OH-72. Lee, [1891], G+ CDS/cork (year partial) (27-98) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
OH-73. Leipsic, 1904, VG RFD 1/2 (lower R crnr ruff) on cvr. $15 MIN.8
OH-74. Lerado, 1924, F 4-bar (lite tone) (90-35) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-75. Limaville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (o/s) as rec'd on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-76. Lime City, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (74/53) on PPC. $6
OH-77. Litchfield, ca.1910, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/serifed letters (year heavy inked; toned) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-78. Litchfield, 1951, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/block letters (near VF) on commer.PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-79. Long Bottom, 1910, F Doane 3/4 on PPC. $6
OH-80. Lowell, 1927, VF 4-bar non-standard w/thinner letters (toned; trim L) on cvr. $12 MIN.6
OH-81. Lowell, 1935, F+ 4-bar non-standard w/thicker letters (tears B & lower R) Lowell Village School cc; pair 12c Cleveland paying inexplicable rate on cvr. $20
OH-82. Magrew, 1912 (Dec 25), VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (05-15) on PPC. $15 MIN.8
OH-83. Mahoning, 1907, F 4-bar (78-13) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-84. Maple Height, 1898, G+ CDS/target (near VF; ruff L; lite tone) (92-00) on cvr. $40
OH-85. Maplewood, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. $6
OH-86. Maxtown, 1889, VG ms (rudff R; lite tone) (83-01) on cvr w/enc. $24 MIN.12
OH-87. Middlebranch, 1907, F Doane 2/4 on GPC. $6
OH-88. Millfield, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial bit hi) on PPC. $6
OH-89. Mineral, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit o/s) as rec'd (1857/1965) on PPC. $6
OH-90. Moline, 1899, G+ CDS/target (83-08) on cvr. $20
OH-91. Mount Liberty, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. $6
OH-92. New Comerstown, 1910, G+ duplex (near VG) (40-14) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-93. New Dover, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 ("ER" on stamp; o/w F; lite tone) (56-35) on PPC. $6
OH-94. New Kenova, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (92-60) on PPC. $6
OH-95. New Lebanon, 1908, VF purple 4-bar non-standard on PPC. $14
OH-96. Nickel Plate, 1893, G+ CDS/cork ("EL" heavy inked; toned) 10c Colum. (88-03) on cvr. $40
OH-98. Old Fort, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi) on PPC. $6
OH-99. Olivegreen, 1911, G+ 4-bar (57-23) on PPC. $15 MIN.8
OH-100. Orangeville, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (EKU; o/s) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-101. Orient, 1907, VG Doane 2/5 (slight stutter) on GPC. $8
OH-102. Orient, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. $8
OH-103. Ottawa, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/2 (trim L) Knights of Pythias illus.emblem cc on cvr. $20
OH-104. Ottawa, 1903, F RFD 1/1 w/ms day (UNLISTED; upper R tip nick) on cvr. $24 MIN.12
OH-105. Ottawa, 1903, G+ RFD 1/1 (UNLISTED; near F+) on cvr. $24 MIN.12
OH-106. Ottokiee, ca.1862, G+ CDS/target (trim L; upper L tip nib; edge tears; lite crs) (52-03) on cvr. $15 MIN.8
OH-107. Painter Creek, 1902, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) Ammon & Bireley Gen'l Merch.cc (52-03) on cvr. $15 MIN.8
OH-108. Phalanx Station, 1910, F Doane 2/5 (90-60) on PPC. $6
OH-109. Pike, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (TONED; crs) as rec'd (70-18) on PPC. $6
OH-111. Plattsburg, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (state slight stutter) (67-57) on PPC. $6
OH-112. Pleasant Corners, 1887, G+ CDS/star (date partial; killer partial) (58-06) on GPC. $15 MIN.8
OH-113. Pondrun, 1913, VF 4-bar (61-13) on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-114. Port William, 1911, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. $12 MIN.6
OH-116. Rockland, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) (73/55) on PPC. $6
OH-117. Ruggles, [1862], VF ms (rudff L; crs; edge tear T) (28-04) on cvr w/enc. $15 MIN.8
OH-118. Senecaville/George M.Yarnall, P.M., 1882, VG DCDS/cork (trim R; part lite tone) on cvr w/enc. $24 MIN.12
OH-119. Sharpsburg, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (trim L) as rec'd b/s (1867-1974) on cvr. $6
OH-120. Sherwood, 1906, VG Doane 3/9 on GPC. $6
OH-121. Shortcreek, 1913, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-122. Sinking Spring, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
OH-123. South Bloomingville, 1917, G+ CDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $14
OH-125. State Line, [1864], VF ms (ruff R, barely in stamp; bit lite tone) (39/67) on PSE. E $20
OH-126. Stelvideo, 1877, F ms (toned) (60-14) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-127. Steubenville, 1887, G+ CDS/cork; 2c brown on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-128. Stone Creek, 1913, VG Doane 3/4 (near F+) on PPC. E $6
OH-129. Sugar Ridge, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (crnr cr) (83/54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-130. Sugarcreek, 1926, VG+ 4-bar non-standard on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-131. Sycamore, ca.1909, VG RFD 11/F/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
OH-132. Tappan, 1910, G+ Doane 1/3 (near F; bit heavy inked) (40-39) on PPC. E $6
OH-133. Tiro, 1934, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard (trim R) "Tiro World" newspaper cc on commer.cvr. E $14
OH-134. Tranquility, 1860s, VF ms (ruff R; lite tone) (48-12) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-135. Tuscarawas, 1926, VG 4-bar non-standard (dial hi: "SCA" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-136. Union Station, [1910], G+ CDS/target (uneven toned) (69-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-137. Vanatta, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+; lite tone; crnr cr) (57-55) on PPC. E $6
OH-138. Vincent, 1937, VF 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-139. Wade, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (64-56) on PPC. E $6
OH-140. Walbridge, 1909, G+ 4-bar non-standard (date spotty) on PPC. E $15
OH-141. Walhonding, 1910, F Doane 2/3 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $6
OH-142. Wamsley, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (69-33) on PPC. E $6
OH-143. Wharton, 1908, F Doane 2/5 (tip crs) on PPC. E $6
OH-144. Wren, 1910, VF Doane 1/3 (toned) on PPC. E $8
OH-145. Young Hickory, 1860s, F ms (part water toned) (46-02) on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
OH-146. Zanesville, [1875], VF CDS w/BACKWARDS neg."Z" in circled cork killer on GPC Sc.UX3. E $20

OKLAHOMA

OK-1. Bessie, 1907 (Aug 26), F Doane 3/5 (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-2. Blue, 1937, VG 4-bar (74-72) on GPC w/PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6
OK-3. Browning, 1909, G+ 4-bar (month partial; toned) (08-10) on PPC. E $65
OK-4. Caple, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (91-16) on PPC w/Eddy (01-57) G+ 4-bar as recd. E $24 MIN.12
OK-5. Caple, 1914, G+ 4-bar (toned) (91-16) on PPC. E $20
OK-6. Cestos, 1907 (May 1), G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; part on stamp; bit o/s; tip crs) (98-23) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-7. Choctaw, 1907 (Jul 19), G+ duplex (tip crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-8. Cleo, 1913, G+ duplex (near F) (94-17) on PPC. E $20
OK-9. Coalton, 1914, G+ 4-bar (09-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-10. Coldwater, 1910, G+ 4-bar (upper R & most of date WEAK on stamp) (05-13?) on PPC
datedline Hilledale. E $20 MIN.10
OK-11. Cosmos, 1907 (Jul 18), VG Doane 3/1 (toned; crs; tape on L edge) (06-13) on PPC. E $20
OK-12. Covington, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (tear B; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OK-13. Dacona, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper R & part of date on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-14. Doris, 1908, G 4-bar ("RI" smear; date mostly on stamp; AS IS for strike; part ruff trim R, just in 2c) 8c M.Washington (01-10) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20 MIN.10
OK-15. Driftwood, 1911, G+ 4-bar (town part spotty; day not struck; tear R) (94-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-16. Driscoll, 1909, VF 4-bar (98-14) on PPC. E $16
OK-17. Duke, 1907 (Apr 29), G+ CDS/cork (tip crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-18. Gate City, Ind.(T.), ca.1890, partial CDS/cork ("ITY", "T" & month not struck; AS IS for strike; lite tone) 2c green (86-94) on cvr, confirmed by printed cc. E $15 MIN.8
OK-19. Gibbon, 1913, F 4-bar (96-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-20. Hennesy, Ind.T., 1889, G+ CDS/target; EARLY short-term spelling (89-89) on GPC: "We have a tent 12x14 to live in..." E $40
OK-21. Hoffman, 1908, G+ CDS/Rec'd (toned; tip crs) as rec'd (05-22) on PPC. E $14
OK-22. Hurley, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: tips of "RL" off; lite tone; tip cr) (07-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-23. Kullituklo, Ind.T., 1901, G+ CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp; toned) Quintus Herndon, Kulli-Tuki-Lo cc w/1st name lined thru; "Swamp Chill & Fever Cure" overall text ad on back (95-32) on cvr w/letterhead enc., to Academy, Ind.T. E $40 MIN.20
OK-24. Mustang, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (slight stutter; near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-25. Nashville, 1908, F 4-bar (94-11) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
OK-26. Newkirk, 1908, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part lite soiled) on PPC. E $14
OK-27. Okay, 1936, G+ 4-bar non-standard (date partial; lower R bit ruff trim; edge tear T) on commer.cvr. E $14
OK-29. O'Neil, 1908, VG 4-bar ("IL" bit obscured by printing on card; lite tone) (07-08) on PPC. E $100
OK-30. Oologah, 1948, F 4-bar non-standard on commer.GPC. E $14
OK-31. Parkman, 1909, G+ 4-bar (02-17) on PPC. E $24
OK-32. Redpoint, 1912, G+ 4-bar (stamp gone; crs) (96-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-33. Roosevelt, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
OK-34. Sabo, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; tip of "B" off; tiny tear T) (07-13) on PPC. E $30
OK-35. Saratoga, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; uneven toned) (06-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OK-37. Tip, 1921, VF 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (06-51) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-38. Vici, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $8
OK-39. Vici, 1931, G+ 4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $14
OK-40. Wyanet, 1912, G+ 4-bar (LATE; square piece out T edge) (02-12) on PPC. E $20

OREGON
OR-1. Acme, 1908, F Doane 3/3 (85-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
OR-3. Almeda, 1914, G+ 4-bar (crs) (12-20) on PPC. E $20
OR-4. Applegate, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) (1858-1959) on PPC. E $6
OR-5. Arleta, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (04-11) on PPC. E $8
OR-6. Ashwood, 1910, F Doane 2/3 (Lower R crn crl) on PPC. E $6
OR-7. Banks, 1948, G+ 4-bar non-standard (bit trim T; no flap) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-8. Berlin, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/1 (state partly on address; heavy vert.cr; pinholes) (99-37) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
OR-9. Boardman, 1944, VG+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (dial hi: "AR" partly off) on commer.PPC. E $14
OR-10. Butte Falls, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-11. Carlton, 1913, VG+ Doane 3/6 (bit lite tone) on PSE. E $8
OR-13. Chitwood, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (87-45) on PPC. E $8
OR-14. Cove, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $14
OR-15. Crater Lake, 1923, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-43) on PPC ("Phantom Ship"). E $8
OR-16. Delake, 1956, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part heavy inked) (24-65) on commer.GPC. E $14
OR-17. Dillard, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 on PPC. E $6
OR-18. Dudley, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; bars mostly off R) (09-12) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $65
OR-20. Ferry, 1914, VF 4-bar (12-14) on PPC. E $100
OR-21. Haines, 1912, G+ purple 4-bar non-standard (lite strike; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-22. Hay Creek, 1913, G+ 4-bar (75/20) on PPC. E $20
OR-23. Helix, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard ("X" partial; tear L; toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
OR-24. Hillsdale, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) (86-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-25. Irving, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; scuff spots in message; toned; crs) (76-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-26. John Day/Grant Co., 1886, G+ DCDS/maltese (bit ruff trim R, barely in stamp) on PSE. E $40
OR-27. LaGrand (variant spelling), 1860s, F CDS/target (ruff R) on PSE. E $20
OR-28. Lake Creek, 1909, G+ CDS/target (month/state spotty) (86-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-29. Lamonta, 1913, G+ 4-bar (98-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-30. Molalla, 1929, VG+ 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-31. Molalla, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E-style non-standard (part lite water tone) on commer.PPC. E $20
OR-32. Oak Grove, 1915, G+ 4-bar; lc Balboa (07-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-33. Odell, 1913, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; dial hi: "E" partly off; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-34. Powatka, 1917, G+ magenta 4-bar (near VG+) (00-20) on PPC. E $20
OR-35. Ricehill, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (92-08) on PPC. E $60
OR-36. Riddle, 1910 (Nov 19), VG+ 4-bar; part on stamp, but gap visible between "E" & comma where "S" apparently excised from device w/earlier name; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-37. Salem, 1862, VG DCDS/target (ruff R, just in stamp) on cvr. E $15
OR-38. Susanville, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (part on stamp; trim L) (88-52) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
OR-39. Suver, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (81-35) on PPC. E $6
OR-40. Timberline, 1947, VG+ 4-bar (46-51) on commer.REAL PHOTO PPC (Lodge & mountain). E $15 MIN.8
OR-41. Tolo, 1917, G+ 4-bar (tear T; part ruff L; lite tone) (86/18) on cvr. E $20
OR-42. Warner Lake, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (town/state mostly on stamp, but most shows well; # partly off R; lite tone) (89-24) on REAL PHOTO PPC: 2 cowgirls on horses. E $15 MIN.8
OR-43. Warrenton, 1918, VP 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
OR-44. Winberry, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (06-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-45. Winchester Bay, 1957, VG+ 4-bar (16-59) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**Pennsylvania / Do you need Kay & Smith's "Pennsylvania Postal History"? We have it!**

**PA-1. Abbottstown, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $6**
**PA-2. Alleghany, ca.1868, G+ CDS/cork (R tips nick) 3c grill (36-11) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6**
**PA-3. Alum Bank, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6**
**PA-4. Apperzell, 1886, VG CDS/target (ruff L; lite tone; edge wear) (83-08) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10**
**PA-5. Armagh, 1936, VF 4-bar non-standard on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6**
**PA-6. Aspers, 1923, VG+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6**
**PA-7. Avella, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6**
**PA-8. Avis, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $6**
**PA-9. Avonia, 1891, G+ CDS/target (69/16) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8**
**PA-10. Bald Eagle, 1910, G+ 4-bar as recd (07-19) on PPC. E $20**
**PA-11. Barclay, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (dial hi: "F" partly off) as recd (66/11) on PPC. E $14**
**PA-12. Beaver Springs, 1907, G+ Doane 3/11 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6**
**PA-13. Beaver Valley, 1912, VF Doane 2/2 (LKU; bit lite tone) (32-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8**
**PA-15. Bedminster, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6**
**PA-16. Beech Creek, 1867, F ms on 2.5x5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8**
**PA-17. Bessemer, 1918, G+ CDS non-standard (near F; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6**
**PA-18. Bethany, [1838], G+ oval w/ms month/day; ms "18 3/4" rate (1811-1938) on SFL. E $150 MIN.75**
**PA-19. Bethlehem, 1877, F+ magenta DCDS w/18-point starburst killer (killer part obscured on stamp) on GPC. E $20**
**PA-20. Biglerville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6**
**PA-23. Brandt, 1905, VF Doane 3/3 (75-32) on PPC. E $8**
**PA-24. Breadysville, [1905] (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; year mostly not struck) as recd (77-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8**
PA-26. Brier Hill, 1906, VG+ Doane 3/8 (EKU; bit stutter; uneven toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-27. Brillhart, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 ("RT" on stamp; o/s; lite tone) (76-33) on PPC. E $8
PA-29. Buck Hill Falls, 1907, G+ purple duplex non-standard (near F; lite crs) on PPC. E $14
PA-30. Buck Hill Falls, 1909, F CDS/target non-standard w/medium dial; "The Inn" engraved cc on cvr. E $15
PA-31. Buck Hill Falls, 1912, G+ CDS/target non-standard w/large dial on PPC (Greenleaf Library). E $12 MIN.6
PA-32. Buck Hill Falls, 1921, F CDS/target non-standard w/small dial on PPC ("Bowling Alleys" buildings). E $15
PA-34. Buckmanville, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (part o/s; lite tone) (62-22) on PPC. E $8
PA-36. Camp Hill, 1907, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
PA-37. Camp Hill, Pa.R.F.D.1, [1915], VF RFD 3EG/1 (UNLISTED) as routing instruction on PPC to RFD #3, West Fairview & fwd. E $24 MIN.12
PA-38. Canoe Creek, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (58-22) on PPC. E $8
PA-39. Carrick Furnace, 1878, VF ms town/date (ruff R) (60/84) on cvr. E $75
PA-40. Caustown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-41. Catfish, 1909, VG 4-bar (date heavy inked; tip cr; lite tone) (69-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-42. Centerbridge, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (45-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-43. Chambers Valley, 1910, F Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-44. Charmain, 1911, VG Doane 3/3 (92-72) on PPC. E $6
PA-45. Cherry Ridge, 1879, VF ms (trim R; lite tone) (24-08) on 2.75x4.75" crv. E $20 MIN.10
PA-46. Clarington, 1904, F+ Doane 2/4 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $6
PA-47. Claussville, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi: "SS" partly off) (34-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-48. Clover Creek, 1908, G+ CDS/target (toned; crs) (66-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-49. Cly, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) (98-38) on PPC. E $6
PA-50. Coleville/McKean Co., 1880, G+ DCDS/cork (bit heavy inked; trim R) (79-07) on cvr. E $20
PA-51. Collingdale, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) as recd (88-07) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-52. Constitution, 1860s, VF ms (bit trim T) (61-03) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-53. Coulter's Caves, 1880, VF ms (bit trim T) (61-03) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-54. Coudersport/Potter Co., 1883, VF cogwheel DCDS/circled star; Bank of Coudersport cc on PSE. E $40
PA-55. Cressman, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (89-15) on PPC. E $8
PA-56. Cross Roads, 1860s, VF ms (trim L) (34-04) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-58. Davis Grove, 1878, VF ms (date lite on stamp) (71-05) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-59. Decorum, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (84/34) on PPC. E $8
PA-60. Derry Church, 1907, G+ Doane 3/9 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (58-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-61. DeYoung, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-62. Dime, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F) (81-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-63. Dimmsville, 1900, VG 4-bar (LATE) (78-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-64. Dingmans Ferry, 1909, VG Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
PA-65. Dolington, 1908 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 2/2 (lower R lite water tone) Balderston/Gen'l Merchandise h/s at L (1827-1933) on New Year PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-66. Douglassville, 1910, G+ 4-bar on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-67. Doylestow, 1892, G+ CDS/cork; 1c blue on unsealed black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-68. Doylestown, 1900, G+ duplex (lite tone) 1c Frank. on unsealed black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-69. Dublin Mills, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (50-15) on PPC. E $8
PA-70. Dyerstown, 1905, VG Doane 2/1 w/5 slugs, inc.separate "4" & "PM" (lite tone) (83-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-71. Eagles Mere Park, 1907, F Doane 1 CDS only (L Ku; part o/s) as recd on PPC w/Kratzerville (51-34) G+ Doane 2/3 origin. E $12 MIN.6
PA-72. East Broadtop, 1879, VF ms (tiny tear T, in "E" of town; lite tone; trim L) (76-11) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-73. East Earl, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
PA-74. East Hickory, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; lite tone; lite cr) (1867-1986) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-75. East Penn, 1883, F ms town/date (29/88) on GPC. E $60
PA-76. East Waterford, 1910, G+ RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) ms "EW"/route/date, mostly on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-77. Eastpoint, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 as recd (78-34) on PPC. E $6
PA-78. Eberlys Mill, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (L Ku) (53-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-79. Edenville, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (82-34) on PPC. E $6
PA-80. Edgewood, 1893, G+ CDS/target (near VF; ruff R) (58-16) on cvr. E $14
PA-81. Effort, Monroe Co., 1916, G+ CDS/target non-standard (2 scuffs T edge, 1 into dial affects "ONR") on PPC. SCARCE type. E $12 MIN.6
PA-82. Eightyfour, 1908, VF Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-83. El Dorado, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; toned) as recd (62/16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-84. Eleven Mile, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (57/09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-85. Elk Lake, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (42/17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-86. Elmer, 1908, F+ Doane 3/2 (81-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-87. Embreeville, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (part on stamp) (1830-1967) on PPC. E $8
PA-88. Enola, [1907], G+ purple CDS (year omitted; part lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-89. Exchange, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (57-35) on PPC. E $6
PA-90. Fairdale, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (L Ku; dial hi: "D" partly off; lite tone) (1829/1954) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-91. Fassett, 1907, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (67-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-92. Felton, 1919, F CDS/target non-standard (toned; small hole in message) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-93. Firstfork, 1906, F Doane 3/3 (EKU; slight o/s) as recd (60-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-94. Fisherville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (51-36) on PPC. E $6
PA-95. Flicksville, 1912, VG+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
PA-96. Flinton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) o/s by Ganister (83-79) G+ Doane 2/3 as recd on PPC. E $6
PA-97. Fortney, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (o/s) as recd (82-13) on PPC. E $8
PA-98. Foxburg, Clarion Co., 1908, G+ CDS/target non-standard (lower R not struck, affects "O" in "Co" & state; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
PA-99. Frankfort Springs, [1864], VG+ CDS/grid (part ruff upper L) (40-00) on cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-100. Frankfort Springs, [1865], VG+ CDS/grid (ruff L) (40-00) on cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-101. Frankstown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG+) (1820-1930) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-102. Fredell, 1913, VG 4-bar (slight stutter (97-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-103. Friedensburg, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-104. Fulton, 1850s, VF ms (bit ruff trim R; tear L) 3c imperf (36-79) on cvr. E $60
PA-105. Gardeau, 1908, F+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (88-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-106. Gelatt, 1909, VG Doane 1/2 (78-69) on PPC. E $6
PA-107. George School, 1905, G+ Doane 2/5 (97-60) on PPC. E $6
PA-108. Georgeville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; bit stuffer) (74-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-109. Gipsy, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-110. Glen Eyre, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) (88-38) on PPC. E $8
PA-111. Glencoe, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-112. Grafton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (73-25) on PPC. E $6
PA-113. Grater Ford, 1921, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi: tip of "R" off; R arc on stamp) (69-59) on PPC. E $6
PA-114. Green Hill, 1907, G+ 4-bar (bit o/s; lite tone) (91-19) on PPC w/Frazer (1830-1938). E $12 MIN.6
PA-115. Greentown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-116. Grover, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-117. Gum Tree, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (34-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-118. Gumbles, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (00-14) on PPC. E $8
PA-119. Guys Mills, 1912, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-120. Hamorton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) (31-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-121. Harbor Creek, [1864], F ms (lite tone) on cvr w/ enc. E $20
PA-122. Harrisburg, [1812], G+ straight-line town w/ms month/day; ms "12 1/2" rate (crs) on SFL (no contents). E $200 MIN.100
PA-123. Harrison Valley, 1911, F 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) (1830-1964) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-124. Hays Grove, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) (90-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-125. Hays Grove, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part o/s; toned) (90-13) on PPC. E $20
PA-126. Hector, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite tone) (51/23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-127. Hereford, 1907, G+ magenta Doane 2/2 as recd on PPC w/George School (97-60) VG Doane 2/5 origin. E $8
PA-128. Hickory Grove, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/2 w/redundant "PM"/"AM" slugs replacing year (toned) (72-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-129. Hockersville, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 as recd (52-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-130. Hortons, 1889, VF CDS/target (nick T; tear T; no flap) MD's cc (57-19) on cvr. E $20
PA-131. Huntsdale, 1908, VF Doane 3/3 (82-55) on PPC. E $6
PA-132. Hustontown, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-133. Ickesburg, 1911, F+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-134. Idaville, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-136. Irishtown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (town part obscured by design) (86-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-137. Ironton, 1912, F+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (62-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-139. Ivyland, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lower R edge scuff; tear B; bit lite tone) (89-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-140. Kauffman, 1908, F 1/2 (89-15) on PPC. E $8
PA-141. Kellersburg, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; lite tone) (71-12?) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-142. Kelly Station, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (60-55) on PPC. E $6
PA-143. Kelton, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-144. Kerrmoor, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (crs; lite tone) (93-68) on PPC. E $6
PA-145. Kilmer, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (90-34) on PPC. E $6
PA-146. Kintnersville, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (near F) on PPC. E $6
PA-147. Kinzers, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-149. Kress, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 as recd (00-21) on PPC. E $8
PA-150. Kylertown, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $6
PA-151. Lake Como, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-152. Lancaster, [1842], G+ blue CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "37 1/2" rate (crs) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
PA-153. Landenburg, 1899, G+ CDS/cork; 10c Sc.282C solo on reg'd cvr. E $15
PA-154. Landis Valley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (57-13) on PPC. E $8
PA-155. Lansing, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (69-17) on PPC. E $8
PA-156. Laurel, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (75-62) on PPC. E $6
PA-157. Laurelton, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $6
PA-158. Laury's Station, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-159. Lawn, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-160. Lawsville Center, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (30/15) on PPC. E $6
PA-161. Lederachville, 1907, VF Doane 1/2 (lite tone) (59-07) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-162. Lees Crossroads, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) (1833/1939) on PPC. E $6
PA-163. Lemasters, 1907, FP+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-164. Leoly, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (04-44) on PPC. E $6
PA-165. Lickdale, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (84-35) on PPC. E $6
PA-166. Lime Valley, 1909, VG 4-bar (crnr cr) (73-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-167. Limeport, 1910, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $6
PA-168. Limerick Bridge, 1850s, VG+ ms town/month/day (toned; nick T; edge tears T; flap partly off) 3c imperf (50-66) on cvr. E $40
PA-169. Linden, 1913, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-170. Linden Hall, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (state on stamp; bit o/s) (62/32) on PPC. E $6
PA-171. Linglestown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3; 1c Jamestown (1829/1959) on PPC. E $6
PA-173. Liztenberg, 1913, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (62/14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-174. Longsdorf, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; lite tone; ink spots by add.) (91-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-175. Lyles, 1870s, VF ms (edge tears T, 1 in tip of "L"; ruff R) (57-08) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-176. Mainesburg, 1905, VF Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on GPC. E $6
PA-177. Manchester, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-178. Manns Choice, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-179. Marple, 1860s, VF ms (bir ruff slit R) (49-03) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-182. Mattawana, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-183. McCall Ferry, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 w/small dial (lite tone) (06-11) on PPC. E $8
PA-184. McClure, 1907, VG Doane 2/6 on PPC. E $6
PA-185. McFord, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 ("CF" obscured by design; bit lite tone) (88-06) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-186. McKibben, 1909, VG Doane 1/1 (LKU; toned) (93-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-187. Mehoopany, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-188. Mercersburg, Pa.R.F.D.(1), [1907], VF RFD 3FA/2 w/ms #, as routing instruction on PPC to Greencastle & fwd. E $24 MIN.12
PA-189. Mercersburg, Pa.R.F.D.(2), [1907], VF RFD 3FA/2 w/ms #, as routing instruction on PPC to Welsh Run & fwd. E $24 MIN.12
PA-190. Metal, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VF; lite tone) (84-35) on PPC. E $8
PA-191. Mill City, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (65-57) on PPC. E $6
PA-192. Millsboro, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-193. Milton, [1843], G+ red CDS w/ms "10" rate (rim partly off L) on SPL datelined Chilisqueaque. E $15 MIN.8
PA-194. Mineral Point, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-195. Minersville, [1851], G+ red CDS w/black "5" h/s rate on SPL (no contents). E $15 MIN.8
PA-196. Modena, 1907, F+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-197. Mohnton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (near VF) on PPC. E $6
PA-198. Mohnton/Rec'd, 1912, F Doane 3/5 composite w/"Rec'd" CDS (tip cr) on PPC. E $6
PA-199. Montandon, 1908, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-200. Monterey, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (47-22) on PPC. E $8
PA-201. Moon, ca.1860, F ms town/month/day (lower L tip tear; small tone spot) (41-01) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-202. Moorestown, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit heavy inked; bit o/s; lite tone) (55-07) on PPC w/Broheadsville VG Doane 2/3 as recd PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-203. Morrisville/Bucks Co., 1888, G+ duplex (killer o/s) as recd on GPC. E $20
PA-204. Moselem Springs, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU) as recd (74-08) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-205. Mosiertown, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 as recd (62-11) on PPC. E $8
PA-206. Mount Pocono, 1905, G+ Doane 2/9 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-208. Mountain Grove, 1911, G+ 4-bar (73-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-209. Muddy Creek Forks, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3; Maryland & Penna.RR Co.cc (1835-1966) on cvr. E $8
PA-211. Narvon, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-212. Neffs Mills, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (65-42) on PPC. E $6
PA-213. Neffsville, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (1829-1971) on PPC. E $6
PA-215. New Berlinville, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-216. New Danville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (56-39) on PPC. E $6
PA-217. New Grenada, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (51-41) on PPC. E $6
PA-218. New Hanover, 1863, F ms town/date (upper R tip nib) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-219. New Kingstown, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-220. New Millport, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-221. New Park, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-222. New Tripoli, 1907, VF Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-224. Nordmont, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) (86-35) on PPC. E $8
PA-225. North Springfield, ca.1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-227. Oberlin, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (83-56) on PPC. E $6
PA-228. Old Forge, 1910, G+ Doane 3/12 (50-17) on PPC. E $6
PA-229. Onset, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (90-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-230. Opp, 1907, F+ Doane 2/1 (86-38) on PPC. E $8
PA-231. Oregon, 1906, VG+ Doane 1/2 (46-12) on PPC. E $6
PA-232. Oriental, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit stutter; uneven toned) (71-23) on PPC. E $8
PA-233. Orvis, 1907, F Doane 2/1 w/distorted oval dial (toned) (04-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-234. Osterburg, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-235. Oswayo, ca.1867, VF ms town/month/day (edge tears & nicks) (1849-1963) on cvr. E $14
PA-237. Parke, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/3 (bit stutter; part o/s) (77-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-238. Parkers Landing, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (EARLY) (71-50) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
PA-239. Parkerville, 1871, VF ms (slight ruff slit T; lite tone) (28-18) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-240. Parkwood, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU) (70-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-241. Paxtang, 1906, G+ CDS/target ("G" not struck; o/w F) (98-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-242. Pen Mar, 1906, VF Doane 2/3; 1c Frank. (83-67) on PPC w/message at L. E $6
PA-243. Penbrook, 1908, F+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (91-20) on PPC. E $6
PA-244. Phila (Philadelphia), [1835], G+ red double octagon w/outer line broken at B (toned; crs; surface hole) ms "Free" frank on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
PA-245. Philadelphia/Mount Airy Sta., 1902, VG straight-line reg'd h/s; 8c +2c on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-246. Pinehill, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (74/18) on PPC. E $8
PA-248. Platea, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/3 (1850-1965) on reply GPC. E $8
PA-249. Pocono Lake Preserve, 1959, G+ 4-bar (17-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-250. Pocono Pines, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF) on PPC. E $6
PA-251. Point Pleasant, 1913, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-252. Port Trevorton, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/redundant state (tears R & T; nick R; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-253. Porters Sideling, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (scuff by add.) (1862-1967) on PPC. E $6
PA-254. Powils Valley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (49-34) on PPC. E $6
PA-255. Poyntelle, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
PA-256. President, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) as recd (68-45) on PPC. E $6
PA-257. Prompton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-258. Queen, 1921, F 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $14
PA-259. Red Stone, 1860s, VF ms (50-04) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-260. Retreat, 1913 (Dec 25), VG Doane 2/2 (bit heavy inked; part lite tone; tip cr) (00-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-261. Rimer, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (o/s; toned) on PPC w/Tidal (88-40) G+ 4-bar as recd. E $6
PA-262. Riverside, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-263. Rockhill Furnace, 1912, VG Doane 3/4 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-264. Rockport, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (41-16) on PPC. E $8
PA-265. Rogersville, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-266. Roslyn, 1931, VF duplex non-standard (95-59) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-267. Roslyn, 1939, VF 5-bar non-standard (dial bit hi) (95-59) on commer.air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-268. Rossmyne, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) (97-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-269. Rossville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $6
PA-270. Rough & Ready, 1887, VF ms vertically at L (ruff R; lite tone) D.P.Herb & Bro./Dry
Goods, Groceries cc (51-27) on cvr. E $20
PA-271. Rouzerville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; uneven toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-272. Royalton, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (92-59) on PPC. E $6
PA-273. Rummel, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (part o/s) (84-38) on PPC. E $6
PA-274. Rutland, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (1828-1957) on PPC. E $6
PA-275. Rydal, 1890, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (89-57) on 2.5x4" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-276. Rydal, 1931, F+ 7-bar non-standard (89-57) on air cvr. $12 MIN.6
PA-277. Saginaw, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (94-15) on PPC. E $8
PA-278. Saginaw, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (94-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-279. Saint Thomas, 1906, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-280. Saltillo, 1906, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-281. Sandbeach, ca.1890, G+ CDS/target (year/state partial; lite tone) (92-10) on cvr. E $20
PA-282. Scenery Hill, 1909, F Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $6
PA-283. Schellburg, 1907, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-284. Scotland, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-285. Selea, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (state partial; toned) (84-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-286. Shade Gap, 1907, VF Doane 1/3 on PPC. E $8
PA-287. Shade Valley, 1913, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite tone) (68-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-288. Shelly, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (79-55) on PPC. E $6
PA-289. Shelocota, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $6
PA-291. Shermansdale, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (bit stutter; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-292. Shindol, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (dia! bit hi; lite tone) (97-16) on PPC. E $8
PA-293. Simpsons Store, [1886], VF CDS/target w/ms day (lite tone) (37-03) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-295. Slatedale, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-296. Smiths Station, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; lite tone) (53-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-297. Smiths Station, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lower L tip ruff; tip cr) (53-42) on PPC. E $6
PA-298. South Burgettstown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (83-18) on PPC. E $6
PA-299. South Canaan, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-300. Southwest, 1931, VF duplex non-standard (tear T, in stamp) on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
PA-301. Sprinkle Mills, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 w/ms day correction (1857-1984) on PPC. E $6
PA-302. Spring Hill Furnace, 1896, VF ms (part ruff L, removes part of "S"; bit lite tone) 3c locomotive (43-65) on 2.75x4.25" cvr w/enc. E $40
PA-303. Springtown, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (dia! bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
PA-304. Springvale, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (79-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-305. Spruce Creek, 1906, G+ D25 (EKU; near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-306. State Line, 1887, VF ms (toned; nicks; tears) as transit, w/ms "Missent & forwarded" at lower L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-307. State Line, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
PA-308. Steinsburg, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter) (52-41) on PPC. E $6
PA-309. Stevens Point, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (84-34) on PPC. E $6
PA-310. Stewartstown, 1869, F ms (ruff R) on cvr. E $14
PA-311. Stone Church, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG) (1831-1942) on PPC. E $6
PA-312. Stormstown, 1909, G+ Doane 1/3 (79-18) on PPC. E $8
PA-313. Strodes Mills, 1907, F Doane 3/1 (bit stutter; crs; lite tone) (32-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-314. Suedberg, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part stuttered; toned) (94-34) on PPC. E $6
PA-315. Sumneytown, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
PA-316. Suplee, 1906, VF Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
PA-317. Susquehannah Depot ("DEPO" variant), ca.1860, G+ CDS (crs; edge tear; lower R edge ruff) (50/76) on cvr. E $80
PA-318. Swatara Station, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (60-57) on GPC. E $6
PA-319. Swiftwater, 1909, F Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-320. Sylvan, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (1837-1953) on PPC. E $6
PA-321. Table Rock, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (1854-1957) on PPC. E $6
PA-322. Temple, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
PA-323. Terrytown, [1872], G+ CDS/cork ("YT" mostly not struck; trim L) (26-04) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-324. Three Springs, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (near F) on PPC. E $6
PA-325. Tillie, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (91-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-326. Tincum, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (slight o/s) (84-58) on PPC. E $6
PA-327. Trappe, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (1832-1929) on PPC. E $8
PA-328. Tulpehocken, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (dia h: "HO" partly off) (55-43) on PPC. E $6
PA-329. Union Deposit, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (near F+; toned) (1855-1963) on PPC. E $6
PA-330. Unityville, 1909, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-331. Upper Strasburg, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; edge tear T, in dial; crs; nick B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-332. Ursina, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (EARLY) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-335. Valley Forge, 1950, F+ 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-336. Virgenville, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-337. Wade, 1908, F 4-bar (90-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-338. Wallis Run, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp) (66-22) on PPC. E $8
PA-339. Wanneta, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (toned) (94-14) on PPC. E $8
PA-341. Warren C.H., 1860s, G+ CDS (part on stamp; lower R tip slit; part lite soiled) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-342. Warren Center, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
PA-343. Warwick, 1905, VF Doane 2/2 (cr) (68-35) on PPC. E $6
PA-344. Waterfall, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $8
PA-345. Wawa, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (bit stutter) (80-63) on PPC. E $6
PA-346. Wayne, [1863], VF ms (ear L, just in "W"; trim L) (40-88) on 2.75x4.5" cvr w/enc. E $40
PA-347. R.F.D.No (2) Waynesboro, [1907], F+ red RFD 3DD/2 w/ms # ("O" partly off) as routing instruction on PPC to Quincy & fwd. E $24 MIN.12
PA-348. R.F.D.No (2) Waynesboro, [1910], G+ purple RFD 3DD/2 w/ms # (near VF; "O" partly off) as routing instruction on PPC to Quincy & fwd; Rouzerville, PA, G+ Doane 2/2 origin. E $24 MIN.12
PA-349. Wesleyville, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (1831-1943) on PPC. E $6
PA-350. West Finley, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
PA-351. West Haverford, ca.1860, VF ms (bit lite tone) (37-71) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-352. West Lenox, 1866, VG ms w/target killer (EARLY; trim L; bit lite tone) (66-08) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-353. West Reading, 1907, VG 4-bar (nick R) (92-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-354. West Willow, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
PA-355. Whites Corners, 1870s, VF ms (bit ruff trim R; edge tears) (50-04) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-356. Williams Mill, 1905, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (73-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-357. Williamson, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (toned) on PPC to local address. E $6
PA-359. Winwood, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (96-11) on PPC. E $6
PA-361. Wolfe's Store, 1875, VF ms (crs; trim L) (56-21) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-362. Woodbine, 1910, VG Doane 3/4 (78-64) on PPC w/Laurel (75-62) VG Doane 3/3 as recd. E $8
PA-363. Woodbourne, 1911, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) (82-53) on PPC. E $6
PA-364. Woodward, 1877, F ms, inverted at T on GPC w/datelined message. E $14
PA-365. Worthington, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard (dia h: "HIN" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-366. Wysox, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PSE. E $8
PA-367. Yarnell, 1908, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; bit o/s; tip cr) (86-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-368. Youngdale, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (92-27) on PPC. E $8
PA-369. Zion/Centre Co., 1887, G+ ms (mostly on stamp but enough shows for ID; tip cr) (48-23)
on GPC w/canx & message in same writing. E $15 MIN.8

RHODE ISLAND
RI-1. Adamsville, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
RI-2. Adin, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; lite tone) (04-08) on PPC. E $6
RI-3. Arnold Mills, 1908, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (84-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-4. Ashaway, 1907, VG+ duplex non-standard (near VF; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-5. Conimicut, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 w/both "1" hour & "PM" slugs; RARELY seen as such (06-49) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RI-6. Nayatt Point, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (55-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-7. Providence, 1888, F Wesson H (disc) (lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RI-8. Valley Falls, 1880s, VG CDS/cork (46-08) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RI-9. Westerly, [1883], F Duplex w/"W" in killer (trim R) atty's albino embossed cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

SOUTH CAROLINA / Do you need my "South Carolina Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
SC-1. Charleston, [1845], G+ red CDS w/"25" h/s rate (lite; cr) on SPL. E $20
SC-2. Charleston, 1858, VG CDS (cr) on folded letter. E $12 MIN.6
SC-3. Conwayboro, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (date partial; trim L) (07-82) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SC-4. Cowdon, 1909, F PROVISIONAL ms (77/12) on PPC. Canx in same writing as dateline, so apparently sent by PM. E $30 MIN.15
SC-5. Edgefield C.H., 1895, F blue CDS/"3-D" star (2 partial strikes of killer; trim L) as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SC-7. Fulton, 1850s, VF ms (16-71) on PSE. E $40
SC-8. Hopkins Turnout, 1987, VG magenta MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (tears T, nicks T; crs; AS IS for faults) (49/02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SC-11. Mannville, 1873, F ms (part ruff T; flap mostly off; lite tone) (69/07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SC-13. Myrtle Beach, 1914, G purple CDS/target non-standard (town heavy inked; AS IS for that) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SC-14. Piercetown, 1898, F ms (o/s by same town's partial CDS) 8c Sherman (54/01) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12

SOUTH DAKOTA
SD-1. Andover, 1908, VG RFD 11C/1 ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-2. Astoria, 1934, F 4-bar non-standard (toned; tiny tear T; staple holes) on commer.cvr to "Mr.Babe Ruth". E $16
SD-3. Beebe, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (11-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-4. Belvidere, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-5. Bemis, ca.1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (year partial; dial bit hi) (05-85) on PPC. E $6
SD-6. Blackhawk, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-7. Blunt, Dak, 1884, VG+ CDS/target (dial hi: "LUN" partly off) on cvr. E $15
SD-8. Bonilla, 1915, G+ purple 4-bar non-standard (83-73) on PPC. E $14
SD-9. Bowdle, Dak, 1887, G+ CDS on GPC. E $16
SD-10. Bowdle, Dak, [1888], G+ CDS (dial bit hi; B arc spotty) on GPC. E $15
SD-11. Brushie, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi) (05-12) on PPC. E $15
SD-12. Burch, 1904, G+ CDS as recd b/s (87-12) on cvr w/enc. E $14
SD-14. Canning, 1909, G+ DCDS/M.O.B. as transit (stamp mostly peeled; cr) (83-72) on PPC w/DeGrey Doane 3/1 (o/s) as recd. E $14
SD-15. Carthage, Miner Co./Dak/L.P-Packard, P.M., 1885, G+ purple fancy DCDS/neg.star (bit ruff trim R, in stamp; lite tone) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SD-16. Chester, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $14
SD-17. Clayton, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned) (02-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-18. Colton, 1913, VG+ DCDS non-standard on PPC. E $14
SD-19. Columbia, 1934, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard (toned; staple holes) on commer.cvr to Babe Ruth. E $14
SD-20. Corsica, 1911, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
SD-21. Cortlandt, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (83-09) on PPC. E $15
SD-22. Cortlandt, 1909, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi; crnr cr) (83-09) on PPC. E $15
SD-23. Cottonwood, 1907, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; part on stamp; tear T; tip wear) (07-79) on PPC. E $14
SD-24. Dupree, 1928, VF CDS non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-25. Eastview, 1912, VG 4-bar (o/s) as recd (10-13) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SD-26. Fairpoint, 1909, F+ 4-bar (EARLY) (09-66) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-27. Frank, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (90-11) on PPC. E $15
SD-28. Galena, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) (77-23) on PPC. E $14
SD-29. Glenham, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard (upper L arc spotty but confirmed by return add.; trim R; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
SD-30. Goudyville, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (part on stamp) (85-20) on PPC. E $14
SD-31. Govert, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) (10-54) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-32. Grand Valley, ca.1912, G+ 4-bar (year omitted; lite tone) (11-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-33. Grand View, Dakota, 1883, VG purple DCDS/circled star (ruff R) as recd b/s (82-95) on cvr. E $40
SD-34. Hanna, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (03-23) on PPC. E $14
SD-35. Hanna, 1914, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; crs) (03-23) on PPC to Guatemala; 2x 1c Wash.on pix side. E $14
SD-36. Harrison, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (state mostly not struck; lite crs) (84-82) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-37. Headlee Ranch, 1942, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (24-42) on cvr. E $14
SD-38. Hosmer, 1932, VF 4-bar non-standard (bit uneven trim T; lite tone) on commer.cvr. E $15
SD-39. Huron, (Dak), 1882, G+ magenta CDS/maltese (B arc not struck) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $14
SD-40. Ipswich, Dakota, 1884, G+ CDS (EARLY; trim R; year partial, but docket on back) on cvr. E $20
SD-41. Iroquois, Dakota, 1883, G+ DCDS scarab w/distorted oval dial (RUFF damaged L, removing most of cc; part ruff slit T; AS IS) on cvr. E $14
SD-42. Kadoka, 1908, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; dial bit hi; year partial) on PPC. E $15
SD-43. Kidder, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 2/3 (near F+; dial hi: "D" partly off; lite tone) (87-71) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-44. Kidder, 1912, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned; crs; tip nib) (87-71) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-45. Kimbro, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone; tiny tear T) as recd (07-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SD-46. Langford, Dakota, 1888, G+ CDS/grid (bit ruff lower R; part lite tone) on PSE. E $16
SD-47. Langford, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-48. Lennox, Dak, 1885, G+ CDS/target (part lite) onGPC. E $15
SD-49. Luffman, 1913, G+ 4-bar (bit stuffer; tip cr) (00-14) on PPC. E $14
SD-50. Lynn, 1911, G+ 4-bar (LATE; near VF; o/s) as recd (83-11) on PPC. E $14
SD-51. Lyonville, 1914, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (82-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-52. Madison, Dak, 1886, G+ CDS/target (trim R to stamp) on PSE. E $14
SD-53. Madison, Dak, 1887, VG CDS/target on cvr. E $16
SD-54. Maitland, 1912, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone) (02-25) on PPC. E $14
SD-55. Maltby, 1911, F 4-bar (bit lite tone) (09-19) on PPC. E $30
SD-56. Manila, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (98-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-57. Marlow, 1908, VG 4-bar (97-14) on PPC. E $15
SD-58. Menno, Dakota, 1886, G+ CDS w/partial circled star killer (trim L) as recd b/s; Parker, Dak, CDS/cork origin; on PSE. E $15
SD-59. Mina, 1914, F RFD 11E (UNLISTED) ms date only (09-83) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-60. Moreau, 1939 (Nov 11), F 4-bar (39-45) on GPC to collector, w/add'l strike on back (dated Oct 2). E $14
SD-61. Murdo, 1907, G+ 4-bar (EARLY for this type) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-62. Nahant, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near F) as rec'd (05-13) on PPC. E $14
SD-63. Nahant, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (05-13) on PPC. E $15
SD-64. Nahant, 1910, G+ 4-bar (uneven lite tone) (05-13) on PPC. E $14
SD-65. Oelrichs, 1910, VG 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-66. Parker, Dak, 1889, G+ CDS/cork on GPC. E $14
SD-67. Perry, Dak, 1889 (Sep 21), G+ CDS/ms; 10c banknote (85-01) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $80
SD-68. Pheba, 1909 (Jan 1), VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (06-13) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SD-69. Plankinton, Dak, 1886 (Jul 6), G+ CDS (month partial; o/w VF) on reg. bill card. E $14
SD-70. Pluma, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit 0/s; lite tone) (98-12) on PPC. E $15
SD-71. Powell, 1892, VG+ CDS/circled star (bit ruff lower R tip) (83-08) on cvr. E $16
SD-72. Presho, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 non-standard (on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-73. Raymond, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $8
SD-74. Ree Heights, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $6
SD-75. Rockham, 1908, G+ Doane 3/(4) (LKU; # not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-76. Roswell, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (1884-1985) on PPC. E $6
SD-77. Rutland, 1951, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard (06-76) on commer.air PPC. E $14
SD-78. Saint Lawrence, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SD-79. Savoy, 1920, G+ 4-bar (12-33) on PPC. E $14
SD-80. Scotland, Dak, ca.1887, G+ CDS/target (part spotty; year mostly not struck) on PSE. E $15
SD-81. Stamford, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; bit lite tone) (07-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-82. Stickney, ca.1916, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $14
SD-83. Strasburg, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $6
SD-84. Thunder Hawk, 1912, G+ 4-bar (09-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-85. Topbar, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (01-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SD-86. Veblen, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-87. Vermilion, 1903, G+ RFD 1D/2 (bit ruff trim R to stamp; L edge bit lite tone) on PSE. E $14
SD-88. Vermont City, Dak, 1887, G+ CDS/target (ruff angled R; stain spots, 1 on stamp) (86-92) on PSE w/enc. E $30
SD-89. Waterbury, Dak, 1887, G+ TCDS/grid (near VG+) (83-13) on cvr. E $30
SD-90. Waterbury, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F) (83-13) on PPC. E $14
SD-91. Watertown, Dak, [1885], VG+ CDS/cork on reg.bill card. E $15
SD-92. Waubay, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-93. Waverly, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (81-63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-94. Wessington Springs, Dak, 1887, G+ CDS/target (slit 3 sides) on cvr. E $14
SD-95. Wela, 1911, G+ 4-bar (08-39) on PSE. E $14
SD-96. Willard, 1908, VG Doane 3/(1) (stamp gone, affects # & most of bars; toned) (06-12) on PPC. E $14
SD-97. Wittenberg, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part of town & most of date on stamp; bit cr) (78-09) on PPC. E $14
SD-98. Wokama, 1908, VG 4-bar (bit o/s; toned) as rec'd (07-08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

TENNESSEE / Do you need my "Tennessee Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
TN-1. Bartlett, [1870], G+ CDS/target (trim R) 3c locomotive (1866-1973) on 2.5x4.75" cvr w/enc. E $20
TN-2. Brentwood, ca.1909, G+ CDS/target non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-4. Bunker Hill, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (51/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TN-5. Carlock, 1891, G+ CDS (lite tone; tiny tear B) 1c blue (84-07) on cvr. E $30
TN-6. Carlock, 1894, VF ms (lite tone) 1c blue (84-07) on cvr. E $30
TN-7. Cleveland, 1858, G+ blue CDS (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TN-8. Maied TO: Copper Mines, ca.1859, canxed Hverhill, NH, G+ blue CDS (54-59) on cvr. E $20
TN-9. Danville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (60/43) on PPC. E $8
TN-10. Finger, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard (toned; slight ruff trim L) as rec'd b/s on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TN-11. Gadsden, 1909, F+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $8
TN-12. Glenloch, 1886, F ms (trim R; lite tone) (73-03) on cvr. E $40
TN-13. Greenville, 1902, G+ RFD 1D/2 (UNLISTED type; bit ruff trim R into stamp) dry goods store printed cc (Bright Hope, TN) on cvr. E $14
TN-14. Greenville, Tusculum Rural Sta., 1912, G+ magenta RFD 10PA (UNLISTED type) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TN-15. Greenville, ca.1901, G+ RFD 1/7 (UNLISTED route; MISSPELLING; year not struck; trim L) on cvr. E $14
TN-16. Hermitage, 1948, F 4-bar non-standard on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-17. McClain, 1901, G+ CDS/target (93-03) on trimmed, reg'd FRONT ONLY. E $14
TN-18. Mooresburg (Galbraith Rur.Sta.), 1913, F RFD 10R on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TN-19. Nashville, (1815), G oval w/ms "37 1/2" war rate (state partial; toned; soiled cr) on SFL (no contents). E $100 MIN.50
TN-20. Pickel, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (bit stuffer) (98-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TN-21. Pinewood, 1889, G+ blue CDS/w/ornaments in dial; ms killer (54-26) on cvr. E $20
TN-22. Royal Blue, 1955, VG 4-bar (part heavy inked) Last Day P.O. (46-55) on GPC w/PM's note re.town & name. E $15 MIN.8
TN-23. Southall, 1882, VF ms (lower R tip nib) (81-04) on GPC. E $40
TN-24. Spring Hill, 1941, F 4-bar non-standard (lite tone; tears T; crs) 1.5c Prexie on 4.25x5.25" cvr. E $14
TN-25. Tate Springs, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (73-10) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
TN-26. Union Depot, 1867, VF ms (toned; lower L crnr ruff slit; trim R) faulty 3c (56-87) on 2.25x5" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
TN-27. Westmoreland, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; part lite water tone) as transit b/s on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6

TEKS
TX-1. Ben Franklin, 1949, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard on cacheted unadd.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TX-2. Blanco, ca.1884, VG CDS/cork on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TX-3. Blum, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar non-standard (year omitted; message into dial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-4. Bonney, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (near VF; B tips nick; toned) (89-20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TX-5. Lot 2) Bovina, 1909, G CDS/"sun" non-standard; 1 w/date/state obscured on stamp, "sun" about 50% complete (partly off edge; toned); 1 w/mostly complete dial, killer mostly not struck; on PPCs. E $15 MIN.8
TX-6. Brackettville, 1919, G+ DCDS non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-7. Brazoria, [1870], G+ CDS/target (state partial; trim R) on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
TX-8. Buckner, 1908, G+ 4-bar (84-19) on PPC. E $24
TX-9. Burton, 1911, VG magenta CDS/target non-standard (slight stutter) on 2c PSE to Germany. E $14
TX-10. Chicota, 1910, VG 4-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-11. Christoval, 1943, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (tear T; bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-12. Cleveland, 1908, G+ CDS/circled grid non-standard (part on stamp; killer partly off) on PPC. E $14
TX-13. Cleveland, 1918, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (near F; part toned; edge tear T) on PC. E $14
TX-14. Click, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (80-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-15. Coppell, 1910, VG duplex non-standard (part o/s by partial 2nd strike; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-16. Cottonwood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (83-58) on PPC. E $8
TX-17. DeBerry, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) on PPC. E $6
TX-18. Elmdale, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; crs; lower L tip nib) as recd (05-27) on PPC. E $8
TX-19. Goodlett, 1932, G+ 4-bar non-standard (state very weak) (09-58) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TX-20. Grand Falls, 1910, G+ CDS/target non-standard (bit lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
TX-21. Hearne, 1870s, VG+ CDS/cork on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TX-22. Hugo, 1901, VF CDS/target (96-09) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
TX-23. Keisler, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 w/blank slug for day (LKD; dial bit hi; toned) (05-15) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TX-24. Keith, 1890, VF ms (upper R tip ruff) (81-15) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
TX-25. Kentucky Town, 1914, G+ 4-bar (54-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-26. Lamasco, 1910, VG RFD 11A (lite tone) ms town/state/date (86-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-27. Lamasco, 1911, G+ CDS/Rec'd as origin (lite tone) (86-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-28. Lane City, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (o/s; 2 tone spots) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-29. Lindale, 1908, G+ Doane 2/11 (edge tear T) on PPC. E $6
TX-30. Llano, [1876], G+ ms (lite; trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TX-31. Marianna, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (07-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-32. Mason, [1875], VG CDS/target on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TX-33. Milford, 1867, VF ms (ruff L) on cvr. E $20
TX-34. Millheim, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (stamp gone, affects bars; lite tone) (56-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-35. Mumford, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-36. New Ulm, 1909, VG RFD 11A/3 (lite tone) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-37. Omen, [1891], G+ CDS/target (year partial; lite tone; trim R to stamp) (80-06) on PSE. E $20
TX-38. Pflugerville, ca.1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (year partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
TX-40. Sachse, 1909, G+ duplex (92-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-41. Sealy, [1907], G+ magenta DCDS non-standard (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-42. Tarpon, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit smear) (96-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
TX-43. Umbarger, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part ruff trim R; part lite water tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TX-44. Uvalde, 1883, G+ blue CDS/cork (near VG+) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TX-45. Vincent, 1950, VF 4-bar (07-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-46. Von Ormy, [1905] (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/2 (year partial; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-47. Wellington, 1911, VF CDS/target non-standard (R tip tone) on PPC. E $14
TX-48. White Mound/Grayson Co., 1882, G+ magenta double oval (trim R to stamp) on PSE. E $60
TX-49. Whitt, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

UTAH

UT-1. Adamsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) (68/54) on PPC. E $6
UT-2. Bingham Canyon, 1903, G+ RFD 1B/2 (bit ruff trim R; stamp damaged; bit lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $20
UT-4. Callao, 1899, G+ CDS/target; 5c Grant (93-60) on cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
UT-5. Coalville, ca.1992, G+ magenta 40mm CDS non-standard (year partial; lower R tip nib) on 4.25x7.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
UT-6. Fillmore, 1908, G+ purple CDS/cork non-standard as recd b/s on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
UT-7. Gandy, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (06-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-8. Garfield, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit o/s) as recd (05-57) on PPC. E $6
UT-9. Goshen, 1911, VF 4-bar; 2c Wash. on PPC to Denmark. E $15 MIN.8
UT-10. Hoytsville, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (64/37) on PPC. E $8
UT-11. Milburn, 1912, VG 4-bar (bit o/s; part toned; crs) as recd (95-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
UT-12. Modena, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc & part of date on stamp; toned; tip crs) (01-74) on PPC. E $8
UT-13. Moroni, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
UT-14. Plateau, 1887, F TCDS/maltese (bit ruff trim R, barely in stamp) 10c banknote (84-05) on reg’d 2c PSE. E $100
UT-15. Providence, 1882, G+ CDS/neg.star (killer weak; bit lite tone; trim L) on PSE to Bear's Mouth, MT (75-92). E $40
UT-16. Slaterville, 1893, G+ CDS/fancy wheel (68/02) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
UT-17. Spring Canyon, 1954, VG 4-bar (25-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-18. Springville, 1909, G+ rimless duplex (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-20. White Canyon, 1954, F+ 4-bar (52-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

VERMONT
VT-3. Barton Landing, ca.1868, G+ blue CDS/grid w/ms day (lower R tip clip) 3c grill (50-09) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VT-4. Branch, 1895, VG+ CDS/target (lite tone; tiny tear L) (83/18) on cvr. E $50
VT-5. Charlotte, 1914, G+ CDS/target non-standard on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-6. Dorset, 1924, G+ 4-bar non-standard (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-7. East Corinth, [1858], G+ blue CDS (EARLY; lower L tip nib) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VT-9. East Poultney, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (bit heavy inked; red tone spot in dial; bit cr) on PPC. E $8
VT-10. East Thetford, Vt.R.F.D., [1920], VF RFD 3PC straight-line h/s as routing instruction on PPC to Pompanoosuc & fwd. E $20
VT-11. Fairfax, 1912, F+ 4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-12. Forestdale, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi) on cvr w/enc. E $8
VT-13. Gaysville, 1926, G+ DCDS non-standard (date/state on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-14. Hardwick, ca.1863, F CDS w/EAST excised from L arc; "PAID" killer (bit lite tone; trim L) (10/67) on cvr. E $20
VT-15. Hardwick, [1864], VG DCDS w/ornaments; BOLD "PAID" killer (trim R) (10/67) on cvr. E $20
VT-16. Manchester Center, ca.1924, VF DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-17. Mount Mansfield, 1947, F 4-bar (dial bit hi) (01-56) on REAL PHOTO PPC (hotel on moutain). E $15 MIN.8
VT-18. North Ferrisburg, 1910, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-21. Perkinsville, 1919, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-22. Putney, 1907, VG+ RFD 11/2 (lite tone) complete ms; "Postage due 1 cent" written by carrier, apparently applied in transit & partly covered by bit faulty 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VT-23. Queen City Park, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit stutter; small ink spot on B edge) (97-31) on PPC. E $6
VT-24. South Woodstock, 1913, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-25. Wardsboro, 1944, VG CDS/target non-standard (bit heavy inked) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VT-26. West Corinth, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; lite crs; tiny tear T) (60-54) on PPC. E $6

VIRGINIA
VA-1. Aden, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1/1 (# not struck) as recd (90-08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-2. Atkins, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $8
VA-3. Atlees Station (abbreviated as "Atlees"), [1880], VF ms; 2c +1c banknotes (67/92) on cvr. E $20
VA-4. Atwell, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "WEL" mostly off; lite tone) (02-07) on PPC. E $50
VA-5. Baynesville, 1887, VF ms (ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (1859/1969) on PSE. E $20
VA-6. Beach, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (dial bit hi; part o/s; "HI" on stamp; lite tone; crnr cr) (90-54) on PPC. E $6
VA-7. Berkley ("Berkly" variant), 1885, VF ms (toned) (82-06) on GPC datelined Craney Island Roads. E $40
VA-8. Black Lick, 1885, VF ms (ruff R) (73/90) on cvr. E $40
VA-10. Bloomfield, 1896, G+ CDS (trim L) as recd b/s (17-07) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
VA-11. Botetourt Springs, [1881], G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) (27/85) on black-border MOURNING cvr w/Highland Falls/Orange Co., NY, VG+ sawtooth DCDS as fwd. E $24 MIN.12
VA-12. Bradleys Store, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F+; bit lite tone) (79-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-13. Buford, [1875], VF ms (35-76) on cvr. E $20
VA-14. Castle Craig, [1874], VF ms (part ruff slit T; tear T, into canx) (40/04) on cvr. E $15
VA-15. Chambissburg, 1897, G+ CDS/target (part ruff trim R; lite tone) (33-09) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
VA-16. Check, 1947, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard (lite tone; bit uneven trim R; no flap) on
commer.cvr to Santa Claus at Roanoke TV station. E $14
VA-17. Christians, 1909, F blue PROVISIONAL non-standard h/s (EARLY, before receipt of official
canceller; lite tone) (09-23) on PPC. E $20
VA-18. Chula Depot (abbreviated as "Chula"), 1858, VF ms (EARLY) (57-03) on PSE. E $40
VA-19. Clover Depot, [1868], G+ CDS/target (54-94) on 2.25x5.25" cvr w/enc. E $30
VA-20. Coal Hill, 1878, G+ ms (state/date obscured on stamps) strip/3x 1c banknotes (37-03) on
cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
VA-22. Deatonsville? (cancx clearly reads "Deansvill"), 1870s, VF ms w/state repeated in place
do: "March Va" (about 25% of stamp gone; no flap) (12/06) on cvr to Alexandria.
Deatonsville is best guess, as no other town name is close. A mystery. E $20
VA-23. Domino, 1908, VG+ CDS/cork (96-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-24. Dragonville, 1881, VF ms town/date (address much faded; lower L edge ruff) strip/3x 1c
banknotes (1874-1975) on cvr w/faded enc. E $24 MIN.12
VA-25. East Radford, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone; trim R) 2c Colum. (91-38) on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
VA-26. Falmouth, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 ("TH" on stamp; upper R tip ruff; part ruff slit R) 2x 5c
Lincoln (1794-1963) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-27. Farrington, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; part o/s) (83-34) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $20
VA-28. Figsboro, 1908, G+ Doane 1/1 (near VF) (79-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-29. Fleetwood Academy, 1850s, VG ms (lite tone) 3c imperf (39/66) on 2.75x4.5" cvr w/enc. E
$24 MIN.12
VA-30. Fulks Run, 1908, G+ duplex non-standard (worn letters; dial bit hi; crnr cr) on PPC. E
$14
VA-31. Glen Echo, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 as recd (06-52) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-32. Gloucester C.H., [1867], G+ blue CDS/target (94-93) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
VA-33. Harrisonburg, Mount Clinton Rural Sta., 1918, G+ RFD 10NC/var w/all capital, serifed
letters (date partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
VA-34. Hemlock, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (slight stutter) (04-14) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $20
MIN.10
VA-35. Houston, 1894, VG CDS/target (lite cr) (90-20) on PSE. E $15
VA-36. Jamaica (MISSPELLED "JAMIACA"), 1884, VF ms (no flap) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
VA-37. Jamestown, 1908, G+ Doane 2 CDS w/sponge killer (LKU) (1800-1972) on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
VA-38. Jeffress Store, 1856, VF ms (lite tone) (10/95) on TURNED PSE w/add.from 2nd (stampless)
use on inside. E $80 MIN.40
VA-39. Long Glade, 1907, F 4-bar (37/11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-40. Lorraine, 1921, F+ 4-bar tying 12c Frank.solo (82/29) on reg'd cvr; 2 VF strikes on
back. E $15 MIN.8
VA-41. Luckets, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (90-59) on PPC. E $6
VA-42. Lynnhaven, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (part ruff trim R; lite tone) as recd b/s (86-60) on cvr.
E $6
VA-43. Massanutton, 1875, VF ms (trim L) (30-04) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
VA-44. Meter, 1908, G+ CDS/target (03-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-45. Mica, 1913, VG 4-bar non-standard (uneven toned) (04-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-46. Midvale, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (83-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-47. Mount Vernon on the Potomac, 1905, VF Doane 2/2 (o/s) (78-28) on PPC. E $6
VA-49. National Soldiers Home, 1906, G+ CDS/cork (75-32) on PPC. E $8
VA-50. National Soldiers Home, 1907, F CDS w/4 triangles killer (75-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-51. Nicklesville, 1950, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (tip cr) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-52. Nuss, 1912, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (03-25) on PPC. E $20
VA-53. Old Church, 1868, VF ms town/date; 3c grill (1829-1943) on cvr w/enc. E $20
VA-54. Paul, 1910, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; dial grill hi) (05-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-55. Petersburg, 1883, VF CDS/circled star on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-56. Port Republic, 1909, VG RFD 11C/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone; tip crs) ms route/date on PPC. E
$8
VA-57. Proctor's Creek, 1878, VF ms (ruff R, just in 1c stamp) 2c +1c banknotes (43/80) on cvr.
E $60
VA-58. Ringgold, 1868, F ms (lite soiled) on cvr. E $14
VA-59. Ruther Glen, 1850s, VF ms (toned) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
VA-60. Saint Elmo, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (95-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-61. Sandy Bottom, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (no flap) strip/3x 1c banknotes (2 faulty) (35-09) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-63. Silcotts Springs, 1904, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (76-11) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
VA-64. Singer Glen, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (lower L tip ruff; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
VA-65. Skyland, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (EKU) (95-44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-66. Skyron, 1907, F 4-bar (upper L edge scuffs; lite tone) (94-17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-67. Snyder, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/2 (89-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-68. Somerton, 1891, G+ CDS/target (near F+; lite tone) (23/11) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
VA-69. Special, 1908, G+ CDS/target (02-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-70. Springcreek, 1903, G+ RFD 2B/34 (edge tear T) on cvr. E $20
VA-71. Springcreek, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (toned) (68-40) on PPC. E $6
VA-72. Stuarts Draft, 1921, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (message partly into dial; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-73. Terrys Fork, 1915, VG 4-bar (79-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-74. Theological Seminary, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R) 2c Colum. (41/14) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-75. Waskeys Mills, 1868, VF ms (trim L; bit toned) 3c grill (54-04) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
VA-76. Wier, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; cr) (95-08) on PPC. E $40
VA-77. Wilton, 1879, VF ms; 3x 1c banknotes (75-51) on cvr. E $20

WASHINGTON
WA-1. Alger, 1917, G+ 4-bar (12-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-2. Brighton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (01-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-4. Center, 1910, F 4-bar (toned) as rec'd (90-19) on reg.pack.rect.card w/Hadlock G+ Doane 2/4 origin. E $8
WA-5. Christopher, 1912, G+ 4-bar (edge tear R; lite tone; bit cr) Christopher Nurseries cc (87-17) on PSE to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
WA-6. Herman Blome, P.M./Cleveland, 1894, G+ magenta CDS/target (trim T to stamp; upper R crnr & part of stamp toned) (81-15) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
WA-7. Cokedale, 1901, VG CDS (bit ruff L) as rec'd b/s (94-04) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
WA-8. Delrio, 1908, G+ 4-bar (bit smear; lite tone) (04-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-10. Dole, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG; crs) as rec'd (98-21) on PPC; bit o/s by Heisson VG Doane 2/1 origin. E $14
WA-11. Elbe, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 as rec'd on PPC. E $6
WA-12. Espanola, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (06-77) on PPC. E $6
WA-13. Fern Hill, 1902, G+ CDS (LITE strike; ruff R) as rec'd b/s (90-10) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WA-14. Fort Casey, 1914, G+ 4-bar (00-32) on REAL PHOTO PPC: view of Ft. Casey thru trees. E $20
WA-15. Fort Casey, 1915, F 4-bar (00-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-16. Hadlock, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 ("K" not struck) on cvr. E $6
WA-17. Hartford, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (90-53) on PPC. E $6
WA-18. Helena, 1910, G+ 4-bar (few scuff spots in message & add., before mailed) (07-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-19. Index, 1937, G+ 7-bar non-standard (lite tone) on commer cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WA-20. Inglewood, 1910, VG CDS/cork (stamp fault, not affecting canx) (89-23) on PPC. E $14
WA-21. Irondale, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG; bit stutter; lite tone; crs) (81/20) on PPC. E $14
WA-22. Lacrosse, 1934, VG 4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; trim R; ink smear by return add.) on commer cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WA-23. Lamona, 1910, G+ CDS/target non-standard (state mostly not struck; part stutter; tip cr) (95-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-24. Longmire, 1934, F 4-bar non-standard w/LONG bars (town partly struck on return add.) (08-61) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
WA-27. O'Brien, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; multi-crs; tear B) (90-20) on PPC. E $14
WA-28. Oak Point, 1909, G+ 4-bar (51-37) on PPC. E $6
WA-29. Park, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/2 (thin tone line) (84/25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-30. Port Blakeley, 1907, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) (90/58) on PPC. E $14
WA-31. Pullman, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-32. Raymond, 1909, VG DCDS/Doane 3/1 non-standard on PPC. E $15
WA-33. Reardon, 1908, VG CDS/target non-standard (toned; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-34. Riverside, 1911, F 4-bar non-standard (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-35. Seattle (Sta.No.10), 1925, VG+ red DCDS as origin b/s (tears T & R; crs) on reg'd #10 cvr. E $14
WA-36. Seaview, 1948, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/smaller dial on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-37. Seaview, 1951, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/larger dial; Hotel Shelburne typed cc on commer.cvr. E $14
WA-38. Silvana, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/4 non-standard "mimic" (EKU; part stutter) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-40. Sisco, 1908, F+ CDS/target (02-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-41. Sisco, 1911, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (02-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WA-42. Spangle, ca.1910, VG RFD 11D/2 ms route only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-43. Thorp, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 ("P" on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WA-44. Three Lakes, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year not struck) (03-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-45. Three Lakes, 1910, G+ 4-bar (year spotty; o/w F+) (03-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-46. Turner, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (04-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-47. Twisp, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-48. West Seattle, 1904, G+ duplex as recd b/s (89-08) on PC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-49. Westbranch, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (91-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-50. White Salmon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
WA-51. Wilson, 1909 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (91-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-52. Winslow, 1907 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/3 (03/59) on PPC. E $8
WA-53. Woodland, 1908, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6

WEST VIRGINIA

SV-1. Alma, 1911, VG Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
SV-3. Anthony, 1911, G+ magenta Doane 3/3 (# partly off R; date on stamp; toned) (01-88) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SV-4. Bargers Springs, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned; tip cr) (78-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SV-6. Bertha, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (toned) as recd (08-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SV-8. Camden On Gauley, 1910, VG+ 4-bar non-standard (near VF) on GPC. E $14
SV-9. Camden on Gauley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SV-10. Charmco, 1954, VG DCDS/4-bar non-standard (slight stutter; lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SV-11. Churchville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit stutter; crs; lite tone; lower L crnr scuff) (83-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SV-12. Clifftop, 1909, G+ 4-bar (pinholes; crs) (89-83) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SV-13. Dobbin, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG; bit lite tone) (84-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SV-14. Elm Grove, [1934], G+ DCDS non-standard (gum tone) as recd b/s on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SV-15. Fleek, 1893, VF ms (ruff R; lite tone) 2c Colum. (85-94) on cvr. E $120 MIN.60
SV-16. Freed, 1954, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (86-54) on GPC w/PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6
SV-18. Glady, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard (slight stutter; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SV-20. Hall, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (81-64) on PPC. E $6
SV-22. Kanawha Station, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (TONED) (65/38) on PPC. E $6
WV-23. Kingmont, 1908, G+ Doane 2/7 (dial bit hi; lite tone; ink spot by add.) on PPC. E $6
WV-24. Lock Seven, 1907, F Doane 2/3 as recd (89-26) on PPC. E $8
WV-25. Loda, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial; bit lite tone) (04-17) on PPC. E $20
WV-26. Mathias, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
WV-27. McCauley, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (1" tear T; lite tone; lower R tip nib) (03-42) on PPC. E $6
WV-29. Odd, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-30. Pancake, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("CA" & "E" mostly not struck; o/w F+; toned) (11-12) on PPC. AS IS for strike, but ID SURE. E $120
WV-31. Red Jacket, 1930, VG+ DCDS w/4 dotted lines killer non-standard (near VF; date bit heavy inked) on GPC. E $14
WV-32. Reeses Mill, 1899, VG CDS/target (lite tone) 2c Trans-Miss (79-33) on mourning cvr w/very thin black border on flaps. E $15 MIN.8
WV-33. Reynoldsville, 1912, VG+ violet Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
WV-34. Rockport, 1907, F Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
WV-35. Rockport, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (bit heavy ink; lower R crnr scuff & bit short; lite tone; pencil scrabbles on message/address) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-36. Springfield, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; bit o/s; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
WV-37. Sulphur, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tip cr) (97-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-38. Summers, 1897, G+ CDS/target (part lite soiled; edge tear R) (93-16) on cvr. E $20
WV-40. Vanvoorhis, ca.1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (year mostly not struck) (94-53) on PPC. E $6
WV-41. Waldo, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (part lite tone; tip cr) (91-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-42. Welcome, 1909, VF 4-bar (84-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-43. Whipple, 1954, F magenta 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (03-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-44. Winston, 1884, VG ms (trim R; lite tone) (56/00) on cvr. E $50

WISCONSIN / Need "Going for the Mail: A History of Door County Post Offices"? We have it!
WI-1. Almond, 1909, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard (stamp fault, about 20% piece off; toned; lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-2. Alois, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s) as recd (05-29) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-3. Basco, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 (uneven toned; tear R; tip crs) (89-54) on PPC. E $6
WI-4. Beetown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
WI-5. Beloit, [1913], VG RFD 11F/31 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-6. Brigsville, 1860s, VF ms (lite soiled; part lite tone) on cvr. E $20
WI-7. Bristol, [1869], G+ CDS/target (upper L tip ruff) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WI-10. Buffalo, [1865], F+ CDS (no flap) (58-04) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
WI-11. Burke, 1909, G+ 4-bar (54/19) on PPC. E $20
WI-12. Calamine, 1910, VG 4-bar (1857-1957) on PPC. E $6
WI-13. Calhoun, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (82-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-14. Cecil, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (year partial; o/w VF) on PPC. E $6
WI-15. Cedargrove, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $6
WI-16. Chippewa Falls, ca.1860, G+ balloon CDS on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
WI-17. Devils Lake, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (L arc lite) (03-28) on reg.ret.rect.card. E $8
WI-18. Disco, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (92-40) on PPC. E $8
WI-19. Dousman, 1909, G+ 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-20. Eagleton, Chippewa Co., 1882, VG blue octagon/ms (ruff R, in 2c) 1c +bit faulty 2c banknotes (77-03) on cvr. E $70
WI-21. Eden, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (uneven heavy toned; tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-22. Eden, 1951, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WI-23. Elderon, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (upper R tip nib; tip tear R) as recd (1888-1995) on PPC. E $6
WI-24. Elm Grove, 1937, VG 4-bar non-standard w/long bars (part on stamp; slight stutter) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WI-25. Flintville, 1892, G+ CDS (70-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

WI-26. Flintville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VF; crnr cr) (70-12) on PPC. E $20

WI-27. Fox River, 1910, G+ 4-bar (66-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-28. Genoa Junction, 1907, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (74-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-29. Gotham, 1925, VG 4-bar non-standard (slight stutter; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-30. Grand Marsh, 1912, G+ purple CDS/target non-standard w/tiny 24mm dial (LITE strike; toned; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


WI-33. Harrison, 1892, G+ CDS/target (tiny tear L) Wisconsin Valley Lumber Co.cc (88-94) on PPC. E $75

WI-34. Harvey, 1881, G+ magenta CDS/maltese (killer partial) (77-04) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

WI-35. Holcombe, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (trim R) M.S.M.D.'s cc on cvr w/enc. E $8

WI-36. Ipswich, 1909, VG 4-bar as fwd (86-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-37. Juneau, [1880], G+ CDS w/BOLD Roman numeral "V" killer on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-38. Lenroot, 1911, G+ 4-bar (scuff spot on add.; lite tone) as recd (09-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-39. Liberty, [1856], VF ms (slight ruff R) fancy albino embossed border; 3c imperf (46-63) on cvr w/enc. E $250 MIN.130

WI-40. Madge, 1916, VG+ 4-bar (crnr cr) (91-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

WI-41. Merritts Landing, 1891, VF magenta CDS/ms (RUUF upper L, in cc; AS IS for that) (78-91) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15

WI-42. Mount Horeb (Perry Rural Sta.), 1908, VG+ RDF 10QB on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-43. Neosho, 1907, F+ Doane 3/5 (trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $8

WI-44. North Pepin, 1850s, G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s ("PIN" spotty) (54-57) on stampless cvr. E $180 MIN.90

WI-45. Ontario, 1915, VF 4-bar non-standard (crs; bit tone; lower L tip wear) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-46. Phillips/Price Co., 1882, VG CDS (part ruff trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $20

WI-47. Potter, 1909, VG+ duplex non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-48. Redcliff, 1907, F+ 4-bar (98-11) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

WI-49. Reedsville/Grimms Rur.Sta., 1957, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/TIME in 2nd BAR (upper R arc mostly not struck, affects "ILLE" & state) (55-64) on commer.GPC. E $20

WI-50. Retreat, 1880s, F CDS w/ms killer (ruff R, well into 2c stamp portrait; tone speck) pair 5c Garfield +damaged 2c brown, partly wrapped around T edge (55/0) on reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.15

WI-51. Richland City, [1859], G+ balloon CDS (upper R tip nick; horiz.cr, thru stamp) 3c Sc.25 (50-87) on cvr w/"Pension Office" G+ DCDS as recd at lower L. E $120

WI-52. Riley, 1909, G+ CDS/target (82-40) on PPC. E $8

WI-53. Roche a Cree, 1862, VF ms (trim L) (56-05) on cvr. E $40

WI-54. Saint Nazianz, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6

WI-55. Schleisingerville, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) (50-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-56. Shopiere, 1870s, G+ purple CDS/target (trim R) 10c banknote (49-19) on reg'd 3c PSE. E $30 MIN.15

WI-57. Split Rock, 1910, VG 4-bar (89-35) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WI-58. Spring Lake, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (52-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-59. Spruce, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (84-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

WI-60. Stockbridge, 1933, F 4-bar ty.E (LATE) Stockbridge & Sherwood Tel.Co.cc (58/33) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

WI-61. Superior/Allouez Sta., 1907, G+ duplex non-standard (upper L arc partial, affects town) 1c Sc.300 on PPC to Canada. E $12 MIN.6

WI-62. Teresita, 1907, VF Doane 1/1 (UNLISTED) DISCOVERY COPY (03-07) on PPC. E $120 MIN.60

WI-63. Tower Hill, 1911, G+ 4-bar (08-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

WI-64. Tripoli, 1916, VF 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14

WI-65. Wabeno, 1922, VG 4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; uneven heavy toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-66. Wabeno, 1946, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard w/larger letters on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WI-67. Waukesha, ca.1907, VG RDF 11F/7 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $8
WI-69. Wyocena, 1947, F 4-bar non-standard (crs) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WYOMING

WY-1. Arvada, 1926, VG 4-bar non-standard (bit cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
WY-3. Carter, 1912, G+ purple 4-bar non-standard (lite tone; scuffs upper L crnr) (69/67) on PPC. E $14
WY-4. Clearmont, 1918, G+ 4-bar non-standard ("C" mostly not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-5. Cowley, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-6. Cowley, 1916, G+ 4-bar non-standard (bit ruff slit L; lite tone) on cvr. E $16
WY-7. Fort Fred Steele, 1908, G+ 4-bar (R arc on stamp) (68/67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-8. Fort Fred Steele, 1909, VG 4-bar (68/67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-10. Fort Washakie, 1950, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp; edge tears T, 1 in rim; return add.part smear) on 4x5.25" commer.air cvr. E $16
WY-11. Jenny Lake, 1962, VG+ 4-bar (LATE; dial bit hi) (26-62) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-12. Kearney, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (81/36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-13. Little America, 1964, VG 4-bar (EARLY) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-14. Little Horse Creek, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; part on stamp; lite tone) (85-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WY-15. Mountain View, 1912, G+ purple CDS/target non-standard ("EW" on stamp; o/w F+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-16. Rancaster, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 w/1-digit year slug ("TER" on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-17. Saint Joe, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; part o/s; toned) as recd (05-20) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WY-18. Superior, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-19. Sweetwater, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (96-15) on PPC. E $15
WY-20. Torrington, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-21. Winton, 1932, VG 4-bar (25-55) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WY-22. Wolf, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ADVERTISING

AD-1. Huntsville, AL, 1897, G duplex (town partial; ruff R to stamp) Huntsville Wholesale Nurseries illus.ad cc (pears) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-2. Anchorage, AK, 1941, VF Int'1 (stamp nick) "Alaska/The Last Frontier" photo illus.bear at L; illus.walrus on back on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-3. Bisbee, AZ, 1913, VFF Amer/B14(1) (edge tear R) Copper Queen Hotel logo cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-4. Hot Springs National Park, AR, 1947, VG Int'1; Maurice Bath House text ad at L on ad PPC (Bath House, Entrance to Gov't Reservation). E $15 MIN.8
AD-5. Culver City, CA, [1947], F meter w/"The Paradise Case" slogan ad; Vanguard Studio cc on PPC (actor Jos.Cotton). E $15 MIN.8
AD-6. Los Angeles, CA, 1901, VG Int'1 (toned; upper R tip clip) Baker & Hamilton/Agricultural Implements/Vehicles illus.ad (buggy) lc green on cvr. E $15
AD-7. Los Angeles, CA, 1915, G+ PPIE slogan; Jas.Sinclair, Entomologist cc w/49x22mm illus.moth on cvr. E $20
AD-8. Los Angeles, CA, 1941, VF Univ.; RKO Radio Pictures illus.logo ad cc on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-9. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1926, F Univ. (crnr crs) Tama Trading Co.salesman's notice at L on 3.25x6.25" BLOTTER mailed as POSTCARD. RARE. E $20
AD-10. Oakland, CA, 1925, VF Univ.; Ed. Jones & Co.illus.ad on back (skyline & transportation) on GPC to Smith & Wesson: "If you cannot keep your promise on delivery please return our revolver & money sent you". E $20
AD-11. Oakland, CA, 1940, VF Univ. (tear in window) Laher Spring & Tire Corp.cc; illus.Gillette Ambassador Tire; overall illus.back ad (battery & other parts) on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-12. Pasadena, CA, 1950, G+ Univ.; India Gospel League illus.ad w/message from "Mother Eaton" on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-13. Sacramento, CA, 1901, G+ Barr-Fyke/C4-121a (trim R) Sacramento Pharmacy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-14. (San Francisco), CA, [1890], VG cork only (tears L; edge crs) American State Reports/Bancroft-Whitney ad cc; 1c blue on cvr w/enc.16-pg.ad pamphlet & order form. E $15 MIN.8
AD-16. Santa Barbara, CA, 1939, G+ DCDS/roller; Commercial Transfer Co.illus.ad (truck) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-17. Central City, CO, 1925, G+ duplex (no flap) Jenkins-McKay Hardware cc; 1c Frank. on local cvr w/letterhead enc. E $14
AD-18. Colorado Springs, CO, 1910, VG Int'l; Giddings Bros.(furniture) text ad at L on Macey Bookcases ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-19. Cortez, CO, 1920, G+ duplex; Montezuma Valley Irrigation Dist.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-20. Denver, CO, [1890], partial duplex (tear R; lite tone) Denver Fire Clay Co.illus.ad (furnace) on cvr. E $15
AD-21. Denver, CO, 1893, G Int'l (tip cr) Colorado Fule & Iron Co.order acknowledgement w/long list of conditions on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-22. Denver, CO, 1893, VG duplex (tip crs) Colorado Fule & Iron Co.order acknowledgement w/long list of conditions on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-23. Denver, CO, 1898, G+ Barry (tiny tear R) F.A.Bailey Stock Brokers illus.ad (Mining Exchange Bldg) 1c green on unsealed cvr. E $14
AD-24. Denver, CO, ca.1900, G+ Barry w/dateless dial (lite tone; part ruff L; tear R) Bertha Gold Mining & Milling Co.cc; 1c green on cvr. E $16
AD-25. Denver, CO, 1905, VF Int'l; Knight-Campbell Music Co.illus.ad (knight & camel) on cvr. E $14
AD-26. Denver, CO, 1940, F Univ. (crs) Midland Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-27. Denver, CO, ca.1950s, G+ meter CC-50067 w/"Sec.34.66,P.L. & R." below; Cyclomatic Frigidaire text ad w/Becker Appliance Co.h/s below on ad PPC (refrigerator). E $14
AD-28. Greeley, CO, 1890, partial duplex (bit ruff trim L) The Irrigation Pump Co.illus.ad (pump) on cvr. E $24
AD-29. Greeley, CO, 1911, VF Int'l; Model Milling Elevator Co.illus.ad at L (flour bag) on PPC. E $14
AD-30. Greeley, CO, 1932, partial Univ.; Camfield Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-31. Idaho Springs, CO, 1908, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; ruff R) J.W.Boyd, Great Sachem, cc; Great Council of Colo.Improved Order of Redmen illus.logo ad (Indians) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20
AD-32. Trinidad, CO, 1913, G+ Amer/B14 (bit ruff trim T; lite tone) Columbian Hotel illus.ad (sign & lantern) 2c Pan-Pac on cvr. E $14
AD-33. (Clintonville), CT, ca.1880s, VG cork killer only (bit ruff L; nick B) Geo.S.Vibbert & Co./Cards & Novelties fancy ad cc; 1c Sc.212 on cvr w/9 encs.(1 faulty) inc.black minstrel caricature & various sample calling cards. E $30
AD-34. Wilmington, DE, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (no flap; upper L bit toned) Walton, Whann & Co./Super Phosphate illus.ad (bag) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-35. Washington, DC, 1896, VF Amer/D13(3) (ruff R & other edge faults; toned)
Geo.E.Lemon/Atty.cc w/text ad at L on #10 cvr w/encs. E $12 MIN.6
AD-36. Washington, DC, 1935, VG Int'l; Nat'l League of District Postmasters/Nat'l Sec'y illus.logo cc (flag & mail bag) on cvr. E $14
AD-37. Apopka, FL, 1933, G+ Univ. (trim R) Orange Hatchery illus.ad (black chick on orange) on cvr. E $14
AD-38. Orlando, FL, ca.1950s, G+ Univ. (B edge scuff) "Ditto's New D-14 Liquid Duplicator" text ad at L on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-39. (Stuart), FL, 1983, canxed W.Palm Beach G+ machine; Rotary Club logo on House of Refuge PPC. E $8
AD-40. Brunswick, GA, 1931, VF Univ.; Ritz Theatre ad: "Clara Bow in Kick In/also Laurel & Hardy/Fox News... Gary Cooper & Carol Lombard in 'I Take This Woman'..." & more on GPC Sc.UX27.
E $20
AD-41. Hilo, HI, 1951, VG+ duplex (upper L crnr slit; lite tone) Hirose
Nurseries/Anthuriums-Orchids illus.ad cc (house & produce) on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-42. Boise, ID, 1911, VG Amer/B14dd; Idanha Hotel printed message at L on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-43. Idaho Falls, ID, 1905, G duplex (upper R arc spotty) Farmers' Co-Operative Live Stock Ass'n cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-44. Bloomington, IL, 1889, G+ duplex (trim R) Chicago Coal & Lumber Co.fancy ad cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-45. (Bloomington, IL, ca.1890, F target only (tiny tear R) Dr.C.Wakefield & Co./Wakefield's Family Medicines cc; 1c blue on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-46. Chicago, IL, 1870s, VG duplex (trim R; horiz.cr) Thos.Kane School Furniture & Supplies illus.ad (3 school desks) on cvr. E $20
AD-47. Chicago, IL, 1884, G+ Wesson H(1l) (trim R) Rumford Chemical Works cc w/products list; small illus.silhouette at B on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-48. Chicago, IL, 1887, G+ duplex (trim R; lite tone) Price Baking Powder Co.illus.ad (baking powder can; flavoring extracts bottle) on cvr. E $20
AD-49. Chicago, IL, 1888, G+ duplex (ruff R; lite tone) Streets Western Stable Car Line illus.ad (boxcar) on cvr. E $20
AD-50. Chicago, IL, 1889, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R; bit cr) B.F.Sturtevant Blowers illus.ad (blower) on cvr. E $14
AD-51. Chicago, IL, 1892, F Int'l (trim R; upper L tip ruff; lite tone) Chas.H.Besly ad cc w/illus.products; overall text ad on back on cvr. E $14
AD-52. Chicago, IL, 1894, F Int'l; Hunter W.Finch & Co.Coal cc in SAME COLOR as stamp on 1c Colum.PSE. E $20
AD-54. Chicago, IL, 1898, F Amer/B14(1); Dannemillers Cordova Coffee illus.ad (coffe package) 1c green on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-55. Chicago, IL, 1901, G+ Int'l; Illinois Nail Co.text ad on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-56. Chicago, IL, 1903, F Int'l (edge tear R) Wells & Nellegar Hardware illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $14
AD-57. Chicago, IL, 1905, F Int'l (lite tone; part soiled; part ruff B; no flap; AS IS for cvr faults) Columbia Investment Co.cc; lite orange illus.ad in center (Sphinx & pyramids) on #10 cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc., & part faulty ad enc.w/32 photo illus.of houses & commer.blgds. E $14
AD-58. Chicago, IL, 1906, VG Int'l (bit ruff L) Sherman Bros.full-color illus.ad (Gona & Shahib Mocha/Java packages) illus.ad on back on cvr. E $20
AD-59. Chicago, IL, 1918, G+ Int'l (tiny sealed spindle) Fitzpatrick Bros Soap Mfrs color illus.ad (Kitchen Klenzer can) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-60. Chicago, IL, 1918, VF Int'l; Operola Sales Co.illus.ad (upright console crank phonograph) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-61. Chicago, IL, 1923, G+ Univ.; Woman's World illus.ad at L (woman sewing silhouette) & back ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-62. Chicago, IL, 1933, F Univ.; Chicago Engineer Supply Co.illus.ad (locomotive, coal car, passenger car) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-63. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ meter; Armour & Co.cc; illus.black chef & products on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-64. Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns (bit ruff bit) Chas.T.Morrissey & Co.cc; "Drinks For Fairs, Parks, Shows/Now is the Time to Prepare for July 4th..." ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-65. Chicago/Kinzie Sta., IL, 1908, F Int'l (ruff R; just in back ad) Linde Ice Machine ad cc; overall illus.back ad (map of neighborhood showing business location) on cvr. E $24
AD-66. Elk Grove, IL, [1990], printed permit; Lane Bryant/Discover Card ad at L on ad PPC. E $5
AD-67. Geneseo, IL, 1892, G CDS/cork (ruff R to stamp; lite tone; upper L edge water tone) Geneseo House illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $14
AD-68. Kewanee, IL, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (trim L) Milo Doty & Co./Hardware & Cutlery illus.ad (anvil) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15
AD-69. Lynn Center, IL, 1929, G 4-bar (RUFF R, partly in back ad; lite soiled; lite tone) C.E.Peterson cc; "Village Blacksmith Hand Made Butcher Knives & Tools" full-color illus.blacksmith & children; illus.overall back ad (blacksmith & knives) on cvr w/enc. E $15
MIN.8
AD-70. Metamora, IL, 1860s, F CDS/grid (trim R; lower R tip ruff; part lite tone) H.M.Walker Boots & Shoes fancy boxed ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-71. Monticello, IL, ca.1912, partial Amer/B14 (nibbles B; lite tone; lite crs) Pepsin Syrup Co./Dr.Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin illus.ad (portrait on box) on cvr. E $20

AD-72. Peoria, IL, 1885, G CDS/cork (trim R) overall lite blue lined background w/trompe l'œil effect at upper L, "peeled back" to reveal Chas.Fisher Cash Drug Store cc on cvr. E $15

AD-73. Quincy, IL, 1901, G+ Amer/B14(2) (no flap) J.B.Schott Saddlery Co.illus.ad (Noxall kicking mule logo) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-74. Rock Island, IL, 1916, G+ duplex (bit ruff T) Rock Island Argus (newspaper) logo cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-75. Rock Island, IL, 1955, VG magenta DCDs as origin b/s (tiny tear T; staple holes) J.I. Case Co.illus.logo cc (eagle on globe) 5x10c Prexies on reg'd #10 cvr. E $14

AD-76. Saint Charles, IL, 1891, partial CDS/cork (edge tears; bit ruff T w/small rebuild; no flap) Goodhue Wind Engine Co.illus.ad (windmill, grain) 1c blue on cvr. E $20

AD-77. Sterling, IL, [1882], G+ CDS/cork (lite soiled) Edwards Furniture Co.header & printed rect. on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8

AD-78. Sterling, IL, 1907, VG Int'l; Sterling Mfg.Co.rec't w/"Sterling E Quality" on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

AD-79. Van Orin, IL, 1911 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (ruff L; lite tone; crs) W.S.Matteson Maxwell Autos illus.ad cc (car) on cvr. E $14

AD-80. Evansville, IN, [1936], VG precancx (B edge wear on pix side) "Dear Doctor" Mead Johnson & Co./Oleum Percomorphom ad at L on ad PPC (striped bass). E $40

AD-81. Fort Wayne, IN, 1899, VG Amer/B14(2) (bit ruff upper R; bit lite tone) Mayflower Mills illus.ad (mill & ship) on cvr. E $15

AD-82. Fort Wayne, IN, 1918, VF Univ. (upper R edge ruff slit; lite tone) Rub-No-More Co.color illus.ad (Palm Beach White Soap box); overall illus back ad (3 products) on cvr. E $20

AD-83. Hammond, IN, [1991], printed permit; Emporium Dept.Store/Discover Card ad at L on ad PPC. E $5

AD-84. Huntington, IN, 1940, VF meter; Schacht Rubber Mfg./Mfrs of Mechanical Rubber Goods illus.ad (Mrs.Schacht portrait); overall back ad w/illus.factory on cvr. E $15

AD-85. Kendallville, IN, [1874], partial CDS/cork (trim R) Wm.Seifert & Co./City Brewery cc on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

AD-86. Kokomo, IN, 1980, G+ machine (bit ruff slit R) "Jack Forrester's Harley-Davidson/Kawasaki" cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-87. Valparaiso, IN, 1906, G Doremus ty.D (dial hi; trim R) Valparaiso Univ.illus.ad cc (Science Hall) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-88. Wabash, IN, 1941, VG Univ.; B.Walter & Co./Table Slides illus.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-89. Britt, IA, 1917, partial duplex (2 pinholes) Allison Hotel illus.ad (photo of hotel) on cvr. E $14

AD-90. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1898, G+ Amer/B14(1) (part lite tone) National Cracker Co.illus.ad cc (Liberty head); text ad on back on cvr. E $15

AD-91. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1927, G+ Univ. (gum tone) Calder's Van & Storage illus.ad cc (globe); illus.ad on back (warehouse) on cvr. E $15

AD-92. Davenport, IA, 1915, G+ Univ. (tears T; lite tone) Hotel Blackhawk header; overall photo illus.back ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-93. Dubuque, IA, 1860s, G+ blue DCDs/target (trim R; tear R, in stamp) State Bank of Iowa albino embossed cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8


AD-95. Gowrie, IA, 1934, G CDS/cork (lite tone) Andy Linstrom Fine Jewerly illus.ad cc (small watch & eyeglasses) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $14

AD-96. Kent, IA, [1894], G CDS/target (ruff R; toned) Bruning Nursery illus.ad (tree) bit faulty 1c Colum. on cvr. E $14

AD-97. Manchester, IA, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (part ruff trim R; upper L tip nick) Rose Borthers/All Kinds of Furniture/Baby Cabs, Picture Frames, Etc.illus.ad (small chair) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-98. Marion, IA, ca.1898, partial CDS/cork (dial mostly not struck; nicks; lite tone)
S.R. Ferguson, Synodical S.S. Missionary, Presbyterian Sabbath School Missions illus.ad (7 kids & rail fence) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-99. Springville, IA, [1895], G+ CDS/cork (trim R; lite tone) J.L. Yocom, Barred Plymouth Rocks illus.ad (rooster head & feather) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-100. Waterloo, IA, 1923, VG Univ. (tiny nick T) Fowler Co.cc; overall full-color back ad (Mamma's Pancake Flour & Jack Frost Buckwheat Flour) 2c Harding on cvr. E $24
AD-101. Alma, KS, 1891, partial CDS/cork (town mostly not struck; toned; trim R) S.H. Fairfield (realtor) illus.ad cc (map/w/town in center on cvr. E $15
AD-102. Alma, KS, 1899, partial CDS/cork (town off T edge; toned; tear T; trim R) S.H. Fairfield/Real Estate, Insurance & Loan header w/partificuty illus.(flag) 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-103. Altamont, KS, 1904, partial CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) Labette County High School illus.ad on cvr w/fancy illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-104. Arkansas City, KS, 1905, partial duplex (part lite water tone) IOOF Sec'y of Executive Committee return add.; "Celebrate at Arkansas City, Apr 26,'05" overall ad w/illus. donkey on cvr. E $24
AD-105. Arkansas City, KS, ca.1916, G duplex (state not struck; tear T; bit trim T) Ketner's Fifth Ave. photo illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-106. Atchison, KS, 1901, G duplex (trim R) Frank Howard Mfg./Men's Furnishing Goods illus.ad (warehouse) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-108. Burlington, KS, 1897, partial CDS/cork (ruff R; lite tone) H.J. Willett/Hardware & Farm Machinery illus.ad (buggy) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20
AD-109. Clay Center, KS, 1909, G+ duplex; wallpaper text ad at L w/"Munson's Pharmacy" h/s below & on front; on Henry Voss Wall Paper ad PPC. E $15
AD-110. Clyde, KS, 1926, P Colum. (ruff R) Clyde Milling & Elevator Co. illus.ad (pointing dog) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-111. Coffeyville, KS, 1909, VG+ Int'l; Kansas Land Co. illus.ad (state map w/counties & rail lines) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-114. Concordia, KS, 1907, G Doremus (trim L) "Concordia Milling Co.Successor to J.H.Cline" illus.ad (3 flour bags) on cvr. E $14
AD-115. (Concordia), KS, 1942, canxed K.C. & L.Rock N.D./RPO VG duplex; Bowman Seed Co. illus.ad (Indian w/bow & arrow) on cvr. E $20
AD-116. Council Grove, KS, 1914, G+ duplex; ladies watch illus.ad at L; Sherfey Jewelry Co. on pix side of calendar PPC. E $14
AD-117. Dodge City, KS, 1955, F Univ.; Mayrath Inc. illus.ad (farm conveyor) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-118. Emporia, KS, 1902, G+ duplex (uneven toned) Wm.H. Gilchrist Livery trompe l'oeil illus.ad (horse head "bursting through" window) on cvr. E $16
AD-119. Fort Scott, KS, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (part ruff trim T) Ft. Scott Foundry RED illus.ad (foundry) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-120. Fort Scott, KS, 1900, VG+ duplex (crs) H. Ingham, Plumbing, Heating & Lighting illus.ad (fancy toilet w/overhead tank) on cvr. E $20
AD-121. Garnett, KS, 1912, G duplex; photo illus.(4 horses) at T; "Kansas Farmer's Pony Contest" newspaper text ad on back on PC. E $15
AD-122. Hutchinson, KS, 1954, VG Univ.; Wilkie Plumbing Co. illus.ad (old panel truck) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-123. Iola, KS, 1903, partial duplex (L end heavy toned) Allen City Investment Co. illus.ad (mule drawn wagon w/man riding giant ear of corn) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-124. Junction City, KS, 1933, VF Univ.; A.G. Barger (piano tuner) illus.ad cc (small piano) on cvr. E $15
AD-125. Kansas City/Stock Yards Sta., KS, ca.1908, G+ Amer/B38 (crs) Stock Yards Cotton & Linseed Meal typed ad on pix side & at L on comic PPC. E $8
Co.RED illust.(12 cows) on PSE. E $20
AD-127. Kansas City/Stockyard Sta., KS, 1901, G Barr-Fyke (T arc partial; ruff L) Trower Bros/Live Stock Comm'n Brokers illust.(cowboy w/rope chasing cow) on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(same cowboy w/rope'd cow on ground). Unusual "progressive" illust.ads. E $30
AD-128. Lawrence, KS, [1886], G+ duplex; Kansas Seed House receipt form w/illus.state seal on back of GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-129. Lawrence, KS, 1903, VF Amer/B14; "Ober's" clothier illust.(2 boys w/footballs) on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-130. Lawrence, KS, 1907, G+ Amer/B14; Northeast Kansas Teachers' Assn.8-line text ad re.rally in Holton, KS; 1c Sc.300 on unsealed cvr. E $14
AD-131. Lawrence, KS, 1929, F Int'l (bit ruff slit upper R) Aug.J.Pierson, Cigar Manufacturer/Phone 1792 cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-132. Lawrence, KS, 1934, F Int'l; Jenny Wren Flour color illust.(flour box) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-134. Luray, KS, 1947, G duplex; Mack-Welling Lumber & Supply Co./Harris Coal illust.("Mr.Heat Unit" coal-man w/flaming head) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-135. Manhattan, KS, 1908, G+ Amer/B14(1) (bit cr) Kansas State Agricultural College cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-137. McCracken, KS, 1903, G+ duplex (bit ruff R, just in stamp tip; bit lite tone) Kansas Wheat Belt illust.(wheat) on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $14
AD-138. McLouth, KS, 1910, G+ duplex (lower L tip nick) J.F.Willits' Grove Summit Farm illust.(sunflower) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-139. (Moran), KS, 1901, canxed Bayard, KS, partial CDS/target (toned) Chas.Mendell/Hardware, Gas Fitters, supplies illust.(burning gas well at night) long text ad for town at upper R on cvr. E $16
AD-140. Newton, KS, 1913, F Amer/B14 (crnr crs; part lite soiled) J.W.Graybill, Grand Master Workman cc w/AOUW logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-141. Norton, KS, 1960, partial machine (dial mostly not struck; tape scuff on flap) Ideal Truck Lines illust. cc (small truck & map); Kansas Cent'.illu.logo below; overall illust.back ad (map & industries) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-142. Osborne, KS, 1947, G+ Int'l; McFarland Grocery illust.(comic grocers & women) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-143. Ottawa, KS, 1907, G+ Amer/B14() (toned; edge tear T) Underwood & Underwood Stereoscopic Photographs illust.(Sun Sculpture logo) on cvr. E $15
AD-144. Parsons, KS, 1930, G+ Univ. (bit ruff upper R; toned) New Wick Hotel cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-146. Salina, KS, 1910, VG Colum.; Lee Hardware Co.form w/illus.warehouse on back of GPC. E $14
AD-147. Salina, KS, 1930, G+ Int'l (canx lines on cc) New Clayton Hotel cc & illust.ad; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-149. Severy, KS, 1930, G+ duplex (tear T; lite tone) Eagle Hotel cc on special del.cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(eagle). E $15 MIN.8
AD-150. Spearville, KS, 1886, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) Eureka Irrigating Co.header; 14-line text ad for town at L, spelled "Spearville" in both places on cvr. E $20
AD-151. Sterling, KS, [1882], G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) Valley Livery & Sale Stable/Sam Jacobs illust.(2 horses) on cvr w/letterhead enc.: "S.Jacobs/ Watches, Clocks & Jewelry"; diverse merchant. E $20
AD-152. Tonganoxie, KS, 1935, VG duplex; The Tonganoxie Mirror illust.(Indian head) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-153. Topeka, KS, 1888, VG CDS/cork (lite tone) Topeka Steam Boiler Works header on back on
GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-154. Topeka, KS, 1901, G duplex; Continental Creamery Co. price list on back of GPC. E $12
MIN.6
AD-155. Topeka, KS, 1906, VF Int'l; McEntire Bros. Iron Beds receipt w/illus. springs & mattress
on back of GPC. E $15
AD-156. Topeka, KS, 1940, G duplex & mule roller (bit uneven trim T) Victory Sand & Stone cc;
overall illus.back ad (blue photo: aerial view of sand plant) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-157. Valley Center, KS, 1943, G+ Int'l; Berry Hardware illus.ad (knives, scissors) on cvr. E
$12 MIN.6
AD-158. Wamego, KS, ca.1890, partial CDS/cork (dial mostly not struck; lite tone)
Dr.H.W.Parsons, Eureka Silver Alloy, Oxyphsophate of Zinc fancy ad; 1c blue on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-159. Washington, KS, 1949, G+ Univ.; "The Call of the Calliope" cc w/illus.horsedrawn
calliope on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-160. Wathena, KS, 1894, VG CDS/cork (lite tone) E.V.Snively & Co./Wathena Roller Mills cc;
2c Colum. on cvr. E $14
AD-161. Wichita, KS, 1912, F Int'l (edge tear T, in illus.) S.B.Tiner & Sons New & Second Hand
Furniture illus.ad (red wicker rocking chair) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-162. Wichita, KS, 1928, G+ Univ. (trim R) Boy Scouts of America cc; 2c coil Sc.606 on cvr. E
$15 MIN.8
AD-163. Wichita, KS, 1956, VG pictorial slogan meter; Steffen Dairy Foods illus.ad (wagon train
& plane); illus.back ad (7 products) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-164. Winfield, KS, 1882, VG DCDS/partial maltese (bit cr) J.P.Baden, Produce Dealer, price
list on back of GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-165. Winfield, KS, [1888], partial CDS/cork (dia: hi: town mostly off; trim R; lite tone)
Bliss & Wood illus.ad (roller mill) on cvr. E $20
AD-166. Winfield, KS, 1917, G+ Amer/B14; State of Kansas/State Home for Feeble-Minded cc
on cvr. E $14
AD-167. Lot 31) KS hotel ad cvrs, 1880s-1952, some w/illus.; few dupes (varied condition).
MIN.$48
AD-168. Berea, College Sta., KY, 1938, G+ Amer/C14; Berea College Bakery & Candy Kitchen order
acknowledgement w/illus.Daniel Boone silhouette on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-169. Louisville, KY, 1898, VG Barry (lite tone) M.F.Greenstein & Bro.Shoes cc & text ad; 2c
Trans-Miss on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-170. Louisville, KY, 1930s, G+ dateless Univ.; Axton-Fisher Tobacco cc; illus.Old Hill Side
tobacco pouch; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-171. Alexandria, LA, 1922, VF Int'l (bit ruff T; part ruff slit L & upper L, thru cc; flap
partly off) V.L.B.Music Roll Co.illus.ad (player piano) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-172. Bangor, ME, 1904, G Barry (upper R edge bit ruff; part of flap off) "Abner
Taylor/Frictionless/The Metal That Never Fails" full-color illus.ad (man holding metal bar;
smokestacks) on cvr. E $150 MIN.75
AD-173. Bangor, ME, 1916, G+ Amer/A14; John W.Treat, Automobile & Motorcycle Accessories return
add.w."Indian Motorcycle" illus.logo; "Count the Indians on the Road" text ad at B on cvr. E
$24 MIN.12
AD-174. Portland, ME, ca.1885, VG duplex (bit ruff trim R; toned; edge tears) Kendall &
Whitney/Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store illus.ad (bldg) 2c brown on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-175. Kuala Lumpur, Malaya, 1935, partial DCDS (tears R; crs) Tigers Exchange League illus.ad
header (tiger face & 2tigers); 4c tiger stamp on #10 cvr to U.S.w/"Received Without Contents
(N.Y.P.O.Hud.Term.)" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
AD-176. Baltimore, MD, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) J.W.Pitts & Co.Wholesale Grocers & Comm'n
Merchants cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-177. Baltimore, MD, [1867], G CDS/cork; Canby, Gilpin & Co.Wholesale Druggists on cvr
w/enc.: co.'s printed rec't w/2c revenue affixed. E $20
AD-178. Baltimore, MD, [1880], VG+ CDS/target (trim L) "The Carrollton" hotel cc on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
AD-179. Baltimore, MD, [1881], G+ CDS/target; New-York Life Ins.illus.ad (eagle); branch office
cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-180. Baltimore, MD, 1885, G+ duplex; O.F.Breseee & Sons, Gen'l Agts., Mutual Life Ins.header
on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-181. Baltimore, MD, 1887, VG duplex (toned) T.H.Kepner/Fruits & Produce price list onGPC. E $15 MIN.8


AD-183. Baltimore, MD, ca.1890, G+ mute oval (bit ruff upper R) Chas.A.Vogeler Co.cc; "Diamond Vera-Cura/Cures Indigestion/Dyspepsia" illus.ad (diamond) 1c blue on cvr. E $14

AD-184. Baltimore, MD, 1894, VF Int'l; Grotjan, Lobe & Co.rug price list on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-185. Baltimore, MD, 1896, G Barry; H.J.Heinz Pickles & Preserves receipt w/logo on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-186. Baltimore, MD, 1897, G+ Barry (bit ruff slit T tip) O.F.Breseee, Gen'l Agt, Mutual Life Ins.header on PSE. E $12 MIN.6


AD-188. Baltimore, MD, 1909, VF Int'l (tear L) Baltimore Trust & Guarantee Co.cc; 1c Frank. on cvr w/enc.; pres.address to stockholders. E $15 MIN.8

AD-189. Baltimore, MD, 1916, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Fresh Air Show" rhyming ad & illus.pointing hand header; 1c Wash. on cvr/w/Children's Fresh-Air Soc'y illus.ad enc. E $15 MIN.8

AD-190. Baltimore, MD, 1919, G Univ. (part ruff trim R; lite tone) Aaron Lewis & Son Comm'n Merchants fancy ad cc on cvr/w/letterhead invoice enc. E $12 MIN.6

AD-191. Bel Air, MD, 1943, G+ Int'l (bit ruff slit T) Amer.Red Cross/Harford Co.Chapter logo cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

AD-192. Boonsboro, MD, 1906, G+ Doane 2/6; Rose Hill Carpet House h/s cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-193. Frederick/Hood College Sta., MD, 1935, VG Amer/A38; Hood College/Dept.of Biology cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-194. Hagerstown, MD, ca.1865, partial CDS/grid (trim R) Md.School Journal cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-195. Hagerstown, MD, 1885, G+ duplex (ruff R) Hagerstown Iron Works cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-196. Hagerstown, MD, 1888, F duplex (L edge cr) School Commissioners of Washington Co.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-197. Hagerstown, MD, 1912, VG Amer/A14 (lite tone) W.Rowe & Son Furniture & Stoves illus.ad (bdg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-198. Hillsboro, MD, 1904, F CDS/cork; Stewart & Jarrell Dry Goods... Clothing... Hardware, etc., cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8

AD-199. Middle River, MD, 1902, VF CDS/target (part ruff trim L, barely in cc; lite tone) Jas.Brian, Agricultural Implements cc (94/41) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-200. Mount Washington, MD, 1870s, G CDS/cork (ruff R) Mt.St.Agnes Academy cc on 3x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-201. Pocomoke City, MD, 1924, G Amer/A14; Pocomoke Foundry & Machine Works, Robertson Bros.cc; 2c Harding on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-202. Reisterstown, MD, 1888, F CDS/cork (trim R) S.B.Yingling, Watchmaker & Jeweler h/s cc on 3x5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-203. Reisterstown, MD, 1931, VG Amer/A14; Reisterstown Garage cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-204. Rockville, MD, [1880], G+ CDS/cork (tiny tear B) Office Board School Commissioners of Montgomery Co.cc; 1c banknote on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-205. Vienna, MD, 1942, VG+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s; Edwin Bell Co.cc on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-206. White Marsh, MD, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (bit ruff trim R) R.Vincent, Jr. & Son/Vegetable Plant Growers illus.ad (plants) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead invoices enc. E $20

AD-207. Boston, MA, [1866], G+ CDS/cut cork (trim L) Sam'l Poor Jr./Sofas, Chairs & C.albino embossed oval ad cc (bit hi) on cvr. E $20

AD-208. (Boston), MA, 1870s, VG cork killer only; G.W.Stratton & Co.Musical Merchandise ad cc; 1c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-209. Boston, MA, 1880s, G+ mute oval; American Automatic Organ Co.ad cc w/small illus.organ; 1c banknote on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8


AD-211. Boston, MA, 1891, G+ Amer (upper L tip nick) Eliot B.Mayo illus.ad header (LONG factory w/about 250 windows!) in same color as stamp on 2c green PSE. E $20
AD-212. Boston, MA, 1893, F Amer (bit ruff T; bit cr) Thomson & Odell Co. Music Publishers cc & text ad (list of products, inc. Washburn Guitars, Mandolins & Zithers); overall illus. ad on back (music stands) on cvr. E $20

AD-213. Boston, MA, 1897, G+ Amer/B3(6) (lite tone; tone speck; trim R) Howard W. Spurr & Co./Reve Standard Java illus. ad (Revere on horse) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-214. Boston, MA, 1901, G+ Int'l (ruff R; lite tone) Trilby Shoe Polish/Goodrich Polish Mfg. Co. illus. ad (box w/portrait) 1c green on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


AD-216. Boston/Back Bay, MA, 1894, G+ Amer; The Brunswick ad cc w/tiny illus. OWL; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-217. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1899, G dateless Amer/B38 (toned) Boston Sheet Metal Mfg. Co. cc; Sagendorph's Metal Ceilings illus. ad (fancy & elaborate illus. ceiling) 1c Frank. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-218. Chicopee, MA, 1893, VG CDS/cork; Sam'l Blaisdell, Jr. & Co. Cotton & Wool ad cc on 2c Colum. PSE. E $12 MIN.6

AD-219. Fall River, MA, 1893, G+ duplex; M.T. Barlow Cotton & Cotton Waste ad header on 2c Colum. PSE. E $12 MIN.6

AD-220. Gardner, MA, ca.1930s, VG precanx (lite tone) General Tennis String Mfg. Co. cc; pair 1/2c on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-221. Greenfield, MA, [1885], G CDS/cork (dial hi) American Garden header w/illus. 4-leaf clover on back of GPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-222. Reading, MA, [1881], G+ CDS/cork (trim R) Jacob W. Manning ad cc w/illus. Scotch Larch on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20

AD-223. Springfield, MA, 1907, F Int'l; (crnr wear) printed ad for "Ladies' Night" in message area on boat club PPC. E $14

AD-224. Worcester, MA, 1926, G+ Univ.; Worcester County Fish & Game Ass'n meeting notice; "Salmon Fishing in Newfoundland" & other films; on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-225. Escanaba, MI, 1918, VG Colum.; Escanaba Broom Co. cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-226. Grand Rapids, MI, [1888], partial duplex; Michigan Soldiers Home illus. insignia ad cc; overall gray lined background on cvr. E $24

AD-227. Grand Rapids, MI, 1892, G duplex (1.25" sealed tear R; tear L; crnr crs) New Eagle Hotel large illus. ad on cvr. E $30

AD-228. Jackson, MI, [1900], F+ double-oval precanx (bit of outer oval off B; trim L) Magic Foot Draft Co./Guaranteed to Cure Rheumatism illus. ad (sole of foot) 1c Sc.279 on cvr. E $30

AD-229. Mendon, MI, [1879], partial CDS/cork; Burch & Oman/Wood Stock, Sleigh & Cutter Stuff boxed cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-230. Saint Johns, MI, [1871], G+ CDS/cork; St. Johns Mfg. Co./Lumber, Bedsteads...& 12 more products) boxed ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-231. Vassar, MI, 1894, partial CDS/cork (nick L; lite tone) Tonk's French Dyes header & text ad; 1c Colum on cvr w/Merchant's Gargling Oil Liniment overall back ad. E $15 MIN.8

AD-232. Minneapolis, MN, 1900, VG Barry (upper L crnr ruff slt) Int'l Food Co. full-color illus. ad at L (horse, cow); overall back ad (flap fault) illus. factory on cvr. E $75 MIN.38

AD-233. (Kansas City), MO, 1917, canxed Tol & St. Louis/RPO VG duplex; Stubbins & Jackson illus. ad (tractor, plow) on cvr. E $20

AD-234. Saint Joseph, MO, 1908, G+ Int'l (lite tone; tip crs) L.C. Tilson confectionery text ad at L; "Open til after church & theatre"; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-235. Saint Louis, MO, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (town mostly not struck; trim R, just in stamp; lite tone; pinhole) Dunham Mfg. Confectioners illus. ad (bldg) on cvr. E $15

AD-236. Saint Louis, MO, 1880s, VG mute oval (no flap; bit trim T; L edge part toned) Wm. Prufrock/Parlor Suits, Lounges & Mattresses cc; 1c Sc.212 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-237. Saint Louis, MO, 1896, G+ duplex; "Barr's" dry goods co. cc; overall text ad on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-238. Saint Louis, MO, 1915, G+ Int'l (trim R, into stamp & back ad) Simmons Hardware Co. header; Keen Kutter illus. logo; overall back ad w/illus. scissors on window cvr w/encs., inc. Simmons Wonder Ice Cream Freezer illus. ad flyer; small dealer price list; letterhead invoice. E $40 MIN.20

AD-239. Saint Louis, MO, 1922, VG+ Int'l (tiny tear T) R.C. Olsen, Chiropractor cc on 1c PSE. E
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$12 MIN.6
AD-240. Saint Louis, MO, 1926, VG Int'l; Community Fund illus.ad at L (man in heart) & on back (boy in heart) w/12-line poem & text ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-241. Saint Louis, MO, 1926, G+ Int'l; Bayle Food Products peanut products price list on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-242. Basin, MT, 1924, VG duplex (tears T; bit ruff slit L; lite tone) Jib Consolidated Mining Co.cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-243. Helena, MT, 1948, VF Univ.; Hotel Palace illus.ad on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-244. Clay Center, NE, 1907, G+ Amer/B14(1) (ruff R; tears T; lite tone) M.M.Johnson Incubators & Brooders illus.ad (incubator & chicks) on cvr. E $20
AD-245. Fullerton, NE, 1894, G CDS/cork; Wood Line Farm illus.ad (horse head) in SIMILAR COLOR as stamp on 2c Colum.PSE. E $20
AD-246. Omaha, NE, 1886, partial duplex (lite tone) Peycke Bros.Comm'n Merchants illus.ad (bldg); "Orange Growers Protective Union of Southern Calif." h/s below stamps; 3x 2c brown on cvr to Germany. E $40
AD-247. ( Pawnee City ), NE, 1860s, partial (rim only) CDS/target (part ruff L; bit lite tone) Nemaha Valley Seminary & Normal Institute boxed ad (term dates & tuition fees) on cvr. E $20
AD-249. East Hampstead, NH, 1870s, partial fancy DCDS w/BOLD serified "C" PRECANX as killer on stamp (bit ruff trim L & R; tear R) Globe Printing Co./Publishers of Chromos/Fine Art Novelties cc on 1c PSE FRONT only. E $15 MIN.8
AD-250. Bridgeton, NJ, 1891, partial duplex (mostly not struck; tip cr) West Jersey Nursery/Headquarters for Meeche's Quince illus.ad (basket of quinces) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-251. Hightstown, NJ, 1893, G+ CDS/cork; Peddie Institute photo illus. (bldg) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $20
AD-252. Lakewood, NJ, [1884], partial CDS/cork; Shearman, Major & Co. "1000 Peach Trees for $12.50" text ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-253. Little Silver, NJ, 1881, G+ DCDS/cork; Monmouth Nursery illus.header (leaves) on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-254. Moorestown, NJ, [1882], partial CDS/cork (trim R; lite tone) R.Y.Haines Strawberries, Fruit Trees illus.ad (grapes) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $24 MIN.12
AD-255. Newark, NJ, 1916, G+ Int'l (bit lite tone) Koehler Motor Cars cc; old New York address lined thru; "Newark" h/s added; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-256. Newark, NJ, 1917, F Int'l; The Autocar Sales & Service Co.cc w/illus.ad (tiny truck) on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-257. Newark, NJ, 1919, VF Univ. (tiny tear T) H.L.Watson, Poultry Products cc; 3c Victory on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-258. Phillipsburg, NJ, 1889, partial CDS/cork (upper L tip nick) Alex.Schultz, Florist illus.ad (flowers in vase) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-259. Summit, NJ, 1953, F Univ.; Summit Hardware illus.ad (cartoon man applying turf builder) on UX41 GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-260. Albany, NY, 1888, VG duplex (trim L; bit tone) Cleveland Bros.illus.ad (baking products) on PSE. E $14
AD-261. Albany, NY, 1904, VG Int'l; Albany Perforated Wrapping Paper illus.ad ("Looking Into This": man bent over, into crate w/"A.P.W." logo on side) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $14
AD-262. Albany, NY, 1910, VG Int'l; Nat'l Savings Bank illus.ad (front of bank) on PSE. E $14
AD-264. Batavia, NY, 1894, G duplex (tone spots) Daily News illus.ad (bldg) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-265. Batavia, NY, 1934, VG Univ.; The Daily News 3x3" photo illus.ad at L ("An Afternoon on Main St."): many cars & pedestrians) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-266. Binghamton, NY, 1894, G duplex (lite tone) "Pie in 5 Minutes/Abell's Evaporated Pie Preparations/W.D.Brewster" illus.ad (pie box) on PSE. E $15
AD-267. Brooklyn, NY, 1879, G+ duplex; Moller & Schumann/Fine Coach & Railway Varnishes LONG price list & ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-268. Brooklyn, NY, 1909, G+ Int'l (trim R) Hanan & Son engraved illus.logo cc (crescent moon & woman's face) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-269. Brooklyn, NY, 1912, G+ Int'l; Bristol-Myers ad w/illus. Gastrogen Tablets bottle on message GPC w/att'd (bit cr) reply GPC. E $20
AD-270. Brooklyn, NY, 1912, F Int'l (trim R) Brooklyn Skylight & Cornice Works illus.ad (skylight) on cvr. E $15
AD-271. Brooklyn, NY, ca.1940s, F printed permit (staple holes) Postage Stamp Machine Co.illus.ad (stamp vending machines) on PC w/att'd reply card. E $15 MIN.8
AD-274. Buffalo, NY, 1892, VG Int'l; Hotel Iroquois illus.ad on cvr. E $20
AD-275. Buffalo, NY, 1892, G+ Int'l (slit flap, in ad) Gowans & Stover cc; Oak-Leaf Soap overall illus.back ad (leaf) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-276. Buffalo, NY, 1899, G Barry (part ruff slit T) Taber Pump Co.illus.ad (pump) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-277. Buffalo, NY, 1908, VG Int'l; Jacob B.Wiese, Florist, illus.ad cc (rose) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-280. Buffalo, NY, 1932, VF Univ.; Empress of Britain illus.ad (ship) on cvr. E $14
AD-281. Buffalo, NY, 1934, VF Univ. (stamp fault) Lincoln Storage & Carting Co.photo illus.ad (van); text ad on back on cvr. E $15
AD-282. Buffalo, NY, 1936, F Univ.; King & Eisele Co./Jewelers & Opticians illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-284. Buffalo, NY, 1941, F Univ.; Queen City Material/Watchmakers & Jewelers Tools illus.ad cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-286. Buffalo/Black Rock Sta., NY, 1893, G duplex (part on stamp; tiny tear T) Pratt & Letchworth Saddlery Hardware illus.ad cc (small buffalo) in nearly SAME COLOR as stamp on 2c Colum.PSE. E $20
AD-288. Camden, NY, 1937, VG Int'l; Mystic Stamp Co.price list at L; illus.ad on back on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-289. Catskill, NY, 1893, G duplex (lite tone) "Postmasters Attention..." long text ad for P.C.Lewis orchard spraying machines on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-291. Cincinnatus, NY, 1890, G CDS/target; Otselic Valley Register illus.ad (stork, sun & sailboat) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-292. City Hall Sta., NY, 1927, F Int'l; M.Ohlman stamp auction ad w/illus.auctioneer on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-293. Cortland, NY, 1920, VG Univ. (lite tone) Corland Grinding Wheels illus.ad (wheel) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-294. Delhi, NY, 1936, VG Int'l; Shedd-Brown, Minneapolis/Perpetual Calendar illus.ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-295. Deposit, NY, 1905, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) "Brains for the Retailer & Advertiser" periodical ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-296. Deposit, NY, 1915, VG duplex (trim R) W.W.Burrows cc; Pyramid Floor Finish/O'Brien Varnish Co, South Bend, IN, full-color overall illus.back ad on cvr. E $20
AD-297. Dunkirk, NY, 1938, VG Univ.; Lakeside Baking Co.illus.ad (orange bldg) on cvr. E $14
AD-299. Gasport, NY, 1909, partial Perfection (canx mostly not struck; trim R) Friend
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Mfg./Co./Hand & Power Spraying Outfits overall illus.ad (machines) on cvr. E $15
AD-300. Homer, NY, 1906, G+ Perfection (bit ruff slit upper R; flap partly off) Phoenix
Hardware Mfg./Co.illus.ad cc (vise) on cvr. E $14
AD-301. Hudson Term Sta., NY, 1911, VF Int'l (lite tone; part ruff R) B.G.Pratt
Co./Scalecide/The Tree Saver illus.ad (tree) on cvr. E $14
AD-302. Hudson Term Sta., NY, 1912, F Int'l; Star Expansion Bolt Co.illus.logo ad on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
AD-303. Jamestown, NY, 1903, VG Colum.; "The Orphanage & Home, Gerry, NY" cc; Treasurer's
return add.; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-304. Kingston, NY, 1902, G+ Barry (lite tone) Cooper & Hardenburg Druggists fancy ad cc;
Sen-Sen ad on flap on cvr w/2 related encs. E $14
AD-305. Lockport, NY, 1881, F duplex w/"I" in killer (ruff R to stamp; lite tone) Penfield
Block Co.illus.ad (hand truck; baggage barrow) on PSE. E $16
AD-306. Lockport, NY, 1882, G+ duplex w/"US" in killer (near P; bit ruff trim R to stamp)
Penfield Block Co.illus.ad (faucet) on PSE. E $15
AD-307. Lockport, NY, 1887, G duplex (part ruff trim R, just in stamp) Penfield Block
Co.illus.ad (hay fork block) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-308. Lockport, NY, 1887, F duplex w/"US" in killer (bit ruff trim R to stamp; lite tone)
Penfield Block Co.illus.ad (snow shovel) on PSE. E $15
AD-309. Lockport, NY, 1888, VF duplex w/"US" in killer (part ruff trim R to stamp) Boston &
Lockport Block Co.illus.ad (wagon jack) on PSE. E $15
AD-310. Lockport, NY, 1888, VG duplex (trim R to stamp) Boston & Lockport Block Co.illus.ad
(iron block) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-311. Lockport, NY, 1888, G duplex (part ruff trim R to stamp) Boston & Lockport Block
Co.illus.ad (hand truck) on PSE. E $15
AD-312. Lockport, NY, 1889, G duplex (edge tears T; lite tone) Boston & Lockport Block
Co.illus.ad (pulleys) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-313. Lockport, NY, 1892, G+ duplex (lite tone) Boston & Lockport Block Co.illus.ad (steel
block) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-314. Lockport, NY, 1893, F duplex (lite tone) Boston & Lockport Block Co.illus.ad (hollow
steel block) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-315. Lockport, NY, 1901, F Hampden/B-8 (bit trim T; edge tear R; lower R tip nib) Wheatlet
Breakfast Food/Franklin Mills Co.full-color illus.ad (box) on cvr w/encs.: illus.letterhead
(factory) & 3x5.25" illus.ad booklet w/full-color front & back. E $100 MIN.50
AD-316. Lodi, NY, 1933, G+ duplex; Brown & Boyer cc; McCormick-Deering Farm Machines logo
on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-317. Malta, NY, [1884], G blue CDS/target (part lite tone) Chas.D.Sickler, Shropshire Down
Sheep illus.ad ("Prince of Montford" sheep) 1c banknote on cvr. E $15
AD-318. Maryland, NY, 1901, F CDS/target (toned) Hotel Maryland illus.ad (deer head) on cvr. E
$14
AD-319. Mountainville, NY, 1888, G+ CDS/ms (lite tone; trim R) Houghton Farm boxed illus.ad cc
(steel plow) on PSE. E $15
AD-320. New York/5 cts, NY, ca.1840, partial red CDS (town mostly not struck; crs) A.B.Allen &
Co.Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store illus.ad header (plow; bull) on stampless cvr. E $50
AD-321. New York, NY, 1870s, partial CDS/cork (trim R; part lite soiled) Continental Life
Ins.Co.illus.ad (soldier) on PSE. E $20
AD-322. New York, NY, 1870s, G+ duplex (trim R; edge tear R; crs) Baker & Clark/Fish,
Provisions, Flour illus.ad (bldg) on cvr w/small flyer enc. E $20
AD-323. New York, NY, 1870s, G duplex (R tips nick) Hygienic Hotel fancy cc; 2x 3c banknotes on
cvr. E $14
AD-324. New York, NY, 1870s, G+ duplex (trim R) Gantz, Jones & Co.Importers & Comm'n Merchants
illus.ad (globes) & list of products w/overall lite gray lined background on cvr w/13.5x10" onion-skin enc.ad for Sea Foam; 27 recipes. E $24 MIN.12
AD-325. New York, NY, [1878], G+ duplex (lower L tip ruff) Huntington & Dorn Grocers albino
embossed cc on PSE w/letterhead enc. E $14
AD-326. New York, NY, ca.1880, G+ mute oval; "Singing/The Voice/The Howard Method" cc; "Just
Issued: Respiratory Control" at B; 1c banknote on cvr. E $14
AD-327. New York, NY, 1880, G+ duplex (lite tone) Scandinavian Hotel cc; 3c +2c on cvr to

AD-329. New York, NY, 1885, G+ duplex (trim R) W.H.Stewart's "Ready Roofing" illus.ad (2 workers on roof) on cvr. E $20


AD-331. New York, NY, 1888, G+ duplex (trim R) "The World/10 Pages 2 Cents" illus.ad (Liberty & globes) w/overall lite green lined background on cvr. E $20

AD-332. New York, NY, 1889, G+ duplex (part on stamp; trim R; lite tone) Smith & McNeill's Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $14

AD-333. New York, NY, ca.1890, partial dateless oval (part toned) Bendheim Bros. & Co. Telegraph header, w/"Pay no Charges to Messenger unless written in Ink in Delivery book." (partly covered by 1c blue) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-334. New York, NY, 1891, partial duplex (trim R; L edge part tone) "The World/14 Pages 2 Cents" illus.ad (bldg, Liberty & globes) w/overall lite brown lined background on cvr. E $20

AD-335. New York, NY, 1892, G+ duplex (trim R; edges part toned) Nat'l Advertising Service illus.ad (winged palette) on cvr. E $14

AD-336. New York, NY, 1893, F Int'l (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) Franklin Hart Remedy Co.ad cc w/list of products, inc.Dr.Hart's Pain Conqueror & Old Father Gray's Vegetable Pills; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $14

AD-337. New York, NY, 1893, G+ Int'l; Edwin B.Stimpson & Son cc; large "X" printed on add.side; McDonald Rotary Hat Iron illus.ad on flag; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-338. New York, NY, 1900, G+ Int'; Clark's Tours cc w/illus.flag on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-339. New York, NY, 1903, VF Int'l (edge crs) J.A.Joel/Flags, Banners illus.ad (flag & badge) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-340. New York, NY, 1903, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Schoellkopf, Hartford & Hanna cc; Amer.Aniline Colors small logo (buffalo) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6


AD-342. New York/A, NY, 1894, G+ duplex (bit trim T) Theophile Herzog/Satins ad cc w/illus.logo on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6


AD-344. New York/D, NY, 1890, G duplex; Phillips Chemical Co./Milk of Magnesia ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

AD-345. New York/E, NY, 1881, VG duplex (trim R) St.Omer Hotel boxed text ad on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $14

AD-346. New York/E, NY, 1881, G+ duplex (dial hi; edge tear B; small extraneous h/s on back) Sturtevant House header; illus.hotel in center; overall text ad on back; 2c banknote on cvr to local address. E $15 MIN.8

AD-347. New York/E, NY, 1894, partial duplex (lower R tip ruff) Ludwig Baumann House Furnishers cc in "belt"; overall blue lined background; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $14

AD-348. New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1918, G Univ. (lite tone; crnr cr) Harper's Bazaar subscription rec't at L; ad for shopping service on back on PC. E $15 MIN.8

AD-349. New York/Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1920, G+ Univ.; Tracy Steamship Co.cc; strip/3x 2c offsets on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6

AD-350. New York/Mad.Sq.Sta., NY, 1897, G+ duplex (lite tone) Continental Hotel cc; illus.back ad on cvr. E $14

AD-351. New York/Mad.Sq.Sta., NY, 1900, G+ Barry; Hartmann Bros. & Reinhardt/Zithers, Mandolins, Guitars & Strings illus.ad (zither) on cvr. E $15

AD-352. New York/Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1898, G+ Barr-Fyke; Bellevue Hospital Medical College cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6


AD-354. New York/P, NY, 1890, VG duplex (lite tone; trim R) John Dwight illus.ad (Dwight's Soda box w/cow) on cvr. E $15
AD-355. New York/Sta.D, NY, 1901, G Int'l (ruff R; edge tears) Cook's Place/Vaudeville Studio illus.ad (his portrait; bldg); small text ad on back; on cvr w/enc. E $15
AD-356. New York/Sta.E, NY, 1908, VG Int'l (toned) Aeolian Co.text ad & order form; 1c Sc.300 on 4-PANEL priv.mailing card, w/unused 1c on return card. E $15 MIN.8
AD-361. New York/Sta.O, NY, 1908, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Issac Pitman cc; Pitman's Shorthand logo & 5-line text ad at L; "Practical Course in Touch Typography by Chas.E.Smith" text ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-362. New York/Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1915, VG Univ.; Salo Veilchenblau & Co./Hat Frame Specialists overall white-on-purple back ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.8
AD-364. New York/Williams Bridge, NY, 1905, G duplex (bit cr) "Handkerchief Bazaar" ad: 16-line poem on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-365. Oneida, NY, [1883], G+ CDS/cork (bit trim R) Chappell, Chase, Maxwell & Co./Mfrs.of Mahogany, Red Cedar & Walnut Burial Caskets overall illus.ad (factories; forest) on cvr. E $150 MIN.75
AD-366. Palmyra, NY, [1876], G+ CDS/cork; Palmyra Fruit Farm text ad header; Fruit Recorder ad at L on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-367. Poughkeepsie, NY, 1880, partial CDS/grid (town partial; edge tears) Eastman Business College illus.ad (shiny GOLD "Excelsior" medal on ribbon) on cvr. E $16
AD-368. Rochester/3 Paid, NY, [1852], partial CDS (town mostly not struck) Rathbun & Whitmore Flagging & Other Stone ad header on stampless cvr w/enc. E $30 MIN.15
AD-369. Rochester, NY, 1891, partial duplex (toned; bit ruff slit T) Green's Nursery Co.illus.ad (pears in basket); ad "collar" around stamp on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $40 MIN.20
AD-370. Rochester, NY, 1894, partial Int'l (lite tone) "The Casket/Journal Devoted to the Interests of Funeral Directors" illus.ad cc (Roman soldier & woman by caskets) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $40
AD-373. Rome, NY, ca.1916, G Int'l (year partial) Tyler Specialties Co.illus.ad cc (frying pan) on PSE. E $14
AD-375. Syracuse, NY, [1882], VG CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) Geo.C.Hanford cc illus.ad (None Such Baking Powder tin) on cvr. E $20
AD-376. Syracuse, NY, 1897, F Barry (toned) Central City Brass & Mfg.illus.ad (rail bond) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-378. Syracuse/Northrup Sta., NY, 1916, VG Int'l (lite tone) Bannerman Chemical/Phenyle illus.logo cc (man in kilt w/banner) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-379. Syracuse/Northrup Sta., NY, 1921, G+ Univ.; John Mersellus Casket Co.illus.cc (anchor) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-380. Tarrytown, NY, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R) Sleepy Hollow Cemetery block-boxed ad cc; 1c Frank. on local cvr. E $20
AD-381. Theresa, NY, [1889], G CDS/cork (trim L; lite tone) A.N.Brittan Mfg.Co.illus.ad (fancy wood-frame chair) on cvr. E $15
AD-382. Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1909, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Hotel Cadillac illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-383. Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1910, VF Int'l (lite tone) Hotel Astor engraved logo cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $14
AD-384. Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1910, VF Int'l (lite tone) Hotel Hermitage GREEN engraved logo cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-385. (Utica), NY, 1899, canxed New York & Chic RPO/E.D. G+ CDS/cork (trim L) St.James Hotel illus.logo ad cc; Smith Premier Typewriter/Factory & Main Office, Syracuse, illus.ad (typewriter) on back on cvr. E $20
AD-386. Utica, NY, 1928, VG Univ. (lite tone) Yates Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-387. Watertown, NY, 1918, G Amer/B14; J.B.Wise, Inc., Cabinet & Plumbers Specialties illus.ad (factory) on blue cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-388. Westfield, NY, 1902, partial Doremus; Hermon L.Kent Wholesale Paper Goods illus.ad (products) on PPC. E $14
AD-389. Goldsboro, NC, 1901, G+ duplex (bit trim T; tears; tip crs) Goldsboro Ice Co.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-390. Greensborough, NC, [1892], G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi) Benbow House fancy ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-391. Kinston, NC, 1894, partial duplex; W.R.Bond/Hides, Furs cc; 1c blue on cvr w/printed address: "Please Deliver To Fur Dealer or Trapper". E $12 MIN.6
AD-392. Raleigh, NC, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim L) Wm.Simpson, Pharmacist, fancy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-393. Raleigh, NC, 1899, F duplex; Henry Hicks, Druggist, cc; "Capudine Cures Headache" ad header on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-394. Akron, OH, 1888, VG duplex (bit trim T; edge tears T) F.Schumacher Milling Co.illus.ad (Rolled Avena White Oats box) on PSE. E $14
AD-395. Akron, OH, ca.1890, G CDS; F.Schumacher Milling Co.illus.ad (Farinose Amber Wheat box) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-396. Alliance, OH, 1912, VG Amer/B14(1); McCaskey Register Co.order acknowledgement w/illus.cash register on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-397. Ashland, OH, 1891, G CDS/target (lite tone) F.E.Myers Pumps & Haytools illus.ad (tools) on PSE. E $14
AD-398. Avery, OH, 1919, G+ 4-bar; Hoover Mfg.Co.illus.ad (planter) (85-67) on PSE. E $15
AD-399. Byer, OH, 1901, G+ CDS/target (toned) D.S.Roy, Blacksmith & Wagon Maker/Miners' Tools, Horse Shoeing ad cc (82-57) on cvr. E $14
AD-400. Canton, OH, 1934, VG Univ. (lite tone) Hotel Onesto illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-401. Canton, OH, 1938, VF Univ.; Acme Glass & Mirror cc w/small illus.ad (woman in mirror) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-402. Cincinnati, OH, ca.1860, G CDS (T arc mostly not struck; tiny tears T; edge wear) "Spencer House/Office/Cin.O" G+ oval h/s w/month slug & "RK" ms initials as hotel's PRIVATE "ORIGIN" marking at upper L on cvr. E $75
AD-403. Cincinnati, OH, 1890, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; trim R) Geo.Fox Starch illus.logo ad cc (fox head) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-404. Cincinnati, OH, 1893, G+ Int'l; Standard Coffin Co.cc on 1c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-405. Cincinnati, OH, 1897, G Barry (toned; trim R) I. & S.Bing/Clothing fancy ad w/"Order Now" 5 times in frame on cvr. E $14
AD-406. Cincinnati, OH, 1910, F Int'l (lite tone) Witt Cornice Co.illus.ad (garbage can) on cvr. E $15
AD-407. Cincinnati, OH, 1911, VF Int'l (trim R; lite tone) Eagle Liqueur Distilleries/Rheinstrom Bros.full-color illus.ad (eagle & creme de menthe bottle); illus.back ad (cherries bottle; bitters bottle) on cvr. E $150 MIN.75
AD-410. Cleveland, OH, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (bit trim R) T.J.Towson Slate & Tin Roofers illus.ad (roof w/3 diff.tiles) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-411. (Cleveland), OH, ca.1880, VG blue cork killer only (lite crs) Iron Clad Paint Co.illus.ad (iron clad submarine) 1c banknote on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AD-412. Cleveland, OH, 1886, G+ duplex (toned; ruff R) Harris & Taylor Shear Co.illus.ad (red
AD-411. Cleveland, OH, 1986, VG duplex (part ruff trim R to stamp; pen note partly on ad) Babcock, Hurd & Co.illus.ad (corn can) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-414. Cleveland, OH, 1894, G+ Int'l (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) Cleveland Window Glass Co.illus.ad (man w/glass panes in backpack) on PSE. E $14
AD-415. Cleveland, OH, 1895, G+ Barry (no flap; toned) Headquarters Dept.of Ohio/Woman's Relief Corps illus.ad (medal) 1c blue on cvr. E $14
AD-416. Cleveland, OH, 1900, G+ Barry (tears R; lite tone) McIntosh-Huntington Co.illus.ad ("Rubberbestos" Sheet Packing) on PSE. E $15
AD-417. Cleveland, OH, 1903, G Int'l (trim L; lower L tip nib) Ensign Refining Co.illus.ad (flag) & "Persian Hoof Ointment" logo (man & horse) on cvr. E $15
AD-418. Cleveland, OH, 1909, G+ Int'l (tear R; toned) "The Hollenden" hotel illus.ad ("EN" covered by stamp) on cvr. E $14
AD-419. Cleveland, OH, 1913, VG Int'l; Atlas Car & Mfg.illus.ad (rail cars, wagon) on PSE. E $15
AD-420. Cleveland, OH, 1917, F Int'l (bit cr) W.L.Evans School of Cartooning cc; 1c Wash. on 5.25x4.25" cvr. E $15
AD-421. Cleveland/Sta.C, OH, 1895, G+ duplex; LaFountaine Pneumatic Carpet Cleaning Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-422. Columbus, OH, 1907, G+ Int'l (lite tone; trim R) M.C.Lilley Secret Society supplies, Uniforms & Military Equipments illus.ad (factory) on cvr. E $15
AD-423. Columbus, OH, [1910], partial mute oval (toned; panels fully separated & repaired w/paper tape) Livingston Seed Co.illus.ads & order card; 1c Frank. on 3.75x5.5" 4-panel ad card. E $20
AD-424. Dayton, OH, [1883], VG cds/target; Dayton Star Nurseries header & illus.star on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-425. Dayton, OH, ca.1890, G+ mute oval (bit lite tone) Hoover & Gaines Nurseries text ad re.peaches on 1c WRAPPER. E $15
AD-426. Dayton, OH, 1892, partial duplex (sealed spindle) John Dodds Mfg.Co./Mfrs of Agricultural Implements printed form on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-427. Dayton, OH, 1898, G duplex (trim R; lite tone; tiny tears T) Dancygers Safety Pin Ticket Co.illus.ad: "No Danger in Using the Dancyger" (pin ticket) on cvr. E $15
AD-428. Dayton, OH, [1930], F dateless Univ.; Lorenz Publ.Co.ad on PC w/att’d bus.reply card. E $15 MIN.8
AD-429. Dayton, OH, 1942, VG permit/meter; Ohio Bell Telephone cc; "Get Bataan Back/Buy Bonds" ad w/illus.Gen'l MacArthur on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-430. Dayton, OH, 1943, G+ permit/meter; Ohio Bell Telephone cc; "Keep the Sights on 'Em/Buy War Bonds" ad w/illus.plane on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-431. Dayton, OH, 1943, G+ permit/meter; Ohio Bell Telephone cc; "V For Victory/Buy War Bonds" ad on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-432. Dayton, OH, 1943, VG permit/meter; Ohio Bell Telephone cc; "Try the Telephone Book before you call Information & save the wires for the war" ad on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-433. Dayton, OH, 1943, VG permit/meter; Ohio Bell Telephone cc; "Please Be Brief when you call Long Distance so war calls can go through" ad on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-434. Dayton, OH, 1943, G+ permit/meter; Ohio Bell Telephone cc; "Please make only Essential Long Distance calls because war needs the wires" ad on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-435. Delta, OH, 1904, G+ duplex (part smear; lite tone) Oval Wood Dish Co.illus.ad (5 diff.size dishes); large "USE OVALS" on back; on cvr. E $14
AD-436. Fremont, OH, 1860's, partial DCDS/cork (trim L, just in ad) June & Curtis/(F)remont Machine Works/Mfrs.of Portable & Stationery (sic) Steam Engines... Saw Mills illus.ad (engine) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AD-437. Fremont, OH, 1908, G+ Colum. (lite tone) Clauss Cutlery illus.ad (little girl cutting paper doll w/scissors) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-438. Fremont, OH, 1909, VG Colum. (part lite tone) Clauss Shear Co.cc; overall illus.back ad (safety razor, straight razor, shears, 2 scissors, strop) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-439. Fremont, OH, 1933, G+ Univ.; Fremont Tea Store cc; town map at lower L; overall illus.back ad for town (5 bldgs; cannon; monument) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-440. Mansfield, OH, 1890, G duplex (trim R; edge tear T) J.H.Krause/Improved
Self-Recommending Churn cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-441. Martins Ferry, OH, 1924, G Amer/A14 (upper R edge nick) Brock Brown’s Service Sta., RFD #1 cc; 2c Huguenot on cvr. E $8
AD-442. Miamisburg, OH, 1908, partial duplex (toned; tear L) Acme Folding Boat Co.illus.ad (boat) on cvr w/faulty matching letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-443. (Mount Gilead), OH, 1860s, VG ms killer only (trim L) Talmage Hardware/Farm Machinery boxed cc; 1c Sc.63 (few short perfs) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-444. Painesville, OH, 1888, F duplex (trim R) F.H.Briggs & Co./word "COAL" spelled out w/pieces of coal; pair 1c Sc.212 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-446. Springfield, OH, 1892, G+ Int'l (crs; lite tone) Tricycle M.f.g Co.illus.ad (baby carriage w/parasol) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-448. Toledo, OH, 1890, G+ duplex (lite tone) W.W.Whitney’s Rapid Method for the Piano-Orate header & text ad; text ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-449. Toledo, OH, 1901, VG+ Int’l; Harris Toy Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-450. Warren, OH, 1935, F Int’l; Baker & Gaffey Tire Service Blow-out Protection Sale illus.ad (2 Goodrich tires) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-452. Warren, OH, 1935, F Int’l; Baker & Gaffey Tire Service Labor Day Sale illus.ad (man w/sledge hammer & 2 Goodrich tires) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-453. Warren, OH, 1936, F Int’l; Baker & Gaffey Tire Service July 4th Sale illus.ad (tire) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-454. Warren, OH, 1936, VG Int’l; Baker & Gaffey Tire Service illus.ad (cartoon man & Goodrich tire) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-455. Bartlesville, OK, 1920, G+ Univ. (ruff R) Hotel Maire illus.ad; text ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-456. Guthrie, OK, 1942, VF Univ.; Armantrout Studio cc w/Photographers Int’l Assn logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-457. Beaverton, OR, 1976, VG machine; Mr.M’s/Beaverton Mall cc; orange illus.ad for jeans/tees: young woman & flowers (few canx lines on illus.) on PPC. E $8
AD-458. Newport, OR, 1944, G+ Univ.; Mitchell’s Mobilgas cc w/illus.flying horse logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-459. Portland, OR, 1910, VF Int’l (lite tone; crnr crs; pinhole) Rose Festival text ad at L; illus.ad on pix side on PPC w/reply PPC removed. E $15 MIN.8
AD-460. Portland, OR, 1951, G+ Univ.; New Laurel Pharmacy ad; "Free Delivery"; "Ice Cream Soda 10¢ w/this card" (illus.soda) on PPC Sc.UX27. E $15 MIN.8
AD-461. Salem, OR, 1981, G+ machine; Casual Corner/Nordstrom Mall/Suit Sale ad on PPC: pretty woman in suit. E $8
AD-462. Salem, OR, [1982], G+ machine (year partial) Casual Corner/Nordstrom Mall/Topper Sale ad on PPC: woman in suit w/dog. E $8
AD-463. Beachlake, PA, 1904, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) Tuscarora Cottage photo illus.ad (house; lake scene) on cvr. E $24
AD-464. Bradford, PA, [1883], G CDS/cork; L.Emery, Jr. & Co./Oil Well Supplies cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-465. Carlisle, PA, [1998], VG mute dauber canx; Dickinson (College) Fund "thank you" message on PC w/"Proud Supporter" peel- & -stick DECAL, INTACT on back. E $20
AD-466. Central City, PA, 1933, G+ Amer/A14; "The Most Wonderful View in the U.S./S.S.Grant View Point/Elev.2464/On Lincoln Hwy./17 M.W.of (Bedford) Pa." hotel’s h/s ad by address (partly off B edge) on PPC (overlook view). E $14
AD-467. Lebanon, PA, [1886], VG CDS/dot grid in target (ruff L; toned) Keystone Insurance & Portective Ass’n Against Theft header on cvr w/encls.(1 faulty). E $15 MIN.8
AD-468. Mansfield, PA, 1897, VF CDS w/crude neg."M" in cork; Mansfield Wood Novelty Co./Mfrs of Wooden Toys, Novelties ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-469. Morrisville, Bucks Co., PA, [1889], partial duplex; Morrisville Nursery header
Philadelphia, PA, 1870s, partial CDS/cork; Grove & Shoemaker Hardware albino embossed oval ad cc; large illus.padlock on back on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
AD-471. Philadelphia, PA, [1872], G+ CDS/cork (trim R) P.Schoenemann's Clothing Warehouse cc in illus.belt; overall lite blue lined background on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-472. Philadelphia, PA, [1872], partial CDS/cork (trim R; cr) P.Schoenemann & Son/Whole Clothiers SHINY GOLD header on cvr w/enc.salesman's calling card. E $20
AD-473. Philadelphia, PA, 1880s, F CDS/circled "3" (bit ruff trim R; tear B) Fellows & Day/Advance Clothes Dryers; Folding Clothes Horses... oval h/s ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-475. Philadelphia, PA, [1887], G+ duplex (tears T, 1 in cc; flap tear, in back ad) DeWitt Wire Cloth Co.Paper Makers' Materials ad (list of products); overall back ad (bit scuff) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-476. Philadelphia, PA, 1891, VG Int'l; Buist's Seed Warehouse order acknowledgement w/illus.rosebud on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-477. Philadelphia, PA, 1893, F Amer; Charleston, SC Mining & Mfg.Co.return add.; faulty 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-478. Philadelphia, PA, 1894, F Int'l (trim R just into stamp; bit lite tone) Jordan Commission Merchant illus.ad (Sites' Ventilated Coop) on cvr. E $14
AD-479. Philadelphia, PA, 1894, G+ Int'l; Philadelphia Bird Food Co.ad on back of GPC: asking druggist for list of ladies' names, to send company's catalog w/druggist name on front. E $15 MIN.8
AD-481. Philadelphia, PA, 1901, VG Int'l; Wm.H.Horn & Bro., Trusses illus.ad (moose head w/antlers) on cvr. E $20
AD-482. Philadelphia, PA, 1901, VG Int'l; Penfield Celluloid Truss overall ad on FRONT ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
AD-484. Philadelphia, PA, 1908, VG+ Amer. (trim R; edge tears R) Chas.Bond Co.illus.ad (wood split pulley) on cvr. E $14
AD-485. Philadelphia, PA, 1909, G+ Int'l (uneven heavy toned) E.Greenfield's Chocolate, New York, text ad at L on PPC to local address. E $12 MIN.6
AD-486. Philadelphia, PA, 1945, VF Int'l; Mack-Int'l Motor Truck Corp.illus.ad cc (bulldog) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-487. Philadelphia/A, PA, 1899, G+ Amer/Fl14(); Symphony Soc'y of Phila.cc; 1c green on cvr. E $8
AD-489. Pittsburgh, PA, 1894, G+ Int'l; Brittan Graham & Mathes/Builders Hardware, Door Locks, Padlocks engraved ad cc in SAME COLOR as stamp; on 2c Colum.PSE. E $20
AD-490. Pittsburgh/Mt.Oliver Sta., PA, 1933, VG+ Univ.; Women's Civic & Republican Club picnic ad in message area on PPC. E $14
AD-491. Pottsville, PA, 1904, F Amer/B14(1); Hotel Allan fancy ad cc on cvr; accompanying hotel's PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-492. Providence, PA, [1873], partial CDS/cork (trim R) Pulaski Carter/Axes, Scythes, Hoes... Mining & Railroad Tools ad cc & header on cvr w/letterhead enc.invoice. E $15 MIN.8
AD-493. Red Lion, PA, 1908, G+ duplex (ruff L) T.C-Smith/Bread, Cakes, Rolls, Rusks, Pretzels/Confectionery illus.ad cc (baker w/peel) on cvr w/2-pg.matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-494. Redington, PA, 1881, partial DCDS/ms (part ruff slit R; back faults) Central Fruit Park & Stock Farm/A.S.Shimer text ad header w/illus.produce & cows on cvr w/letterhead enc.w/matching illus. E $24 MIN.12
AD-495. Scranton, PA, 1929, G+ Univ. (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) Scranton Tobacco Co.ad header on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-496. Summit Station, PA, 1918, G+ 4-bar; Frank Strause, Lumber, Mining Timber... Raw Furs cc
on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-497. Verona, PA, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (bit lite tone; bit trim T) Verona Toolworks, Pittsburgh fancy logo cc on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-498. West Chester, PA, [1883], G+ CDS/cork (edge tear T; flap bit ruff at T) Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas/Cherry Hill Nurseries cc; illus.back ads (Cent'l Exposition medals) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-499. Providence, RI, 1897, G duplex; Tuck & McAllister Mfg.Jewelers illus.ad (knight & cross) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-500. Providence, RI, 1900, VG Amer/B14(2) (trim R) Laboratory of Edwin E. Calder, A.M./Professor Chemistry in Boston Univ./Analytical & Consulting Chemist cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-501. Providence, RI, [1907], partial Int'l (bit lite tone; R edge scuff) John the Shoeman illus.ad on back (56-piece tea set); 1c Sc.300 on 2-panel PPC w"Printed Matter" printed at T; opens to view of Charlestown Bridge, Boston. E $15 MIN.8
AD-502. Providence, RI, 1924, G+ Univ.; Arnold Numismatic Co./Coin Book ad cc w/illus.eagle on late-used 2c Colum.to A.C.Roessler. E $15 MIN.8
AD-503. (Brookings, Dakota) SD, 1888, canxed Tracy & Pierre/Agt G CDS/cork (bit ruff trim L) Pres.of the Dakota Agricultural College & Experiment Sta.cc on cvr w/2-pg.illus.letterhead enc. E $24 MIN.12
AD-504. Deadwood, SD, 1906, partial Amer/B14(1) (toned; tears; upper R tip ruff; flap fault) L.W.Stillwell/Indian Bead Work, Elk Teeth, Indian Baskets, Ancient Stone Relics, Minerals, Fossils/Curios/Photos/Arrow Points illus.ad (crystal cluster; arrowheads) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-505. Whiteville, TN, 1897, partial CDS (town not struck; trim R; R tip nib; lite tone) W.I.Gates, Druggist cc; Dr.Harter's Family Medicines overall back ad on cvr. E $20
AD-506. Haskell, TX, 1897, partial CDS/cork (town not struck; edge tear R; lite tone) A.P.McLemore, THE Druggist cc; Merchant's Gargling Oil Liniment overall back ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-507. Houston, TX, 1950, VG Int'l; "Santa Claus Studio" h/s; printed birthday message (ad) from "Santa" on back of UX27 GPC, to "Baby Crossman". E $12 MIN.6
AD-508. Park City, UT, 1885, G+ CDS/cork; Crescent Mining Co.ad cc w/illus.moon (bit doubled) on cvr. E $40
AD-509. Bellows Falls, VT, 1909, G+ Amer/B14 (ruff R) Vermont Farm Machine Co./Cream Separators/Cooley Creamers illus.ad (factory) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-510. Dale Enterprise, VA, 1900, G+ CDS/target (state not struck; upper R tip nick; lite tone) D.B.Showalter, Valley Stock & Poultry Farm illus.ad (man walking horse) on cvr. E $20
AD-511. Manchester, VA, 1900, VG duplex (pen notes L) Stephen Putney & Co./Battle Axe Footwear illus.ad cc (axes); overall illus.back ad (factory) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $30 MIN.15
AD-512. Richmond, VA, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (crs) Willcox & Gibbs/Sewing Machine Office return add.w/illus.sewing machine shaped as "G" initial on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-513. Richmond, VA, 1920, VG+ Univ.; T.W.Wood & Sons/Seedsmen illus.ad (factory) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-514. Rockbridge Alum Springs, VA, 1885, G+ oval/target (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) Grand Hotel/Gas & Electric Bells/Telegraph, Post & Express Offices large illus.ad on cvr. E $30
AD-515. Seattle, WA, 1899, F Amer/B14; "Alaska Flyer/S.S.Humboldt/Skagway 65 Hours" blue oval ad h/s w/illus.banner on cvr. E $30
AD-516. Seattle, WA, 1913, VG PPIE slogan (crs) Alaska Steamship Co.cc & long text ad at L on ad PPC: S.S.Jefferson at Taku Glacier, AK. E $15 MIN.8
AD-517. Seattle, WA, ca.1990s, printed permit; Jay Jacobs text ad at L on PPC: pretty woman in lacy dress. E $5
AD-518. Seattle/Univ.Sta., WA, 1910, G duplex (bit lite tone) Seattle Wood Shaping Co.text ad at L: "The AYP is gone/The Flies have not arrived. Now is the time...to fix up the house...We are selling AYP Post Cards at 5c per set of 35...while they last."; on AYP PPC. E $14
AD-519. Wheeling, WV, 1893, G+ duplex; Bloch Bros Tobacco Co./Mail Pouch Tobacco ad header on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-520. Eau Claire, WI, 1934, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Hotel Eau Claire illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-521. LaCrosse, WI, 1880s, VG+ CDS/cork; "Nord-Stern" Office cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-522. LaCrosse, WI, 1904, G+ Amer/B14(1) (upper L edge toned) Dr.Horace J.McDonald, Eye/Ear
Surgeon illus.ad (eye & eyebrow) on cvr. E $20
AD-523. (LaCrosse), WI, 1913, canxed Mishawaka, IN, VG Amer/B14 (trim R) Tillman Bros. "Get Our Prices on Go-Carts/and Kitchen Cabinets" illus.ad (baby carriage) on addressee's PINK return cvr. E $20
AD-524. Milwaukee, WI, [1884], G duplex (trim R; edge tears T; pinhole; L edge toned) Andrew's Peal Baking Powder illus.ad (container) on cvr. E $15
AD-525. Milwaukee, WI, 1890s, partial mute oval (lite tone) R.Stafford Co.illus.ad (girl picking fruit) on 1c PSE. E $20
AD-526. Milwaukee, WI, 1893, partial duplex (lite tone) Moore M'f'g & Foundry Co./Hardware illus.ad (factory) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $24 MIN.12
AD-527. Watertown, WI, 1940, VG Univ.; Chas.Fischer & Sons illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

ADVERTISING: PERFINS ON COVER
AD-528. "B" in diamond (ty.B12.6), Minneapolis/Riverside Sta., MN, 1912, G duplex (tiny tear T; bit cr) Barrett Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC datelined "Birthington's Washday". E $15 MIN.8
AD-529. "BANK" (1 normal, 1 reversed, on CONNECTED PAIR 2c Victory), Hutchinson, KS, 1947, VG Univ. (bit uneven slit T; trim R) 1st Nat'l Bank cc on 6c #10 air PSE. E $30
AD-531. "BSC" (ty.B219; some blind pins), Lawrence, KS, 1917, G+ Colum.; Barteldes Seed Co.illus.ad (2c Wash.) on cvr. E $20
AD-532. "BY/CO", Providence, RI, 1911, VF Int'l (L crnrs worn; bit cr) Blanchard Young & Co.type (1c Frank.; few perfs cr) salesman's message on PPC to druggist. E $20 MIN.10
AD-533. "CDG", Almena, KS, 1914, partial duplex (part lite water tone; edge tear T; crs) unattributed type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-534. "CF" (bit shifted to R), Omaha, NE, 1913, G+ Int'l (small sealed spindle) Columbia Fire Underwriters printed message on back (1c Wash.) on PC. E $15
AD-535. "CHO", Cincinnati, OH, 1910, VF Int'l (lite tone) Cinci, Hamilton & Dayton Rwy type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-536. "CHI" (ty.C152-23; inverted), Buffalo, NY, 1909, F Int'l (2 tips nib) Int'l Harvester type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-537. "Du/Pont" (ty.D130), Baxter Springs, KS, 1941, G duplex (lite gum tone) Howard Childress cc (3c Panama Canal) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-538. "F" (ty.F1), Kansas City, MO, 1919, G+ duplex; Fidelity Nat'l Bank type (1c +4x 3c Wash.) on special del.cvr; maybe private use. E $15 MIN.8
AD-539. "GW/CO", St.Paul, MN, 1911, VG Int'l (tip crs) Griffin Wheel Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-541. "HFT", Hartford, CT, 1920, VG Univ.; Hartford Fire Ins.printed notice on back (1c offset Wash.) on 2.75x5.25" PC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-542. "I & GN", Houston, TX, 1913, VG Int'l (tip cr) Int'l & Great Northern RR type (1c Wash.) private use (?) on PPC. E $8
AD-543. "I/WILL" (ty.I-117; shifted to L; "W" leg slightly off), Chicago, IL, 1938, F Univ. (bit ruff slit T) City Clerk, Chicago, cc (2c Wash.) on window cvr w/enc.city auto license. E $15 MIN.8
AD-545. "JM/CO" (ty.J108.5), Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1914, G+ Int'l inverted at B; smudge canx tying stamp; Jagues Mfg.Co.type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-546. "LS/CO" (ty.L141; few blind perfs), Lynchburg, VA, 1921, F Univ. (bit ruff slit upper R tip) Lynchburg Shoe Co.cc; illus.man w/top hat & cane (2c offset Wash.) on cvr. RARE type, UNATTRIBUTED in catalog. E $75
AD-547. "M & M" (ty.M296), Wall St.Sta., NY, [1920], G+ mute ovals; Mechanics & Metals Nat'l Bank cc (10c Frank.) on reg'd 2c-on-3c PSE. E $20
AD-548. "M/W" in circle (ty.M274), Baltimore, MD, 1914, F Int'l; Western Maryland RR type (1c
AD-549. "MC/C" (ty.M57), Baltimore, MD, 1910, VF Int'l (bit lite tone) Maryland Casualty Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $8
AD-550. "PC/CO" (ty.P37), Battle Creek, MI, 1936, F Univ. (lite tone) Postum Cereal Co.type (1c Frank.) properly used by plant visitor on ad PPC. E $20
AD-551. "PSC" (ty.P204; reversed), Jersey City, NJ, 1913, VF Int'l (lite tone) Penna.Steel Co.type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $10 MIN.8
AD-552. "PWH/CO", Pittsburg/Ewalt Sta., PA, 1911, VG Amer/A38; Pittsburgh Water Heater type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $20
AD-553. "RDC/Co", Saint Louis, MO, 1921, F Int'l (trim R, in stamp tip, not affecting perfin) Red Diamond Overalls & Shirts illus.ad ad (man in overalls (2c Wash.) on cvr w/enc.letterhead statements. E $30 MIN.15
AD-554. "S/F & M", Otego, KS, 1918, VG 4-bar; Springfield Fire & Marine Ins.printed add. & form on back (2c Wash.) on PC. E $24
AD-555. "SAL" (ty.S29), Memphis/Desoto Sta., TN, 1917, G+ Int'l; Seabord Air Line Rwy Co.form on back (1c Wash.) on 1c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-558. "TRT" (ty.T87), Turner, OR, 1911, G+ 4-bar; Danforth Mills type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-559. "U(K)" (ty.U39), Lawrence, KS, 1919, G+ Univ. (toned; no flap; lower R tip nib) Library of Univ.of Kansas cc (3c Wash.) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-560. "W/MA", Rock Island, IL, 1909, G+ Colum. (tiny tip crs) Modern Woodmen receipt at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AIR MAIL / FLIGHTS (AAMC 5th Edition)
AM-1. AAMC CAM #27W33: Pontiac, MI, 1930 (Jun 16), F Int'l (cr; lite tone) 3c +2c dues on cacheted cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $20
AM-2. AAMC FAM #F6-122: San Juan, PR, 1931 (Dec 6), F Univ.w/bilingual Air Mail slogan; PM's signature; pictorial cachet; 5c Roosevelt on 5c air PSE to Cuba & returned to sender. E $15 MIN.8
AM-3. AAMC Interrupted Flight #29.6: Jacksonville/Sta.A, FL, 1929 (Mar 1), F Univ. (stamp gone, soaked off in water crash) on air cvr. E $20
AM-4. AAMC Interrupted Flight #30.12: Orangeville, IL, 1930, G+ duplex (fire damaged edges; water toned) "Damaged in Plane Fire/at WarreN O.9-21-30" LITE h/s at L; M.H.Bolender, Numismatist cc; scorched 5c beacon air Sc.C11 on cvr to Philadelphia. E $60 MIN.30
AM-5. AAMC Lindberghiana #218: Havana, Cuba, 1928 (Feb 8), F Int'l slogan machine; 5c Lindbergh air on cvr to A.C.Roessler. E $20
AM-6. AAMC Lindberghiana #42: Milwaukee, WI, 1928, G+ duplex & Univ. (crs) "Lindbergh Again Flies the Air Mail" horseshoe h/s; 5x 2c Wash. on "Farewell Air Mail Flight" card. E $20
AM-7. AAMC Zeppelin Flight #Z-510: Lakehurst, NJ, 1932 (May 6), F Int'l; USS Akron pictorial cachet; 5c Wash. on cvr. E $20
AM-8. AAMC Zeppelin Flight #Z-511: Lakehurst, NJ, 1932 (Aug 1), G+ Int'l; USS Akron pictorial cachet; bit faulty 5c beacon air +3c Wash. on cvr. E $20
AM-10. Havana, Cuba, 1942, G Int'l tying "Air Mail-Por Avion/Cia.Nacional Cubana de Avicion" 60x16mm label w/pictorial plane; Independent News Co.cc on air cvr (slight ruff slit T) to U.S.w/censor tape L. E $15 MIN.8
AM-11. Burley, ID, 1930 (Jul 7), G+ Int'l; 5c beacon air; "1D To Pay 75" & "P10 Centimes" h/s; 2 magenta bars "negating" air mail service; on cvr to England w/Airport Dedication cachet (mailed 3 days after event); lp due stamp tied at L. E $20
AM-12. Air Mail Field, Chicago, IL, 1934, G+ purple DCDS ty.CHII0a w/year in gap in outer rim at B (trim R; lite tone) as transit b/s on air special del.PSE. E $14
AM-13. New Orleans, LA, 1944, F Univ.; "In flight with Eastern Air Lines" header; illus.logo & map; pair 3c dues tied by mute oval on cvr to D.C., mailed w/o stamps. E $15 MIN.8
AM-14. Kansas City, MO, 1959, G+ machine tying 32x31mm "Air Mail/Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City, MO" label w/pictorial wing; bit faulty 7c Jupiter air on hotel ad PPC (crs). E $15 MIN.8
AM-15. Newark, NJ, 1919, G+ Univ. (upper R tip nib) Air Mail Service/Eastern Terminus, Newark, NJ, G+ magenta 4-bar w/dateless dial struck at L, tying "Via Airplane" label; pair 3c Wash.coils on cvr. E $30
AM-16. Cleveland, OH, 1959, G machine; "Via Air Mail/Reply By Air Mail/United Air Lines" 18x49mm pictorial label on PPC (DC-7 Mainliner). E $15 MIN.8
AM-17. Dallas, TX, 1950, G+ Univ. (lite tone) "Via Air Mail" 73x21mm label w/Gen'l Electric logo tied on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AM-18. Milwaukee, WI, 1928, VF Univ. (lite tone) "Send Via Special Flight/Milw.-Chgo.C.A.M.9" h/s; "Air Mail/London to Continent" printed at upper L; 15c map air on PPC to Germany. E $30 MIN.15

AUXILIARY
AX-1. Ione, OR, 1907, partial duplex; "1 2... 8" h/s w/2 #'s lined thru on PPC to Pendleton, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-2. Sterling, IL, 1910, G+ Int'l (lite tone) "1-2... 7/R.F.D./1-2... 10" h/s w/7 #'s marked on PPC to local resident. E $15 MIN.8
AX-3. New Carlisle, IN, 1974, F machine (crs; R edge wear; nick R) "1974 Historical Days/Jul 26-27-28" boxed h/s w/pictorial covered wagon on PPC written at event. E $15 MIN.8
AX-4. Huntington, WV, 1968, G+ meter; "A form is available at the post office for/notifying your correspondents & pub-lishers of your correct address, includ-ing Zip Code Number." h/s on cvr to Philadelphia, PA, & fwd to Pitman, NJ. E $15 MIN.8
AX-5. Chicago, IL, 1948, G+ Univ.(ruff L; crs) "Accidentally Damaged/Chicago, Ill.M.D.No.22" h/s on 1.5x3" brown paper tape above address on #10 air cvr w/2nd paper tape repair INSIDE. E $24
AX-6. Long Beach, CA, 1928, G+ Univ.(edge tears T; crs; lite tone) "Address as given not in carriers delivery district.-No.1" h/s on PPC to Long Beach, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-7. Paris, France, 1929, G+ machine (stamp gone; lite tone) "Address given not in Carrier Delivery limits of Long Beach, Calif.(C1k.1)" h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-9. Liberal, KS, [1923], G Colum.; "Addressee Not At/Baden Station" h/s inverted at B; same h/s on back w/caret & ms "found" inserted; "Not on Rural Route 31" h/s on back; boxed "R.R.30" & "R.R.31" h/s by address; "Returned to Writer/Misdierected/Nixie Clerk #7/St.Louis, Mo." pointing hand on PSE to "McLaurin, MO" w/red "McLaurin, Mississippi" correction. NICE combo & modification. E $20 MIN.10
AX-10. Ogden, UT, 1906, partial Amer/B14 (tear R) "Addressee not resident on Route No.1" & "Addressee not resident on Route No.3" h/s on PPC to Temple, TX. E $15 MIN.8
AX-11. Montgomery, MI, 1911, partial duplex; "Adv." & date ms at T; "Unknown." h/s & 2x "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s on PPC to Reading, MI. E $14
AX-12. Canton, OH, [1868], G DCDS/target (state off T; nick B) "Advertised"; "Unclaimed"; & "May 16" h/s on cvr to Evansville, IN. E $30
AX-13. French Corral, CA, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; tears T & L; crs) "Advertised." & separate date h/s applied at East Troy, WI, on PPC. E $14
AX-14. Seiffersdorf, Germany, 1908, G+ DCDS; "Advertised/date/San Francisco, Cal./Due 1 Cent" boxed h/s; "No Reclame" h/s on PPC, returned to sender. E $20
AX-15. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Int'l (o/s) "Advise CORRESPONDENTS of your correct address." MISSPELLED h/s; "No Such Office in State Named/No.M." h/s on PPC to Little Cedar Lake, WI; corrected to Schlesengerville; fwd to West Bend. E $24 MIN.12
AX-16. Hartford, CT, [1886], partial Wesson; "Alcove" double-boxed dated h/s as b/s on PSE to San Francisco, CA. E $50
AX-17. Philadelphia, PA, 1944, F Int'1; "APO Used By SENDER Discontinued/See Unit Mail Clerk For Current Address" blue h/s on cvr to APO 625, corrected to 652. E $20
AX-18. (Unknown town, New Zealand), ca.1970s?, printed "Official Paid" frank; "Ask your post office or carrier for the form for notifying others of your correct address." h/s struck twice; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s scribbled thru on air cvr to Forest Hills, NY. E $15 MIN.8
AX-19. Denver, CO, 1966, G machine; "Ask your post office or carrier for the form for notifying others of your correct address." & "Returned to Writer... Addressee unknown..." pointing hand h/s; ms "Not in Denver Area Phone Book" by address on #1 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-20. Phoenix, AZ, 1983, VG meter; "Attempted Not Known.../No (Receptacle).../Route No.(3229)/Initial..." & "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-21. (Madrid), Spain, [1958], partial machine (dial not struck; addressee name inked thru) "Austin, Tex./Rec’d. Without Postmark" circled h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-22. U.S.Navy, 1944, G+ machine (lite gum tone) "Avoid Delay By Giving Sender the Zone No.in Your Address" h/s on air cvr to Los Angeles. E $12 MIN.6
AX-23. Washington, DC, 1917, G+ Int'1 "Buy Now... 2nd Liberty Loan" slogan; "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to St.Clair, OH. Nice h/s. E $12 MIN.6
AX-24. Poland, IN, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Greencastle, IN. E $8
AX-25. Fox Valley, IL, 1993, VG machine (bit uneven slit upper R) "Prepare For Automation/This address error was detected by your postal service. Please notify the sender of your correct:PO Box Number/Street Address/We Care!" red h/s w/blue USPS logo adjacent on #10 cvr to Keymar, MD. E $15 MIN.8
AX-26. San Francisco, CA, 1949, G+ Int'1; "Box Clerk" & "Not at Box" h/s overlapped on PPC to West Pasadena, CA, w/ms "Try East". E $15 MIN.8
AX-27. San Francisco, CA, 1995, G+ machine; "Box Closed-No Order" & "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s, both struck twice on GPC to College Point, NY. E $12 MIN.6
AX-28. Haverhill, MA, 1918, VF Univ.; "Buy War Stamps/From Your/Letter Carrier" h/s on PPC to Derry, NH. E $30
AX-29. Atlantic City, NJ, 1907, G+ Int'1 (crnr crs; lite tone) "By Carrier" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp to local add. E $30
AX-30. Columbus, OH, 1908, VF Int'1 (lite tone; crnr cr) "Called off Station A." h/s on PPC to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-31. Sharpsburg, MD, 1912, F duplex; "Called Out" & "Not for R.F.D." h/s on PPC to Hagerstown, MD. E $15 MIN.8
AX-32. Brownsville, MD, 1908, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi) "Called Out" & "Not R.F.D." h/s on PPC to Hagerstown, MD. E $15 MIN.8
AX-34. Gary, IN, 1978, G+ machine; "Can this letter be delivered from this box addressed to the right person? If not please hand it bac UNOPENED. By order of Postmaster" h/s struck twice (both SPOTTY) on unopened cvr w/enc.to Stanton, CA; town lined thru & "Try Tustin" written below. AS IS for strikes, but SCARCE marking. E $24 MIN.12
AX-35. Amarillo, TX, 1988, VG machine; "Cancelled" h/s struck twice, "negating" boxed postage due h/s; 22c shell on PPC to England. E $15 MIN.8
AX-36. Neodesha, KS, 1988, G machine; "Cancelled" h/s struck twice, "negating" circled postage due h/s; 14c +3c on PPC to England. E $15 MIN.8
AX-37. San Francisco, CA, 1946, G+ meter; "Carrier Indorse." & "Return To Last Address For Better Direction./No Such Street/Number" h/s on cvr to Portland, OR; "First Hear the RCA Victor Golden Throat" pictorial ad label tied to back. E $20
AX-38. Mabton, WA, 1907, VG 4-bar (o/s; crnr cr) "Carrier's/1 2 3... 6 1 2... 5/Mark." h/s w/5 #s lined thru on PPC to North Yakima, WA. E $14
AX-39. Homer, IL, 1912, partial duplex; "Checked By Carrier." h/s on PPC to Corydon, IN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-40. Rapid City, SD, 1944, F Univ.; "Civilian Mail Addressed to This (He)adquarters in the Future Will (Be Returne)d to Sender. Use Your Residence Address." h/s (partly not struck, as shown) on free-franked PPC to Radio Installation Eng.Dept., McClellan Field, CA. E $24 MIN.12
AX-41. Rome, GA, 1903, F Amer/B14(1); "Collected by Carrier No.4" h/s on back of cvr to Lancaster, MA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-42. Asheville, NC, 1904, G Amer/B14; "Collected by Carrier No.4" h/s on back of cvr to Binghamton, NY. E $15 MIN.8
AX-43. Paris, France, 1951, G+ slogan machine (o/s) "CORECT Post Office is/Los Angeles, Calif." MISSPELLED h/s on PPC to Brentwood & fwd. E $30 MIN.15
AX-44. Brooklyn, NY, 1943, VF Int'1; "CORECT Post Office is/Village Station, Los Angeles,
Calif." MISSPELLED h/s w/"Village Sta." lined thru on GPC to Brentwood, CA, & fwd. E $30 MIN.15
AX-45. Corvallis, OR, 1909, partial Amer/H14; "Correct Former Address." (o/s w/ms "366") & 
"Missent to Station A." on PPC to Hotel Royal, San Francisco, CA, & fwd to Winchester Hotel. E $20
AX-46. Grand Cent.Anx, NY, 1937, VF Int'l (edges part singed, part ruff) "Damaged By Fire/Og & 
LA Tr.5 Aug 22" h/s (MPOS ty.5B) on #10 cvr to Los Angeles. Also listed in "Other Railroad 
Related" section. E $50 MIN.26
AX-47. Ottawa, Canada, 1970, G+ machine (toned tape repair on back) "Damaged in Cancelling 
Machine At/Endommage Par L'Obliterateur A" h/s on back on cvr to South Africa. E $15 MIN.8
AX-48. Chester, VT, 1990, G+ 4-bar (many tape repairs) "Damaged in Handling in Indianapolis, 
Indiana" h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-49. Baltimore, MD, ca.1982, partial DCDS/roller (crs) "Damaged in Handling in Postal 
Service/Baltimore, MD.21233" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-50. Pleasantville, NY, 1967, G Int'l (tape repairs) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal 
Service at Cleveland, Ohio 44101" h/s on back of cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-51. Phoenix, AZ, 1992, G+ machine (heavy crs; tears; bit ruff L; ink smears) "Damaged in 
Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on GPC to Rockville, MD. E $12 MIN.6
AX-52. Tucson, AZ, 1986, G DCDS/roller (HEAVY inked & big ink spots; trim L) "Damaged in 
Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on cvr to Tempe. E $12 MIN.6
AX-53. Los Angeles, CA, [1990], partial DCDS/roller; "Damaged in Handling in the Postal 
Service" h/s on 4x5" PIECE (right HALF ONLY, ruff at L) of 4x10" window cvr; slightly smaller 
piece of Wine Warehouse statement w/SAME "Damaged..." h/s applied, attached w/staple; returned 
to sender because addressee info gone. E $30
AX-54. Sunnyvale, CA, 1954, VF duplex (top part of card much blackened by machine canx ink) 
"Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on GPC to San Francisco. STRIKING appearance. E $20
AX-55. West Sacramento, CA, 1960, F machine (L end water toned) "Damaged in Handling in the 
Postal Service" h/s on cvr to Seattle. E $12 MIN.6
AX-56. (Unknown town), China, ca.1990s?, (no origin canx; HEAVY soiled; tears; crs) "Damaged in 
Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on aerogramme to Matawan, NJ. E $20
AX-57. Gainesville, FL, 1990s, partial machine (lower R crnr torn away) "Damaged in Handling in the 
Postal Service" h/s on #10 cvr to Blairsville, PA; accompanying Pittsburgh, PA, plastic 
"body bag" w/21-line apology. E $12 MIN.6
AX-58. Honolulu, HI, 1979, G+ 4-bar (ink smears; heavy crs) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal 
Service" h/s on cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-59. Chicago, IL, 1960, VG Univ.(overall water tone; address & message smears) "Damaged in 
Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-60. Rockville, MD, [1975], G+ DCDS/roller (toned where big piece reattached w/adhesive tape 
at lower R) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on PPC to Paoli, PA. E $12 MIN.6
L; tears; crs) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on PPC to Sanford, ME. E $15 MIN.8
AX-62. (Worcester, MA), 1980s, (no origin canx; upper R edge burned, into stamp) "Damaged in 
Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on #10 cvr to Plainville, CT. E $20
AX-63. Detroit Lakes, MN, ca.1973, G+ DCDS/roller (toned where tears repaired w/adhesive tape 
)"Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on cvr to Portland, ME. E $12 MIN.6
AX-64. Battle Mountain, NV, 1967, G+ machine (bit trim T; lite crs) "Damaged in Handling in the 
Postal Service" h/s on cvr to San Francisco, CA. E $12 MIN.6
"Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on GPC to Albany, NY. E $12 MIN.6
AX-66. Greensburg, PA, 1982, G+ 4-bar (nylon tape repairs; ruff slt R) "Damaged in Handling in the 
Postal Service" h/s on cvr to San Mateo, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-67. Pittsburgh, PA, 1962, G+ Int'l (toned tape repairs; tears; crs; part ruff T) "Damaged in 
Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on #10 air cvr to El Monte, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-68. Nashville, TN, 1962, G+ DCDS (tears repaired w/tape at B & on back) "Damaged in Handling in the 
Postal Service" h/s on cvr to Phoenix, AZ. E $12 MIN.6
AX-69. (No origin canx), ca.1987, (ruff slt & tears at lower L) "Damaged in Handling in the 
Postal Service" h/s applied as canx, tying 25c bread wagon on #10 cvr to Alexandria, VA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-70. San Francisco, CA, 1966, G+ meter (full horiz.tear repaired w/tape) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on front & back on #10 cvr to San Francisco, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-71. Pleasanton, CA, 1985, G+ machine (upper L crnr burned, into cc; cr) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s, bit o/s by Orange, NJ, VG DCDS on #10 cvr in plastic "body bag". E $24
AX-72. Philadelphia, PA, [1986], G+ 4-bar (crs) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" x3 on yellow computer labels (2 on front, 1 on back) w/2 add'l blank labels on back, repairing tears on 5x7.5" cvr to Tempe, AZ. E $20
AX-73. (Bethesda, MD?), 1998, partial machine (tears on back, repaired w/tape; lite crs) "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" & "Postage Due (.20)c" h/s on cvr to Albany, NY. E $15 MIN.8
AX-75. San Diego, CA, 1983, VG magenta 4-bar (dial bit hi; lower L tip burned) "Dear Postal Customer:/After being deposited in the collection box by the sender & before being collected by the Post Office, the enclosed mail was damaged by vandals..." printed on 5.25x8.5" sheet; 2 copies enclosed, on window cvr in plastic "body bag" w/23-line printed apology. E $30
AX-76. Los Altos, CA, 1992, G+ meter (ink smudges at upper R) "Dear Postal Customer:/The enclosed has been damaged in handling..." 20-line apology printed on plastic "body bag" w/enc.#10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-77. San Francisco, CA, 1981, G+ 4-bar as b/s (BIG piece torn away from upper R) "Dear Postal Customer:/The enclosed has been damaged in handling..." 20-line apology printed on still-sealed plastic "body bag" w/enc.damaged PC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-78. Rochester, NY, 1993, G CDS (big tears repaired w/tape) "Dear Postal Customer:/The enclosed has been damaged in handling..." 20-line apology printed on plastic "body bag" w/enc.#10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-79. (San Francisco, CA), ca.1980s?, (no origin canx) "Dear Postal Customer:/The enclosed has been damaged in handling..." 21-line apology printed on plastic "body bag" w/enc.1.5x6" irreg. PIECE of Discover card ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-80. Dallas, TX, 1981, VG machine (HEAVY ink blots & smears; bit ruff T; crs) "Dear Postal Customer:/The enclosed letter was damaged in handling..." 21-line apology printed on plastic "body bag" w/enc.#10 penalty cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-81. West Grove, PA, 1909, G+ Doremus; "Deficiency in Address Supplied by D/Philadelphia, Pa.P.O." circled h/s (part o/s); Dingee & Conard Co.Roses text ad at L on ad PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-82. Baltimore, MD, 1911, G duplex; "Deficiency/No.30/Address/Supplied/By/Baltimore, Md.P.O." circled h/s on PPC to "RFD #6, Carrol Co." w/red ms "Westminster" added. E $12 MIN.6
AX-83. Chatham, MA, 1930, G duplex (trim R) "Delayed because of incomplete address. Advise correspondents..." h/s; "Opened by mistake/Mrs.J.Howard Knox ms at lower L; "Return to Writer... Unknown..." boxes h/s; faulty official seal at R on cvr to Portsmouth, NH. E $15 MIN.8
AX-84. New York/Church St.Anx, NY, 1944, F Int'l; "Delayed because of incomplete address./Advise correspondents & Publishers to/address your mail to street & number or/to rural route & box." modified h/s w/"incomplete" & last 6 words lined thru on PPC to So.San Francisco, CA. E $20
AX-85. Prescott, AZ, 1949, G+ Univ.(crnr cr) "Delayed because of incomplete address./Advise correspondents & publishers to/address your mail to/rural route & box." h/s w/long gap between "to" & "rural" where text obviously excised from lines 3 & 4 on PPC to Springfield, OR. E $20 MIN.10
AX-86. Los Angeles, CA, 1944, VG Univ.; "Delayed because of incomplete address/Advise correspondents & publishers/Merchant Marine Mail/Requires Name of Ship & Agent/c/o Postmaster, San Francisco"; & "Unclaimed" h/s; ms "Not at Matson Nav Co." on #10 cvr to APO 923, c/o Oceanic S.S.Co. E $20
AX-87. Conway, NH, 1909, VF duplex (trim L; edge tears T) "Delayed by expiration of carrier's time." h/s on PSE to Swampscott, MA. E $20
AX-88. New Haven, CT, 1907, VG Int'l; "Delayed" h/s at L on cvr to Nashville, TN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-89. APO 07165, 1985, G 4-bar w/partial # (dial hi no flap) "Deliver. To Addressee/Without Contents" h/s w/odd punctuation; "Received Without Contents At Milwaukee, WI 53203" h/s on #10
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cvr to Winston-Salem, NC. E $20
AX-90. Brooklyn/Sta.A, NY, 1905, G+ Int'l; "Delivered to Carrier/(date)" h/s on PPC to
Guilford, CT. E $15 MIN.8
AX-91. Sarasota, FL, 1915, G duplex (killer off R) "Delivery delayed for/Directory
Service/Address Incomplete/Post Office No.2"; "Not There B 3531"; & "Directory Service
given/51st.St.Station" h/s on cvr to Chicago. E $20
AX-92. Maywood, CA, 1929, G+ duplex (trim L) "Delivery Delayed/Train Late" h/s (top line
partial) 10c special del. on 2c PSE to Oakland, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-93. Oshkosh, WI, 1915, G+ Univ.(toned) "Delivery of mail is often de-/layed because of
incorrect/or insufficient address." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-94. Edmonton, AB, Canada, 1981, G+ machine; "Delivery of This Correspondence Was Delayed
Due to the Postal Service Strike." boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Vancouver. E $12 MIN.6
AX-95. Smith Center, KS, 1907, G+ duplex; "Delained in General Delivery for want of Street
Number." & "Have Your Mail Addressed to Street & Number." h/s on PPC to Salina, KS. E $15 MIN.8
AX-96. Indianapolis, IN, 1916, G+ Univ. (tear T; tip cr) "Directory Service Given/Austin
Station No.1" & "Not There H443" h/s applied at Chicago on PPC. E $14
AX-97. Lot 34), "Directory Service" h/s; various towns/types; 1889-1974 (varied condition) on
cvs/cards. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$60
AX-98. Washington, DC, 1944, VG Univ.w/"1st Day of Issue" slogan; "Directory Service/Has Been
Given/Chicago, Ill.(4)" h/s at L; "No such street in Chicago." h/s on back; 17c special del. on
cacheted FDC. E $20
AX-99. Mont Alto, PA, 1915, G+ duplex (lite tone; tip cr) "Disinfected." ty.4 h/s on PPC. E $90
MIN.46
AX-100. (Indistinct town), MI, 1917, partial duplex (crs) "Do your bit!" h/s applied at Durand,
MI, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-101. Neosho Rapids, KS, 1917, G duplex (ruff R to stamp) "Do your bit!..." h/s on PSE to
Hutchinson, KS. E $12 MIN.6
AX-102. Ray, KS, 1917, F 4-bar; "Do your bit!..." h/s on partiotic PPC (flag) to Goldwater, KS.
E $12 MIN.6
AX-103. Bleakwood, TX, 1917, G+ 4-bar (crnr crs) "Do your bit!..." h/s on PPC to Pt.Arthur, TX.
E $12 MIN.6
AX-104. Atlantic City, NJ, 1907, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Does Not Belong At This Address" h/s;
Delivery delayed by erroneous or in-sufficient Address..." 5-line h/s (part spotty) on PPC to
Salt Lake City, UT. E $15 MIN.8
AX-105. Zurich, Switzerland, 1966, VF DCDS (slit 3 sides; upper R crn r slit) "Envelope Opened,
Contents Examined in Order to Make Proper Delivery/Signature of Reg'd Mail Clerk..." boxed h/s
w/ms initials; part o/s by San Francisco, CA, G+ DCDS on back of reg'd air window cvr. E $15
MIN.8
AX-106. Mina, NV, 1906, partial duplex (state/day/year not struck; o/s) "Failed of delivery for
want of time." h/s on PPC to San Francisco. E $15 MIN.8
AX-107. San Diego, CA, 1933, F Univ.; "First Class-Contains writing" h/s & "Postage Due 1 (1/2
Cent." w/ms rate correction; 1.5c Harding on cvr to local address; 1c +1/2c dues at L (not tied
but clearly belong). E $30
AX-108. Brooksville, FL, 1962, G+ Int'l; "Florida's/Weeki Wachee/Mailed Underwater" private
 pictorial h/s (mermaid, mailbox, fish) inverted at T on Weeki Wachee PPC (orchids). E $15 MIN.8
AX-109. Portland, ME, 1907, F+ duplex (tip cr; lite tone) "For'd from Portland, Me/Via Maine
Central R.R." h/s inverted at lower L (maybe as "origin" from RR clerk?) on PPC to local add.
Also listed in "Other Railroad Related" section. E $24 MIN.12
AX-110. Sunnyvale, CA, 1971, VG machine; "Form 3547 sent or ad-/dress correction sent" h/s on
PC w/sender's "Address Correction Requested" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-111. Minneapolis, MN, 1899, G+ Barry; "Forwarded by letter carrier No.(9)" h/s w/ms # on
3x5" cvr to Holyoke, MA, & fwd to Tampa, FL. E $20
AX-112. Buffalo, NY, 1909, VG+ Int'l; "Forwarded by R.F.D.Carrier No.1." h/s on PPC to
Freeport, MI, & fwd to Mt.Pleasant. E $15 MIN.8
AX-113. Parsons, KS, 1903, G+ RFD 1/4 (o/s; lite tone; trim R) "Forwarded by Train Mail, To
(Holden) Station, M.K. & T.Ry." VF BLUE h/s w/ms town on PSE to "B. & B.Foreman" at local add.
& fwd. This item also listed in "RPO: Other Railroad Related" section. E $50
AX-114. San Diego, CA, 1990, partial 4-bar (upper half partial; RUFF T) "Found Loose in Mail
At/San Diego__CA h/s struck twice; "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on #10 penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-115. (Jacksonville, FL), ca.1980s?, (no origin canx) "Found Loose in Mail" h/s on penalty cvr to Bellevue, FL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-116. (Santa Ana, CA), ca.1980s?, (no origin canx; nick L) "Found Loose in Mails/Santa Ana, Calif.92799-9998" printed on enc.70x22mm paper slip on #10 penalty window cvr w/"Postage Due (20)c" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-117. (Fresno, CA), ca.1980s?, (no origin canx) "Found loose in the mail/at Fresno, California" tiny h/s on #10 penalty window cvr w/Dead Letter Sect.h/s cc. E $12 MIN.6
AX-118. Oakland, CA, ca.1980s?, (no origin canx) "Found Loose in the Mail/At Oakland, CA 94615" h/s on enc.70x49mm paper slip on #10 penalty window cvr w/Nixie Clerk h/s cc. E $15 MIN.8
AX-119. Oakland, CA, 1984, 4-bar; "Found Loose in the Mails/At Oakland, CA 94615-9997" h/s on enc.102x38mm paper slip on #10 penalty window cvr w/Nixie Clerk h/s cc. E $15 MIN.8
AX-120. (Seattle WA), 1976, "Found Loose/in the Mail/Seattle, Wash.98134/Loose in Mail Section/Lander Street Annex" printed on 82x112mm paper slip w/dater h/s; no accompanying cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-122. San Francisco/Nixie Section, CA, 1985, G CDS; "Found Open and Officially Sealed" h/s on cvr to San Anselmo, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-123. Elk Grove Village, IL, 1980, G+ meter; "Found Open and Officially Sealed-San Francisco, CA 94119" h/d on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-125. North San Diego, CA, 1911, G+ 4-bar; "From Ramona's Marriage Place/San Diego, Calif." private double circle h/s at L (70/43) on PPC (Ramona's). E $15 MIN.8
AX-126. Sherbrooke, PQ, Canada, 1906, G+ duplex (tip cr) "From Washington, D.C./date/No such Office in State Named." h/s w/ms day correction on PPC to "Sandy Bridge, VA". E $15 MIN.8
AX-127. Cadillac, MI, 1907, F Doremus (some separation of layers; lite tone) "Gen'l Dely/date" straight-line h/s w/2 STARS on top line applied at Trinidad, CO, on PPC. E $15
AX-129. Wernersville, PA, 1908, partial duplex (o/s) "General Delivery/Washington, D.C." dated boxed h/s (w/tiny year at TOP) as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-130. Yakima, WA, 1949, F Univ.; "Gone-No Order-E.M." h/s on PPC to Pasadena, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-131. Terre Haute, IN, 1906, G Barry (crs; lite tone) "Have All Your Mail Addressed R.F.D.No. (7 Box 81)" h/s w/ms route/box on PPC to Kokomo, IN. E $15 MIN.8
AX-132. Boyds Creek, TN, 1913, F 4-bar; "Have your mail addressed to correct number of Rural Free Delivery route on which you live." h/s on PPC to Staunton, VA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-133. (Condon, OR?), 1911, partial duplex (toned) "Have your mail addressed to R.F.D.No.1." h/s on PPC to RFD 2, Walla Walla, WA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-134. Watsonville, CA, 1915, VG Amer/B14 (nick L; surface holes T; small "BC" punch) "Have your mail addressed to room number to avoid delay."; "Have carrier endorse."; & "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed./From San Francisco, Cal.P.O." pointing hand h/s & other markings on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
AX-135. Cave town, MD, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) "Have your mail addressed to route No.to insure prompt delivery." h/s on PPC to RFD #1, Hagerstown, MD, w/apparently incorrect route # lined thru. E $15 MIN.8
AX-136. Waynesboro, PA, 1909, G Amer/B14; "Have your mail addressed to route No.to insure prompt delivery." h/s on PPC to "RFD" (w/o #), Hagerstown, MD. E $12 MIN.6
AX-137. Denver/So.Denver Sta., CO, 1910, G+ duplex; "Have your mail addressed to Rural Route No.1. Also give the number of your mail box." h/s w/ms "66" adjacent on PPC to Loveland, CO. E $15 MIN.8
AX-138. Wells, MN, 1918, G+ duplex; "Have your mail addressed to your Company and Regiment care Base Hospital. Unless this is done mail will be returned to writer." h/s (part o/s) on PPC. E $20
AX-139. Lot 65), "Have Your Mail Addressed..." h/s; various types ("To avoid delay...", etc.) on cvrs/cards. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$95
AX-140. Amherst, MA, 1911, F duplex (toned) "Have Your Mail Properly Addressed" & "Have Your Mail Addressed to St. & No" h/s on PPC to Portland, OR. E $15 MIN.8

AX-141. St.Louis, MO, 1916, VF Int'l, inverted at lower L (trim R; lite tone; part lite water tone) "Have your/mail addressed to Street & No., P.O./Box, Gen'l Delivery, or R.F.D." h/s w/part of top line obviously excised; Higgins Leather Col.illus.logo ad on cvr to Tucson, AZ. E $15 MIN.8

AX-142. Cascade, CO, 1948, VF 4-bar; "Highway Summit/Pikes Peak" VF private CDS as "origin" at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-143. Chicago, IL, 1907, VF Int'l; "Hold G.D." blue pencil gen'l delivery marking on PPC to Pasadena, CA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-144. Fort Wayne, IN, 1918, VG Univ. (lite tone) "I would therefore urge that the people continue to give generous support to their (schools)..." 8-line private h/s; Pres.Wilson quote (part spotty); Ft.Wayne Public Schools/Superintendent cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20

AX-145. Greenwood, DE, 1906, G+ duplex (crs) "I.D.No.3./BOOK." & "Name Repeated in City Directory." h/s applied at Newark, NJ, on PPC. E $14

AX-146. Detroit/Sta.A, MI, 1910, F Int'l; "If you wish your mail delivered by car-riers, have it addressed to your route and box.No as well as your postoffice./K.E.Struble, P.M." h/s on PPC to Shepherd, MI. E $20

AX-147. Oakland, CA, 1989, VG machine (crs) "Illegible"; "Returned for Better Address" & "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to San Mateo, CA. E $20

AX-148. Frankstown, PA, 1910, G+ 4-bar; "Important! To avoid delay & errors in delivery, advise correspo-ndents & publishers that your mail should addressed to (Hollidaysburg, Pa.)/R.F.D.No.(3)" h/s w/separate town name h/s & ms # on PPC to Hollidaysburg. E $15 MIN.8

AX-149. Emporia, KS, 1915, F Int'l; "Important. To avoid errors/ & insure prompt delivery have your mail addressed to Box Num-/ber, Gen'l Delivery or some other/definite address." h/s on PPC to Neodesha, KS. E $12 MIN.6

AX-150. Susa, Italy, 1922, G+ DCDS; "Impossible Address" h/s (part spotty) on PPC to "1492 Ave.St.," San Francisco, w/ms address correction. E $15 MIN.8

AX-151. San Francisco, CA, 1908, G+ Int'l; "In order to have your Mail Promptly Delivered/Carrier IT MUST bear your Street Address,otherwise charge the delay to your own negligence./If you change your address notify your cor(res-)/pondents also the publishers of your paper(s.)" h/s on PPC. Heavy-handed wording (few letters off B edge). E $24 MIN.12

AX-152. Los Angeles, CA, 1982, VG meter; "Incorrectly Zip-Coded" h/s on #10 cvr to Oakland, CA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-153. Lovelock, NV, 1943, VG Univ.; "Indefinite" tiny h/s by add. on PPC w/no town in address. E $15 MIN.8

AX-154. San Francisco, CA, 1953, F Int'l; "Indefinite" tiny h/s in add.area on PPC mailed w/o address. E $15 MIN.8

AX-155. Boston, MA, ca.1890s, G+ mute ovals; "Instruction for Delivery/If addresssee have moved,/leave at the house." h/s on lc wrapper to Cincinnati, OH. E $20

AX-156. USPS, OH, 1974, G+ machine (bit uneven slit T) "Insufficient address, number/Stree & zone omitted" h/s on #10 cvr to Portland, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-157. Seaback, WA, 1957, VF 4-bar; "Insufficient Address.../COMPASS DIRECTION OMITTED.../No Such St.../No Such No..." h/s; "Address Corrected/By W7NGW" tiny h/s struck twice on QSL PPC to Portland, OR. E $20

AX-158. Oakland, CA, 1985, F machine (upper R nick) "Insufficient Address/Large Office Building/Must Have Suite #" h/s; San Mateo, CA, VG machine w/boxed "Insufficient Address/Return to Sender" pointing hand at B on #10 cvr. E $20

AX-159. Georgetown, British Guiana, 1950, G+ machine (trim L) "Insufficient Postage for transmission by Air Mail" boxed h/s (part blurred) & "Not in the Air Mail" h/s on cvr to Jamaica. E $14

AX-160. Oroville, CA, 1909, G+ Doremus (lite tone) "Insufficient time for delivery. 47 L" blue-green h/s (LITE strike) on PPC to Salt Lake City, UT. E $15 MIN.8

AX-161. Stotts Creek, Australia, 1928, partial CDS (ruff slit flap, not into auxiliary; back uneven toned) "Insufficiently Prepaid Letter/Will You Kindly Return This Envelope To Your Correspondent & Advise Him That Postage on LETTERS to Your Country is 3d Per Oz." boxed h/s w/MISSPELLING (3 letters off edge); 1.5p on back of cvr to U.S.; "U.S.Charge To Collect 5 Cents" h/s by address; 1c +2x 2c dues w/San Francisco, CA, precanx. E $24
AX-162. Douds Leando, IA, 1912, VG duplex; "Jacksonville, Fla./Delivery Service" G+ DCDS on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-163. Istanbul, Turkey, 1951, G+ octagon; "Kindly Send to Office Service Division/(Mailing Section) a Record of the Numbered/Letters Enclosed." h/s on air cvr to U.S. Steel Export Co., N.Y. E $20
AX-164. Minneapolis, MN, ca.1945, partial dateless Univ.(tear L; lower R tip ruff; crs) "Left City" & "Postage Due 1 1/2 cents" h/s on 1.5c #10 PSE w/Dayton, OH, "Return to Writer" pointing hand machine (killer partial) at lower L & upper R. E $15 MIN.8
AX-165. Minneapolis, MN, [1945], VF dateless Univ.(crs) "Left the City" & "Return to Writer/Postage Due 1 1/2 cents" pointing hand h/s on 1.5c #10 PSE to Watertown, NY. E $15 MIN.8
AX-166. Princeton, IN, 1880s, partial CDS/cork (lite tone) "Letter returned by Carrier because the ad-/дресsee could not be found./If the address is correct... send the envelope to the Postmaster... an investigation can be made." printed on 26x35mm perforated label on cvr to Evansville, IN. E $60 MIN.30
AX-167. Chico, CA, 1905, P duplex (toned; cr) "Letter Returned to P.O./Augusta, Me./By Carrier No.(9)/If the address is current or there is any other reason why it should have been delivered send the envelope... to the PM for investigation" boxed h/s on PPC. E $20
AX-168. New York/Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1916, VG Univ.(bit ruff trim L) "Letter Returned to P.O./New York,N.Y./By Carrier No./If the address is current or there is any other reason why it should have been delivered send the envelope... to the PM for investigation" boxed h/s on back of cvr. E $20
AX-169. Henderson, KY, 1864, G+ DCDS/grid (lite tone) "Louisville/Advertised" VG blue CDS by address, w/grid killer applied (unnecessarily?) at upper L on 2.75x4.75" PSE to Louisville. E $60
AX-170. New York, NY, 1982, VG machine (upper R edge ruff) "Mail Incorrectly Zip Coded/Nixie" h/s; Paraguay return add. on #10 air cvr to Menlo Park, CA. E $20
AX-171. San Mateo, CA, 1977, VG meter; "Mail Misdirected Due to Incorrect Zip Code/City." h/s w/"Zip" circled; "Address Supplied by San Mateo P.O." & Advise Your Correspondents or Publisher of Your Correct Mailing Address" h/s on #10 air cvr to Mountain View, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-172. Colorado Springs, CO, 1912, G+ Int'l (bit cr) "Mailed at Seven Falls/South Cheyenne Canon/Colorado Springs/Colorado" private circled h/s (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-173. Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1984, G meter; "May Have Been Delayed Due to Incorrect/Zip Code. Please Notify Correspondent." h/s on #10 air cvr to Reading, MA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-174. Paris, IL, 1909, G+ Amer/B14(1); "Miscarried to Mrs.C.J.M." ms on PPC to Mrs.L.C.Mschany, O'Fallon, MO, w/1st initial corrected to "S". E $15 MIN.8
AX-175. LaJolla, CA, 1932, G+ Int'l; "Misdirected/Address Corrected/At La Jolla, Calif." h/s on to LaJolla & fwd to Santa Monica. E $12 MIN.6
AX-176. Miami Beach, FL, 1960 (Jun 6), F machine; "Miss Universe Contest/July 2-11 1960" h/s at T; San Juan Hotel text add at L on hotel PPC. E $20
AX-177. Chicago, IL, 1907, VG Int'l; "Missent and Forwarded From Kilbourne, Ill." on PPC. E $8
AX-178. Cushing, MA, 1906, VG Doane 3/3 (bit stutter) "Missent and Forwarded/from No Andover Sta." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-179. Washington, DC, 1906, G+ Int'l; "Missent to Alden Sta." h/s on PPC to Oakland, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-180. Mid-Florida MPG, FL, 1997, VG 4-bar; "Missent to APO 96546" h/s at L; "Directory Service Given/APO 96546" VG CDS as b/s on #10 cvr to Los Altos, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-181. Montreal, Canada, 1905, G duplex; "Missent to Attleboro Falls Station, North Attleboro, Mass." h/s (bit spotty) on PPC. E $8
AX-182. Peacedale, RI, 1911, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) "Missent to Attleboro, Mass." h/s struck twice; "C.C.Leach/Mailing Div./Attleboro, Mass." h/s on PPC. SCARCE combo w/clerk's marking. E $20
AX-183. Washington, DC, 1941, G+ Int'l; "Missent to Bainbridge, N.Y." h/s; Mayflower Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $8
AX-184. Bialogard, Poland, 1967, G CDS; "Missent to Barbados" h/s on cvr to Quito, Ecuador; Air Mail/G.P.O.Barbados & Quito DCDS as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-185. Fort Collins, CO, 1906, VF Int'l (uneven toned; crs) "Missent to Central City, Colo." BOLD magenta h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-186. Baltimore, MD, 1909, F Int'l (crs) "Missent to Charlestown/,Jefferson County, W.Va."
h/s on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-187. Mamaroneck, NY, 1940, F Int'l; "Missent to Chicago, Ill./Letter Section, Delivery Div." h/s on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-188. Louisville/C, KY, 1893, G+ duplex (cnr cr) "Missent to Clarksville, Tenn." h/s; Louisville Hotel cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-190. Plymouth, MA, 1912, G+ Amer/B14(1) "Missent to East Walpole, Mass." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-191. Milton, WI, ca.1917, partial duplex; "Missent to Evanston, Illinois" h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-192. Burt, MI, 1909, G+ 4-bar; 2 DIFFERENT "Missent to Fenton, Mich." h/s (1 o/s; 1 w/"H" off edge) on PPC. E $14
AX-193. Dallas, TX, 1906, G+ Int'l; "Missent to Groversville, N.Y." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-194. London, Great Britain, 1954, G+ machine; "Missent to Larchmont N.Y." on PPC. E $8
AX-195. Excelsior Springs, MO, 1940, VF Univ.; "Missent to Lisbon, Iowa" h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-196. Greeley, NE, 1917, VG duplex; "Missent to Little Hocking, Ohio" h/s on cvr. E $8
AX-197. No VA MSC, (VA), 1990, G+ machine (bit trim T) "Missent to Manila" h/s on air cvr to Australia. E $12 MIN.6
AX-198. North Baltimore, OH, 1909, partial duplex; "Missent to Mark Centre, Ohio" h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-200. Boston, MA, 1912, F duplex (trim L) "Missent to Meredith, N.H." h/s; 10c Frank.+2c Wash. on special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-201. Durham, NC, 1961, G+ machine; "Missent To Middleburg, Pa." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-202. Pueblo, CO, 1911, G Amer/A14; "Missent to Normal, Illinois." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-203. Modena, UT, 1914, VG 4-bar; "Missent to North Haven, Con." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-204. Hopkins, MI, 1914, partial duplex; "Missent to Otsego, Mich." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-205. Louisville, KY, 1957, VG Univ.; "Missent to P.C.C., New York, N.Y." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-206. Fort Scott, KS, 1915, G+ Amer/B14; "Missent to Pasadena, Cal." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-207. APO NY 09154, 1989 (Nov 3), VG meter; "Missent to R.B.Mail Room/APO NY 09154/Int." h/s w/Nov 15 dater adjacent; "Returned to Sender" poining hand h/s X'ed thru; APO 09154 4-bar on back (Nov 16 & Nov 22) & on meter (Nov 22) on #10 cvr to Lansing, MI. E $20
AX-208. Rock Falls, WI, 1950, G 4-bar; "Missent to San Fernando, Calif" h/s on GPC to San Francisco, "corrected" to San Fernando & returned to San Fran. E $15 MIN.8
AX-209. Philadelphia, PA, 1938, VG Int'l (bit ruff upper L; lite water tone) "Missent to San Pedro, Calif./(Foreign Section)" h/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-210. Harvey, IL, 1910, G+ Amer/B14(1) (toned) "Missent to Saybrook, Ill." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-211. Grand Gorge, NY, ca.1908?, partial duplex (stamp gone; lite tone) "Missent to Seattle, Wash., Foreign Division." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-212. San Francisco, CA, 1909, F Int'l; "Missent to South San Francisco" h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-213. Osceola Mills, PA, 1907, VF duplex (crs) "Missent to Station (G)/Baltimore, Md." red h/s w/blue pencil letter on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-214. Mill Valley, CA, 1914, G+ duplex; "Missent to Station B" h/s on PPC to San Francisco. E $12 MIN.6
AX-215. Lincoln, NE, 1987, G machine; "Missent to the Lincoln Telephone & Telegraph Co." h/s on PPC to Virginia Beach, VA; missent & remailed within Lincoln before leaving city. E $15 MIN.8
AX-216. Philadelphia/Broad St.Sta., PA, 1910, F Amer/B38 (bit lite tone) "Missent to Turtle Creek, Pa" h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-217. Woodhull, IL, 1911, G+ duplex; "Missent to Woodhull, Ill." h/s (state on stamp) on PPC to New Windsor, IL. SCARCE application of "missent" at ORIGIN tow. E $15 MIN.8
AX-218. (Indistinct origin canx), ca.1909, partial duplex (lite tone; cr) "Missent to Yuba City, Cal." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-219. Lakewood, NJ, 1913, VF Int'l; "Missent to/M.D./Chicago, Ill." boxed h/s (bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-220. Boston, MA, [1862], G+ red DCDS/"Paid" oval (ruff R, in stamp to portrait) "Missent" blue oval struck twice w/Frankfort, KY, G+ DCDS; Lindsley, Shaw & Co.albino embossed cc on cvr w/encs.to Frankfort, IN. E $12 MIN.6
AX-221. Lot 5), "Missent" h/s; 5 diff.towns; 1913-47; on 4 PPCs, 1 cvr. MIN.$15
AX-222. East Northfield, MA, 1910, G Doremus; "Missent/Industry, Pa." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-223. Key West, FL, 1952, VF Univ.; "Missent/Rio, Wis." h/s (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $8
AX-224. Chicago, IL, 1944, G+ Univ.(edge tears L) "Missing/B.F.Herzberg/Major, A.C./Executive Officer" h/s w/signature; "Return to Sender/Verifier/2628 Postal/Directory" h/s on air cvr to APO 520. E $20
AX-225. Pitchburg, MA, 1905, F Amer/B14 (uneven toned) "Missorted to Carrier... and not returned in time for first delivery." h/s (lower L spotty) on cvr to Worcester, MA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-226. Indianapolis, IN, 1908, F Int'l (lite tone) "Moved 298 R/1310 Humboldt Bank Building" h/s on PPC to San Francisco. E $20
AX-227. Phoenix, AZ, 1982, G+ meter; "Moved Left No Address/Insufficient Address/Forward Order Expired (V)/No Obvious Value Mail/Rte #229" h/s; "Return to Sender/Moved left no address" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Mesa, AZ. E $15 MIN.8
AX-228. Lake Linden, MI, 1911, G duplex (lite tone) "Moved W C D No 8" h/s on PPC to Sacramento, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-229. Seattle, WA, ca.1920s, VF printed precanc; "MOVED" in center of crude 70x27mm rectangular BLACK block h/s; "Postage due 1 1/2 cents/Returned to Writer/Unclaimed From/Seattle, Wash." pointing hand h/s on 1c PSE to local add. E $24 MIN.12
AX-230. Worcester, MA, 1960, F Int'l (o/s) "Moved, J.H.F.No.5" h/s on PPC to Alameda, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-231. Geneva, NE, 1912, VG duplex (lite tone) "Moved. Address unknown/CARRIER No.9" h/s on PPC to Fargo, ND. E $12 MIN.6
AX-232. Reno, NV, 1920, VG Int'l; "Moved. Left No Add.S3714"; "Directory service given Jackson Park Station No.(17)"; & "Returned to Writer./Unclaimed From Jackson Park Station" pointing hand h/s on PSE to Chicago. E $15 MIN.8
AX-233. Marion, VA, 1949, F Univ.; "No Box on Rt.1" & "No Box on R.F.D.2" h/s on PPC to Roanoke, VA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-234. Spok, Pasco & Seat/RPO, 1915, partial duplex; "No Box R.R.One" h/s on PPC to Seattle, WA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-235. Niagara Falls, Canada, 1908, F Int'l; "No box.R.R.29." h/s on PPC to St.Louis, MO. E $15 MIN.8
AX-236. Skowhegan, ME, 1983, G+ meter; "No Mail Receptacle" h/s; "no mail receptacle/BR-2" ms at B; "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Madison, ME. E $20
AX-237. Phoenix, AZ, 1983, VG machine; "No Mail Receptacle"; "Returned to Sender" pointing hand; & "To avoid delay in delivery..." h/s on #10 cvr to Gilbert, AZ. E $15 MIN.8
AX-238. New Haven, CT, 1919, G+ Univ. (lite tone) "No Order From" h/s by address on PPC to Jacksonville, FL. E $14
AX-239. New Knoxville, OH, ca.1980s?, printed permit; "No Order on File/Box As Addressed" h/s on #10 cvr to Bellevue, FL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-240. Carbondale, PA, 1921, G+ Univ.(cr) "No Post Office Named/N.S.M.D.No.39" h/s, lined thru; on PPC "618 S. Chicago St., Calif."
AX-241. (Fresno, CA), ca.1957, G+ mute oval, as recd; "No postmark or cancellation of stamp" h/s (part lite) Gunesch Precancel House, Chicago, cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-242. Victoria, BC, Canada, 1956, G+ machine (part ruff T) "No Receptacle" h/s on air cvr to Caldwell, ID. E $15 MIN.8
AX-244. Texarkana, AR-TX, 1907, VF Amer/B14; "No Record/No.52." F DCDS; "Sent to Gen'l Delivery/date/St.Louis, Mo.No.5" boxed h/s; "Have your mail addressed to Street & Number No.10" h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-245. Honolulu, HI, 1977, VG meter; "No Such Box Number/SWEAT" printed on lite yellow computer label; probably clerk's name, but oddly worded marking on #10 cvr to local add.w/"Not Deliverable As Addressed/Unable to Forward/Return to Writer" G+ pointing hand slogan machine at lower L. E $24 MIN.12
AX-246. St.Louis, MO, 1903, G+ World's Fair slogan; "No Such Office in State Named/6" octagon h/s; "Dead Section 6/St.Louis, Mo." G DCDS on GPC to Lockport, MO. E $30
AX-247. Los Angeles, CA, 1923, G+ Univ.(cr) "No Such Office in State Named/date/Returned from Cleveland, Ohio" h/s on cvr to Northfield, MI, corrected to Northville. E $12 MIN.6
AX-248. Newton, KS, [1930], printed precanc (edge tear R) "No Such Post Office in State Named." h/s on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AX-249. Portland, OR, 1951, G+ Univ.; "No such Post Office in state named." h/s on PPC to Lake Killarney, WA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-250. Detroit, MI, 1961, G+ Int'l; "No such Post Office in State named/No Post Office named/Illegible address." h/s w/1st line checked on cvr to Burlington, VA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-251. Lowell, MI, 1912, G duplex (lite tone) "No Such Post Office In State/Named Returned for Better Ad-/dress by Grand Rapids, Mich./P.O." h/s on PPC to "Boonville, MI". E $15 MIN.8
AX-252. Liberal, KS, [1923], G Colum.(lite tone; cr; edge tears) "No Such Post Office/in state named/Nixie Clerk No.-2/St.Louis, Mo." pointing hand h/s on #10 PSE to Fairfield, KS; corrected to IA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-253. Rockville, CT, 1909, G+ duplex; "No such street in Evanston" & "No such name in Evanston Directory" h/s, part o/s by "Chicago, Ill." h/s routing instruction when forwarded; on PPC. E $20
AX-254. Oakland, CA, 1950, VF Univ.; "No Such/Street/Number" h/s w/"Street" lined thru & ms "Route" above; signature below; on PPC to Milwaukee, OR. E $15 MIN.8
AX-255. Geneva, NY, 1904, G Amer/B14(1); "No.7/No such office in state named/N.7." boxed h/s; "Returned to Writer./For Better Directions./No.7." pointing hand h/s on cvr to "Strawberry, MO" w/partial St.Louis/Dead Section DCDS as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-256. Greentown, OH, 1972, G+ 4-bar (tears T; flap partly off) "Non-Carrier Office/Street Address Not/Sufficient For Delivery/Must Have P.O.Box/Or Gen'l Delivery" h/s; "Returned to Sender... Addressee unknown... Insufficient Address..." pointing hand h/s on cvr to South Lake Tahoe, CA, w/"P.O.Box" but no #. E $20
AX-257. Danville, VA, 1913, G+ Amer/B14(1) (cr) "Not 1 City" circled h/s w/2 stars inside, applied at Suffolk, VA, on PPC. E $14
AX-258. Lansing, MI, 1989, VG meter; "Not a Boxholder/At Highland Station/Springfield, MA 01139" & "Returned to Sending..." pointing hand h/s on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-259. Sawtelle, CA, 1908, VG duplex; "Not a Patron of R.P.D.No.(1-2-3-4-5-6)" & "Unknown by carrier No.(3-4-1 2)" h/s w/ms #s on PPC to Danville, PA. E $24 MIN.12
AX-260. Honolulu, HI, 1945, VG Int'l; "Not Aboard USS Avery Island (AG-78)" h/s ("N" off edge) on PPC to sailor, fwd to New Bedford, MA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-261. Fort Collins, CO, 1947, G+ Univ.; "Not At Box/Main Office" h/s on PPC to Pasadena, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-262. New York, NY, 1913, G+ duplex; "Not at Hospital Station" h/s on PPC to Binghamton, NY. E $12 MIN.6
AX-263. Richmond, CA, 1938, VF Univ. (tiny tears T; flap mostly off; crs) "Not at U.C.L.A." h/s; "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed From/Los Angeles, Calif./14" pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-264. Philadelphia, PA, 1958, F machine (cr) "Not At Wm.Penn Annex Box Section" & "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-265. Grand Canyon, AZ, 1911, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Not Box" h/s & several ms markings on PPC to Oakland, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-266. (?? City), IA, 1906, partial duplex; "Not C.1" h/s on PPC to Pendleton, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-267. Portland, OR, 1907, G+ Int'l (toned) "Not C.2" h/s on PPC to Pendleton, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-268. Pendleton, OR, 1908, G+ duplex; "Not C.3" h/s on PPC to Pendleton, fwd to Cecil. E $12 MIN.6
AX-269. Henderson, KY, 1864, G+ DCDS/grid (cr; flap tears) "Not Called For" small blue circled h/s on back w/Louisville, KY, G+ DCDS adjacent on PSE w/partial "Advertised" DCDS on add.side. E $30
AX-270. Oakland, CA, 1907, G Int'l (crs; tear T) "Not Carrier No.2" h/s w/ms "Box" h/s by add. on PPC to Reno, NV. E $15 MIN.8
AX-271. Port & San Fran/RPO, 1908, partial duplex (toned) "Not Carrier No.2" h/s w/ms "Outside" below (indicating address outside carrier's delivery area) on PPC to Reno, NV. SCARCE combo. E $20 MIN.10
AX-272. Montreal, Canada, 1951, VF machine; "Not CMR No 1"; "Not For R.R.1"; & "Not For R.R.2"
h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-273. Brunswick, ME, 1903, G duplex (tears T, in stamp) "Not delivered by Carrier For want of time." h/s on PSE to Oakland, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-274. Vallejo, CA, 1907, G Int'l (toned) "Not delivered for lack of time C.I.A.2" h/s (part line) on PPC to local add. E $20
AX-275. (Indistinct origin), [1907], partial duplex (mostly not struck; toned) "Not District 42" h/s w/"script" font on PPC to Portland, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-276. Beaver Falls, PA, 1909, G Amer/B14(1) (ink spot by stamp) "Not For 10" h/s on PPC to local add. E $12 MIN.6
AX-277. Pittsburg, PA, 1910, G Int'l (edge tear T; extraneous ink spot T) "Not for Allegheny, Pa., R.F.D.#3,/Bellevue Branch." h/s on PPC to West View, PA, & fwd to RFD 3, Bellevue. E $24 MIN.12
AX-278. Dallas, TX, 1976, G machine; "Not For Box 1600" h/s on cvr to Box 2050, Ft.Worth, TX. E $12 MIN.6
AX-279. Springfield/Forest Park Sta., MA, 1929, G+ Int'l; "Not for carrier 1... 12/R.D.1 NOR R.D.2." h/s w/"5" & "6" lined thru; UNUSUAL "Nor" wording on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AX-280. Cedar Rapids, IA, 1926, VG Univ.(lite tone) "Not for Carrier No 4" h/s on PPC to Pocatello, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-281. Newton & Amarillo/RPO, 1910, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) "Not for Carrier No.(2)" h/s on PPC to Alva, OK. E $12 MIN.6
AX-282. APO 937, 1954, G Univ.; "Not for Carrier No.(25)" h/s w/ms #; "A Letter from Alaska" illus.plane & mountains at upper L on air cvr to Reno, NV. E $15 MIN.8
AX-283. Monmouth, OR, 1917, G duplex; "Not for Carrier No.-3" h/s on PPC to Ashland, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-284. San Diego, CA, 1923, G+ Univ.(heavy crs) "Not for Carrier No.1" h/s on PPC to Nampa, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-285. (Indistinct town), TN, 1924, partial duplex (toned) "Not for Carrier No.1" h/s on PPC to Twin Falls, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-286. Ambridge, PA, 1908, G+ duplex (state not struck) "Not for Carrier No.1"; "...No.2"; "...No.3"; "...No.4" h/s for 4 diff.routes (2 part spotty) on PPC to Sewickley, PA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-287. Salt Lake City, UT, 1910, VF Int'l (toned) "Not for Carrier No.1." h/s on PPC to Pocatello, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-288. Superior, WI, 1910, VF Amer/B14 (tip cr) "Not for Carrier No.1." & "Not for Carrier No.2" h/s on PPC to Pocatello, ID. E $15 MIN.8
AX-289. Lewiston, ID, 1912, F Int'l; "Not For Carrier No.12" h/s on PPC to Boise, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-290. St.Louis, MO, 1920s, F precanx (crs) "Not for Carrier No.2" h/s applied at Baker, OR; 1.5c coil on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-291. Twin Lakes, CO, 1913, F+ 4-bar; "Not for Carrier No.2" h/s at Canon City, CO, on PPC. E $14
AX-292. Gibson City, IL, 1913, G+ duplex; "Not for Carrier No.3" h/s on PPC to Twin Falls, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-293. Salt Lake City, UT, 1914, F Int'l (lite tone; lite crs) "Not for Carrier No.5" h/s (# bit heavy inked) on PPC to Pocatello, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-294. Ebensburg, PA, 1913, G+ duplex; "Not for Carrier/1, 2... 16" h/s w/most #'s lined thru on PPC to Washington, PA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-295. Indianapolis, IN, 1950, F Int'l; "Not For CMR" & "Not Rte-3" h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL, w/G+ CDS Rec'd. E $15 MIN.8
AX-297. Oakley, MI, 1908, partial Doane 2/4; "Not For L.R.Barnett,/Letter Carrier No.5." h/s on PPC to Kern, CA. E $24 MIN.12
AX-298. St.Louis/Kirkwood Sta., MO, 1907, partial duplex; "Not For Lincoln Park,/Route 364." h/s on PPC to Lincoln Place, Pittsburg, PA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-299. Elmira, NY, 1908, G+ Colum.; "Not for Mt Oliver Station/Pittsburg, Pa."; "A.C.D.292 Not For"; "282"; "284 Not For"; "291 Not For"; "279 Not For" h/s, w/ms "276" below; 7 diff.markings on PPC to Knoxville, PA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-300. Itasca, TX, 1907, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Not for No.2." h/s applied at Ardmore,
Ind.Terr., on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-301. Youngstown, OH, 1953, G Int'l; "Not For R Route No.1 M.I." h/s on PPC to Boise, ID. E $12 MIN.6
AX-302. Pasadena, CA, 1945, VG Univ.(bit lite soiled) "Not For R-R-1" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
AX-303. Homestead, FL, 1947, G+ Int'l; "Not For R-R-1" & "(No)t For R-R-2" h/s ("NO" off edge) on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-304. Pocatello/Trans Ck, ID, 1929, G+ duplex (dialed bit hi) "Not for R.D.No.(2?)" h/s on PPC to Eugene, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-305. Detroit, OR, 1925, VG 4-bar; "Not for R.D.No.2" h/s on PPC to Roseburg, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-306. Republic, WA, 1930, G+ duplex (state not struck; lite tone) "Not for R.F.D.-1" h/s on cvr to Missoula, MT, w/preprinted address to Tupper Mercantile Agy. E $15 MIN.8
AX-307. Omaha, NE, 1914, VF Int'l; "Not for R.F.D.1" h/s on PPC to Independence, MO. E $12 MIN.6
AX-308. St.Louis/Anx Sta., MO, 1909, F Int'l; "Not for R.F.D.No.(6)" h/s w/ms # on PPC to Kansas City, MO. E $12 MIN.6
AX-309. Bronson, KS, 1908, partial CDS/cork (lite tone) "Not for R.F.D.No./1... 10" w/9 #/s lined thru on PPC to RR #7, Clinton, MO. E $12 MIN.6
AX-310. Sterling, IL, 1950, VF Univ.(edge tear B) "Not For R.R.1" h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-311. Mendon, MO, 1952, G+ duplex; "Not For R.R.1" & "Not No 5" h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-312. Radford, VA, 1961, F Int'l; "Not For R.R.2" & "Not Rte.6" h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-313. Athens, OR, 1916, partial duplex; "Not For Route 1... 7./Not for Carrier 1... 4" h/s w/7 #/s marked on PPC to Oregon City, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-314. Boston, PA, 1917, G+ 4-bar; "Not for Route No.1"; "Not for Route No.2"; & "Do your bit!!" h/s on PPC to Clifton, CO, & fwd to Long Beach, CA. E $14
AX-315. Oakland, CA, 1977, partial machine; "Not for Rural Route No. (1-2-3)" h/s w/ms #/s & "HWWB" initials on PPC to Rt.1, Clarence, MO. E $12 MIN.6
AX-316. Eugene, OR, 1950, G+ Univ.; "Not for Rural Route No.1" h/s on 4.75x6.25" cvr to Springfield, OR. E $12 MIN.6
AX-317. Levering, MI, 1961, G+ machine; "Not for Rural route Nr.1." h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $15 MIN.8
AX-318. Denver, CO, 1911, G Int'l; "Not for Wabash Station, Pittsburg, Pa."; "Not For/Sheridanville Station, Pa."; "505 Not For"; "504 Not For"; "502 Not For"; & "Not For No.384"; 6 diff.h/s on PPC to Pittsburg. E $15 MIN.8
AX-319. Fort Lauderdale, FL, 1991, G+ machine; "Not For Zone (33314)" h/s w/ms # on #10 cvr to Evanston, IL. E $15
AX-320. Aullville, MO, 1910, F 4-bar; "Not Found by No.4" h/s applied at Gibb City, MO, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-321. Watervliet, MI, 1906, G duplex (lower R tip nib; lite tone) "Not Found/Flat Building" & "Moved Left No Add.G 1125" h/s applied at Chicago on PPC (1 panel of 2-panel PPC; other panel gone). E $20
AX-322. New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1945, G+ duplex; "Not in Air Mail insufficiently prepaid." & "Not In Air Mail/Foreign Air Mail must be fully prepaid./(15) per 1/2 oz.weighs (1) oz." h/s; 15c transport air on 5.25x7" cvr to Switzerland. E $20
AX-323. Pasco, WA, ca.1909, partial duplex; "Not in Box 782" blue pencil ms on PPC to N.Yakima, WA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-324. Roanoke, VA, 1951, F Univ.; "Not in Box/Church St.Station, N.Y."; "No G.P.O.Boxes/New York 1, N.Y." (part lined thru); "Returned to Sender/Church Street Station/Do not use this envelope or wrapper again." pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-325. LaJunta & Albug/RPO, 1917, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Not in Carriers Delivery District/No.9" h/s on PPC to Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
AX-326. Lot 76), "Not in Directory" or "Repeated in Directory" h/s; various types; 1904-65 (varied condition) on cvrs/cards. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$95
AX-327. New Garden, PA, 1911, G+ 4-bar (crs) "Not in District of Carrier No.4." h/s on PPC to Coatesville, PA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-328. Vienna, Austria, 1985, G CDS (upper L tip nib) "Not in P.O.Box Section/Downtown Station" h/s on 4.75x7" cvr to Redwood City, CA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-329. Underwood, IN, 1915, G+ 4-bar; "Not in R.F.D.No.1" h/s applied at Bessemer, AL, on PPC. E $14

AX-330. Aspers, PA, 1949, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Not in Telephone Directory"; "Insufficient Address"; & "Phila., Pa./No.41" oval h/s; Philadelphia G+ Int'l boxed "Return to Writer" pointing hand at B on #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8

AX-331. Watkins, NY, 1911, VG Amer/A14 (lite tone) "Not in Utica Directory/Searcher (W)" h/s w/ms letter on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-332. Boston, MA, 1912, VF duplex (nick B) "Not in. Notice Left"; "Carrier Notified.(initials; date)"; "Special Delivery No.../Fee paid at Worcester, Mass." h/s; 10c special del.+2c Wash. on special del.cvr to Worcester. E $24 MIN.12

AX-333. Glendale, CA, 1967, VF machine; "Not Known at P.O.Box Indicated" h/s on cvr to San Francisco, CA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-334. Benicia, CA, 1917, VG duplex (stamp gone) "Not Known-TENNANT No.5" MltSPELLED tiny h/s on PPC to Alameda, CA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-335. San Jose, CA, 1903, VG Barry (lite tone) "Not Known/J.M.S.District No.(12)" h/s w/ms # on PPC to local add. E $12 MIN.6

AX-336. Independence, (OR?), 1911, partial duplex; "Not Known/Portland Route 1" h/s on PPC to Portland, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-337. Los Angeles, CA, 1967, G+ machine; "Not Main Office Box" h/s on PPC to local add. E $12 MIN.6

AX-338. Raton, NM, 1911, G+ Amer/B14 (lite tone) "Not North/Carrier No.3." h/s applied at Corpus Christi, TX, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-339. (Indistinct town), NJ, ca.1909, partial duplex; "Not on R.F.D.No.1" h/s on PPC to Lents, OR. E $12 MIN.6


AX-341. Pittsburg, PA, 1908, VG Int'l; "Not on Route 1." h/s on PPC to Reno, NV. E $15 MIN.8

AX-342. Flag, OH, 1909, G+ 4-bar (crs) "Not on Route, 1" h/s on PPC to "The Savoy," Reno, NV. E $15 MIN.8

AX-343. Bremerton, WA, 1910, VG Amer/B14; "Not on Route, 1" h/s on PPC to 2nd Ave., Reno, NV, w/ms house #. E $15 MIN.8

AX-344. Berlin, Germany, 1909, G DCDS; "Not on Route, 3" & "Have Your Mail Correctly Addressed to Avoid Delay." h/s on PPC to Reno, NV. E $15 MIN.8

AX-345. Woodland, CA, 1911, G Doremus; "Not on Route, 7" h/s on PPC to Reno, NV. E $15 MIN.8

AX-346. Nevada, MO, 1910, G+ Colum.(edge tear B) "Not on route/City 1...6/Rural 1...6" w/all #s lined thru; A.S.Morningstar (tailor) printed "script" ad at L on ad PPC to local resident. E $15 MIN.8

AX-347. Davenport, NE, 1909, G+ CDS/cork; "Not on Rural Route No.2" h/s applied at Fairbury, NE, on PPC. E $14

AX-348. York, NE, 1909, partial Doremus (lite tone) "Not on Rural Route No.3" h/s; 2c Sc.319 on 3-panel folded PPC to Fairbury, NE. E $15 MIN.8

AX-349. Philadelphia, PA, 1954, F Univ.; "Not P O/Box Holder/Bristol, Pa." h/s; 4c air on 1st day PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-350. Goteborg, Sweden, 1958, G CDS; "Not paid for airmail/Surtaxe aerienne non payee" h/s; 40c on cvr to U.S.w/printed "Flygpost/Par Avion" lined thru at upper L. E $15 MIN.8

AX-351. Tracy, CA, 1906, partial duplex (tip cr) "Not R.F.D.1" & "Not R.F.D.2" h/s on PPC to Billings, MT. E $15 MIN.8

AX-352. Pittsburgh/N.Diamond Sta., PA, 1914, F Int'l (lite tone) "Not R.F.D.No.1/Pittsburgh, Pa." h/s on PPC to RFD #1, Wilkesburg, fwd to Delmont. E $12 MIN.6

AX-353. Mount Angel, OR, 1906, G duplex (toned) "Not R.F.D.No.2." h/s on PPC to Salem, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-354. Tillamook, OR, 1907, G+ duplex; "Not R.F.D.No.5." h/s on PPC to Salem, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-355. Yacolt, WA, 1910, G+ 4-bar; "Not Route 113" h/s on PPC to Portland, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-356. USPS, FL, 1971, partial machine; "Not RR1" & "Not RR2" h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6

AX-357. Madison, SD, 1948, F Univ.; "Not Rte-2" h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-358. Fort Sheridan, IL, 1952, VG Univ. (lite tone) "Not Rte-2" h/s & ms "no such no" on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-359. Des Moines, IA, 1956, VF Univ.; "Not Rte.5" & "Not For R.R.1." h/s on PPC to Rock Falls, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-360. Pearsall, TX, 1959, partial machine (town mostly off T) "Not Rte.6" h/s on PPC to Sterling, IL, & fwd w/"Rock Falls, Ill" routing h/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-361. Galena, KS, 1924, VG duplex; "Not Rural No.2(?)" h/s (part blurry) applied at Carthage, MO, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-362. Birmingham, AL, 1946, VG Univ. (lite tone; lite crs) "Not Schemed South" h/s; Univ.machine w/boxed "Return to Writer" pointing hand at B on #10 PSE to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-363. Chicago, IL, 1905, VG Int'l (edge faults; small sealed spindle) "Not there-S 241" h/s w/"there" lined thru & ms "Found" above; "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed/From Sta.U, Chicago, Ill./P.O." dated pointing hand h/s on cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-364. Rock Island, IL, 1949, G+ Univ.; "Not-R.F.D.#1/Moline, Ill."; "Cannot Be Found"; "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-365. New Haven, CT, 1899, VF Amer/B14(1); "Notice./A Special Delivery Stamp affixed to any article of mail matter is only to secure an immediate delivery..." 9-line notice printed on 85x53mm label (tip wrapped around edge) on back of special del.cvr to N.Y.City, w/"Offered at Address (date/time)/Causee of Non-Delivery://(Closed)" h/s below address. E $75
AX-366. Salt Lake City, UT, 1908, VF Amer/B14 (lite tone) "Notify writer to use your street address" h/s (x2) & "Not Route Two" h/s on PPC to Ardmore, PA; fwd to Lancaster. E $15 MIN.8
AX-367. Riberalta, Bolivia, 1968, partial CDS; "Obtain change of address forms from your carrier or post office to notify others of your present address." h/s on air cvr to Arcata, CA, & fwd to Modesto. E $15 MIN.8
AX-368. Vero Beach, FL, 1944, G+ duplex & Int'l (flap faults) "Offered at address Time (11 10 PM)/Why not delivered (Not found/No name in bell/748)" h/s w/ms info on back of air/special del.cvr to Brooklyn, NY. E $24
AX-369. Defiance, OH, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (ruff L, resealed w/4 pieces of stamp selvage) "Opened by Mistake/By G G Wilson" ms at T; "Returned to Writer" boxed h/s (x2) & "Unclaimed" h/s on cvr to Geo.W.Wilson, Edgerton, OH, & returned. E $20
AX-370. USPS, CA, 1971, G+ machine; "Opened by parties unknown to P.M." h/s (parts of 2 strikes forming 1 complete impression); official seal Sc.OX40 wrapped around T edge (slit thru) on #10 air cvr to Denver, CO, %Postmaster, w/sender's typed note: "Please see... delivery is made. Sorry that I don't have the party's address..." E $30
AX-371. Pittsfield, MA, 1906, F Amer/B14; "Osburn House/Rochester/N.Y./Rates $2 to $3./Am Plan" large dated h/s w/triple-dial clock (AM/PM, hour, minute) as recd b/s on 3x4.5" cvr w/enc. E $20
AX-372. Chicago, IL, 1933, VG+ Cent.of Prog.slogan; "Outside City Delivery Limit" h/s on PPC to Fresno, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-373. Dayton, OH, 1966, G+ machine (o/s; tear T) "P.O.Box. Unknown/Downtown Station/Omaha, Nebr." h/s; "Return to Writer/Unclaimed" slogan machine at lower L on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-374. St.Stephen, NB, Canada, 1940, partial CDS (lite tone; lite crs) "Passed For Export" h/s; 1c on 4.25x4.25" cvr to U.S. E $14
AX-375. Manchester, NH, 1989, G+ 4-bar (ink smudge on R edge) "Please Accept Our Apology/For Damaging Your Mail/Manchester, NH 03103-9998" h/s on 5.25x7.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-376. Pottsville, PA, 1938, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Please advise Friends or Publishers of your correct address." h/s on PPC to Lackawanna, NY. E $15 MIN.8
AX-377. Salem, OR, 1956, F Int'l; "Please Have This Address Corrected. Your Correct Address Is____" BIG 93x35mm h/s (w/no correction noted) on PPC to "ca 1436 Harper, near Cedar St., Palo Alto, CA". E $20
AX-378. Herrnsquetschen, Austria, 1902, G DCDS (o/s) "Please notice this address & have it corrected." purple h/s; "Not At/C,A,W,No.172" h/s on PPC to San Francisco. E $15 MIN.8
AX-379. Hanford, CA, ca.1907, G+ Doremus ty.D; "Please notice this address & have it corrected." red h/s; "Not at H.259." on PPC to San Francisco. E $15 MIN.8
AX-380. Dayton, OH, 1969, G+ machine; "Please Notify Correspondent of Your Correct Address and Help Speed Your Mail" h/s ("NDENT" on T line mostly not struck) on PPC to Williamsport, PA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-381. Paris, France, 1961, VG+ repeater (R tip nick; tear R) "Please notify your
correspondents that your delivery Post Office is" & "Sawyer, Mich." separate h/s on cvr o Three Oaks. E $15 MIN.8
AX-382. Boston, MA, 1906, F Int'1 (bit trim L) "Please Supply Correct Address." h/s on PSE to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-383. London, Great Britain, 1971, F "Anniv.of Death of John Wesley" pictorial h/s; "Post Strike/Delayed Postmark" h/s on cacheted cvr to U.S. E $8
AX-384. St.Paul, MN, ca.1990, G DCDS (big piece off T edge, loose but included) "Postage Due ($0.15)" h/s w/msm amount, on white computer label adhered on plastic "body bag" w/"Dear Postal Customer" 23-line printed apology; damaged cvr enc. E $15 MIN.8
AX-385. San Francisco, CA, 1962, F Int'1; "Postage Due (1 1/2) Cents" h/s w/blue pencil rate; "No Such Post Office in New Jersey" h/s, part overwritten w/initials on 2.5c PSE to "Willmette, NJ". E $20
AX-386. Southampton/Paquebot/Posted at Sea, Great Britain, 1960, G+ machine tying 2.5p Queen origin; "Postage Due (4) Cents" h/s; 4c due stamp tied by mute ovals on PPC to Orlando, FL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-388. Newcastle Upon Tyne, Great Britain, 1959, VF machine; "Postage Due (8) Cents/Foreign Sect G.P.O N.Y." h/s; 8c due meter at B on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-389. Flint, MI, 1979, VG machine; "Postage Due 13c" h/s & 13c due meter applied at Hazel Park, MI; then "VOID" h/s applied when "Unclaimed"; "Returned to Sender/Postage Due (13)c" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr; 2nd 13c Due meter applied at Flint. E $20
AX-390. Lenora, KS, 1999, partial machine; "Postage Not Valid" h/s; partial "Returned for (.25) Add'l Postage..." h/s; ms "X" thru VALID 25c Sc.2475 self-adhesive, w/8c World Peace to make 33c; on cvr. E $20
AX-391. (Wilson, NY), ca.1980s?, (no origin canx; upper R crnr torn away, removing stamp) "Postage Verified... Nixie Clerk" h/s w/initials; "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-392. Manila, PI, 1934, G+ Univ.; "Posted in Mail Box" h/s; 16c basketball +2c baseball on air cvr to Baguio, PI. E $20
AX-393. Chester, IL, 1920, VG duplex (lite tone) "R.D.-2" 24mm diam.circled h/s & "Not in Directory" h/s applied at Cape Girardeau, MO, on PPC. E $15
AX-394. Napier, New Zealand, 1954, G+ machine; "Rack/2" circled h/s on PPC to Altadena, CA; fwd to Central City, CO. E $15 MIN.8
AX-395. South Norwalk, CT, 1899, VG duplex (trim L) "Rec'd Gen.De1.N.Y.P.O./(date/time)" h/s on back of cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-396. Louisville, KY, 1933, F duplex (toned R) "Rec'd in Bad condition at Morgan Park Station" h/s; 2x faulty Sc.OX21 seals wrapped around lower L edges on cvr to Chicago. E $15 MIN.8
AX-397. San Francisco, CA, 1975, G DCDS; "Received at San Francisco/Without Contents/Return to Writer" h/s on unsealed window cvr w/address above window. E $15 MIN.8
AX-398. (Half Moon Bay, CA), ca.1970s, (no origin canx; lite crs) "Received at San Francisco/Without Contents/Return to Writer" h/s on unsealed #10 cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $15 MIN.8
AX-399. Seattle, WA, 1955, G Univ.as recd (lite adhesions on crnrs) "Received at Seattle, Wash./stamps Not Canceled" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-400. Seattle, WA, ca.1950s, partial oval; "Received at Seattle, Wash./Stamps not canceled" h/s; 3c Precxie on 2.25x3.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-401. Seattle, WA, 1951, G+ duplex, as fwd & as canx; "Received at Seattle, Wash./Stamps not canceled" & "Missent to Seattle" h/s on PSE to San Francisco. NICE combo. E $20
AX-402. Coffeyville, KS, 1900, F duplex (lite tone) "Received at St.Louis, Mo./Open and Empty.No.2." & "Received at St.Louis, Mo./Open.No.2." h/s on cvr w/oficial seal Sc.OX11 (slit thru) on flap. E $30 MIN.15
AX-403. Pleasant Plains, IL, 1969, F+ machine (lite crs) "Received in Bad Con(dition)/At Nixie Section/San Francisco" h/s (top line partly off R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-404. LaSalle, IL, 1974, G+ meter (crs; tears) "Received in Bad Condition At Meadows Facility/Kearny, N.J.07032" h/s on back of insured cvr. E $15
AX-405. Berkeley/So.Berkeley Sta., CA, 1911, G+ Amer/B38 (lite tone; tip cr) "Received in bad
condition..." h/s struck twice & lined thru because misapplied; "Missent to Sta.A, San Francisco, Cal." & "No Such Street" h/s on undamaged PPC to San Francisco w/"Berkeley, Cal." h/s address correction. E $24 MIN.12

AX-406. Templeton, CA, 1910, partial duplex (HUGE piece gone at lower L, removes about 20% of card & half of message; tears lower R) "Received in bad order/San Bernardino, Cal." understated h/s on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

AX-407. Rob(erts?), WI, 1910, partial duplex (HUGE piece of upper R GONE, taking stamp, part of canx, part of address; toned) "Received in bad order/San Bernardino, Cal." understated h/s on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

AX-408. (Edwards AFB, CA), ca.1970s?, (no origin canx; tears T & upper R) "Received in Damaged Condition at Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA-90274" h/s on 3.25x7.75" official window cvr (which contained U.S.Savings Bond). E $15 MIN.8

AX-409. Homestead, PA, 1935, G+ Univ.; "Received Open at Piedmont Station" h/s on cvr to Piedmont, CA, w/Sc.OX21 official seal on back. E $15 MIN.8

AX-410. Saint Louis, MO, 1949, VG Int'l; "Received Open & Empty at Saint Louis, Missouri." h/s (part spotty) o/s w/clerk's ms initials on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-411. San Francisco, CA, 1983, G+ meter (bit cr; R crnr tear) "Received Open & Officially Sealed" tiny h/s on #10 cvr to San Leandro, CA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-412. San Francisco, CA, 1961, G+ meter; "Received Open & Officially Sealed" tiny h/s on back on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-413. San Francisco, CA, 1982, G+ meter (bit ruff slit upper R) "Received Open & Officially Sealed" tiny h/s; San Fran.State Univ.cc on #10 cvr to Burlingame, CA; yellow computer label w/Belmont, CA, forwarding add. E $15 MIN.8

AX-414. Watsonville, CA, 1933, F Univ.(lite gum tone) "Received open & Officially Sealed." h/s; brown tape on flap on cvr to San Francisco. E $12 MIN.6

AX-415. Oklahoma City, OK, [1939], G mute ovals as recd, tying 1c +1c Cuba; "Received Uncanceled at Oklahoma City, Okla." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-416. Oklahoma City, OK, 1962, G CDS as recd, tying 80c Mexico; "Received Uncanceled at Oklahoma City, Okla." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-417. Batavia, NY, ca.1918, VG duplex as recd (year & killer off R) "Received uncancelled at Batavia, N.Y." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-418. Tucson, AZ, 1961, G+ DCDS as recd; "Received uncancelled at Tucson, Arizona" h/s on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-419. Los Angeles/Term.Anx, CA, 1952, VG+ 4-bar as recd; "Received UNcancelled/Los Angeles, Calif." & "Postage Due, 2 Cents" h/s; 2c due stamp (not tied) at L on Autoyre Co.ad PC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-420. New York, NY, 1994, G+ meter; "Received Unsealed at Church Street Station New York NY 10007" printed on computer label, used to seal flap on back of #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-421. Denver, CO, 1947, F Univ.; "Received unsealed at Denver, Colo." & part spotty "Received without contents..." h/s on air cvr w/bit faulty official seal Sc.OX28 tied to backq. E $20

AX-422. Los Angeles, CA, 1948, G+ duplex; "Received Unsealed at Los Angeles, Calif." h/s at L & on back on #10 special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-423. Sidney & N.Y./RPO, 1942, G+ duplex; "Received Unsealed at Oakland, Cal." h/s & ms "no contents" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-424. Tel Aviv-Yafo, Israel, 1992, G+ machine (crs) "Received Unsealed at Ocala, FL 32678" h/s on air cvr w/yellow computer label w/fwd address. E $15 MIN.8

AX-425. Salinas, CA, 1998, VF magenta 4-bar; "Received Unsealed at Salinas, CA 93907" printed on yellow computer label, used to seal flap on back of #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-426. Royal Train RPO, 1939, VG machine (cr; lite tone) "Received unsealed at Savannah, Ga." h/s & ms "Without Contents; Savannah, GA/Foreman of Carriers G+ DCDS adjacent on cvr w/accompanying P.O.Dept' penalty PC: instructions for ordering Royal Train canx. E $20

AX-427. Washington, DC, 1953, F Int'l; "Received Unsealed at Washington, D.C." h/s on #10 window cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6

AX-428. Mifflinburg, PA, 1915, VF duplex; "Received Unsealed at Wilmington, Del.P.O." h/s (part lite) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-429. (Unknown origin), ca.1978, (no canx; crs; tape tone spot) "Received Unsealed at/U.S.Post Office/Honolulu, HI 96819" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-430. New Brunswick, NJ, 1995, VG $1.01 meter w/"Drop Shipment/Authorization 60/MAiled at New
York, NY" slogo (heavy crs) "Received Unsealed & Officially Sealed at Los Altos, CA" h/s struck twice on back; Denver, CO, cc on 9x12" window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-431. Wilmette, IL, 1939, G+ Int'l (lite tone) "Received Unsealed-/Sealed at Oak Park, Ill." h/s (but NOT sealed) & ms "Without contents" on back of cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-432. Denver, CO, 1964, VF machine; "Received Unsealed/At Denver, Colo." h/s on 4.75x7". E $15 MIN.8
AX-433. Honolulu, HI, 1966, G+ 4-bar; "Received Unsealed/at Honolulu, Hawaii" h/s, below stamps & on back; on cvr to local add. E $15 MIN.8
AX-434. New York, NY, 1949, G+ meter (flap tears) "Received Unsealed/N.Y.P.O.-Church St.Station" h/s as b/s on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-435. Oakland, CA, 1980s, G 4-bar (year partial) "Received Unsealed/Officially Sealed" h/s above add. & on back on #10 cvr to local add. E $12 MIN.6
AX-436. Newark, NJ, 1930, G+ duplex (tear R) "Received without contenst at..." h/s w/Cleveland/D.P.O., OH, partial CDS; "Returned From Cleveland, Ohio/date/For Better Directions" h/s on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AX-437. North Texas MPC, TX, 1993, G machine (overall heavy soiled; crs; slit 3 sides; bit ruff T) "Received without contents at NTMPC Coppell Tx 75099"; "Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service" & "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s; on 5x7.25" cvr; w/21-line printed apology on 5.5x8.5" sheet; accompanying sender's complaint letter to P.O. & their h/s response: "There is No Record of the Subject of Your Inquiry in Undeliverable Mails Branch/Atlanta..." E $30
AX-438. U.S.Frigate Constitution, 1933, VF 3-bar; "Received without contents at Olympia, Wash." h/s on cacheted cvr. E $14
AX-439. Pole Station, Antarctica/U.S.N., 1956, F Univ.w/"Opeation Deep Freeze" slogan; "Received without contents at" & "Received Unsealed at.../Oxnard Calif." h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-440. Casey, IL, 1953, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Received without contents at..." & "Received without address at..." h/s on cvr WITH penciled address; "Russell W.Jones, Postmaster" return add.at upper L. Weird combo. E $20
AX-441. Long Beach, CA, 1988, G DCDS/roller; "Received Without Contents At/Damaged Mail Section/2300 Redondo Ave./Long Beach, CA 90809-9998" & "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr. E $20
AX-442. (Pitts?) & Wash/RPO, 1939, partial duplex; "Received without postmark at New Kensington, Pa." h/s inaccurately applied; "Returned for Postage" h/s lined thru; 1c Wash. on pix side of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-443. (Reno, NV), ca.1950s, VG smudge killer only; "Received without Postmark at Reno, Nevada" h/s; 2c Jeff.coil on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-444. (Syracuse, NY), ca.1924, (no origin canx) "Received Without Postmark." blue h/s struck twice, 1 tying 1c Frank. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-445. (Syracuse, NY), ca.1925, (no origin canx) "Received Without Postmark." purple h/s struck twice, 1 tying 2c Wash. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-446. Watertown, WI, 1934, VG duplex as recd (cr) "Received without Postmark/Watertown, Wis." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-448. Jenk, Germany, 1907, G+ DCDS (upper R tip clip; tip crs) "Received/C.U.P.O." F Columbia University P.O.DCDS on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-449. Phoenix, AZ, 1934, VG Univ. (tip cr; staple holes) "Records Searched, No Address on File" & "Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Tucson, Ariz.P.O." pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15
AX-450. Yelm, WA, 1931, VG 4-bar; "Records Searched. No Address on File." & "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed From/Tucson, Ari...z" pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-451. Lehighton, PA, 1913, G+ Int'l; "Removed Warner..." h/s w/indistinct # (1627?) at end; curious wording on PPC to West Philadelphia, PA, & fwd. E $24 MIN.12
AX-452. Tremont, PA, 1910, F duplex; "Removed/Rohrer 1160." h/s on PPC to Philadelphia. E $12 MIN.6
AX-453. (Kamloops, BC, Canada), ca.1980s?, (no origin canx: R end torn away) "Repairs at Vancouver, B.C./Repairs a Vancouver, C.B." h/s on 4x5.75" remnant of #10 cvr w/partial enc., to Vancouver. E $15 MIN.8
AX-454. Kirkwood, MO, 1910, G duplex; "Residence as Given, not in Carriers Delivery District."
h/s on PPC to Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
AX-455. Oakland, CA, 1908, G+ Int’l (toned; bit uneven slit R) "Respectfully referred to Carrier No." RED h/s; "Not known, Not in my directory No..." h/s struck twice (part o/s), w/ms "1", "5", "10" & "14" route #’s adjacent, all on back on cvr to Alameda, CA. E $30

AX-456. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1940, partial CDS/boxed slogan; "Retour a L’Envoyeur/Relations Postales/Interrompues" h/s; censor tape L; lfr Fr.Oceania on cvr to France & returned, due to war. E $24 MIN.12
AX-458. Seabec, WA, 1908, F Doane 2/2; "RETURNED to Office to/Avoid Overtime./Carrier No..." MISSPELLED h/s (bit stutter) on PPC to New Orleans, LA. E $40 MIN.20
AX-459. Philadelphia, PA, 1981, G machine (bit cr) "Return to Office of First Address From Proper Treatment" h/s on #10 cvr to Pleasant Hill, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-460. Costa Mesa, CA, 1986, VG meter; "Return to Sender/Addresssee has moved" printed on white computer label; "returned to Sender/Undeliverable As Addressed/Forwarding Order Expired" pointing hand h/s on sealed #10 window cvr w/enc.to Piedmont, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-461. San Francisco, CA, 1986, G+ machine (bit cr) "Return to Sender/Insufficient Address" printed on yellow computer label on #10 cvr mailed w/o address. E $12 MIN.6
AX-462. San Francisco, CA, 1946, G Int’l; "Return to Sender/Not a Proper Address/No Forwarding Address Available" h/s on cvr to Navy Mail Clerk, USS Adm.E.W.Eberle. E $20
AX-463. San Francisco, CA, 1946, F Int’l; "Return to Sender/Not a Proper Address/No Forwarding Address Available" h/s on cvr to Navy Mail Clerk, USS Amer.Legion. E $20
AX-464. Vienna, Austria, 1979, G machine (bit lite tone) "Return to Sender/Obsolete Address/Undeliverable As Addressed" pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-465. Winston-Salem, NC, 1985, G meter (part ruff T; crs) "Return to Sender/Received Without Contents At/GMF, Boston, MA.02205-9714" & This Mail Delayed Because of Incorrect Zip Code..." h/s on #10 window cvr w/"Important Tax Info" returned 5 weeks after mailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-466. North Suburban, IL, 1977, F machine; "Return to Sender/Surface Mail/Suspended/Air-Service Only" crude h/s; 3c Parkman on 10c Liberty Bell PSE (#10 trim L & T to #6 size) to England. E $24 MIN.12
AX-467. Costa Mesa, CA, 1984, F meter; "Return to Sender/Undeliverable As Addressed/No Mail Receptacle" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Gilroy, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-468. Anderson, IN, 1910, G duplex; "Returned by/Ben C.Ball." (carrier’s h/s?) & "Have your mail directed to street & number." h/s, in same color ink; on PPC to Connersville, IN. SCARCE marking. E $30
AX-469. Detroit, MI, 1961, VG Univ.; "Returned for better Address from Detroit, Mich. No Postoffice named" h/s on cvr to "Dearborn Township". E $15 MIN.8
AX-470. Sacramento, CA, 1909, G Barry; "Returned for better address" h/s on PPC mailed w/o address. E $12 MIN.6
AX-471. San Diego, CA, 1945, F Univ.; "Returned for better address" h/s on PPC mailed w/o address. E $12 MIN.6
AX-472. Los Angeles, CA, 1968, VG machine; "Returned For Better Address/No Post Office Named" h/s on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-473. Joliet, IL, 1935, G Univ.(o/s; lite tone) "Returned For Better Address/No such post office in state named" h/s on cvr to "Mill City, CA" corrected to Mill Valley. E $12 MIN.6
AX-474. Chicago, IL, 1923, G Univ.; "Returned for Better Direction by Highland Park Sta.Detroit, Mich." h/s on PPC to Detroit. E $15 MIN.8
AX-475. Oakland, CA, 1986, G+ machine (heavy ink smears; internal tears; crs) "Returned For Endorsement" h/s on #10 cvr in plastic "body bag" w/4-line printed apology. E $20
AX-476. Boston/Hanover St.Sta., MA, 1909, G+ Amer/B38(1) (lite tone) "Returned for lack of time by Carrier No.(1)" h/s w/ms # on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-477. Philadelphia, PA, 1986, VG machine (bit trim B) "Returned For Postage/Covered Stamps Good For Postage" h/s on cvr w/evidence of orig.stamp taped on; new stamp applied & remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-478. (New York, NY), ca.1985, (no origin canx; part ruff trim B) "Returned For Postage/When remailing, cross out this notice or paste stamps over it." h/s on cvr. E $15
AX-479. Champaign, IL, 1942, VG Int’l; "Returned From Cincinnati, Ohio/date/No Such Office in..."
AX-480. Colorado Springs, CO, 1906, G+ Int'l (o/s) "Returned from Colorado Springs, Colo., for better directions." h/s on PPC to "M.A.C., Mich.". E $15 MIN.8
AX-481. Albia, IA, 1961, G machine; "Returned From Des Moines Iowa/No Such Postoffice In State Named" h/s on #10 PSE to "Onaka, MN" corrected to Anoka. E $15 MIN.8
AX-482. Los Angeles, CA, 1921, VF Univ.; "Returned From Los Angeles, Calif./No Such P.O.in State Named" h/s on PPC to "Alexandria, CA". E $15 MIN.8
AX-483. Knoxville, TN, 1990, F machine; "Returned to Original Office of Address For Proper Handling" h/s; ms "Return to Sender/Moved" on #10 window cvr w/enc.to Oak Ridge, TN. E $15 MIN.8
AX-484. Hays, KS, 1970, F machine; "Returned to Sender/AMDS/No Record in File" pointing hand h/s; adhesive label mostly covering address on air cvr to APO 96345 & returned. E $15 MIN.8
AX-485. Gainesville, FL, 1991, partial machine; "Returned to Sender/Attempted-Not Known" h/s on large yellow computer label on cvr to N.Tonawanda, NY. E $12 MIN.6
AX-486. New York, NY, 1959, F Int'l; "Returned to Sender/By Brooklyn, N.Y.P.O./date/Undeliverable As Addressed/Do Not Post Again in This Envelope Or Wrapper" & "No Such Street in Brooklyn, N.Y." h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-487. Toledo (Central Sta.), OH, 1939, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin h/s; "Returned to Sender/From Toledo, Ohio/Reason (Unclaimed)" pointing hand h/s; "Second Notice" h/s; ms "left Notice"; 20c on reg.ret.rect cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-488. Toledo (Central Sta.), OH, 1937, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin h/s (paper clip lines T) "Returned to Sender/From Toledo, Ohio/Reason (Unclaimed)" pointing hand h/s; "Second Notice, No Reply/To First Notice Mailed..." h/s; ms "No Response/Left Notice"; 20c on reg.ret.rect cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-489. Howell, MI, 1990, VG meter; "Returned to Sender/Insufficient Address/Need Trailer Park Lot Number" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Whitmore Lake, MI. E $20
AX-490. Phoenix, AZ, 1983, F meter; "Returned to Sender/No Mail Receptacle" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Chandler, AZ. E $15 MIN.8
AX-491. Los Angeles, CA, 1989, G+ machine; "Returned to Sender/Non-Delivery Due to Failure/to Supply Complete Address/Do No Reuse This envelope" h/s on #10 cvr mailed w/o address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-492. Graz, Austria, 1972, VG CDS (nick L) "Returned to Sender/Reason Checked/Unclaimed..." pointing hand h/s; "Activity Decommissioned" (sic) ms at L on cvr to USS Odax. E $14
AX-493. Gainesville, FL, 1995, VG machine; "Returned to Sender/Return to Sender/Account Closed" pointing hand h/s w/redundant text, struck twice on cvr to Tiburon, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-494. San Francisco, CA, [1941], printed permit w/no origin canx (crs; edge tears T; no flap) "Returned to Sender/Service Suspended." h/s on #10 cvr to Philippines w/ms "Jan 15, 1941" penciled on back, but likely mailed late '41, returned '42. E $20
AX-495. Mailed From Zip Code 11746 (New York, NY), 1988, G+ meter; "Returned to Sender/This is a high rise office BUILDING. Firm name & Suite number is necessary to effect delivery." MISSPELLED pointing hand h/s; "Returned to Sender/Attempted-Not Known/New York, NY 10001-9881" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr window cvr w/"Notify Sender of New Ad(dress)" yellow computer label (part peeled) covering return add. E $24 MIN.12
AX-496. Wenatchee, WA, 1937, F Int'l (o/s; trim R) "Returned to Sender/Unclaimed at Wenatchee, Wash." pointing hand h/s & "Not R 3" h/s on cvr. E $14
AX-497. Pueblo, CO, 1934, F Univ.(lite gum tone) "Returned to Sender/Unclaimed./From Kaw Sta./Kansas City, Kans." pointing hand h/s ("Sender" mostly not struck) on cvr. E $14
AX-498. Newkirk, OK, 1913, VG duplex (lite tone) "Returned to Sender/Unclaimed/Alhambra Branch,Los Angeles, Cal." pointing hand h/s on PPC. E $14
AX-500. Van Nuys, CA, 1960, VF Univ. (cr; bit trim upper L) "Returned->For/Correction-Completion" h/s on cvr mailed w/o address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-501. Lot 76), "Returned...": "...to Sender"; "...to Writer"; "...for Better Directions", etc. (varied condition) on cvrs/cards. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$95
AX-502. Rotterdam, Netherlands, 1927, VF slogan machine; "RFD #5/Painesville, Ohio" h/s as forwarding instruction on PPC to Cleveland. E $14
AX-503. Oneonta, NY, 1906, G+ duplex (lite tone) "RFD Route No.1/South Manchester, Conn." h/s
on PPC. E $14
AX-504. Grand Canyon, AZ, 1922, F Colum.; "RONG Box" misspelled ms note by add. on PPC to Petaluma, CA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-505. Chattanooga, TN, 1909, G+ Int’l (lite tone "Rural Delivery Route No.(4) Box (47)/Supplied from General Delivery." h/s w/ms #’s on PPC to Evensville, TN, & fwd to Dayton. E $30
AX-506. Honolulu, HI, 1938, VG Int’l (stamp gone; part ruff upper L) "Schofield Barracks Station, Honolulu, Hawaii" h/s; ms "OK" w/"JS" clerk’s initials in blank area where stamp fell off, indicating postage was paid; "Via Clipper" h/s on #10 air cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AX-508. New York, NY, ca.1930s?, G+ 1c PB meter w/"Sec.562 PL & R" in dial; "Shipped to New York, N.Y., U.S.A. For Mailing" h/s (maybe private?); Hote Meurice, Paris, illus.ad cc on cvr. E $20
AX-509. Portland, ME, 1913, VG Int’l; "So.Portland/R.F.D." h/s as address correction; 1c Sc.412 coil on ad PPC to Scarboro, ME. E $15
AX-510. Springfield, WI, 1907, G+ 4-bar (dia hi; heavy crs) "South Denver Sta./date/Denver, Colo./General Delivery." h/s as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-512. Canton, OH, ca.1982, partial machine (stamp gone) "Stamps Lost in Postal Service. Postage O.K." h/s on address label; partial strike at upper R; on commer.#10 cvr to sweepstakes, HOME-MADE using textured WALLPAPER, causing stamp to pop off. E $24
AX-513. Wilmington, DE, 1985, G+ DCDS/roller (stamp gone) "Stamps Lost in Postal Service/Postage OK" h/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-514. Wilmington, NC, 1907, G Amer/B14 (stamp toned) "Subject To/Letter Rates" LITE red h/s; circled "T" & large "3" due markings; "Returned Lr Office/London" F CDS; ms Refused on LEATHER PPC to England. E $15 MIN.8
AX-515. Manitou, CO, 1908, VG Doremus; "Summit of Pike’s Peak" private blue cogwheel DCDS as "origin" at L & on pix side of PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-516. Halfway, CO, 1905, VG+ Doane 2/1; "Summit of Pike’s Peak" VG blue private cogwheel DCDS as "origin" at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-517. (East Providence, RI), ca.1988, (no origin canx) "The bottom of the mail box should be approximately 38" from the road." large h/s; 10.1c Oil Wagon w/"Bulk Rate/Carrier Route Sort" h/s on #10 window cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AX-518. Manitou, CO, 1919, G+ Amer/A14; "The Wonderful of the Winds/Manitou,/Colo." 47mm private purple DCDS in message area as "origin" on PPC ("Old Entrance"). E $20
AX-519. U.S.Amy/7th Base PO, 1943, G+ Univ.CDS; "This address not delivered by Beverly Hills Office." & part spotty "Residence As Given Not in 71/Carrier Delivery District No..." h/s; soldier’s ms "Free" frank on cvr returned to sender at APO 701 & THEN fwd to HIS new address. E $20
AX-520. Martinez, CA, 1942 (Nov 17), F Univ.(bit trim R) bit o/s by Seattle/Term.Anx, WA, F Univ.as transit, at L; "This Article Has Been Held By the Office of Censorship" h/s; 2 censor tapes L on cvr to Alaska Sportsman, Ketchikan (sic), AK, w/enc.request for info about APO covers; New York/Morgan Anx, NY, F Int’l as b/s (6/26/45), more than 2 yrs.7 mos.after mailed. E $30
AX-521. Washington, DC, 1952, F Int’l; "This article originally mailed in the country indicated by postage" h/s; 30¢ France on cvr. E $20
AX-522. San Francisco, CA, 1943, VG Int’l; "This Communication Referred to District Postal Censor By U.S.Customs" h/s w/TINY 1mm letters on back of #10 cvr to Port Director, San Francisco; censor tape at L. E $20
AX-523. Norwich, CT, 1943, F Int’l (lite tone) "This Communication Referred to District Postal Censor By U.S.Naval Authorities." blue h/s; censor tape L on cvr to Armed Guard Center, Brooklyn, NY; U.S.Navy VG 3-bar as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AX-524. Melbourne, Australia, 1917, G+ repeater; "This letter was posted insufficiently prepaid, please advise your correspondent that the rate of postage on letters to America and Foreign Countries is 2 1/2d Per 1/2 ounce." h/s on flap on cvr to US.; 2 due markings by address. E $15
AX-525. Seattle, WA, 1962, VG machine; "This Mail Delayed Because Not Addressed to Correct Zone Number. Not Zone 8" h/s on aerogramme to Salt Lake City w/zone # corrected to "10". E $15 MIN.8

AX-526. Des Moines, IA, 1986, F machine; "This mail has been delayed because of incorrect Zip Code. Notify your correspondent the correct Zip Code is..." h/s on #10 cvr to Wausau, WI. Address label w/wrong Zip partly covered by yellow computer label w/correct Zip, then covered by label w/Ocala, FL, forwarding label. E $20

AX-527. Kenvil, NJ, 1956, G duplex (town overwritten in blue pencil BY FORWARDING CLERK) "This Unit Dissolved/FPO: San Francisco, Calif." & separate pointing hand h/s; patriotic illus.(Lincoln) on cvr to USS Cor Caroli. E $14

AX-528. Salem, MA, 1903, F Barry (bit ruff slit T; edge tears T) "Time up Carrier No.(11)" h/s w/ms # on PSE to local add. E $20

AX-529. Santa Ana, CA, 1989, F machine; "To avoid delay in delivery of your mail please obtain a form from the post office for notifying correspondents and publishers of your correct address." h/s; "Returned to Sender/Box Closed/No Order" pointing hand h/s struck twice on cvr w/enc.to Oatman, AZ, & fwd to Bullhead City. E $15 MIN.8

AX-530. Avalon, CA, 1909, partial duplex (o/s; lite tone) "To avoid delay in delivery, have our mail addressed to Street & No..." BLUE h/s on PPC to Ashtabula, OH, & fwd to Jefferson, OH. E $12 MIN.6

AX-531. Monte Rio, CA, 1970, G machine (lite tone) "To avoid delay & extra handling have your mail correctly addressed" h/s on PPC to Oakland, CA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-532. Regina, Term.A, SK, Canada, 1952, G machine; "To avoid having your mail returned, have it correctly addressed." h/s on 2-panel PPC to Roseburg, OR, w/penciled box around "Melrose Rt." street add. E $15 MIN.8

AX-533. Macomb, IL, 1909, G Amer/A14 (bit lite tone) "To insure prompt delivery have mail addressed R.R.No.(23)" h/s w/ms # applied at Brushyknob, MO, on PPC. E $15

AX-534. Roanoke, VA, 1918, VG Int'l (tip cr) "To insure prompt delivery please have your mail addressed to your company." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-535. Santa Fe, NM, 1959, G+ Univ.; "Transferred to Los Altos, Calif." & "Advise correspondents or publishers of your correct address." h/s on PPC to Mountain View, CA, & fwd. E $15 MIN.8

AX-536. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, VF Pan-Cal slogan; "Try special" tiny h/s on PPC to Stockton, CA. E $20

AX-537. Seaside, OR, ca.1924, partial duplex (lite tone) "UK/R2" carrier's "unknown" marking on PPC to Gresham, OR. E $12 MIN.6

AX-538. San Francisco, CA, 1984, VG machine; "Unable to IDENTIFY: This is a Large Bldg. Please Give Room or Suite Number" MISSPELLED h/s o/s by "Insufficient address" pointing hand h/s on GPC. E $30 MIN.15

AX-539. Topeka, KS, 1944, VG Univ.; "Unclaimed at Gen'l Delivery/Kansas City, Kansas" & "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-540. Los Angeles/Air Mail, CA, 1931, VG Univ.; "Unclaimed/Gen.Del.New York, N.Y." h/s; "Returned to Sender/date/Do Not Post Again in This Envelope or Wrapper" h/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

AX-541. Graz, Austria, 1972, G+ CD5 (tone line) "Undeliverable As Addressed. Ship, Unit, or Unit Number Not On File at FPO." pointing hand h/s partly tying 1 stamp on cvr to USS Croaker. E $14

AX-542. Field Post Office/775. (Great Britain, 1962?, partial DCDS; "Undeliverable During Delivery Hours/Notice Left..."; "Postage Due 3 Cents/Foreign Section GPO N.Y."; "Unclaimed" h/s; "Voided" h/s tying 3c due stamp; 3p Queen on PPC to N.Y.City. E $24 MIN.12

AX-543. Waterloo, IA, 1949, VF Univ. (bit lite tone) "Undelivered for Reason Stated/Return to Sender" boxed h/s w/painting hand on cvr to Southern Rhodesia; Bulawayo VG DCDS (2+ mos.after mailed) below stamp. E $14

AX-544. Presidio Station, CA, 1908, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Unk R1"; "Unk R2"; "Unk R3"; & "Unknown R4" ms notes on PPC to "Jasper RR#", Joplin, MO. E $15 MIN.8

AX-545. St.Johns, MI, 1923, VG+ Univ.; "Unk.C.#3" h/s on PPC to Santa Fe, NM. E $12 MIN.6

AX-546. Somerville, MA, 1912, G+ Amer/B14 (nick T; tip tear) "Unknown-Pearl St./Some.21-23-13-16-17/Winter Hill..." h/s w/#'s penciled thru on PPC to Pearl St., Somerville, MA. E $20

AX-547. Interlaken, Switzerland, 1938, VF machine; "Unknown at address B109" fancy script h/s struck twice on cvr w/enc.to San Francisco. E $15 MIN.8
AX-548. Los Angeles, CA, 1909, G+ Int'l (o/s; lite tone; upper L tip nick) "Unknown at Newton Center, Mass." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-549. Portland, OR, 1916, VF Int'l; "Unknown at Woodstock Station" h/s on PPC to local add. E $15 MIN.8


AX-551. Chicago, IL, 1909, VG Time-Cmns (part lite tone) "Unknown on Route 1./Lents, Oregon" h/s on cvr. E $20

AX-552. K.C. & LaJunta/RPO, 1909, partial duplex (dialed about 1/2 off T; lite tone) "Unknown R.F.D.2" h/s applied at Ft. McPherson, GA, on PPC. E $14

AX-553. Greenfield, OH, 1911, VG Doremus; "Unknown to Carrier/1-2... 18" h/s w/6 #’s lined thru on PPC to Hazelton, PA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-554. Middleboro, MA, 1914, G+ Amer/B14; "Unknown-Pearl St./Som.21-23-13-16-17" h/s w/#’s lined thru & "Winter Hill..." h/s on PPC to "Summerville," MA. E $20

AX-555. Waterloo, NY, 1950, G+G+ Int’l; "UNKOWN as Addressed (W450) Mil" MISSPELLED h/s w/ms # on PPC to "Milwaukee Branch, Portland, OR (or Maybe Jennings Lodge)". E $30

AX-556. Portland, OR, 1962, G+ machine; "UNKOWN on RR#6 R.B.S." MISSPELLED h/s on PPC to Xenia, OH. E $30

AX-557. Goshen, IN, ca.1908, partial duplex (lite tone; edge tear B) "Unmailable" purple h/s on glitter PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-558. Brooklyn/Sta.W, NY, 1907, G+ duplex; "UNMAILABLE." h/s; 1c J. Smith on GLITTER PPC. E $20 MIN.10

AX-559. Harvey, IL, 1908, VG duplex (lite tone) "Vacant H16" & "Not Known H16" ms on PPC to Sacramento, CA. E $12 MIN.6

AX-560. Phoenix, AZ, 1996, G machine; "Vacant" h/s & green ms; "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Scottsdale, AZ. E $15 MIN.8

AX-561. Prairie du Chien, WI, 1953, F Int’l; "Was not called for at General Delivery" h/s on cvr to Waco, TX. E $15 MIN.8

AX-562. San Jose, CA, 1997, VG meter (big piece gone at lower R; upper L crnr ruff; tears; crs) "We Apologize/Damaged in Handling/In the Postal Service" h/s on small adhesive label on #10 window cvr enc.in plastic "body bag". E $15 MIN.8

AX-563. Fresno, CA, 1996, VG machine (lower 1/3 of card gone) "We realize your mail is important to you..." 18-line apology from Plant Mgr., Processing & Dist.Center, San Francisco on 5x7" sealed plastic "body bag" containing damaged GPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-564. Fresno, CA, 1912, G+ PPIE slogan (lite tone; crnr crs; edge wear) "Wo., Anoth., Tob." h/s struck in address; maybe applied by addressee; on PPC to N.Y.City. E $15

AX-565. Dodson, VA, 1910, G+ 4-bar (o/s) "Writer Notified" & "Delivery delayed by lack of complete address." h/s on PPC to Northampton, MA, & fwd to Florence Sta. E $12 MIN.6

AX-566. Pasadena, CA, 1936, F Univ.; "Your correct box number is a necessary part of your address." GREEN h/s ("Y" off edge) on cvr to Gen'l Delivery, Catalina Island, Avalon, CA. E $20

AX-567. Chicago, IL, 1962, VG Univ.; "Your Correct Zone Number Is (18) Please Notify Correspondents" h/s w/ms # tying 3c Liberty on PPC to Los Angeles. E $12 MIN.6

AX-568. Vancouver, WA, 1943, G+ Int’l (toned) "Your Delivery Zone Numbe(r)/Must Be Shown For Expeditions Delivery of Mail" h/s ("R" off edge) on PPC to Los Angeles. E $12 MIN.6

AX-569. Howard Air Force Base, CZ, 1949, F Univ.; "Your Mail Was Delayed Because of Incomplete Address. Please Advise Correspondent of Your Correct Address" tiny h/s w/WIDE gap between last 2 words, where some text obviously excised; on PPC to Tyndall Field, FL. E $24 MIN.12

AX-570. Niobrara, NE, 1912, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Your Route No is 2/Carrier" ms note to addressee on PPC to RDF #4, Waseca, MN. E $20

AX-571. Lot 300+) cvrs/cards, mostly w/auxiliary markings ("Not for Carrier...", "Gen’l Delivery...", etc.); several "Carrier" markings; misc., mostly 20th Century, (varied condition, VF to faulty) interesting & varied assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$190

AX-572. Lot 675+) cvrs/cards, nearly all w/auxiliary markings mostly re.RDF & city routes ("Not on..."; "Not Carrier...", "Not known...", etc.) & many other markings, 1902-73, (varied condition, VF to faulty) interesting & varied assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$375
EXPOSITIONS (NOTE: Bomar #’s are from the 3rd EDITION catalog) / Do you need "Postmarks of U.S.Expositions"? We have it!

EX-1. (Philadelphia), PA, [1876], VG cork killer only (lite soiled) "Centennial Celebration/I.O.O.F./Committee of Arrangements" Expo ad cvr w/illus.eagle & shield; 1c banknote on cvr. E $150

EX-2. Cincinnati, OH, [1881], G undated CDS w/large "5" in center, socked on nose (part lite soiled; lite crs) "Ninth Cincinnati Industrial Exposition/Opens Sept.7th, Closes Oct.8th" illus.ad; 1c banknote on unsealed #10 cvr. E $60

EX-3. Cincinnati, OH, [1888], partial undated double oval (lite crs; uneven toned) "From Centennial Exposition of the Ohio Valley & Central States" large cc; 1c Frank. on unsealed #10 cvr. E $100

EX-4. Grand Rapids, MI, 1893, G Int’l (trim L, in ads) "Western Michigan Agricultural & Industrial Soc’y/14th Annual Fair" ad at T; superintendent’s cc; overall illus.back ad (fairgrounds w/oval racetrack) on cvr, used after event. E $30

EX-5. Omaha, NE, 1898, partial duplex (ruff R, in 1 stamp to portrait) Martin Jackson, Agt. for the Famous Missouri Tripoli/A Natural Filtering Stone ad cc; Trans Mississippi Expo illus.logo ad; 2x 1c blue on cvr. E $75

EX-6. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, G+ P99-05 Nat’l Export Expo slogan (crnr cr; part o/s) on GPC. E $14

EX-7. Philadelphia, PA, 1899 (Dec 1), VF P99-06 Nat’l Export Expo slogan (LKU; bit trim R) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12


EX-10. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, VF B01-07A (bit trim T; crs; lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

EX-11. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, F B01-07A; 1c Pan-Am on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-12. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, VF B01-07A (cr; L edge scuffs) 1c Expo on Expo priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6

EX-13. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, VG+ B01-11 flag machine; 1c Pan-Am commem on Expo priv.mailing card. E $150 MIN.75

EX-14. Buffalo, NY, 1900, G+ B01-13B Pan Am Expo slogan (trim L; nicks R; lite tone) on cvr. E $30

EX-15. Toledo, OH, 1899, G+ T02-01; C.A.King Market Report cc on 1c PSE. E $14

EX-16. Toledo, OH, 1899, F T02-01; J.F.Zahm cc on 1c PSE. E $14

EX-17. Toledo, OH, 1899, VF T02-01; J.J.Coon cc on PSE. E $14

EX-18. St.Louis/Exposition Station, MO, 1904, G+ StL04-06 (lite tone; R edge scuff below stamp) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8


EX-20. St.Louis, MO, 1904, F StL04-19B/05 Expo slogan (lite tone) St.Louis Union Trust Co.illus.ad (bldg) on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6

EX-21. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1905, VG Barry (toned; tear L, just in illus.; tear R) Sam’l Cupples full-color World’s Fair illus.ad (Transfer Louisiana Terr’y) on cvr, used after event. E $15 MIN.8

EX-22. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905 (Sep 24), VG+ P05-02 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-23. Portland/Exposition Station, OR, 1905 (Sep 26), VG+ P05-02 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-24. Portland/Exposition Sta., OR, [1905], G+ P05-06 dateless boxed h/s (crnr chip on pix side) on WOODEN PPC w/woodburner address. LATEST verifiable use, w/partial Morrill, KS, rec’d canx dated Oct 10. E $500

EX-25. Portland, OR, 1904 (Oct 1), G+ P05-08 Portland Expo slogan on PPC. E $14

EX-26. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, G+ N07-05 (ruff R, just in under stamp) Jamestown Exposition/Sec’y’s Office cc; 2c Jamestown commem on cvr w/Portsmouth, VA, G+ N07-11 slogan as recd bs. E $50

EX-27. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907 (Sep 7), VG+ N07-05 (trim R to stamp; lite tone) on PSE. E $14

EX-28. Norfolk, VA, 1907 (Feb 7), VG N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan machine (bit trim T; edge
tears T; no flap, partly affecting back ad) illus.Expo logo cc & overall illus.back ad on cvr. E $14
EX-29. Norfolk, VA, 1907 (Nov 16), VG+ N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan machine (edge tear T; bit
lite tone) 2c Expo commem. on cvr. E $14
1c Expo commem. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-31. Newport News, VA, 1908 (Jan 10), G+ N07-10 Jamestown slogan machine (lite tone) on
PPC. E $14
EX-32. Pine Beach, VA, 1907, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tip cr) 1c Jamestown Expo commem. on Expo
PPC: Pine Beach Hotel. E $14
R; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
EX-34. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909, VG S09-02A on Expo PPC. E $8
EX-35. Marysville, CA, 1910, G+ Amer B14 (lite tone) on PPC: comic ad on front for July 4
celebration. E $14
EX-36. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02 (lite tone; 2 ink spots B) on GPC.
E $12 MIN.6
EX-37. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915 (Sep 2), G+ SF15-03; 2c perf.12 Expo commem.
on 3.5x4.25" PIECE ONLY, from cvr to Earl L. Whiting/Cincinnati Garter Mfg.Co. Ex-Payne;
Ex-Bomar. MIN.$24
EX-38. San Francisco, CA, 1913, VG+ SF15-09-01C PPIE slogan; Heyman-Weil Co.cc on PSE. E $15
EX-39. San Francisco, CA, 1914, VF SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan (crnr crs; flap faults)
Panama-Pacific Intl' Expo/Expo Bldg cc; pair 2c pf.12 Expo commems w/"PPI/ECo" perfins (sideways; reversed) on cvr w/logo on flap. E $30
EX-40. San Francisco, CA, 1911 (Jun 27), VF SF15-09-07A PPIE slogan on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
EX-41. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 11), VG SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (lite tone) on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-42. Seattle, WA, 1915, F SF15-13D PPIE slogan; 3c Wash. on 2c PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
EX-43. Pasadena, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-14 PPIE slogan (lite tone) on PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
EX-44. Oakland, CA, 1914, VG+ SF15-15 PPIE slogan (tear T; crs) on 1c GPC to Germany w/ms "via
German Steamer" instruction. E $15 MIN.8
EX-45. Seattle, WA, 1915 (Jul 14), VG+ SF15-18 PPIE slogan (edge tear T) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-46. Seattle, WA, 1914, VF SF15-18B PPIE slogan, inverted at lower L (trim R) as recd; w/"Returned to Writer...Seattle..." pointing hand h/s on cvr from Seattle/Sta.W & returned. E $14
EX-47. Berkeley/West Berkeley Sta., CA, 1912, G+ SF15-23B PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $20
E $20
Spring Bed cc; pair 1c Balboa on cvr. E $20
Security Trust & Savings Bank cc on cvr. E $20
EX-51. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1913, G+ SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-52. Portland, OR, 1912, G+ SF15-27 PPIE slogan flag on PPC to Hamilton, MO. SCARCE to see to
out-of-town destination. E $50
EX-53. New Orleans, LA, 1910, G Int'l (trim R; upper R tip nib; no flap) "World's Panama
Exposition Co./New Orleans 'Logical Point' 1915/Hub of the Western Hemisphere" illus.campaign
ad (globe, flags & allegorical figure) on #10 PSE. E $80 MIN.40
EX-54. Longbeach, CA, 1916, VG+ SD16-07 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on cvr. E $20
EX-55. Santa Barbara, CA, 1916, G+ SD16-11 Pan-Cal slogan (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-56. San Francisco, CA, 1916, VG SD16-17B Pan-Cal slogan; "JOHN P. CLEWES Co., Woven Wire
Springs, Mattresses & Pillows" cc (Monty Python ancestor?); 1c Wash. on cvr. E $15
EX-57. San Francisco, CA, 1916, VG SD16-17C Pan-Cal slogan; Cypress Lawn Cemetery engraved cc
on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-58. San Diego, CA, 1915 (Dec 31), G+ SD16-23 Pan-Cal slogan (LKU) on PPC. E $15
EX-59. Kinsman, OH, 1919, G Time-Cmns (lite tone) Kinsman Fair Ass'n ad at L on comic ad PPC. E
$15 MIN.8
EX-60. Empire Exhibition (London, England), 1924, F "Wembley Park" slogan machine w/pictorial
1p Exhibition commen on PPC. E $20

EX-61. Philadelphia/Model Post Office/Sesquicent'l Int'l Expo, PA, 1926, G+ P26-03 (diai hi: "DELP" mostly off; lite tone) w/G+ P26-10-03 machine & "First Flight" VG+ P26-11A; Liet.Jos.Ferguson, Amer.Legion cc on #10 PSE to Geo.E.Kemp, Postmaster, Philadelphia, w/enc."proof strike" of P26-11A on blank sheet. Bomar shows this marking ONLY used on flight cvrs, but this is local use. E $50


EX-63. U.S.Ry.Postal Car Exhibit/Chicago, IL, 1933 (May 27), G+ MAGENTA C33-07 (near F) 3c + 1c Expo commens on cvr. E $24

EX-64. Chicago, IL, 1933 (Oct 26), F C33-13-01 Cent.of Progress slogan #1 (toned) struck twice as rec'd b/s; ONLY known date on Zeppelin cvr from Brazil. E $30

EX-65. Chicago, IL, 1933, VF C33-13-02 Cent.of Prog.slogan; City of Chicago/City Clerk cc; illus.Expo logo ad on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-66. Chicago, IL, 1933 (Apr 13), VF C33-13-12 Cent.of Prog.slogan (EKU) Harvard-Yale-Princeton Club of Chicago cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

EX-67. Chicago, IL, [1933], F C33-13-40 Cent.of Prog.slogan w/dateless dial; Ruud Mfg.Co./Gas Water Heaters ad cc; 1.5c on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-68. Chicago, IL, 1933, F+ C33-13-52 Cent.of Prog.slogan; Acme Card System Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

EX-69. Oak Park, IL, 1929, VG Int'l (lite tone; crs) "Chicago World's Fair 1933" printed below message; EARLY Expo ad on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-70. Berwyn, IL, 1929, VG Univ.; "Chicago World's Fair 1933" printed below message; EARLY Expo ad on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-71. Chicago, IL, 1928, VG+ Univ.; "Chicago World's Fair 1933" printed below message; EARLY Expo ad on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EX-72. Chicago, IL, 1929, VG+ Univ.w/pictorial air mail slogan (tip cr; edge tear L) "Chicago World's Fair 1933" printed below message; EARLY Expo ad on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

EX-73. Sterling, IL, 1934, VF Univ.; "Sterling's Cent'l/Chamber of Commerce" 76x35mm pictorial h/s at L (covered wagon); founder's portrait at T; related text on back (w/scrape spots in text & in message) on PC. E $20

EX-74. San Diego/Calif.Pacific Int.Exposition Sta., CA, 1935 (May 29), F SD35-02; pair 3c Expo on cacheted 1st day cvr. E $15 MIN.8


EX-76. U.S.N.Sta./Marine Base Br./San Diego, CA, 1935 (Nov 10), VF 6-bar (lite tone) "In Defence (sic)/Of Country"; on cacheted cvr. Navy presence at EXPO. E $15 MIN.8

EX-77. Dallas/Texas Cent'l Sta., TX, 1934, VF D36-01 on Expo PPC: U.S.Gov't Bldg. E $12 MIN.6

EX-78. Dallas, TX, [1936], G+ violet D36-05 "Texas in 1936/An Empire/On Parade" slogan; Texas Centennial fancy cc on #10 cvr. E $14

EX-79. New York, NY, ca.1936, printed precanc; "Texas Centennial Hats" red h/s at upper L on 1c PSE. E $15

EX-80. Specimen, 1936, VF meter #85325 "Texas Largest City/Houston Cent'l" illus.slogan (state map outline) "Postage Meter Co., Stamford, CT" cc on unadd.#10 cvr. E $14


EX-82. USS Elliot, 1936 (Feb 22), G+ ty.3s & SLKts(n) "San Diego/Calif"; ship at CPI Expo; Geo.Washington cachet on cvr. E $20


EX-84. World's Fair Sta./New York, 1939, VG NY39-01 (bit lite gum tone) "Pony Express/S.F.to N.Y.1939" pictorial h/s w/sep parcel "May 6" h/s within; photo cachet (riders on horseback); 3c GGE +3c NYWF commens on unadd.#10 air cvr w/5 autographs on back. E $20

EX-85. World's Fair Sta./New York, 1939, G+ NY39-01 (toned) "Pony Express/S.F.to N.Y.1939" pictorial h/s w/sep parcel "May 6" h/s within; photo cachet (riders on horseback); 3c GGE +3c NYWF commens on #10 air cvr w/3 autographs on back. E $16

EX-86. World's Fair Sta./New York, 1939, G NY39-01; Stage Coach Express VG+ ty.NY39-LP4 tying "Mineral Wells, TX... to Worlds Fair, NY City" 39x51mm label w/illus.stagecoach & pictorial h/s ty.NY39-LP3; 3c Expo on cvr w/Little Miracle Town VF CDS ty.NY39-LP1 at lower L. E $24 MIN.12
EX-87. World's Fair Sta./New York, 1940, VG+ NY39-01 on 19c NPM meter #6170 ty.NY39-22B (toned; tears; crs; ruff upper L, in cc) "News from the World's Fair of 1940 in N.Y." cc on #12 special delivery cvr. AS IS for faults, but SCARCE combo use. E $14

EX-88. World's Fair Sta., NY, 1939 (Oct 31), VF NY39-03; Stage Coach Express F ty.NY39-LP4 tying "Mineral Wells, TX... to Worlds Fair, NY City" 39x51mm label w/illus.stagecoach; Mineral Wells/South's Greatest Health Resort illus.ad (leggy woman in swimsuit) on #10 cvr w/enc.illus.ad pamphlet for town. E $30

EX-89. San Francisco, CA, 1936, F Int'l; 2c Arbor Day on cacheted cvr: "Ground Breaking/Golden Gate International Expo..." E $14

EX-90. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939, VG SF39-03B; 3c Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-91. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Feb 18), VG SF39-11 (lite gum tone) GGIE cc; Leland W.Cutler (Expo Pres.), Wm.McCarthy (PM); Oliver Williams (cachet maker) autographs; 3c Expo on #10 1st day cvr w/42mm pictorial gold foil Expo ad label on back. E $16


EX-94. San Francisco, CA, 1938, F Int'l (cr) Municipal Court cc; Golden Gate Int'l Expo text ad at lower L on window PSE. E $12 MIN.6

EX-95. USS Ortolan, 1940 (Sep 17), F+ ty.3(BC-BTT) "San Francisco/California"; SHIP at GGIE Expo on cvr w/ship's data cachet. E $30

EX-96. World's Fair, NY, 1964, G+ NY64-09E (bit trim T) o/s by Flushing, NY, G+ NY64-14J slogan; "Returned for Add'l Postage/Postage Due (10)c/Total Postage Required (15)c/Rate (15) Per 1/2 Ounce" h/s on cvr to Germany; orig.mailed w/5c commem; 1lc Liberty applied (overpaying) & remailed. SCARCE combo. E $20

EX-97. World's Fair, NY, 1965 (Oct 4), F NY64-11; on unaddressed 5c Expo PSE w/Pope Paul VI Visit cachet. E $14

EX-98. New York, NY, 1964 (Jun 8), partial duplex; "Nuclear Ship Savannah/First Trans-Atlantic Voyage" blue pictorial h/s at L on cvr. SHIP in N.Y during World's Fair. E $15 MIN.8


EX-100. Strawberry Festival Sta./Our 50 Anniversary/Plant City, FL, 1985, VF 53mm fancy CDS (bit o/s) on festival PPC w/related message: "They had a special post office..." E $15 MIN.8

EXPOSITIONS: Souvenirs & Other Related Items

EX-101. "49-A Street Manufacturers Building, World's Fair Grounds, St.Louis, Mo." h/s at upper R; American Metal Edge Co., Philadelphia, PA, printed letterhead, 1904, on 8x10.5" letter only. E $14

EX-102. "The Bell System... at a Century of Progress Expo": 7.75x10.25" 28-pg.illus.booklet, 1933, (adhesions on back). E $24 MIN.12

EX-103. "A Century of Progress/Jack Frost Packaged Sugars": 6x9" 24-pg.illus.booklet, for distribution at Century of Progress Expo; 17x34" fold-out inside back cover (illus.factory). 1933, (adhesions on back). E $30

EX-104. "Chicago World's Fair/Big News/2nd Edition": 10x16.5" 8-pg.illus."newspaper" w/photos & articles re.Sinclair Oil dinosaurs at Expo, 1933, (uneven trim R edge; horiz.fold). E $20

EX-105. "How Firestone Gum-Dipped Tires Are Made/Firestone Factory & Exhibition Bldg/Century of Progress": 5x8" 36-pg.illus.booklet, 1933, (adhesions on back). E $30

EX-106. "Mimeo Flashes": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad publication w/illus.DINOSAUR; Cent.of Progress handout, 1933 (Aug 9), (toned areas T; adhesions on back). E $20

EX-107. "Mimeo Flashes": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad publication; Illinois Day; w/illus.Lincoln; Cent.of Progress handout, 1933 (Aug 11), (adhesions on back). E $12 MIN.6

EX-108. "Mimeo Flashes": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad publication; Cent.of Progress handout, 1933 (Sep 13), (adhesions on back). E $12 MIN.6

EX-109. "Mimeo Flashes": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad publication w/illus.Pt.Dearborn; Cent.of Progress handout, 1933 (Sep 15), (adhesions on back). E $12 MIN.6

EX-110. "Missouri Day at the World's Fair/Aug.10th": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad (comic illus.on state map); Cent.of Progress handout, 1933, (T edge toned; adhesions on back). E $20

EX-111. "A New Progress in Printing History": Addressograph-Multigraph Corp.8.5x11" ad
publication w/illus.sky ride towers; Cent.of Progress handout, 1933, (lite crs; adhesions on back). E $12 MIN.6
EX-112. "The Royal Scot/London Midland & Scottish Rwy/Visit of the Train to the... Century of Progress Expo": 5.5x8.5" illus.pamphlet, opens to 15x22", 1933, (adhesions on back). E $15 MIN.8
EX-113. "A Short History of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad": 6x9" 54-pg.illus.booklet, for distribution at Century of Progress Expo; illus.Expo label adhered to fron, 1933, (crnr cr on front; adhesions on back). E $70
EX-115. "Today is Illinois Day at the Fair": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad (comic illus.on state map); Cent.of Progress handout, 1933, (adhesions on back). E $20
EX-116. "Who's Who/Hollywood": A.B.Dick 8.5x11" ad publication w/14 caricatures of actors to identify; Cent.of Progress handout, 1933, (adhesions on back). E $20
EX-117. "Pasadena Tournament of Roses-1937": 4.5x6.5" 8-panel pictorial folder (parade floats) unused. E $15 MIN.8
EX-118. "Official Lettercard of Empire Exhibition/Scotland 1938": Valentine & Sons 4x6" folder w/6 full-color Expo views; unused. E $12 MIN.6
EX-119. "World’s Fair/New York 1964-1965": Dexter Press #AF2; 4x6" 7-panel pictorial folder; used; Stamford, CT. E $8
EX-120. "World’s Fair/New York 1964-1965": Dexter Press #AF3; 4x6" 7-panel pictorial folder; unused. E $8

FIRST DAY COVERS & EARLY USAGES
FC-1. 295, A (trim margin T; tiny tear T), Buffalo, NY, 1901 (May 2), F B01-15C Pan-Am Expo slogan machine; "Buffalo, N.Y./Pan-American Exposition" h/s at T; 2nd day use on cvr (trim T, in stamp margin; tears T; trim L). Faulty but SCARCE, w/clearly struck date & verifying May 3 rec'd b/s. E $100 MIN.50
FC-2. 300, A, Newton Center, MA, 1903 (Jun 25), VF ms (lite tone) early use on priv.mailing card w/"Postal Card" wording in header. E $15 MIN.8
FC-3. 331, F, Washington, DC, 1908 (Dec 31), VG Int'l (EARLY use) bit faulty 1908 Xmas seal Sc.WX3 (ty.1A) adjacent, tied on PPC. RARELY seen combination. E $50
FC-4. 543, A, Washington, DC, 1921 (Jul 1), VG Univ.; EARLY use on PPC. E $20
FC-5. 554, F-A, New York/Tremont Sta., NY, 1923 (Feb 27), G+ Univ.; early use on PPC (crnr crs) to ROMANIA. E $20
FC-6. 554, F-A, New York/Tremont Sta., NY, 1923 (Feb 28), G+ Univ.; early use on PPC (tiny tip cr) to ROMANIA. E $20
FC-7. 610, F, Marion, OH, 1923 (Sep 1), F Int'l; "Le Secours Nat'l de France" cc on FDC w/enc.: Alliance Francaise/Victory Loan committee printed notice. E $20 MIN.10
FC-8. 623, F-A, Staunton, VA, 1925 (Dec 28), VF Univ. on FDC (lite tone; trim L). E $24
FC-9. 627 block/4, F, Washington, DC, 1926 (May 10), VF duplex on unadd.FDC. E $15 MIN.8
FC-10. 644, F-A (SE at L), Albany, NY, 1927 (Aug 3), VF Univ. on FDC. E $15 MIN.8
FC-11. 853: Lot of 18) 16 FDC's: New York, NY, 1939 (Apr 1), VF-VG Univ.w/"1st Day" slogan (some w/lite tone or lite gum tone) on FDC's:15 cacheted (10 diff.types); 1 uncacheted (pair on airmail cvr); +2 Washington, DC, Apr 2, w/diff.cachets. E $300 MIN.150
FC-12. 1055a; strip of 3 w/line pair; Washington, DC, 1968 (May 6), VF Univ.; on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $30 MIN.15
FC-14. 1254a, F, Dayton, OH, 1964 (Nov 10), G+ slogan machine w/untagged 5c Sc.1254 & 1964 Xmas seal; on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $40
FC-15. 1257c, F, Washington, DC, 1964 (Nov 10), VF machine; Zip Code block/4; UNOFFICIAL CITY on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $70
FC-16. 1276a, F, Washington, DC, 1965 (Nov 15), VG slogan machine on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $50
FC-17. 1283a, F, Washington, DC, 1966 (Feb 23), VG machine; w/untagged 5c Sc.1283 on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $40
FC-18. 1283a, F, Dayton, OH, 1966 (Feb 23), VG machine on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $75
FD-23. 1316a, F, Washington, DC, 1966 (Sep 13), F machine; w/untagged 5c Sc.1316 on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $40
FD-25. CE1, F, Chicago/Amer.Air Mail Soc'y Conv.Sta., IL, 1934, VF Univ. on FDC. E $24 MIN.12
FD-27. Q1, A (tiny margin nick T), Cleveland, OH, [1913] (ca.Mar 12), VF precancx; Monarch Paint Co.illus.logo (lion); "Hydro-Carbonite" ad header & illus.ad on back; 1c Parcel Post paying intended rate on window cvr (lite tone; part ruff lower R) w/partial rec'd b/s confirming March use. E $40
FD-28. Q2, F, Lynchburg, VA, 1913 (Jul 3), VF Amer/B14; 2c Parcel Post; 3rd day of 1st class use on cvr (trim L) w/Orchard Drug Co.cc. E $40
FD-29. UX132, Savage, MN, 1989 (Jun 12), G+ magenta CDS; PRE-1st day canx from unofficial city ("N" of "JUN" bit obscured on stamp but ID sure) on unadd.GPC. E $30
FD-30. Canal Zone 72, F-A, Cristobal, CZ, 1925 (Apr 13), F Univ.; 1.5c overprint, 2 DAYS BEFORE listed date of issue; on cvr to Gatun. Also listed in "Territories" section of this catalog. E $120

FOREIGN DESTINATIONS / Need the "US International Postal Rates 1872-1996" book? We have it!
FD-1. Cleveland, OH, 1954, G+ DCDS; to Afghanistan; 7x 3c +2x 2c Prexies on 3.5x4.75" w/enc.; orig.mailed w/22c; "Hold For Postage/Rate (25) cents per 1/2 oz./Postage due (3) cents" h/s on flap; 3c applied & remailed; Kaboul G+ DCDS as recd b/s, but then returned to sender. E $15 MIN.8
FD-2. St.Paul (Uptown Sta.), MN, 1937, G+ DCDS as origin b/s (lite crs;lite tone) to ARUBA, Neth.West Indies; 11 Army/Navy commens on #10 reg’d cvr. E $15
FD-3. Santa Rosa, CA, 1921, G+ Univ.; to Australia; on PSE, fwd to Queensland & returned to sender; "Dead Letter Office/Brisbane" VG CDS; "Unclaimed" h/s & other markings. E $12 MIN.6
FD-4. Defiance, OH, 1898, G+ duplex; to AUSTRIA; Defiance Machine Works illus.ad (factory); 3c Jackson on 2c PSE. E $15
FD-5. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1903, G+ Amer/B38(3); to Bermuda; 5c blue Grant on cvr. E $20
FD-6. New York/Williams Bridge Sta., NY, 1930, VG Int'l (lite tone) to BRAZIL; 2c Vonsteuben on 4.75x6.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-7. Lawrenceville(?), NJ, 1930, partial machine (bit lite tone; bit trim T) to British Honduras; 10c Lindbergh on 5c air PSE. E $20
FD-9. Middlebury, VT, 1960, G+ Univ.; to Bulgaria; Middlebury College cc; 7c Hawaii air +8c Paderewski on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-10. Pasadena, CA, 1940, F Univ.(tiny tear R) to Cameroun; 5c Prexie on censored cvr. E $20
FD-11. USPS, OH, 1971, G+ 4-bar (slight trim L) to Cayman Islands; 17c Liberty air Sc.C77 on 4.5x6.5" cvr w/enc; typed note above add. E $12 MIN.6
FD-12. Philadelphia/Continental Sta., PA, 1959, G+ DCDS; to Ceylon; 5c eagle +pair 10c Pan Am Games on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-13. Middlebury, VT, 1959, G+ Univ. (part uneven slit T) to Ceylon; Middlebury College cc; 25c bridge air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-14. New Orleans, LA, 1913, G duplex (lite tone) to Chile; 2c +1c on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-15. Galveston, TX, 1928, F Univ.; to Chile; 2c Wash. on PPC w/Valparaiso F DCDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8
FD-16. Kearney, NE, 1910, G+ Amer/A14; to CHINA; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $14
FD-17. Hapeville, GA, 1946, F Univ. (2 small holes, 1 in stamp) to Costa Rica; 2c Victory on
FD-18. New York, NY, 1889, G double-oval; to Denmark; on unsealed 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.8
FD-20. New York, NY, ca.1880, F duplex; to DENMARK; 2x 1c banknote on 3c PSE. E $15
FD-21. Boston/So.Postal Sta., MA, 1919, G Univ.(crs; nick L; bit trim T; tiny tear T) to Dutch
West Indies; 1c Wash.offset pair on 3c #10 PSE. E $20
FD-22. New York/Sta.J, NY, 1908, VG Int'l (o/s) to ENGLAND & fwd to ITALY on 5c Lincoln PSE. E $15
FD-23. Boston/N.Postal Sta., MA, 1905, VG+ Amer/B38; to ENGLAND & fwd to SWITZERLAND; 2c Sc.319
on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-24. Battle Creek, MI, 1905, G+ Amer/B14(1); to England; 1c Sc.300 on 1c GPC datelined "The
Sanitarium," to Royal Sailors Home, Devonport. E $12 MIN.6
FD-25. Hyannis, MA, 1964, G DCDS; to Ethiopia; on 1c aerogramme. E $12 MIN.6
FD-27. Hillsboro, NH, 1965, G Univ. to Ethiopia; 20c Monticello paying air rate on 5c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-29. Boston/East Boston Sta., MA, 1911, VG Amer/B38 (bit toned) to Finland; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-30. Brooklyn/Vanderveer Sta., NY, 1917, VG Int'l (part lite tone) to Finland; 1c Wash. on 1c
GPC Sc.UX27; partial oval censor h/s dated 2 mos.after mailed. E $20
FD-31. Eveleth, MN, 1934, F Univ.; to Finland; 3c Wash. on 2c Mt.Vernon PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-32. Newport, NH, 1941, G+ Int'l (upper L tip nick) to Finland; partial censor h/s L; 5c
Prexie on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-33. Tarrytown, NY, 1908, G Colum. (o/s) to FINLAND; w/Tampere DCDS as recd; 2x 1c Sc.300 on
PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-34. Philadelphia, PA, 1900, VF Amer; to FRANCE & fwd to SWITZERLAND; 2c red on priv.mailing
card. E $20
FD-35. New York/Sta.D, NY, 1908, VG Int'l; to FRANCE; machine canx on address side; 2c Sc.319
tied to pix side by numeral "179" in oval; on PPC. E $14
FD-37. Miami, FL, 1951, G+ Int'l; to Germany/Russian Zone; 5c Prexie on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-38. New York/Sta.Y, NY, 1933, VG Int'l; to Germany; fwd to Switzerland; fwd to England; 3c
+2c on cvr to passenger on S.S.Europa. E $12 MIN.6
FD-39. New York/Wall St.Sta., NY, 1918, G+ Univ.; to Holland; censor tape L; "Foreign
Exchange/U.S.F.R.B.No.714" boxed h/s; Bank of N.Y.cc; 3c Wash. on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-40. NewYork/Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1917, VG Univ.; to Holland; Foreign Hobbies, Inc., cc; 3c
+2c Wash. on cvr w/censor tape L. E $12 MIN.6
FD-41. Kings Park, NY, 1959, VF Univ.; to Hong Kong; 25c bridge air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-42. Missoula, MT, 1909, partial Int'l (o/s) to Hungary; bit faulty 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-43. Bradford, PA, 1910, F+ Amer/B14; to India; pair 1c Frank. on PPC to Yenangyat, Upper
Burmah. E $15 MIN.8
FD-44. Philadelphia, PA, 1969, G+ machine (slight ruff slit T) to IRAN; on 13c JFK aerogramme.
E $15 MIN.8
FD-46. Hubbard, OH, 1972, VG+ machine (bit ruff lower R) to Israel; on 15c aerogramme. E $15
MIN.8
FD-47. Cincinnati, OH, 1905, F Int'l (ruff R) to Italy; Cassini Mosaic & Tile Co.cc; 5c Lincoln
on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
FD-48. Hud.Term.Sta., NY, 1921, VG Int'l (trim R; nick B) to Italy;
"Transatlantica-Italiana/Genova" illus.banner on flap; 5c Wash. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-49. New York, NY, 1957, G+ Int'l; to Italy; 15c Liberty Sc.35 on cvr to Venice, fwd to Rome.
E $15 MIN.8
FD-50. Austin, TX, 1909, VG Amer/B14dd; to Italy; 2c Wash. on PPC, fwd back to TX. E $12 MIN.6
FD-51. Cincinnati, OH, 1905, F Int'l (ruff R) to Italy; 5c Lincoln on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
FD-52. Frontenac, KS, 1909, G duplex (lite tone; bit ruff trim L) to ITALY; 5c Wash. on cvr to
Italy. E $15
FD-53. Wilmington, DE, 1952, G+ Univ.; to Jamaica; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-54. Philadelphia/Frankford Sta., PA, 1950, G+ duplex; to Luxembourg; 10c UPU air +3c Supreme Court +1c Prexie on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-55. Lebanon, PA, 1909, G Amer/B14(1); to Malta; 1c Livingston +2c Seward pair on cvr. E $30
FD-56. Atlantic City, NJ, 1906, VF Int'l (tear T; crs; lite tone) to Martinique; 2x 1c Sc.300 (1 faulty) on PPC. E $30
FD-57. Washington, DC, 1954, VG Int'l; to New Caledonia; 8c Liberty on cvr. E $20
FD-58. Seaside Park, NJ, 1964, G Univ.; to Northern Rhodesia; 20c Monticello +5c Wash. on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-59. New Haven, CT, 1897, G+ Amer/B14(1) (lite tone) to Norway; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-60. Chicago/Air Mail, IL, 1941, VF Univ.; to Poland (Government Gen'); 30c globe on air cvr w/Nazi censor tape on back. E $20
FD-61. Pittsburgh, PA, 1934, F Int'l (trim R, barely in stamp) to Poland; on cvr, returned to sender. E $12 MIN.6
FD-62. Chicago, IL, 1945, F Univ.(tip crs) to Portugal; Boye Needle Co.cc w/illus.ad (flange tube); 8c Prexie on cvr. E $20
FD-63. New York/Tremont Sta., NY, 1922, G+ Univ.(tip crs; tiny tear B) to Romania; 2c Sc.499 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-64. New York/Tremont Sta., NY, 1923, partial duplex (o/s; tip crs) to Romania; 2c Sc.499 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-65. New York/Tremont Sta., NY, 1923, G+ Univ.; to Romania; pair 1c Sc.543 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-66. Batavia, NY, 1899, G duplex; to Russia (Finland); Johnston Harvester Co.cc on 5c PSE to Charkow. E $20
FD-67. Philadelphia/F.D., PA, 1934, VG duplex (lite tone specks on edges; pinholes) to Saint Helena; "Per S.S.Majestic" ms instruction on cvr. E $20
FD-68. Pasadena, CA, 1985, G+ machine; to Singapore; 20c flag on 14c GPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-69. Hackensack, NJ, 1906, G Amer/B14; to South Africa; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-70. Middlebury, VT, 1959, G+ Univ. & DCDS; to South Vietnam; 10c +8c on 7c air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-71. Jamestown, NY, 1901, F Colum.(ruff L; lite tone) to Sweden; 5c blue Grant on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
FD-72. Grand Cent.Sta., NY, ca.1922, G Int'l; to SWEDEN; 5c Wash.; Lotos Club cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-73. New York/Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1918, VG+ duplex; to Sweden; censor tape R; "Foreign Exchange/U.S.F.R.B.No.127C h/s; 3c Wash. on 5c PSE. E $20
FD-74. Portland, OR, 1936, G+ Univ.(lite tone) to Sweden; State Hotel cc; 10c +1c on air cvr w/letterhead enc.; Malmo pictorial air CBS as b/s. Odd rate, or short paid. E $30
FD-75. New Orleans, LA, 1907, VF Int'l; to Switzerland & fwd to Italy; 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-76. Provo, UT, 1910, VG Amer/B14; to SWITZERLAND; 1c Frank. on PPC w/Switz.10c postage due tied by Winterthur VG DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
FD-77. New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1948, VG Int'l (upper L tip nick) to Switzerland; 5c Prexie on 4.5x4.75" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-78. New York/Tompkins Sta., NY, 1916, G Int'l; to Switzerland; censor tape & h/s at L; N.Y.Comperssing Co.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-79. Philadelphia, PA, 1950, F Int'l (edge tear T) to Thailand; 25c UPU air on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
FD-80. Charleston, WV, 1958, G+ Univ.; to Uruguay; 10c Pan Am air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-81. Cleveland, OH, 1917, F Int'l (sealed spindles; crnr crs) to West Australia; boxed censor h/s tying 1c Wash. on 1c Lincoln GPC Sc.UX26. E $15 MIN.8

LITERATURE
LT-1. "40th American Philatelic Congress": 204-pg. 7.25x10.25" hardbound, original philatelic papers such as route agent markings & censored Civil War POW covers, 1974. E $12 MIN.6
LT-2. "Aspen on the Roaring Fork, 3rd edition": Wentworth; 192-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbound, story
of Aspen and the silver camps, 1976. E $24
LT-3. "Durland Standard Plate Number Catalogue": 208-pg. 6x9" softbound, plate block numbers & values for issues from 1898, inc. w/air, dues, parcel post & hunting, 1979, (some wear at spine). E $12 MIN.6
LT-5. "Illinois Post Offices: A Listing & Guide toPostal Scarcity": Mehrer; 192-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, alphabetical listing w/town, county, opening & closing dates, name changes, scarcity & valuation (mint condition), 1996. E $24 MIN.12
LT-8. "Nebraska Place-Names": Fitzpatrick; 166-pg. 5.75x9" hardbound, each town by county w/information & index of name changes, 1925, (toned pages). E $12 MIN.6
LT-9. "Oregon Geographic Names": Arthur; 686-pg. 6.5x9.5" hardbound, alphabetical narratives about nearly 5000 place names, 1965. E $20
LT-14. "Precie Postcard History Series, Vol 2": pub. LaPosta; 100-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 6 chapters from 5 different authors, 1988, (cover tone). E $24
LT-15. "Private Die Proprietary Medicine Stamps": Griffenhagen; 78-pg. 6x9" softbound, companies & listing of stamps w/index & checklist, 1969, (lite soil cover; previous owner's number front). E $12 MIN.6
LT-16. "Rare & Expensive Postcards": Kaduck; 88-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, numbered w/illustrations by subject & valuations, 1974, (cover wear). E $12 MIN.6
LT-17. "Rare & Expensive Postcards/Book, Revised": Kaduck; 104-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, numbered w/illustrations including some in color by subject & valuations, 1982. E $15 MIN.8
LT-18. "Roaring Fork Valley, An Illustrated Chronicle, 3rd edition": Shoemaker; 216-pg. 8.75x11" hardbound, listing of towns & their lines through the late 1800s; 1958. E $24
LT-22. "U.S. Postal Slogan Cancel Catalogue, Revised": Luff; 125-pg. 5.5x8.5" comb bound, alphabetical list by slogan w/place, dates, type & value, 1975, (lite soil cover). E $30 MIN.15
LT-23. "United States Postage Stamps of 1869": Rose; 190-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, a chapter on each denomination studying aspects such as design, essays, varieties, 1996, (scuff cover). E $120
LT-24. "Vessel-Named Markings on U.S. Inland & Ocean Waterways 1810-1890 w/slip case & Value Guide": Milgram; 82 & 16-pg. 8.5x10.5" & 5x8" hardbound & stapled pamphlet, list of vessels w/full sized illustrations plus fakes & unknown cancels on freight bills, 1984-5, (tip cr top front cover). E $120
Society; 224-pg. 6x9" hardbound, articles by different authors about rates & flights, 1992. E $75

LT-26. "American Advertising Postcards: Sets and Series, 1890-1920": F.&M.Megson; 336-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, 1000's of cards categorized, listed&described; 100's of illus.; price guide (small piece off lower R tip on front cover), 1985. E $24 MIN.12


LT-29. "American Postcard Guide to Tuck / 1st Ed.": Carver; 76-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 1st printing with prices for cards printed by this popular publisher; dozens of categories with hundreds of illus.&prices, 1976. E $12 MIN.6

LT-30. "American Postcard Guide to Tuck / 3rd Ed.": Carver; 76-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 3rd printing with completely revised prices for cards printed by this popular publisher; dozens of categories with hundreds of illus.&prices, 1980, (some collectors notes; edges soiled). E $15 MIN.8

LT-31. "American Postcard Guide to Tuck / 4th Ed.": Carver; 76-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 4th printing with completely revised prices for cards printed by this popular publisher; dozens of categories with hundreds of illus.&prices, 1981. E $15 MIN.8

LT-32. "American Postcard Guide to Tuck / 5th Ed.": Carver; 76-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 5th printing with completely revised prices for cards printed by this popular publisher; dozens of categories with hundreds of illus.&prices, 1982. E $20 MIN.10

LT-33. "The Artist Signed Post Card": Lyons; 88-pg. 8.5x11" staple bound, 100s of illus.from dozens of diff.artists, w/ pricing, 1975. E $12 MIN.6

LT-34. "The Barney & Smith Company, Car Builders, Dayton, Ohio": Trotsel; 232-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbound, history w/illus., diagrams & technical material, 1993. E $180

LT-35. "The Before&After Trade Card": Crane; 136-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, covers the 3 types and 9 styles of Before/After and With/Without cards; over 230 b/w illus.; inc.metamorphic&hold-to-light trade cards, 1995. E $30 MIN.15

LT-36. "The Canadian Patriotic Postcard Handbook, 1904-14": Gutzman; 140 pgs; softbd; lists all Canadian Patriotic Postcards by publisher, w/120 full-color illustrations; rarity factor for each group, w/useful technical&historical info, 1985, (some cover wear; crnr crs). E $15 MIN.8

LT-37. "Checklist of Curt Teich Linen Comic Postcards": Garnhart; 65 pages; softbound with stapled edge; more than 1,500 listings with descriptions&valuations, 2005. E $24 MIN.12

LT-38. "The Complete Roster of Heavyweight Pullman Cars": Wayner pub; 289-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, illus.& listing of the cars & technical material (water spots on spine), 1985. E $130


LT-40. "The Encyclopedia of Antique Postcards": Nicholson; 288-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, covers everything, from starting a collection to becoming a dealer; w/coverage of more than 100 collecting categories; inc.more than 1,000 illus.; price guide, 1994. E $40 MIN.20

LT-41. "Fun Along the Road: American Tourist Attractions": Margolies; 128-pg. 9.25x10.5" hardbound, entertaining look at the amusements&diversions found along America's highways&byways; nearly 200 illus., 1998. E $24 MIN.12

LT-42. "Home Away from Home: Motels in America": Margolies; 127-pg. 9.25x10.5" hardbound, more than 250 images, most in color, of auto camps, mom-and-pop tourist cabins, today's motel chains, etc., 1995. E $30 MIN.15

LT-43. "How to Price & Sell Old Picture Postcards/Revised 2nd Ed."; Cox; 72-pg. 8.5x11" staple bound, info about buying/pricing/selling postcards; inc.price guide on tied Christmas Seals, Santa Claus Post, valuable postmarks to look for, etc., 1989. E $20 MIN.10

LT-44. "Life of William McKinley&Complete Story of His Assassination": Everett; 444-pg. 7.5x9.75" hardbound, biography; several photos&other illus. (cover wear; some page toning but complete), 1901. E $15 MIN.8

LT-45. "Lincoln Postcard Catalog": 1st&2nd Editions; Lowe; total 212-pgs.; 8.5x11" softbound&staple bound, lists of publishers, types & relative values of Abraham Lincoln topical cards (2nd ed.cover cr), 1967-73. E $30 MIN.15
LT-47. "Mansions on Rails, The Folklore of the Private Railway Car": Beebe; 382-pg. 8x11" hardbound, stories of the luxurious cars w/many pictures of interiors/exteriors (stains on cover from dust cover), 1959. E $60
LT-48. "The Midland Route: A Colorado Midland Guide & Data Book": McFarland; 350-pg. 8.75x11.25" hardbound, history w/trip from 1908 & 50 years later; w/14-pg timetable 4x8.75" & 2-sided route map 33x15.5", 1980. E $120
LT-49. "Neudin 1991": 536-pg. 6x8.5" softbound, French postcard catalog, with market values. TEXT IN FRENCH, 1991. E $40 MIN.20
LT-51. "The Northern Pacific/Main Street of the Northwest": Wood; 208-pg. 8.5x10.75" hardbound, pictorial history, 1968. E $15 MIN.8
LT-52. "OAMC to OSU: A Postcard History": Wright, Wickham, et al; 59-pg. 9x11.25" hardbound, vivid pictorial account of the remarkable growth and development of Oklahoma State Univ. from the 1890’s to modern day; more than 150 full-color images, 1993. E $24 MIN.12
LT-53. "Pacific Slope Railroads 1854 to 1900": Abdill; 182-pg. 8.25x10.5" hardbound, pictorial history (inscription inside), 1959. E $12 MIN.6
LT-55. "Postcard Collector Annual": 1st&2nd Edn’s; pub.Joe Jones; 80 pgs.each; 8.5x11" softbound, hobby-related articles (completely different in each), illustrations, directories; (1st Edition is a misprinted copy with 8 blank pages), 1991-2. E $15 MIN.8
LT-56. "The Postcards of Alphonse Mucha": Bowers&Martin; 113-pg. 5.5x8.5" softbound, comprehensive numerical checklist of postcards illustrated by Alphonse Mucha; illus.of all cards, w/ descriptions, rarity factors, &valuation guide, 1980. E $30 MIN.15
LT-57. "Postcards of Hitler’s Germany, Vol.1, 1923-1936/Postal Stationery/Printed to Private Order/Propaganda": Bender; 368-pg. 6.25x9.5" hardbd, 1923-33 party struggle & 1934-36 cards in chronological order; illus.; some in color (spine wear), 1995. E $50
LT-58. "Pullman, An experiment in Industrial Order & Community Planning 1880-1930": Buder; 263-pg. 5.5x8.5" hardbound, story of Pullman’s model town constructed south of Chicago around his factory, 1967. E $65
LT-60. "Raphael Kirchner and His Postcards": A.&P.Dell’Aquila; 230-pg. 6.75x9.5" softbound, in-depth biography of the art nouveau artist, w/a comprehensive checklist of his postcards&a price guide; inc.an abundant array of illus., 1996. E $90 MIN.46
LT-61. "Rare and Expensive Postcards / A Price Guide/1974": Kaduck; 84-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, hundreds of illus.&prices of rare&desirable postcards. (tip crs; edge wear), 1974. E $12 MIN.6
LT-63. "Reflections of Kansas, 1900-1930: A Prairie Postcard Album": Wood&Daymond; 112-pg. 9.75x11.25" hardbound, contains more than 300 postcard illustrations, the vast majority which are from clear, real-photo cards; lengthy, informative captions, 1988. E $24 MIN.14
LT-65. "Specialized Catalog of U.S. Non-Pictorial Waterfowl Stamps": Torre; 77-pg. 8.5x11" staple bound, lists, descriptions & values of state types, Indian reservation types, & more; many illustrations, 1999. E $24 MIN.12
LT-66. "Standard Postcard Catalog/1st Ed.": Lowe; 64-pg. 8.5x11" staple bound, 1000’s of listings & prices; many illus.; interesting artifact from the early days of the hobby, 1968. E $12 MIN.6
LT-67. "Standard Postcard Catalog/2nd Ed.": Lowe; 244-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, 1000’s of listings & prices; many illus. (tear and creases on front cover), 1982. E $20 MIN.10
LT-69. "Washington Postcard Catalog": Lowe; 128-pg. 8.5x11" softbound, lists of postcards related to Geo. Washington, including parks, monuments, homes, headquarters, etc., 1974, (some collectors notes; edges soiled). E $15 MIN.8
LT-70. "With the Zeppelin to South America, Diary of the Round Trip 1931": Bruer; 196-pg. 5.25x8" softbound, based on author's diary & photographs during the flight w/English & German texts, 2002. E $34
LT-71. "Zeppelin Plus, Adventures-History-Philately": Moroz; 116-pg. 5.5x8.25" softbound, stories of airship aviation w/some results of auction material w/illustrations, 2001. E $34

MACHINES / Need the "Standard Flag Cancel Encyclopedia/4th Edition"? We have it!
MC-1. Aurora, CO, 1928, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s CDS w/4 long bars; 2c Valley Forge w/BOLD precanc on cvr. E $20
MC-2. Bartlett, IL, 1935, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard (part heavy ink; slogan mostly obscured on stamp; bit ruff trim R) "Address Your Mail..." slogan: letters varied in size on commer. PSE. E $14
MC-3. Bingen, IN, 1910, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (toned) on PPC. E $65
MC-4. Cedar Lake, IN, 1926, VG+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MC-5. Angelica, NY, 1904, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s CDS w/separate 8 long lines killer (cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
MC-6. Great Bend, NY, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/"Address Your Mail" slogan h/s (tear T, in dial; trim R) bakery cc on window PSE. E $14
MC-7. Jefferson Valley, NY, 1908, VG+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s CDS w/separate 5 long lines killer on PPC. E $14
MC-8. Valkenburg, NY, 1914, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (lite tone) (98-34) on PPC. E $50
MC-10. Dents Run, PA, 1912, G+ blue pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (toned; tip cr) (66-27) on PPC. E $75
MC-11. Milan, PA, 1922, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (high: town & top stripe partly off; toned) on PPC. E $20
MC-12. Roslyn, PA, 1925, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/6 long lines killer h/s (stamp fault before mailed) on PSE. E $16
MC-13. Thompson, PA, 1899, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/15 vert. lines killer on GPC. E $20
MC-14. Weedville, PA, 1918, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (part on stamp; flag mostly off R; lower 1/3 of stamp gone, faulty when mailed; soiled) on PPC. E $15
MC-15. Wellborn, TX, 1939, VG+ pseudo-machine non-standard DCDS/wavy lines h/s on GPC w/PM's signature on back. E $14
MC-16. Wellborn, TX, 1944, VF magenta pseudo-machine non-standard CDS/wavy lines h/s; comic patriotic illus.at L (soldier w/Axis leaders on bayonet) on cvr. E $15
MC-17. Grand Isle, VT, 1931, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s on GPC w/VF strike & PM's signature on back. E $12 MIN.6
MC-18. Fairfield, AL, 1926, G+ Amer A14; SCARCE flag; 5c Roosevelt on cvr to Germany. E $200
MC-19. Fayetteville, Ark.University Sta., AR, 1929, G+ Amer C14 (part lite tone; tiny tears T) on 4.5x5" cvr w/enc. E $30
MC-22. Wilson, AR, 1931, VG Amer A14; PM's signature at L on GPC. E $30
MC-23. Auburn, CA, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-25. Colusa, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14; Jacobson Furniture cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-27. Eagle Rock, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $20
MC-28. El Segundo, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (near VF; part o/s by partial 2nd strike) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MC-29. Exeter, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (near F+) "Schellings" cc on PSE. E $40
MC-30. Exeter, CA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (year partial) on PPC. E $50
MC-31. Fairfield, CA, 1930, VG Amer A14; Foresthill Mining Corp., Grass Valley, cc on commer.cvr. E $40
MC-33. Hollister, CA, 1925, VG Amer A14 (bit of add.into dial; tiny tear L) Hollister Warehouse Co.cc on PSE. E $8
MC-34. Huntington Beach, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+; tear T; tip cr) on cvr. E $8
MC-35. Los Angeles, CA, 1896, F+ Amer B14(1) (uneven trim R) W.P.Fuller & Co.cc; "Muresco" text ad on back on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
MC-36. Los Angeles/Sta.B, CA, 1921, G+ Amer C14 (crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MC-37. Pittsburg, CA, 1926, G+ Amer A14dd (near F) SCARCE flag; 1c +pair 2c on cvr to Italy, fwd to France. E $200
MC-38. Redding, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (dia! struck on message; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MC-39. Redwood City, CA, 1922, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $8
MC-40. Reedley, CA, 1921, G+ Amer A14 (tear lower R) on cvr. E $8
MC-41. Reseda, CA, 1932, VG Amer A14; J.E.Ledgerwood cc on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-42. San Diego/Sta.A, CA, 1920, G+ Amer A38 (lite tone; edge tear R) on cvr. E $20
MC-44. San Francisco, CA, 1897, VG+ Amer B14(1)dd (lite tone) att'y cc on cvr. E $8
MC-45. Sawtelle, CA, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (part spotty; trim R) 2c Harding on cvr E $6
MC-46. South Gate, CA, 1930, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $8
MC-47. Victorville, CA, 1930, G+ Amer A14 ("VILLE" mostly not struck) on commer.PSE. E $6
MC-48. Edgewater, CO, 1931, G+ Amer A14 ("EW" partial; staple holes T) on commer.cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MC-49. Gunnison, CO, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (T arc partial; trim R; edge tear L) 2c Harding on cvr. E $20
MC-50. Norwich, CT, 1899, VG Amer B14 (trim R; ink spots below address) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-51. Rockville, CT, 1911, F+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-52. Saybrook, CT, 1930, G Amer A14 (town mostly not struck but ID sure) realtor cc on cvr. E $8
MC-53. Simsbury, CT, 1913, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-54. Washington, DC, 1893, VG Amer D6(1) (tear T) on cvr. E $20
MC-55. Washington, DC, 1895, G+ Amer D13(2); Citizens' Nat'l Bank rec't on GPC.E $12 MIN.6
MC-56. Hawkinsville, GA, 1912, VF Amer A14; 1st Nat'l Bank cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-57. Madison, GA, 1920, G+ Amer A14 (town mostly not struck) 8th Dist.A & M School principal cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-58. Payette, ID, 1918, F Amer A14dd on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-59. Rupert, ID, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (near F+; bit trim R, just in stamp edge) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-60. Chicago, IL, 1894, VG Amer D-W3-3(6) (toned) Gage Bros.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-61. Chicago, IL, 1894, G+ Amer D-W3-3(3) Fuller & Fuller cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-62. Elgin, IL, 1902, G+ Amer B14(1)dd on PSE. E $14
MC-63. Paoli, IN, 1928, G+ Amer A14dd (2 strikes, fully overlapped; 2 file holes, 1 thru stripes & bit of stamp) As Is for appearance, but SCARCE flag on GPC w/Orange Co.Farmer's Fire Ass'n assessment on back; 2c stamp applied & remailed as receipt 6 days later. E $120
MC-64. Rushville, IN, 1925, VG+ Amer A14dd on cvr. E $40
MC-65. Rushville, IN, 1926, G+ Amer A14dd (year weak) on PPC. E $30
MC-66. Scottsburg, IN, 1928, G+ Amer A14 w/sideways slugs (add.part smear; cr) SCARCE flag on GPC. E $40
MC-67. Bartlesville, Ind.T., 1907 (Mar 29), G+ Amer B24() on PPC. E $24
MC-68. Bartlesville, Ind.T., 1907 (Sep 9), G+ Amer B24(I) on PPC. E $40
MC-69. Tulsa, Ind.T., 1907 (Jan 18), VG Amer B14 (toned) on PPC. E $20
MC-70. Fontanelle, IA, 1934, F Amer A14 on commer.cvr to Babe Ruth. E $12 MIN.6
MC-71. Humboldt, IA, 1928, G+ Amer A14; Snitkey's Groceries cc on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-72. Maquoketa, IA, 1930, VG Amer A14 (uneven toned; tear R) on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-73. Milford, IA, 1931, G+ Amer A14 on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-74. Reinbeck, IA, 1934, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-75. Anthony, KS, 1928, F Amer A14 (bit heavy inked) on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-76. Burlington/Sta.A, KS, 1925, G+ Amer A38 (dial bit hi; year partial) on GPC. E $40
MC-77. Caney, KS, 1926, F Amer A14 (bit cr) on PSE. E $8
MC-78. Cherryvale, KS, 1927, VF Amer A14 on cvr. E $8
MC-81. Ellinwood, KS, 1930, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $6
MC-82. Ellis, KS, 1928, F Amer A14 (trim R, halfway into stamp) Highland Dairy/Thoroughbred Holstien Cattle cc on cvr. E $8
MC-83. Frankfort, KS, ca.1928, G+ Amer A14 (year omitted; lite tone) on PPC. E $30
MC-84. Genesee, KS, 1932, VG Amer A14; 1.5c Wash. on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-85. Girard, KS, 1913, F+ Amer A4 (bit uneven slit L) as recd b/s on cvr. E $14
MC-86. Glasco, KS, 1931, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on commer.cvr. E $6
MC-87. Haviland, KS, 1934, VG Amer A14 on commer.cvr. E $40
MC-88. Irving, KS, 1934, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on commer.cvr. E $6
MC-89. Kansas City/Stock Yards Sta., KS, ca.1908, F+ Amer H38 w/dateless dial on 1c PSE. E $24
MC-90. Lindsborg, KS, 1927, G+ Amer A14 on GPC. E $24
MC-91. Marion, KS, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (toned) on cvr. E $8
MC-93. Neodesha, KS, 1927, G+ Amer A14 on PSE. E $6
MC-94. Newton, KS, 1919, F Amer B14dd (bit angled; trim R; tear R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-95. Oswego, KS, [1926], G+ Amer A14 (year partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MC-96. Paola, KS, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (upper R tip slit) on PSE. E $6
MC-98. Russell, KS, 1927, G+ Amer A14; atty's engraved cc on cvr. E $14
MC-100. Wichita, KS, 1902, G+ Amer B14 (no flap) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-101. Murray, KY, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; tip crs) SCARCE flag on PPC. E $65
MC-102. Leonardtown, MD, 1931, F Amer A14 (bit trim T) on cvr; accompanying 2nd cvr w/ty.A14dd for comparison. E $24 MIN.12
MC-103. Rockville, MD, 1920, G+ Amer A14 (part lite tone; tiny tear T) on cvr. E $20
MC-104. Bedford, MA, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (cr) 2c Saratoga on cvr. E $8
MC-105. Lot 8) Boating, MA, 1897-8, Amer: 2x P42(C); 6x B42(C) (varied condition) on 2 cvrs; 6 GPCs. E $80
MC-106. Boston, MA, 1885, VF Amer ty.85-2 on GPC. E $20
MC-107. Boston, MA, 1890, G+ Amer X1(15) (per consignor) w/dateless dial; Imperial Mill Co.logo ad on 1c PSE. E $20
MC-108. Boston, South Sta./Terminal RPO, MA, 1934, VG+ Amer C38 on 2x4" PIECE ONLY. E $14
MC-109. Hollioston, MA, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (uneven toned) on unsealed 1c PSE to local add. E $6
MC-110. Melrose Highlands, MA, 1924, G+ Amer A14(86) (stripes partly compressed) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-111. Newburyport/Rec'd, MA, 1910, F Amer AMS-25 (trim L; R tips clip) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
MC-112. Newton Center/Newton Sta., MA, 1907, G+ Amer B38 on PSE. E $8
MC-113. Saugus, MA, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (part lite tone; edge tears L; nick L) on cvr. E $8
MC-114. South Lancaster, MA, 1930, VG Amer A14; Atlantic Union College logo on flap on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-115. Springfield/Forest Park Sta., MA, 1925, G+ Amer A38 (part heavy inked; trim L; lower L tip ruff; tear T) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-116. Weymouth, MA, 1929, G+ Amer A14 w/"EAST" excised from L arc (tear T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-117. Worcester/Train Late/Mail Delayed, MA, 1907, G+ Amer AMS-54 as recd b/s on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-118. Vera Cruz, Mexico, 1914, G+ Amer A14 (bit ruff slit T & upper R) Compania de Santa
Gertrudis, S.A., Pachucha, Hidalgo cc; 2c Wash. on commer.cvr to U.S. E $50
MC-119. Almont, MI, 1938, G+ Amer A14 on GPC. Last flag machine installed in U.S. E $12 MIN.6
MC-120. Dowagiac, MI, 1921, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $6
MC-121. Gladwin, MI, 1932, G+ Amer A14; Gladwin Co.Telephone Co.bill on GPC. E $30
MC-123. Sawyer, MI, 1932, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $6
MC-126. Cottonwood, MN, 1934, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $8
MC-127. Detroit, MN, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (dial hi; "OIT" partly off) on GPC. E $20
MC-128. Henning, MN, 1934, VG+ Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $6
MC-129. Waterville, MN, 1934, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+) on commer.PSE. E $6
MC-130. Monett, MO, 1911 (Jun 8), G+ Amer B4(1) (toned) on PPC. E $14
MC-133. Monett, MO, 1913, G+ Amer B4(1) (near VG) on PPC. E $14
MC-134. Cut Bank, MT, 1935, G+ Amer A14 on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-135. Dillon, MT, 1922 (Dec 31), G+ Amer A14 (trim R) on PSE. E $8
MC-136. Dillon, MT, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $14
MC-137. Forsyth, MT, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (tear T, just in field; trim R) on cvr. E $30
MC-138. Malta, MT, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (year partial; dial partly on return add.; trim L) Chinese characters at L on cvr from Sam Lee to Sing Kee, Havre. E $50
MC-139. Ceresco, NE, 1936, VG+ Amer A14 on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-140. Fairbury, NE, 1909, G+ Amer B14 on cvr. E $6
MC-141. Lyons, NE, 1934, VF Amer A14 on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-142. Seward, NE, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-143. Hampton/Hampton Beach Sta., NH, 1924, G+ Amer A38 (town mostly not struck) on PPC. E $20
MC-144. Absecon, NJ, 1930, G+ Amer A14 on GPC w/PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6
MC-145. Bernardville, NJ, 1930, G+ Amer A14 on GPC w/PM's signature. E $8
MC-146. Bradley Beach, NJ, 1924, VG Amer A14 (upper R tip slit) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-147. Coytesville, NJ, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+; cr) on commer.cvr. E $6
MC-149. Elizabeth/Roselle Br., NJ, 1923, G+ Amer A38; 2c Harding on cvr. E $8
MC-150. Gloucester City, NJ, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (near VG) on cvr. E $8
MC-152. Livingston, NJ, 1934, F Amer A14 on 3x4.5" commer.cvr. E $6
MC-155. Maplewood, NJ, 1926, F Amer A14dd (trim R) on cvr. E $40
MC-157. Santa Fe, NM, 1920, VG+ Amer A38 "Fire is the Enemy" slogan flag (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-158. Silver City, NM, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (part spotty) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-159. Lacona, NY, 1931, G+ Amer A14 on GPC w/PM's signature. E $20
MC-160. Middleport, NY, 1931, G+ Amer A14 (T arc not struck) on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-161. New York/Sta.P, NY, 1896, F Amer E14(1) w/dateless dial; Pfeiffer & Pronick cc on lc PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MC-162. Rochester, NY, 1896, F Amer B14(1); SCARCE flag on PSE. E $200
MC-163. Schuyler, NY, 1931, G+ Amer A14 (toned) on GPC w/PM's signature. E $8
MC-164. Whitney Point, NY, 1933, VG+ Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $8
MC-165. Durham, West Durham Sta., NC, 1934, G+ Amer C14 (near F; upper R crnr slit; tear T) Erwin Cotton Mills Co.cc on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-166. Farmville, NC, 1931, G+ Amer A14 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-167. Morganton, NC, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone; trim R) Stewart's Office, State Hospital cc on cvr. E $20
MC-168. Pinehurst, NC, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (date partial) on PPC. E $20
MC-169. Bigprairie, OH, 1931, VG+ Amer A14 on GPC w/PM's signature. E $6
MC-171. Cincinnati, OH, 1899, VF Amer B14(1) (ty.#7) Early & Daniel cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-172. Georgetown, OH, 1932, G+ Amer A14 (T arc mostly not struck) Pobst & Campbell h/s cc on commer.2c Mt.Vernon PSE. E $8
MC-173. Hicksville, OH, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-174. Richwood, OH, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (day/year partial; stamp bit toned) on PPC. E $40
MC-175. Altus, OK, 1920, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $8
MC-176. Claremore, OK, 1922, VF Amer A14; Okla.Natural Gas Co.bill on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-177. Grandfield, OK, 1932, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PSE. E $6
MC-178. Hominy, OK, [1923], G+ Amer A14 (year not struck; part of flag not struck) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-179. McAlester, OK, 1917, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $6
MC-180. Salina, OK, 1933, VF Amer A14 on commer.PC. E $8
MC-182. Grant Pass, OR, 1923, G+ Amer A14dd; 2c Harding on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-183. Independence, OR, 1932, G+ Amer A14 (T arc mostly not struck) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-184. Newberg, OR, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (near F) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MC-185. North Bend, OR, 1925, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-186. Silverton, OR, 1926, VG+ Amer A14 on 2.75x5.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-188. Burgettstown, PA, 1931, G+ Amer A14 on GPC w/PM’s signature. E $12 MIN.6
MC-189. Canton, PA, 1930, VG Amer A14 on GPC w/PM’s signature. E $12 MIN.6
MC-190. Everett, PA, 1927, G+ Amer A14; 10c special del.+2c Wash. on spec.del.cvr. E $20
MC-191. Galetton, PA, 1926, G+ Amer A14dd (no flap; nick T) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-192. Meyersdale, PA, 1923, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $8
MC-193. Monongahela, PA, 1906, VG Amer B14(1)dd; 2x 1c Sc.300 (1 mostly wrapped around T) on PPC to Belgium. E $8
MC-194. Nesquehoning, PA, 1934, F Amer A14 on cvr to Babe Ruth's Baseball Club. E $12 MIN.6
MC-195. Pocono Manor, PA, 1935, VF Amer A14 on commer.PC. E $8
MC-196. Westgrove, PA, 1914, VG+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-197. Williamsport/Newberry Sta., PA, 1928, G+ Amer A38 (T arc mostly not struck; o/w about F+) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.6
MC-198. Sumter, SC, 1906, G+ Amer B4(1) (spotty) on PPC. E $14
MC-199. Chattanooga/Military Br., TN, [1917] (Jul 10), G+ Amer A38 (cnr cr; year not struck; surface scrapes at crnrs) dial low; on PPC. E $14
MC-200. Shelbyville, TN, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on 3x4.5" cvr. E $8
MC-201. Cleburne, TX, 1912, G+ Amer A14 (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $8
MC-202. Luling, TX, 1926, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-203. McAllen, TX, 1927, F Amer A14 on cvr. E $6
MC-204. Mineral Wells, TX, 1923, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-205. Plainview, TX, 1910, G+ Amer A-6 (UNLISTED town) struck fully at L on GPC Sc.UX21. E $24 MIN.12
MC-206. Farmville, VA, 1924, F+ Amer A14 (lite crs; lite tone) on cvr. E $8
MC-207. Herndon, VA, 1934, G+ Amer A14 (dial hi: "NDO" partly off) on commer.cvr. E $6
MC-208. Lynchburg, VA, 1893, VG Amer D5() (toned; edge tears) Board of Trade cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-209. Onley, VA, 1933, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) Onley Building Supply Co.cc on commer.cvr. E $8
MC-210. Anacortes, WA, 1921, F Amer A14; E.A.Phillips, Inc.cc on commer.PSE. E $8
MC-212. Oak Harbor, WA, 1936, VF Amer A14 on GPC w/PM's signed note. E $8
MC-213. Prosser, WA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (upper R tip slit; edge tear B; return add.bit smear) 2c Huguenot on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-214. Raymond, WA, 1923, G+ Amer A14; Sheldon Auto Co.cc; bit faulty 2c Harding on cvr. E $8
MC-215. Moorfield, WV, 1933, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PPC. E $8
MC-216. Lot 2) Sistersville, WV, 1916/1922, F+ Amer A14 & A14dd on PPCs. E $12 MIN.6
MC-217. Phillips, WI, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (B edge water toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-218. APO 702, 1918 (Oct 22), F Amer A14 w/# reading down (tears T, 1 in stripe; dial part o/s) YMCA logo header on free-franked cvr. E $30
MC-219. charlestown, MA, 1895, G+ Barnard D-W1 (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $75
MC-220. Pitchburg, MA, 1992, G+ Barnard ty.1 (part obscured by design) on GPC. E $40
MC-221. Washington, DC, 1897, G+ Barr-Fyke ty.X-11 (pen note into dial; trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-222. Boston/Sta.A, MA, 1902 (Mar 23), G+ Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG (town/state not struck; 2 file holes) as recd on PPC. E $14
MC-223. Nuevo Laredo, Tam/-Rec.-, Mexico, 1903, G+ Barr-Fyke TSL/FLAG (LKU, 1st period; stamp gone) as recd on PPC. E $14
MC-224. Hannibal, MO, 1899, G+ Barr-Fyke C4-121a; druggist's cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-225. Kansas City/Sta.A, MO, 1904, G+ Barr-Fyke AS1/4-122c (lite tone) pair 1c Sc.300 on PPC to Germany. E $14
MC-226. Saint Louis/Received, MO, [1899], G+ Barr-Fyke AZ-103R ("ED" off edge; part lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-227. Sedalia, MO, 1900, F Barr-Fyke C4-121a (trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MC-228. Philadelphia, PA, [1898], VG+ Barry F-6(2) w/dateless dial; Thos.Roberts & Co.cc on 1c PSE. E $15
MC-229. Philadelphia, PA, [1898], VG Barry ty.F-6(2) w/dateless dial; Manufacturers' Book Co.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-230. Pittsburg/Transit, PA, 1903, G+ Barry L-X1 (trim L; tear L) as transit b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-231. Chemnitz, Germany, 1907, F Bickerdike BF-12/ty.II fancy pictorial flag (upper R tip nib; edge tear T; crs) on PPC to U.S. E $20
MC-232. Leipzig, Germany, 1901, G+ Bickerdike BSP-6 DCDS as recd on PPC. E $20
MC-233. Leipzig, Germany, 1903, VF Bickerdike BF-22 fancy flag (2pf stamp & canx at B, inverted to address) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MC-234. Oberammergau/Passionsspiele, Germany, 1910, F Bickerdike BSE-3 Passion Play slogan on PPC to U.S. E $20
MC-235. Hamburg/No.1, Germany, 1907, VF Colum CW-2 on PPC. E $20
MC-236. Ele Ele, HI, 1928, G+ Colum G1W; bit faulty 2c "Hawaii" overprint on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-237. San Francisco/Sta.D/Foreign, CA, 1902, G+ Colum. BSR2; Williams SAF-4870 (LKU; T arc not struck; edge tear T) as transit b/s on PSE to Philippines. E $15
MC-238. Buffalo/Transit, NY, 1902, G+ Colum. ty.BT-2 as recd on pix side of priv.mailing card. E $15
MC-239. Fort Ticonderoga, NY, ca.1923, G+ Colum. ty.L-9 (diai bit hi: tip of "O" off; month omitted; year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-240. Irving, NY, 1923, G+ Colum. ty.L-9 (EKU; tiny tears T; tip cr) on PPC. E $20
MC-241. Smithton, PA, 1922, G+ Colum. ty.L-9 (EKU; o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-242. Honolulu, HI, 1906, G+ Doremus ty.D (part lite tone; trim L) on 5c PSE Sc.U393 to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
MC-243. Newton Center, MA, 1901, VG Doremus ty..C. (nick T) on PSE. E $24
MC-244. Coloma, MI, 1911, VG Doremus ty.E on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-245. Redbank, NJ, 1902, VG Doremus ty..C. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-246. Newark, NY, 1903, G+ Doremus variant of ty..C. on message GPC w/att'd reply, to Canada. E $20
MC-247. Westfield, NY, 1906, G+ Doremus ty..C. w/tilted dial (town partial) on PPC. E $14
MC-248. Crawfordsville, IN, 1900, G+ Hampden B-8 (LKU; lite tone) on cvr. E $40
MC-249. Easton, PA, 1898, VF Hampden A-13A (lite tone; trim B) on cvr. E $15
MC-251. Washington, DC, [1890], VF Int'l A-11(block); 1c blue on cvr. E $30
MC-252. Morrison, IL, 1951, G+ Int'l on PPC: Sweeney Motel, Rock Falls. E $12 MIN.6
MC-253. Morrison, IL, 1951, G+ Int'l on PPC: 1st Presbyterian Church. E $12 MIN.6
MC-254. Lot 49) Sterling, IL, 1907-17, VF-G+ Int'l (varied condition, mostly fine) on PPCs,
nearly all views of Sterling (blgds., etc.). MIN.$260
MC-255. Baltimore, MD, 1922, F+ Int'l "Baltimore Week" slogan #3 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-256. Baltimore, MD, 1923, VG+ Int'l "Better Homes Expo... Baltimore" slogan #3 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-257. Minneapolis, MN, 1917, G+ Int'l "Buy Now... 2nd Liberty Loan" slogan #4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-258. Missoula, MT, 1922, VG Int'l "Be Careful/Nat'l Forests Are Not Fireproof" slogan (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
MC-259. New York, NY, 1889, G+ Int'l, as Hanmer ty.1 (trim R; lite tone) "Life Union" cc on cvr w/enc. E $14
MC-261. New York, NY, 1894, VF Int'l C-18A(3); Saddlery Hardware M'f'g cc on cvr. RARE wavy line type; accompanying 2nd cvr w/VF similar ty.C-18(3). E $75
MC-262. New York, NY, 1923, G+ Int'l "Nat'l Council Traveling Salesmen" slogan #1 (EKU; near VF) on PPC. 1st known dated example. E $20
MC-263. New York/Stat.A, NY, 1922, F Int'l "Red Cross/Roll Call" slogan (1st known example w/date) on PPC to Romania. E $15 MIN.8
MC-264. Cincinnati, OH, 1917, VF Int'l "Buy Now... 2nd Liberty Loan" slogan #5 (EKU) on Business Men's Club 3-panel PPC (election night announcement). E $20
MC-265. Philadelphia, PA, 1926, G+ Int'l "Visit Post Office Exhibit/Palace of Progress" slogan die a (trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-266. Lubeck, Germany, 1906, VP Krag KL-8 on cvr. E $20
MC-267. San Francisco, CA, 1887, G+ Leavitt ty.B(C) showing inked corners around killer on GPC. E $60
MC-268. Washington, DC, 1880, G+ Leavitt ty.B(D) (near VG+) on GPC. E $60
MC-269. Boston, MA, 1878 (Mar 6), G+ Leavitt ty.A-2-1 (period not struck, but appears to be EKU of ty.1 2nd period) on GPC. E $70
MC-270. Boston, MA, 1878, G Leavitt ty.A-3-1(C) (LATE; state/date spotty; crs) on GPC. E $80
MC-271. Boston, MA, 1878, G+ Leavitt B-1(C) on GPC. E $6
MC-272. Boston, MA, [1884], G Leavitt D-1, 2nd period (LITE; year omitted; crs; lite tone) on GPC w/Perry Mason & Co.printed notice on back. E $24
MC-273. Detroit, MI, 1881, G+ Leavitt ty.B(D) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-274. Detroit, MI, 1881, F Leavitt ty.B(D) on GPC. E $24
MC-275. Toledo, OH, 1881, G+ Leavitt ty.B(D) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-276. Nashville, TN, [1881], G+ Leavitt ty.B(D) w/bluish tinged ink; "0" in year mutilated to served as "1" (heavy crs; bit lite tone) on GPC. E $75
MC-277. Chicago, IL, 1935, VG Multipost; Illinois Audit Bureau cc; 2c Wash.w/inverted precancx on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-278. Wyandotte/Rec'd, MI, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.R as rec'd on pix side of priv.mailing card. E $15 MIN.8
MC-279. Corona/Rec'd, NY, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.R (EARLY; o/s; part on stamp) as rec'd on priv.mailing card. E $15 MIN.8
MC-280. Wilmington, OH, 1901, F Perfection ty.1 (UNLISTED; trim R) 2c Pan-Am on cvr. E $150
MC-281. Menasha, WI, 1903, G+ Perfection ty.2 on cvr. E $24
MC-282. Indianapolis, IN, 1898, G+ Pneumatic A2b2a (EKU; dial part obscured by tablet) on GPC. E $65
MC-283. Indianapolis, IN, 1898, G+ Pneumatic (trim L about 1"; cr B; lite tone) on PSE. E $20
MC-284. Indianapolis w/1st "I" omitted, IN, 1899 (Jan 29), F Pneumatic G1b2a (bit lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $20
MC-285. Indianapolis w/1st "I" omitted, IN, 1899 (Mar 15), F Pneumatic G1b2a on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-286. Buffalo/Rec'd/Late Arrival-Mail Train/Detained, NY, 1891, G+ Tilton ty.4 (o/s; lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr from England. E $20
MC-287. New York/Rec'd/Late Arrival-Mail/Detention, NY, 1884, G+ Tilton ty.2 w/"Train" excised (bit ruff slit T) as recd b/s on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MC-288. New York/Rec'd/Late Arrival-Mail/Detention, NY, 1891, G+ Tilton ty.3 w/"Mail" centered (nicks L; bit cr) as recd b/s on PSE. E $20
MC-289. New York/Rec'd/Late Arrival-Mail/Detention, NY, 1891, VG+ Tilton ty.2 w/"Train" excised
(tear T; bit o/s) as recd on GPC from New Caledonia. E $20

MC-290. Chicago, IL, 1907 (Oct 17), VG+ Time-Cmns A102b(C) (stamp about 50% peeled BEFORE canxed) on PPC. E $20

MC-291. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Time-Cmns B-111a/C/1st box dial on PPC. E $20

MC-292. Chicago, IL, 1908, F Time-Cmns w/dateless box dial; Armour Car Lines cc on 1c PSE to Canada. E $20

MC-293. Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns B-111e/C box dial (tip cr) on PPC. E $20

MC-294. Stevensville, NY, 1914, VG Time-Cmns w/oval dial (lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


MC-296. Hartford, CT, 1922, G+ Univ. "Hartford Aviation Meet" slogan #1 (dial hi: "RTF" partly off; toned) on 3x5" card mailed as PC. E $15 MIN.8

MC-297. Hartford, CT, 1923, VG Univ. "Better Homes Expo" slogan #1 (toned) on 3x5" card mailed as PC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-298. Honolulu, HI, 1924, F Univ. "Visit Hawaii Nat'l Park" slogan die a (crs) on PPC. E $6

MC-299. Honolulu, HI, 1924, G+ Univ. "Visit Hawaii Nat'l Park" slogan, die a (toned) 2c Huguenot on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MC-300. Lot 16) Sterling, IL, 1917-48, VF-G+ Univ. (varied condition, mostly fine) on PPCs, nearly all views of Sterling (bldgs, etc.). MIN.$90


MC-303. Brockton, MA, 1923, G+ Univ. "Brockton Fair" slogan (town part spotty) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MC-304. Fitchburg/Devens Branch, MA, 1917, VG+ Univ. illus.flag on YMCA cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MC-305. West Hoboken, NJ, 1913, F Univ. BTSF-200 on GPC. E $14


MC-308. Grand Central Sta., NY, 1914, VG Univ. machine #2 w/"Rec'd In/Package Box Collection" killer on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MC-309. Providence/Turnkey Post Office, RI, 1961, F Univ. ("CE" mostly off R edge; trim L) bit faulty 1c Prexie solo on air cvr. E $50

MC-310. Barre, VT, 1923, G+ Univ. "Barre Granite Expo" slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


MC-313. USN 10420 Br., 1955 (Aug 16), VG+ Univ. "Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (NATO)..." slogan on GPC. E $14

METERS / PERMITS

MR-1. Chicago, IL, 1950, VG PB meter; "U.S.Steel/NBC Symphony Summer Concerts" illus.slogan (conductor & musicians); Carnegie-Ill.Steel Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $8

MR-2. Dubuque, IA, 1948, F PB meter (lite gum tone) "Listen to Circle Arrow Show/NBC" slogan; Western Auto Supply cc on #10 window cvr. E $6

MR-3. Detroit, MI, 1959, VG+ PB meter (bit trim T; lite gum tone) "Time to Store Your Furs at Hudson's" illus.slogan ad (standing mink); J.L.Hudson cc on 3.5x7.75" window cvr. E $8

MR-4. Billings, MT, 1959, VG+ PB meter; "Lawn-Boy Quietflite" illus.slogan (lawn mower); Billings Hardware cc on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MR-5. Altoona, PA, ca.1909, VF printed Permit No.2.; A.Simon & Co.printed text ad in message area on PPC. E $14


MILITARY

MY-1. Newark, DE, 1860s, VF CDS (lite tone) on cvr to Capt.Chas.W.Thomas, Ass't Quarter Master USA, Fortress Monroe, VA. E $15 MIN.8

MY-2. Washington, DC, 1863, G CDS (dial partly off T & L; toned) on cvr w/enc.to
Lieut.Col.Chas.W.Thomas, Chief Quartermaster, Fortress Monroe, VA. E $24
MY-3. Washington, DC, 1865, G+ DCDS (trim R) w/"Due/3" h/s; "Soldiers Letter/3rd O.V.V.C." ms vertically at L on cvr. E $24
MY-5. Camargo, IL, [1865], G+ CDS/cork (part lite tone; trim L; nicks T) on cvr to D.C.Whiteman, PRISONER OF WAR, Johnsons Island, OH. E $100
MY-7. Olathe, KS, [1865], VF ms (cr) on folded letter datelined "Head Quarters Co.H 48th Reg Wis Infty, to Capt.C.R.Johnson, Black River Falls, WI. E $150
MY-8. Poolsville, MD, 1860s, G CDS (lower R arc partial) ms "Soldiers Letter" at T; "Due 3" h/s at L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-10. Boston, MA, 1860s, F red DCDS/cork on cvr to Maj.B.C.Lincoln, 2nd U.S.COLORED TROOPS, Key West, FL. E $200
MY-15. Sandy Creek, NY, 1860s, G+ CDS/grid (trim R) on cvr to Col.Andrew S.Warner, Ebbitt House, Washington, DC. E $30
MY-16. Upper Darby, PA, 1860s, G+ DCDS/grid (trim R, just in address; bit lite tone) on cvr to Co.F 1st Regt P.V., 3rd Brigade Sykes Div'n, Camp near Falmouth, VA. E $20
MY-17. Westchester, PA, 1863, G DCDS/target (trim R, just in address) on cvr to Capt.Isaiah Price, 97 Reg.P.V., Port Royal, SC. E $24
MY-18. Martinsburgh, WV, 1860s, G CDS on cvr to Headquarters 1st Div.2d Corps, Washington, DC. E $20
MY-22. Montgomery/Sheridan Br., AL, 1919, VG Univ. (trim R) Amer.Red Cross, Base Hospital cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-23. Eureka, CA, 1918, VG Univ.; "Camp Mills/New York" h/s applied as forwarding instruction on PPC to Camp Dodge, IA & fwd. E $12 MIN.6
MY-24. Oakland, CA, 1918, G+ Int'l (mother's label partly peeled; edge tear T) "War Dept., A.G.O./Cannot locate present address." & "Not listed" h/s on cvr to AEF soldier. E $15 MIN.8
MY-25. Oakland, CA, 1918, G+ Univ. (bit ruff L) tying "blue-star mother's label" w/2 blue stars; spotty "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s & several other markings on cvr to APO 714 soldier & returned. E $20
MY-26. Oakland, CA, 1918, G+ Int'l tying "mother's label" w/2 blue stars; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s & various other markings on cvr to AEF soldier & returned. E $20
MY-27. Oakland, CA, 1918, G+ Univ. (ruff L & R; edge tears) & "Addressee Returned to U.S.A..." h/s tying "blue-star mother's label" w/2 blue stars; "Central Directory Office..."; "Unclaimed"; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s & several other markings on 2.75x6.75" cvr to AEF soldier. E $20 MIN.10
MY-28. Oakland, CA, 1919, G+ Univ. (edge faults) blue-star mother's label tied by "Addressee transferred..." h/s on much forwarded cvr to AEF soldier. E $15 MIN.8
MY-29. San Francisco, CA, 1918, G Int'l (edge wear; tips nick) "Addressee transferred to (Grand Cent Pal.NYC) From-A.E.F./Central Directory Div'n" h/s & many more markings,
inc. "Advertised/Unclaimed/Angel Isld, Cal." at L & "Return to Writer" pointing hand on back; on cvr, returned 6 mos. later. E $30
MY-30. Vallejo, CA, 1917, G+ Amer/B14(); "Passed by Censor" h/s on PPC to Monarch, MT. E $15 MIN.8
MY-31. U.S.Postal Agency/Shanghai, China, 1918 (Oct 5), G+ duplex (lite tone)
"A.E.F.Siberia/Censored" boxed h/s; "Soldiers Mail" ms frank on PPC ("View of Abu-Port," Japan): ". . . arrived here at Vladivostok Sept 30 after a very good trip although we did experience a typhoon while taking on coal at this port... surprised to find such a nice climate here... T.H.Zimmerman, Ordnance Dept". E $1000 MIN.500
MY-32. Rock Ford, CO, 1918, VG Amer/A14; D.V.Burrell (seed grower) cc & text ad on flap; "Food Will Win the War-Produce It!" patriotic slogan printed at B on PSE. E $15
MY-34. Annecy, France, 1919, VF CDS (tip crs) Co.B.6th Ammu Train, Amer.E.F., APO 777 return add. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-35. Nexon, France, 1919, partial CDS (ruff R, well into 1 stamp & partly in auxiliary h/s on back)
"(No record of addressee in Coast De-/fenses of Portland, Maine. Forwarded/for final directory service to Cen-/tral Directory Division, Pier 86,/North River, New York City." h/s at T (T line spotty) & on back on cvr. E $24
MY-36. Rennes, France, [1918], G+ undated circled town; crude letters w/backwards N's (crnr crs; lite tone) on PPC w/Recd From Army/Bordeaux G+ Univ.as transit. E $15
MY-37. Codford St.Mary, Great Britain, 1918, VG+ DCDS (ruff R; lite tone) Bat.B.139th F.A., AEF return add. on free-franked cvr to U.S. E $20
MY-38. Nez Perce, ID, 1918, F Colum. (trim R to stamp) "No Record/A.P.O.760" blue h/s; "Return to Writer" pointing hand h/s on PSE to AEF soldier. E $15 MIN.8
MY-39. Evanston, IL, 1918, G Univ. (cr) 2 diff."No Record..." h/s; "Addressee transferred..." h/s; "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed/Merritt Branch/Jersey City, N.J." pointing hand h/s (part spotty) & MANY more markings on cvr to AEF soldier & returned 8 mos.later. E $24 MIN.12
MY-40. Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, 1917, G+ Amer/A38 flag (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-41. Des Moines/Dodge Br., IA, 1917, G+ Amer/A38 flag (dial struck on message) Co.C 349th Inf.return add. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-42. Junction City/Ft.Riley Br., KS, 1919, F duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-43. Magnolia, MD, 1918, VG+ Amer/A14; Knights of Columbus/War Activities cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-44. Holyoke, MA, 1919, G+ Amer/A14 on PPC to Ft.Leavenworth, KS, w/ms "Not at Cantonment 7" by add. E $12 MIN.6
MY-45. Detroit, MI, 1917, F Univ.; "Not In Hq.Co.131st.Inf." h/s on PPC to soldier at Camp Logan, Houston, TX. E $15 MIN.8
MY-46. Durand, MI, 1918, G+ duplex (edge wear) red ms "Sick/CPM" at L; "Returned to Writer..." boxed pointing hand h/s; "Addressee Returned to U.S.A." h/s on back on cvr to AEF Marine "Some whereare France". E $24 MIN.12
MY-47. Durand, MI, 1919, F duplex (trim R, just in stamp margin; bit lite tone) "Reason For Non-Delivery Checked... Returned to Writer" boxed pointing hand h/s on add.side on cvr to APO 702 soldier; "Addressee Returned to U.S.A.With (Casuals)" h/s on back. E $15 MIN.8
MY-48. Ellendale, MN, 1917, G+ duplex (tip crs) "Address all mail to Company & Regiment." h/s on PPC to Camp Jackson, SC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-49. Saint Paul, MN, 1919, G duplex (part ruff L) on cvr to soldier at APO 722; "Camp Travis, Tex." forwarding h/s; "Central Directory Office/Pier 86, New York/Addressee Transferred to/Camp (Merritt)/From A.E.F." h/s; & 2x "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed" pointing hand h/s; returned 4 mos.later. E $20
MY-50. Biloxi, MS, 1918, G+ Amer/B4(1); "Not in 338th Reg." red h/s on PPC to Camp Custer, Battle Creek, MI. E $15 MIN.8
MY-51. Kansas City, MO, 1917, G+ Univ. (ruff R) tying "Buy U.S.Gov't Bonds/2nd Liberty Loan" 44x57mm illus.label (Statue of Liberty), also tied by partial "Back the Boys" h/s; Hotel Savoy header (partly covered) on cvr w/full-color illus.hotel ad on back. E $40
MY-52. Military Post Office/Soldiers Mail (Hoboken), NJ, [1918], G+ pictorial eagle machine tying 2c Wash.; Camp Mills, Long Isld return add. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-53. (Hoboken), 1918, G+ pictorial eagle machine (o/s) Army & Navy YMCA illus.ad at L on
PC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-54. Military Post Office/Soldiers Mail (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, G+ pictorial eagle machine tying 2xl Wash. h/s; ms "Not in Dev.Bn." h/s; ms "Not in Casual 1" on PPC to Surgical Base Hospital, Camp Kearney, CA. E $15 MIN.8
MY-55. Military Post Office/Soldiers Mail (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, VG pictorial eagle machine; "Held Until Safe Arrival/of Steamer; Then Mailed/Censor." h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-56. (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, G+ pictorial eagle machine (part weak; tip cr; tiny hole R) "Red Triangle" & YMCA logo at L; "The ship on which I sailed has arrived safely overseas." printed message on PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-57. (Hoboken), NJ, ca.1918, G+ pictorial eagle machine (sealed spindles) "Have arrived safely in France" ms message; 2c Wash. on PPC. Scarce w/stamp; usually seen free-franked. 2nd note added later: "Was wounded & at one time 18 shots through him-none fatal". E $24 MIN.12
MY-58. Long Branch/Signal Br., NJ, 1918, G+ duplex on GPC. E $20
MY-59. Long Branch/Signal Br., NJ, 1918, F Univ. on cvr. #10000 MIN.12
MY-60. Orange, NJ, 1919, VG Univ. (cr; tears) "Returned to Writer/Records Indicate Soldier/Discharged/Camp Dix, New Jersey" large h/s on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-61. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1918, VG Univ.; "S.O.10th Bn.152nd Depot Brigade., Camp Upton" h/s cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-62. New Rochelle, NY, 1919 (Jan 6), F Univ. (bit smear; lite tone; lite crs) on PPC: "With the Amer.Expeditionary Forces on the occasion of a glorious Xmas & New Year (flags, bells) w/note: "To the lady who brightened my life, From Pt l/c Edw.Murray"; to woman in Postal Telegraph Bldg, San Francisco. E $20
MY-63. New York/Grand Cent.Sta., NY, 1918, G+ Univ. (multi-crns; trim B & R) "Not at Barracks Station/Washington, D.C." blue h/s & red ms "Demobilized/Address unknown" at L; partial "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to AEF soldier in "Camouflage Section" w/unit still in France/Mail Returned to Chelsea Terminal/date/from AEF Without endorsement" h/s on back. E $24 MIN.12
MY-64. New York/Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1918, G+ Univ. (edge tear T; tip cr) "Advise your correspondents to address your mail to company & regiment." h/s on PPC to soldier at Camp Fremont, Palo Alto, CA, & f/wd to "SCHOOL of FIRE," Pt.Sill, OK. E $20
MY-66. New York/Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1918, G+ Univ. (bit trim R, in stamp margin) tying "blue-star mother's label" w/1 blue star on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-67. Toledo, OH, 1918, F Int'l; "Addressee Ret.To U.S.A./From Central P.O.A.E.F./date/Chelsea Term.RPO/New York.N.Y.Via APO 705" boxed h/s (Towle ty.150-X-10; 7 mos.after mailed) & several other markings on cvr to AEF soldier. E $24 MIN.12
MY-68. Warren, OH, 1918, F Amer/A14; 18x20mm "blue-star mother's label" w/"Christmas Greetings" & 2 blue stars on banner at L (not tied but clearly belongs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-69. Guymon, OK, 1919, partial duplex; "Forward to/U.S.Address/C.P.O." h/s on cvr to APO 762, f/wd to Guymon. E $14
MY-70. Portland, OR, 1918, F Int'l (Lower R tip nib) "No Record at HQ.Phil Dept"; "No Record"; & "Returned to Sender" h/s on cvr to soldier at Manila, PI. E $20
MY-71. (Indistinct town), PA, 1918, partial duplex tying bit faulty "blue-star mother's label" w/3 blue stars on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-72. Philadelphia/Germantown Sta., PA, 1918, VG Univ. (edge wear) "Delivery delayed on account of incomplete address" h/s; LARGE "No Record" h/s; "Returned to Writer/Dix Branch/Trenton, N.J." pointing hand h/s & other markings on cvr to AEF soldier & returned 7 mos.later. E $24
MY-73. Unity Station, PA, [1918], VG duplex (toned) "Not in Hdqrs.Co.313th F.A." h/s on PPC to Camp Lee, VA. E $15 MIN.8
MY-74. San Antonio/San Antonio Military Br., TX, 1918, F+ Univ. w/INVERTED dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MY-75. Burlington, VT, 1918, G+ Amer/B14; "Returned to Writer at the request of War Dept. Addressee left this point before receipt." & "Addressee transferred to (Gen'l Hospital) From:-A.E.F./Central Directory Div'n..." h/s; ms "wounded..." at B on cvr w/"Addressee Returned to U.S.A/With (Casuals)..." h/s on back. E $24 MIN.12
MY-76. Newport News, VA, 1919, G+ Univ.; Amer.Red Cross Bureau of Info illus.nurse & baby at L;
10-line generic printed message on back, worded to seem original, w/sender's name typed below; on PC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-77. Newport News/Aviation Br., VA, 1918, G+ duplex (tear L; lower L tip nib; lite tone) 2x 2c Wash.(I wrapped around end) on 3x4" "Souvenir of Norfolk, Portsmouth & Vicinity" cvr w/10 miniature PPC's enclosed. RARE to see mailed. E $20
MY-78. Camp Robinson/Military Br., WI, 1917, G+ duplex (lower R arc spotty; lite tone) 17 F.A. Battery E.return add. on PPC. E $20
MY-79. Delavan, WI, 1918, F Amer/A14 on cvr to Photo Section 72, Flying Field #2, Hempstead, NY, w/LITE "Forward/Aero Squadron/Am.Ex.Forces" h/s struck on add., o/s by lite "Return to Writer" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
MY-80. APO 701, 1919, G Univ. (# partial; crs) "Unit Not Listed" h/s; ms "Officers Mail" frank on PPC from AEF soldier to soldier at APO 918: "Have orders to go aboard ship... Calamasres (tomorrow)..." E $24 MIN.12
MY-81. APO 702, 1918, G+ duplex; 2c Wash.from AEF BOOKLET (Sc.499f; wide margin bit cr where off T edge of card) on PPC w/U.S.Postal Agy, France, return add.; accompanying APS Certificate. Also listed in "Stamps on Cover" section. E $300 MIN.150
MY-82. APO 702, [1918], partial CDS; (lite tone) "British SOLDIEAS/Lourdes/Leave Home" purple 38mm circled h/s w/MISSPHELLED text above address on free-franked PPC. E $30
MY-84. Courier U.S.Postal Express Service/Elysee Palace Hotel/APO 702/Substation, 1918, G+ purple CDS w/stars in dial ty.A9002 (near VG+) illus.K.of C.logo & stars/stripes shield; "On Active Service A.E.F./Somewhere in France" header on free-franked Xmas PC. E $100
MY-85. APO 702, 1919, G+ machine (dial part spotty) 1c offset Wash. on PPC. Postage required for civilian use. E $24
MY-86. APO 705, 1919, partial duplex (lite tone) K.of C.header & logo on free-franked cvr; enc.w/"Overseas Service" header; illus.logo & U.S.flag, datelined Genicarte Camp No.2. E $15 MIN.8
MY-87. APO 705, 1919, G+ duplex ty.A2101.3 w/"05" only in barrel (ruff R) K.of C.logo at upper L on free-franked cvr; enc.w/full-color illus.header (U.S., France, G.B.flags), datelined Genicarte No.2, Embarkation Camp. E $24 MIN.12
MY-88. APO 711, 1918, G+ duplex (tip cr) on YMCA PC datelined "Somewhere in France". E $12 MIN.6
MY-89. APO 711, 1918, G+ CDS (bit stutter; bit toned) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-90. APO 711, 1919, G+ CDS (dial hi: "OST OFFIC" mostly off; edge tears B) "Priseoners of War" header; London, England, return add.on flap; German P.O.W.'s message in red ink on folded lettersheet to Pittsfield, MA. E $30 MIN.15
MY-91. APO 714, 1918, VG duplex; "No Record C.P.O./Dead Letter Office"; "Not Known/S.O.A.E.F."; "Return to Sender" & "Return to Writer" pointing hands & many other markings on free-franked soldier-to-soldier cvr. E $30
MY-92. APO 717, 1918, G+ Amer/A24(717) flag machine (angled; top stripe off) "War Risk Section, S.O.S." return add. on free-franked PPC. E $24
MY-93. APO 717, 1918, G+ duplex (upper R tip ruff; tips nick; edge tear T) tying 10c Frank.paying reg'y fee; "Ordinance Dept." return add.; soldier's ms frank (partly removed) "paying" letter rate on reg'd cvr w/enc. E $30
MY-94. APO 718, 1918, G+ duplex (ruff R; crs; edge tear T; lite tone) on 4.5x5.5" AEF "Blue Envelope" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-95. APO 727, 1918, G+ 4-bar w/# in bars (bit ruff upper R; bit edge wear) illus.flag at L on free-franked cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
MY-96. APO 731, 1918, F duplex (dial bit hi; crs; tear; glassine tape on tips) ms "Wounded/CPO/Tours"; "Returned to Writer/Records Indicate Soldier/Discharged/Camp Custer, Mich." & many other h/s & markings on free-franked soldier-to-soldier cvr. E $30
MY-97. APO 739, [1918], VF undated straight-line h/s ty.A8002.2 on 3.25x4.5" Field Service PC. E $30 MIN.15
MY-98. APO 741, 1918 (Sep 11), G+ DCDS A4001 (UNLISTED # for this type; tiny tear T) YMCA header on free-franked cvr w/YMCA logo letterhead enc. E $40
MY-99. APO 745, 1919, G+ DCDS (crs; lite tone) "Gen'l Pershing has asked us not to give up our War Risk insurance..." printed message on free-franked PPC datedline Asch (Luxembourg). E $15 MIN.8

MY-100. APO 754, 1919, VG DCDS (lite tone) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-101. APO 761, 1919, G+ duplex; 2 diff.censor h/s on PPC (Advance Gen'l HQ, AEF, Gov't Bldg, Treves, Germany) to MEXICO. No "free" frank or stamp applied; should have had postage to foreign country. E $30

MY-102. APO 771, 1919, VG+ purple straight-line h/s ty.A8102 w/date in panel (UNLISTED # for this type) on free-franked PPC datedline Longchamps, France. E $50

MY-103. APO 773, 1918, F purple straight-line h/s ty.A8004 (upper L tip slit, in return add.; toned) on free-franked cvr. E $30 MIN.15

MY-104. APO 785 return add.; 1919, partial DCDS (lower R arc only) as origin b/s (lite tone; heavy vert.cr; lower L tip nib) "On Active Service AEF" header on K.of C.PPC. E $14

MY-105. APO 822, 1919, G+ purple DCDS (# part obscured by ms free frank, but ID sure) Co.C.332 Inf, APO 901 return add. on ITALY PPC. SCARCE origin point. E $40

MY-106. APO 902, [1918], G+ DCDS ty.A9112.2 (B arc not struck; trim L) YMCA logo header on free-franked cvr w/"YMCA/On Active Service" letterhead enc.datedline 114 Engineers Train, APO 904; "France" lined thru but "OK" censor's signature adjacent. E $50

MY-107. APO 909, [1919], G CS ty.A3110 w/"18" year slug in error (lower R arc mostly not struck but message datelined) "No Record at Beau-Desert" h/s on free-franked Tucson Chapter/Amer.Red Cross/Canteen Service PPC to AEF soldier at APO 705. E $30

MY-108. Third Army APO 927, 1919, VF DCDS; ms "Officer's Mail" frank; Alfred D.Roberts self-censor on Berlin PPC. E $20


MY-110. Mail Censor/U.S.Army Base, ca.1918, VG undated 3-bar (multi-crs) " Held By U.S.Mail Censor/No Extra Postage Due." tiny h/s above stamp (bit hi: tips of "HEL" off edge) on 1c GPC Sc.UX27. E $30

MY-111. Paquebot/Posted At Sea/Received/Liverpool, 1917 (Dec 3), G+ CDS (upper L crnr bit ruff) "Co.I, 168th Inf, 42nd Div, AEF via N.Y." return add.; 1.5p Great Brit. on cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $40 MIN.20

MY-112. Recd From Army/Bordeaux, 1919, F Univ. (lite crs) "Soldier's Mail" ms frank on Amer.Red Cross PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MY-113. Soldier's Mail.../Mail Censor.../U.S.Army Base...", ca.1918, VG undated h/s; " Held until safe arrival/of steamer; Then mailed./Censor." h/s on back; on free-franked "Red YMCA Triangle" PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MY-114. U.S.Army Postal Service/729, 1918, VG A1110 (part o/s; ruff slit upper R) on cvr. E $14

MY-115. Lot 2) Mother's Day on the Rhine": 5.5x6" 4-pg.pamphlet w/illus.soldiers on front (pen note T; fold); "Mother's Day Service": 9x11.5" program (folds), 1919, YMCA service for AEF at Coblenz, Germany. E $15 MIN.8

MY-116. Burlington/Military Br., VT, 1922, G+ duplex (upper R arc spotty) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MY-117. Anchorage, AK, 1941, VG Int'l; Civil Aviation Authority return add. on air cvr w/illus.dog sled & plane. E $14

MY-118. Anchorage, AK, 1942, G+ Int'l (lite tone) censor tape at L; Civil Aviation Authority return add. on air cvr w/comic illus.: man cooking in cabin. E $15 MIN.8

MY-119. Camp Roberts, CA, 1943, VG Int'l (trim L) ms free frank on cvr w/Camp's illus.letterhead enc.(soldiers; anti-aircraft guns) to Camp Peterson, USNTS, Farragut, ID. E $20

MY-120. Merced/Army Air Base Br., CA, 1944, G+ DCDS (cr) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-121. Camp Carson, CO, 1943, F Univ.; "Easter Sunrise Service/Garden of the Gods/Mutual Broadcasting System" ad at L; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $15

MY-122. Manitou Springs, CO, 1944, F Int'l on PPC to Cpl.Andrew W.Jackson, Guard Det.3859th S.W., Prisoner of War Camp, Camp Gruber, OK. E $20

MY-123. Pando, CO, 1944, F Univ.; Camp Hale illus.ad (skier) on cvr. E $20

MY-124. AFTAC, FL, 1945, VG Univ. (lite tone) on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-125. Miami, FL, 1944, G+ Int'l; soldier's free frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-126. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1941 (Dec 12), F Univ. (toned; tip cr) on PPC mailed 5 days after Pearl Harbor attack: "We are all praying for this great country of ours. U.S.A.". E $15 MIN.8
MY-127. Rock Island, IL, 1943, VF Univ.; "MISSING IN ACTION"; "328th Bomb Sq."; "Return to Sender/Verified/1st Base Post Office" & "ETOUSA" h/s on 4.5x5.25" cvr w/enc.to 93rd Bomb.Grp., 328th Bomb.Sqdn., APO 634; APO 558 G+ 4-bar as transit b/s. E $20

MY-128. Rock Island, IL, [1943], partial Univ. (Air Mail label partly off, removes part of canx; notch T) "MISSING IN ACTION" h/s; "Return to Sender/Verified/1st Base Post Office" & "ETOUSA" h/s on 4.25x6.5" cvr w/enc.to 93rd Bomb.Grp., 328th Bomb.Sqdn., APO 634; APO 558 VF 4-bar as transit b/s. E $20

MY-129. Rock Island, IL, 1943, G Univ.; "MISSING IN ACTION"; "328th Bomb Sq."; "Return to Sender/Verified/1st Base Post Office" & "ETOUSA" h/s on 4.25x6.5" cvr w/enc.to 93rd Bomb.Grp., 328th Bomb.Sqdn., APO 634; APO 558 VF 4-bar as transit b/s, tying faulty Xmas seal. E $20

MY-130. Bellevue, IA, 1944, G+ Int'l; "MISSING" h/s; "Return to Sender/Verified/1st Base Post Office" boxed pointing hand h/s (part spotty) on 4.5x6" air cvr w/enc.to Co.B 409th Inf., APO 470 & returned. E $20

MY-131. Rome, Italy, 1945, G DCDS (tears; crs; trim R) "Military Censorship/Routed Thru/Civil Mails" double oval h/s as b/s on 5x7.5" cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

MY-132. Burden, KS, 1944, VF duplex; "No Task Too Great in Calm or Squalls..." poem patriotic illus.(Marines insignia) on cvr. E $14

MY-133. Liberty, KS, 1943, VF 4-bar; "Cast Away the Arms of Hate & Misery..." patriotic illus.(Liberty) on cvr. E $15

MY-134. Norway, KS, 1943, G+ 4-bar ("AY" on stamp) "Let Freedom Ring" patriotic illus (Norway flag); 5c Norway flag commen. on cvr. E $20

MY-135. Replacement Center, KS, 1941, F duplex (lite tone) on cvr w/PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6

MY-136. Soldier, KS, 1943, VF 4-bar; patriotic illus.colonial soldier w/rifle on cvr. E $16

MY-137. Troy, KS, 1945, VG duplex (bit stutter) "Remember Pearl Harbor" patriotic illus.(eagle & flag) on cvr. E $14


MY-139. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1944, partial Univ. (edge wear; crnr crs) on "Ordinance Training Center" 4.25x6" 8-panel pictorial folder. E $12 MIN.6

MY-140. Hyattsville, MD, 1945, VG+ Univ.; 3c Win the War on folded V-Mail cvr w/partial 20 Centimes opera glass h/s. SCARCE application. E $20

MY-141. Piney Point/Torpedo Testing Barge Br., MD, 1941, VF 4-bar; patriotic illus.(eagle) (40-42) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-142. Orange, MA, 1943, G+ Int'l (trim R) "Military Police/706 BN" w/illus.crossed pistols on flap; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-143. Camp Van Dorn, MS, 1944, G+ Int'l (lite tone) soldier's free frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-144. Sainte Genevieve/Internment Br., MO, 1943, G+ magenta DCDS (cr) POW Camp, Weingarten, MO, return add. on air cvr. E $24 MIN.12

MY-145. Great Falls, MT, 1942, VF Int'l; U.S.O.Club cc w/illus.(2 cowboys, 4 horses, mountains) printed "Free" frank on cvr. E $15

MY-146. Tonopah/Air Base Br., NV, 1944, F+ duplex (cr) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-147. Las Vegas, NM, 1943, G+ Int'l; Camp Luna return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $15

MY-148. Cleveland, OH, 1945, VF Int'l; Crile Gen'l Hospital cc on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-149. Altus/Air Base Br., OK, 1944, VG DCDS (o/s; cr; edge tear T) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-150. Columbia/Fort Jackson Br., SC, 1944, G+ duplex (cr) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-151. Sioux Falls Field, SD, 1944, F magenta CDS/Rec'd w/mute ovals as origin (cr) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-152. Camp Maxey, TX, 1945 (Jan 1), VF Univ. on free-franked PPC to airman at Truax Field, Madison, WI. E $12 MIN.6

MY-153. San Antonio, TX, 1940, G+ Int'l; Ft.Sam Houston P.O.return add.; censor tape L; 5c Prexie on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8


MY-155. Sparta, WI, 1944, VG Int'l; Camp McCoy return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $14

MY-156. APO 158, 1945 (Jun 16), G+ 4-bar (wrinkles) in Germany on air cvr. E $14

MY-157. APO 138, 1945 (Jan 16), G+ 4-bar; in Belgium; APO 151 return add. on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-158. APO 170, 1945 (Oct 17), F machine; in Germany; APO 758 return add. on air PSE. E $30

MY-159. APO 170, 1945 (Oct 20), VG machine; in Germany; APO 758 return add. on air PSE. E $30

MY-160. APO 220, 1945 (May 28), VG+ 4-bar; in India; censor tape L; on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-161. APO 260, 1945 (May 7), G+ 4-bar ("SER" in R arc not struck) in Germany; on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-162. APO 262, 1945 (Jul 20), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-163. APO 265, 1945 (Oct 19), F machine; in Palau Islds; on air PSE. E $50
MY-164. APO 346, 1945 (May 2), F 4-bar (toned) in Philippines; on air cvr. E $20
MY-165. APO 406, 1945 (Aug 16), G+ 4-bar; listed as in Azores, but APO 887 return add. Listed as in France; censor tape & h/s L on air cvr. E $20
MY-166. APO 447, 1945 (Nov 6), G+ machine; in Germany; on air PSE. E $30
MY-167. APO 508, 1943 (Sep 6), F 4-bar; in England; on free-franked REAL PHOTO PPC w/part of caption on pix side scraped by censor. E $15 MIN.8
MY-168. APO 508, 1943 (Sep 28, G+ 4-bar; in England; on free-franked REAL PHOTO PPC w/part of caption on pix side scraped by censor. E $15 MIN.8
MY-169. APO 559, 1943 (Nov 19), VF 4-bar; in England; APO 635 return add.; pair 6c airs on soldier's "Blue Envelope": "...must not be used for money... cannot be registered..." E $14
MY-170. APO 572, 1945, G+ 4-bar (crs) in Germany; 6c transport air +2f France +5m & 8m Am. Post Germany, all tied 20 on cvr to U.S. E $30
MY-171. APO 603, 1945, G+ 4-bar (bit ruff trim R; tip crs; lite gum tone) in Brazil; on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-172. APO 655, 1945 (Aug 26), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; APO 887 return add. on air PSE. E $15
MY-173. APO 663, 1943 (Jan 5), G 4-bar (R arc mostly not struck; edge tears T) in Belgian Congo; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-174. APO 691, 1943, G+ 4-bar (upper L arc mostly not struck; date spotty) in Ft.Chimo, Quebec; on censored cvr. E $30
MY-175. APO 717, 1944 (Mar 19), VG 4-bar; in Solomon Islds; APO 709 return add. on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-176. APO 806, 1945 (Aug 12), VG machine (lite gum tone) in France; APO 149 return add. on air cwr. E $15
MY-177. APO 825, 1945 (Jul 6), G+ machine; in Canal Zone; APO 827 return add. on air cwr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-178. APO 825, 1945 (Aug 1), F machine (toned) in Canal Zone; APO 827 return add. on air cwr w/USO logo on flap. E $15 MIN.8
MY-179. APO 834, 1945 (Jul 4), VG+ 4-bar (ruff R) in Canal Zone; on air cwr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-180. APO 944, 1942, VF 4-bar (no flap) "Military/13/Censor" h/s w/boxed # on air PSE. E $20
MY-181. APO 985, 1944 (Jul 21), G+ 4-bar (toned; crnr crs) in Alaska; on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-182. APO 1083, 1942 (Nov 29), G+ 4-bar (toned) on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-183. APO 09060 return add.; 1943, canxed U.S. Army partial DCDS on air cwr. E $20
MY-184. APO 301, 1951, G+ machine; 2d Prov.M.P.E.G.Co.return add.; "Free/Air Mail" ms frank on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-185. APO 707, 1952, G machine (nicks T) APO 59 return add.; hand-drawn & colored jet plane & dancer on free-franked cvr w/enc.photo (Korean soldier). E $15 MIN.8
MY-186. APO 707, 1952, G+ machine; APO 59 return add.; hand-drawn & colored jet plane & dancer on free-franked cvr w/enc.photos (Korean girl eating melon; boy carrying pantsless baby brother). E $15 MIN.8
MY-187. APO 707, 1952, G 4-bar (upper L tip nick; tiny tear T) APO 59 return add.; hand-drawn & colored jet plane & woman carrying basket & child on free-franked cvr w/enc. photo (Korean man sleeping on street). E $15 MIN.8
MY-188. APO 707, 1952, VG+ machine (bit trim T) APO 59 return add.; hand-drawn & colored jet plane & man carrying basket on free-franked cvr w/enc. photo (Korean woman peeling potatoes). E $15 MIN.8
MY-189. APO 707, 1952, VG machine (upper R tip slit) APO 59 return add.; hand-drawn & colored costumed man & woman on seesaw on free-franked cvr w/enc. photo (old Korean man in white robe). E $15 MIN.8
MY-190. New York/17104 Br., NY, 1973, VF DCDS; USCG Loran Sta./Marcus Isld/South Bird Isld pictorial h/s (reptile); Japan 20y stamp on 7y GPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
MY-191. APO 96240, 1968, G machine; APO 96205 return add.; "U.S. Armed Forces Mail/Viet Nam" pictorial eagle h/s at upper R on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-192. APO 96307, 1966, G+ machine (part toned) illus. Vietnam "dragon map" at L on
free-franked air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-193. APO 09378, 2008, G+ 4-bar; in Afghanistan; soldier's ms "free" frank on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-194. Custrin, Germany, 1914, VF DCDS (bit lit tone) "Konigl. Preuss. Ersatz-Bataillon Fussart.-Regt. 2." pictorial h/s; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $14
MY-195. K.D. Feldpostexped. Des Armee/Oberkommandos der 5. Armee (Germany), 1915, VF CDS (dial bit hi) "Koniglich Preussisches/Reserve-Uananen Rgt.1" pictorial h/s on feldpostkarte PC. E $14
MY-196. Bladiiau, Russia, 1942, G+ DCDS (trim R; tear R; nick L) tying Germany military air stamp (Sc.MC1) on cvr from soldier to soldier. E $20
MY-197. Corrispondenza Prigionieri Di Guerra, [1916], purple h/s at T; "Censura... R.R. Poste Commissione..." red boxed censor h/s w/pictorial star & cross, inverted at B; on prisoner of war cvr w/Zurich, Switzerland, VF DCDS as recd b/s. E $20

PICTURE POSTCARDS

NOTE: Usual edge wear and tip wear should be expected on items in this category. Real PHOTOS are noted.
PC-1. "Pile Driven Salmon Trap-Alaska": REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $30
PC-2. "Brailing Salmon-Cordova, AK": REAL PHOTO ("taken in '33"), pulling fish onto boat; used; Cordova, 1948. E $20
PC-3. "Birds Eye View of Barstow, CA": litho elevated view; used, ca.1908. E $15 MIN.8
PC-4. Alamosa, CO": printed, businesses w/shoe store (edge wear) used; Alamosa, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-5. "Main St Alamosa, CO": REAL PHOTO ©The Wilhelms, aerial view businesses & street of parked cars (3/4" tear T; tip crs) used; Alamosa, 1928. E $24
PC-6. "Altman, CO, showing Pike's Peak in distance/Highest Town in the world, 11,002 ft./Cripple Creek District": litho (edge wear) used; Cripple Creek, 1913. E $12 MIN.6
PC-7. "The Low Mill/Black Hawk, CO": litho; mining bldgs (tip wear) used; CO, 1915. E $14
PC-8. Family by their home at Blanca, CO": REAL PHOTO, message from one of the family (bit of edge wear) used; Blanca, 1910. E $15
PC-9. "Sky Line Drive, Canon City, CO On The Denver & Rio Grande R.R.": REAL PHOTO, view of ridge road w/town in distance but no railroad shown (edge wear; surface wear spot) used; Canon City, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-10. "State Penitentiary, Canon City, CO": litho, aerial view (edge wear) used; Denver, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-11. "Main Street, Canon City, CO": printed, color (crnr cr; ink spot in sky) used; Canon City, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-12. "Bird's Eye View, Canon City, CO": printed, elevated view; used; Canon City, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-13. "A View In The City Park-Canon City, CO": REAL PHOTO, lake & park (tip wear; bit of offset canx ink) used; Canon City, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-14. "Main Street Canon City/CO": litho, black & white (tip wear; edge tear B; name written at lower L) used; Canon City, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-15. "Main St./Canon/City./CO": litho, business street w/horse drawn wagons (edge wear; edge tear T) used; Canon City, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-16. "Casey Avenue, Central City, CO": litho, aerial view (crs; writing in margin) used; Black Hawk, CO, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-17. "Central City, CO": litho, aerial view (edge wear; short note in sky) used; Central City, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-18. "Bird's Eye View of Central City, Showing Episcopal Church, Primary & High School": litho (edge wear) used; Central City, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-19. "First Capitol Bldg/Territory Colorado/Colorado City 1861-1862": litho, inset next to State Capitol Bldg, Denver, 1906 (tip crs; tiny tear B) used; Colorado City, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-20. "Colorado Avenue, Colorado City, CO": litho, business street w/bicycles & horse drawn wagon (bit lite tone) used; Colorado City, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-21. "Golden Cycle Mill, Colorado City, CO": printed, exterior w/piles of lumber & sawdust (tip cr) used; Colorado Springs, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-22. "Bird's Eye View, Colorado Springs, CO": litho, aerial view businesses & Coca Cola sign (edge wear) used; Colorado Springs, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-23. "Panorama of/The Broadmoor Hotel & Lake./Colorado Springs, CO": printed, 2 panel panorama (edge wear) used; Pueblo, 1920. E $14
PC-25. View from train w/Creede Peak (CO) in background: REAL PHOTO, also message describes picture (taken by sender, from baggage car) as woman loading chickens on burro (crnr cr) used; Creede, ca.1913. E $14
PC-26. "Willow Creek Canon, Between Upper Creede, & Creede, CO": litho, aerial view of bldgs in valley (edge wear; bit cr) used; Creede, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-27. "Creede, CO": litho, distance view (tip wear) used; Creede, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-28. "El Paso Mine, Cripple Creek (CO) District": litho, mining site w/tailings (crnr cr) used; Cripple Creek, 1906. E $12 MIN.6
PC-29. High School-Delta, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, exterior; used; Delta, 1945. E $12 MIN.6
PC-31. "Seeing Denver (CO)": REAL PHOTO, 12 people riding in early sight seeing bus (message in margin) used; Vernon, NV, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-32. "Post Office, Denver, CO": litho (edge wear; crs) used; Denver, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-33. "Arapahoe/Basin/Dillon, CO": REAL PHOTO, ski area w/several ski runs in background w/cars ca.1950; used; Dillon, 1958. E $12 MIN.6
PC-34. "Dolores, CO-Looking North": REAL PHOTO, aerial view (edge wear; offset canx speck) used; 1909. E $14
PC-35. "Great Fireplace & Interior, Echo Lake Lodge, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO; used; Empire, 1952. E $12 MIN.6
PC-36. "Eldorado Springs, CO. Ivy Baldwin on Tight Rope/Height, 582'. Length 530'": litho, w/bldgs in valley below (tip wear) used; Hawthorne, CO, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-37. "Bird's-Eye View, Estes Park, CO": litho (edge wear) used; Estes Park, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-38. "Fern Lake, Estes Park, CO": printed, lake surrounded by pines (edge & seam wear) used; Estes Park, 1913. E $14
PC-39. "Eureka, near Silverton, CO": printed, distance view (tip wear; stamp gone) used; Eureka, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-41. "Canning Factory of The Silver State Creamery & Produce Co., Fort Lupton, CO": litho, exterior; used; Fort Lupton, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-42. "Sugar Factory Capacity 1200 Tons Daily Fort Morgan, CO": printed, exterior w/car (edge wear; lite tone) used; Fort Morgan, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-43. U.S.Post Office/Fraser, CO: chrome, modern log cabin; used; Fraser, 1960. E $12 MIN.6
PC-45. "View Of Golden, Clear Creek Valley/ & The Plains From Lookout Mt. Park": litho (tip wear; bit of offset canx ink) used; Golden, 1915. E $12 MIN.6
PC-46. "Pier at Grand Lake, CO": REAL PHOTO (crnr crs) used; Grand Lake, ca.1916. E $12 MIN.6
PC-47. "Granite, CO/showing Mt. Sheridan": printed, distance view (edge wear) used; Leadville, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-49. "Hayden, CO": litho, aerial view (black & white) (bit lite soiled; crnrs crs) used; Hayden, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-50. "Hayden, CO": litho, aerial view (COLOR) (tip cr; part lite soiled; water spot in sky) used; Hayden, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-51. "Main Street, Hugo, CO": litho, distance view (tip crs; lite tone) used; Hugo, ca.1910. E $14
PC-52. "View Of Idaho Springs": litho, aerial view (writing in margin; pin holes; bit offset canx ink) used; Idaho Springs, 1906. E $12 MIN.6
PC-53. "Water Works, Reservoirs, Newhouse Dump & City In Distance/Idaho Springs, CO": printed; used; Idaho Springs, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-54. "Virginia Canon Road, Idaho Springs, CO": REAL PHOTO, road w/several switchbacks & shed
w/Baby Ruth ad (edge tear T; bit cr) used; Central City, 1932. E $12 MIN.6
PC-55. "Idaho Springs, CO/Showing some of Principal Mines": printed, distance view (tip wear; bit of offset canx ink) used; Idaho Springs, 1931. E $12 MIN.6
PC-56. "View from Columbian High School, La Junta, CO": litho, aerial view (edge wear) used; La Junta, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-57. "Lake City, CO": REAL PHOTO, aerial view; used; Lake City, 1937. E $12 MIN.6
PC-59. "Chesnut Street in '79, Looking West, (Mt. Massive in Distance)"; litho, Leadville, CO street scene (edge wear) used; Leadville, 1915. E $12 MIN.6
PC-60. "Little Johnny Mine-Leadville, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO (bit cr) used; Leadville, 1911. E $14
PC-61. "Panorama View Of The Climax Molybdenum Mine Near Leadville, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, aerial view of mine in valley (edge wear) used; Leadville, 1938. E $12 MIN.6
PC-62. "Loveland Canon/Bridge No.1": Photo Art REAL PHOTO, one lane bridge (tip cr; stamp gone) used; Loveland, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-63. "Beet Sugar Factory, Loveland, CO": litho, exterior (edge wear; note in sky) used; 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-64. "Sylvan Dale Guest House, Big Thompson Canon, Loveland, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, also view of river rapids; used; Estes Park, 1937. E $12 MIN.6
PC-65. "4th Street & Business District. Loveland, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, street w/Draper drugs, Elite Café & Coca Cola sign (tip crs; lite ink spot in sky) used; Loveland, 1948. E $15 MIN.8
PC-66. "Sizemore's/Twin Springs/Resort": REAL PHOTO, bldgs & propane tank in mountains mailed from Meeker, CO (edge wear) used; Meeker, 1954. E $12 MIN.6
PC-67. "Nederland, CO Mountains hidden by Clouds": REAL PHOTO, aerial view (bit of offset canx ink) used; Nederland, 1927. E $14
PC-68. "Nederland-Rollinville Road, CO": REAL PHOTO, dirt road & pines (tip wear; lite rec'd canx) used; Denver, 1936. E $12 MIN.6
PC-69. "Jordan's Inn, E.W.Jordan. Proprietor, Palisade(s), CO": litho, exterior 2 story bldg w/cars (edge wear) used; Palisades, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-70. "Jordan's Inn, E.W.Jordan, Proprietor, Palisade, CO": litho, 2 story bldg also has drug store w/car (edge wear; stamp gone) used; ca.1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-72. "Clark's Magnetic Mineral Springs Pueblo, CO": litho, company horse drawn wagon by shipping dept., Phone 320A on side of wagon (L tips nib; tip cr; stamp gone) used; Pueblo, 1913. E $12 MIN.6
PC-73. "Steel Plant, Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.,/Pueblo, CO": litho, exterior w/smoke billowing & piles of ore (crs; name written in sky) used; Canon City, 1917. E $12 MIN.6
PC-75. "Red Cliff CO, At Foot Of Shrine & Tennessee Passes": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, elevated view (tip crs) used; Pitkin, CO, 1957. E $12 MIN.6
PC-76. "Mt. Sopris From Roaring Fork Valley, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, river winding through valley; used; Grand Junction, 1946. E $12 MIN.6
PC-77. "American Crystal Sugar Factory-Rocky Ford, CO": Sanborn REAL PHOTO, exterior w/piles of sugar beets (tip wear) used; Rocky Ford, 1953. E $14
PC-78. "F Street, Looking South, Salida, CO": litho, street w/cars (edge wear; bit of offset canx ink) used; Salida, 1916. E $14
PC-79. "Ohio & Colorado Smelter. Salida, CO": printed, distance view (crs) used; Salida, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-80. "Silver Plume, CO Looking West": litho, aerial view (message in margin; edge wear) used; Colorado Springs, 1906. E $12 MIN.6
PC-81. "Steamboat Springs, CO. April 1908": printed, aerial view (edge wear) used; Steamboat Springs, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-82. "Presbyterian Church, Sterling, CO": REAL PHOTO (lite cr offset canx ink) used; Sterling, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-83. "High School Telluride, CO": printed, horse drawn coach by school (writing on coach; crs; tiny tear T) used; Telluride, 1922. E $12 MIN.6
PC-84. "Telluride, CO/From Smuggler Road": REAL PHOTO, aerial view (bit cr) used; Telluride, 1935. E $12 MIN.6
PC-85. "Westcliffe, CO: litho, several homes & snow topped mountains (crs) used; Westcliffe, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-86. "Hula Dancers, Hawaii": REAL PHOTO; 3 dancers kneeling, guitarist, singer; used; Honolulu, 1942. E $14
PC-87. "Ice Caves, Souther Idaho. 30' High-60' Wide-Perpetual Ice": REAL PHOTO; 17 people, some w/candles; unused WACO back, ca.1920s. E $20
PC-88. "The Ferry in Mid Stream/Shoshone Falls/Sunny Southern Idaho": REAL PHOTO by M.B.Martin; bit distant view of ferry on river; unmailed; AZO. E $20 MIN.10
PC-89. "Centerville, McHenry, IL": (early name of Woodstock) REAL PHOTO business street w/electric light above; unused AZO. E $24 MIN.12
PC-90. "M.E.Church, Fulton, IL": vertical litho (bit of offset canx ink) used; Fulton, 1915. E $12 MIN.6
PC-91. State/Of/Illinois": printed, shield, state seal & pretty lady holding a train (bit lite tone) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-92. "Libby McNeil & Libby Milk Condensing Plant, from the Northwest, Morrison, IL": litho factory & water town (tip crs; bit lit soiled tip) used; Morrison, ca.1919. E $12 MIN.6
PC-93. "Morrison, IL: W.Grove St., Lookign East": litho residential street (tip cr) used; Morrison, 1907. E $10
PC-94. "High School, Prophetstown, IL": litho; used; Prophetstown, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-95. "Township High School, Sterling, IL": litho (edge wear; bit of offset canx ink) used; Sterling, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-96. "Whiteside Public Hospital, Sterling, IL": litho bldg (tip wear; tip cr) used; Sterling, 1912. E $12 MIN.6
PC-97. "Post Office, Sterling, IL": litho bldg; "Sterling Gas & Electric Light Co." h/s at T (tip crs; ms year in sky; bit of offset canx ink) used; Sterling, 1912. E $15 MIN.8
PC-98. "W.3rd St., Sterling, IL": litho residential street; used; Lyndon, IL, 1911. E $10
PC-99. "1st Ave.Bridge, Sterling, IL": litho w/horse & buggy (tip wear) used; Sterling, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-100. "Locust St., Looking North, Sterling, IL": litho; used; Sterling, 1913. E $15 MIN.8
PC-102. "YMCA Bldg, Sterling, IL": litho; used; Tampico, IL, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-103. "Sacred Heart Church/Sterling, IL": REAL PHOTO nativity scene on altar; pews (bit of offset canx ink; edge wear) used; Sterling, 1936. E $20 MIN.10
PC-104. "Lake Maxinkuckee, Culver, IN": litho 2-panel "Bathers" (lite tone) used, 1910. E $15 MIN.8
PC-105. Congregational Church & Parsonage, Mitchellville, IA": REAL PHOTO (tip cr) used, 1907. E $14
PC-106. "Courth House, Spencer, IA": litho view w/blue & pink hand-colored "wash"; used, 1912. E $6
PC-107. "Kindergarten, Waverly, IA": REAL PHOTO 2-story bldg; used, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-108. "Bradgon Hall, Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, MA": REAL PHOTO 3-story bldg; used, 1921. E $12 MIN.6
PC-110. "Park Hotel, Stromsburg, NE": REAL PHOTO; used, 1909. E $20
PC-112. "Center St., looking East, Ashland, PA": litho view (toned) used, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-113. "Panorama View of Erie, PA": 31.5x5.5" litho ROLLED PPC (several crs) unused. E $20
PC-114. School at Webster, SD: REAL PHOTO bldg; ID from message (bit of offset canx ink) used; Webster, 1907. E $14
PC-115. "Hotel Thorpe/Fish Creek, WI": REAL PHOTO (small scuff spot B) used, 1937. E $15 MIN.8
PC-116. "Capitol Avenue, Cheyenne, WY": litho, aerial view w/capitol bldg in background (message in margin; tip crs) used; Cheyenne, 1906. E $12 MIN.6
PC-117. "Looking East On 17th Street/Cheyenne, WY": litho, business street w/grocery (message in margin) used; Denver, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-118. " Cottrell's/The Man's Store of Denver": linen exterior w/ad back; used; Denver, 1964. E $12 MIN.6
PC-119. "Success Business & Reporting College": linen, 2 rooms of students & exterior w/ad back (bit lite soiled) used; Denver, 1939. E $12 MIN.6
PC-120. "Cascade Gardens, St.Louis, 1904." ALUMINUM PPC; unused. E $50
PC-121. "Panorama of the World's Fair, St.Louis, 1904": Megson ty.G14; 3-panel 5x18.75" overall view (panels separated, taped back together; taped crnr crs) w/list of exhibit bldgs; used, 1904, (AS IS ONLY for faults) SCARCE in any condition. E $30 MIN.15
PC-122. "Tenth Tee 'Punch Bowl', Rock Island Arsenal": b & w litho, view of pavilion across pond (bit of edge wear) used; Geneseo, IL, 1907. E $8
PC-123. "Golf Club House, Rock Island Arsenal": color litho, exterior (offset canx ink) used; Davenport, IA, 1909. E $8
PC-124. "Punch Bowl Golf Links, Rock Island Arsenal": color litho, view of pavilion across pond; unused. E $8
PC-125. "Monument marking site of Old Fort Armstrong, Rock Island Arsenal": color litho, w/cannons & ammunition & Mississippi river (edge wear) unused. E $8
PC-126. "Rock Island Arsenal National Cemetery, Rock Island Arsenal": litho, entry gate & pavilion behind stones (edge wear) unused. E $8
PC-127. "Fort Armstrong Monument, Rock Island Arsenal": REAL PHOTO, w/cannons & ammunition & Mississippi river; used; Maquoketa, IA, 1910. E $8
PC-128. "Golf Club House, Rock Island Arsenal": sepia printed, exterior (offset canx specks; bit lite tone) used; Moline, IL, 1909. E $8
PC-129. "West Point Military Academy": litho cannons & Hudson River (lite tone; lite crs) unused priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
PC-130. "U.S.S.Dolphin/#4 Gun In Action/Southern Drill Grounds/1915": REAL PHOTO; unused CYKO. E $15
PC-132. "USS Proteus": ship name printed on life preserver ("PR" partly out of frame) REAL PHOTO w/17 sailors on deck; unused A20, ca.1920. E $15 MIN.8
PC-133. "Dental Technicians School, Bldg 600/Great Lakes, ILL": REAL PHOTO, exterior of Naval bldgs (tip cr) used; 1950. E $10 MIN.5
PC-134. "Barry Mess Hall": REAL PHOTO, exterior of Naval bldgs (tip cr) used; Great Lakes, IL, 1952. E $10 MIN.5
PC-135. "Barracks, Great Lakes, ILL.": REAL PHOTO, w/101st Batt. Office sign by Naval bldgs; used; Great Lakes, IL, 1952. E $10 MIN.5
PC-136. "Church Services, U.S.Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, IL": linen, aerial view of seated sailors in uniform from back; unused. E $8
PC-137. "Main Gate, U.S.Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, IL": linen, people & cars c.1940; unused. E $8
PC-138. "Color Guard in Front of Administration Bldg, U.S.Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, IL": linen; (tip crs) unused. E $8
PC-139. "Physical Hardening Program Builds up New Recruits in Training, Constitution Field/U.S. Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, IL": linen; unused. E $8
PC-140. "Out Going Unit/U.S. Naval Training Center/Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO, sailor w/ditty bag by signpost w/mileage to various ports of call; unused EKC. E $10 MIN.5
PC-141. "Fire Fighting School/U.S. Naval Training Center/Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO, sailors fighting blaze; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-142. "35,000 Sailors Forming The Word Victory at U.S.N.T.S.(Naval Training Station) Great Lakes, IL": litho, aerial view w/sailors in white; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-143. "Church Services, U.S.Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, IL": Mole REAL PHOTO, elevated view of seated sailors in white uniform from front; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-144. "Rope Climbing/U.S.Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO (bit cr; bit lite tone) used; Great Lakes, IL, 1943. E $10 MIN.5
PC-145. "Lashed Hammocks/U.S.Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO, rows of hanging hammocks (crnr cr; edge wear) unmailed EKC; 1942. E $10 MIN.5
PC-146. "Boys in Hammocks/U.S.Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO, sailors in
hammocks (edge wear) used; Great Lakes, IL, 1943. E $10 MIN.5
PC-147. 2 sailors w/life buoy from U.S. Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, IL: REAL PHOTO; unused DOPS. E $10 MIN.5
PC-148. "Living Flag/U.S. Naval Training Station/Great Lakes, IL": Mole REAL PHOTO, aerial view of sailors in uniform arranged as a U.S. flag; unused EKC. E $10 MIN.5
PC-149. "Americas Security/U.S. Naval Training Station/Great Lakes, IL": Mole REAL PHOTO, aerial view of sailors in uniform arranged as the title logo; unused EKC. E $10 MIN.5
PC-150. "Mess Hall/U.S. Naval Training Station/Great Lakes, IL": REAL PHOTO, sailors at tables; unused EKC. E $10 MIN.5
PC-151. "Inspection/of/Lashed/Hammocks/U.S. Naval/Training/Center/Great/Lakes/ILL": REAL PHOTO, uniformed sailors & rows of hammocks (crnr crs) used EKC; FREE Great Lakes, IL, 1945. E $10 MIN.5
PC-152. "Officers/Inspecting/Bags/U.S. Naval/Training/Station/Great/Lakes,/IL": REAL PHOTO, sailors w/bag contents displayed on floor; unused EKC. E $10 MIN.5
PC-153. "Wreck of Steamer Frontenac, Cayuga Lake, Burned July 27, 1907": litho wreckage (tip crs; note in B margin) used; Ludlowsville, NY, 12 days after event. E $15
PC-154. "White Star Line/Triple Screw H.M.S. 'Olympic' and 'Titanic' 4/5,000 Tons each. /The Largest Steamers in the World": litho ship & sailboat; used; Transatlantic Post Office /5 (S.S.Olympic), 1911 (Sep 15), pre-sinking Titanic card, verified by use. Also listed in "Ships" section. E $600 MIN.300
PC-155. "Bonne Annee": black cat on skis; signed Chatterly (lite crs) used; Strasbourg Pl.de la Cathedr., France, 1927. E $12 MIN.6
PC-156. "Hearty Wishes/for Christmas": die-cut HOLD-TO-LIGHT w/old village & water wheel (tiny tip cr) used; Valley Springs, SD, 1906. E $20 MIN.10
PC-157. "A/merry/Christmas": printed, GLITTER card w/angel giving tree & doll to girl (bit tip wear) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-158. "A Merry Christmas": Santa in long pink fur-trimmed coat giving toys to 3 children w/girl holding doll on Tuck Santa Claus series #512 (bit of edge used) used; McMurray, WA, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-159. "A Merry/Christmas": Santa in long pink fur-trimmed coat pulling child on sled & who has basket of apples & doll in toy bag (lite wear to lacy edges) unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-160. "Postcard/Portfolio/Dolls": chrome, 6 5x7" cards dolls by Tom Kelley w/bisque, googly, poratdoll in package; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-161. "Great sport shooting rabbits in Texas": W.H.Martin EXAGGERATION photo of hunters & huge rabbits; used; 1912. E $15 MIN.8
PC-162. "Hard to get away...": comic "Reproducing Post Cards" type w/overall embossed design, to make "rubbing" w/soft pencil or crayon (partial offset canx) used, 1907. E $15 MIN.8
PC-163. "Arthur Hartmann": REAL PHOTO violinist w/violin (repaired lower R edge; upper R tip nib; back toned) used, 1906. E $15 MIN.8
PC-164. Pincushion PPC: woman w/closet jacket, hands, hat, knitting bag, etc., w/4 NEEDLES; used (killer only on lc stamp; would have been mailed in glassine env.), [1913]. E $20
PC-165. "Seining for Salmon on the Columbia River": REAL PHOTO fishermen, boats & horses; unused AZO. E $20
PC-166. "Home of the Minnesota Twins": chrome, aerial view of stadium w/game in progress; unused. E $8
PC-167. "Domed Sports Stadium": EARLY name of Houston Astrodome chrome, interior w/game in progress (tip wear) unused. E $10
PC-168. Stamps of China & dragon flag: printed (offset canx ink; message front) used; Ft.Worth, TX, 1907. E $15 MIN.8
PC-169. Stamps of USA, eagle & shield: printed (picture side w/address) used; Berlin, Germany, stamp tied to pix side, 1948. E $15 MIN.8
PC-170. "Cupid's Message": unsigned Brundage die-cut HOLD-TO-LIGHT Valentine w/preety lady in boudoir & cherub (ms name R edge) used; Greenville, PA, 1907. E $60 MIN.30
PC-171. "To My/Valentine": die-cut HOLD-TO-LIGHT w/girl blowing a soap bubble w/cherub inside (tip cr) unused. E $40 MIN.20
PC-172. Fred Astaire: REAL PHOTO; UK publisher; unused, ca.1920s. E $12 MIN.6
PC-173. Rudolph Valentino: REAL PHOTO PPC; unused; German publisher. E $15 MIN.8
PC-174. "Home of Loretta Young, Belair, CA": linen w/inset portrait; unused. E $6
PC-175. Lot 34) post offices; 32 diff. cards from 25 diff. towns, 1910s-50s, (varied condition, used/unused; mostly fine). MIN.$48
PC-176. "A Bright/& Happy/Christmas": die-cut HOLD-TO-LIGHT w/angels holding Christmas tree (bit cr; edge wear) non-postcard back. E $20 MIN.10

POLITICAL & INAUGURATIONS
PO-1. New Haven, CT, [1889] (Mar 4), G+ duplex (year omitted but confirmed by b/s; lower R tip nick) Benj.Harrison inauguration date on cvr. E $50
PO-2. Washington, DC, 1917 (Mar 5), VF Int'l (ruff slit R; edge tear T) Wilson's 2nd INAUGURATION DATE on cvr. RARELY SEEN as such. E $150
PO-3. Franklin, PA, 1917 (Mar 5), G+ duplex (lite tone) Wilson's 2nd INAUGURATION date; 4c parcel post Sc.Q4 on cvr. Also listed in "Stamps on Cover" section. E $60
PO-4. City Hall Sta., NY, 1929 (Mar 1), VG Int'l; "Smith & Wesson/Rec'd" company's boxed h/s dated MAR 4: Hoover's Inauguration date; on GPC to Springfield, MA. E $20
PO-5. Washington, DC, 1929 (Mar 3), G+ Int'l; 1 day before Hoover Inauguration date; on PPC: "Everything seems to be ready for this great event. Go down home & hear it over the radio..." E $20
PO-6. Washington, DC, 1933 (Mar 4), VF Int'l (lite gum tone) FDR 1st INAUGURATION date; blue-green Capitol cachet on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PO-7. Washington, DC, 1933 (Mar 4), VF Int'l; FDR 1st INAUGURATION date; blue & purple Capitol cachet on air cvr. E $30 MIN.15
PO-8. Washington, DC, 1981 (Jan 20), VF 4-bar w/"Inauguration Day" slogan; Wash., DC Sta.No.20 VG DCDS; & Washington, DC/U.S.Capitol pictorial h/s (tape around edges; crs) Ronald Reagan 1st Inauguration date; JIMMY CARTER AUTOGRAPH above address on #10 cvr, on final day of his Presidency. E $200 MIN.100
PO-9. Denver, CO, 1910, VF Int'l; Consulado de Los Estados Unidos Mexicanos cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-10. Denver, CO, 1917, VG Int'l; Stae Board of Capitol Mgrs illus.ad (capitol) on cvr. E $14
PO-11. Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1945, G DCDS (tears T) on air cvr to Czech Ambassador, Washington, DC. E $15 MIN.8
PO-13. Washington, DC, 1917 (Dec 8), F+ Int'l "Food Will Win" slogan #3; Dept.of State/Official Bus." penalty h/s frank; American Embassy/Petrograd/Counselor's Office dated h/s (Oct 29; part spotty) on flap; Ambasciata d'Italia/Petrograd & embossed seal on flap on cvr to Washington, DC, originating during Russian Revolution. E $50 MIN.26
PO-14. Washington, DC, 1918 (Jan 11), G+ Int'l "Food Will Win" slogan #3 tying RUSSIA 15k stamp (edge tear T) Dept.of State/Official Bus." penalty h/s frank; American Embassy/Petrograd/Counselor's Office dated h/s (Nov 17; part spotty) on flap; Ambasciata d'Italia/Petrograd & complete sparkly gold seal on flap on cvr to Washington, DC, originating just after Russian Revolution. E $100 MIN.50
PO-15. Washington, DC, 1956, VG Univ. (slight trim T) "The White House" engraved cc; 3c White House commem. on cvr w/matching letterhead enc., signed Howard Pyle, thanking addressee for his "views on the Vice Presidency". E $15 MIN.8
PO-16. Washington, DC, 1961, G+ machine w/Smokey Bear slogan; Congress of the U.S./House of Rep's/Committee on Science & Astronautics cc; Overton Brooks printed signature frank on official #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-17. Washington, DC, 1961, G+ machine tying 5f +pair 25f MALI stamps; Mrs.Pierson M.Hall, Bamako, Dept.of State, Washington 25, DC, typed cc on cvr. E $20
PO-18. Washington, DC, 1973 (Feb 15), VG machine; "The White House" cc on cvr w/letterhead enc.: "Pres. & Mrs.Nixon were...pleased by your message about the inauguration...Now that a settlement has been reached in Vietnam, we are even closer to that new era of peaceful challenge..."; signed Roland L.Elliott,Dep'y Spec'1 Ass't. E $20
PO-19. London, Great Britain, 1890, G+ hexagon/grid; "Consulate Gen'l of the U.S." engraved cc; 2.5d on cvr to U.S. E $20
PO-20. Salmon, ID, 1899, G+ duplex; Committee on Territories/U.S.Senate cc; Geo.L.Shoup printed signature frank on cvr. E $20
PO-21. Chicago, IL, 1979 (Jan 5), partial machine (staple R) Board of Education cc; reminder
"that the expiration date of your Affirmative Action Compliance Program is (Jan 7)... to renew... you must submit your program..." on GPC to St.Albans School, Washington, DC, mailed 2 days before deadline. E $20
PO-22. Princeton, IL, [1867], VG CDS/target; on cvr to U.S.congressman, so no postage needed. E $15
PO-23. Princeton, IL, [1868], G+ CDS/target (tiny tear T; no flap) on cvr to U.S.senator, so no postage needed. E $15
PO-24. Indianapolis, IN, 1920, VG Univ.; "The Marion Club" engraved cc w/tiny illus."GOP" elephant on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-25. Davenport, IA, 1914, G+ Univ. (paper clip lines) Comm'r of Public Works illus.ad (courthouse) on cvr. E $14
PO-26. Topeka, KS, 1928, G Univ. (lite tone) Kansas State Board of Agriculture illus.ad (ear of corn) on PSE. E $15
PO-27. Wichita, KS, 1899, G Amer/B14(1) (ruff R; lite tone) City of Wichita/Clerk's Office illus.ad (courthouse) on cvr. E $14
PO-28. Wichita, KS, 1903, G Amer/B14 (town mostly not struck; lite tone) Thos.C.Wilson, Probate Judge illus.ad (court house) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-29. Grand Haven, MI, 1915, G+ Amer/Al4 (trim R) "Daniel F.Pagelsen, Vice-Consul of Sweden, Grand Haven" cc; 2c PPIE commer on cvr. E $14
PO-30. Minneapolis, MN, 1888, F duplex; "Div'n of Entomology/Answered" Agriculture Dept.oval h/s on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PO-32. Brookline, NH, ca.1890, G CDS/cork on cvr to Emma Stark Hapmnt, Nat'l President W(women's) R(elif) C(orsps). E $20
PO-33. Albany, NY, 1880s, G+ CDS/grid (state partial) Senate Chamber illus.state seal cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-34. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901 (Sep 10), F B01-07A (bit cr; few ink spots) 1c Expo on Temple of Music priv.mailing card w/message on front: "This is the Temple where McK(inley) was shot". E $40 MIN.20
PO-35. Grand Cnt.Anx, NY, 1932, F Int'l (crs) Republican Nat'l Committee acknowledgement of contribution to "Founder's Membership Radio League" w/illus.GOP elephant on PC. E $15 MIN.8
PO-36. Mexico, NY, 1890, G+ CDS/cork; State of New York/Constitutional Comm'n cc w/illus.state seal on cvr. E $14
PO-37. Lime City, OH, 1923, G+ 4-bar on GPC w/"U.S.Local Inspectors fo Steamboats/Cincinnati, 0./Rec'd/Dept.of Commerce" VF oval as recd. E $20
PO-38. Philadelphia, PA, 1889, G+ duplex; "Second Auditor's Office/Mail Room" F red sawtooth double oval h/s, inverted strike as recd on address; on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PO-39. Philadelphia, PA, 1890, G+ duplex (dia h: "DEL" partly off) "Second Auditor's Office/Mail Room" F purple sawtooth double oval h/s, as recd at lower L on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PO-40. Philadelphia, PA, 1895, VF Amer (bit cr) Prothonotary's Office, Supreme Court of Penna.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-41. Philadelphia, PA, 1920, VF Univ. (trim L, in cc; toned) "Arrivé en etat dechiré. Gardé officiellement a Wien" ms ("Arrived in torn state. Officially kept in Vienna") on back; "(A)me(rican) Friends Service Committee" cc on #10 cvr to France w/pictorial Vienna official sealing tape at T. E $24
PO-42. West Greenville, PA, [1865] (Apr 14), F CDS/grid (address/message faded; lite water tone B; trim R) date that Lincoln was shot; on cvr w/enc.; year penciled in dial & on letter; looks contemporary to use, but letter headed "Thursday morning," which suggests 1864 use. AS IS for year. E $40
PO-43. Houston, TX, 1928 (Jun 26), G+ Int'l; "He's in Houston" blue pictorial kicking mule h/s struck 5 times; Democratic Convention opening day date on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-44. Houston, TX, 1928 (Jun 26), G+ Int'l; "He's in Houston" purple pictorial kicking mule h/s struck 5 times; Democratic Convention opening day date on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PO-45. Bridgewater, VA, [1930], G Colum. (year/state not struck) "Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Prohibition" 39x39mm pictorial label (suns); not tied but apparently belongs; on PPC. E $20
PO-46. (Richmond), VA, [1874], VG cork only on 1c PSE to Middlesex Co.clerk w/printed
enc. headed "Office of Superint'f to Public Printing" re. New Code book: too heavy to send by mail & can't be sent directly by express; requesting nearest express point or RR depot. E $20
PO-47. 1982 World's Fair/Knoxville, TN: opening day parade w/inset portrait of Ronald Reagan, 1982, on unused PPC. E $8
PO-48. Lot 5) cvrs to suffragette Adelaide Johnson in Rome, Italy, 1910-3, all w/5c Wash.. E $30 MIN.15
PO-50. Anna Eleanor Roosevelt: FDR widow's signature h/s & "FREE" h/s frank; canxed New York, NY, 1946, VG Int'l (angle trim R) on cvr. E $40
PO-51. Anna Eleanor Roosevelt: FDR widow's signature h/s & "FREE" h/s frank; canxed New York, NY, 1956, G+ Int'l; Mrs. Franklin D.Roosevelt, 211 East 62nd Street, New York, NY, return add.on flap on cvr. E $50

**Railway Post Offices & Related (Towle #')s** Need the RPO Catalog? We have it!

**RR-1.** A.Lea & Waterloo, 1916, G+ 760-C-2 (tear R) Tr29 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-2.** Alamosa & Durango, 1950, F 955-F-1 (lite tone) Tr215; "The San Juan/Only Narrow Gauge Passenger Train" cachet on cvr w/enc.Narrow Gauge Motel pamphlet/train schedule. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-3.** Albany & Yaquina, 1912, G+ 900.1-A-1 Tr1; 3-line news clipping (birth announcement) adhered above message on PPC. E $24
**RR-4.** Albany, Ga/Transf Clk, 1912, G+ 374-A-2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-5.** Albany, NY, Term, 1931, G+ 150-A-8 flag machine w/"dropped dial"; 2x 1c on cvr to England. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-6.** Albq & Williams, 1907, VG 964-K-2 Tr2 on PPC. E $20
**RR-7.** Albq & Ashfork, 1902, G+ 964-C-1 (lite tone; bit cr) Tr2 on priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-8.** Albq & Ashfork, 1903, G+ 964-C-1 (lite tone tear T) Tr2; ms "Printing/Not sealed" note at L; 1c green on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-9.** Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1924, VG 964-D-1 Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-10.** Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1911, VG+ 964-D-3 Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-11.** Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1908, VF 964-D-5 Tr4 on PPC. E $14
**RR-12.** Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1909, G+ 964-D-5 (crs) Tr7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-13.** Alburg & Boston, 1923, VF NEW TYPE (bit lite tone) Tr"5503" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-14.** Algona & Canton, 1958, G+ 761-I-1 (near VG; gum tone) Tr11; Chi, Milw, St.Paul & Pacific RR Co.cc on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-15.** Alliance & Guern, 1907, G+ 946-E-1 (R arc on stamp) "EAST" on PPC. E $14
**RR-16.** Amarillo & Albuq, 1917, G+ 928-B-1 (part on stamp) Tr22 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-17.** Amarillo & Albuq, 1908, G+ 928-B-2 (part on stamp; lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-18.** Amarillo & Sweet, 1932, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone) Tr95 on commer.PSE. E $20
**RR-19.** Amarillo & Vaughn, 1921, G+ 928-A-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr22 on PPC. E $14
**RR-20.** Amarillo & Vaughn, 1926, G+ 928-A-1 (bit smear) Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-21.** Amesbury & Boston, 1916, G+ 68-F-2 Tr"1107"; inverted "B & M" perfin on 1c Wash. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-22.** Arcadia & C.Vale, 1908, G+ 926-A-3 (L arc lite) T132 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-23.** Ash & Youngs, 1911, G+ 552-B-2 (trim R) T215 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-24.** Ashfork & Los Ang, 1914, G+ 964-L-1 Tr9; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $14
**RR-25.** Ashfork & Los Ang, 1905, VG 964-L-8 on PPC. E $14
**RR-26.** Ashfork & Los Ang, 1910, VG 964-L-8 Tr2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-27.** Ashfork & Phoenix, 1909, G+ 967-A-1 "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
**RR-28.** At & Gulf/R.R., 1870s, G+ blue 350-E-1 ("LF", "RR" & part of date on stamp; dial bit hi; edge tear T) on cvr. E $20
**RR-29.** Atch & Lenora, 1911, F 908-E-2 T504 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-30.** Atch & Lenora, 1909, G+ 908-E-5 ("RP" not struck; lite tone; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-31.** Atchison & Lenora, 1909, F 908-G-2 T502 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
**RR-32.** Atlanta & Columbus, 1913, VF 370-E-2 Tr19 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-33.** Atlanta & Palatka, 1914, G+ 377-A-2 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
**RR-34.** Atalla & Calera, 1892, G+ 410-B-1 (near F) Tr86 on GPC. E $24
RR-35. Aurora & Kearney, 1910, F 947.2-A-1 (tip cr) Tr35 on PPC. E $20
RR-36. Aurora & Kearney, 1910, F 947.2-A-1 Tr36 on PPC. E $20
RR-37. Aurora & Kearney, 1911, F 947.2-A-1 Tr35 on PPC. E $20
RR-38. Aurora & Kearney, 1911, F 947.2-A-1 Tr35 on PPC. E $20
in stamp to oval) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
   E $24 MIN.12
RR-42. Beaufort & Golds, 1913, G+ 323-F-4 (near VG+) Tr9 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-44. Bill & Denver/S.D., 1936, G+ 951-D-5 (lite tone) Buechner Drug & Jewelry, Wheatland, WY,
   cc on commer.air cvr. E $14
RR-45. Bill & Denver/S.Div, 1915, G+ 951-E-1 (cr) Tr23 on PPC, 1911, G 870-F-1 (killer off edge) Tr60; as transit on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-46. Bingham Lake & Currie, 1915, VG 870-F-1 (killer off edge) Tr60; as transit on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-47. Boise & Nampa, 1901, G+ 898-E-3 Tr33; as transit b/s; U.S.Senate cc on free-franked cvr.
   E $15 MIN.8
RR-48. Bos & Milford, 1904, G+ 53-H-1 Tr46 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-49. Boston & Albany/R.R., 1850s, F 53-B-3; 3c imperf on cvr. E $120
RR-50. Boston & Albany/R.R., 1850s, G+ 53-B-3 (near VG+; crs; lite tone; extraneous[?] ms "10"
   at L) 3c imperf on cvr. E $100
RR-51. Boston & Greenville/Agt, 1880s, G+ 51-I-1 (diaL hi: " & G" partly off; trim L) on cvr. E $14
RR-52. Boston, Prov & N.Y./N.L., 1901, G 70-AG-1 (near VG+; bit ruff L; lite tone) Tr68 on
   cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-54. Buda & Rush, 1898, G+ 699-N-2 "NORTH" on GPC. E $14
RR-55. Buda & Rush, 1914, F 699-N-3 Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-57. Buff & Emporium, 1895, G+ 146-L-1 ("RPO" not struck) Tr101; Acme Mills, Olean, NY header
   on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-58. Burl & Carrollton, 1912, F+ 750-E-2 Tr7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-59. Butte & S.L.City, 1900, VG+ 890-G-1 (lite tone) Tr10 on priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-60. Butte & S.L.City, 1912, VG 890-G-1 (trim R; toned) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-61. Butte & S.Lake City, 1914, G+ 890-H-2 (trim R; lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-62. Cad & Ft.Wayne, [1892], G+ 620-L-3 (part obscured by tablet) Tr8 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-63. Cad & Gr Rap/HPO, 1961, G+ duplex (o/s by weak 2nd strike) Tr7 on commer.cvr. E $20
RR-64. Cam & Leavenworth, 1911, VG 755-Z-1 (lite tone) T506 on PPC. E $14
RR-65. Cape Chas & Nor, 1910, G+ G-42-e ("S & " not struck; dial bit hi) STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC.
   E $15
   PPC. E $20
RR-68. Casey & Pontiac, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (NEW TYPE; EARY; trim R; toned) on cvr w/enc. E $30
RR-69. Center & Beaumont, 1907, G+ 491-H-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) T202 on PPC. E $20
RR-70. Champion & Mil, 1913, VG 648-E-1 Tr10 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-71. Char & Augusta, [1893], G+ 338-J-1 Tr38 on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-73. Received Chelsea Term RPO/from A.E.F., 1919, G+ magenta 150-X-1 (bit stutter; o/s; trim
   R) as transit; w/several other markings on cvr to AEF soldier. E $24 MIN.12
   MIN.6
RR-75. Chi, W.Lib & Om, 1961, VG 702-W-2 Tr9; 4c Lincoln coil on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-76. Clarksd & Yaz Cy, 1942, G+ 431-C-1 Tr542 on commer.air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-78. Clinton & Ced Rap, 1903, G+ 786.1-B-1 (upper L spot; toned) "WEST" on cvr. E $14
RR-80. Columbus, O./Trans Ck, 1898, G+ 601-E-10/var w/o time slug on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-81. Cordova & Kodiak, 1940, G+ X-45-a (lite tone) "EAST"; STEAMBOAT RPO on cvr w/hand-drawn & colored illus.ship at L. E $24 MIN.12
RR-82. Dal & Hous/HPO, 1970, VF duplex (crnr crs) Tr1; w/"Dal & Hous HPO 1" straight-line h/s on 3.25x4" facing slip. E $14
RR-84. Den & Amarillo, 1905, F 958-P-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-85. Denver & Gd.Junct, 1913 (Jul 4), G+ 953-O-2 (part on stamp) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-86. Denver & Leadville, 1910, VF 954-H-1 "EAST" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-87. Denver & Ogden, 1956, VG 932-Z-3 Tr18 on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-88. Denver, Colo/Terminal, 1911, G+ 959-A-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-89. Round Table Denver/Colo, 1910, F 959-A-6 on PPC. E $14
RR-90. Des M. & Hawarden, 1914, VG 796-AA-2 (lite tone) Tr"4-57" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-91. Des M. & Sioux City, 1913, G+ 788-H-2 (near VG; lite tone) "EAST"; lc Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-92. Dodge & Trinidad, 1923, VG 911-T-1 Tr10 on Trinidad, CO, PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-93. Dodge & Trinidad, 1933, VG 911-T-7 Tr7 on Royal Gorge PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-94. E.St.L., Ill/Relay Depot, 1911, G+ 845-G-4 (crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-95. El Paso & Los Angeles, 1890, G+ 963-L-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
RR-96. Elgin & State Line/R.R., [1872], G+ 692-B-1 (month mostly not struck; dial bit hi; lite tone) on 2.5x4.5" cvr w/enc.datelined Dundee. E $40
RR-97. Ellis & Denver, 1945, G+ 907-F-1 (tear T) Tr23 on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
RR-98. Emerson & Norf Jct, 1908, F 937-G-1 Tr12 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-100. Eugene & Powers, 1917, F 900.2-B-5 "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-103. Fairmount & Chester, 1908, G+ 947.6-B-1 (part on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) T106 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-104. Fayette & Pettigrew, 1907, G+ 462-A-1 (tip cr) Tr88 on PPC. E $20
RR-105. Fern & C.Key/Agt, [1878], G+ blue 380-C-1 (trim L; edge tear T) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
RR-106. Fond du Lac & Chi, 1902, G+ 839-K-1 T521 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-107. Frank & Toledo, 1931, VG+ 641-F-2 Tr52; Ann Arbor RR Co./Manistique & Lake Superior RR Co.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-110. Ft.D. & S.C. (Fort Dodge & Sioux City), 1870s, G+ 759-H-1 (add.faded; trim L) on 2.5x4" cvr. E $15
RR-111. Ft.Monroe & Rich, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-113. Ft.Pierce & Key West, 1913, G+ 392-A-2 (toned) on PPC. E $14
RR-114. Ft.Worth & Ennis, 1908, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone; crs) Tr83 on PPC. E $40
RR-115. Gale & Quin, 1870s, G+ blue 695-V-1 w/BOLD circled "N" killer on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-119. Golds & Beaufort, 1907, F 323-G-1 Tr3 on re.pack.rect.card. E $15 MIN.8
RR-120. G.H.Brimson/Golds & Beaufort, [1907], G+ magenta 323-I-1 Tr4 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $24
RR-121. Greeley & Denv, 1903, G+ 951-Y-1 (R arc on stamp; trim L 1" removes most of cc) Tr24; 10c special del. on 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-122. Greeley & Denver, 1909, G+ 951-L-2 (dial bit hi) Tr22 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-123. Green Spring & Peters, 1912, G+ 291.1-A-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $20
RR-124. Green, Clint & Cola/HPO, 1966, G+ duplex (upper R arc partial; "TR" not struck) Tr1(?) on commer.cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
RR-126. Harr & Bridg Junct, 1907, G+ 17-B-1 Tr7 on PPC. E $75
RR-127. Harri & Nash, 1909, VG NEW TYPE (tip cr; tear R; lite tone) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-128. Harris & Lexington, 1908, G+ 273-K-1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-129. Harris & Lexington, 1914, G+ 273-K-1 Tr17 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-130. Harris & Lexington, 1908, G+ 273-K-2 (part toned; tip cr) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-131. Hart & Wakefield, 1908, G+ 937-J-1 (dia arc hi) Tr12 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-132. Havre & Butte, 1913, VG 891.6-B-11 (bit heavy inked) T238 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-133. Hold & Sterling, 1908 (Dec 25), F 947.3-J-7 (lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-134. Horicon & Portage, 1898, G+ 840-F-1 T407 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-135. Hous, Flat & San Anto, 1912, VG 476-F-1 (dia arc bit hi; toned) Tr8 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-136. Houston & Beeville, 1908, G+ 482-D-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr274 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-137. Houston & El Paso/E.D., 1902, G+ 476-J-1 (lite tone; c/s) Tr8 on priv.mailing card. E $14
RR-139. Houston & Granger, 1912, VG+ 471-M-2 Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-140. Houston & San Ant, 1931, G+ 476-N-2 Tr8 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-141. Houston & Sanderson, 1910, VG+ 476-P-1 (toned) Tr10 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-142. Hunt & Hollidaysburg, 1910, VG 174-D-1 (R arc on stamp) "PM-E" on PPC. E $20
RR-143. Trans Clk R.M.S., Huntington/W.Va., 1914, VF NEW TYPE on PPC. E $20
RR-144. Huron & Omaha, 1921, G+ 887.1-I-1 (near VG+) Tr2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-145. Huron & Rapid City, 1916, G+ 866-T-1 (near VG; lite tone) T514 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-146. Hutch & Blackwell, 1913, VG+ 918.6-A-2 (crs) T507 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-147. From Effingham/Ill.C.R.R., 1861, G+ 708-S-2 (T arc spotty; nick L) as transit, w/ms "Forwarded/Due 3" on cvr w/enc. E $80
RR-148. From Carbondale/Ill.C.R.R., [1865], F 708-S-6 (ruff L) on cvr w/blue "Missent" h/s at B. E $100 MIN.50
RR-149. From Jonesboro/Ill.C.R.R., 1865s, G+ 708-S-7 (trim L) on cvr w/enc. E $90
RR-150. Indiana & Branch, 1907, G+ 220-B-1 (extraneous pen note T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-151. Inlet & Old Forge, 1911, F F-12-a Tr1; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-152. Ishp & Chi, 1899, G+ 630-F-1 (bit obscured by tablet) Tr16 on GPC. E $14
RR-154. Ithaca & Owego, 1908, G+ 131-C-1 (direction mostly not struck) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-155. Jack, Ocala & Tampa, 1911, VG 383-C-2 Tr66 on PPC. E $14
RR-156. Jackson & Cin, 1929, G+ 647-D-2 Tr10; Manitou Lumber, Manitou Beach, MI, illus.ad cc on oil window cvr. E $14
RR-158. Jackson & Grand Rap, 1919, G+ 619-G-1 (ruff R) Tr106; New Hotel Mertens, Grand Rapids, illus.ad on cvr. E $15
RR-159. Jackson & Grand Rap, 1929, G+ NEW TYPE (crs) T108; Herpolsheimer Co., Grand Rapids, cc on window cvr. E $14
RR-161. Jackson, Laurel & Mob, 1933, G+ 427-B-2 Tr5 on commer.GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-162. T.C.M.C.Sta./Jackson, Mich, 1912, G+ 645-C-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-163. Johnstown & Rockwood, 1912, G+ 234-B-3 T206 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-164. Joseph & LaGrande, 1945, G+ 896.6-A-2 (dia arc hi: tips of "LA" off; "RPO" mostly not struck) "WEST"; Wallowa, OR, return add. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-165. K.C. & Colo Sp'gs/E.D., 1908, G+ 922-AP-1 Tr40 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-166. K.C. & Colo Springs, 1911, F 922-AF-1 Tr40 on PPC. E $20
RR-171. K.C., Osa & Coffey, 1909, VG 920-X-1 (lite tone) Tr104 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-172. K.City & Genesee, 1903, G+ 920-L-1 (ruff R; lite tone) Tr31 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-173. K.City & Pueblo, 1912, F+ 920-Q-2 (toned) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-174. Kan City & Deming/Agt, 1882, G+ 911-F-3 (T arc mostly not struck) Atlantic & Pacific cc; "R.R.B." at upper R; 3c banknote on cvr. E $20
RR-175. Kane & Foxburg, 1910, G+ 229-F-1 (near F; lite tone) T151 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-177. Round Table, Kans City/Mo., 1912, G+ 831-C-5 (part on stamp) on GPC. E $20
RR-178. Keokuk & Red Oak, 1910, G+ 765-J-3 (near F+; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-179. Key West & Havana, 1916, G+ I-26-b "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO; 1c Cuba on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-180. Kingfield & Farm, 1906, G+ 17-C-1 (lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. 26-mile narrow gauge RPO. E $24 MIN.12
RR-181. Kiowa & Guthrie, 1910, G+ 930.5-A-1 ("RPO" mostly not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-182. Knox & Walland, 1908, VF 506-C-1 Tr6 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-183. Knox & Walland, 1908, F+ 506-C-1 (lite tone; 3 tips nick; pinholes) Tr6 on PPC. E $15
RR-185. LaCrosse & Woons, 1910, G+ 868-R-2 (lite tone) Tr23 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-186. Lake Winnebago (MISSPELLING), 1916, VG+ C-16-b; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-187. Lancaster & Galena, 1907, G+ 858-B-1 (lite tone) T114 on PPC. E $20
RR-188. Lar & Breck, 1887, G+ 876.6-D-2 ("LAR" fuzzy; part ruff trim R in stamp) CATALOG COPY
on PSE w/Hunter, Dak (ND) G+ CDS as recd b/s. E $24
RR-189. Lawrence & Burl, 1906, G+ 909-AB-1 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $20
RR-190. Lawrenceville & Ulysses, 1902, G+ 227-E-1 (R arc obscured on stamp) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-191. Lawton & So.Haven, 1908, G+ 649.4-A-1 ("N" mostly not struck; o/w near F+) Tr1 on PPC. E $20
RR-192. Leav & Lawrence, 1913, G+ 953-AK-1 (dial hi: " & L" partly off) T124 on PPC. E $40
RR-193. Leckie & Welch, 1912, G+ 290.3-A-1 (part on stamp; dial bit hi) T153 on PPC. E $30
RR-194. Lincoln & Deadwood, 1892, G+ 946-W-1 (L arc lite; part toned) "WEST" on GPC datelined
"On The Train". E $15 MIN.8
RR-195. Linton & Roscoe, 1908, G+ 887.3-A-1 T106 on PPC. E $14
RR-196. Linton & Roscoe, 1909, G+ 887.3-A-1 (cr) T103 on PPC. E $14
RR-197. Litch & Danbury, 1908, G+ 89-E-1 (lite tone) Tr"1500" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-198. Longview & Galv, 1910, F+ 485-G-1 Tr5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-199. Los Ang & San B’d’no Kite, ca.1920 (Jan 1), G+ 993.1-C-2 w/blank slug for year (R arc
on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) Tr51; 1c Sc.498 on PPC. E $24
RR-200. Los Ang & San B’d’no Kite, 1914, G+ 993.1-C-3 (lite tone) Tr44 on PPC. E $30
RR-201. Los Ang & San Diego, 1907, G+ 987-E-1 (near VG+) Tr72 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-202. Los Ang & Santa Barb, 1907, F+ 980-E-2 Tr58 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-203. Louis, Hunt & Evans, 1908, G+ 673-H-1 (lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-204. Louis, Hunt & Evansville, 1908, VF 673-I-1 (crnr crs; lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-205. Lykens & Millersb’g, 1907, F 166.3-A-1 (dial bit hi) "WEST" on PPC. E $20
RR-206. Mack Cy & Calumet, 1945, G+ 638-H-1 (R arc & part of date on stamp; edge tears T) Tr2;
Mackinac Straits Hospital Planning Committee, St.Ignace, MI, cc on commer.cvr. E $20
RR-208. Macor & Dublin, 1895, VG+ NEW TYPE; Tr1 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-209. Macon & Palatka, 1907, G+ 377-E-2 Tr1 on "mock leather" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-210. Macon & Vidalia, 1911, VG+ 369.7-A-1 Tr17 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-211. Mad & Peoria/HPO, ca.1969, G+ duplex (uneven TONED) Tr5 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-212. Madison & Clinton, 1909, F+ 739.3-C-1 T131 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-213. Malad City & S.L.City, 1908, F 973.1-B-1 w/"T" slug but no #; on PPC. E $20
RR-214. Malad City & S.L.City, 1909, VG 973.1-B-1 Tr5 on PPC. E $20
RR-215. Manchester & Hennicker (MISSPELLING), 1905, VG 28-B-1 T354 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-216. Mar & Running Water, 1911, G+ 761-AF-1 (sealed spindle by stamp; crnr crs) T401 on PPC.
E $15 MIN.8
RR-217. Marmarth & Butte, 1927, G+ 871-Q-3 Tr16 on PPC. E $20
RR-218. Maysville & Stanford, 1908, G+ 534-D-1 Tr9 on PPC. E $20
RR-219. McCook & Imperial, 1910, G+ 947.9-A-1 T176 on PPC. E $20
RR-220. Mead & Oil City, 1909, VG 226-C-1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-222. Mend & Centralia, 1908, G+ 709-L-2 (uneven toned) T124 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-223. Mend & Fulton, 1900, G+ 726-C-2 (R crnrs ruff; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
RR-224. Mich City & Lafay, 1909, G+ 655-N-1 Tr9 on PPC. E $20
RR-225. Mil & No.McGregor, 1910, G+ 843-R-1 ("RP" not struck; ink spot by add.) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-226. Milaca & Willmar, 1909, G+ 878.9-B-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr31 on cvr. E $20
RR-227. Miles City & Spolk/W.D., 1929, VG 892-L-2 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-228. Millhall & Bellefonte, 1911, G+ 166.4-A-1 (lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $30
RR-229. Milt & Stock/Agt, [1878], G 989-J-1 (mostly WEAK, but ID sure; dial bit hi; AS IS for strike) CATALOG COPY on GPC datelined Crane Flat. E $60
RR-230. Minidoka & Buhl, 1910, VG 896.10-B-1 (lite tone) T154 on PPC. E $20
RR-231. Minot & Bismarck, 1908, G+ 880.2-G-1 Tr91 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-232. Missoula & Wallace, 1908, G+ 891.11-A-1 (dial bit hi: tips of " & W" off; uneven toned; tip crs) "EAST" on PPC. E $20
RR-233. Mo.Valley & Chad/W.D., 1907, G+ 936-AF-1 (dial bit hi; cr) Tr6 on PPC. E $20
RR-235. S.D.Wilcox/Monett & Okla, 1919, VF magenta clerk's CDS (part lite tone; nicks L) Tr8 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $24
RR-236. Monett & Oklahoma, 1919, VF 910-P-1 (lower L tip nib) Tr8 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-237. Montecristo & Snohom, 1911, G+ 905.2-B-1 w/"4 PM" time slug in place of Tr# on PPC. E $40
RR-238. Moscow & Haas, 1942, G+ 896.5-B-1 (lite tone; crs) Tr811 on commer.#10 air PSE. E $14
RR-239. Mpls & KC, 1960, VG+ 783-G-1 Tr18 on commer.10c aerogramme to Switzerland. E $14
RR-240. Mt.Morris & Buff, 1912, VG+ 143-I-2 (lite tone; tiny tear T; pinhole T) T430 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-241. Munising & Princeton, 1913, G+ 649.5-B-1 (B arc not struck, affects "M", "N" & "RPO"; lite crs; upper R tip slit) Tr3; Munising Paper Co.cc on #10 PSE. E $20
RR-242. Muscatine & Mont, 1910, VF 793-G-1 (message part smear) T402 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-243. N. & Lewiston/Agt (Norridgewock), 1870s, G+ 6-B-1 (part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $30
RR-244. John Day/Route Agent N.C.R.R., 1875, G+ 322-F-1 ("N.C.R.R." at lower R mostly not struck, but name shows well) on GPC Sc.UX3. E $50
RR-245. N.McGregor & Elk, 1909, G+ 753-V-1 T103 on PPC. E $30
RR-246. N.Y. & Buffal/Due Buffal, N.Y. 4:15 P.M., [1894], G+ purple 175-DA-1 (near F) as rec'd, at L on cvr. E $20
RR-247. N.Y. & Canal Zone, 1909, G+ E-1-b "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO; 4c PERU on PPC to U.S. E $30
RR-248. N.Y. & Canal Zone, 1909, G+ E-1-b "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO; 1c Sc.300 on bullfight PPC to U.S. E $24
RR-249. N.Y. & Canal Zone, 1910, G+ E-1-b (bit stutter) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on Panama PPC to U.S. E $20
RR-250. E.Div./N.Y. & Chi, [1899], F 114-P-1/var straight-line h/s w/Tr28/month/day/E.Div on top line, N.Y. & Chi.RPO on bottom line; on PPC. E $20
RR-251. N.Y. & Chi E.D./20th Cen Ltd, 1910, G+ 114-V-4 Tr25 on PPC. E $20
RR-254. N.Y. & Chi/E.D., ca.1890, VG 114-K-9 w/4 "V's" killer on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-255. N.Y. & Chi/E.Div, ca.1880, G+ 114-K-1 w/neg.star cut in cork killer (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-256. N.Y. & Chi/Mid Div, [1882], G+ 115-N-2 (ruff R to stamp) Mgr of Hoosac Tunnel Line, Rochester, NY, cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-257. N.Y. & Chi/W.Div, 1880s, G+ 559-I-1 (ruff R) "Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rwy Co.header on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-258. The Fast Mail/N.Y. & Chic, [1880], G+ 114-J-1 (dial hi: "AST" partly off; R arc on stamp; trim L) "WEST" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-259. N.Y. & N.Haven/Agt, [1880], G+ 70-L-1 w/bold "W" killer on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-260. N.Y. & San Juan, 1908, G+ E-13-c on Puerto Rico PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-261. N.Y. & San Juan, 1906, VG+ E-13-e (uneven toned) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC: Governor's Palace, San Juan. E $15 MIN.8
RR-262. N.Y. & San Juan, 1907, G+ E-13-e w/bit oversized non-standard year slug (near F+; lite tone) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC: USS Pennsylvania. E $15 MIN.8
RR-263. N.Y. & San Juan, 1907, F E-13-e (lite tone) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on Porto Rico PPC. E $20
RR-264. N.Y. & Wash/Fast Mail, 1905, F 238-D-2 (toned) Tr35 on PPC w/prohibited "Postal Card" wording in header. E $12 MIN.6
RR-265. N.Y., Som & Easton/Agt, [1885], F 254-D-1; Tunison & Losey, Somerville, NJ cc on PSE. E $24
RR-266. Nash & Chatt/Agt, 1870s, G+ 510-L-1 (ruff L) Grand Master of Masons, Chattanooga, cc on PSE. E $20
RR-267. Nash & Mont/N.L., 1890, G+ NEW TYPE (upper L edge ruff; tears T; lite tone) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
RR-268. Neb City & Holdrege, 1904, G+ NEW TYPE; "EAST"; The Paddock (hotel), Beatrice, NE, illus.ad on cvr. E $20
RR-269. New Bed & Nantuc, 1905, G+ B-3-a (lite tone) w/blank Tr slug; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $14
RR-270. New Bed & Nantuc, 1913, VF B-3-a w/2-digit year (lite tone) Tr10; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-271. New Gal & Lis, 1907, G+ 595.2-A-1 (near F) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-272. New London & Block Is, 1912, VG B-7-c; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $40
RR-273. New York & San Juan, 1906, G+ E-13-b (part spotty) "NORTH" on PPC: "Blue Beard Castle, St.Thomas, DWJ (sic)". E $15 MIN.8
RR-274. Newbern & Wilm, 1909, F+ NEW TPE; Tr62 on PPC. E $20
RR-275. Newberry & Perry, 1925, G+ 393-L-1 (ruff L & R; tear L) Tr36 on cvr. E $15
RR-276. Newton & Amarillo, 1910, G+ 928-F-1 (lite tone) T114 on PPC. E $8
RR-277. Niles & San Jose, 1905, G+ 558-J-1 Tr95 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-278. Niles & San Jose, 1906, F 992.9-A-1 T.96 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-280. No.Plate & Denver, 1908, G+ 950-K-2 (tip crs) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-283. Nor.Pac.R.R./Frenchtown, Mont., 1910, G+ blue octagon (UNLISTED) as origin on pix side of PPC; Frenchtown VF magistrate Doane 2/2 on canx on stamp. E $75
RR-284. Norf & Wilm/Eddie F.Thomas, 1946, F purple clerk's oval h/s; Tr42 on 3.25x4.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-285. Norfolk & Columbus, 1911, F+ 938-O-1 Tr30 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-286. Norfolk & Wilm, 1898, VF 313-C-4 T484 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-287. North Platte & Yoder, 1930, G+ 948.4-C-1 Tr53 on reg.disp.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-288. Northampton & Spring, 1903, VF 69.2-A-1 on PSE. E $24
RR-289. Northampton & Spring/Rec'd B, 1904, G+ 69.2-B-1 (near F+) as recd on PPC. E $20
RR-291. Northome & Morris, 1907, F+ 881.3-E-1 (dial bit hi) T106 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-292. Oakdale & Merced, 1909, G+ 989-D-1 (near VF; lite tone) T151 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-293. Oakdale & Merced, 1912, G+ 989-D-1 (lite tone) T151 on PPC. E $24
RR-295. Oelwein & Clarion, 1920, F NEW TYPE (edge tear T) on PPC. E $20
RR-296. Okla & Quahah, 1930, G+ 921.4-B-1 (lite tone; ruff slit L) T404; Scarden Hotels illus.ad (hotels in Guthrie & Frederick, OK) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-297. Oklahoma & Alva, 1911, VG 931.1-E-1 (dial bit hi) T769 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-298. Oklahoma & Mangum, 1915, G+ 931.3-D-1 (near VG; lite tone) T710 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-299. Om & Colo Spgs E.D., 1939, VG 941-H-3 Tr8 on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-300. Omaha & Bonesteel, 1907, G+ 939-F-2 T1 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-301. Omaha & Chad/E.D., 1908, F 936-R-1 (lite tone) Tr2; Commercial Hotel, Atkinson, NE,
photo illus.ad on cvr. E $16
RR-302. Omaha & Colo Spgs, 1915, VG 941-F-3; Tr"17" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-303. Omaha & Denver, 1912, F 933-N-1 (dial bit hi) Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-304. Omaha & McFar, 1910, VG 941-L-1 (dial bit hi) Tr17 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-305. Omaha & Ogden, 1893, VG NEW TYPE; Tr8 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-306. Omaha & Ogden/E.Div, 1901, F 932-X-1 Tr4; Union Pacific RR Co.logo cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-308. Ontanogon & Channing, 1933, VG 648-J-1 (tear T) T802; Patten Timber Co., Amasa, MI cc on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-309. Ogus & Rum Falls, 1909, VG 10-E-1 Tr30 on PPC. E $30
RR-310. Oro & Wenatchee, 1953, F 902.3-C-3 (tip cr) Tr253; CATALOG COPY; "Last day of Mail" typed at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-311. Oroville & Sacra, 1907, G+ 982-J-1 Tr17; Byrns Hotel, Woodland, CA cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-312. Oroville & Spokane, 1911, VG+F 902.1-F-1 T255 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-313. Osh & Mil/Agt, 1880s, G+ 846-A-1 on PSE. E $20
RR-314. Pac Jct & Denv/T.Run, 1905, G+ 933-P-1 (trim R; toned) Tr2 on cvr. E $14
RR-315. Peoria & Des Moines, 1901, G+ 697-F-5 Tr101 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-316. Petoskey & Grand Rap, 1928, G+ 623-C-2 Tr8 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-317. Pha Sta & Piney Fork, 1910, G+ 587-E-1 (dial hi: " & PIN" partly off; near F) Tr4 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-318. Phil & At.City/Agt, [1883], G+ 256-A-1 on GPC. E $20
RR-320. Philadelphia, PA/Broad St.Term, 1929, G+ 237-J-2 flag machine (T arc not struck; lite tone; trim R) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-322. Pierre & Rapid City, 1909, G+ 866-V-2 T504 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-323. Pitts Terminal, 1919, G+ 237-F-1 (dial bit hi) Tour "3"; 1151 Liberty Ave., Pitts Term
RPO return add.on flap on cvr. E $15
RR-324. Pitts & St.L.W.D./Night, 1870s, G+ blue 561-N-1 (no flap) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-325. Pitts, Steub & Wheel, 1908, G+ 561-AN-1 (uneven toned) T206 on PPC. E $24
RR-326. Platts & Saranac Lake, 1913, G+ 99.1-D-1 (toned) Tr81 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-327. Pocatello, Idaho/T.O., 1953, VG 891.1-C-4 Tr3 on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-328. Port Huron & Chi, 1933, VG+ 624-L-1 Tr14 on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-329. Port & Boston, 1907, VF 50-C-5 Tr12 on PPC. E $5
RR-330. Port & Burlington, 1920, VG 11-H-1 Tr"7701" on PPC. E $40
RR-331. Port & Cazadero, 1908, G+ 972-A-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $20
RR-332. Port & Dunsmuir, 1932, G+ 894-K-3 (lite tone) Tr16; Hotel Willard, Klamath Falls, OR, illus.ad on commer.#10 cvr. E $14
RR-333. Port & Nashua/Agt, 1870s, VF 21-E-1 (flap partly off) on cvr. E $24
RR-334. Potts & Phila/Agt, 1880s, G+ 190-E-2 (bit trim T) on 3c official PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-335. Prescott & Crownking, 1908, G+ 967.3-B-1 (R arc partial) "NORTH" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-336. Prescott & Crownking, 1908, F+ 967.3-B-1 "NORTH" on PPC. E $40
RR-337. Preston & S.L.City, 1908, G+ 973.2-C-2 (lower L arc partial, affects "P" & "RP") Tr12 on PPC dateline Logan. E $15 MIN.8
RR-339. Pt.Townsend & Seat, 1907, G+ W-38-d (lite tone) "SOUTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $30
RR-342. Remsen & Herkimer, 1907, G+ 148-H-1 "AM S" on PPC. E $20
RR-343. Reno & Minden, 1950, F+ 978-D-3 Tr1; "Final Trip/V & T Railway" in bars (bit o/s by pictorial h/s cachet) on cvr. E $14
RR-344. Rich & Clif Forge, 1906, VF 304-E-3 Tr34 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-345. Rich & Stan, 1891, G+ 539-B-1 (trim L) on PSE. E $30
RR-346. Richhill & Salina, 1909, VG 920-AE-1 (dial hi: "L & " partly off) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-347. Richmond & Danville/R.R., [1853], G 310-A-1 (T arc partial, on stamp; crs; bit ruff T; tiny tear B) 3c imperf on folded circular (merchants' commodities prices). AS IS for faults, but scarce. E $120
RR-348. Tr.Clerk, Richmond, Ind., 1900, VG 680-M-4 w/crude neg."R" in cork killer (L edge wear) on GPC. E $20
RR-349. Rincon & Silver City, 1912, VG 965.4-C-6 T818 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-350. Rincon & Silver Cy, 1908, G+ 965.4-D-1 (o/s; lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-351. Roch & Corn, [1890], VG 143-C-1 (tiny tears T; L tip nick) Tr3 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-352. Roch & Corn/Apt, [1880], F 143-D-1 (crs) inverted strike on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-353. Rock Isl & Peoria, 1905, G+ 704-C-2 (edge tears) T327 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-354. Rock & Bruns/Apt, 1880s, G+ 8-C-2 (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-355. Rulo & Atchison, 1910, G+ 935-P-1 (R arc on stamp; TONED) Tr"16" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-356. Ruthven & Des M, 1907, VG 794-C-4 (uneven toned) Tr34 on PPC. E $15
RR-357. S.B'dno & San Jacinto, 1918, G+ 987-J-1 (part ruff trim R) T506 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-358. S.F., Mayf. & Santa Cruz, 1910, VG+ 980-AD-1 (o/s) Tr83 on PPC to PORTUGAL. E $24 MIN.12
RR-359. S.L.City & Los Ang, 1912, VG 972-J-2 Tr8 on PPC. E $20
RR-360. S.L.City & Marysville, 1910, VG 974.1-D-1 (tiny tears T; bit crs) "NORTH" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-361. S.L.City & Marysville, 1923, G+ 974.1-D-1 (dial bit hi) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-362. S.L.City & Marysville, 1911, G+ 974.1-D-2 (lower R arc not struck; toned) on PPC. E $16
RR-363. S.L.City, Stock & Sil City, 1913, G+ 973.3-C-1 Tr52 on PPC. E $30
RR-364. S.L.Obispo & Los Ang, 1920, G+ 980-U-1 (dial bit hi; R arc & most of date on stamp; bit lite tone; lite cr) Tr77 on PPC. E $14
RR-365. S.McAlester & Ard, 1906, VG+ duplex (UNLISTED; part on stamp; trim R; lite tone) "EAST"; Whittington Hotel, Ardmore, I.T.,illus.ad cc (cottonball) on cvr. E $100 MIN.50
RR-367. Sac & San Fran, 1897, VG 979-B-3 "EAST" on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-368. Saginaw & Ludington, 1937, F 618-Q-1 Tr1 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-369. Salida & Alamosa, 1913, G+ 955-Q-2 (upper R arc partial; bit cr) "NORTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-370. Salina & McPherson, 1910, VG+ 925-B-1 (toned) T134 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-372. Salt Lake City & Lynn Jc, 1910, G+ 972-M-1 (T arc lite) Tr62 on PPC. E $20
RR-373. San Ant & Cor Christi, 1908, VG 482-L-1 Tr18 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-374. San Anto & Corpus Chri, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (tears T; crs) Tr12; Wells Fargo & Co.Express cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-375. San B'dno & San J'c'nto, 1906, G+ 987-I-1 (near F+; dial bit hi; bit lite tone) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-376. San B'dno & San J'c'nto, 1908, G+ 987-I-1 (part on stamp) "NORTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-378. San Fran to Sac, 1870s, VG 976-G-1 (trim L) on cvr. E $40
RR-379. San Fran to Sac, [1880], G 976-G-1 ("S" & "RP" not struck) "Due 3 Cts" h/s; 3c due stamp at L; 3c banknote on cvr w/enc.dated 8 days earlier. E $20
RR-380. San Fran & S.L.Obispo, 1897, G+ 980-J-1 (part fuzzy strike) "NORTH" on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-381. San Fran & S.L.Obispo, 1919, VG 980-K-1 (toned; tip cr) Tr73 on PPC. E $14
RR-382. San Fran & Visalia, 1915, G+ 963-AD-3 Tr37 on PPC. E $14
RR-383. San Fran, Mendota & L.A., 1894, G+ 963-AE-1 (lite tone) "NORTH"; Grand Central (hotel), Fresno, CA, cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $20
RR-385. Seat & Hoquiam, 1915, G+ 901.4-D-1 (near VG; bit lite tone) T422 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-386. Seat & Kodiak, ca.1907, G X-48-c w/blank slug for year ("SE", "K" & "R" not struck; typical for this type) "EAST"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC (Sunset at Sitka, AK). E $24 MIN.12
RR-387. Seattle & Hoquiam, 1933, F+ 901.4-E-1 (dial bit hi) T423; "Postage Collect" ms at upper R on cvr to Everett, WA, w/bit faulty 3c postage due Sc.J72. E $15 MIN.8
RR-388. Seattle & Seward, 1930, VG X-14-e "SOUTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-389. Seattle & Skagway, 1926, G+ X-19-d (part on stamp) "WEST"; STEAMBOAT RPO on Wrangell,
AK, PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-390. Seattle & Skagway, 1928, G+ X-19-d "EAST"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-391. Seattle & Skagway, 1912, VG+ X-19-h "WEST"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-392. Sedalia & Denison, 1906, G+ 809-U-7 Tr6 on PPC w/prohibited "Postal Card" wording. E $12 MIN.6
RR-393. She & Merrillan, 1908, VF 851-V-1 (crnr crs; lite tone) T409 on PPC. E $20
RR-394. Shreve & Greenville, 1939, G+ 479-E-1; 2 strikes: Tr38 & Tr39 on GPC w/2 F+ strikes on back. E $12 MIN.6
RR-395. Shreve & Houston, 1892, VG 480-B-2 "NORTH" on PSE. E $20
RR-396. Skaneateles Lake/RPO, 1909, G+ F-10-a (near VG+) STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $50
RR-397. Skid & Falfurrias, 1915, G+ 482-P-1 (tip cr; tips lite tone) Tr22 on GPC. E $20
RR-398. Slating & Reading, 1907, VF 184-D-1 (o/s) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-400. Spok, Pasco & Seat, 1906, G+ 892-O-2 (near F; tears T) Tr2; The Antlers Hotel, Ellensburg, WA, illus. (deer head) on cvr. E $20
RR-401. Spokane & Adrian, 1909, F 906.6-A-1 (tip crs; pinholes) "WEST" on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-402. Spokane & Tacoma, 1902, VG 892-Q-1 (trim R) Tr12; Northern Pacific logo cc on cvr. E $24
RR-403. St.Jos & Grand Island, 1929, G+ 913-M-2 Tr1; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-406. St.L. & Monett, 1948, VG 807-Q-7 Tr1; CATALOG COPY; "Inaugural Run/Streamlined 'Texas Special" cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-407. Rec'd.St.L.Mo.Via Cinci & St.L., 1903, G+ 650-RA-1 Tr3; as recd on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-408. St.Louis & Atch, 1880s, G+ 805-E-1 ("RPO" not struck; ruff R; nicks) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-409. St.Louis & Burrton, 1897, G+ 807-M-1 (part lite tone; lower R tip slit) Tr6 on PSE. E $14
RR-411. St.Louis, Mob & K.C., 1898, VG+ 808-Q-3 (dial hi: tips of "S M" off) Tr6; The Windsor, Mexico, MO, cc on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-412. St.Louis, Moberly & K.City, 1899, G+ 808-P-1 (trim L) Tr3 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-413. St.P. & Havre, 2nd Div./Charles C.Ladd, 1910, VG+ blue clerk's cogwheel CDS above message, as fwd (toned) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-414. St.P. & Miles Cy E.D., 1948, G+ 874-AJ-6 (lite tone) Tr1; "1st transcontinental trip of the North Coast Ltd." cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-415. St.P. & Spok 1st Div, 1907, F 87-AN-3 Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-416. St.P. & Spok/3d Div, 1908, VF 874-AR-1 (lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-417. St.P. & Spok/4th Div, 1906, VG 892-M-1 (trim L) Tr4; Troutcreek, MT, return add. on PSE. E $14
RR-419. St.Paul & Havre/E.D., 1899, VF 869-AB-1 (upper R crnr slit) Tr8; DeCamp Fruit Co., Grand Forks, ND, cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-421. St.Paul & Morris, 1894, VG+ 874-AL-1 "SOUTH" on reply GPC. E $20
RR-422. Starlake & New Lis, 1909, F 848.1-P-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-423. Sterling & Chey, 1911, F 947.3-K-1 T160 on PPC. E $20
RR-424. Stockton & Fresno, 1911, G+ 989-H-2 ("RPO" not struck; uneven toned) "NORTH" on PPC. E $15
RR-425. Summit & Gladstone, 1908, G+ 250-L-3 (lite tone) T310 on PPC. E $20
RR-426. Syra & Os/R.R., [1876], VG+ 127-B-1 on PPC. E $40
RR-427. Tama & Sioux City, 1896, G+ 788-P-1 "EAST" on GPC. E $14
RR-429. Tehama & Davis, 1885, G+ 986-B-1 (upper R arc mostly not struck; lite tone) Buckeye Mill Co., Marysville, CA, cc on PSE. E $15
RR-430. Tekoa & Connell, 1908, F 904.7-A-1 (lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
RR-431. Temple & San Ang, 1921, VG+ 484-M-1 Tr78 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-432. Terre Haute, Ind./Trans Clk, 1918, G+ 680-P-3 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-433. Texark & Laredo (ERROR w/redundant "RPO" in R arc & at B), 1906, VG+ 481-U-1 Tr5 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-434. Texark & Marshall, 1910, VG+ 483-Z-2 (cnr cr; edge tear T) Tr58 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-435. Thief R.Falls & Ken, 1907, VF 880.1-O-3 T114 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-436. Ti & Lake Geo, 1899, G+ F-4-c (bit cr) "SOUTH"; Hotel Ausable Chasm (NY) illus.ad cc (rowboat in chasm); STEAMBOAT RPO on cvr. E $20
RR-437. Ti & Lake George, 1906, G+ F-4-e (near F) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-438. Ticond & L.George, 1910, G+ F-4-d "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC w/coded message. E $12 MIN.6
RR-439. Ticond & L.George, 1911, F+ F-4-d (dialed bit hi) "NORTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-440. Tol & Cin/Night, ca.1890, G+ 576-C-1; Riddle, Graff & Co., Delaware, OH, ad cc on PSE. E $14
RR-441. Toledo, Frankfort & St.L., 1924, G+ 585-G-1 (lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-442. Tracy & Gettysburg, 1907, G+ 866-X-1 T501 on REAL PHOTO PPC: M.E.Church & Parsonage, Clark, SD. E $24 MIN.12
RR-443. Tracy & Pierre, 1891, G+ 866-Y-1 (near VG) "EAST"; Phoenix Hotel, Pierre, SD, cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-444. Tracy & Redfield, 1886, G+ 866-G-2 (tears T) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $15
RR-445. Tracy & Watertown, 1908, G+ 866-Z-2 T502 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-447. Trinway & Morrow, 1899, G+ 570-F-1 ("OW" not struck; lite tone) Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley RR co.cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
RR-448. Truckee & Lake Tahoe, 1908, G+ 997.4-A-1 (part on stamp) Tr1 on PPC. E $20
RR-449. Truckee & Lk.Tahoe, 1939, G+ 997.4-B-2 "NORTH" on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-450. Tucson & Los Angeles, 1906, G+ 963-U-1 Tr9; Willard Hotel, Tucson, AZ, cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-451. Tulsa & Enid, 1905, G+ NEW TYPE (EARLY; lite tone; cr) T613 on PPC to Pawnee, OK. 1st known example from 1904-05 period. E $30
RR-452. Tulsa & Waynoka, 1914, G+ 921.5-C-1 (L arc lite) T620 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-453. Tuolumne & Stock, 1906, VG 989-G-2 (bit lite tone) "WEST" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-455. U.S.Express Mail/N.York/N.Y., 1850s, G RED 73-B-3 (much obscured on 3c red stamp, but enough shows for ID) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
RR-457. Utica & Bing/HPO, 1961, F duplex; Trip 2; w/Utica & Bing Trip 1/C.P.Jackson G+ magenta clerk's straight-line h/s on 3.25x4" facing slip. E $14
RR-458. Vaughn & Albuq, 1927, G+ 928-I-1 Tr21 on PPC. E $15
RR-459. W.Baden & Evansville, 1912, VG+ 674-D-1 (lite tone) Tr13 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-460. W.S.S. & Hunt/R.R. (White Sulphur Springs), [1875], G 303-M-1 (mostly on stamp but shows fairly well; lite tone) on cvr w/enc.datelined Fayetteville, WV. E $40
RR-461. Wall Lake & Mondain, 1908, G+ 788-L-2 "EAST" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-462. Wanakena & Cran Lake, 1910, G+ F-14-a (uneven lite tone) Tr2; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $20
RR-463. Wash & Bluemont, 1906, VG 301-C-5 w/blank slug for Tr# on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-464. Wash & Weld, 1870s, G+ 305-P-1; Richmond & Petersb'g RR Co., Richmond, VA, cc on cvr. E $20
RR-465. Wash & Weld, 1870s, VG 305-P-3 (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-466. Waterville & Wis, 1906, G+ 13-C-1 Tr11 on PPC. 45-mile narrow gauge RPO. E $24 MIN.12
RR-467. Waverly & Wilkes, 1895, G+ 180-U-1 (trim L, in cc; tears R) "NORTH" on PSE. E $20
RR-468. Waverly & Wilkes, 1905, VF 180-U-1 "SOUTH" on PPC. E $20
RR-469. West Leb & LeRoy, 1897, G+ 670-B-2 w/blank slug for direction (trim L; toned) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
RR-470. West Lib & Co.Bluffs, 1906, G+ 702-AL-2 (R arc on stamp) Tr59; "Missent to Oneida &
N.Y. Tr." h/s at L on PPC to Millbrook, NY. E $20
RR-471. West Pt. & Rich/Agt, 1882, G+ 306-B-1 (dial bit hi; no flap) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
RR-473. White Riv Jct & Springfield/HPO, 1966, G+ duplex (R arc partial; part on stamp) Tr54 on commer.cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
RR-474. White River Jct, Vt./Tr.Clk, 1902, G+ 45-C-3 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-475. Wichita Falls & Dal, 1912, G+ 490-H-1 T272 on reg.pack.rect.card w/Denison & San Anto G+ 471-F-1 T206 as recd. E $15 MIN.8
RR-476. Wichita Falls & Dallas, 1898, G+ 490-M-1 (bit trim T; lite crs) Texas & Pacific Rwy.Co.cc; 2c Trans-Miss on cvr w/Mingo, Ind.T/Rec'd G+ CDS as b/s. E $24 MIN.12
RR-477. Wichita & Altus, 1911, VF 929-F-2 Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-478. Williams & Los Ang, 1907, VF 964-Q-2 Tr7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-479. Trans Sta.Williamsport/Pa, 1901, G+ 237-U-2 (toned; tear T) CATALOG COPY on cvr. E $15
RR-480. Williston & Spok/E.D., 1933, F 869-BC-2 Tr2; Glasgow (MT) Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-481. Win & Sac, 1947, G+ 995-J-1 Tr1 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-482. Win & Worcester/Agt, 1880s, G+ 58-B-2 w/BOLD circled "N" ciller on cvr. E $24
RR-483. Winona & Tracy, 1888, G+ 866-H-1 w/BOLD neg."E" in cork (trim R) on PSE. E $24
RR-484. Wms'pt & Balt, 1880s, VG+ 193-D-6 (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-485. Woodburn & Spring, 1912, G+ 900.6-B-1 (Lite tone) Tr48 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-486. Woodsv & Boston, 1891, VG+ 25-AN-1 "SOUTH" on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-487. Wor & Prov/Agt, 1870s, G+ 72-E-1 on GPC Sc.UX3. E $15 MIN.8
RR-488. York Beach & Ports, 1906, VF 15-C-1 w/blank Tr slug (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $20
RR-489. York Beach & Ports, 1906, G+ 15-C-1 (o/s) on PPC. E $16

OTHER RAILROAD RELATED
RR-490. Royal Gorge, CO, 1953, VG 4-bar; Royal Gorge Bridge & Railway Co., Canon City, illus.ad cc (bridge over gorge) on window cvr. E $16
RR-491. Trinidad, CO, 1932, VF Univ.; Trinidad Electric Transmission/Railway & Gas Co. cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-492. Archer, FL, ca.1870s, G CDS/cork (nicks; tear T; stamp fault) Atlantic, Gulf & West India Transit RR header; illus.route map at L on cvr w/enc. E $50
RR-493. Chicago, IL, 1957, VF Univ. (tear T; bit ruff R) Wabash RR illus."en route" style cc (banner) on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-494. Chicago/Rec'd/Mail Delayed/E/Train Late, IL, [1890], F CDS/oval as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-495. Galesburg/Trans Clk, IL, 1925, G+ 745-Q-5; "Burlington Route/The National Park Line" en route style logo cc on cvr. E $20
RR-496. Parsons, KS, 1903, G+ RFD 1/4 (o/s; lite tone; trim R) "Forwarded by Train Mail, To (Holden) Station, M.K. & T.Ry." VF BLUE h/s w/ms town on PSE to "B. & B.Foreman" at local add. & fwd. This item also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $50
RR-497. Louisville, KY, 1904, G+ Int'l (ruff R; toned) Illinois Central RR Co.cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
RR-498. Portland, ME, 1907, F+ duplex (tip cr; lite tone) "For'd from Portland, Me/Via Maine Central R.R." h/s inverted at lower L (maybe as "origin" from RR clerk?) on PPC to local add. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $24 MIN.12
RR-499. Waterville, ME, 1902, G duplex; Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington R.R.Co.cc; overall text ad for town on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-500. Baltimore, MD, 1870s, G CDS/cork; Western Maryland RR Co./Office Gen'l Mgr cc; 3c banknote partly covering printed "R.R.B." on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-503. Brooklyn, NY, 1896, G+ Barry (tear L) Brooklyn Heights RR Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-504. Buffalo, NY, 1870s, G CDS/target (state not struck) N.Y.Central & Hudson River R.R./Ass't Superint'ts Office cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-505. Grand Cent.Anx, NY, 1937, VF Int'l (edges part singed, part ruff) "Damaged By Fire/Og &
LA Tr.5 Aug 22” h/s (MPOS ty.5B) on #10 cvr to Los Angeles. Also listed in "Auxiliary" section. E $50 MIN.26


RR-507. Troy, NY, [1881], G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi) "N.Y.C. & H.R.R.R./Freight Agt/Troy" blue oval h/s on back (bit o/s) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-508. Cleveland/Rec’d/Train Late, OH, 1894, G+ CDS/oval as recd b/s on cvr. E $15

RR-509. Portland Zoo Railway, OR, 1961, VG+ 4-bar on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-510. Media, PA, [1868], F CDS/segmented cork; 3c grill (Sc.88) on cvr w/letterhead enc. ("Sanitarium") & "West Chester & Phil’a Railroad" 3x4.5" printed schedule card. E $15

RR-511. Philadelphia/A, PA, 1897, VG Amer; Pennsylvania RR Co./Purchasing Agt cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

RR-512. Philadelphia/Broad St.Sta., PA, 1900, F Amer/B38 (lite tone) "En Route/Pennsylvania Limited/Pullman Vestibuled Train" engraved cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

RR-513. Salt Lake City, UT, 1944, G+ Univ.; Utah Railway Co.cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

RR-514. Seattle/(Trans Clk?), WA, 1955, G duplex (B arc not struck) "The Streamlined Empire Builder" engraved "en route" style cc on cvr. E $20

RR-515. Boston & Providence Railroad Corp.: 8.5x7" document w/2c documentary; illus.train at T, 1865, (crs). E $15

RR-516. "En Route/The St.Louis and New York Limited/Pullman Vestibule Train/Vandalia and Pennsylvania Lines" engraved header on 5x8" LETTER ONLY, 1910, (crs). E $15


STREET CARS (Towle #’s)

RR-519. Lot 180+ Baltimore Street Cars: on cvrs/cards, 1900-29, dozens of BA types/vareties (varied condition) from the David Gentry collection, on pages w/his writeups. LOW minimum bid for this. MIN.$350

RR-520. Lot 13+ Baltimore Street Cars: cvrs prepared by collector Charles H.Hermann, Oct 1927-Sep 1929, various BA types; 10 diff.: all known types from the era, except Roland Park & Highlandtown Car 1 machine; 3 duplicates. MIN.$40

RR-521. Arl & So.Balto/Balto, Md., ca.1906, G+ BA-1-g-(2/3) (killer mostly off T; stamp gone) blue pencil "due 1c" but 2c due stamp applied because origin postage apparently fell off in transit; on double thickness embossed PPC, requiring add’l postage. E $15 MIN.8


RR-523. Balto & Arlington, 1913, F BA-2-f-1 (trim L) as fwd on cvr. E $15

RR-524. Lot 2) Balto & Arlington/Balto Md, 1911 (Nov 29), G BA-2-k-1 (LKU; WORN letters; AS IS for strike but ID sure; dial bit hi) w/accompanying Sep 6 example for comparison; on PPCs. E $20 MIN.10

RR-525. Balto & Arlington/Balto Md, 1914, G+ BA-2-m-1 (EKU; lite tone; tip nicks) on cvr w/enc. E $24

RR-526. Balto & Arlington/Balto Md, 1925, F BA-2-m-1 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-527. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, G+ BA-3-e-1 (year partial) on GPC. E $16

RR-528. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, G+ BA-3-e-1 on PSE. E $20

RR-529. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, G+ BA-3-e-2 (part on stamp; sealed spindle) on GPC. E $16

RR-530. Rol Pk & St Hel/Balto Md, 1904, G+ BA-3-h-1; Atlantic Transport Co.h/s cc on cvr. E $14

RR-531. Rol Pk & St Hel/Balto Md, 1903, G+ BA-3-h-2 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-532. Rol Pk & St Hel/Balto Md, 1908, G+ BA-3-k-1 w/day omitted; Enoch Pratt Free Library cc on PSE. E $15

RR-533. Roland Park & Highlandtown, 1912, VG BA-4-f-1 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $24

RR-534. Rol P’k & Highland/Balto.Md, 1910, VF BA-4-k-2 (EKU; trim R) on PSE. E $24

RR-535. Rol P’k & Highland/Balto.Md, 1912, G+ BA-4-k-2 (LKU; lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $24

RR-536. Rol P’k & Highlandtown/Balto.Md, 1914, G+ BA-4-1-1 (EKU; R arc not struck) on PPC. E $20

RR-537. Rol P’k & Highlandtown/Balto.Md, 1919, G+ BA-4-1-2/1 (LKU; bit ruff L) on cvr. E $24
RR-538. Rol P'k & Highlandtown/Balt.Md, 1922, G+ BA-4-1-2/2 (LKU; ruff R; lite tone; nicks T) on PSE. E $20
RR-539. Baltimore, Md/Rol Park & Highlandtown, [1918?], G+ BA-4-o-2 flag machine w/LOW dial (year not struck) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-540. Baltimore, Md/Rol Park and Highlandtown, 1923, VF BA-4-p-1 on PPC. E $16
RR-541. Baltimore, Md/Rol Park and Highlandtown, 1924, VG+ BA-4-p-1 on cvr. E $16
RR-542. Baltimore, Md/Rol Park & Highlandtown, 1923, G+ BA-4-q-2 on PSE. E $15
RR-543. Baltimore, Md/Rol Park & Highlandtown, 1923, G+ BA-4-q-2 on cvr. E $14
RR-544. Towson & Catonsville/1, 1898 (Feb 6), F BA-5-a-1 (EKU) on reply GPC. E $80
RR-545. Towson & Catonsville/2, 1897 (Aug 23, but MISDATED Dec 23), G+ BA-5-a-2 (EKU; part ruff slit R; lite tone) Maryland Journal cc on cvr w/2 b/s clearly dated 8/23 & 24. E $80
RR-546. Towson & Catonsville &2, 1898, G+ BA-5-a-2 (lower R tip ruff) C.M.Kemp M'f'g Co./Climax Gasoline for Gas Machines text ad on cvr. E $65
RR-547. Towson & Catonsville/2, 1898, F BA-5-a-2 (lite tone) Dr.A.S.Hill, Veterinary Surgeon cc on cvr. E $60
RR-548. Baltimore, Md/Towson & Catonsville, 1897, F BA-5-b-1 flag machine (trim R) Trip 16 on cvr w/enc. E $24
RR-549. Baltimore, Md/Towson & Catonsville, 1898, F BA-5-b-2 flag machine (lite tone) 2 strikes, 1 vertically at L; Trip 12 on cvr. E $24
RR-550. Towson & Catonsville, 1898, G+ BA-5-d-1 (part on stamp) Trip 16 on GPC. E $16
RR-551. Towson & Catonsville, 1898, F BA-5-d-1 (trim L; lite tone) Trip 17 on cvr w/enc. E $16
RR-552. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, VG+ BA-5-d-2 (lite tone) Trip 14; Prospero Schiaffino, Agenzia di Passaggi, e, Banca Italiana cc; bit faulty 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $20
RR-553. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, F BA-5-e-1 (lite tone) on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $20
RR-554. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, G+ BA-5-e-2 on cvr. E $16
RR-555. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, G+ BA-5-e-2 (bit lite tone) on GPC. E $15
RR-556. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, VG+ BA-5-e-2 on 3x4.25" cvr w/enc. E $16
RR-557. Towson & Catonsville, 1901, G+ BA-5-e-2 (slight ruff upper R; flap partly off) Supreme Bench of Baltimore City engraved cc on cvr. SCARCE type. E $30 MIN.15
RR-558. Towson & Catonsville, 1900, G+ BA-5-f-1/1 (back partly toned) on GPC: "We were... surprised this morning... in having the water turned off... They did not say why it was done, whether... non-payment of water rent or repairs. We thought it must be a mistake & perhaps intended for the COLORED FAMILY next door..." E $24
RR-559. Towson & Catonsville, 1900, VG+ BA-5-f-1/2 (EARLY) 10c special del.+2c red on special del.cvr, delivered at West Chester, PA, 2 days later; likely delayed by winter weather. E $16
RR-560. Towson & Catonsville, 1900, VF BA-5-f-1/2 on 2.75x3.75" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-561. Towson & Catonsville, 1901, G+ BA-5-f-1/2 (edge tear L) CATALOG COPY on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-562. Towson & Catonsville, 1901, F BA-5-f-1/2; "Returned to Writer for Better Directions from Baltimore, Md.P.O./No." h/s on GPC. 2 strikes: Aug 19 on stamp, Aug 20 at L. Message dated 8/20, so 2nd strike may be "correction" of erroneous date on 1st. UNUSUAL. E $16
RR-563. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, 1906, G+ BA-5-g-1/2 (L arc covered by stamp) "This letter was held at the Office of Mailing as 'short paid'..." h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp; lc Sc.300 applied & canx'd at main P.O. 8 days later. E $15
RR-564. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, 1910, G+ BA-5-g-1/4 (killer partly off R) Wolf Cohn/Ladies' Tailor & Modiste, Baltimore, cc; as f/wd on local cvr fwd to Catonsville. E $15 MIN.8
RR-565. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, 1907, VF BA-5-g-2/3 (crnr crs) as f/wd on GPC. E $15
RR-566. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, 1904, G+ BA-5-h-1 (tip cr) on PPC. E $15
RR-567. Towson & Catons/Balto,Md, 1904, VG BA-5-i-1 (EARLY) Willms & Willms cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-568. Towson & Catons/Balto.Sta, 1909, VG+ BA-5-j-1 on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-569. Towson & Catons/Balto.Sta, 1909, VG BA-5-j-1 on 2c PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
RR-570. Towson & Catons/Balto,Md, 1920, G+ BA-5-m-2/2 (bit o/s; lite tone) on cvr w/ty.BA-5-o-2 flag machine applied on back in error, so duplex used to canx stamp. E $15 MIN.8
RR-571. Towson & Catons/Balto,Md, 1925, G+ BA-5-m-2/4 (EKU; lite tone; trim L) on cvr. E $16
RR-572. Towson & Catons/Balto,Md, 1927, VG+ BA-5-m-2/4 (crnr crs; edge wear) Montee Publ.Co.cc; 6x 2c on #10 special del.cvr. E $15
RR-573. Baltimore, Md/Towson & Catonsville, 1915, VG BA-5-o-1 flag machine on PPC. E $6
RR-574. Baltimore, Md/Towson Catonsville RPO 1, 1924, G+ BA-5-q-1; M.G.Kerr, "Cherokee Jr.", Catonsville return add.on flap on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-575. Baltimore, Md/Towson Catonsville RPO 2, 1924, VG+ BA-5-q-2; State Normal School, Towson return add.on flap on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-576. Baltimore, Md/Towson Catonsville RPO 2, 1924, VF BA-5-q-2 (box part heavy inked; bit lite tone) Univ.of Maryland cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-577. Boston & Brighton, 1904, VG+ BO-1-b flag machine; Trip 6 on 3x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-578. Brooklyn, N.Y.Cir, 1904, G+ BR-5-b-2 (bit o/s; killer & bit of rim off R; tip crs) Tr2; as recd on PPC from England. E $15 MIN.8
RR-579. Brooklyn, N.Y.Cir, 1905, G+ BR-5-b-2 (bit o/s; lite tone) Tr6; as recd on PPC from Germany. E $12 MIN.6
RR-580. Brooklyn, N.Y.Cir, 1899, G+ BR-5-b-5 w/partial killer (EKU; month/day mostly not struck but ID sure; flap tip off, not affecting this) Tr28; as recd b/s on cvr. E $30
RR-581. Brooklyn, N.Y.Cir, 1899, G+ BR-5-b-5 w/complete VF "RMS" killer (part spotty; flap tear) Tr28; as recd b/s on cvr. E $16
RR-582. Brooklyn, N.Y.Cir, 1900, G+ BR-5-b-6 (near VF; upper R tip nick) UNLISTED Tr23; as recd b/s on cvr. E $16
RR-583. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1897, G+ BR-5-c-1 Tr12; as recd on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-584. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1903, G+ BR-5-d-1 Tr6; as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-585. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1903, G+ BR-5-d-1 (tip cr) UNLISTED Tr25; as recd on GPC. E $15
RR-586. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1905, G+ BR-5-d-1 Tp18; as recd on LEATHER PPC. E $15
RR-587. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, G+ BR-5-d-1 (near F; lite tone) Tr14; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-588. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, G+ BR-5-d-1 (near F+) Tr22; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-589. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, G+ BR-5-d-1; UNLISTED Tr35; as recd on PPC from England. E $15
RR-590. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1903, F BR-5-d-3 Tr15; as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-591. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1905, VG BR-5-d-3 (rim partly off) Tr13; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-592. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, VG BR-5-d-4; UNLISTED Tr26; as recd on PPC. E $16
RR-593. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1903, VG BR-5-d-6 Tr8; as recd b/s on 3.25x4.25" cvr. E $15
RR-594. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1904, VG+ BR-5-d-6 (lite tone) Tr9; as rec’d on PPC. E $15
RR-595. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, G+ BR-5-d-6 (o/s) Tr12; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-596. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, G+ BR-5-d-6 (o/s) Tr6; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-597. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, VG+ BR-5-d-6 (crs) Tr4; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-598. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1896, G+ BR-5-e-1 (R arc mostly not struck) UNLISTED Tr21; as ORIGIN on cvr. E $30
RR-599. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1896, VG+ BR-5-e-3 (bit o/s) UNLISTED Tr10; as recd b/s on PPC. E $15
RR-600. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1897, G+ BR-5-e-5 (bit trim T; no flap; cr) BLANK slug for Tr#; as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-601. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1897, VG+ BR-5-e-5 (ruff R, barely in stamp) UNLISTED Tr31; as ORIGIN on PSE. E $30
RR-602. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1914 (Feb 21), VF BR-5-f-2 Tr14; as transit b/s on special del.cvr. RARE, LATE use. E $70
RR-603. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1906, VG+ BR-5-f-3 Tr28; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-604. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1905, G+ BR-5-f-4 w/mostly complete killer (near F) UNLISTED Tr20; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-605. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1905, G+ BR-5-f-5 (killer mostly off edge) UNLISTED Tr31; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-606. Brooklyn, N.Y.Circuit, 1905, VG BR-5-f-5 (bit stutter; crs) Tr27; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-607. Bklyn.N.Y.So.Shore, 1904, VF BR-6-a (EKU) UNLISTED Trip 1; as recd on priv.mailing card. E $24
RR-608. Bklyn.N.Y.So.Shore, 1906, F BR-6-a Trip 3; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-609. Bklyn.N.Y.So.Shore, 1906, VF BR-6-a Trip 3; as recd on PPC from Ireland. E $12 MIN.6
RR-611. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1903, VG BR-6-b-1 (bit o/s; lite tone) Tr3; as recd on PPC from England. E $14
RR-612. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1904, G+ BR-6-b-1 (near F; R tips nib; crs) Tr3; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-613. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, G+ BR-6-b-2 (lite tone) Tr21; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-614. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, G+ BR-6-b-2 (near VF; rim partly off; crnr cr) Tr31; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-615. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, G+ BR-6-b-2 ("BROO" & "R" mostly not struck; tip cr) UNLISTED Tr24; as ORIGIN on PPC, RARELY seen as such. E $24
RR-616. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1904, G+ BR-6-c-1 (EKU; o/s) UNLISTED Tr5; as recd on PPC. E $24
RR-617. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, G+ BR-6-c-2 (rim partly off; lite tone) UNLISTED Tr27; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-618. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, G+ BR-6-c-2 (lite tone) Tr11; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-619. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, G+ BR-6-c-2 (o/s; lite tone) UNLISTED Tr19; as recd on PPC. E $15
RR-620. Chi & N.Clark St. Chi.Ill/2, 1907, VG+ CH-1-b (lite tone) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-621. Chi & N.Clark St. Chi.Ill/3, 1906, G+ CH-1-c (R arc on stamp; lite tone) Tr12 on Schulze's Butter Nut Bread ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-622. Chicago, I11/Cottage Grove Avenue RPO 2, 1911, G+ CH-3-g Doremus machine (near F; lower L tip nick; flap mostly off) Amer.School of Correspondence cc; 2c Wash.w/Schermack ty.3 perfs on cvr. E $200
RR-623. Chi & Millard Ave, 1907, VG CH-5-c (o/s) SCARCE Tp11 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-624. Chi & Mil Ave, 1910, F+ CH-6-b (tear T; lower L tip nib) Tr10 on PPC. E $6
RR-625. Chicago, IL/Wentworth Avenue, 1906, VG+ CH-7-a2 on PPC. E $75
RR-626. Chicago, I11/Wentworth Avenue, 1906, G CH-7-a2 Doremus machine (wording in killer mostly not struck; AS IS for that) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-627. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b3 Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-628. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, VG CH-7-b5 (uneven toned) Tr8 on Amer.-Souvenir-Card PPC. E $8
RR-629. Chi & Went Ave/Street, 1910, VG CH-7-c Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-630. Cleveland Circuit, 1909, F CL-1-a Tr8 on LEATHER PPC. E $15
RR-631. Cleveland Circuit, 1911, F CL-1-a (part o/s by partial flag ty.CL-1-b) Tr1; on 2.75x5.25" PPC. Duplex used supplemetnally because flag dial did not print. SCARCE application. E $20 MIN.10
RR-632. Cleveland Circuit, 1917, F CL-1-a Tr9; o/s by Int'l machine when remailed 2 days later; "Held For Postage" h/s on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $15 MIN.8
RR-633. Cleveland Circuit, 1908 (Apr 15), F CL-1-b flag machine (EARLY) Trip 2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-634. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, VG CL-1-b flag machine; Trip 4; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-635. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, F+ CL-1-b flag machine; Trip 8; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-636. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, F+ CL-1-b flag machine; Trip 6; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-637. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1910, VF CL-1-b flag machine; Trip 7; w/2nd strike inverted at B on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-638. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1911, F CL-1-b flag machine (message into dial; cr) Tr"8"; word "TRIP" omitted; on PPC. E $16
RR-639. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1915, VG CL-1-d Trip 7; White Sewing Machine cc; "cleveland/Sixth City" at lower L on cvr w/sparse text ad on back. E $14
RR-640. Cleveland Circuit, 1913, VG CL-1-e (lite tone; cr) Trip 4; 1c Parcel Post on PPC. E $8
RR-641. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1914, G+ CL-1-e (bit angle trim upper L; edge tear L; lite tone) Trip 7; Acme Machinery cc on 5c PSE to Austria. E $15
RR-642. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1917, VG CL-1-f "11 AM" on PPC. E $15
RR-643. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1917, VG CL-1-f (lite tone) "4 PM" on PPC. E $15
RR-644. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1918, VG CL-1-f "11 AM"; 2c War Rate on PPC. E $15
RR-645. Cleveland, OH/Cleveland Circuit, 1918, G+ CL-1-f (tip cr) "4 PM"; 2c War Rate on PPC. E $15
RR-646. Cleveland, Ohio, 1912, G+ CL-1-g PROVISIONAL Univ.machine type w/"Trip 4" slug in place of time on PPC. NEWLY DISCOVERED example. Survey in monograph shows only 4 known. E $200 MIN.100
RR-647. 3rd Ave.N.Y.City, 1898, G+ NY-1-b-5 w/unclear Tr# (likely 38) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
RR-648. Philadelphia & Manayunk, 1897, F PH-2-c flag machine; Trip 30 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-649. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, F PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 34; John G.Carruth & Co.cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

RR-650. Phila & Chest Hill, 1907, G+ PH-5-e (" & CHE" not struck; toned) Tr23 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-651. Phila & Darby, 1902, G+ PH-7-d (killer mostly off edge) Tr7; as recd on PPC. E $20

RR-652. Philadelphia, Pa/Philadelphia & W.Philadelphia, 1897, VG+ PH-8-c flag machine (o/s) Trip 5; as recd on PC. E $15 MIN.8

RR-653. Lot 16) Pittsburgh, PA, street car cancels, 1907-14, various PI types: 2x PI-2-e; 1x PI-2-i-a; 8x PI-2-i-b; 1x PI-2-h; 4x PI-2-1 (varied condition; 1 w/o stamp) on PPCs from Heist family; 13 to Kerr family in Saegerstown; 3 to Wilson family in Venango. From David Gentry collection; mounted on pages, w/his typed notations. MIN.$60


RR-655. Pittsburgh, Pa/St.No.1., 1916, F PI-2-d (killer off edge; tear) Tr8; as transit b/s on special del cvr. E $80

RR-656. Lot 2) Pittsburgh, Pa/St/No.1., 1916, F/G+ PI-2-d w/UNLISTED Tr.3 on special del cvrs (both lite tone; 1 w/bit ruff slit T, 1 w/ruff T) to SAME woman, on SAME DAY, but to diff.addresses: 1 to Tamaqua, PA; 1 to Philadelphia & fwd to Tamaqua. E $150 MIN.75

RR-657. Pittsburgh, Pa.Street, 1907 (Nov 20), G+ PI-2-e (EARLY; part on stamp) Tr3 on PPC. E $16

RR-658. Pittsburgh, Pa.Street, 1908, G+ PI-2-e Tr3; Eichenlaub Furniture cc on cvr. E $15

RR-659. Pittsburgh, Pa.Street, 1909, VG PI-2-e (part heavy inked; add./message bit smear) SCARCE Tr5 on PPC. Duplex used supplementally because ty.P-2-i-a flag machine (inverted at B) missed stamp. E $20

RR-660. Pittsburgh, Pa.Street, 1909, G+ PI-2-e (killer off R) Tr3 on 2.25x4" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

RR-661. Pittsburgh, Pa.Street, 1909, F PI-2-e (killer off R; tip crs) Tr6;" Held For Postage" h/s at L on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $16

RR-662. Pittsburgh, Pa.Street, 1909, partial PI-2-e (part heavy inked; killer off R) Tr1 on PPC. Duplex used supplementally because ty.P-2-i-a flag machine (struck at L) missed stamp. E $14

RR-663. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street, 1913, G+ PI-2-f-a; 2 strikes: Jan 31, Tr6 (dial bit hi) & Feb 1, Tr7 (B arc partial) bit overlap, w/"Held For Postage" h/s; SCARCE usage & combo on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

RR-664. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street, 1914, VG PI-2-f-a (part on stamp) Tr11 on PPC. Duplex used supplementally because ty.P-2-1 flag machine (struck at L) missed stamp. E $24

RR-665. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street, 1911, F PI-2-h Tr5 on heavy embossed PPC. E $20

RR-666. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909 (Jan 9), VF PI-2-i-a FLAG machine (EARLY; ruff L) on cvr. E $15

RR-667. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, G PI-2-i-a FLAG machine (dial mostly not struck; ink blots in message) tying '09 Xmas seal on PPC. E $15

RR-668. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1910 (Jan 15), F PI-2-i-a FLAG machine (EARLY) Trip 1 on PPC. E $14

RR-669. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, F PI-2-j flag machine (ruff R) Trip 6; B.B. & B.Trunk Co.illus.ad (bdgd) on cvr. E $14


RR-671. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, F PI-2-j flag machine; "Trip -" on PPC. E $16

RR-672. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, VG PI-2-j flag machine; Trip 4 w/"4" INVERTED on PPC. SCARCE variety. E $20

RR-673. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, VG PI-2-j flag machine; SCARCE Trip 6 on PPC. E $16

RR-674. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, F PI-2-j flag machine; Trip 7 on PPC. E $8

RR-675. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, G+ PI-2-k FLAG machine (EKU; near VG+) Trip 7- on cvr. E $30

RR-676. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, VG+ PI-2-k flag machine (tip cr) "Trip -"; 2c Sc.319 on PPC, required for 4 miniature "bow" appliques on pix side. E $15

RR-677. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, F PI-2-k FLAG machine on PPC to Bavaria. E $15

RR-678. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, G+ PI-2-j flag machine (tip cr) SCARCE Trip 3 on PPC. E $14

RR-679. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, G+ PI-2-1 flag machine ("Trip" mostly not struck but # BOLD) SCARCE Trip 13 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-680. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, VG PI-2-1 flag machine (LATE; trim R; bit lite tone; tiny tear B) Trip 11 on cvr. E $15

RR-681. Pittsburgh/RPO/Pa, [1914] (Mar 24), G+ PI-2-spec-b mute oval (EKG; nicks T) w/ty.PI-2-1 FLAG machine struck at L & barely tying stamp on 2x4.25" PIECE ONLY. RARE type used supplementally because flag canx mostly missed stamp. E $70

RR-682. Rochester, N.Y.East Side, 1896, G+ RO-1-a1 (R arc on stamp; pen note just in rim; trim R; bit lite tone) Tp11; Bausch & Lomb Optical cc on PSE. E $40

RR-683. Rochester, N.Y./East Side, 1897, VG RO-1-c flag machine (angle strike; T stripe off; lite tone; trim R) Trip 6 on cvr. E $15


RR-685. Rochester, N.Y./East Side, 1897 (Dec 25), VF RO-1-c flag machine (lite tone) on cvr. E $16


RR-687. Rochester, N.Y.West Side, [1896], G+ RO-2-a2 (upper L arc not struck; ink spots in day/year slots) Tr101; Eastman Kodak cc on PSE. E $16

RR-688. Rochester, N.Y.West Side, 1897, VG RO-2-a2 w/"9" for month (multi-crs) Tp4 on GPC. E $30

RR-689. Rochester, N.Y.West Side, 1897, G+ RO-2-a2 (trim R, in 1 stamp) Tp2; pair lc blue on cvr w/enc. E $40

RR-690. Rochester, N.Y.West Side, 1897, VG RO-2-a2 (trim L; upper L crnr ruff; toned) Tp14; R.D.Luetchford, Nurserymen, cc on cvr. E $30

RR-691. Rochester, N.Y.West Side, 1896, G+ RO-2-b (L arc & date partial; bit ruff slt T) on cvr. AS IS for strike, but SCARCE. E $30

RR-692. Rochester, NY/West Side, 1898, VF RO-2-c flag machine (lite tone) Trip 1 on cvr. E $16

RR-693. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/C, 1904, F RO-3-a (slight stutter) on GPC. E $15

RR-694. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/C, 1905, F RO-3-a on PPC. E $15

RR-695. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/C, 1899, G+ RO-3-b (lite tone; edge tear R) Bausch & Lomb cc on cvr. E $15

RR-696. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/C, 1899, G+ RO-3-b (part on stamp) on GPC. E $14

RR-697. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/C, 1899, VF RO-3-b w/inverted killer (lite tone; trim L) on cvr. E $16

RR-698. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service/C, 1906, VF RO-3-c (toned) on PPC. E $16

RR-699. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service/C, 1907, G+ RO-3-c (upper L spotty; part on stamp) on PPC. E $14

RR-700. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service/C, 1907, VG RO-3-c on PPC. E $15

RR-701. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service/C, 1908, VG RO-3-c (LUK; slight stutter) on PPC. E $24

RR-702. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/B, 1904, G+ RO-4-a1 (year obscured; o/w VF) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10

RR-703. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/B, 1899, G+ RO-4-a2 (part on stamp; lite tone; tiny tear T) on PSE. E $15

RR-704. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/B, 1899, VG RO-4-a2 (no flap) Eastman Kodak cc on PSE. E $15

RR-705. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/B, 1899, G+ RO-4-a2 w/12 PM time (big tears L) on cvr. E $15


RR-708. Rochester, N.Y.Car Coll Service/B, 1900, G+ RO-4-a2 (tear T on cvr. E $14


RR-710. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service B, 1907, G+ RO-4-c (part lite water tone) on PPC. E $14

RR-711. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service B, 1907, G+ RO-4-c on PPC. E $15

RR-712. Rochester, N.Y./Car Coll Service B, 1907, F RO-4-c on PPC. E $15

RR-713. Seattle & Seattle, 1907, G+ SE-1-Ab (o/s; toned) on PPC. E $16

RR-714. Seattle & Seattle, 1907, G+ SE-1-Ab (slight bit hi; "RP" not struck) on PPC. E $16

RR-715. Seattle & Seattle, 1910, VF SE-1-Ab on PPC. E $20

RR-716. Seattle & Seattle, 1910, F SE-1-Ab (slight bit hi; piece out upper L) on PPC. E $16
SEALS / Labels (Scott #, then centering. "SE" = straight edges.) Need the Christmas Seal catalog? We have it!

SL-1. WX3, F, Athens, GA, 1908, VG Amer/B14 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-2. WX3 (ty.1A), F, Chicago, IL, 1908, F Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $40
SL-3. WX7, F, Decatur, IN, 1911, F Amer/A14 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-4. WX7, A, Providence/Elmwood Sta., RI, 1911, F Amer/B38 (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-5. WX7, F-A, Marion, IL, 1911, G+ Amer/A14 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-6. WX12 (ty.2 w/green circles), F, Passaic, NJ, 1913, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $200 MIN.100
SL-7. WX21b, F, Beaver Dam, WI, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 (tied; 1 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $40
SL-8. WX21b, F-A, (Unknown town), IN, [1918], partial duplex (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-9. WX22a, A, Milwaukee, WI, 1918, G Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $24
SL-10. WX22a, F, Bradley, IL, 1919 (Jan 21), VG duplex (tied; 1 SE) bit late use on PPC (TONED; crs). E $15 MIN.8
SL-11. WX22a, F, Edna, KS, 1919, partial duplex (tied; 1 SE) '18 seal used 1 yr.late on toned PPC. E $15
SL-12. WX28 (x7), F (1 torn), Sturgis, MI, 1921, G+ Univ. (4 tied; 3 w/1 SE) on back of cvr, "sealing" flap edge. E $20
SL-13. WX28, F, Hannibal, NY, 1921, G+ duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-14. WX29A, F, Jamestown, NY, 1921, G+ Univ. (not tied, but likely belongs; 0 SE) SCARCE perf.12 type on lite tone PPC w/tip cr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-15. WX29A, F, Ellenville, NY, 1921, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) SCARCE perf.12 type on lite tone PPC. E $24
SL-16. WX55, F, Brooklyn, NY, 1930, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) Hotel St.George cc on cvr. E $30
SL-17. WX55, F, Spring Valley, WI, 1930, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-18. WX61, F (1 perf scuff), Maurertown, VA, 1921, G duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SL-19. WX69, F, St.Paul, MN, 1934 (Jan 4), G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) bit late use on window cvr (lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
SL-20. WX80/slogan seal # 1 ("TB is Preventable"), A, Red Bank, NJ, 1936, partial Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on cvr. E $40
SL-21. WX80/slogan seal # 10 ("Protect Your Home"), F, Keansburg, NJ, 1936 (Nov 27), VG duplex (tied; 2 SE) on cvr. E $60
SL-22. WX80/slogan seal #100 ("Help Fight TB"), F, Red Bank, NJ, 1936, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on cvr. E $60
SL-23. WX93, F, Withee, WI, 1938, G duplex (tied; 1 SE) on #10 air cvr (part ruff slit T). E $15 MIN.8
SL-24. WX97, F-A, Clemson, SC, 1939, F Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-25. WX105 pair, F, Santa Claus, IN, 1941 (Nov 24), VF 4-bar (1 tied; 0 SE) on cacheted cvr. E $30
SL-26. WX109 pair, F, Santa Claus, IN, 1942 (Nov 23), VF 4-bar (1 tied; 0 SE) on cacheted cvr. E $20
SL-27. WX113 pair, F, Santa Claus, IN, 1943 (Nov 22), G+ 4-bar (1 tied; 0 SE) on cacheted cvr. E $20
SL-28. WX119 pair, F, Santa Claus, IN, 1944 (Nov 27), G+ 4-bar (1 tied; 0 SE) on cacheted cvr. E $20
SL-29. WX125 pair, F, Santa Claus, IN, 1945 (Nov 19), VF 4-bar (1 tied; 0 SE) on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-30. WX225, F, Newark, NJ, 1966, VG machine & G+ DCDS (tied; 0 SE) 15c Liberty air on cvr to Switzerland. E $20
SL-31. 1994 Nat'l Seal, F, Los Angeles, CA, 1994, G machine (tied; 1 SE) on 5x6.75" cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
SL-33. Chicago, IL, 1909, F Time-Cmns on PPC: "American Red Cross/1909/Merry Xmas/Happy New Year" (Santa, cross & Father Time). E $40
SL-34. Local 1012 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F (1 tip bit worn), Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1911, G Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $100
SL-35. Local 1012, F (T edge partly covered by faulty 1c Frank.), Chicago, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $30
SL-36. Local 1013 (Evangelical Luth.Sanitarium), F, Memphis, TN, 1912, G+ Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $50
SL-37. Local 1019, F, Luxembourg, WI, 1919, G+ duplex (not tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-38. Local 1023, F-A, Ft.Wayne, IN, 1923, G Univ. (tied; 2 SE) w/national type WX31, F (1 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-40. Local 1064 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F (edge covered by stamp), Chicago, IL, 1964, F machine (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-41. Local 1065 (Wheat Ridge; star in pink flower), F, Phoenix, AZ, 1965, G machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (crnr cr). E $15 MIN.8
SL-42. Canada 209 (Muskoka Free Hospital), F-A, Toronto, Canada, 1909, G+ Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $30
SL-43. Denmark 5 (x3; 1 w/crnr off), F, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1908 (Dec 25), G repeater (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-44. Denmark 9, F (2 thin perfs), (Indistinct town), Denmark, 1912, G DCDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-45. Denmark 62 (pheasants), F, Thyregod, Denmark, 1961, G+ DCDS (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-46. Finland 25, F (bit ruff tip), Helsinki, Finland, 1948, G+ blue repeater (tied; 0 SE) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-47. Norway 49 (snowman), F, Skogn Stasjon, Norway, 1953, partial DCDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (tip cr). E $12 MIN.6
SL-48. Sweden 2 (King & Queen), F, Norrtelle, Sweden, 1905, VF dotted CDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-49. 1960 Easter Seals se-tenant pair (children, mother, lily); F, Mishawaka, IN, 1960, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-50. 4d. Keeps a Sick or Wounded Soldier in Comforts For One Day (48x29mm nurse, soldier & Red Cross), A, Durban, South Africa, 1941, G repeater (not tied, but apparently belongs; 0 SE) on back of cvr (ruff R; tears) to U.S. w/censor tape at L. E $15
SL-51. A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year (Santa & Holly on 4.25x2.5" pictorial address label), F, Indianapolis, IN, 1906, G Int'l (tied, but repositioned about 4mm after mailed; 3 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-52. American Lung Ass'n/Pansy, F, Southeastern, PA, 1991, G machine (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-53. American War Dads: x2, on flap (mother & children), F, Kansas City, MO, 1948, VF Univ. (1 tied to back w/partial killer lines; 1 SE) 10c +5c Prexies on air cvr to Finland. E $20
SL-54. Boys Town/He Ain't Heavy... (42x52mm), F, Peoria, IL, 1952, G+ duplex (tied by "Special Del." h/s; 0 SE) on spec.del.cvr. E $20
SL-55. Christmas Greetings (25x29mm Santa climbing in chimney, w/shiny gold moon), F, Mt.Olive, IL, 1927, G Colum. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (lite tone; due stamp removed). E $14
SL-56. Don't Flirt With Death/Play Safe (41x25mm label: man & SKELETON in convertible), F, Shreveport, LA, 1947, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SL-57. Easter Seal (se-tenant pair), F, Mishawaka, IN, 1960, G machine (both tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-58. Easter Seals/Help Crippled Children, F, Jensen Beach, FL, 1956, VG Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-59. Edison Light (38x25mm label: light bulb), F (bit of edge wear), Brooklyn (Sta.E), NY,
1913, G+ DCDS as recd b/s (tied to back; imperf) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-60. Esperanto (34x33mm pictorial logo), F (faulty perfs where off T edge), Munich, Germany, 1911, G+ DCDS (tied; 0 SE) on address side on PPC to Norway w/10pf on pix side. E $20
SL-61. Greetings! help Crippled Children (boy, phone, rabbit), F, Chicago, IL, 1944, VG+ Univ. (tied; 2 SE) on soldier's free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-62. Holiday Greetings/Catholic Charities (woman & children), A, Chatham, NY, 1924, VG duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $30
SL-63. Merry Christmas (22x37mm label w/3 wise men on camels; shiny gold frame), F, Providence, RI, 1916, G+ Amer/B14 (tied; 1 SE) on bit lite tone PPC. E $14
SL-64. Merry Christmas/Omaha Home for Boys (pair: 1 large, 1 small), F, Paris, IL, 1964, G+ machine (1 tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SL-65. Merry Xmas (Santa w/mail bag over shoulder), F (slight surface scuff), Baltimore, MD, 1908, VF Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-66. Milwaukee Downer College (21mm irreg.diameter: insignia), F, Milwaukee, WI, ca.1920, partial Int'l (tied; die-cut) on REAL PHOTO PPC (few faults): Holton Hall. E $12 MIN.6
SL-68. Perugia/Mostra D/Arte Antiga Umbra/Marzo/Novembre/1097 (33x53mm poster stamp w/lion on shield), F, Florence, Italy, 1907, G+ CDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC to U.S. E $24
SL-69. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 3, F, Dola, OH, 1911, G+ 4-bar (not tied, but likely belongs; 1 SE) on PPC (tip crs). E $20
SL-70. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 6, F, Springfield/HIGHLAND Sta., MA, 1909, G+ Amer/B38 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-71. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 8, A, Athol, MA, 1910, VG Amer/B14 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC (lite tone; crnn crs). E $14
SL-72. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #19.2 (Santa & scroll), F, ca.1910, no canx (not tied; 3 SE) in upper R crnn on unmailed PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-73. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #22 ("Xmas Scroll"), F, Boston, MA, 1912, G+ Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $30
SL-74. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #33 (Santa & holly), F, Marseilles, IL, 1918, G duplex (not tied but apparently belongs; 2 SE) on PPC. E $40
SL-75. Seasons Greetings (28mm irreg.diameter: 2 cherubs ringing shiny gold BELLS), F, Greenfield, MA, 1910, G+ Amer/B14 (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $14
SL-76. Sun Parlor... Check Room/Down Stairs (38x26mm ad label), F, Longbeach, CA, 1908, G+ Amer/B14 (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-77. Tuscarawas/Ohio's Historic County/One Cent (51x31mm fundraising label; illus.founder, Indian, schoolhouse), F, New Philadelphia, OH, 1932, VF Univ. (tied tied by clearly belongs; 1 SE) on related PPC. E $20
SL-78. Xmas Special Delivery (mailman on bike; from same pane as Santa Claus Post #50-51), F, Corapopolis, PA, 1923, partial Amer/A14 (tied to back by offset ink; 1 SE) on 2.75x4.25" cvr. E $40

SHIPS (Locy '#')s Need the U.S. Navy Ship Cancel Catalog? We have it!
SS-1. U.S.Navy (America), 1919, VG+ ty.2rz (bit lite tone) on Jewish Welfare Board PPC (ship). E $40
SS-2. U.S.Navy (Andromeda), 1944, G+ ty.2z (T arc & part of date on stamp) 10c special del.+6c air on censored cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-3. Augusta, 1933, F ty.5hks(C) "Portland/Ore" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-4. "USS Beaver" return add.on flap; canxed Pier Postal Sta./Manila, PI, 1931, G+ duplex (bit trim T) on cvr. E $20
SS-5. U.S.Navy/15916 Br. (Bellerophon), 1945, F ty.2#; ms return add. & "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
SS-6. Benewah, 1969 (Sep 6), G+ ty.2(n+)(US); "Victory in Viet Nam" cachet on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-7. Black Hawk, 1926, G+ ty.3(A) ("USS" mostly not struck; bit trim T) "Sha(nghai)/China" on cvr. E $20
SS-8. Black Hawk, 1934, F+ ty.3(B-BTT) "Shanghai/China" on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-9. Boxer, ca.1915, G+ ty.3r (upper R & date on stamp) "New(port)/R.I." on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-10. Boxer, 1917, G+ ty.3r (dial hi: "S" partly off; top bar off T; tip crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-11. Bridge, 1934, VF ty.3(BC-BTT) (lite tone) "Thanksgiving/ing Day" on cached cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-12. Bushnell, 1927, G+ ty.3s (dial hi: "S" partly off; lower R on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $20
SS-13. Canopus, ca.1928, G+ ty.3s(B)(C-13a) (year partial) " Asiatic/Station"; 5c Roosevelt on 4x7.5" cvr. E $16
SS-14. U.S.Navy/15748 Br. (Catamount), 1945 (Sep 12), G+ ty.2# (bit trim T) "Tokyo/LSD 17/Japan" circled h/s at L (# partial) on air cvr. E $20
SS-15. Childs, 1932 (Dec 25), G+ blue ty.3r on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-16. Colorado, 1929, G+ ty.6; 5c beacon air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-17. U.S.Navy (Compton), 1945, VG+ ty.2z on censored air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-18. Cormorant, 1934 (Jul 4), G+ ty.3s(B) "Independence Day" on cached cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-19. Culgoa, 1915, G+ ty.3(A) (dial hi: "S" partly off) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-20. U.S.Navy (Deckber), 1944, F ty.2z on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-21. Delaware, 1912, G+ ty.1u(C) (near VF) on PPC datelined Newport, RI. E $15 MIN.8
SS-22. Delaware, 1920, G+ ty.3(AC) (UNLISTED type; bars mostly off R; tip crs) on PPC. E $20
SS-23. Detroit, 1929, G+ ty.3s(D-20) (near F) "Guantanamo/Bay Cuba" on cvr. E $20
SS-24. Detroit, 1940, VG ty.6erp (tear T) Crosby cachet w/tiny photo applique (ship) on air cvr w/enc. E $20
SS-25. Dickerson, 1940, VG ty.3(A-BBT) on card. E $12 MIN.6
SS-26. Drayton, 1939, VG ty.3(AC-TTB) on card. E $12 MIN.6
SS-27. Flying Fish, 1946, VG+ purple ty.P(F-15); Navy Day cachet on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-28. Gannet, 1935, VF ty.5ahks; "Dutch Harbor/Alaska"; Aleutian Islands Survey Expedition pictorial cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-29. Genesee, 1934, VG ty.3(B-BTT) "Cavite/ Phillipines" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-30. U.S.Navy (SS George A.Lawson), 1945, G+ ty.72# (UNLISTED; cargo ship) on air PPC. E $20
SS-31. Hancock, 1912, VG ty.2 (dia hi: "S" partly off; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-32. Hancock, 1912, VF ty.2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-33. Hatfield, 1933, VF ty.3(B-BTT) "San Diego/Cal." on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-34. Henderson, 1926, VG ty.3(H-28a) (dial hi: "S" mostly off) on Hawaii PPC: "Aloha Oe" lyrics & music. E $15 MIN.8
SS-36. Hull, 1936, VG ty.3(AC-BTT) "Port Angeles/Washington" on cached cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-37. Kansas, 1913, VG ty.1 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-38. Lea, 1936, F ty.3bs(XOX) "Seward/Alaska"; Alaskan Waters Maneuvers cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-40. Lexington, 1941, G+ ty.7qt (no flap; cr) 20c clipper air on cvr w/clipper cachet. E $15 MIN.8
SS-41. Mailed TO: USS Lexington, 1941, canxed Des Moines, IA, VF duplex (lite tone) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-42. "USN Linnet" return add.; [1941], VG target killer only; 3c Prexie on censored cvr w/enc. E $20
SS-43. "USN Linnet" return add.; 1941, G+ "mute" 3-bar w/all wording in rim excised; 3c Prexie on censored cvr w/enc. E $24
SS-44. Louisiana, 1912, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; bit o/s) on Cuba PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-45. Louisiana, 1915, F ty.3(AC) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-46. "USN LSM(R) 516" return add.; canxed Portsmouth, VA, 1946, VG Univ. on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-47. "USN Madawaska/Passed by Censor", ca.1919, G+ magenta h/s at lower L; no other markings (nick R; lite crs) YMCA logo cc; "Soldiers Mail" ms frank on cvr. E $40
SS-48. "Manitou" ms in "Vessel" line; canxed (Hoboken, NJ), [1919], F pictorial eagle machine (toned) on Jewish Welfare Board PPC. E $40 MIN.20
SS-49. Mailed TO: "Storeship 'Marcia Greenleaf'; canxed Boston, MA, 1860s, G red DCDS/"PAID" in

SS-50. Maryland, 1911, VF ty.1 on PPC. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-51. Minnesota, 1909 (Jan 11), G+ ty.1 (dial hi: "MINNE" mostly off; lite tone) on Egypt PPC datelined "At Sea" Ship on GREAT WHITE FLEET Cruise. E $40

SS-52. Minnesota, 1920, F+ ty.3(AC) "Honolulu/Oahu.T.H." on Panama PPC. E $20 MIN. 10

SS-53. Minnesota, 1921, G+ ty.3s (part stutter; dial bit hi; lite tone) on Lisbon PPC datelined Gibraltar. E $20 MIN. 10

SS-54. Mailed TO: "U.S. Steamer Mohican"; canaxed Augusta, ME, ca. 1860, VG CDS on 2.5x4.75" cvr. E $80 MIN. 40

SS-55. Monocacy, 1934, F ty.5hks (dial bit hi) "Shanghai/China" on cvr. E $12 MIN. 6

SS-56. Fwd TO: USS Monterey; canaxed Baltimore, MD, 1908, VF Int'l (bit lite tone) on PPC to USS Relief & fwd, w/Suez/T.P.O. (Egypt) VF DCDS as transit. E $24 MIN. 12

SS-57. Fwd TO: USS Monterey; canaxed Oberwil, Switzerland, 1909, VF DCDS on PPC to Torpedo Sta., Newport, RI; fwd to USS Relief; then to Monterey. E $20 MIN. 10

SS-58. "USS Monterey/Cavite, PI," 1909, VF magenta dated straight-line h/s as origin marking in message area; 2c Rizal canaxed Cavite on PPC to U.S. E $24 MIN. 12

SS-59. "Mount Vernon" ms in "Arrived to-day Transport" line; canaxed Hempstead/Mills Br., NY, 1918, G Amer/A38 (lite tone; tip cr) on YMCA "Returning Troops" PPC. E $24 MIN. 12

SS-60. Nevada, 1920, G+ ty.3(A) (year partial; bit lite tone) on Cuba PPC. E $20 MIN. 10

SS-61. Nevada, 1940, VF ty.5hks; "Pearl/Harbor T.H" on commer. PPC. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-62. New Kent, 1947, F blue ty.2t(nu); "Thanksgiving Day" Crosby cachet w/ tiny ship's photo applique on unadd. cvr. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-63. "USS New Mexico" cc w/photo illus.; canaxed Honolulu, HI, 1920, VG duplex (ruff R; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $24

SS-64. New Orleans, 1941, G+ ty.7 (near F) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-65. Nitro, 1939, F ty.3r(A-TBT) "Honolulu/TH" on GPC. E $12 MIN. 6

SS-66. North Dakota, 1913, VG+ ty.2(N-20a) (dial hi: "S" partly off; upper r tip nib; toned) on REAL PHOTO PPC (Dreadnought in N.Y. City). E $15 MIN. 8

SS-67. North Dakota, [1923], G+ ty.3bs (year partial) on Panama PPC. E $20 MIN. 10

SS-68. Nueces, 1945 (Nov 30), VF ty.2; "1st Day Postal Service" h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN. 6

SS-69. Ohio, 1909 (Feb 1), G+ ty.1 (bit stutter; toned) on Greece PPC. Ship on GREAT WHITE FLEET Cruise. E $40

SS-70. Oklahoma, 1941, F ty.3(A-BBT)(O-7g) (part stutter) on commer. PPC. E $12 MIN. 6

SS-71. Omaha, 1935, VG ty.6 on commer. PSE. E $15 MIN. 8


SS-73. U.S. Navy (Patapsco), 1943, VG ty.2z on air cvr. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-74. U.S. Navy (Patapsco), 1943, VF ty.7z* (UNLISTED type; lite tone; crs) on air PSE. E $20

SS-75. U.S. Navy (Patapsco), 1944, F ty.2z* (upper L tip nib; lite tone) on air PSE. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-76. Philadelphia, 1909, VF ty.1 (part toned) on PPC. E $30 MIN. 15

SS-77. Philippine Sea, 1953, G+ ty.7 w/oversized month slug ("SE" heavy inked) on free-franked air cvr. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-78. U.S. Navy (Plattsburg), 1919, G+ ty.2rz; "Sailor's Mail" ms frank on cvr. E $75

SS-79. "USS Prairie" printed cc w/illus.; canaxed Philadelphia, PA, 1903, G+ Amer (lite tone; tear L; bit ruff lower L on cvr w/ship name & "League Isld" return add.on flap. E $40

SS-80. U.S. Navy (Prairie), 1944, G+ ty.Fz(P-42a) on censored air cvr. E $15 MIN. 8

SS-81. USS "President Grant" datelined; canaxed Hoboken, NJ, [1919], G magenta pictorial eagle machine (angle strike: eagle partly off T) "Soldiers Mail/No Stamp Needed" h/s frank ("SO" partly off edge) on PPC. E $24

SS-82. "USS R-10" return add.; canaxed New London/U.S. Submarine Base Br., CT, 1934, G+ duplex (town partial; dial bit hi) on PSE. E $24 MIN. 12

SS-83. Mailed TO: USS Rainbow, 1903, canaxed Auburn Park Sta./Chicago, IL, G+ reg'd straight-line h/s (lite tone; nicks R) 10c Webster on reg'd cvr to Philippines, fwd to Hong Kong, fwd back to Philippines. E $40

SS-84. Ramsay, 1937, VF ty.3(AC-TBT) "San Diego/Calif" on cvr. E $12 MIN. 6

SS-85. Rapidan, 1940 (Mar 7), VF ty.3r "First Day/Post Office"; recommission cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN. 6
SS-86. Fwd TO: USS Relief; canxked Neuchatel, Switzerland, 1908, G+ DCDS on PPC to U.S.Torpedo Sta., Newport, RI, & fwd. E $20 MIN.10
SS-87. Mailed TO: USS Relief; canxked Baltimore, MD, 1908 (May 19), VG Int'l on PPC to ship while on GREAT WHITE FLEET Cruise. E $50 MIN.26
SS-88. Mailed TO: USS Relief; canxked Oberwil, Switzerland, 1908 (Jul 19), VG+ DCDS (crnr crs; bit lite tone) on PPC to ship while on GREAT WHITE FLEET Cruise. E $50 MIN.26
SS-89. Relief, 1939, G ty.5khs (R arc obscured on stamp) "Guantanamo/Bay Cuba"; 10c Cuba air on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-90. Rhode Island, 1913, F ty.2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-91. Rhode Island, [1915], G+ ty.3(BC) (year heavy inked; tear T; crs) "Charleston/Mass" on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SS-92. "Rotterdam" ms in "Arrived to-day Transport" line; canxked (Hoboken, NJ), [1919], G+ pictorial eagle machine on YMCA "Returning Troops" PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SS-93. Saint Paul, 1945 (Sep 2), F ty.F(S-104) w/"Tokyo, Japan" in dial (gum toned ends) pictorial cachet on unadd.#10 penalty cvr. E $20
SS-94. Mailed TO: "U.S.Ship San Jacinto"; canxked New Bedford/Paid, MA, 1860s, VG red CDS w/geometric circle in round grid (trim R) on cvr to ship at Brooklyn Navy Yd, NY. E $120 MIN.60
SS-95. Sargo, 1960 (Feb 9), F ty.F(S-26) w/"North Pole/Under-Ice/Exploration" slogan on cacheted cvr. E $20
SS-96. U.S.Navy (SC-683), 1943, VG ty.3z (lite gum tone) "Sailors/Free Mail" on free-franked cvr w/enc. E $30
SS-97. Schenck, 1936 (Feb 25), G+ ty.3s(A) (lite tone) Mardi Gras pictorial cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-98. U.S.Navy (Taluga), 1946, VF ty.2z (nick T) ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
SS-99. Tennessee, 1909 (Mar 1), VG+ ty.1 (dial bit hi; lower L tip nib; tear B; tip crs) on PPC. E $14
SS-100. Tennessee, 1909, G ty.1 (dial bit hi; part ruff L; lite tone) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
SS-101. Texas, 1933, VF ty.5khs(C) "Memorial Day/At Sea" on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-102. Texas, 1936 (Feb 23), F ty.5khs(C) "The/Alamo"; 100th Anniv.of Battle cachet (Alamo in state outline) on cvr. E $15
SS-103. "Toloa" ms in "Vessel" line; canxked (Hoboken, NJ), ca.1919, G+ pictorial eagle machine on YMCA "Returning Troops" PC. E $30 MIN.15
SS-104. "USS Wilhelmina/U.S.Naval Forces" ms at upper R, intended as free frank, partly covered by 3c Wash.; canxked Newport News, VA, 1918, G+ duplex (tears) illus.flag at L on censored cvr. UNUSUAL negated ms frank. E $24 MIN.12
SS-106. Wyoming, 1924, VG ty.3(AC) (tip cr) on PPC datelined Brest, France. E $15 MIN.8
SS-108. Kodiak/Naval Air Sta., AK, 1948, VF Univ. w/inverted dial; redundant sta.in dial & killer on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
SS-110. San Pedro/Section Base Sta., CA, 1941, F 4-bar on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-111. Vallejo, CA, 1917, F Amer/B14(); U.S.Naval Tr.Sta., San Francisco, return add.; large "Passed By Censor" h/s on back on cvr to Sherican, OR. E $15 MIN.8
SS-112. Vallejo/Mare Isl.Naval Br., CA, 1918, G+ duplex (lower L arc smear) "Passed By Censor" h/s on PPC to Cloverdale, CA. E $15 MIN.8
SS-113. 7 Reg./U.S.M.C./Santiago, Cuba, 1916, G+ duplex ("GO" & "UBA" in killer, mostly off edge) on censored free-franked cvr. E $40
SS-114. Washington, DC, 1943, VG Int'l; WAVE's Bronx, NY, return add.X'ed thru; DC return add.written below on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-115. Guam/Naval Station Br., Guam, 1979, VF 4-bar on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-117. Pearl Harbor/U.S.Naval Air Sta., HI, 1941 (Dec 3), G+ Int'l (lite gum tone; lite cr) 20c transport air on commer.cvr, mailed 4 DAYS before JAPANESE ATTACK. E $40
SS-118. U.S.Receiving Ship/Great Lakes N.Y., (probably IL), 1918, G blue 4-bar (T arc obscured on stamps; WORN letters) 10c special del.+2c Wash. on special del.PPC datelined Camp Ross, 10th
Reg.Co P., Great L(akes) T(raining) S(ta.), Ill. E $100

SS-119. U.S.Naval Hospital, Annapolis, MD, 1935, F 4-bar (lite tone) on crv. E $14

SS-120. U.S.Naval Hospital/Annapolis, MD, 1936, G+ 4-bar (near F+) on crv. E $14

SS-121. Malden, MA, 1943, G+ Int'1; "No Record in 5th Marines" h/s; "Given Directory Service at Marine Corps Post Office No.780" h/s; & many more markings on much-forwarded cvr to Marine, still in mail stream 11+ mos.after mailed. E $24 MIN.12

SS-122. Auckland/Quay Street, New Zealand, 1908 (Aug 13), G+ CDS (part on stamp; o/s; toned; tear L) SPECIAL P.O. for GREAT WHITE FLEET MAIL ONLY; faulty 1p on PPC to U.S. E $60 MIN.30

SS-123. Auckland/Quay Street, New Zealand, 1908 (Aug 14), G+ CDS; socked-on-noose on 1p on PPC to U.S. SPECIAL 6-day post office established for GREAT WHITE FLEET Cruise visit. E $75

SS-124. Receiving Ship/Ellis Island, NY, ca.1918, G+ magenta 24mm dateless dial (T arc mostly obscured on 2c Wash.) "Naval Detachment" return add. on PPC. E $75

SS-125. Findlay Lake, NY, 1917, partial duplex; "Not in 5th Regiment." h/s struck twice on PPC to Camp Decatur, Great Lakes, IL, & fwd to Camp Farragut. E $15 MIN.8

SS-126. Bristol, PA, 1918, VG Int'l on cvr to U.S.Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet Corp, So.Bethlehem, PA. E $15 MIN.8

SS-127. Erie, PA, 1917, F Int'l (o/s) "Not in 1st Regiment" & "Not in 2nd Regiment" h/s on PPC to Camp Decatur, Great Lakes, IL, & fwd to Camp Farragut. E $15 MIN.8

SS-128. Parris Island/Marine Bks., SC, 1944, VG Int'l (slight ruff slit upper L) on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-129. Neuchatel, Switzerland, 1907, G DCDS (lite tone) on PPC to U.S.Torpedo Sta., Newport, RI. E $12 MIN.6

SS-130. Yorktown/Naval Mining Dept Sta., VA, 1939, G+ duplex on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-131. Bremerton, WA, 1918, VG Amer/A14; "Passed By Censor" blue boxed h/s on PPC w"Marine Barracks" return add. E $12 MIN.6

SS-132. Seattle (N.Air Sta.) Kodiak, Alaska Br., WA, 1941, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) on air cvr. E $20

SS-133. Spokane, WA, 1918, VG Int'l (tip cr) on PPC to Fortress Monroe, VA; fwd to Navy Dept., Washington, DC; fwd to USS Mississippi. E $15 MIN.8

SS-134. APO 705, ca.1918, partial Amer/A24(705) on flag machine (dial not struck; toned) U.S.Naval Air Sta., Pauillac, France, return add. E $12 MIN.6


SS-136. Station Ship at Guantanamo Bay, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on PPC datelined Fishermans Point. E $24 MIN.12

SS-137. U.S.Naval Base, 1918 (Dec 9), G+ duplex (lite tone) "Elizabeth M.Thomas, U.S.Naval Base Hospital #5" return add. on free-franked cvr w/enc.10-pg.letter datelined Brest, France ("Peace is wonderful...") & photo. E $30 MIN.15

SS-138. U.S.Navy, 1943, VF ty.3z; "San Jose/Write Home Folks Often/Chamber of Commerce" blue-green circled h/s in message area, w/message written around it on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8


SS-140. U.S.Navy, 1943, F+ ty.3z (part lite tone) "USCG c/o DCGO" partial return add., w/next line obliterated by censor's black paint; on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-141. U.S.Navy, 1944 (Jun 6), VG machine; USNPS, Iowa City, IA, return add.; D-DAY INVASION DATE on free-franked cvr. E $40

SS-142. U.S.Navy, 1944, VG machine (lite tone) NATTC, Norman, OK, return add. on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-143. U.S.Navy 14006/Unit 1, 1951, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) on Ponce, PR, PPC. E $14

SS-144. U.S.Navy/Br 10420, 1955 (Aug 16), VF CDS/3-bar "Headquarters Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (NATO)..." slogan on GPC. E $14

SS-145. GPO, Barbados, 1953, G+ DCDS at L (lite tone) "Posted on Board" boxed h/s tying 30o Norway +2c Prexie on San Juan, PR, PPC to U.S. SCARCE combo. E $40

SS-146. Victoria, BC/Paquebot/Posted at Sea, Canada, 1934, G+ Univ.; Lund ty.2 (LKU) block/4x 1c Expo on cvr to U.S. E $24 MIN.12

SS-147. Paquebot-kingston, Jamaica, 1934, G+ DCDS (upper R & date on stamp) Lund ty.3; S/S Gansfjord purser return add.; 3c Expo imperf commen on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-148. San Juan, PR, 1983, G+ machine; S/S Norway/Posted on Board/NCL/Paquetob/Oslo VF undated circled h/s at B as origiin on PPC to U.S. E $14


SS-150. Deutsch-Amerik Seepost/Bremen-New York/D.Europa N.D.L., 1933, VG CDS/banner; tying 5pf Germany; Nord Deutscher Lloyd Bremen logo at lower L; no due marking, but 1c Frank.tied by partial duplex at L; on cvr to U.S. E $20

SS-151. Deutsch-Amerik. Seepost Hamburg-New York, 1898, G+ CDS (mostly on stamp; address erased; tip cr) on PPC (Gruss Aus Hamburg/Hafen). E $15 MIN.8

SS-152. Deutsch-Amerik. Seepost Hamburg-New York, 1905, G+ CDS (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-153. Deutsch-Amerikanische Seepost Bremen-New York/V, 1910, G+ oval (lite tone) on "Kronprinz Wilhelm" w/12 pull-out photo illus., to U.S. E $30

SS-154. Deutsch-Amerikanische Seepost Hamburg-New York, 1926, G+ CDS w/"Deutsch-land H.A.L." banner at L (lite tone) printed "script" message w/"Dampfers Deutschland" header at L; 5pf paying printed matter rate on PPC w/"Postkarte" lined thru & "Drucksache" h/s above, to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-155. Deutsch-Amerikanische Seepost Hamburg-New York, 1932, G+ CDS w/"Deutsch-land H.A.L." banner at L (lite tone) printed "D.Deutschland" header at L; 10pf on REAL PHOTO PPC (edge of ship & ocean) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-157. Deutsche Seeaft/ost-Asiatische Linie, 1912, VG CDS (lite tone; crnr cr) 10pf Germany on Egypt PPC to Holland. NICE 3-country combo. E $20

SS-158. Ligne N/Paq.Fr.No.4, 1906, VG octagon tying 1c French Guinea on pix side of Indochina PPC to France. E $15

SS-159. Matson Nav.Co./S.S.Matsonia, 1917, VG purple DCDS struck at L, as origin (o/s) San Francisco, CA, G+ Int'l as cancel on stamp; 2c Wash. on cvr to Franklin, TN, w/"Do your bit!..." h/s. E $30

SS-160. P. & O.S.S.Co./S.S.Halifax, 1906, G+ blue DCDS as origin at L; Jack & Miami/RPO G+ duplex as canx; 1c Sc.300 on PPC (Havana Harbor) to U.S. E $40

SS-161. Posted on the High Seas/S.S.Monarch of Bermuda, [1939], G+ undated circled h/s at L (tip crs) "Paquetob" Lund ty.1 tying 1c Prexie; partial Hamilton slogan machine as transit at B on PPC to U.S. E $20

SS-162. RPO Princess Louise/Vancouver-Skagway, 1936, G+ sawtooth double oval ty.S-33 (T arc & date part obscured on stamp; o/s; lite tone) w/Vancouver machine as transit; 3c Texas imperf on cvr to U.S. E $20

SS-163. S.S."Ancon", Panama Line/Posted on the High Seas, [1953], VG+ blue undated straight-line h/s as origin at L (bit stutter) Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, G duplex tying 20c on ship's PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-164. Transatlantic Post Office/5, 1913, G+ CDS (tip cr) socked-on-nose on 1p Grt.Britain on PPC to U.S. datedlined "On board the Olympic, at mid-ocean"; message: "It really takes courage to make a voyage of this kind". E $30

SS-165. U.S.French Sea P.O., 1912, G+ duplex/24 (lite tone) 2c Wash. on ship's PPC ("La Provence") to U.S. E $75

SS-166. U.S.Ger.Sea Post/S.S.Columbus, 1929, G+ duplex (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8


SS-169. U.S.Ger.Sea Post/S.S.Geo.Washington, 1928, G+ duplex (part on stamp; lite tone; crs; edge tear B) 2c Wash. on ship's PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-171. U.S.Ger.Sea Post/S.S.Pres.Harding, 1927, G+ duplex/4 (part o/s by 2nd partial strike; tip crs) 2cW ash. on ship's PPC (pix side scuffed & part toned) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-174. U.S.Ger.Sea Post/S.S.Washington, 1936, VG+ Univ. (ship name part obscured on stamps) 2x 1c Frank. on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

SS-175. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1901, G+ duplex/3 (toned; tip cr; tiny tear T) 2c red on ship's priv.mailing card ("Am Bord Purst Bismarck") to U.S. E $20

SS-176. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1902, G duplex/2 (o/s; lite tone) 2c red on ship's priv.mailing card (Kaiser Wilhelm d. Gross) to U.S.W/sender's hand-drawn animals on pix side. E $20

SS-177. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1903 (May 13), G+ duplex/5 (toned) 2c Sc.301 on ship's priv.mailing card ("Am Bord Deutschland") to U.S. E $20

SS-178. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1905, G duplex (R arc weak on stamp; dial bit hi; toned) 2c Sc.319 on ship's priv.mailing card ("Kaiser Wilhelm d.Grosse") to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-179. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1906, G+ duplex/10 (tip crs) 2c Sc.319 on PPC (map of ship's route) datelined "Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse" to U.S. E $60

SS-180. U.S.Sea Post/Canal Zone, 1916, G+ duplex/6 (lower R arc on stamp) 1c Balboa w/overprint on Panama PPC to U.S. E $75

SS-181. U.S.Sea Post/Porto Rico, 1914, partial duplex/6 (1 w/upper R arc not struck; 1 mostly obscured on stamps) "Fuera de Bal(boa?)" partial h/s at L; 10c +5c Venezuela stamps on PPC to U.S. E $24

SS-182. U.S.Sea Post/Porto Rico, 1914, partial duplex/6 (1 w/lower L arc not struck; 1 mostly obscured on stamps) 10c +5c Venezuela stamps on PPC to U.S. E $24

SS-183. U.S.Sea Post/Reg., 1911, VG DCDS as transit b/s (vert.cr) Albany, NY, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; 10c Wash. on reg'd 2c #10 PSE to Germany. E $60

SS-184. U.S.Sea Post/S.S.Minnekaahda, 1926, VG+ duplex (part on stamp) 2c Wash. on ship's REAL PHOTO PPC to U.S. E $20

SS-185. U.S.T.P.Sea Post/S.S.Pres.Jackson, 1930, G+ duplex (part on stamp; L edge crs) on 2c PSE to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-187. United States Sea P.O., 1925, F duplex/10 (lite tone) 2c Wash. on S.S.Leviathan PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-188. United States/Sea P.O., 1911, G+ duplex (part on stamp; 2 strikes, overlap; bit lite tone) pair 1c Frank. on PPC (American Line/T.S.S.Philadelphia). E $20

SS-189. United States/Sea P.O., 1902, F+ duplex/3 (lite tone) 2c red on priv.mailing card (U.S.Mail Steamer St.Louis) to U.S. E $20

SS-190. United States/Sea P.O., 1902, G+ duplex (part on stamp; lite tone) on priv.mailing card (U.S.Mail Steamer Philadelphia) to U.S. E $20

SS-191. United States/Sea P.O., 1903, G+ duplex/1 (toned; crs) 2c Sc.301 on priv.mailing card (Amer.Line ship) to U.S. E $20

SS-192. United States/Sea P.O., 1904, G+ duplex/1 (lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on priv.mailing card (U.S.Mail Steamer New York) to U.S. E $20

SS-193. United States/Sea P.O., 1905, G+ duplex (R arc partial; lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on priv.mailing card (U.S.Mail Steamer St.Paul) to Germany. E $20

SS-194. United States/Sea P.O., 1905, VG duplex/2 (lite tone; pinholes) Amer.Express Co.Treasurer's Office, N.Y., cc; "Per S.S.Philadelphia" h/s instruction; 5c Lincoln on cvr to Germany. E $50

SS-195. United States/Sea P.O., 1907, VG duplex (killer # indistinct; crnr crs; lower R tip nib) on London PPC to U.S. E $20

SS-196. United States/Sea P.O., 1907, VG duplex/1 (near F) 2c Sc.319 on PPC (U.S.Mail Steamer New York) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-197. United States/Sea P.O., 1909, G+ duplex/3 (toned; nick B) w/"MISSSENT" h/s, as fwd on PPC w/partial Hamilton, Bermuda, CDS origin to U.S. SCARCE use. E $24

SS-198. United States/Sea P.O., 1910, VG duplex/3 (lite tone) 1c Frank. on Gibraltar PPC to U.S. E $50

SS-199. United States/Sea P.O., 1911, G+ duplex/2 (part ruff slit T) U.S.M.S. Philadelphia engraved cc w/illus.banner; pair 1c Frank. on cvr. E $20

SS-200. Vancouver-Skagway RPO/S.S.Princess Norah, 1936, G+ blue sawtooth double oval ty.S-28 (T arc obscured on stamps; o/s) w/Vancouver machine as transit; on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-201. Quebec, P.Q./Paquebot/Posted at Sea, Canada, 1965, G+ machine Lund ty.16 struck on message (L arc of dial off edge) "Dépose en mer/Mailed on high sea" h/s Lund ty.10 & partial Quebec DCDS tying 2p Gt.Brit. on RMS Ivernia PPC to U.S. E $24


SS-203. Cherbourg/Paquebot, France, 1964, G+ repeater machine tying 1'3p Gt.Brit. on ship's PPC (RMS Queen Eliz.) from passenger returning to U.S. "had a nice time but glad to end it with a trip to the (N.Y.Worl's) Fair". E $14

SS-204. Plymouth/Paquebot, Great Britain, 1928, VG+ machine; 1.5p Gt.Brit. on RMS Tuscania PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-205. Plymouth/Paquebot/Posted at Sea, Great Britain, 1939, G+ machine ("A" off edge; toned) 1f25 France on SS De Grasse PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

SS-206. Southampton/Paquebot/Posted at Sea, Great Britain, 1953, F machine; 1sh3p coronation commen on air PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-207. New Orleans, LA, 1916, F Univ.; "Paquebot." h/s Lund ty.2; 2c British Honduras on PPC to U.S. E $20

SS-208. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1925, G+ Int'l machine #2 (Lund ty.11a) tying 1p + 1/2p Gt.Brit. on Gibraltar PPC to U.S. E $15

SS-209. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1938, VF Int'l machine #29, Lund ty.11 tying 1p Gt.Brit. on Queen Mary PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-210. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1941, VG duplex (near VF) Lund ty.10; 2c Cuba on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-211. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1949, VF Int'l machine, Lund ty.11 tying 2p Gt.Brit. on RMS Caronia PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-212. Cape Town/Paquebot, 1957, G+ machine tying 2p Great Brit.; "Himalaya/183093/London" boxed h/s on cvr to Australia. E $15 MIN.8

SS-213. Paquebot, [1937], G+ h/s Lund Cuba ty.8 tying 1.5p Gt.Brit (toned; horiz.cr) Havana, Cuba, G+ Int'l on pix side on PPC (Anchor Line/T.S.S.Transylvania) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-215. Paquebot/Aden, 1911, G+ CDS ("BOT" & "N" mostly not struck; lite tone) Hoskins #2932; 1p Gt.Brit. on Port Said PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-216. Plymouth Devon/Paquebot, 1928, G+ machine; 2.5p Great Britain on cvr w/N.A.S.M.banner on flap, to Holland. E $20

SS-217. Algiers, Algeria, 1958, G+ slogan machine; Paquebots-Poste-Francais/Ch.de Navigation Fraissinet & Cyprien Fabre, Marseille, cc; 20f +15f France +5f Algeria on cvr to France. E $20

SS-218. Sitka, AK, 1896, partial CDS/cork (ty.12) (tiny tear R) 1c blue on 1c GPC datelined S.S.Sueen. E $30

SS-219. Sea Floor, Bahamas, 1940, VF double oval; "1st Day Cover" h/s at upper L; "Posted in the Williamsson Photosphere" typed at B; 4d sea garden on cvr to U.S. E $30

SS-220. San Francisco, CA, 1895, partial duplex (tare T; trim R) "Occidental & Oriental Steamship Co." & illus.banner on flap on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-221. Wilmington, CA, 1928, G+ Int'l; "Admiral Line/P.S.S.Co." illus.logo & ship on cvr w/matching lettering enc. E $20

SS-222. New Haven, CT, 1906, F Int'l (bit trim T; edge tears T) w/"Carmania" dated h/s as rec'd on cvr to passengers on ship. E $15 MIN.8

SS-223. Jacksonville/Sta.A, FL, 1929, F duplex; "Clyde S.S.Co./On Board/S.S. ..." printed cc w/ms "Algonquin" ship name; 5x 1c Sc.632 on cvr to Germany. E $24

SS-224. Boston, MA, [1838], G CDS (crs) "SHIP" h/s on SFL (no contents). E $24

SS-225. New York/Sta.P, NY, 1944, G+ Int'l (nick T; crs) censor tape R; Gdynia American Line, Inc.cc; Pilsudski & Batory/Trans-Atlantic or Cruises illus.ad (ship) 5c Prexie on cvr to company office in England. Polish merchant Navy in exile. E $24

SS-226. Philadelphia/Post Office, PA, 1864, partial DCDS (town/state mostly not struck; trim L) w/"2nd" slug in dial; BOLD "U.S. SHIP" h/s tying 3c Wash. on cvr. E $75

SS-227. Las Palmas, Spain, 1902, partial DCDS; "Ship Letter/London" G+ CDS as transit on PPC to Italy. E $20

SS-228. New York/Paid All/Direct, [1870], G+ red CDS (bit o/s) as transit; partial Baltimore, MD, CDS origin on stampless cvr to Germany. E $40

SS-229. Transatlantic Post Office/5 (S.S.Olympic), 1911 (Sep 15), G+ CDS; "White Star
STAMPS on Covers & Cards (Scott # is followed by centering of stamp.)

ST-1. 1555 plate block/4 w/dramatic 1mm downward shift of brown color; mint never hinged (stamps only). E $15 MIN.8

ST-2. C39a booklet pane; mint never hinged (stamps only). E $12 MIN.6

ST-3. 1, F-A, Louisville/5, KY, ca.1848, G blue CDS/grid on FRONT ONLY (cr; bit lite tone) to Cincinnati. E $200 MIN.100

ST-4. 7 (strip x3), A (1 w/cr), Don Pedros Bar, CA, 1850s, VF ms (TUO-640) (53-66) on cvr (ruff slit across upper L) w/APS certificate. Also listed in "California" section. E $750 MIN.375

ST-5. 9 (x3), A (1 w/cr), Providence, RI, 1850s, partial CDS on folded letter. E $250 MIN.130

ST-6. 15, A, Yankee Jims, CA, 1850s, partial CDS on cvr (lower L tip tear; lite tone; cr) to Capt.Wm.Given, Bath, ME. E $150 MIN.75

ST-7. 24, A, Oxford, NY, 1850s, G CDS on 2.5x4.25" local cvr. E $40

ST-8. 24, A, Saint Louis, MO, 1859, G+ CDS on folded letter (sealed spindle L) w/Berthold, Smith & Co. Liquors LONG 2-pg. printed price sheet. E $60

ST-9. 24 (x3), A (1 w/perf faults; 1 w/tiny tear T), Waterbury, CT, ca.1860, partial CDS; albino embossed PARTRIOTIC illus. border (eagle; allegorical figures) on cvr (part lite water tone; address faded). E $200

ST-10. 25A, A, Boston, MA, ca.1857, VG brown CDS w/black "Paid" grid killer on cvr. E $200 MIN.100

ST-11. 63/65 (A; 1c w/few nib perfs), Cleveland, OH, 1860s, VG CDS/grid on 2.5x5.25" cvr (trim T). E $20

ST-12. 63/65, A (nib perfs on both), Baltimore, MD, 1861, partial blue CDS on 2.25x5.5" cvr to Pittsburgh, PA. E $40 MIN.20

ST-13. 64B, F (bit lite tone; 1 pulled perf), Rising Sun, IA, 1863, VF ms (53/02) on cvr (lower L tip nick). Accompanying 2011 APS Certificate. E $150 MIN.75

ST-14. 65 pair, F, San Francisco, CA, ca.1865, F+ DCDS/target; "per Steamer" ms instruction on cvr (trim L; tear L). E $20

ST-15. 73, F-A, (Wilmington, NC), [1867], VG cork killer only on folded circular (cr): wholesale markets prices. E $80

ST-16. 73, F-A, Savannah, GA, [1868], VG+ blue CDS/cork on folded circular (cr): weekly review & prices current. E $90

ST-17. 73b, A, Princeton, NJ, [1867], VG CDS/wedges; N.York Br.Pkt./Paid 19 VG red as transit on cvr (part ruff slit T; edge Tear T) cvr to England. E $300 MIN.150

ST-18. 86, A (SE at R), Adrian, MI, ca.1868, G+ CDS/target; 1c "E" grill solo use on cvr (trim L). E $600

ST-19. 87, A (few short perfs), (Cleveland, OH), 1860s, VG cork only; Cleveland Plain Dealer text ad w/rates at L; stamp not tied, but apparently belongs; on cvr. E $150

ST-20. 88, F-A, New York, NY, ca.1868, G+ CDS/cork on 2.25x5.5" cvr (trim L; edge tears R). E $30

ST-21. 92, F-A (not tied, but apparently belongs); Independence, IA, [1870], G+ CDS/cork on cvr (lower L ruff, into return add.; part ruff slit upper L; bit cr) to local w/enc.; Independence Ins.Co.letterhead. E $500

ST-22. 113, A, (no origin town), ca.1869, VG cork killer only on unsealed cvr to Clear Creek, Kennedy, NY. E $40 MIN.20

ST-23. 114, F-A, Herkimer, NY, ca.1869, VG CDS/grid; cty clerk cc on cvr (lower R edge bit ruff). E $20

ST-24. 114 pair, A, Washington, DC, ca.1870, VG+ CDS/cork on 3x4.5" cvr (nick R). E $30 MIN.15

ST-25. 147, F (WIDE margins), Stockton, CA, [1877], VG CDS/cork on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $30

ST-26. 161/159/157, F/A (SE on 6c), Candia, NH, 1873, G+ CDS/cork w/ms date; unusual combo paying 3c postage +15c reg'y fee on reg'd cvr w/Boston, MA/Reg. G+ rimless CDS as recd. E $140 MIN.70

ST-27. 183, A, Ingalls, KS, 1883 (Oct 30), G+ CDS/target; 2c banknote on cvr (trim R). EARLY 2c rate use. E $15 MIN.8

ST-28. 205, F, Brooklyn, NY, 1885, VF Wesson H(C) w/thin "C"; "Via Queenstown" ms instruction;
"Paid/Liverpool/U.S.Packet" F+ red CDS; on cvr to England w/enc. E $20
ST-29. 205, F, Oakland, CA, [1887], G+ duplex on cvr (4 small worm holes; lite tone) to HAWAII, w/Honolulu G+ CDS as rec'd b/s. E $40
ST-30. 211, A, Oberlin, KS, 1888, G CDS/cork on cvr (bit ruff trim R; lite tone). E $30
ST-31. 216 (strip/3), F-A (1 w/SE), New Orleans, LA, 1890, partial duplex (o/s) on cvr (trim L; lite tone) to France. E $40
ST-32. 220c ("cap" on both "2"'s), F-A, Grant, IN, 1893, G duplex (town partial) on cvr (trim R; lite tone). E $40
ST-33. 220a ("cap" on left "2"), F-A, New York, NY, 1893, G+ duplex; Geo.W.Venable Co.cc on cvr (trim R; edge tear R; bit lite tone) Willius.letterhead enc.(rye barrels). E $20
ST-34. 220a, F-A (SE's at T & R), Augusta, ME, 1893, G+ duplex on cvr (ink spot at L). E $20
ST-35. 220c, F, North Fairfield, ME, 1894, partial CDS/target on cvr. E $30
ST-36. 220 (x6), A, used as "seals" on flap, tied by mute ovals; St.Louis/Sta.C, MO, 1894, G reg'd straight-line h/s on address side; C.H.Meekel Stamp Co.cc on reg'd cvr. E $30 MIN.15
ST-37. 223, A, New York/G, NY, 1891, F duplex on cvr to Switzerland. E $15
ST-38. 223Seattle, WA, 1892, G+ duplex on lite tone cvr to Norway. E $15 MIN.8
ST-39. 224/236, F-A/A, Philadelphia/Passayunk Sta., PA, 1894, G+ reg'd straight-line h/s as origin b/s on reg'd 1c Colum.PSE. E $60
ST-40. 234/219, F, Spinnerstown, PA, 1894, G+ CDS/ms; 5c Colum.+1c blue on reg'd 2c Colum.PSE. E $24 MIN.12
ST-41. 255, F, Brunswick, ME, 1895, G+ CDS on cvr to Austria. E $20
ST-42. 258, F-A, Stoneham, MA, 1895, G+ fancy reg'd box; 10c solo on reg'd cvr. E $30
ST-43. 258, F, Worcester, VT, 1897, VG CDS/cork; 10c solo on reg'd cvr. E $30
ST-44. 273, F, Allentown, PA, 1895, G+ magenta straight-line h/s w/cork killer; 10c solo on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-45. 279, A (2 SE's), New York, NY, 1898, G+ duplex; 1c green applied on printed stamp on 1c GPC Sc.UX14 (heavy crnr cr) to New Zealand; ad for "Horseless Age" journal. E $16
ST-46. 279B, A, Chicago, IL, 1900, F Amer/B14(10) on 1c GPC Sc.UX14 (lite tone; crs) to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-47. 279, F, Los Angeles, CA, 1902, G+ Int'l; 1c Frank.fully covering Jefferson portrait on 1c GPC Sc.UX14 to England. E $15 MIN.8
ST-48. 281, F, New York, NY, 1900, VG duplex on 5c PSE Sc.U377 (trim L) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-50. 281, F-A, Kansas City, MO, 1901, G+ Barry on priv.mailing card (crs): "Ozark Mountains/Hot Springs, AR"; to Austria. No message, so could have been mailed for 1c printed matter rate. E $20
ST-51. 282C, F, West Chester, PA, 1900, VF reg'd straight-line h/s w/cork killer; 10c solo on reg'd cvr. E $20
ST-53. 300 w/PL#3034 at B; F, Far Rockaway/Rock.Beach Sta., NY, 1906, G+ duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-54. 300, F-A, Glen Haven, NY, 1906, partial duplex (o/s) on 2-panel "Mail Card" PPC (lite tone); Skaneateles Lake; w/"Printed Matter." printed at T, to Philadelphia & fwd within city. E $20
ST-55. 300 w/PL#3710 at B; A, Cheyenne, WY, 1907, G+ duplex on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-56. 300 w/75% PL#3953 at B; F-A, Kiowa, KS, 1908, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-57. 300, A (bit cr T edge), Phoenix, AZ, 1908, VG Amer/B14(1); 1c solo use on 2-panel folded PPC: panorama of 2 residential streets. E $14
ST-58. 300 w/PL#4169 at B; A, Harrisburg, PA, 1908, G Int'l on toned PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-59. 300, A, Washington, DC, 1908, F Int'l w/faulty 1c due Sc.J45 on "Printed Matter" 2-panel PPC (some separation). E $15 MIN.8
ST-60. 301, F-A, San Francisco/Sta.D, CA, 1904, G Int'l (o/s) on 1c GPC (lite tone; crnr crs) to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-61. 302, F, Martinsville, NY, 1907, VG duplex;1 R.D.Rte 11 cc on 2c PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-62. 302, A, Brooklyn, NY, 1907, F Int'l on 2c PSE (crnr cr) to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
ST-63. 303, A, Milwaukee, WI, 1906, G+ duplex on cvr (trim R; tears). E $12 MIN.6
ST-64. 304/319 (x2), F/A, Boston/Chelsea Sta., MA, 1907, G+ Amer/B38 on 1c PSE Sc.U379 to England. E $15 MIN.8
ST-65. 304, F, Cleveland, OH, 1907, VG Int'l on 5c PSE Sc.U293 to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
ST-66. 305/303, F/A, Baltimore, MD, 1907, VG reg'd DCDS & mute ovals; E.J.Richardson & Sons/Fire Underwriters cc; large ad label on flap on reg'd cvr (lite tone). E $20
ST-68. 320 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; A (SE at L, just in frame), Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Int'l; Continental Nat'l Bank cc on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
ST-69. 328, F, Philadelphia/Sta.C, PA, 1907, G+ Amer/B38 w/time omitted; 1c Smith solo on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-70. 328, F-A, Sterling, IL, 1907, G+ Int'l (o/s) on PPC. E $8
ST-71. 329, F (SE at B), Richmond, VA, 1907, F Int'l on PPC. E $6
ST-72. 330 pair; F (1 w/SE at B), Boston, MA, 1907, G+ DCDS/Reg'd (dial bit hi) on reg'd cvr. E $90
ST-73. 331 w/PL#4903 at B; F-A, Portland, ME, 1909, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-74. 343 pair, F, Washington, DC, 1909, VG Int'l on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-75. 344 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs, A (full perfs at R, bit uneven L), Chicago, IL, 1910, F Time-Cmns; Quaker Oats illus.ad (Quaker) on cvr (bit trim T). E $15
ST-76. 344 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs, A (perfs in frame at L), New York/Sta.E, NY, 1910, VG Int'l; Fidelity Bond & Mortgage cc on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-77. 348, A, Chicago, IL, 1910, VF Time-Cmns on PPC. E $60
ST-78. 352, F-A, Stapleton, NY, 1911, F Amer/B14 on PPC. E $220
ST-79. 371, F, Cincinnati, OH, 1910, VG Int'l; Chas.Lange cc on self-addressed cvr, supplied as return env.(vert.cr). E $40
ST-81. 373 (block/4)/371, F, Bloomington, IL, 1910, G DCDS/cork on reg'd 2c PSE. E $150 MIN.75
ST-82. 376 (or 333?) w/PL#5126 & most of open * at L; F, Westfield, NJ, 1919, G DCDS as origin b/s; w/10c Scr.416 on reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-83. 383 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A (fulll perfs at L & R), Wall St.Sta., NY, 1911, VG Int'l w/dateless dial; J.K.Rice, Jr.cc on unsealed cvr. E $24
ST-84. 383V imperf coil PASTE-UP pair; F, Cincinnati, OH, 1915, F+; Int'l; Chas.Lange cc on self-addressed cvr, supplied as return env.(vert.cr). E $30 MIN.15
ST-85. 384 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A, Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns J-142A-1(c) on cvr (trim L, in cc). E $24 MIN.12
ST-86. 387, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1911, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $160
ST-87. 390, A, Elizabeth, NJ, 1912, partial CDS/Recd on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-88. 392 w/PASTE-UP strip at L; F, Cincinnati, OH, 1912, VF Int'l w/dateless dial; Business Mens Club illus.logo cc on unsealed cvr. E $80
ST-89. 393, F, Cleveland/Sta.B, OH, 1912, VG Univ.; Chndler & Rudd Co.cc on window cvr. E $50
ST-92. 405 w/PL#A5837 at T; F, Larimer, PA, 1913, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-93. 405 w/PL#6120 at B; F (few worn perfs T), Milford, CT, 1913, VG Amer/A14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-94. 405 w/90% PL#6118; F, Peoria, IL, 1913, VG Colum. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-95. 405 w/PL#6836 at T; A (selvage bit cr where off edge), Colorado Springs, CO, 1914, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-96. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F-A, New York/Sta.E, NY, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $20
ST-97. 408 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; A, Wall St.Sta., NY, 1913, G+ Univ.w/dateless dial; J.K.Rice, Jr.cc on unsealed cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-98. 408V imperf coil line pair; F, Philadelphia, PA, 1916, F Int'l on TONED cvr (upper R tip clip). E $15 MIN.8
ST-99. 409 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; F, Chicago, IL, 1913, F Time-Cmns; DeLaval Separator Co.cc on cvr (lite tone; bit ruff trim R; upper L tip nib). E $15 MIN.8
ST-100. 409 w/Schermack ty.3 perfs; G (misperfed to R: perfs fully inside L frame line),
Chicago, IL, 1916, F Int'l on window cvr (toned; crs; trim L, in cc). E $20

ST-101. 412 pair, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1912, VG Time-Cmns; Hotel Tuller header; overall full-color back ad (hotel & park) on cvr (lite tone; ruff trim R, barely in ad). E $40 MIN.20

ST-102. 412, F, Niagara Falls, NY, 1913, G Int'l on PPC. E $30

ST-103. 412, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1913, VG Univ. on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

ST-104. 412, F (1 short perfor), Davenport, IA, 1913, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

ST-105. 412, F, Seattle, WA, 1913, VG+ PPIE slogan on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

ST-106. 412, F (few nib perfor at lower R), Sterling, IL, 1915, G+ Int'l on REAL PHOTO PPC (lite tone): Sinissippi Lake, near Sterling. E $20 MIN.10

ST-107. 413, A, Fresno, CA, 1913, F Univ.; Western Meat Co.cc; text ad on back on oil window cvr. E $30 MIN.15


ST-109. 424 w/PL#7645 at T; A, Old Orchard, ME, 1916, G+ Amer/A14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ST-110. 442, A, Baltimore, MD, 1916, VF Int'l; Crown Cork & Seal Co.cc; overall text ad on back on oil window cvr (toned; flap faults). E $50

ST-111. 443, F-A, Washington, DC, 1915, VF Int'l on PPC. E $60

ST-112. 443, F-A, Sandusky/Cedar Point Sta., OH, 1916, G+ duplex on PPC. E $60

ST-113. 450 (or EARLY 4887), A, St.Paul, MN, 1916 (Dec 7), F Int'l on window cvr (bit ruff trim R) w/"Anton G.Wiken, Clerk/Dist.29, Clearwater Co., R.F.D.No.1, Box 12 Gonvick, Minn." h/s struck 4 times on back. E $30 MIN.15

ST-114. 450, A, Harrison, NJ, 1917, VG Int'l; Worthington Pump & Machinery, NYC, cc on window cvr (trim R). E $30


ST-116. 452, F-A, Detroit, MI, 1916, VG Univ. on PPC. E $16

ST-117. 452, A, Detroit, MI, 1916, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $20

ST-118. 452, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1916, F Int'l on PPC. E $20


ST-120. 482 w/Schermack ty.3 perf/705, F-A, Omaha/Burlington Sta., NE, 1932, F Univ. on cvr (tears R). E $15 MIN.8

ST-121. 484, A (T & B angle cut, in design at T), New York/Sta.K, NY, 1918, VG Univ. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ST-122. 487, F-A, Washington, DC, 1919, VG Univ. on cr PPC. E $20

ST-123. 492 (x8: strip/3; 2 pairs; single), F, Cleveland, OH, 1923, VG DCDS as origin b/s; stamps tied by mute ovals on reg'd cvr to Germany. E $20

ST-124. 493 strip/3; F, Scranton, PA, 1918, G duplex; w/1c Sc.498 on special del.3c PSE. E $20

ST-125. 498e (x10: 2 vert.strips of 3; 2 pairs), F/A, Minneapolis, MN, 1923, G+ duplex; paying special del. fee on 2c PSE (ruff trim R, in 2c stamp). E $24 MIN.12

ST-126. 498 booklet single; F-A, Buffalo, NY, 1938, G+ Univ.; late use on Holiday Universal Pajama ad PPC (lite crs) w/arcadic "Private Mailing Card" header. E $15 MIN.8

ST-127. 499f/498f, F; AEF BOOKLET SINGLES; 1c has characteristic WIDE T margin; 2c is perfed all around, but confirmed by aspect ratio; APO 711, 1917, G duplex w/ms month; rectangle CUT from return address BY CENSOR; on FRONT ONLY (bit uneven trim T & B). E $400 MIN.200

ST-128. 499, F (wide margin at T bit cr where off card), APO 702, 1918, G+ duplex; 2c Wash.from AEF BOOKLET on PPC w/U.S.Postal Agy, France, return add.; accompanying APS Certificate. Also listed in "Military" section. E $300 MIN.150

ST-129. 503 VERTICAL BISECT, F-A (SE at L), accepted as 2c postage; Easton, MD, 1923, VG+ Univ.; insurance agt.cc w/i llustr.logo on cvr. E $40

ST-130. 511/548, A, New Haven (Yale Sta.), CT, 1921, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ST-131. 511/537, F, Salem, MA, 1921, G DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8

ST-132. 525 pair, A, Memphis, TN, 1919 (Jun 30), VG Univ.; LAST DAY of 2c WAR RATE on PPC. E $40

ST-133. 525 w/PL#9977 at B; F-A, Norwood, OH, 1919, F Amer/B14 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

ST-134. 528 (x5), City Hall Sta., NY, F mute ovals tying stamps; New York, NY, 1920, G ovals as origin b/s on reg'd cvr (lite tone; sealed spindle). E $15 MIN.8

ST-135. 531 pair; F, Washington, DC, 1920, VG Int'l on cvr (bit trim T). E $100

ST-136. 537 (SE at T)/499, A/F, Omaha, NE, 1919, G Univ. on cvr (small tone spot) to Sweden. E
$15 MIN.8
ST-137. 538, F-A, Washington, DC, 1919, VG Int'l on toned PPC. E $20
ST-138. 540, A (narrow selvage at R), New York, NY, 1920, VG Univ. on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-139. 542, A, New York, NY, 1920, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $6
ST-140. 543: 1 full stamp w/diagonal bisect, accepted as 1.5c postage; A, Stockton, CA, 1925, G
duplex on unsealed local cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-141. 552 BISECT: left half accepted as 1/2c postage; F (SE at T), Saint Helena, CA, 1925,
partial duplex; Smiths' Pharmacy cc; Rexall 1c Sale h/s ad on unsealed 1c PSE to local add. E $50
ST-142. 554 w/PL#18169 at B; F, New York/Sta.Y, NY, 1926, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-143. 554 pair: 1 w/PL#17834, 1 w/open *; F-A, N.Y. & Chi RPO/M.D., 1927, G duplex; Maryland
Ins.Co.cc on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-144. 566, A, Chicago (Lakeview Sta.), IL, 1924, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s; 15c Liberty
solo on reg'd cvr to Sweden. E $15 MIN.8
ST-145. 567, F, Norfolk, VA, 1926, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s on reg'd/return rect.cvr. E $12
MIN.6
ST-146. 569, F-A, Alhambra, CA, 1926, G+ duplex on air cvr to Canada. E $24 MIN.12
ST-147. 575 (x2), F, Baltimore, MD, 1923, VF Int'l; att'y cc on commer.cvr. E $80
ST-148. 575 line pair; F, Williamsonville, VT, 1928, G+ duplex on commer.cvr w/vert.cr,
apparently supplied as return env. E $50
ST-149. 576 (2 blocks/4, 1 on front, 1 on back), F, Narberth, PA, 1928, VF DCDS as origin b/s;
circled "Reg." h/s on stamps; w/5c Sc.637 on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-150. 583, A (bit cr where off top edge), used as POSTAGE DUE; tied by Princeton, NJ, partial
mute oval; London, Great Britain, 1926, G slogan machine origin; New York, NY/Due 2 Cents G+
opera glass at L; 1p Gt.Brit. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-151. 590 pair, F, New York/C.H.Sta., NY, 1927, F magenta double oval h/s as origin b/s on
reg'd cvr (lute tone). E $24 MIN.12
ST-152. 611, F, Devils Lake, ND, 1924, F Univ. on commer.cvr (lower L tip ruff). E $15 MIN.8
ST-153. 611, F, Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1924, G+ Int'l (near VF) MD's cc on commer.cvr. E $15
MIN.8
ST-154. 614: 1 full stamp w/att'd diagonal bisect, accepted as 1.5c postage; F, Riverton, NJ,
1925, G+ Univ.; Greater N.Y.United War Work Campaign cc on commer.window cvr (tears; nicks). E $40
ST-155. 619 (strip/3)/618 (x2)/551 (pair), F/A, tied by mute DCDS; Anaheim, CA, 1925, G+ DCDS
as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $24 MIN.12
ST-156. 622, F, Philadelphia, PA, 1932, VG duplex; 13c solo on special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-157. 622, F, Milwaukee, WI, 1941, G+ duplex; 13c solo on special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-158. 631 (block/8 w/margin at R), F, Severna Park, MD, 1930, G+ 4-bar; 1.5c imperfs on
special del.cvr. E $20
ST-159. 634 FREAK print: heavy inked; smeary; shiny surface (as if gummed on face), F,
Hastings, MI, 1929, G+ Univ. on cvr. VERY unusual. E $40
ST-160. 634A, F-A, Fenton, MI, 1929, VF Int'l; Modern Woodmen of America illus.ad cc (eagle &
shield) w/Brooks Lumber Co.h/s below on repurposed cvr (tear T; nick T). E $20
ST-161. 638 DIAGONAL BISECT, accepted as 3c postage; F, Amer.Base Forces, APO 803, 1942, G+
DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s; w/15c +3c Prexies; 15c special del.Sc.E16 on reg'd/air/special
del.cvr (tied censor tape L) w/Port of Spain, Trinidad, return add. E $30
ST-162. 658, F-A, Kincaid, KS, 1929, G+ duplex; 1c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-163. 658 pair, F, Chetopa, KS, 1929, partial Amer/A14; 1c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E $15
MIN.8
ST-164. 660, F, Penokee, KS, 1929, VG+ 4-bar; Egee Hardware cc; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr. E
$15 MIN.8
ST-165. 660, F-A, Oak Hill, KS, 1929, partial duplex; Stetler & Son Garage cc; 2c "Kans."
overprint on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-166. 660, A, Eureka, KS, 1929, F Univ.; 2c "Kans." overprint on cvr (bit trim T) w/enc. E
$12 MIN.6
ST-169. 660, F, Grinnell, KS, 1930, VF DCDS/4-bar non-standard; 2c "Kans." overprint on window
cdrv (trim R) w/Grinnell State Bank cc. E $15
ST-170. 671, F, North Platte, NE, 1929, F Univ.; Hotel McCabe cc w/illus. Buffalo Bill Cody portrait; 2c "Nebr." overprint on cvr (no flap). E $15 MIN.8
ST-171. 671, A, Omaha & Denver RPO/E.D., 1930, G+ duplex; Hotel Alexander, Hastings, NE, cc; 2c "Nebr." on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-172. 699 pair, F-A, Baltimore, MD, 1939, VG duplex on 6x5" air cvr to Philippines. E $24 MIN.12
ST-173. 701/720, F; Charlotte, NC, 1932, VF DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s; "Senders: Chr.Pericharos & Son Ltd., Athens, Greece" typed on flap; large Fisk Air-Flight Tires illus.ad label w/Greek text on flap; Greek text ad cc w/illus. Fisk logo on reg'd cvr to U.S., apparently hand-carried to Charlotte for mailing. RARE use. E $50

ST-174. 704, F, Wheaton, IL, 1932, VF Int'l on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 w/Gas Saver-Engine Oiler ad, to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-175. 704, F, applied as postage due; tied by Charleston, SC, G mute oval; Ardmore, PA, 1933, G+ Univ. tying 1c Frank.origin on unsealed cvr. E $20
ST-176. 710, A, Cranston, RI, 1933, F duplex (trim R) to Sweden; on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
ST-177. 714/715/720, F/A, Marissa, IL, 1932, VF DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s on reg'd/return rect.cvr. E $20
ST-178. 728 (x8), Chicago/Chic.Ave.Sta., IL, 1933, VF duplex; YMCA Hotel illus.ad on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-181. 764 horiz.pair w/vert.line/767a, F, Columbus (Parcel Post Anx), OH, 1935, G+ DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-182. 771, F, Scranton, PA, 1935, VG duplex on commer.air/special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-183. 771, F, Baltimore, MD, 1935, F Int'l; 16c imperf on air/special del.cvr (cr) to Evanston, IL, w/The Orrington (hotel) recd marking as b/s; carried by train to Cleveland, then flown to Chicago, per transit markings on back. E $20
ST-184. 788/785, F, Philadelphia, PA, 1938, G+ Int'l on cvr (lite tone) to New Zealand. E $15 MIN.8
ST-185. 788, F-A, Philadelphia, PA, 1939, F Int'l on PPC to Western Australia. E $15 MIN.8
ST-186. 794, F, Los Angeles/Hollywood, CA, 1937, F Univ. on cvr to Italy. E $12 MIN.6
ST-187. 803, F-A, Gd.Cent.Anx, NY, 1939, VF Int'l on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 (tip cr; back toned) to Denmark. E $15 MIN.8
ST-188. 803/815/908, A/F, Atlantic City/Sta.#8, NJ, 1944, G+ DCDS & mute roller; Jacques Kilcher return add.; 11.5c rate on 4.5x6.75" insured cvr w/ms "Delivery Attempted" at T. E $30
ST-189. 809/805, A/F, APO 554, 1944, F 4-bar on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-190. 809, A, Pittsburgh/North Side Sta., PA, 1945, G+ Int'l w/dateless dial & partial DCDS; paying 3rd Cl.rate +min.fee on insured cvr & partial DCDS; E $20
ST-191. 809 (x4), F, South Hills, PA, 1947, VG duplex on special del.cvr. E $20
ST-192. 814 pair, F-A, Washington (Park View Sta.), DC, 1940, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $14
ST-193. 816 pair/899, F-A, Fresno, CA, 1943, F DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd 6c air PSE (ruff L). E $15 MIN.8
ST-194. 816/825, F, New York (Church St.Anx), NY, 1944, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr (nick T; gum tone). E $16
ST-195. 817, F, Milwaukee, WI, 1947, VG duplex on 3c PSE (lite tone; bit ruff slt T) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-196. 818, F-A, Columbus (Sta.B.), OH, 1941, F DCDS/Parcel Post (dial bit hi) 13c solo on insured parcel post cvr. E $30
ST-197. 821, F, Notre Dame, IN, 1946, G+ Int'l; Univ.of Notre Dame/Athletic Dept.cc on special del.cvr (cr). E $24
ST-198. 821/810, F, Indianapolis, IN, 1948, F Int'l; "Special Delivery/Fee Paid 13 Cents" h/s; 16c +5c on air/special del.cvr. E $24
ST-199. 822/825, F/A, Jamaica, NY, 1939, VG duplex; censor tape L; on air cvr to Capt.of S.S.Salamanica %Agt.United Fruit Co.in Columbia, where 2x15c applied (1 faulty) & fwd to
Kingston, Jamaica. E $30
ST-200. 823, F, Saginaw, MI, 1941 (Dec 4), G+ DCDS/Reg’d as origin b/s on reg’d cvr, 3 days before Pearl Harbor attack. E $24
ST-201. 823, F, Anderson, IN, 1942, VG DCDS/Reg’d as origin b/s on reg’d cvr (trim R). E $20
ST-202. 823, F, Chicago, IL, 1947, VG+ Univ. on air/special del.cvr. E $20
ST-203. 826, F, St.Petersburg, FL, 1940, F DCDS/Reg’d as origin b/s on reg’d/return rect.cvr. E $20
ST-204. 826, F (heavy inked oval canx obscures portrait), St.Louis (Central Sta.), MO, 1940, G+ DCDS/Reg’d as origin b/s on reg’d/return rect.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-205. 828/811, F, Clarksville, TN, 1946, VG+ duplex; J.W.Rudolph & Bro/Leaf Tobacco Dealers illus.ad (leaf) on cvr to Switzerland. E $20
ST-206. 828 (block/4)/814 pair, F, Eagle Point, OR, 1955, partial DCDS (town mostly not struck) on 2.5x5.25" mailing tag (crs). E $20
ST-207. 831, F, Mariposa, CA, 1940, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard on air cvr "Via Clipper" to Philippines. E $15 MIN.8
ST-208. 831, F, New York (Church Sta.,), NY, 1940, F DCDS/Reg’d as origin b/s; Amer.Guild for German Cultural Freedom cc; "Trans Atlantic Route" h/s on reg’d/return rect.air cvr to Sweden; censor tape on back. E $24
ST-209. 831, F, APO 715, 1945, G 4-bar; "C.C.D-934" pictorial censor h/s (partial shield) tying censor tape at L; 50c Prexie solo on air cvr. E $24
ST-210. 831/815/804/905/C25; A/F; APO 88, 1946 (Oct 11), F 4-bar; 70c rate on air cvr to Changsha, China. E $40
ST-211. 831/816, F, Charlotte/Downtown Finance Sta., NC, 1949, F DCDS as origin b/s; Mayfair Hotel cc on reg’d air/special del.cvr (lite tone; trim L) w/letterhead enc. E $20
ST-212. 833/832/825/804, F, APO 239, 1953, partial 4-bar; "Parcel Post" h/s on 2.75x5" PIECE only, cut from package (no address). E $15 MIN.8
ST-213. 833/830, F, Mountain Village, AK, 1955, G 4-bar (mostly on stamp) on 2.5x5" insured mailing tag. E $24
ST-214. 833 pair/829 (strip/3)/815, F, Mountain Village, AK, 1955, G+ 4-bar on 2.5x5" insured mailing tag. E $30
ST-216. 849, F, Toledo, OH, ca.1940s, VG Univ. w/dateless dial; Boerger Stamp Co.patriotic illus.ad on cvr (lite tone). E $20
ST-217. 849, F, Milwaukee, WI, ca.1940s, VG Univ. w/dateless dial; Boerger Stamp Co.patriotic illus.ad on unsealed local cvr. E $20
ST-218. 958, F, Freeport, TX, 1948, VF Univ.; 5c Swedish Pioneer on cvr (small lite tone spot) to Austria. E $15 MIN.8
ST-219. 1021 (x3), F, Grand Rapids, MI, 1958, VG+ DCDS on air cvr to Spain. E $15 MIN.8
ST-220. 1031A, F, Boys Town, NE, [1960] (Jul 1), F precanx; "Non-Profit Org./Bulk Rate" printed above; Father Flanagan's Boys' Home cc on cvr w/"R.N., Gen.Del., City" penciled add.; enc.stating this is 1st DAY of 1.25c RATE; dated machine canx on back, verifying. E $24 MIN.12
ST-221. 1031A, F, Savannah, GA, [1962], VF precanx; "No Profit Org." h/s above stamp; church announcement on PC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-222. 1031A (block/8), F, Evanston, IL, 1963, F precanx & all tied by machine canx; ms "Void" & arrow at L; "Postage Due (8) Cents" h/s; pair 4c dues Sc.J92 tied by mute ovals at B; attempted private use on air cvr. E $24
ST-223. 1034, F, Greensburg, PA, ca.1960?, VG precanx; "Bulk Rate" printed below stamp; district atty's campaign ad on PPC, returned to writer. E $20
ST-224. 1040, F, New Orleans, LA, 1959, F machine; Cosmos Shipping Co.ad cc on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-225. 1042, F, New York, NY, 1961, G+ Int'l; 8c Liberty on cvr (scuff in cc) to Bulgaria. E $15 MIN.8
ST-226. 1044A, F, LaJolla, CA, 1963, G+ machine on air PPC to Yugoslavia, w/insufficient add.; returned to sender 6 wks.after mailed. E $15
ST-227. 1050, F, Richmond, OH, ca.1950s, G+ mute roller on lite cr 2.25x4.75" bank mailing tag. E $12 MIN.6
ST-228. 1051, F, Kansas City/Central Sta., MO, 1956, VF DCDS as origin b/s; 50c solo on reg'd
return rect. cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-229. 1054, F-A, Portland, OR, ca.1960s, VF precanc; "Non-profit org." typed below stamp; church return addr. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-231. 1373D, F, Whitefield, NH, 1975 (Oct 24), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-232. 1393D, F, USPS, HI, 1975 (Sep 23), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-233. 1393D, F, Great Falls, MT, 1975 (Sep 29), F machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-236. 1393D, USPS, HI, 1975 (Dec 1), G+ machine, tying AIR MAIL label on Japan PPC datelined Tokyo. Apparently intended for mailing there, but carried to U.S. Should have been assessed postage due to make up air rate, but 7c surface rate accepted. UNUSUAL use. E $20
ST-237. 1518, F, Pleasantvl, NY, [1975], VF precanc; Reader's Digest ad on bulk rate PC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-238. 1902a, F, Blk Rt/CAR-RT/SORT (Jasper, GA), [1984], VG precanc; Big Resort Mtn Resort ad on 6-panel pictorial folder. E $20
ST-239. 1906a, F, (Washington, DC), ca.1983, VF Presorted precanc; "Ronald Reagan" printed at upper L on 5x7.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-240. 3139, F, Eugene, OR, 1997, VG machine on PPC to Hong Kong. E $12 MIN.6
ST-241. 3261/3346/3066, F, Gardenia, CA, 2000, G DCDS; $4.03 postage on insured cvr to stamp co. E $15 MIN.8
ST-242. C 4, F, McKeesport, PA, 1927, F TCDS on 2c PSE to Edw.C.Worden; CAM Flight 11N3a. E $36 MIN.18
ST-243. C11 w/PL#19551 at T; F-A, San Francisco, CA, 1928, VG duplex; 5c beacon air fully covering printed stamp on 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
ST-244. C11, F (SE at R), Seattle/Term.Sta., WA, 1929, G+ Univ.; paying air rate on 1c GPC Sc.UX27. E $12 MIN.6
ST-245. C24, F, Worcester, MA, 1940, G+ duplex on cvr to Vienna, Germany, w/Nazi censor tape & h's on back. E $15 MIN.8
ST-247. C24, F (partly covered by censor tape at R), San Pedro, CA, 1941, G+ Univ. on cvr to England. E $12 MIN.6
ST-249. C29, F, Honolulu/Navy Yd., Pearl Harbor Br., HI, 1941 (Dec 28), partial duplex; 20c transport air on censored 1c GPC Sc.UX27. E $20
ST-252. C30, F, Albany, NY, 1946, VF Univ. on cvr to Deputy Chief of Staff (Exec.), Zonal Executive Office, Control Comm'n for Germany, Lubbecke, Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-254. C35, F, New York, NY, 1956, VG Univ. on air cvr to Italy. E $12 MIN.6
ST-255. C43, F, Norwalk, CT, 1956, VG Univ. on air cvr to Italy. E $12 MIN.6
ST-257. C63, F, Scranton, PA, 1961, VG machine on cvr w/enc.to Bulgaria. E $15 MIN.8
ST-258. C63 (x2), F, New York, NY, 1965, partial machine on air cvr to Italy. E $12 MIN.6
ST-260. C91, F, Bronx, NY, 1979, G+ machine on cvr to Italy. E $12 MIN.6
ST-261. C92, F, Bronx, NY, 1979, G+ machine on cvr to Italy & returned to NYC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-262. CVP31 (52c denomination), F, Long Beach, CA, 1994, G+ machine on #10 cvr. E $15
ST-263. E 1, A, Vermont, IL, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork on 2c PSE (lite tone; upper R tip clip). E $100 MIN.50
ST-265. E 2, F-A, New York, NY, 1891, G+ duplex on bit cr 2c PSE. E $65
ST-266. E 5, F, Hartford, CT, 1901, P duplex; w/2c red on cvr. E $20
ST-267. E 5, F, Medford, NJ, 1903 (Feb 4), VG duplex origin on 2c red; 10c special del.applied & canxed at Morrisville, PA, when FORWARDED (Feb 5) to Poughkeepsie; on cvr, rec'd Feb 6.
SCARCE use. E $75
ST-269. E 7, A (lower r crnr ruff, into "fringe" of design; AS IS for that), Spokane, WA, 1909, G Int'l on 2c PSE FRONT ONLY. E $20 MIN.10
ST-270. E 7/374, F/A, Glen Ellen, CA, 1911, G+ 4-bar on special del.cvr (no flap). E $300 MIN.150
ST-271. E 7, F (tears; cr), Breckenridge, TX, 1917, partial duplex on special del.PSE (tears). AS IS for faults, but nice appearing. E $75 MIN.38
ST-272. E 9, F (SE at B), Buffalo, NY, 1916, F duplex; w/2c red on special del.cvr (lite tone). E $40 MIN.20
ST-273. E 9, VF (SE at L), Mt.Oliver, PA, 1916, VF duplex; w/pair 1c Wash. on special del.cvr. E $50
ST-274. E 9 (or E10), F, (Indistinct origin), [1917], partial duplex; "Postage Due (2c)" h/s, but no due stamp applied; on 2c PSE. E $30
ST-275. E15, F, Bristol, CT, 1938, G+ duplex on special del.1c GPC (Sc.UX27; tip crs). E $30 MIN.15
ST-276. E19, F (scuff speck in frame), New York, NY, 1955, G+ duplex on special del.2c GPC (Sc.UX38). E $20 MIN.10
ST-277. E21/J392, Findlay, OH, 1961, F machine; "Postage Due 4 Cents" h/s; 30c special del.attempted as solo postage on cvr to local add., rec'd 1 hour after postmarked. E $24 MIN.12
ST-278. E21/J394, F, Richardson, TX, 1968, G+ DCDS/roller; 30c special del.applied as "solo" postage; "Postage Due (6) Cents" h/s; due stamp B on cvr (trim 3 sides) w/Englewood Sta./Chicago, IL, VF clock-dial DCDS as rec'd b/s. E $15 MIN.8
ST-279. F1, F, Templeton, MA, 1912, F 4-bar; w/2c red on reg'd cvr (bit trim lower L). E $50
ST-280. FX-NY-la(iii), F (few short perfs; cr), tied by Reg'd/Wilmington, NC, 1889, G+ straight-line h/s on address side; 3x 5c Sc.216 (faulty; 1 w/piece msg) on back on reg'd cvr (crs; part toned) to Finland. E $50
ST-281. FX-NY1a, F, San Francisco/Reg'y Div., CA, 1897, G straight-line hs on reg'd 10c Colum.PSE (lite tone) to Argentina. E $120 MIN.60
ST-282. FX-NYai(iii), F (SE at L), San Francisco/Sta.K, CA, 1902, F reg'd straight-line h/s (UNLISTED type) 1c +3x 2c; 2 or 3 more stamps MISSING on reg'd cvr (no flap; crs; edge tears) to Germany. E $150
ST-283. FX-SPla, A (SE at T; mostly transparent on brown stamps), Belleville, NJ, {1886}, G+ CDS/cork; 2c brown +4x 5c Garfield on reg'd cvr to Australia (toned; address smeared). E $150
ST-284. J 3, F, tied by target h/s; Jackson, TN, ca.1880, G CDS/cork origin; "Due 3" h/s on 3c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
ST-285. J 3, F, canxed w/ms "X"; New York/L, NY, 1888, partial duplex; "Due 3 Cents" w/"N.Y." at sides circled h/s on 3c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
ST-287. J38, F, tied by Newton Center/Newton Sta., MA, partial CDS; Little Rock, AR, 1906, VG Amer/B14 origin; 1c Sc.300 on PPC. Add'l 1c for message on address side. E $14
ST-288. J38, F, tied by Dysart, IA, G+ CDS; Oelwein, IA, 1909, G+ Amer/A14; addl 1c required for full calendar applique on pix side of toned PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-289. J38, F-A, tied by partial rec'd CDS; Sunbury, PA, 1910, VF Int'l on lite tone PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $8
ST-290. J39, F-A, tied by "Postage Due/St.Louis, Mo./2" dated boxed h/s; Coleraine, Great Britain, 1902, G DCDS origin; "U.S.Charge to Collect" h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-291. J39 pair/J38 (1c w/SE at R), F/A, tied w/Brooklyn, NY, mute oval; Munich, Germany, 1902, G+ CDS origin on PPC (lite tone) mailed w/o stamp, overcharged 1c. E $20
ST-292. J39 strip of 3, A, w/blue pencil canx; Thun, Switzerland, 1904, G DCDS origin; New York, NY/Due 6 Cents G+ opera glass on PPC to Pittsburgh, PA. E $14
ST-293. J39 strip of 3, F, tied by blue pencil canx; Cork, Ireland, 1904, G CDS origin on toned PPC to South Boston, MA. E $14
ST-294. J39, A, w/blue pencil "precans"; tied by Portland, OR, G+ Int'l as recd; (Indistinct town), Norway, 1907, partial DCDS origin; New York, NY/Due 2 Cents G+ opera glass at L; 5c stamp on PPC. E $15 MIN.8


ST-296. J42/J40 pair; F, tied by New York, NY, partial duplex; Valletta, Malta, 1904, G+ oval (dial bit hi) "New York/F/Due 16 Cents" G+ opera glass on PPC (edge tear T; lite tone). E $24 MIN.12

ST-297. J46 pair, 1 w/PL5538 & bit of open * at B (selvage tip cr; bit of tip wear); F/A; Providence, RI, VF precans; Stockholm, Sweden, 1911, F dotted DCDS origin; New York/Hud.Term.Sta., NY/Due 4 Cents VF opera glass h/s on PPC (crnr crs) mailed w/o stamp. E $24 MIN.12

ST-298. J46/J45, A (2c w/SE), Decatur, IL, VF precans; Chicago, IL, 1927, VF Univ. origin; "Collect 3c on Delivery" printed instruction on penalty cvr (nicks; tiny tear T). E $20

ST-299. J62 pair/J61, F/A, tied by partial Jeanette, PA, duplex; Pisa, Italy, 1921, G DCDS origin; "Due/5/Cents" h/s on PPC. E $14

ST-300. J63 pair, F, Elizabeth, NJ, VF precans; Bremen, Germany, 1922, G DCDS origin; New York, NY/GPO/Due 6 Cents dateless h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ST-301. J66/J81 pair, F/A, Cincinnati, OH, precans; Kansas City/Sta.B, MO, ca.1934, G+ duplex origin; "Postage Due 2 Cents" printed on penalty PC to publisher re.address change; apparently top of 17-card stack. E $15 MIN.8

ST-302. J68, F-A, Huntington, WV, VF precans; Richmond, VA, 1925 (Aug 25), VG+ Univ. origin tying 1.5c Harding; "Due 1/2c" ms on PPC. E $30

ST-303. J68 (x2), F (1 w/SE), canaxed at Gregory, SD, w/RFD carrier's ms; UNLISTED type 11 variation: "$6c on each stamp; Wagner, SD, 1926, G+ duplex origin; "Postage due 2 cents" h/s changed to "1" in ms on PPC (lite crs; bit lite tone). E $16

ST-304. J72, F, Baltimore, MD, VF precans, ca.1930s, (no origin canx) "Collect 3c On Delivery" printed instruction; penalty overprint on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8

ST-305. J72, F-A, w/ms "X" canx; Seattle/Trans Clk, WA, 1933, G+ duplex origin; "Postage Due (3) Cents" h/s; "Postage C.O.D. Please" ms at upper R on cvr to Everett, WA. E $15 MIN.8

ST-306. J76/J75, F-A, Waterbury, CT, 1946, VG+ Univ. origin; "Returned to Sender/Postage due 1 cent, Unclaimed" h/s; stamps tied by mute ovals on GPC. "Top of stack" use, paying for 80 returned cards. E $15 MIN.8

ST-307. J80 (x5), F (3 faulty), Boston, MA, 1947, F Int’l; P.O.Dep’t Dead Letter Branch cc; "Collect 5 Cents of Delivery" printed above add. on penalty cvr (upper L ruff slt in cr). E $15

ST-308. J80, A, tied by partial DCDS; Saginaw, MI, 1947, G+ Int’l origin on penalty PC (crnr crs) to publisher re.address change. E $12 MIN.6

ST-309. J82 pair, F, Cincinnati, OH, VF precans; Milwaukee, WI, 1934, VF Univ. origin; "Postage Due 2 Cents" printed on penalty PC to publisher re.address change; apparently top of 3-card stack. E $15 MIN.8

ST-310. J82 (strip/3)/J80, A (2 bit faulty), tied by Phoenixville, PA, mute roller; Washington, DC, 1946, G+ Int’l origin; P.O.Dep’t Dead Letter Branch cc; "Collect 5 Cents of Delivery" printed above add., w/"5" lined thru & "10" penciled above on penalty cvr (upper L ruff; crs). E $15

ST-311. J82/J81, F-A, tied by Tiskilwa, IL, mute box as recd; Kansas City, MO, 1955, F Univ. inverted at lower L, as origin; Dead Letter Branch cc; "Collect 5 Cents on Delivery" printed in center on penalty cvr. E $14

ST-312. J83/J82, F-A, Cincinnati, OH, VF precans; Orlando, FL, 1934, VF Univ. origin; "Postage Due 2 Cents" printed on penalty PC to publisher re.address change; apparently top of 4-card stack. E $15 MIN.8

ST-313. J83/J82, F/A, Wall St.Sta., NY, G+ mute oval; Kumasi, Gold Coast, 1942, partial DCDS origin; censor tape & h/s L; pair lp tied to back on cvr (adhesive toning on crnrs). E $15 MIN.8


of Delivery" printed above add. on penalty cvr. E $15
ST-316. J84/J81 pair, A, Cincinnati, OH, VF precanc; Omaha/Burlington Sta., NE, 1934, VF Univ. origin; "Postage Due 2 Cents" printed on penalty PC to publisher re.address change; apparently top of 7-card stack. E $15 MIN.8
ST-317. J84 (x2; 1 faulty)/J82/J81, F-A, tied by Detroit/Lnwod, MI, G+ mute ovals; Honolulu, HI, 1937, VF Int'l origin; "Postage Due (25) Cents" h/s; 25c clipper air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-318. J84a/J81a pair, F, tied by Exeter, NH, G+ DCDS; Paris, France, 1953, VG CDS origin; "Postage Due (14) Cents/A.M.F. Boston, Mass." h/s on cvr (nick T; edge tears). E $15 MIN.8
ST-319. J89 (x3), F, tied by mute ovals; Westbrook, CT, 1971, G+ machine origin; 3c due meter w/ms "Void", partly covered by due stamps; 8c flag on cvr; add'l 3c required for ms "Air Mail" at L. E $15
ST-320. J90, F, tied by mute oval & "VOIDED" h/s; Corinth, NY, 1966, F machine; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s applied IN ERROR; 4c Lincoln on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-321. J92, F, Santa Cruz, CA, 1961, G+ DCDS as recd; "U.S.Charge/To Collect 4 Cents" h/s on PPC from Scotland. E $12 MIN.6
ST-322. J93, F, tied by 2 partial "VOIDED" h/s; New York, NY, 1965, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s on #10 cvr mailed w/o stamp & fwd. E $12 MIN.6
ST-323. J94 pair, F; tied by Charleston, WV, VF mute box; Oslo, Norway, 1963, G machine on PPC (lite tone) w/"Postage Due (12) Cents" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
ST-324. J101 (block/4)/1610/1611/1866/1844; F, tied by Elm Springs, AR, 1985, G DCDS on 5.75x8.75" Postage Due Bill. E $20
ST-325. LOX18A, F (wrapped around T edge & slit thru when opened); Lundsvale, Sweden, 1912, partial dotted CDS on cvr to Kent City, MI, & fwd to Grand Rapids. E $500 MIN.250
ST-326. O27, F (SE at B; short perfs T; bit lite tone) repairing upper L crnr; Montclair, NJ, 1946, VG Univ. origin; "Damaged by cancelling machine." h/s on cvr to Takoma Park, MD. E $40
ST-327. OX11, A, wrapped around T edge; New York, NY, 1903, VG Int'l; "Received in Bad Order/N.Y.P.O.2d Div." circled h/s on cvr (upper R edge ruff). E $75
ST-328. OX17 (x2), F (edge/crnr faults), wrapped around R edge; tied by New York, NY, mute ovals; Elmira, NY, 1916, F Colum. origin; "Rec'd in Bad Condition" circled h/s on cvr (lite tone; bit trim T). E $65
ST-329. OX39 (x2; 1 bit faulty, on front; 1 on back), F, both tied by Takoma Park Station D.C.magenta straight-line h/s; Washington, DC, [1952], G+ Int'l origin; "Not At" h/s & "Returned to Sender/From Washington, D.C." pointing hand h/s (lower line spotted) on window PSE (ruff slit T). Seals applied as wrap-around pair, separated when env.opened. E $24 MIN.12
ST-330. OX39: booklet of approx.40 panes of 5; crs on booklet covers, but seals are nearly all VF. E $250 MIN.130
ST-331. OX45, F, tied to back by ms initial; Baltimore, MD, 1985, VG machine on #10 cvr to Temple, AZ. E $12 MIN.6
ST-332. OX91, F, tied on back by partial Denver CDS; Denver, CO, 1963, VG meter; "Received unsealed at/Denver, Colo" h/s below address on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-333. OXF1, A (upper R edge Ruff into frame), New York, NY, 1870s, partial DCDS/Reg'd on back of 5x11" P.O.Dep't cvr (bit trim L; crnr cr) w/E.W.Barber printed signature. E $20 MIN.10
ST-334. Q1, F, Hoboken, NJ, ca.1913, G+ mute oval on unsealed cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-335. Q1, F-A, Springfield, IL, 1913, F Time-Cmns on PPC (edge tear T; cr). E $5
ST-336. Q1, F-A, Winthrop, ME, 1913, VG duplex on PPC. E $6
ST-337. Q1, F, Mansfield, OH, 1913, VG Univ. on lite tone PPC. E $6
ST-338. Q2, F (SE at R), Tiffin, OH, 1913, VF Amer/B14; Webster M'f'g Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-339. Q2, F (SE at L), McPherson, KS, 1913, VG Amer/B14 on cvr (scuff in cc; lite tone). E $12 MIN.6
ST-340. Q4, F, Franklin, PA, 1917 (Mar 5), G+ duplex on cvr (lite tone). Wilson's 2nd inauguration date. Also listed in "Political & Inaugurations" section. E $60
ST-341. QE4 (x2), 1 on each side; Oxford, OH, 1927, G "Insured" straight-line h/s w/2c Sc.634 & pair 15c Sc.566 on 1 side; 25c Sc.568 & 13c Sc.622 on other side; on twice-used 3.5x5" shipping tag (crs); no addresses-tag for stamps only. E $40
ST-342. R 16, A, (Davenport, IA), 1866, F ms on back of 2.25x3.75" photo. E $12 MIN.6
ST-343. R19b: x5; faulty vert.pair, imperfect between; vert.strip of 3, imperfect between (1 faulty); was strip of 5, but 2nd & 3rd stamps separated when applied; Essex, NY, 1864, VG ms; w/2x Sc.R26 on 8.25x18.75" document (crs). E $200 MIN.100
ST-344. R54 (x2), A, ms canx, 1867, on 8x14.5" document (horiz.folds). E $14
ST-345. RC25 (strip/4)/RC3, F/A, cut canx; Chicago, IL, [1919], on T.F. Molyneaux 3x4.25" Board of Trade sales card. E $15 MIN.8
ST-346. U 3, Knoxville, TN, 1854, G+ balloon CDS on PSE w/Nesbitt seal on flap. E $90
ST-347. U 26, New Bedford/Paid, MA, 1860s, G+ red CDS/grid (tiny tear B) on PSE. E $40
ST-348. U 46, Plymouth, MA, 1860s, VF CDS/target on PSE. E $40
ST-349. U 56, (no origin town), 1860s, VG cork killer only on PSE to Lynn, MA. E $15 MIN.8
ST-350. U293, Brooklyn, NY, 1887, G+ duplex (diai bit hi; lower R tip nib) on 2c lettersheet. E $15 MIN.8
ST-351. U377, St.Louis, MO, 1900, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Simmons Hardware Co.cc; "Foreign Mail" printed at T on PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-352. U528, Newark, NJ, 1942, F Univ.; Atlas Stamp Co.typecc; censor tape & h/s L; late use; on PSE to Australia. E $20 MIN.10
ST-353. U084, Oberlin, KS, 1992, G+ machine on #10 PSE. E $20
ST-355. UX 1: mint GPC (9 lite scuffs from hinges on back). E $200 MIN.100
ST-356. UX 6, New York/D, NY, 1889, G+ duplex (lite tone; tip cr) on GPC to Germany. E $20
ST-357. UX 6, New York/P, NY, 1892, VF duplex on GPC to Germany. E $24
ST-358. UX 6, New York/E, NY, 1893, G+ duplex on GPC to Holland. E $24
ST-359. UX 6, New York/D, NY, 1984, VG+ duplex on GPC to Germany. E $24
ST-360. UX 6, Philadelphia, PA, 1895, F Amer on GPC to Germany. E $24
ST-361. UX 6, Brooklyn/Sta.B, NY, 1897, G+ duplex on GPC to Germany. E $24
ST-362. UX 6, Tacoma, WA, 1897, G+ duplex on GPC to Germany. E $24
ST-363. UX 6, El Paso, TX, 1898, G+ duplex on GPC to Germany. E $24 MIN.12
ST-364. UX122, Long Beach, CA, 1988, G+ machine (crnr crs) on GPC to Egypt w/address & brief message (or signature?) in Arabic. E $20 MIN.10
ST-365. UX15, Yates City, IL, 1903, G duplex on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-366. UX15, Beaver Dam, WI, 1920, G+ Amer/A14; stamp dealer's illus.ad; late use; on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-367. UX16, Washington, DC, 1901, G+ Int'l on GPC to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-368. UX16, New York/Sta.F, NY, 1907, G+ Int'l (crs; edge tear T) on GPC to New So.Wales. E $15 MIN.8
ST-369. UX18, Martinsburg, WV, 1904, G+ duplex (o/s; crs) on 1c GPC "Hold For Postage"; 1c Sc.300 applied for handmade chick-in-eggshell applique on back. E $15 MIN.8
ST-370. UX39/var: UNLISTED type w/SURCHARGE on BACK; mint, on GPC. E $200 MIN.100
ST-371. UX59, USPS, PA, 1972, VG machine on commer.GPC to Australia. E $80
ST-372. UX59, USPS, MA, 1972, G+ machine on commer.GPC to Australia (printed request for article reprint; not filled out, but valid use). E $80
ST-373. UX62, USPS, TX, 1972, G machine (dial hi) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-374. UX67, Chicago, IL, 1976, VF 4-bar w/"The Windy City" pictorial slogan struck at L; G+ machine as canx on stamp on GPC to Australia (no message; return add.label only on back). E $24 MIN.12
ST-375. UX67, Salem, OR, 1978, G machine (dial hi; town/state mostly off) "Stamp Collector" subscription ad on GPC to USS Samuel Gompers, FPO San Fran. E $20
ST-376. UXC 8, Phoenix, A2, 1968, G machine on commer.GPC to Australia; from stamp dealer to collector, but valid use. E $50
ST-377. UXC11, USPS, WA, 1972, G machine on commer.GPC to Australia. E $55
ST-378. UXC11, USPS, NY, 1974, VG+ machine on commer.GPC to Australia (re.stamp transaction, but valid business use). E $55
ST-379. UXC12, Weed, CA, 1972, VG machine on commer.air GPC. E $75
ST-380. UXC16, Midland, MI, 1977, G machine on commer.GPC to RHODESIA (from "Fine Arts Philatelists," but valid business use). E $50
ST-381. UXC16, Owatonna, MN, 1979, VG+ machine on GPC to Australia (no message). E $24 MIN.12
ST-382. UXC19, (Philadelphia, PA), 1982, partial machine (part lite tone) labels covering address; "Return to Sender..." pointing hand boxed h/s at L on commer.GPC to Australia & returned. E $24 MIN.12
ST-383. UXC19, Appleton, WI, 1983, F machine on commer.GPC to Australia; from Collectors of Religion on Stamps sec'y, but valid use. E $30
ST-384. UXC20, Philadelphia, PA, 1983, G+ machine; large label partly covering address; ms "Not Known/This Address"; on commer.GPC to Australia & returned. E $30
ST-385. UXC21, (Indistinct town), NY, 1984, partial DCDS on commer.GPC to Australia (collector to dealer, but valid business use). E $24 MIN.12
ST-386. UXC25, Seattle, WA, 1993, G+ machine on commer.GPC to Australia (collector to dealer, but valid business use). E $24 MIN.12
ST-387. UXC27 (crnr cr); (Rydal, PA), [2000], (no origin canx) VG bar code sprayers at B on GPC to France & returned; Paris machine as recd b/s. E $20
ST-388. UY 5, Brooklyn, NY, 1911, F Int'l on message GPC w/att'd reply. E $24
ST-389. UY 5: mint message/reply GPCs. E $170 MIN.85
ST-390. UY 6, Cincinnati, OH, 1912, F+ Int'l; Orphan's Day Outing notice on message GPC w/att'd reply. E $20
ST-391. UY12r, Lichtenberg, Germany, 1948, VG DCDS on properly used Int'l reply GPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
ST-392. UY12r, Rudolfzell, Germany, 1949, F DCDS on properly used Int'l reply GPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
ST-393. UY18r/var, Janesville, CA, [1968], G 4-bar (2 staple holes) "Revalued At 5c" green surcharge, locally applied at Portola, CA (much o/s by cancel bar) on GPC. Known variety, described in USPC catalog. E $75
ST-394. Illinois Duck Stamp #4; used, w/federal stamp (Sc.RW45) & folded license, 1978. E $20
ST-395. 20L7, A (dark tone spot uppe r crnr; crnr cr; tear R); not tied; New York, NY, 1850s, G+ CDS tying 3c imperf on cvr. E $40
ST-396. 20L7, A (cut to shape), Boyd's City Express Post (New York, NY), [1852], G+ oval/cork on folded letter (crs). E $40 MIN.20
ST-397. 20L8, A, Boyd's City Express Post (New York, NY), 1850s, partial oval/cork (not tied but apparently belongs) on cvr (uneven toned). E $100
ST-398. Brooks Essay: submitted design for first postal card; 2x 1c designs, for "Going" & "Returning" (18mm tear B, taped on back; crs), [1873], on pink "GPC". MIN.$100

TERRITORIES
TR-1. Canton Island/Phoenix Group, 1954, G+ 4-bar; "Postage Due (2) Cents/Forwarding postage guaranteed by address." boxed h/s on cvr w/2c due tied by Auburn, IN, mute oval at L. E $20
TR-2. Koror, Caroline Islands, 1952, F+ 4-bar (bit ruff upper R) on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
TR-3. Truk, Caroline Islands, 1956, G+ 4-bar on QSL PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-4. Shanghai/U.S.Postal Sta., China, 1905, G+ duplex w/1-digit year; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
TR-5. Bagley, Cuba, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF) 1c Cuba on PPC datelined Guantanamo. E $40
TR-6. Ancon, CZ, 1908, F 4-bar as recd on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TR-7. Ancon, CZ, ca.1908, G duplex (toned) 1c Sc.22 on PPC. E $8
TR-8. Ancon, CZ, 1927, G+ Univ.; 2c overprint Sc.97 on PPC w/att'd reply. E $15 MIN.8
TR-10. Ancon, CZ, 1944, F Univ.; censor tape L; 15c air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-11. Balboa, C2, 1924, F duplex; 1c Sc.71 on PPC. E $8
TR-12. Balboa/A.M.F., CZ, 1958, VG Univ.; 1c green on 2c GPC to local add.: Elks Lodge notice. E $15 MIN.8
TR-13. Balboa/Paquebot, CZ, 1976, G+ duplex; Lund ty.10; 13c Liberty Bell on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
TR-14. Cristobal, CZ, 1912, F duplex; 1c Sc.31 on PPC datelined Colon. E $12 MIN.6
TR-15. Cristobal, CZ, ca.1922, F Univ. (year omitted) 1c Sc.55 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-16. Cristobal, CZ, 1922, VG Univ.; 2c Sc.60 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-17. Cristobal, CZ, 1925 (Apr 13), F Univ.; 1.5c Sc.72, 2 DAYS BEFORE listed date of issue; on cvr to Gatun. Also listed in "First Day Covers" section of this catalog. E $120
TR-19. Cristobal, CZ, 1951, G+ Univ. at lower L; roller canx on 6c air +1c +faulty 50c on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
TR-21. Cristobal, CZ, 1962, G+ duplex (tip cr) bit o/s by Cristobal/Paquebot G+ duplex origin at L, Lund ty.8; 3c Liberty on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-22. Cristobal/Paquebot, CZ, 1932, G+ duplex; Lund ty.4 ("BAL, C" mostly not struck) 2c Wash. on Cuba PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
TR-24. Margarita, CZ, 1958, VG Univ. w/ms day correction; 6c air on QSL PPC datelined Ft.Guick. E $12 MIN.6
TR-25. Paraiso, CZ, 1906, partial duplex (town mostly not struck; crnr crs) 1c overprint Sc.16b on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-26. Saint Thomas, DWI, 1880, G+ CDS (edge tear B) "New York/Paid/FD/All" opera glass h/s at L on GPC Sc.UX3. E $40
TR-27. Guam, Guam, 1922, G+ duplex (B arc partial; ruff slit T; part toned) 2c Wash. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-28. Guam, Guam, 1940, VG 4-bar; "Pedro's" cc; pair 20c clipper air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-29. Guam, Guam, 1947, VF duplex; 5c Prexie on 2.75x5" warranty card. E $12 MIN.6
TR-30. Marine Barracks, Guam, 1947, G+ 4-bar (vert.cr) 5c air on 2.75x5" warranty card. E $15 MIN.8
TR-33. Manila, PI, 1906, G duplex (town partial) 1c overprint Sc.226 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-34. Manila, PI, 1939, G+ Univ. "Nat'l Book Week/Read Good Books" slogan w/center line excised (L arc of dial off L) on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
TR-35. Puerto Rico: UX1, mint GPC, PR. E $150 MIN.75
TR-36. Puerto Rico: UX3, mint GPC, PR. E $150 MIN.75
TR-37. Adjuntas, PR, ca.1910, G+ duplex ("S" mostly not struck; year partial) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-38. Aguadilla, PR, 1905, F duplex; Sanders Philippi & Co.cc on 5c PSE Sc.U393 to Germany. E $20
TR-39. Arroyo, PR, 1942, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim L) 5c Prexie +20c transport air on censored cvr to Curacao. E $20 MIN.10
TR-40. Cabo Rojo, PR, 1942, G+ duplex (part on stamp) on GPC to "Institute of Mentalphysics," Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
TR-41. Cayey, PR, 1941, G+ duplex on GPC to "Institute of Mentalphysics," Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
TR-42. Ciales, PR, 1941, VG+ duplex on GPC to "Institute of Mentalphysics," Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
TR-44. Ensenada, PR, 1921, G+ duplex on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
TR-45. Guyama, PR, 1923, VG+ duplex on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-46. Manati, PR, 1940, partial duplex (town mostly not struck) pair 10c map air on cvr. E $8
TR-47. Mayaguez, PR, 1916, VG+ duplex on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-49. Mercedita, PR, 1941, F duplex on GPC to "Institute of Mentalphysics," Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
TR-50. Orcovis, PR, 1928, F 4-bar on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-51. Ponce, PR, 1936, VF duplex (vert cr) 10c map air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-52. Quebradillas, PR, 1943, F Int'l; toned censor tape L; 10c transport air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-53. Rio Piedras, PR, 1941, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) (00-57) on GPC to "Institute of Mentalphysics," Los Angeles. E $15 MIN.8
TR-54. Rio Piedras, PR, 1944, VG+ Univ.; toned censor tape L; 10c transport air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-55. San German, PR, 1964, VF Univ.; 25c bridge air on cvr to ETHIOPIA. E $20 MIN.10
TR-56. San Juan, PR, 1902, G+ Doremus ty.D w/dateless dial; 1c Sc.279 on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
TR-57. San Juan/Transit, PR, 1903, G+ CDS (upper R tip clip) as transit b/s, properly applied on cvr from Dominican Republic to N.Y.City. E $20
TR-58. San Juan, PR, 1905, G+ duplex; 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-59. San Juan, PR, 1924, G+ Univ. "Coopere Ud Al Bienestar..." slogan (EKU; part spotty) on PPC. 27 days earlier than catalog listing. E $30 MIN.15
TR-60. San Juan, PR, 1928, G+ Univ. (lite tone) part o/s by "Paquebot/San Juan, P.R." h/s Lund ty.2; Bank of Nova Scotia cc; 2c Dominican Republic on cvr to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
TR-61. San Juan, PR, 1944, VG Univ.; West India Machinery & Supply Co.cc; 10c transport air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-63. Charlotte Amalie/Kronprinzens Gade Sta., VI, 1971, G+ machine on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-64. Christiansted, VI, 1956, F Int'l on 10c aerogramme to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
TR-65. Saint Thomas (U.S.Nava Sta.) (w/odd abbreviation or MISSPELLING), VI, 1930 (Nov 10), F 4-bar (lite tone; bit trim L) FAM 10 1st flight cachet; 20c +pair 15c map airs on cvr to Santos, Brazil, w/St.Thomas G+ duplex (Nov 25) as transit b/s. E $20 MIN.10
TR-66. Wake, Wake Island, 1951, VG+ 4-bar on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

WORLDWIDE
WW-2. Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1931, G+ CGS (trim L) Legacion de Suiza cc; 2x 1.08p airs (Sc.C16) +5c +2c +2x 5c on req'd air cvr to Sils-Maris, Switzerland & fwd to Zurich. E $20
WW-3. Ascension, 1935, partial CGS; 1/2p +1p +3p (Sc.23-4, 27) on cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
WW-4. Bahrain, 1955, G+ DCDS (bit trim R; part lite tone) Qatar Petroleum Co.employee return add.on back; 2x 1/2a-on-1/2p +2x 1.5a-on-1.5p on cvr to U.S. E $20
WW-5. Bahrain (Indistinct town), [1937], partial CGS; 3a +2a overprints on PPC w/"Par Avion/New York to San Francisco" h/s. E $14
WW-6. Lot 16) Belgium, 1904-28, on PPCs; mostly incoming w/postage due stamps applied. E $15 MIN.8
WW-7. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1916, G+ repeater (tiny tears B; lower R crnr toned) "P.C./Bermuda" circled censor's h/s; 1p Caravel on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-8. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1922, G repeater; 1p +1/2p Caravel on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-9. (Paget?), Bermuda, ca.1923, partial CGS (mostly not struck; part lite tone) 1p Seal & King +1/2p Caravel on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-10. Georgetown, British Guiana, 1914, VG CGS (tip crs) tying 2c-on-10c on pix side of PPC to France. E $14
WW-11. (Indistinct town), British Honduras, 1941, partial CGS (lite crs) Conrad Jones/Comm'n Merchants cc; 5c Sc.119 on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-12. Atwell, MB, Canada, 1912, G+ split-ring CGS as recd (91-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-14. (Brookfield, NS), Canada, [1899], G grid killer only; Peter Stevens, Gen'l Mdse cc; 2c map (Sc.86) on cvr. E $20
WW-15. Bruce, AB, Canada, 1911, F split-ring CGS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-16. Forestville, ON, Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CGS/grid (pre-printing cr) (51/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-17. Halifax, NS, Canada, 1942, VG+ machine; 23x59mm rectangle cut out of message area by censor on USS Lexington PPC to U.S. GREAT effect. E $24 MIN.12
WW-18. Hedgeville, NS, Canada, 1913, VF split-ring CGS as recd (87-15) on PPC w/Meadowville Station (92-70) VG split-ring CGS/grid origin. E $20
WW-21. Peachland, BC, Canada, 1908, G+ split-ring CGS/grid (near VF) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-22. Port Kells, BC, Canada, 1919, G+ split-ring CGS/grid (L arc spotty; ruff R, into 1 stamp) on cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $14
WW-23. Round Hill, AB, Canada, 1907, G+ split-ring CGS/grid (date partial) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-24. Saint John, NB, Canada, 1868, VG split-ring CDS/grid; 6c (Sc.27; couple short perfs) on cvr to U.S. E $100
WW-25. Saint Philémon Nord, PQ, Canada, 1928, G+ split-ring CDS (tear R; bit cr) 2c Confederation (27-53) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-26. Sainte Angele de Laval, PQ, Canada, 1936, VF split-ring CDS/grid; "Indian Office At..." cc on cvr. E $20
WW-27. Stratford, UC, Canada, 1844, G DCDS w/ms date & part heavy inked "4 1/2" rate (crs) on SFL to Daniel Lizards, w/Goderich split-ring CDS as recd b/s. E $50
WW-29. Warner, AB, Canada, 1908, G+ split-ring CDS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-31. Stratford & Wiarton RPO (Canada), 1910, F CDS ( toned) on PPC to U.S. E $24
WW-32. Stratford & Wiarton/M.C. (Canada), 1901, VG CDS ty.o-327 (lower R tip nib; edge tear B; toned) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-33. Truro & St.John M.C./E (Canada), 1903, VG+ CDS (trim R) Amherst (NS) Boot & Shoe Co.cc on cvr. E $20
WW-34. Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope, 1907, G+ DCDS (near F) on PPC w/Germiston, Transvaal, G+ DCDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8
WW-35. Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope, 1908, G+ DCDS on PPC W/Three Anchor Bay G+ DCDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8
WW-36. Kimberley, Cape of Good Hope, 1907, VG DCDS (lite tone) on PPC to Cape Town. E $15 MIN.8
WW-37. Lower Paarl, Cape of Good Hope, 1896, VF DCDS on PPC W/Three Anchor Bay VG CDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8
WW-38. Shanghai, China, 1941, G+ dotted CDS (RUFF upper L) Hong Kong censor tape R, partly covering 25c +pair $2 airs on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-39. Shanghai, China, 1947, G CDS ( dial hi: upper L arc off T) Amer.Church Mission/Treasurer's Office cc; $100-on-1c +$200-on-$4 on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-40. Suchow, China, 1924, G+ CDS (part ruff slat L; flap partly off) Dept.of Agriculture, Amer.Presbyterian Mission cc; 2x 5c junk on cvr to U.S. E $20
WW-41. Aruba, St.Nicolaas, Curacao, 1944, G DCDS (bit toned) Aruba censor tape L; U.S.censor tape R, partly on 35c air on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-42. Nicosia, Cyprus, 1937, G+ reg'd oval; 3/4pi +1.5pi +2.5pi Coronation on reg'd cvr w/1/4pi Sc.125 on back, to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-43. Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 1942, G+ DCDS; Edmund Mauthner & Co.return add.; Nazi censor repeater at L; on PC to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
WW-44. Cotonou, Dahomey, 1907, VG+ DCDS; bit cr 10c on PPC to France. E $16
WW-45. Copenhagen, Denmark, 1903, F DCDS; 5x 1o on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-46. Copenhagen, Denmark, 1904, G+ DCDS (lite tone) 3o +4x 1o on address side; 3o on pix side; on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-47. Copenhagen, Denmark, 1940, F machine (bit trim L) Nazi censor tape on back; 30o on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
WW-48. Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1940s, partial DCDS (lite tone) "General Friendship" printed ad at L, re.benefits of country on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-49. Alexandria, Egypt, 1945, G+ CDS (edge tears T; bit crd) Geo.Christidis Contractor cc; censor tape L; pair 25m airs +2m; crude red boxed "O.A.T." h/s (approx.52x43mm) "Onward Air Transmission" marking on 5x6" cvr to Switzerland. E $50
WW-50. Cairo, Egypt, 1903, VF CDS (toned) on GPC to Germany. E $14
WW-51. Feldpost (Estonia: German Occupation), 1941, G CDS (date 1ite on stamp; 1ite tone) 30+30k occupation semi-postal Sc.NB3 on censored PPC. E $30
WW-52. Korovou, Fiji, 1942, partial CDS 2.5d +1/2d Fiji +6c U.S.transport air on censored cvr w/ms "Air Mail from USA Coast" instruction at T. E $20
WW-53. Suva, Fiji, 1968 (Jul 15), G pictorial CDS 11 diff.commems (1/2marlin wrapped around B edge) 1st Day of issue on unmailed PPC. E $14
WW-54. Lot 8) France, 1945, all w/Dulac issues on cvrs, mostly to Red Cross, Geneva, Switzerland; some to Prisoner of War Central Ag'y. MIN.$24
WW-55. Calais, France, 1921, G CDS; 3x 5c (2 w/spotty prints) on 15c GPC to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
WW-56. Cannes, France, 1940, G+ slogan repeater (trim R) censor tape L on cvr to U.S. E $12
MIN.6
WW-57. Nice, France, 1943, G CDS; 10f +2f on "Expres" cvr to Zurich w/Nazi censor tape & h/s on back. E $12 MIN.6
WW-58. Vichy, France, 1936, G+ CDS (cr; flap partly off) on reg'd air cvr to Senegal. E $15 MIN.8
WW-59. Villasavary, France, 1863, G+ DCDS (cr) 30c (Sc.34) on folded letter: printed wedding announcement. E $30
WW-60. Avricourt a Nancy (France), 1911, G+ scalloped CDS on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-61. Brest a Lorient (France), 1911, G+ scalloped CDS on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-62. Chaumont a Dijon (France), 1904, G+ scalloped CDS (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC to Belgium. E $12 MIN.6
WW-63. Eymet a Bordeaux (France), 1904, G+ scalloped CDS on PPC to Belgium. E $12 MIN.6
WW-64. Bangui, French Congo, [1904], partial DCDS 4c +1c leopards on pix side of PPC to France. E $16
WW-65. Sette Cama, French Congo, 1903, partial DCDS; pair 5c (1 bit faulty) on PPC to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-68. Braulingen, Germany, 1923 (Nov 7), G DCDS (ruff slit L; edge tears; tip crs) 8x 500 million m (Sc.293) on 5x6" cvr to U.S. E $30
WW-69. Essen, Germany, 1948, G DCDS (toned; tiny tear T) 3x 6pf on 12pf GPC to U.S. E $6
WW-70. Hannover, Germany, 1898, G octagon (ink smear at L of stamp) 2.5pf Mercur local on PPC. E $20
WW-71. Hannover, Germany, 1900 (Jan 1), G+ DCDS w/VG CDS as recd on 5c GPC w/"1900" & sun at L. E $15
WW-72. Heidelberg, Germany, 1944, G slogan machine (dial HI: town mostly off) 16+10pf speed boat on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-73. Jagstzell, Germany, 1893, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) "Schultheissenamt/Jagstzell" pictorial oval h/s at L on SFL (contents partial). E $14
WW-74. Munich, Germany, 1947, F red U.S.Civil Censorship repeater w/stars in killer (bit trim T; tear T) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-75. Oberstdorf, Germany, 1944, F DCDS (tip crs; lite tone; message part smeared) on GPC from French volunteer worker, to France. E $20
WW-76. Passau, Germany, 1922, G DCDS (lite tone) 2m Arms + 150pf iron workers on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-77. Rostock, Germany, 1923, G DCDS (cr; lite tone) 30th m-on-200m (Sc.249) on ship's PPC (RPD Hannover). E $15 MIN.8
WW-78. Stuttgart, Germany, 1923 (Aug 10), G+ CDS; 1000m +block/4x 200m (2 w/faulty perfs) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-79. Gibraltar, 1952, G+ DCDS; 6p +3p commems on air PPC (S.S.Constitution) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-80. Ocean Island, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 1936, partial DCDS; 3p +1.5p (Sc.18/29) on reg'd cvr to Canada. E $20
WW-81. (Indistinct town), Great Britain, 1955, G DCDS; "ld to Pay/235" h/s; 1.5p Queen on PPC w/1p due Sc.J35 tied by Ross-on-Wye G Reg'd oval. E $15 MIN.8
WW-82. Bath, Great Britain, 1942, G+ machine; "War Savings are War Weapons/Fasten Envelope by gumming this label over top...." printed at B on re-addressing label on twice-used cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-83. Bury St.Edmund's, Great Britain, 1914, F DCDS; 3 diff.PSE cut-outs +2 stamps on 4x7" reg'd PIECE ONLY, to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
WW-84. Chiswick, Great Britain, 1961, F machine (bit trim T) 4p CEPT; due markings; on cvr to Switzerland w/25c Sc.333 applied as due stamp. E $15 MIN.8
WW-85. Dublin/Late Fee, (Ireland), Great Britain, 1877, F CDS w/186 killer (crs; ruff upper L, in 1 stamp) ms "late fee paid" at T; 2x 1p (Pl.158) on cvr. E $20
WW-86. Halstead, Great Britain, 1941, G+ repeated; "This envelope is doing War Time Duty" printed at B on re-addressing label on cvr used 3 TIMES. E $20
WW-87. Kentish Town, Great Britain, 1891, G+ squared circle (upper tip nib) Robt.Gun oval h/s cc; 1/2d +pair 1d on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-88. London, Great Britain, 1918, G+ "Buy Nat'l War Bonds Now" slogan repeater; censor tape L; 1.5p +1p on cvr to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
WW-89. Mousehole, Great Britain, 1954, G+ DCDS; 9p +10p +11p (Sc.304-6) on reg’d cvr to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
WW-90. Old Deer (Scotland), Great Britain, 1802, VG+ straight-line town h/s & ms town/date (crs; bit lite soiled at cr) on SPL. E $24 MIN.12
WW-92. Penny Postage Jubilee/South Kensington, Great Britain, 1890, G+ pictorial DCDS (lower R arc partly off; upper R tip nick) on mailed 1/2p GPC w/Greek alphabet written on back. E $20
WW-93. Ventnor, Great Britain, 1902, VF CDS (touched up tips & edges) on mourning cvr w/WIDE black border; matching enc. E $15 MIN.8
WW-94. British Post Office/Tangier (Great Britain: Offices in Morocco), 1956, G+ DCDS; 2.5p "Tangier" overprint on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-95. British Post Office/Constantinople (Great Britain: Offices in Turkey), 1904, VG+ CDS (toned; pen note on address, lined thru; edge tear L; tip cr) on 1p Grt.Brit.GPC to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-96. Athens, Greece, 1916, G+ repeater; Italy censor tape & h/s T; 25L on cvr to Switzerland. E $20
WW-97. Salonique, Greece, ca.1918, G CDS (bit heavy inked) censor tape & h/s T, partly on 25L (Sc.239) on cvr to Switzerland. E $20
WW-98. Pointe a Pitre, Guadeloupe, 1948, G+ DCDS; 1f +50c +faulty 4f50 on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-99. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1937, G+ meter w/swastika flag slogan machine (slogan part spotty) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-100. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1940, VG repeater (edge tear R) censor tape L; 25a air Sc.C17 +pair 10a Sc.193 on cvr to U.S. E $30
WW-101. Jaitu, India: Nabha State, 1939?, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi; year bit unclear; uneven toned) 9p Nabha overprint Sc.64 on PC. Jaipur G+ DCDS as rec’d, clearly dated 1934, but stamp shown as '37 issue. E $20
WW-102. Bac-Ninh, Indochina, 1904, G+ DCDS; 5x 1c on PPC to France. E $15
WW-103. Dong Ho, Indochina, 1903, G+ DCDS (B arc partial) 2x 5c on PPC to France. E $15
WW-104. Nam-Dinh, Indochina, 1906, partial DCDS; 4c +1c on PPC to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-105. Nam-Dinh, Indochina, 1906, G+ DCDS; 1c +2x 2c on PPC to France. E $15
WW-106. Saigon, Indochina, 1901, G+ DCDS; bit faulty 5c pair on PPC to France. E $14
WW-107. Saigon, Indochina, 1905, partial DCDS (cr) 5c +2x 2c +bit faulty 1c on pix side of PPC to France. E $14
WW-108. Saigon, Indochina, 1906, G+ DCDS tying 2c on pix side of PPC to France. E $14
WW-109. Baile Atha Cliath, Ireland, 1941, VG slogan machine; censor tapes at L & R; 2p overprint Sc.118 +1/2p on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-110. Brescia, Italy, 1940, partial machine; 30c +15c on 30c GPC to Germany w/Nazi censor h/s on message. E $12 MIN.6
WW-111. Fiume, Italy, 1940, G+ DCDS (multi-crs; nicks B) censor tape L on air cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-112. Luserna San Giovanni, Italy, 1944, partial DCDS; 1.25L +75c on censored reg’d PC to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8
WW-113. San Remo, Italy, 1941, G DCDS; 2.50L special del.Sc.E15 +1.25L on cvr to Germany w/Nazi censor tape & h/s on back. E $15 MIN.8
WW-114. Zara, Italy, 1921, F DCDS (lite tone; tip crs) 15c +10c on 15c GPC to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
WW-115. Tabou, Ivory Coast, 1918, G+ DCDS (tip cr) tying 10c+5c Sc.B1 on pix side of PPC to France. E $20
WW-116. Takamatsu, Japan, 1983, G+ DCDS on air cvr to Western Samoa, returned to sender "Unclaimed" 3 mos.after mailing. E $15 MIN.8
WW-117. Yokohama, Japan, 1912, G+ purple DCDS (tiny tear B) 4s on PPC (Tsukishima Temple, Hyogo) to U.S. E $14
WW-118. [Yokota] Japan, [1918], F DCDS w/Japanese characters & "7" year (toned) 3s + bit faulty 1s on PPC to U.S. w/Tokio DCDS as transit; datelined "Yokota, Ugo". E $14
WW-119. Tumpat, Kelantan, 1940, G+ CDS; 4c +8c (Sc.31, 34) on censored cvr to Thailand. E $20
WW-120. Tsingtau, Kiautschou, 1901, VF CDS (toned; lite crs) "Deutsche Reichspost Postkarte" header adapted to read "feld-Postkarte" for soldier's free frank on PC to Germany. E $40
WW-121. Stende, Latvia, 1926, VG+ DCDS (part lite tone) on cvr w/enc.mailed w/o stamp to U.S.; New York, NY/GPO/Due 10 Cents h/s; pair 5c dues tied. E $15 MIN.8
WW-122. Ventspils-Riga/P.V. (Latvia), 1926, VG+ double oval RPO (trim R) on cvr w/enc.mailed w/o stamp to U.S.; New York, NY/GPO/Due 10 Cents h/s; pair 5c dues tied. E $20
WW-123. Tripoli, Libya, 1957, G+ CDS; 11 stamps on air cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
WW-124. Majunga, Madagascar, 1909, G+ DCDS tying 3x 1c Sc.28 +3x 5c Sc.32 +3x 4c Sc.65 on pix side of reg'd PPC to France. E $24
WW-125. Morafenobe, Madagascar, 1903, G+ blue DCDS on add.side; partial strike tying 30c Sc.40 on pix side of PPC to France. E $20 MIN.10
WW-126. Tananarive, Madagascar, 1902, G+ DCDS; 0,10-on-50c Sc.60 on PPC to France. E $20
WW-127. Tananarive, Madagascar, 1909, F blue DCDS (tip cr) tying bit faulty 10c Sc.34 on pix side of PPC to France. E $16
WW-128. Port-De-France, Martinique, 1907, F blue DCDS; 10c Sc.39 on pix side of unadd.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-129. Boghe, Mauritia, 1908, G+ DCDS (tip cr) tying 5c on pix side of PPC to France; better strike on back. E $15
WW-130. Brazzaville, Middle Congo, 1923, G+ DCDS; 3x 10c Sc.28 on PPC to France. E $16
WW-131. Casablanca, Morocco, 1937, G+ CDS (edge tear B; trim R) Carlton Hotel cc; large illus.back ad; 90c +1f +2x 2f50 on 5x5.75" cvr to Austria. E $20
WW-132. Durban, Natal, 1908, VF DCDS; 1/2p on PPC to Cape Town. E $15 MIN.8
WW-133. Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1924, partial DCDS (trim L) "Valeur Declaree Fl.150-Frs.300" boxed h/s; 50c on reg'd cvr to Germany w/5 large red wax seals on back. E $20
WW-134. Sidney, New South Wales, 1901, partial CDS (toned; B tips nib) pair 1/2p (1 faulty) on PPC to U.S.; "U.S.Change to Collect/2 Cents" h/s; bit faulty 2c due stamp tied by St.Louis rectangle h/s. E $8
WW-135. Corner Brook, Newfoundland, 1935, G+ split-ring CDS; 5c Jubilee on cvr w/"NASM" banner on flap; Holland-American Line letterhead enc.datelined SS Volendam, to U.S. E $20
WW-136. Rjukan, Norway, 1949, VG repeater; censor tape & h/s; 45-on-40o on cvr to Austria. E $15 MIN.8
WW-137. Bloemfontein, Orange River Colony, 1907, VF DCDS (bit o/s; lite tone) 1p on PPC to Cape Town. E $15 MIN.8
WW-138. Bloemfontein, Orange River Colony, 1907, G+ DCDS; 1/2p on PPC to Cape Town. E $15 MIN.8
WW-139. Haifa, Palestine, 1923, G DCDS (much obscured on stamp) Keller Co.cc; 13m overprint Sc.57 on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
WW-140. Jaffa, Palestine, 1929, G+ repeater (trim T; flap partly off) Gabbi & Wiener header; 13m Sc.74 on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
WW-141. Jaffa, Palestine, 1932, G+ DCDS; B.Guttmann, Maison de Commission header; 8m on PC to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
WW-142. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1924 (Dec 24), VG+ DCDS; 8m overprint Sc.55 on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-143. Jerusalem, Palestine, ca.1933, G+ DCDS (year partial) 13m Sc.75 on air cvr to England. E $12 MIN.6
WW-144. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1937, G+ oval; Central Fruit Co.return add.on flap; 15m pair +8m on reg'd air cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-145. Madang, Papua New Guinea, 1949, G CDS; 5.5p+3.5p+2.5p Australia Peace stamps on air cvr to Port Moresby. E $15 MIN.8
WW-146. Manila, Philippines, 1941, F Univ.; 12c Sc.416 on cvr to Australia. E $12 MIN.6
WW-147. Manila, Philippines, 1949, VG "Long Live the Republic..." pictorial slogan h/s (part o/s) on short-paid cvr w/add'l postage paid & remailed. E $15 MIN.8
WW-148. Pitcairn Islands, 1938, G+ DCDS (bit trim R) 1p +2.5p +6p Coronation commems w/"Cook Is'ds." overprint (Sc.109-111) on cvr to U.S. E $75
WW-149. Pitcairn Islands/Post Office, 1993, G+ CDS (T arc partly on stamp; tears; lower L tip ruff) Mrs.Ben Christian, P.O.Box 2 cc; "Printed Matter" h/s above; 20c HMS Blossom on 4.5x8.75"
cvr to U.S.w/"Received in Damaged Condition At Ocala, FL 32678." h/s; yellow computer label w/forwarding address at lower R. E $24 MIN.12

WW-150. Ciechocinek, Poland, 1932, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi; lite tone) 30g Geo.Washington on PPC to Switzerland w/10c postage due Sc.349a tied by Geneva G+ DCDS. E $15 MIN.8

WW-151. Saarlsburg, Saar, 1930, F DCDS (toned; tip cr) 50c air Sc.C1 +5c miner +3c-on-20pf +3c railway +5pf Germany on 30pf GPC to Germany. E $30

WW-152. Saint Helena, 1953, G+ CDS; 2p + 1/2p on PPC (S.S.Rhodesia Castle) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-153. Mukah, Sarawak, 1956, G+ CDS; 10c +4c +2c +4x 1c on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-154. Sibu, Sarawak, 1949, partial CDS; 25c +20c 15c +2x 10c overprints on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-155. Reg'd GPO, Sierra Leone, 1971, G+ CDS (part ruff slit B) 15c foil air Sc.C127 (diamond) on back of reg'd cvr to U.S.; 20c Sc.392 wrapped around T edge. E $15 MIN.8

WW-156. Tulagi, Solomon Islands, 1937, G Reg'd CDS; 1p +1.5p +3p Coronation +1/2p (Sc.43) on reg'd cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


WW-158. Madrid, Spain, 1945, G slogan repeater (lite tone; edge tear T) censor tapes L & R; circled "Ay" h/s; 3x 25c on cvr to France. E $60

WW-159. Santiago, Spain, 1937, VG octagon (trim R; upper R edge bit ruff) censor tape L on 5x6.75" cvr to Austria. E $15 MIN.8

WW-160. Sevilla, Spain, 1942, G DCDS (crnr crs) censor tapes L & R on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-161. Stockholm, Sweden, 1941, G+ repeater; Aktiebolaget Continental Caoutchouc-Compagnie header; 2" diam."C.C. & G.P.Co/H." ad label w/embossed horse on flap; on 5.25x6.25" air cvr to Germany w/Nazi censor tape & h/s on back. E $20

WW-162. Ersigen, Switzerland, 1909, F DCDS; Hans Stettler header; on C.O.D.cvr to Germany, w/"Unpaid" label tied at Bumpliz & returned. E $20

WW-163. Geneva, Switzerland, 1877, F DCDS; "Carte-Correspondance/Agence de Transports internationaux/Chas.Fischer" header on PC to Austria. E $15 MIN.8

WW-164. Neuchatel, Switzerland, 1908, F DCDS (lite tone) on black-border mourning cvr. E $12 MIN.6

WW-165. Neuchatel, Switzerland, 1949, G DCDS; 6 diff.commens (UPU Sc.322-4; Swiss Post Sc.325-7) on reg'd air cvr to U.S. E $30 MIN.15

WW-166. Savognin/Sommer un Winter, Switzerland, 1975, G+ pictorial CDS w/illus.ski lift & chalet in dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WW-167. Solothurn, Switzerland, 1905 (Jan 1), VG DCDS tying 5c Numeral type on PPC. Appears to be green shade, Sc.115, 1st Day of Use. E $65

WW-168. Zurich, Switzerland, 1943, G+ DCDS/slogan machine; censor tape & swastika h/s at L; 30c official Sc.025 on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8

WW-169. Lome, Togo, 1928, F blue DCDS; 90c cacao trees on PPC, not fully addressed. E $14

WW-170. Lome, Togo, 1969, G+ CDS; French Embassy Pay Office h/s cc; 30f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-171. Germiston, Transvaal, 1907, G+ DCDS ("G" mostly not struck; lite tone) 1/2p on PPC to Cape Town. E $15 MIN.8

WW-172. San Fernando, Trinidad, 1942, VF CDS (2 tone spots on add.side) 4x 3p +3x 4p on back of air cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

MISCELLANEOUS

MX-1. Hot Springs National Park, AR, 1934, F Int'l (bit toned; part edge wear) on 4.25x6" 9-panel pictorial folder w/map inside flaps. E $15 MIN.8

MX-2. Village, AR, 1909, G+ 4-bar & others (o/s; lite tone) 3x 1c Sc.300 (1 torn thru) +1c Sc.331 on chain-letter PPC mailed 4 times. E $20


MX-4. San Diego, CA, 1920, VG Univ. (tip crs; bit edge wear; flap bit separated) on 4.25x6.25" 9-panel pictorial folder (San Diego). E $8


MX-6. Manitou, CO, 1920, partial duplex (edge wear) on 4.25x6.25" 11-panel "Cave of the Winds"
pictorial folder. E $15 MIN.8
MX-8. Bridgeport, CT, 1918, partial Univ. (no L flap) 3c offset Wash. on TINY 2.25x3" black-border mourning cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-10. Washington, DC, 1906, G+ Int'l; prohibited "Postal Card" wording in header on priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
MX-12. Savannah, GA, 1913, F Int'l (crs; lite tone) bit faulty 2c Wash. on 2.5x4" card w/die-cut edges; small env.applique on back, w/illus.dove & roses applique on flap; mailed as postcard. E $15 MIN.8
MX-13. Honolulu, HI, 1976, VG machine on PPC: BARE-BREASTED young woman sitting on knees on beach. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-14. Honolulu, HI, 1978, G+ machine on PPC: BARE-BREASTED young woman lying on beach. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-15. Lihue, HI, 1972, F machine on 3-D PPC: pretty woman holding 2 pineapples in field, w/harvesters. SCARCE to see mailed. E $12 MIN.6
MX-16. Boise, ID, 1916, F Colum. tying faulty 1c-on-2c Canada, accepted as postage on cvr (taped tear B) to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
MX-17. Chicago, IL, 1908, VF Int'l (toned; bit edge cr) on PPC: "I would be tickled to see you" w/real FEATHER applique & "© applied for". E $12 MIN.6
MX-18. Chicago/Englewood Sta., IL, 1933 (Jul 1), F+ Cent.of Progress slogan (lite tone) 1st day of 2c RATE on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-20. Minonk, IL, ca.1890, G CDS/cork (date not struck; part lite tone; part ruff trim R) "If You Don't Catch Him..." illus.fisherman on pier on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-21. Quincy, IL, 1908, G Amer/B14; 4x 1c Sc.300 (1 faulty) on chain-letter PPC mailed 4 times, all within Quincy. E $20
MX-22. Rochelle, IL, 1908, G duplex (toned) on PPC: "A Sure Preventative of Sunburn & Freckles" w/small plaid cloth "head scarf" applique. E $12 MIN.6
MX-23. Waukegan, IL, 1950, VG Univ. on 3x4" 8-panel "Souvenir of Chicago" pictorial folder. E $15 MIN.8
MX-24. Winchester, IN, 1955, VG Int'l on GPC to Chicago American Crossword Puzzle Contest w/newspaper crossword adhered to back. E $12 MIN.6
MX-25. Burlington, IA, 1908, F duplex & others; 4x 1c Sc.300 on chain-letter PPC mailed 4 times. E $20
MX-26. Cedar Falls, IA, 1915 (Jan 2), G+ Amer/B14(1) (angle strike; killer partly off T) 1.25x2.25" news clipping re.New Year baby adhered in message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-27. Dubuque, IA, ca.1908, Amer/B14() (TONED; tip cr) on PPC: "I would be tickled to see you" w/real FEATHER applique. E $12 MIN.6
MX-28. Fayette, IA, 1909, partial duplex & others (o/s; scuffs/adhesions partly in addresses) 3x 1c Sc.331 +1c Sc.300 on chain-letter PPC mailed 4 times. E $15
MX-29. Fort Dodge, IA, 1910, VF Amer/B14 tying 2.25x2.25" newspaper clipping re.wedding in message area on PPC. E $8
MX-30. Iowa City, IA, 1908, G+ Amer/B14 & others (o/s; 1 stamp gone) 2x 1c Sc.300 +1c Sc.279 on chain-letter PPC mailed 4 times. E $14
MX-31. Norway, IA, 1910, VG 4-bar (crs) on New Year PPC w/cloth "leaf" applique. E $12 MIN.6
MX-32. Port Scott, KS, 1908, partial Amer/B14 (lite tone) on artist-drawn PPC: 2 women w/roses; "To my Sweetheart" caption; sent from woman to woman. Suggestive theme & use. E $12 MIN.6
MX-33. New Orleans, LA, 1907 (Mar 1), VF Int'l; 2x 1c Sc.300 on PPC w/message at L, on address side, dated Feb 28. 2c postage required on day message written; 1c required on day of postmark. GREAT (possibly UNIQUE) combo of elements, straddling regulation changeover dates. E $200
MX-34. Baltimore, MD, 1906, G+ Int'l (bit cr) prohibited "Postal Card" wording in header on priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
MX-35. Amble, MI, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (87-53) on comic PPC; real cloth applique, cut to man's shape, forming checked "suit". E $12 MIN.6
MX-36. Muskegon, MI, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns (edge tear R) on PPC w/complete 1913 CALENDAR applique on pix side. E $12 MIN.6
MX-37. Roscommon, MI, 1880, VG+ octagon/target (tears; nicks) on cvr w/4-pg.enc., all made from BIRCH BARK. Brittle but RARE. E $100
MX-38. Minneapolis, MN, 1907, VG Int'l on mechanical "talking donkey" PPC w/creased sliding pull tab. E $12 MIN.6
MX-39. Kansas City/Sheffield Sta., MO, 1909, G+ duplex on New Year PPC w/cloth "leaf" applique. E $12 MIN.6
MX-40. Martin City, MO, 1936 (Feb 29), VF 4-bar; LEAP DAY canx (88-63) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-41. Saint Louis, MO, 1908, G duplex (blurred strike; edge tears, nicks) 2c Sc.319 on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-42. Springfield, MO, 1907, G Amer/B14 & duplex (smeread; edge tears B) on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC; orig.mailed w/1c Smith; held for postage; 1c Sc.300 applied & sent on to Joplin, MO. E $15 MIN.8
MX-43. Helena, MT, 1908, G+ Colum. & others (bit lite tone) 3x 1c Sc.300 on chain-letter PPC mailed 3 times. E $20
MX-44. Fishersville, NH, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) "Excuse Haste & a Bad Pen" at upper L; illus.farmer w/pigs escaping damaged pen (43-83) on cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
MX-45. Jersey City, NJ, 1911, VG Int'l (some interior separation at folds) 2c Wash. on 9-panel "Patent View Envelope"; opens to 3x3 w/7 illus.panels, 2 for message. E $15 MIN.8
MX-46. Dolgeville, NY, 1910, G+ duplex on GPC: message offering gasoline at 18¢/gallon. E $12 MIN.6
MX-47. New York/St.A, NY, 1902, VG Int'l (upper R tip nib) Chas.Broadway Rouss cc on cvr w/INTACT WIRE OPENER inside B edge. E $15 MIN.8
MX-49. Troy, NY, 1909, VF Int'l on black-border mourning cvr w/matching enc. E $12 MIN.6
MX-50. United Nations/Lake Success, NY, 1949, VG duplex (crnr crs; address inverted) on cvr. E $20
MX-51. Alliance, OH, 1912, F Amer/B14(1) (part lite soiled; bit cr) 2c Wash. on 2.25x6.5" "Mailing Card"; 2c required for message on address side. E $15 MIN.8
MX-52. Columbus, OH, 1922, F Int'l on Ohio State Univ./Dept.of Electrical Engineering QSL PPC w/illus.logo. E $20
MX-53. Allentown, PA, 1908 (Feb 29), G duplex (mostly blurred, but month/day show well; edge tears; crnr crs) LEAP DAY canx on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $20
MX-54. Huey, PA, 1909, G CDS/cork (dial hi; edge tear T) message in symbol code on PPC. E $14
MX-55. Philadelphia, PA, 1908, VF Int'l w/dateless dial; 1c Sc.300 on 3.5x4.5" cvr w/illus.holly border (leaving white areas for address, stamp & canx); enc.xmas card giving addressees 5-yr.subscription to Farm Journal. E $15 MIN.8
MX-57. Wilkes-Barre, PA, 1908, G duplex (lite tone) on PPC: "My First Attempt" w/appilques (safety pin w/ribbon & torn paper "diaper"; brown pacifier?) RARE to see mailed w/such. E $15 MIN.8
MX-58. Charleston, SC, 1860 (Feb 29), G+ CDS (town partly off R but date shows well; part toned; flap partly off) LEAP DAY canx on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MX-59. Draper, SD, 1910, G duplex (town partial; lite tone) on PPC: thick gold-colored metal "shaking hands" applique. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-60. Brownsville, TX, 1956, G+ duplex (crs & tear on front panel; small scuff spot on add.) "Vacation Land/Lower Rio Grand Valley of Texas" printed on front; bit faulty 6c air on 3x4" 12-pg.pictorial booklet w/plastic "comb" binding. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8
MX-61. San Antonio, TX, 1915, G+ Int'l; 1c Wash. on 4.25x6" 11-panel pictorial "Folding Post Card" (area views). E $12 MIN.6
MX-62. Seattle/Sta.A, WA, [1908], G+ duplex on RICE PAPER cvr w/hand-painted Mt.Fuji scene at upper L. E $15 MIN.8
MX-63. Cuba, WI, 1908, G+ CDS/cork on PPC: "Who Shall Wear the Pants/You or I?" w/burgundy felt "pants" & pink ribbon applique riveted to pix side. E $12 MIN.6
MX-64. Kenosha, WI, 1948, VF Int'l on 4.25x6" 9-panel pictorial folder (Mooseheart, IL, the School that trains for Life). E $8
MX-65. Prairie du Sac, WI, 1919, F CDS/cork on "mechanical" PPC w/rivetd applique concealing "secret message". E $12 MIN.6
MX-66. Yellowstone Park, WY, 1949, G+ Int'l (near F+; edge wear) on 4.25x6.25" 9-panel "Haynes Souvenir Folder/Yellowstone Park/ Series B". E $12 MIN.6
MX-67. Yellowstone Park/Old Faithful St.a., WY, 1946, F Univ. (bit edge wear) 1.5c Prexie on 4.25x6.25" 9-panel "Haynes Souvenir Folder/Series C/Yellowstone Nat'l Park". E $12 MIN.6
MX-68. "Early Winter": Currier & Ives scene, ca.1960s, printed Xmas greeting from "Your Mailman" on back; on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-69. Multipost stamp affixer/canceller: 6.5x4xl.5" hand-operated machine, w/key; silver body, black handle; made by Commercial Controls Corp., Rochester, NY, shipped to you as received here: in plastic bag w/MUCH LEAKED INK. AS IS for that. RARE item, will make a great display after cleaned. E $150 MIN.75
MX-70. "Winter Meeting": Currier & Ives scene, ca.1960s, printed holiday greeting from "Your Mailman" on back; on "Grace Card" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-71. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1937, VG Univ. (lite tone) on QSL PPC. E $5
MX-72. San Francisco, CA, 1951, VG Int'l on "Maritime Mobile/S.S.Horace Luckenbach" QSL PPC datelined "In the Caribbean Sea". E $12 MIN.6
MX-73. Pueblo, CO, 1938, VG Univ.; illus.Presidential seal on QSL PPC. E $8
MX-74. Bridgeport, CT, 1938, F Univ. on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-75. Gainesville, FL, 1947, G+ Univ. on QSL PPC: shiny GOLD Fla.map. E $12 MIN.6
MX-76. Pensacola/U.S.Naval Sta., FL, 1948, VG Int'l; silver lightning bolts & border on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-77. Parma, ID, 1938, G+ Univ. (2 strikes overlap) illus.map outline & lightning bolts on QSL PPC. E $8
MX-78. Chicago, IL, 1938, F Univ.; "Short-Wave Listener From the 9th U.S.Radio District" header on QSL PPC. E $8
MX-79. Peoria, IL, 1948, G+ Univ. on QSL PPC w/photo illus.(operator & radio; broadcast tower). E $12 MIN.6
MX-80. Wabash, IN, 1937, VF Univ.; "Int'l Short Wave Radio Club" illus.label by add. on QSL PPC w/illus.towers. E $8
MX-81. Storm Lake, IA, 1939, VG Univ. on QSL PPC. E $5
MX-82. Moran, KS, 1933, VG+ Amer/A14 (lower L tip nick) on QSL PC from station "W9EHA, Penthouse, Ralston Theatre Bldg". E $15 MIN.8
MX-83. Louisville, KY, 1937, VF Univ.; "Int'l Short Wave Radio Club" illus.label on pix side on QSL PPC. E $8
MX-84. Belfast, ME, 1949, G+ Int'l (tip cr) on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-85. Auburndale, MA, 1936, F duplex (pinhole) on QSL PPC. E $5
MX-86. Sturbridge, MA, 1910, G+ 4-bar; illus.state outline on dark red QSL PPC. E $8
MX-87. Springfield, MO, 1938, G+ Univ. (lite tone) on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-88. Newark/Rossville Sta., NJ, [1932], G Int'l (stamp gone) on QSL PPC. E $5
MX-89. North Wilkesboro, NC, 1949, VG Int'1 on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-90. Cleveland, OH, 1940, F Int'l (bit cr) Cleveland Radio Club header on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-91. Columbus, OH, 1937, F Int'l; comic illus.outhouses on QSL PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-92. Beaver Falls, PA, 1939, VF Int'l; illus.bell on QSL PPC from Milton H.Bell, Rochester, PA. E $12 MIN.6
MX-93. Bethlehem, PA, 1937, F Univ. on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-94. Philadelphia/W.Market St.Sta., PA, 1950, VG Int'1 (crnr crs) illus.ship on QSL PPC. E $8
MX-95. Central Falls, RI, 1938, VG Int'1; illus.state outline on QSL PPC. E $6
MX-97. Chattanooga, TN, 1938, F Univ.; illus.mountain on QSL PPC from Lookout Mtn, TN. E $8
MX-98. Nashville, TN, 1928, F Univ. on QSL PPC. E $5
MX-100. Ashbourne, Great Britain, 1937, G DCDS (tiny tear T) Britain map on QSL PPC to U.S. E $6
MX-102. Indianapolis, IN, 1922, F Int’l; $50 Reward/$25 for... thieves. $25 for... Buick touring, 1920 (detailed description)...” on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

MX-103. Saint Louis, MO, 1923, F+ Int’l; "1921 Dodge Touring Stolen (description) Reward Will Be Paid...” on GPC. E $12 MIN.6


MX-105. "Winter Pastime": children building snowman; canxed Victoria, IL, 1989, G+ machine tying 15c Cody; mail carrier’s printed Xmas wish on unaddressed "Grace Card" PPC, for patron on route. E $12 MIN.6

MX-106. Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns (part lite tone; tip crs) "Special May Souvenir Offer to R.F.D.CARRIERS..."; A.L.Singer ad for "Civilian or Uniform" clothes; on PPC to Grass Lake, MI, w/"Rural Carrier" h/s by address. E $20


MX-108. "Compliments of the Season/James Ransom/Rural Letter Carrier/Route No.1": poinsettias, ca.1911, "My Christmas Wish for You.” on back; on RFD carrier’s Xmas PPC (Richow ty.L). E $15 MIN.8

MX-109. Cali, Colombia, 1970, G+ DCDS on PPC to U.S.: BARE-BREASTED woman w/painted face. SCARCE to see mailed. E $12 MIN.6

MX-110. Lot 480+ cvrs/cards; nearly all Maryland: towns, DPOs, machines, flags, commer.cc’s, stations/rural sta’s, reg’d, last days, etc., 19th-20th century, (varied condition) balance of consignment batch; LOW minimum bid. Also listed in "Maryland" section. MIN.$290

MX-111. Colon, Panama, 1957 (Jun 17), G+ purple 4-bar w/"Porte Pagado" in bars (tip crs) "Distinguido Doctor" (Dear Doctor) Pentothal "script" ad at L on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

MX-112. Lot 220 approx.) GPC’s; stamp dealers’ correspondence, ca.1945-50, (mostly F-VF) various origin towns; some duplication. MIN.$180

MX-113. Lot 190+) cvrs/cards w/"TRANSIT" CDS’s & machines, properly applied as transit markings, 19th-20th Century, (varied condition, VF to faulty) many diff.towns/types, mostly as b/s. LOW minum bid. MIN.$95

MX-114. Lot 190+) cvrs/cards w/auxiliary & censor markings, nearly all military related (Army, Naval, WW2, etc.); foreign & U.S., 1907-94, (varied condition, VF to faulty) NICE assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$120

MX-115. Lot 230+) cvrs/cards: RPO’s; non-standard h/s; machines; military; seals; misc., 1889-1980s, (varied condition, VF to faulty) interesting & varied assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$110

MX-116. Lot 240+) cvrs (some w/encs.)/cards, mostly WW2 era, w/auxiliary markings, censor markings, etc.; U.S. & foreign, (varied condition, VF to faulty) interesting & varied assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$110

MX-117. Lot 500 (approx.) cvrs/cards w/auxiliary markings (inc.military types) making up at least 2/3 of this lot; also PSE cut-outs & Xmas seals illegally used as postage & other interesting uses, 1860s-1992, (varied condition, VF to faulty) amazing assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$290

MX-118. Lot 550+) cvrs/cards w/auxiliary markings & censor markings/tapes; nearly all incoming from foreign countries to U.S., or outgoing from U.S.to foreign destinations, 1899-1990's, (varied condition, VF to faulty) eclectic (& fun!) assemblage from the collection of Randy Stehle. LOW minimum bid. MIN.$290

MX-119. Fort Sibut, French Congo, 1916, G DCDS (VG+ strike on back) tying 5c Middle Congo on pix side of PPC ("Groupe de Sangos" inc.3 BARE-BREASTED women) to France, w/Bangue, Oubangui Chari-Tchad G+ DCDS as transit. E $20

MX-120. Conakry, French Guinea, 1911, G DCDS (edge tear) tying 5c on pix side of PPC (2 BARE-BREASTED young women) to Senegal. E $20

MX-121. Panama (Indistinct town), 1960, partial CDS on PPC to U.S.: Choco Indian family w/BARE-BREASTED teenage daughter. SCARCE to see mailed. E $20

MX-122. Thies, Senegal, 1922, G DCDS tying 1c on pix side of unmailed PPC: BARE-BREASTED young woman. E $15 MIN.8
MX-123. Boy Scouts: 2.5x3.75" Personal Fitness merit badge card w/illus.badges; Troop 172, 1960. E $6
MX-124. Boy Scouts: 2.5x3.75" First Class Scout card w/illus.emblem; Troop 172, 1960. E $6
MX-125. Boy Scouts: 2.5x3.75" Star Scout card (toned) w/illus.star; Troop 172, 1960. E $5
MX-126. Columbia College/Law School/Academy of Music: 3.5x5.5" 16th Annual Commencement card, w/folded 5.5x7.5" engraved invitation, 1875. E $12 MIN.6
MX-127. "Hip-Pocket Records: "Judy in Disguise" (5x6.25" illus.sleeve WITH 4" record); "Apples, Peaches, Pumpkin Pie" (sleeve only), 1967-8. E $24 MIN.12
MX-128. "Homes of Movie Stars in California": 4.25x6" 9-panel pictorial folder; unused; ca.1930's (bit edge wear). E $6
MX-129. Iowa Dept.of Natural Resources: state park permit decal w/attached stub (66x115mm overall), 1989, unused. E $15 MIN.8
MX-130. Lot 2) used cover albums; 4.5x8.25x2"; 1 green w/50 single pages; 1 red w/42 single pages; all w/black inserts, holding a combined 184 #6 covers (FDC-sized) or postcards, back to back; padded outer covers, used; some signs of wear, but generally VG-F. MIN.$20
MX-131. "Our Christmas Prayer...": 16-line poem; Faculty & Pupils of St.John's Institute for Deaf-Mutes, St.Francis, WI; PPC-sized card w/image of M.M.Gerend on reverse, [1937]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-132. "Tulsa, OK, Oil Capital of the World": 4x6" 7-panel pictorial folder; used (back panel tears; stamp gone), 1962. E $6
MX-133. "University of Florida/1931": 16-pg.4.5x6" commencement program w/illus.FOOTBALL STADIUM on LEATHER outer cover. E $15
MX-134. Earl "Spanky" Adams: 13-year Major League infielder, 1922-34; autograph on REAL PHOTO PPC, in Cardinals uniform. E $75
MX-135. Rhonda Fleming: actress; autograph on 8x10" photo, inscribed "To Terry". E $60
MX-136. Eartha Kitt: singer/actress (1927-2008); autograph on 8x10" photo, inscribed "To Terry". E $60
MX-137. East Las Vegas, NM: 4.25x6.5" photo portrait of man; fancy "Crisspell Art Parlors" at B edge (bit lite foxed), ca.1890s?. E $14
MX-140. "The Susceptible Rock" plus on back "A Year of Two Later": 11x16.5" print from "The Gibson Book" pub.1906 (edges toned; one upper crnr repaired). E $12 MIN.6
MX-142. Map: Alabama; 10.25x14", from Geographical Publishing atlas, [1911], Mississippi on back. E $10 MIN.5
MX-143. Map: Alabama; 10.75x13.25", from atlas, [1901]. E $10 MIN.5
MX-145. Map: Kentucky & Tennessee; 13.5x22.5", from atlas, [1901]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-146. Map: Kentucky & Tennessee; 14x21.5", from atlas, [1895], w/Alabama & Louisiana on back. E $12 MIN.6
MX-148. Map: Louisiana; 10.75x13.5", from atlas, ca.1895, w/Indianapolis on back. E $10 MIN.5
MX-149. Map: Louisiana; 10.25x14", from Geographical Publishing atlas, [1911]. E $10 MIN.5
MX-150. Map: Louisiana; 10.75x13.75", from atlas, [1895]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-151. Map: Louisiana; 10.75x13.75", from atlas, [1901]. E $10 MIN.5
MX-152. Map: Louisiana; 9.75x13.25", from Hammond atlas, ca.1915, (lite tone; edge bit water tone; crnr cr). E $10 MIN.5
MX-153. Map: New Orleans; 10.5x12.5", from atlas, [1902], detailed streets. E $12 MIN.6
MX-154. Map: Mississippi: 17.25x28", from atlas; ©1878, (couple small pieces out&tears L margin, not in printing; crs). E $20 MIN.10
MX-155. Map: Omaha; 10.75x14", from atlas, [1895], detail streets; Council Bluffs detail map on other side. E $10 MIN.5
MX-156. Map: Omaha; 11x13.75", from Cram atlas, ca.1901, (lite edge tone; R margin bit scuff). E $10 MIN.5
MX-157. Map: South Carolina; 10.25x14" from Geographical Publishing atlas, [1911], North Carolina on other side. E $10 MIN.5
MX-158. Map: South Carolina; 10x13.25", from Hammond atlas, [1915], (lite tone) North Carolina on other side. E $10 MIN.5
MX-159. Map: South Carolina; 13.75x22", from Geo.F.Cram atlas, [1906], w/N.Carolina on back. E $12 MIN.6
MX-162. Map: Utah; 10.5x13.75", from atlas, [1906]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-163. Map: Richmond; 10.5x13.5", from atlas, [1895]. E $10 MIN.5
MX-165. Map: Africa; 13.25x21.5" overall, from atlas, [1895], w/closeup of N.W.Africa at top. E $12 MIN.6
MX-168. Map: Asia; 13.75x22", from atlas, ca.1895. E $12 MIN.6
MX-169. Map: Asia; 14x22.5", from Geo.F.Cram atlas, ca.1902. E $12 MIN.6
MX-170. Map: Brazil & Paraguay; 14x22", from Geo.F.Cram atlas, [1901]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-171. Map: Canada; 10.75x13.5", from atlas, ca.1902, (lite edge tone; crnr tip cr). E $12 MIN.6
MX-173. Map: China; 11x14", from atlas, ca.1895, (lite edge tone). E $12 MIN.6
MX-175. Map: Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela & Guianas; 13.5x22.25", from Geo.F.Cram atlas, [1901]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-176. Map: Cuba & the Bahama Isls.; 10.5x13.5", from atlas, ca.1895, (lite edge tone). E $10 MIN.5
MX-181. Map: Mexico; 11x13", from atlas, ca.1895, (few lite tone specks). E $10 MIN.5
MX-183. Map: North America; 13.5x21.5", from atlas, [1895]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-184. Map: South Africa; 13.75x22.5" Scenic-Topographical map from atlas, [1901]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-185. Map: South America; 13x22", from atlas, [1895]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-188. Map: U.S., Showing Land Elevations; 10x13", from atlas, ca.1911, (crnr cr; edge tear T; edge edge tone). E $10 MIN.5
MX-190. Map: U.S., topographical; 13.75x22", from atlas, [1901]. E $12 MIN.6
MX-191. Map: U.S., w/capitals & statehood dates; Alaska inset; 11x13.5", from atlas, ca.1904, (lite edge tone). E $10 MIN.5
MX-197. Map: The World on Mercator's Projection; 9.75x13", from atlas, ca.1915, (lite tone; edge bit water tone; other edge faults; lite cr) w/color-coded possessions. E $10 MIN.5
MX-199. "Man Who Received Lindbergh Ransom Seized in New York...": 18x23.25" Chicago Daily Tribune page, 1934 (Sep 21), several photos: Lindberghs; home; Bruno Hauptmann; ransom note; etc. (lite tone). E $24 MIN.12
MX-201. "Indy's Baby Is Found Dead": 17.25x23.75" Detroit News page, 1932 (May 12), 2 photos of baby; also race results; big league standings (full vertical tear; uneven toned; edge faults; AS IS, but still frameable). E $15 MIN.8
MX-202. "Foreign Cars Take All Honors&Smask Time at INDIANAPOLIS RACES"; "Captain of Lost Ship Puts All Blame for 964 Lives on Danish Boat": 16.75x22.5" Bloomington, IL, Sunday Bulletin page, 1914 (May 31), articles on 4th Indy 500; Empress of Ireland sinking; more (toned; small piece out R). E $24 MIN.12
MX-203. "First Dispatch From Gen.Pershing Says All Goes Well With Troops Now Moving in Mexico After Villa": 17x22.25" Bloomington, IL, Daily Bulletin page, 1916 (Mar 16), w/"Another Pause in Verdun Battle Suggests Germany in New Flanking Movement"; "Situation in Ireland Grave" (Sinn Fein society); more (toned; small piece out R). E $15 MIN.8
MX-204. "Roads in Oklahoma Being Combed for 'Pretty Boy' Floyd": 16.5x21.25" Kansas City Journal-Post page, 1932 (Apr 22), articles re.AL CAPONE appeal; Univ.of Missouri campus shooting; failed banker's asphyxiation suicide; wife blinding husband w/lye solution; more (toned; bit ruff L). E $24 MIN.12
MX-205. "Posses Comb Highways for 'Pretty Boy'/Gun Battles Mark Search for Bandits": 16.75x21.25" Kansas City Journal-Post PINK page; financial edition, 1932 (Apr 22), re.search for gangster Floyd; "Acid Burns Coed/Girl Injured in Scuffle at (Univ.of Minn.) Student Election"; partial baseball scores; more, inc.MARLENE DIETRICH photo illus.(edges toned; L edge bit ruff). E $20 MIN.10
MX-206. "'Pretty Boy' Floyd Reported Trapped/Famed Flier Joins Search Near Ada, Ok.": 16.5x21.25" Kansas City Journal-Post PINK page; late sports edition, 1932 (Apr 21), "Mail Pilot Killed" (Lieut.Geo.Hill at Ft.Wayne, IN); short article re.Aimee Semple McPherson kissing husband in public in Mexico; baseball scores; more (edges toned; L edge bit ruff). E $20 MIN.10
MX-207. "'Pretty Boy' Floyd Reported Trapped/Famous Flier Joins Search Near Ada, Ok.": 16.75x21.25" Kansas City Journal-Post PINK page; financial edition, 1932 (Apr 21), "Mail Pilot Killed" (Lieut.Geo.Hill at Ft.Wayne, IN); "Held in Shooting": Mrs.J.Keith-Miller, noted flier (questioned) in death of young aviator, found dying on her porch (w/her PHOTO); baseball scores; more (edges toned; few minor edge faults). E $20 MIN.10
MX-208. "Richard Loeb Is Murdered by an Angry Prison Mate; Improper Conduct Charged": 16.75x22" Bloomington, IL, Daily Pantagraph page, 1936 (Jan 29), re.Killing of infamous "thrill killer"; "King George Buried With Simple Rite"; "8 Hurt in Blast on Navy Submarine" (toned; few edge faults). E $15 MIN.8
MX-209. "Joyous Britain Crowns George VI": 17x22.25" Tulsa, OK, Daily World page, 1937 (May 12), w/portraits of King Geo.VI/Queen Elizabeth (toned; few edge faults; crs). E $15 MIN.8
MX-210. "President M'Kinley Cheerful in Speaking of His Condition": 17.75x22" Chicago Daily Inter Ocean page, 1901 (Thursday, Sep.12), optimistic article, 6 days after shooting&2 days before his death; w/photos of Emma Goldman&assassin Leon Czolgosz; long article about her (toned; crs). E $24 MIN.12
MX-211. "M'Kinley Safe; Fast Recovery Now Expected": 18x23.75" Chicago Daily Tribune page, 1901 (Wednesday, Sep.11), optimistic article, 5 days after shooting&3 days before his death;
w/photos of "Anarchy's High Priestess" Emma Goldman; long article about her (toned; crs). E $24
MIN.12

MX-212. "President Rides to Capitol Through Lane of Troops...": RED headline w/detailed article re.WILSON's 2nd INAUGURATION; photo PORTRAITS of Wilson&VP Marshall; Daily Bulletin, Bloomington, IL; 16.75x22.5" front page, 1917 (Mar 5), (toned; part ruff L edge). E $20 MIN.10

MX-213. New York Tribune: 23.75x17.5" front page w/LYING article ("Mob Law in New-York/1,000 People See a Negro Lynched"), 1892, (toned; edge faults) "Express Train Held Up/200 Shots Exchanged"; "Pope to Have Exhibit at Chicago (World's Fair)"; Letter-Carrier Drugged, Robbed&Killed. E $20 MIN.10

MX-214. "Pictorial War Record": 11.5x17" July 1, 1882 newspaper opens to 46x17" 8 panel w/inside picture of Capture of Fort Donelson (usual horiz. fold; stain specks; edge wear). E $75

MX-215. "Army&Navy Journal": 10x14.75" 12-pg March 4, 1865 newspaper (LINCOLN's 2nd INAUGURATION DATE) w/articles regarding war campaigns (usual horiz. fold; stains; edge wear; pages separating). E $200

MX-216. "Japanese Forces Try Big-Scale Invasion": December 22, 1941; "The Mount Pleasant (IA) News": 6-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cntr & diag crnr crs; edge tears; soil T pg 1). E $15 MIN.8

MX-217. "Japs Launch Major/Attack On Islands": December 22, 1941; "The Daily Hawkeye Gazette", Burlington, IA; 8-pg (uneven cntr fold; diag cr cntr; edge tears; tone spots pg 1; pcs missing B 2 pgs). E $15 MIN.8

MX-218. "Fires Raging In Manila": December 28, 1941; "Des Moines (IA) Sunday Register": 2-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cr cntr; crnr cr; edge tears). E $15 MIN.8

MX-219. "President Roosevelt With His War Cabinet": January 4, 1942; "The Des Moines (IA) Sunday Register": 1/2 pg w/picture (vert cntr cr; crnr cr; edge tears). E $12 MIN.6

MX-220. "Roosevelt's Greatest Test": January 25, 1942; "The Des Moines (IA) Sunday Register": 6-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert cr cntr). E $12 MIN.6

MX-221. "Italy Quits!": September 8, 1943; "The Mount Pleasant (IA) News": 6-pg (usual cntr fold; 2 vert cr cntr; edge tears; tone stains pg 1). E $15 MIN.8

MX-222. "Invaders Gain Several Miles/Find German Opposition Weak": June 6, 1944; "D-DAY INVASION; "The Burlington (IA) Hawkeye Gazette": 14-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge tears; nicks in pg 1 including tears in headline; tone spots pg 1). E $50 MIN.26


MX-224. "Pictorial Record of Franklin D. Roosevelt's Career": April 13, 1945; "The Burlington (IA) Hawkeye Gazette": 2-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge tears). E $15 MIN.8

MX-225. "President Roosevelt/Dies At Warm Springs": April 13, 1945; "The Des Moines (IA) Register": 10-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge tears; crnr crs; stains pg 1). E $24 MIN.12

MX-226. "Nation Mourns Loss Of President": April 15, 1945; "The Mount Pleasant (IA) News": 6-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert crs crnr w/tears; crnr crs; edge tears; stain pg 1). E $15 MIN.8

MX-227. Lot 2) "His last Long Ride & Reds Attack On Oder": April 15, 1945; "The Des Moines (IA) Sunday Register": 10-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert cr cntr; crnr crs; edge tears). E $20 MIN.10

MX-228. "Nazi Surrender Order Reported": April 28, 1945; "The Burlington (IA) Hawkeye Gazette": 8-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge tears). E $15 MIN.8

MX-229. "Berlin Battle Nearing Finish": April 30, 1945; "The Burlington (IA) Hawkeye Gazette": 4-pg (uneven cntr fold; diag cr cntr; edge tears; pc missing B pg 1). E $15 MIN.8

MX-230. "Presidential Family – Harry S. Truman, His Wife & Daughter, Mary Margaret, 21": FULL-COLOR photos; May 6, 1945; "Des Moines (IA) Sunday Register": 2-pg (uneven cntr fold; diag cr cntr; edge tears). E $15 MIN.8


MX-232. "PEACE!": August 15, 1945; "Seattle Post-Intelligencer": 12-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert crs cntr; edge wear). E $20 MIN.10

MX-233. "Peace Comes To World": August 15, 1945; "The Mount Pleasant (IA) News": 8-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge wear; tone pg 1). E $20 MIN.10

MX-235. "Mount St. Helen's Diary/A Sunday Holocaust": 1980; FULL-COLOR photo of eruption; "The Columbian", Vancouver, WA; 12-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert cr cntr; price tag residue; name written T). E $12 MIN.6
MX-236. "Dewey Defeats Truman": November 3, 1948; "The Chicago Daily Tribune; 22-pg (usual cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge tears; tone pg 1). E $1200 MIN.600
MX-237. "Scientific American Supplement": 11x15.5"  16-pg November 3, 1888 newspaper w/articles on engineering, photography & technology such as Irish flax manufacture (edge wear). E $ 60
MX-238. "New York Daily Tribune": 16x11" September 6, 1864 newspaper opens to 32x44" w/articles about the war (unevenly folded; edge wear; sm tears; tone spots). E $ 50
MX-239. "Fresh Imperial Troops Now in Malaya": December 17, 1941; "The Mount Pleasant (IA) News"; 4-pg (uneven cntr fold; vert cr cntr; edge & cntr tears; tone spots pg 1). E $15 MIN.8